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Preface 

This volume documents the twenty-second wave of data collected by the Panel 

Study of Income Dynamics, interviews taken in 1989 on income for 1988. Volumes I 

and II of A Panel Study of Income Dynamics: 1968-1972 Interviewina Years (Waves 

I-v) contain tape codes, indexes, available data, questionnaires and procedures 

specific to our first five years of data collection (1968-1972). These volumes 

also describe the early history of the study and some of the basic procedures that 

are common to all twenty-two years of interviewing. Seventeen supplemental 

volumes , including this one, cover procedures, codes and questionnaires for Waves 

VI-XXII. Ten volumes of findings entitled Five Thousand American Families-- 

Patterns of Economic Progress are available, covering ten years of PSID findings 

from 1969 through 1978. Years of Poverty, Years of Plenty by Greg J. Duncan and 

co1 1 eagues, based on PSI0 data, is also available. This book is an accessible 

summary of findings regarding poverty and employment dynamics through the late 

1970s. 

All documentation for the PSID is available from the Inter-University 

Consortium for Political and Social Research, P.O. Box 1248, Ann Arbor, MI. 48106. 

The User Guide 

The User Guide to the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, a supplement to the 

PSID Procedures and Tape Codes volumes, is also distributed by the Inter- 

University Consortium for Political and Social Research. The Guide clarifies 

features of the study design and provides information needed to use the panel 

study data effectively. The guide is in loose-leaf format and purchasers are sent 

updates to add to their copies. 

Staff 

Greg J. Duncan, Martha S. Hill. and James N. Morgan are the study’s principal 

researchers. James M. Lepkowski directs the survey operations. Charles Brown is 

in charge of labor market content. Tecla C. Loup oversees data collection and 

processing and compiles the documentation with the assistance of Anita Ernst. 

Bonnie Bittman supervises family composition editing, Thomas Gonzales supervises 

income editing, and Anne Sears supervises the coding procedure. Data processing 

is divided into several parts: Charles Stallman deals with raw data files and 

consistency checks, Ron Amos generates variables for the final single-year files, 

Margaret Hoad processes the family history data, and Marita Servais and Barbara 

Browne build the merged files. Kathryn Terrazas manages the field production. 

Joan Brinser and Priscilla Hildebrandt are responsible for general “care and 

feed i ng ‘I of and payments to respondents. Deborah S. Laren and Naomi K. Sealand 

assist Greg Duncan with data analysis. Jean Yeung assists Martha Hill with data 

analysis and sponsor communication, and also keeps the bibliography of 

publications that use Panel Study data. Mary Wreford is an administrative 

manager. Peggy Gunnesch and Sarah Olson provide secretarial support. 

Users who wish to communicate with the study staff regarding questions about 

PSID data content should contact Tecla C. Loup at (313) 936-0316. 
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SECTION I 

PROCEDURES FOR THE lS69 INTERVIEWING YEAR 

Part 1: The 1880 Questionnaire, Data Processing, Intervlewfng Procedures, 
Dtxupatton Codes, Data Quality, Independent Part Samples, Weights 

The 1989 Questionnaire 

The 1989 questionnaire included a major supplement about the family’s assets, 

similar to the asset data collected in Wave XVII (1984). We continued to ask 

about marriages, divorces, adopted and natural children. Updating questions were 

again asked to account for new children and marital changes for those whose data 

were collected from 1985 through 1988; new Heads and Wives/“Wivesfll were asked 

about all of their children and first and last marriages. Employment event dating 

questions for 1989 continued with the 1988 design asking about spells with 

employers instead of the position-oriented approach used from 1984 through 1987, 

and only information about prior-year employers was asked in detail. Food stamp 

eligibility, mortgage and utility payment questions were omitted for 1989. 

Data Processing 

We continue to use a direct data entry coding system that is fully compatible 

with the OSIRIS Statistical Software System. PSID tapes are released in OSIRIS 

format. OSIRIS interfaces with other systems (e.g., SPSS. SAS, BMDP), allowing 

easy access to other statistical and data management software. 

Interviewina Procedures 

Nearly all of the 1989 interviews were taken by SRC interviewers in the field 

by telephone Interviews were taken with 7114 heads of families out of 7365 

possible, for an overall response rate of 96.6%. Subtracting from the base 59 

respondents who had died since the last interview, had moved into institutions 

that precluded an interview, were too ill to be interviewed, or had rejoined 

sample ex-spouses raises the response rate to 97.4%. The interview total includes 

interviews with 209 splitoffs (out of a total of 251) with a response rate of 83.3 

percent. For the reinterview panel only, again with the deceased and others 

removed from the base, the response rate was 97.9%. Slightly more than fifty 

percent of the persuasion letters written to reluctant respondents resulted in 

interviews. 

The average length of the interview was 35.9 minutes (Table I). Respondents 

were each paid $12.50 for their interviews and an additional $5 per family for 

returning an address correction postcard in January 1989. 

Occupation Codes 

We continue to use the 1970 Census three-digit occupation and industry codes 

for the current main jobs of employed Heads and Wives/“Wives.” They are also used 

for the most recent jobs held by Heads and Wives/‘Wives” who are not currently 

working, and in coding the employment histories and extra or second job questions. 

For comparability with past data, one-digit occupation codes are used to code 

‘The PSID uses the term “wife” (in quotes) in referring to long-term female 
cohabltors. 
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Head’s first job and Head’s father’s occupation, since these data items were 

collected only for new Heads in 1989. 

Data Quality 

About ninety-two percent of the 1989 interviews were taken by telephone 

(Table 3). The remaining eight percent of respondents have no telephones, prefer 

personal interviews due to party lines or hearing difficulties, or live out of 

range of our interviewers and complete their own questionnaires. The rate at 

which Heads responded for themselves (76.2%) remained similar to 1988; Wives/ 

“Wives” accounted for almost all of the proxy respondents. 

There is very little year-to-year variation in the number of data imputations 

(Table 5); the quality of the data, according to this indicator, continues to be 

good. 

Table 2b shows response rates based on original sample individuals, annually 

and cumulatively. Since it would be impossible to know how many individuals were 

eligible but did not respond in 1968, we used the 1968 sample as the base for 

further calculations. Table 2b also includes columns that remove the deceased 

from the base. Individuals born into the sample are not included in this table, 

even though some of them are now being interviewed as Heads and Wives./“Wives” of 

their own families. 

Table 1 

AVERAGE LENGTH OF INTERVIEW 

Number of Average Length 
Year Interviews in Minutes 

1968 4802 63.1 
1968 4460 61.8 
1970 4645 60.5 
1971 4840 59.1 
1972 5060 66.2 
1973 5285 20.1 
1974 5517 23.1 
1975 5725 26.9 
1976 5862 48.2* 
1977 6007 25.0 
1978 6154 26.9 
1979 6373 28.1 
1980 6533 29.0 
1981 6620 26.5 
1982 6742 20.8 
1983 6852 23.8 
1984 6918 34.7 
1985 7032 49.9* 
1986 7018 34.9 
1987 7061 29.5 
1988 7114 37.0 
1989 7114 35.9 

*Includes both Head’s and Wife’s 
interviews. 
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Table 2a 

FAMILY ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE PANEL RESPONSE RATES** 

Percent 
Year 

Annual Cumulative 

1968 76 76 
1969 89 68 
1970 97 66 
1971 97 64 
1972 97 62 
1973 97 61 
1974 97 59 
1975 97 57 
1976 96 55 
1977 97 53 
1978 97 51 
1979 97 49 
1980 97 48 
1981 97 47 
1982 97 46 
1983 97 45 
1984 97 44 
1985 96 42 
1986 96 40 
1987 96 38 
1988 97 37 
1989 97 36 

**The deceased, those too 
ill to be interviewed, and 
recombined families have 
not been removed from the 
base. 

Table 2b 

INDIVIDUAL ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE PANEL RESPONSE RATES 

Annual, Cumulative, Annual, Cumulative, 
Deceased Deceased Deceased Deceased 

Sample Included Included Removed Removed 
Year Size in Base in Base from Base from Base 

1968 18224 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 
1969 16046 88.0 88.0 88.5 88 
1970 15476 96.4 84.9 96.9 85 
1971 15108 97.6 82.9 98.2 84 
1972 14713 97.4 80.7 98.1 82 
1973 14295 97.2 78.4 97.9 80 
1974 13908 97.3 76.3 97.9 78 
1975 13548 97.4 74.3 98.1 77 
1976 13096 96.7 71.9 97.2 75 
1977 12706 97.0 69.7 97.7 73 
1978 12417 97.7 68.1 98.2 71 
1979 12056 97.1 66.2 97.7 70 
1980 11683 96.9 64.1 97.6 68 
1981 11382 97.4 62.5 98.1 66 
1982 11125 97.7 61.0 98.5 65 
1983 10828 97.3 59.4 98.1 64 
1984 10515 97.1 57.7 98.0 62 
1985 10183 96.8 55.9 97.7 60 
1986 9826 96.5 53.9 97.4 59 
1987 9504 96.7 52.2 97.9 57 
1988 9225 97.1 50.6 98.0 56 
1989 8930 96.8 50.0 97.2 54 

.0 

.5 

.7 

.1 

.4 

.8 
2 

.0 

.1 

.7 

.0 

.1 

.5 

.1 

. I 

.1 

.1 

.5 
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Table 3 

PROPORTION OF INTERVIEWS BY TELEPHONE 

Number of Unweighted 
Year Sample Size Telephone Percent of 

Interviews Sample 

1968 4,802 
1969 4,460 
1970 4,645 
1971 4,840 
1972 5,060 
1973 5,285 
1974 5,517 
1975 5,725 
1976 5,862 
1977 6,007 
1978 6,154 
1979 6,373 
1980 6,533 
1981 6.620 
1982 6,742 
1983 6,852 
1984 6,918 
1985 7,032 
1986 7,018 
1987 7,061 
1988 7,114 
1989 7,114 

-- 
-- 
67 

108 
134 

4,047 
4,554 
4,836 
5,360 
5,040 
5,283 
5,635 
5,829 
6,081 
6,257 
6,401 
6,369 
6,423 
6,454 
6,479 
6,520 
6,522 

-- 
1.4 
2.2 
2.6 

76.6 
82.5 
84.5 
91.4 
83.9 
85.8 
88.4 
89.2 
91.9 
92.8 
93.4 
92.1 
90.6 
92.0 
91.8 
91.5 
91.7 

Table 4 

PROPORTION OF FAMILY HEADS INTERVIEWED 

Proportion of 
Year Sample Size Interviews 

by Head 

1968 4,802 92.6 
1969 4,460 93.1 
1970 4,645 93.2 
1971 4,840 93.3 
1972 5,060 93.5 
1973 5,285 91.1 
1974 5,517 90.0 
1975 5,725 88.3 
1976 5,862 92.6 
1977 6,007 90.0 
1978 6,154 90.2 
1979 6,373 88.5 
1980 6,533 85.8 
1981 6,620 84.3 
1982 6,742 83.8 
1983 6,852 82.2 
1984 6,918 81.0 
1985 7,032 87.1 
1986 7,018 81.5 
1987 7,061 79.0 
1988 7,114 76.9 
1989 7,114 76.2 
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Table 5* 

SUM OF ACCURACY CODES FOR THREE TAXABLE INCOME ITEMS FOR HEAD AND WIFE 

Year of Data 0 1 2 3 4 or More Total 

1968 94.0 2.5 2.6 0.2 0.8 100.0 
1969 95.6 1.6 1.9 0.1 0.8 100.0 
1970 96.9 1.3 1.3 0.1 0.5 100.0 
1971 97.7 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.4 100.0 
1972 97.8 0.8 1.1 0.0 0.3 100.0 
1973 97.9 1.1 0.7 0.1 0.2 100.0 
1974 98.2 0.9 0.7 0.0 0.2 100.0 
1975 98.3 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.2 100.0 
1976 97.0 1.2 1.6 0.1 0.2 100.0 
1977 97.4 1.1 1.2 0.0 0.3 100.0 
1978 97.4 0.7 1.3 0.1 0.5 100.0 
1979 96.1 0.8 2.3 0.1 0.7 100.0 
1980 95.8 0.8 2.4 0.2 0.8 100.0 
1981 95.6 1.2 2.5 0.2 0.4 100.0 
1982 95.3 1.1 2.7 0.1 0.8 100.0 
1983 94.5 1.6 2.9 0.2 0.8 100.0 
1984 94.3 2.0 2.7 0.2 0.8 100.0 
1985 94.2 2.9 2.3 0.2 0.4 100.0 
1986 94.7 1.4 3.0 0.1 0.7 100.0 
1987 94.6 1.5 3.0 0.1 0.8 100.0 
1988 95.1 1.0 2.8 0.1 1.0 100.0 
1989 94.9 1.1 3.1 0.2 0.7 100.0 

*Table 5 is based on four variables: 
Accuracy of Head’s Labor Income (1989: V16414 + V16419) 
Accuracy of Wife’s Labor Income (1989: V16421) 
Accuracy of Asset Income of Head and Wife (1989: V16434) 

Overall accuracy is indicated by the number of assignments made by the 
editors in order to impute data missing from an interview. The more 
assignments, the less accurate the data. The accuracy code values and 
their meanings are: 

0. Adequate response: No assignments made. 
1 Minor assignment: Response was inadequate, but estimates could be 

made within a probable error of under $300 or 10 percent of the 
assignment by using previous years’ data or other data in the 
interview. 

2. Major assignment: Response was inadequate, and estimates had a 
probable error of at least $300 and at least 10 percent of the 
value of the assignment, using any information available in 
previous interviews or in the current one. Usually these values 
were imputed from an assignment table. 

This table shows the sum of the accuracy codes for the three different 
income measures. The maximum value possible here would be eight for 
married couples, six for single heads. 

Independent Part Samples 

The use of part samples is suggested for separating the selection of a 

preferred model from the assessment of its stability and power. Simple random 

subsamples are not independent of the rest of the sample because of the clustered 

nature of area probability samples. Four independent quarter-samples have been 

selected for users and are designated in the variable V17560. How much of the 

sample should be reserved for statistical testing depends on how unsure one is 

about the best model and how important the estimation and testing of one optimal 

model is felt to be. For illustrations of the results of this separation of the 

searching from the assessing procedures, see the volumes of findings, Five 

Thousand American Families-- Patterns of Economic Progress, Volume I, pp. 6-8 and 

PP. 342-344; Volume II, Chapter 9; and Volume IV, Chapter 2 (Survey Research 

Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan). 
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There are also several variables for use in defining paired sampling error 

computing units within half-sample strata for repeated replication to compute 

sampling errors. These variables are present for 198 9 only at the individual 

level (V31996-V31999). See Chapter 17 of Vol. IX of Five Thousand American 

Families , and Section I, Part 5 in this volume. 

Weights 

The sample was entirely reweighted in 1989 for each year of data. This is a 

population weight for reducing bias in estimates, not a variance weight for 

efficiency. See Part 5 in this section or the PSID User Guide for a discussion of 

reweighting theory and techniques. 

Part 2: 1989 Questionnaire 

The 1989 questionnaire follows, with cross-year family- 

added at the appropriate questions for both edited and 

level variable numbers 

directly coded items. 
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1989 
P. 24 (C57724! 

THE STUDY OF FAMILY ECONOMICS 
For Office Use Only 

SURVEY RESEARCH CENTER 
lNSTITz% FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH 
THE U?JlVERSlTY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48109 

. 1. INTERVIEWER'S LABEL 

V16626 

l 2. Your IW. No. yL6627- - 

03. Iv. Date V16628 

a. Iw. Lmngth V16629 MINUTES 

5. Post-dft Length MINUTES 

6. 60-68 ID#l-[II 

R?wIEwED: 

cl 
BY suPERvIsoR (DATE) 

cl 
BY FIELD OFFICE (DATE) 

For Office Use Only 

66 ID 69 ID 70 ID 

$JlJ-TloGld609)I*~l 

71 ID 72 ID 73 ID 

74 ID 75 ID 76 ID 

77 ID 78 ID 79 ID 

80 ID 8i ID 02 ID 

.pqq--p~l.)116)j2a1 

83 ID 04 ID a5 ID 

*~.~.~I 

86 ID 07 ID 08 ID 

For Office Us0 Only 

1 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN: 
For REINTERVIEW Families, affix 1968 
OFUN label to G71 prid, p. 69, if 
there is such a labolstapldtop. 2 
of the covu shoot. 
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l A.8. no you own the (hmdaputmant), pay rent, or what? 

“16y7zyjGq p-/q I’1 

A9. Could ym tell m what the pruont value of your tlmus*/aputmnt/lr) is-1 
- atout how uch mad it brin9 if you lold it todAy 

3 4 (Ed’ cdl 

WlO. 0 yw have a mortqa9a on this proputy? 

v16642 e, 

IF FIJ NLITNER OWWS NOR RLWTS 
3 

I I 
d15. NOW is that? VI6646 

I 

l Al6. IS this trbous*/aputwlt) in a public housinq projrt. th8t is, is it amd by 
~16647 6 l%Al hmstiq authority or other public 69WW2y? 

w17. 
V16648 

Are you payinq no rue bums* the ?tiual, Stat*, or local 
qovunmnt is pRylnq a11 Of it7 

llf IamGAGx SndwRmMB 
All. About how uch 

is the rm8ininq 
principal on 
this mrtqaq97 

) V16326 (Edited) 0~ 8 @DR 
Nux PAGB, Al8 cl 

l l2. myouhsvea 
Vl6643 s- -ww~? 

II.ml 

ASK'All 
AGBIN 

Nxxi PMB, 
Al8 

I? N PAXS RUIT 

413. 
“16644 

IS this (housdaputmt) in.prblic bourin9projct, that is, is it ovmti by 
a local housinq authority or 0th~ pabuc l qmcy? 

t 
l l4. Are you payinqlmmr ratbumm tha y~eral. Stata, or local 

V16645 qw-t is pRy5nq wt Of tha cost7 [cosx w lmrl 

Nmr P9, ND 

418. 
V16649 

Nave you (NKAD) movd my tia sine* the spring of 19997 

1. xl5 

CTI 

pT+--+WXOA21 

9N9. N?lumnthmdyMrDmsthat? omsTRBuNTwvR, 

V166SO 

WRTN XEAR 

*No. why did you aNAD) movs? V16651 

\o 

*AU. Do you think you (NEW) miqht-.in th6nutcO@*Of yeuS7 

a&22. Would you 6ay you dafinitmly will movm, ptobmblr will -Or or U* you 
V16653 mr. UluUtNn? 

.A23. my (dllN9htht) you mow? V16654 
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s&T1a BI WLoxPmx WHBBD 

[IF R MRNT1oR.9 CODES 1-3, CRXCR ORB Am ORLX ORB MR, Am ImllR PRCM 4-S] 

1. !mmIla Rw 2. gllLJ TmPwARILX LBID OPP, SIU 3. LOOKING POR 
Lhwz on KmmNITx Luvz woRI[. 

I 
IilmlPLoxsD 

RErx PAGR, 84 

[II 1 ImT1ons 0m.r comzs 4-9, acat A9 nAllr A9 AmX] ,‘T 

0~2. In what ymr did you 

V16656 

Is. PRmwmTLx Dxsmm~-- 
6. IQEPIRG HOLlSR l 

V16657 

l B3. Ar, you UiRBD) doin 

nxTPAGB, TwnTo 
B4 P. 19, 

SRCTIOR 
C 

V16659 
. 1)s. IS that an unincor- 

pwatd busin*ss or 
l corporation? 

(I.-j 

)2.-J 

B6. DO you WEBD) mrk fof thm ftiu61, (tat*, or 
local9wumm t, l pavat cmpmy, or what7 

16660 

. 

V. 

. 

7. omm csPBc1n,: 
I 

B7. Is your currmt job cwud by 6 union emtract 

Vl6661 
[5.IIDF---rQJToB9 

l BB. DO you b9lm9 to tbBt hbw unim? 

l B9. What 1s your WRBD’S) mln occupatlm? What sort of workdo youdo? 

BlO. What u6 your mst irportant actlvitiu or dutlas? 

Bll. Ithat kind OC business or industry is that in? 
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.B12. (on your lyln job,) arm you (READ) uluid, paid by th* hour, or what7 

v16665 [L.l 

V16667 

I 
513. How much IS your 

Uluy7 

PRRN?m 

PLB WNTI 

OR 

PntxRAB 

V16666 

l +mIl 
Bl4. It yOu -0 to 

*ark more hours 
than usruldurUi9 
SoNwalK, wad 
you 9*t PLa ior 
thou mum hours 
of wrk7 

1. YE3 

P 

I 
5. No 

NUT PAG?i 
920 

Bl5. Abut ho* Uch 
WuldyouNk~ 
pu hour tar 
those utra murs 

TIMBANDANALP 

I 
+ 

'Bl6. Nhat 1s your 
hourly waq6 rum 
for your ro9ulu 
work t-7 

1 .w,-7 - 
V16669 

-Bl7. What 11 yaU 
hourly tmqa rum 
for ovutum7 

s PzRmnJR 

ITIWANDANALFI 

IDouBLBTIns I QRm (SPEcIn)r 

V16670 

NUT PMB, s20 

7. OTIIER ir’ 
Bl8. Now is that.? 

V16671 

119. If you work4 an utra 
hNr,bowmuchwuldya 
earn Car that hear7 

s PERNOW 

+Im 
V16672 

NUT PA@!, B20 

.BPO . the you (lIEAD) baud lwkln9 for wthu job durinq tJm past four wnks7 
V16673 

1. TES 

i-1 

pri+Go To 822 

l B21. ~t~cnyoubmdoLn9th.~stfourmkstofLndwthu job7 [CIIECKALLTMT 
APPLXI 

V16675 

V16676 

V16677 

V16676 

V16679 

V16680 

V16661 

B22. 

A. CIQURD WITN PUBLIC mLOYMDlT AGtWCX 

V16674 

B. CRZUZD YITN PRIVATI WLOXMWT AGENCX 

c. CNRUQ WITN CURWNTUPLOXtRDIRWTLX 

D. CNBUZD YITN OTUU UPLOXZN DIRECTLX 

t. m WITN PRIBNDS OR RNLATXVZS 

I.PLACBDORANSNtRNDADS 

r' 
0. OTRX (sPBcIR)r 

ImwvIzNm CilBuPoINT 

-i,_., 

'923. Bo*ur).-S'~i~~dOgou(RW)~~~itos~thU*ichgour 
pr*sct wlonr7 VI6662 

l uIl WS 
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-1124. In what month and yur did you w working Car (yOUr presat ~l~~~/y~~s~lf)? 

pluse 9iv6 us your mst racmt start data if you have qone to work lor (them/ 
yoursalL) more than cac9. [IF WEcLssAin: Nhat would ba your kst guess? Did you 
start b&or* 199971 

V1669 0930. In what month and Yeu 
did you stueuorkin9 in 
your pr9sanc @oSltion/ 
work sltrutioN? 

V16691 
ZiEi DAX [II VoLulmE9ml 

NEU PAGC, B40 

12s. IS that whul you 
stutd workb9 ,in 
your m 
Qositionhork 
situation)? 

U6. Inwhatmon =lyurMP 
atut workin in your pmsrt 

V16686 
-izii- W[I?vuLumzKum 

.6697+ To UP 1:99 

127. P Did you chanqa tposittOnS/WO k 
,669s rituBtions) with this Sloyu at 

my tiu durinq 19997 

V16699 
-izz- 

929. llms thmt l prmtim with hi9hu 
pay, . ujor chuw in your dutias 
but with tha - ply, or WhBtt 

Nxx PET, us 

l B31. Inwhumchand 
yur did you scuc 
uorkin9inyour 
prumt @ositLon/ 
work situation)7 

V16693 

iEii% DAX [IF VOLURTR~ 

132. 

NRZI PAGN, 139 

.6695 situations) rlth this mloyu 

133. 

v34. 

at my tiu durla9 19897 

l.m I,.PAGR, 

P 

1nwhBtPnthdidtInthappa7 

V16696 
-zisr 

was that6 prmtimritkhbhr PIY~ 
. njor chanqa in your dutias hut 
with tha sum pay, or tit7 

VI6697 

llxTPwIL,939 

9 

l B3S. mu was your (NEW’S) ouupatlon when you m working Cot that rpployu in 
19697 Nhu sort ot work did you do7 

V16699 
4 

836. what wit. your most iqortant utivitiw or duti667 

l B37. mu tw your stutinq raluy or w89e at thmt tiu7 V16699 - 

s Pm 
am 

NTR 

*#IO. nidyou nmwany tothu) mmin-~obrployus l tuvtLwdurin919997 k&n. if + 
V16713 you wu.s~lr-qloy~ on.- jab, count yausml2 as an qloyu. h) 

l B41. In what math and ymu did you m workin for thmt (othu) nin-jd 
=plopU7 

V16714 
TiEiT DAX [I? VoLlJmT=zDI 

.Bb2. In *hichmmthsdurUiq 1999 uu~you workin for thmt~lOymr7 

pJ+JzJ~~pJG-JGJ~~~~~ 

V16716-V16727 



IO 
w43. on this win job, wu,yuu (m!BD) r*1r-qloyd, *u.you rployd by rouon* ais*, 

VI6728 or what7 

V16729 
. 

, 
Vl6730 

‘345. Did you (HUD) work for the tdusl, stat,, or 
local qovarunt, a priMI* cw&.any, or WhsC? 

7. vmm (SPBcIPY)1 
1 I 

*MS. mat was your owupatiw whw you lxrst m wrkln9 for thr7 whst sort Of 
*orkdidyo\rdO? 

V16731 

l QY 
947. tnmt war. your oost 4oeant wtlvltias or dutias? 

%46. Uhat kind of husin~ss 01 industry was that in? 
V16732 

cm 
IBD 

.BSO . u m pny t,o,q a waak did you work MQ Ynr first S&S? 

V16734 HDDu$ PeR msK 

,851. hrin9 1966. did your job title or position with m rin job rployu chan9~7 
11 

V16735 1. YES 

7 

(5. Go To 954 

0952. In what wnth did that ha-7 

__yLS”fi 
mmll 

.BS3. !das thst s promotion with Nghu pay, a major chanpa in your dutias but with 
tha saw pay, or what? 

V16737 

l BS4 . FIsva you stoppd worklng for that mnln job aployu? 
V1673S 

1. YES 

7 

e To B59 

9955. In what wnth and ymu did you H workin iot that wloyu? 

Vl6739 

5i5is MY (I? t-or.-1 

1191(11 pJ VI 

Vl6740 

tJ 
9956. Mhathappwd with that ~loyu-did Ma wqo out of busimrs, wara 

you UDthD) laid off, did you quit, or what? 

V16741 

%37. Whatwas.yaur URBD'S) tinalm9aor uluywhayoul~tthatqloyu? 

6 m- 
cuIl 

RAT!! 
.B56. MdhQ*myhoursawwkdidyou*ork~~? V16742 

V16743 
HDORS PSI WEK 

vE.9. Did you hwa my othu rin-job aployus st any tlma durlns 19967 (Rwwbu to 

v1.5744 
count ywrsdf as an aployu if yw wua salt-qloyd tJm cm a rln job.) 

pTzJ piJ-+mm Pm!, wo 

Tlmn To PINK 
WDRX HISTORY 

NOMIER OF ADDITIONAL WRK HISTORY SPELLS-VI6745 

SLWPL- 
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12 
CawNsIal mBLB: m ww1vALnlT¶ 

I 
DAIS m WNMS 

(BMW al 5-MX wm Imu) 
WNTHSXOWCUS 

1DAx - .z - 1 WWTN = 4.3 - 2 wuI?ls . ,.‘ YrpIl 
2 DAIS - .4 llcxs 3 - l 13.0 - 4 malTNs - 17.3 lwwcs 
3 MIS = .6 - 5 WWTNS l 21.9 wcus 6 WNTWS l 26.0 NUS 
4 MI9 = .I WEMS 7 - l 30.3 mus S WWTWB - 34.6 - 
5 MI9 -1.0 wcu9 9 WUTWS n 39.0 ymu 10 wlmls = 43.3 wcus 

11 - l 47.6 - 12 wowTws = 52.0 WBXS 

9B60. Ue'r* intu~st6d in how you UmD) spat your time troll ammry 
"16746 throuqh DUE 1996. I knolfyou NY have qivaw SamOf this 

information Nrmdy, but my lnstructlons ua to ask these 
questions Of wuybody. Did yw miss any work in 1999 buause 
smwn. aim ms sick7 

1. XBS 

iJ 

[yY-+-l To B63 

l BSl. NOW Neh Wrk did you riSS7 

MXS V16747 - -- 

962. lma WI that7 TOTAL ANNUAL SOURS=Edited V18336 

.B63. Did you miss any *ark la 1990 OWNS, m WU. lick7 
V16746 

1. n9 

9 

I=+0 To 966 

w64. Uw much work did you Us17 

Mxs - V16749 WEEK5 -- 

MS. ma ws mt7 TOTAL ANNUAL ROURSIEdited V16338 

l MS . Nd you takm any vuatim or tim off durinq 19967 
"16750 

1. xx 

v 

pi-q+ PAGZ. 969 

l B97. BOwNcbvacatimOrtlnoffd.ld~takm7 

MXS V16751 - -- 

MB. ma ws that7 [Gsx Qrg II VoLtIlmzmDl 

-------- 

FOR IWER 
CALCULATION! 
OnLX 

l B69. old you miss any uork in 1969 bwusm you wara on strika7 

V16752 
I)--40 TO B72 

l B70. ark did you miss7 

DAIS V16753 - - 

B71. whr WI that7 [GET gg I? VOLlJm?mml 

-- mu- ---- 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOURSIEdited V16340 

l B72 . Nd you miss any work in 1999 buause you wra unrplopd g 
VI6754 lOOkin for wrk OT CqOrUilY laid Off7 

p+GO XU B75 

l B73. work did you misrt 

DAXS "16755 - - 

B74. wha WI that7 [WlTgg II VoLIJNTaml 

na4 -- -- -- 
TOTAL ANNUAL SOURS-Edited V16342 

.B7S. Wuothue my woks in1999 whanyu4 didn'thwa 6 jobud 
V16756 Vu. not baking for a*7 

I)--430 To B79 

l B76. NOW rim4 ws that7 

DAXS V16757 - - 

B77. wha WI that7 ram m I? VoLlllmmaDl 

- -- -- - 
i'YXAL AffNUAL HOURS-Edited YlS344 

l B79 . Than, how many w did you actually *ark ~1 r~ur nb job(s) in 
* 19997 

V16756 

lK5s III 19e9 

UL THE RZST ABNUAL WORK SOURS ON MAIN JOB-Edited VI6329 

I? TOTAL DORS NOT BQUAL 52 WBCILS &? l2 WNTWS, MCOINXLE YITN R W t 

TOTAL ANNUAL WORK HOURS=Edited V16335 

l 9. And, on tha wumqe, bow my hours a wad6 di4 you work on rout main job(*) in 
19997 

V16759 WalRs PM wea IN 1999 

*BOO. Did you work any WUtLU which isn't tncludd in tbU7 
V16760 

1. m 

991. 5? 

p-t--MWf PM!, B82 

eaunyhour1 tht ovutfw Newt to in 19987 
V16331 (Edited) TmAL OVBRTIU WURS XB 1999 

l 

l 

l 

-ImAll 

AIN SRLmr 



14 
*BE2 . 

V16761 

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTRA JOBS-V16762 

Did you (HEAD) hava an utra job or OthU WY Of mkl.n9 nnay in ~ition to your 
win job(s) in 19B67 

1. Tes 

P 

15. TO P. 16, 6107 

0863. 'Did you CRUD) work for tha fdual, state, or local gov -t, . privata 
V16763 c-y, or what? 

l B64 . iihst YS your Occupation? what sort of work did you do? 

969. whst vu. your mst iqeruat utivitias or dutiasl 

-DOS. Whst kid of kusinass or Ladustry was that la? 

l BU7 . nbouthowlrchdidyaumaka~tthls? 

S Pm 

9966. AM, ha, uny w did you rOtk on this ut.ra job in 19167 

l B90 . 

l B91. 

V16764 

*c&n 

V16765 

*cm 

V16766 

.,+, 

BAT2 

m IN 1966 
AUUUAL lxlRK HOURS ON EXTR4 JOBS-Edited V18333 

Qnthaawa9a,ho*-bauss~did~rorkmthLs job? 

V16768 

WOM pta NEQC IN 19B6 

In~t-thudyurdLdyoururt*orldnpfortht~? 

V16769 VI6770 

Kyra IUR 

In whichmonths durln91989wua you uorkinp for thatqloyu? 

l B92. 8ava you m uorkin9 for thst qWu7 

V16783 
1. Yzs 

7 

pii+duT PAGE, 394 

0893. Invhatmonthsndyaumsthat? 

VI6704 V16785 
-- 

15 
094. Did you have my othu utra jobs in 19687 

7 

b PAGE, B107 

-39s. 
V16786 

Did PJ (READ) *otk for tha fdual, stata, or local 6ovunnnt, a privsts 
capany, or what? 

yTigfEj~~~~y1(. 

‘896. wht*rs your occupation? What sort of work 6idyar do? V16787 

1197. What wra your most important l tivitias or dutias? 

*BPS. What k&d of buslmss or irdustry was that to? “16788 

l LL-LJ 
%99. AMutlmwmchdidyoumkaatthis7 V16769 

S m .,+, 

IUR 
l BlOO . At& how wny w did you work m this utra job ia 19667 

- IN 1968 

l BlOl. a~ Ma avuaqa, hov wny hours a wad did you work m tkls job? 
V16791 

HmlRs m mm Ill 1988 
ANNUAL hVRK HOURS ON EXTR4 JORS-Edited VlS333 

vB102. In uhst month ud ywr did you IWt workln9 for that ~lumr? 

w103. In vhichmonthsdurin6 1966 wu~youuorkinp for thatqloyu? 

l B104 . 
V16806 

lisva you stow& uorkln9 for that gloyu? 
-- 

W105. Invhat~thMdyauwasth8t7 

V16807 V168OS 

B106. Did you hava any othu atra jobs in 199B7 

TtS 

cfl 

piFJ4mf PAi BlO7 

ASK B95-B106 N3AIN 



%07. INTERVImzR cHEuPGINT 

5&E Bl, (P. CP-MPLDYHZNT STATUS 

El 
A. NGFtXING NOW OR E TR4WRhRILY LAID OFF, SICK LEAVE, HATERNXTP LEAVE 

Il. ALL w NEXT PAGE, 8113 

t 

“B108. Now I mod to get SaJm lnforwtlon shut any pansion or retirmmnt plan you (HEAD) 

V16809 msy k l ll9ible for l your place of work. Not includin9 Social Sacurity or 
Railroad R*tlrammt. arm you cowrd by a pension or ruiramnt plan at your place 
of work? 

l 109. a you WEAD) eontributs to this pansion plan, such as by hwln9 money 
V16910 daductad from your pay? 

‘1. YLS 

? 

E!-F 
a, To 8111 

%llO. Cm the avuaga, what amount or pucmt of pay hava you contributd ovu tha 
last fiva years slnc* 19941 

.Blll. iIn addition to the pansion plan you already mantzond.! do yoc have an? tax- 
VI6813 dafurd cmpanracron or savinp plsns on this job,.such as tbzift or proiit- 

rharmg plans motcountin9 IRAS)? 

1. YES 

P 

P-L3 
TORN TO P. 32, S!XTION D 

'B112. On '.hm avuaga. what a&mt or parcuR of pay have you contributul to this 
Plan ovu th* last tiv* y-s sin.3 19947 

$3 OF pAy 
TOM To P. 32, SECTION D 

17 
4113. NOW I nad to 9at sofm infomation ahout any pansion or retirwt plan you (H.CAD) 
v16816 wy bs l li9iblo for at any placa you hava wrkad sine9 1964. Sot includin9 Social 

Suurity or Pailroad Ratirwant, hav* you bnn covud by a pansion or rscirwant 
plan at any placa you haw vorkd durinp tha paw fiva yurs? 

1. Ifs 

P 
@!!-xT9 

W114. Did you UllUD) contrihta to this pansion plm, such as by having money 
Vl6817 dtiuctd frm your pay? 

1. TW 

P 

!z!-E? 
W TO 9116 

-1115. Gn tha l vu*9., vhatwount or pueatof payhmw mu contributd ovu Um 
last fiw yurs sinea 19947 V16818 V16819 

S P=- - -t“FPAy OR SW l a 
l ml6 . (In aMitiw to tha parsion plan you alrady mmtiond.) did you law any tax- 

V16E20 dafurd cwpansation or swln9 plans on any jab durin9 tha put flva yyzs, such 
as thrift or profit-sharing plans (not countla9 IRAs)? 

1. ns 

P 

e!-!E? 
TUP’N To P. 32, SWTIDN 0 

*n117. m tba avusqs, what amount or parcant of pay did you cwtribut* to this plw g 
ovar tha part fitn yars? 

s-olpu 
TOW TO P. 32, SECTIM D 
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THIS IS A BLANK PACE. 

8wcT1Q c: WEaD IS aoT KllUIk IQ t-w- 20 BJ, 0. 01 

.Cl. Hava you (WAD) baa looking for work duriw the prst four vnksl 

V16823 
1. YES 

7 

pIT+NxT PAW, c4 

3. W?mt hava you baan dolnp tha last four wnks to find work? 
[CHECK ALL TIIAT APPLY] 

A. CWCKW WITH PUBLIC l%PLOXUEtlT NZICX piq 

VL6825 Vl6824 

B. CWCXW WITN PRIVATE E'IPLDXWNT AGWCX 

V16826 

c. CHWIED YITW mnmus m9LoTERDIRcTLX 

V16827 

D. CwEcxw WITB DTwm amaxw DIwcTLx 

V16828 

1. CWWKW WITN FRIENDS OR RELATIVZS 

V16829 

P. 9LACWDBMSWRWADS 

V16830 

0. OTFfm (SPECIFY): 

W.6831 

'U. Row lon9 hava you bnn lookin for *brk? 

19 



2o-c4. Havayou (HE&D) svu donmavork for money? 
Vl6833 w TOC6 

es. In vhat month am3 yur did you last vork? [IF NECSSSARYr What would be your 
but puass? Did you last work bafor* 199B?l 

V16634 

V16835 1966 7 gT6. “:“-““,, FipF 

-6. Nua than any tiws ln 19(0 *ha you vua lookln9 for work? 

1. Tts 

vB5s36 P 

piiJ@mm To P. 30, c99 

I 
I I 

CB. man was that7 Pwu 

1 

l c9 . tttmt was your occupation cayour last job? What xortof workdid you do7 

ClO. that vu. your mst LIportwt l tivitles or dutim? 

V16636 V16839 

l uplm IND 

CU. Wmt ki& of businass or ia&Jstq was that in? 

Kl2. On this main job. nra YW WAD) self-qloyrd, nra you gloyd by saaona alse, 
V16840 m ,&.t7 

V16841 CU. Was that sn unincor- 
poratad businass or 
, corporatim? 

Il. alnIB 

rC14. Did WI (BUD) mrk far tha fdual, stat,, or 
local 9ovuwmt, a privata eogurl, or what7 

V16642 

I 7. ORm WRcImr I 

21 

elf. Hhahappand with thtqloyu-did tha -6ooutof bwinass,uuaycu 
mn.BD) lud Off, did you qait, or "hat7 

716843 



22 
~16. III what mnth aml yur did you w workLng Lor (yaw last rplover/yourr.lL)? 

Qlura give us your most ruant start data LL yau want to work for (than/yourr~lf) 
~O;IX&IM one.. [IP XSCSSSARY: Whmt would k your but gmss? Did you start baform 

V16644 

ImIIm DAY [IP iammmED1 

00 To ut 1989 

=ClQ. P Did you changa (po8lt.iOlll/*o k 
"x849 situatiml) with this g1Oyu at 

my tLw during lQW? 

V16650 

-.ziiz- 

e1.war that a prmOtioaw1thhighu 
pm~, . major change in yau but&as 
but with tha - pa,, or uhu? 

‘I16851 

NUT PrnG6, c27 

056 rLtlmtimr) with this g1Oyu 
at my tlm during 19667 

as. 1n&tmOntkdldthathappen7 

t26. NU thmt . prmotim with highu pay, 
. mjor changs in pour dutlar but 
with th* Sam pay, or what7 

“16858 

Nur PAa, c31 

23 
l c27 . What was your (WAD'S) occupation whui you stutd working for that aplayu tn 

19667 What 6Ort Of work did you do7 

V16659 

4&n 

c26. What wu. your most iqertant l ctivitiu or dutLw7 

'UQ. What was pour StUtinq WY or wags at tbt tLw7 V16660 

s Pm l um NAT2 

d3f. In whichmnthr durlnglQQ6 wua you working for that qloyu a6 your m job7 

<32. Did YOU hmm any (OtbU) mi~~-job q10yuQ at my tin durtig 19667 Again, it 
V16674 you war* aalr-q1oydaIa mill job, cOmtyaursel: .I ul g1ogu. $I 

II’ To P. 26, cQ2 

e33. In wtmt mnth and pear did you a working ror that totbar) min-job 
rpM=7 

V16875 
-imir DAY [I? VDLunrnuDl 

V16077- -6. Inwhlch-U-IS during190 wareyou tmrking for thatqloyul 
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Y35. On this main job, vu. you UlCkD) salf-qloyml, vu* you gloyad by s-e aIre, 
V16889 or what? 

v 
W.37. Did you (HEAD) work for t.h fadual, stat*. or 

local gwunwnt, a printa c-y, or vhu? 

%a. that was your occupation *ha you first stutd workin for thm? Uht sort of 
work d5.d you do7 

V16892 

l Jl 
c39. What vu. your mast lnportmt activitias or dutiah . 

l c40. mat kiw Of hsiness or imlustry 4s that in7 

V16893 
1 I I I 

l JJ IIID 
T41. What was your stutinpwa9aor salary with thatgloyU7 V16894 

S PEB 
sc1 

nxn 

K42. &x3 Imu uny hours a vaak did you work when yea first Stutd7 

V16695 mnJRsPERuEzK 

l c43 . 
25 

V16896 
During 1988, did your job tltlm or position with t&g min job qloyu chu19a7 

)5. Go To C46 

w44. In what month did that hsppan? 

vc45. Was that a prmotion with hi9hu pay, l major chan9a Ln your duties but with 
tha swa psy, or what7 

-46. Hava you stoppd vorkin9 for tJmt r&n job gluyu7 
V16899 

1. YES 

P 

pJ---a To c51 

9c47. Inwht~rhudpurdidyou~*orkingfor~t~loyul 

V16900 
TEiEi- MY [IF VOuJwmmDl 

pJ l-g VI 

V16901 

-46. what happand with that ~loyar-did tha cogy go out of businass, 
wua you (HEAD) laid off, did you quit, or tit7 

V16902 

l c49. What was your U4WD'S) gggua9*0r saluyuhnpoulaftthst qloyul 

S DIR l LLI RATZ -0. And how many hours s vaak did you work Just kforr MU Iaft V16903 

V16904 HomsPulimx 

YSL. Did you hava any othu mln-job rployus at any tiw durinp 19997 (RmUbu CO 

‘716905 count yoursalt as an rployu if you vu* Sal:-qloyd thm en A mb job.) 

Tlmm PINK 
WDRK IISTORI 
SuPPLFmnT NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL WORK HISTORY SPELLS-vi6906 
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CDImmSIDn TAQLL: WEnL EQ01vALmrS 

DAYS Yu WRKS 
(WED Qll 5-DAY WDRM WECW 

-smwrmIs 

I DAY = .2 WEnu 1 ImWlll - 4.3 WcmS 2 -S - 6.6 WEEKS 
2 DAYS = .4 WERS 3 mlll?ls = 13.0 WEEKS 4 -s - 17.3 WEERS 
3 DAYS = .6 WCUS s -s = 21.6 wcucs 6 -S = 26.0 WRlCS 
4DATS . .SWCUtS 7 mxmls l 30.3 wcms :nMnIs - 34.6 WEEK.5 
5 DAYS 01.0 WEGIG 9 lmlrflls = 3Q.O WRKS 10 nDnTns = 43.3 WEEKS 

11 -S - 47.6 *mtS 12 -s = 52.0 WEERS 

YS2. 
"16907 

We’r* interestad in how you (HEAD) spent your tima from January 
through December 1966, rwudhss of whather or not you were 
-PleYd. I know you uay haw 9ivu1 ma seaa of this Lnfonna- 
tion alrudy, but my instructions are to ask Chase questions of 
9vuybQdy. Did you take any vacation or tima off during 198117 

1. YES 

7 

[5.m, To css 

-53. How much vacation or time off did you t&a7 

DAYS "16906 wem --s 

cs4. whul was that? [GRD& IF "0LuIrREIw1 

FROM mu FRc4l mu 

-55. Did you miss any work in 1966 because scwwna aIra was 

"16909 sick7 

1. YES 

7 

pi-+ To C58 

K56. HOW much work did you miss7 

DAYS "16910 m --s 

c57. whm was that7 TOTAL ANNUAL HOURS=Edited V16336 

Y56. Did you miss any work in 1968 beeaura yu~ ware sick7 
"16911 

1. YES 

Lrl 

j+lIXTPAGS,C61 

Y59. Howmuch work didyoumissl 

DAYS "16912 WEEXS WJIITHS 

C60. when was that? TOTAL ANNUAL HCURS=Edi ted VI 6338 

FOR IWER 
CALCULATIOW' 
ONLY 

.CSl. Did you miss any work In 1966 beausa you wua on strika7 
VI.6913 

1-W To C64 

Y62. HOW m work did you miss7 

DAYS "16914 WIILXS --s 
C63. wlmn "as that7 [GET yg I? "0LunTawD] 

FRci4 mu- - mu- 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOURS=Edi ted VI 6340 

9C64. Did you ass any work in 1966 kuusa you wre unrnployd ~KJ 
looking for work or tmruily laid off7 

"16915 
p)dGQ TO C67 

.C65. work did you miss7 

DAYS 
"16916 

-- -- 
C66. Whm v-u that7 [GR w IF VOLURRRSD] 

-------- 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOURS-Edited V16342 

K67. Ware thus any wnks ln 1966 whan you didn't haw a job and 
"16917 were not lceklnq for onat 

.C66. time 4s that7 

-MYS Vu91R - -- 
C69. whul was that7 [GR yJ IF voLIl2lTmm] 

------ - 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOURS=Edited 1’16344 

Y7Q. Than, how many w did you actually work on your main job(s) in 
19667 

"16919 
WEERS IN 1966 NEXT PAGE, C74 

ALL mif RZST ANNUAL WORK HOURS ON MAIN JOB=Edited V16329 

IF TOTAL DOSS NOT EQUAL 52 WEEN OR 12 HDNTHS, It&CONCILL WITH R OR P 

TOTAL ANNUAL YORK HOURS=Edited V16335 

l 

+ 

TOTAL 

AIN BELOW: 

l crl . And, on the avuaga, how my hours 4 xark did you work on your min job(s) in 
19667 

"16920 HOURS PER WEEX IN 1966 
Y72. Did you work any ovutima which isn't includd in that7 

"16921 
pI7z+lEE Pm% C7b 

c73. Ho* mny hours d that ovutfw amount to in 19667 

27 

VI6331 f4iitedl TVTAL OyLRTIbQ ROURS IN 19% 



28 TOTAL :IUMBER OF EXTRA JOBS=V16923 

l Clb. (Besides the weeks and hours you have just told ma about,) did you (HEAD) have an 
v~G9?2 utra ]ob or other way of nukklng money in additron to your main ]ob(r) in 1966? 

1. YES 

v 

-TUIU 'IU P. 30, C99 

Y75. Did you (READ) vcrk for tha Cdaral, statm, or local govunmmt, a private 
VlG924 company, or what? 

'C76. what was your occupation? What sort of work did you do7 

. 

DCC 
c77. what w-r. your most Important activities or dutias7 

'C76. what kind ot business or industry was that in7 "16926 

l c79. About how much did yar mak* at this7 "16927 

5 PZR .,-& 

QATE 
-30. And, how many e did you work on this extra job in 19667 

"16926 
wlzxs IN 1966 

ANNUAL hVRX HOURS ON EXTRA JOBS=Editsd 5’16333 
CBl. on the werag., how nny hours a wak did you work on this job7 

"16929 

HDORS PrR WER III 1016 

Y62. 1n what month awl ynr did you m working for that wloWr? 

"16930 "16931 
7iGEi- -Exr 

Y63. In which months during lQ66 warm you working for that rplOyU7 

KU. tiav* you rCOpDd workin for that qloyu7 
"16944 

1. YES 

9 

(5. PAQ, C66 

YBS . In what month and yar *IS that7 

"16945 "16946 
7.zzr MY [II VDL-f 119(101 li91191 196. 1968 or 1969,l 

-uu DKWHICH 

C66. Did you haw any other utra jobs in 19667 

mNE2T PAGE. C99 

-31. Did you <tIUD) work for tha idual. state, or local govunmant, a private 
"16947 c-y, or what? 

29 

‘C% . what was your occupation? What sort of work did you do? "16948 

l Ii DCC 
C89. what vu. your most important l ctivitiu or duties7 

'CQO . what kind of businur or industry nr that in7 

'CQl . About how much did you We at this7 

s PER 

Y92. And, ho* mmy w did you work on this utra job in 19067 
"16951 

WELW IN 1966 

-93. on the avuaga, how many hours l wnk did you work a! this job7 
"16953 

HOURS PER WZEK IW 1966 

-2%. 

-95. 

AhNLML WORK HOURS ON EXTRA JOBS-Edited VI6333 
1n what month and yuz did you u workin iOr that oloyu7 

"16953 Vl6954 
-isEi- TUR 

In which months durinq 1968 were you uorkinq for that rplomr7 

"16949 

ail 

"16950 
.&, 

QATE 

YW. 
"16967 

xiava you stoow-3 workinq for that rployul 

1. YES 

7 

w YO CQO 

Y97. 1n what month and yur ~86 that? 

"16968 V16969 

C96. Did you hwa any othu Utra jobs in 19867 

YES 

P 

w PAOE, C99 

ASK C67-CQ6 AMIW 
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c99. INTERVIEWER cHeawo1NT 

SEE Cd AND cs, (P. 20)--WHEN LAST WDRKBD 

4 

A. LAST WORKED IN 1981 THROUGH 1989 

0 
B. ALL OlWCRW l-JR!! TO P. 32, SECTION D 

V16970 YlOO. Did you (HEAD) contribute to . pansion plan at Any place you workd during 
the part fiv, yurr sine* January 1984. Or contribute to any tax-dafarrti 
compumtion or saving plu\r at work car thAt period, such as thrift or 
protit-sharing plans (not counting IRAs)? 

1. YES 
P TURN To P. 32, SECTION D 

41. Dvu thm five yur period since 19B4, uhat’amount or parcant of my 
did ~0” contrlbuta on tha avua9*? 

V16971 V16972 

s-*-c!! -‘OFPAx ‘p ‘FE 

31 

THIS IS A BLANX PAGB 
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sccnw D: 04PlmnuT or wrn/“*rrc” 

ml. INTERVINR CHECFZOINT 

;LE i" LISTING, (P. 2 OP COVER SHEET) 

1. WIFE/"WIPX" IN PU NW 2. g WIPE/-WIPE" IN FU NW nJRn To P. 60, 
SECTION P 

I I 

t 

*Dia. We uould like to know about what your (wita/"WIPE") doer-is sha working now, 
VIE.974 looking for work, rmtird, keeping houra, a StUddULt, or What? 

[IF R MENTIONS CODXS l-3, m ONE AND ONLY OWE BOX, AXD NOXX FROM 4-g] 

1. WRKING NW 2. ONLY -1LY LAID OPT, SICX 
LEAYL OR IuTERNIlY LEAVL 

NEXT PAGE, DI 
I 

[IF R MENTIONS ONLY CODES 4-8, CHECK AS NARY AS APPLY] 

EIEzi+VL 

_ V16976 
l D3. II sha doing w 

work for m0n.y 
IlO" at a117 

I,.,,,( (5. 

NEXTPAGE, TORNTO 
D4 P. 47. 

SECTION 
I 

r.- 5 PCPAANENTLY DISAE3L?!D}-• 

IS. KEEPING HOUSE]-- 

7. STODENT l 

(1. OllfER (SPKIPI)l . 

p5. Is that an unincor- 
wratd business 01 

1. UNINCORPOlUTCD 

2. CORPORATION 

D6. Dow your (uifa/"WIPX:") work for the Idual, 
state, or local gov~nment, a private company, 
or what? 

7. OTHCR (SPECIFYI): 

D7. Is hu curfmt job cwumd by . union COntraCt? 

l D9 . What is your (wif,'s/"WIPE's") main occupation? What sort of work doas sha do? 

Jlbj62, ,., i'"i"3, 

OCC IND 

DlO. What ar. her mst important activitias or dutlmr? 

Dll. What kind of turin~rr or FndUStry IS that in? 



34 
w12. (On h.r m.in lob,) is your (urfd"WIFE') salaried, pad by th. hour, or what? 

',I6984 r I 
1. SALARIED 

v 

'313. How much 1s her 
salary? 

3 PLR WBEX 

OR 

3.. PAID BY HOUR 7. OTHER L-rl 

VI1 

v: 

I PER paNTI 

OR 

I PER YEAR 

V16985 l REq--/-m 
bD14. If sh. ".r. to 
36 work more hours 

thm usu.1 during 
sm. week, would 
sh. get p.id for 
those extra hours 
of work? 

1. YES 
I 

P. 

5. No 

NEXT PAGE, 
020 

'DlS. About how m"ch 
would sh. 6.k. 
pu hour for 
thos. utr. hours? 

‘016. What is her 
hourly w.g. r.t. 
for her mgular 
work trm.? 

s l .+IlT “OUR 
V16988 

l 017. Wh.t is her 
hourly ng. r.t. 
for overtime? 

PER HOUR 

I I DOUBLE TINE OTHER (SPECIFT): 

.A 
V16989 

NEXT PAGE, 020 

'018. How is that? 

V16990 

T~l9. If sh. workd .n extra 
hour, how much would sh. 
urn for that hour? 

S PER HOUR 

+Itrn 
V16991 

NEXT PAGZ, 020 

.D20. l&S Your (wlfe/‘WIFE”) hen lookrng for m0th.r job during the past four w..ks? 
35 

VI6992 

0 
1. YES pIq4Go lv 022 

t 
.D21. Wh.t h.s sh. k.n doing th. last four wmks to find mothu job? [CHEa ALL THAT 

APPLY I 

V16994 A. CHECXZD WITH PUBLIC mPLOYHEWf AGZNCY [)IO1RINGj 

V16993 

V16995 IB. CHKxm WITH PRIVATB plpL0YMEN-f AGPJNCYI 

V16996 (C. CHNclm, WITH CUNRRIT PIPLOYER DIRLCfLYt 

V16997 0. acam WITH OTIfm EWLOYER 01REcrLY 

VI6996 IL. ~CNSO WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVLS~ 

V16999 P. Pm OR #.NswpIp) ADS 

Vl,rJOO G. VrIiER (SPECIFY): 

I I 

022. INTERvIEwER CHECKPOINT 

pi 

l 023. Bov mmy yurs' upuiux. do.s sh. hav. .ltog.thu with hrr present 
UQPlWU? v17001 

*ml 
NOS 

SloNms g -- 



36 
l O21. In what month and yea did your (wife/"WIPE") rtart working for (her w 

anoloVer/harralL)? Please give US hu most recent start date if she has gone to 
work for (them/husalf) more than ona. [IP NECESSARY: What would k your best 
guess? Did she start bfora 1988?] 

V17002 
MNTH IF VOLUNTEEPZO 

v171 

Vl 

- ----7-- 
,025. IS that when sha 0030. In what month and you 0031. In what month and 
4 started working in did she start working in year did she start 

hu w hu prasux (positiOn/ working in her 
Qosition/work W)rk situation)? pruant (position/ 
situation)? work situation)? 

NEXT PAGE, 040 

'026. In what mm h and yur did sha t 
start workin in hu pruant 
(position/work situation)? 

VI7005 
K)WTH DAY [II VOLUNTEEMD 

,17006 I1pL)LIF--do To 029 1:69 

,027. P Did she change (poSitionS/*o k 
07 situations) with this a@JyU at 

any time during 19997 

pJeN$T PAGE. 

,026. month did that happurl 

V17008 
-iiFE-- 

rO29. Was that a prmotion with highu 
pay, a major change in hu dutiu 
but with the same pay, or tit? 

WENT PAG& 035 

033. 

,034. 

! 
032. Did Ihe change 1 (po itlons/work 
17014 situations) with this mployu 

at my tima during 19997 

1. IES j+-WE$T PAGE. 

P 

In what month did that happen? 

v17015 

Was that a promtion with hlqhu pay 
a mjor cbanga in hu duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

Nzxr PAGE, 039 

37 
'035. What was your (wifa's/"WIFE'S') occupation whul Iha m mrking for that 

employor in 19667 What sort of work did she do? 

l L-LLJ OCC 
036. What ware hu most irportant l ctlvitiu or duties? 

'037. What was hu stutinq salary or wage at that time? Vl7018 

S PER 
CtIIl 

RATS 

l 030. And how many hours . veti did shm work wh.n sh, stutd? 

m Hums PER WEEX 

l 039 . In which months during 1910 was she working for that mployu as hu e job? 

9040. 
V17032 

Did shm have my (0th~) main-job mployus at any tlma during 19667 Again, if 
she *IS self-rpployad on. min job, count hu .S an aeloyu. R 

1. ns 

v 

piJ-4nm To P. b0, 060 

*Dbl. In what month and year 
-PloyU? 

v17033 
-FizFET MY [I? VOLuNTYmzOl 

v170,5- 90'2. In which months during 1986 was sha working for that ~loyu? 
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-Do. on this main Job, *.I she self-.mploy.d, was she rnployd by somum 01s.. or whx? 

t t 

l 044. was thee an 
V17'048 uninc0rpor.t.d 

busu~ess or a 
corpor.tion? 

piiizzq 

p&iGzq 

I 

t 

04s. Did she work for the fder.1, state, or 
local governmnt, . privwe company, or what? 

v17049 

l Db6. !dh.t ns hu occupaion whur she first stutd worklnq for thm? What sort of *Ork 
did she do? 

v17050 

l uIl OCC 
047. Wh.t wue hu most importmt .ctivities or duties7 

‘010 * What kind of business or industry *1s thet in? 

.019. What wes hu stutinq w.90 or s.1a-y with that aployu? V17052 

39 
*on. Ourinq 1988, did hu job title or position with $T& win job mployu chmge? 

v17054 
1. YLS 

7 

15. Go To OS4 

4052. In whamonth did tha h.pp.n? 

v17055 

nnnn 

4053. Was that . prwtion with highu p.y, a major change in hu duties but with 
the sm.4 pay, or what? 

4054. Hes she stoppad working for that uin job mloyu? 
v17057 

1. YE9 

cfl 

piJ-Mn m OS9 

.DSS . 1n.h.tllpnth.A y..r did sh.)tOP wrklng for that ql0yU7 

!?i%f MY [II VoLl!mz.wDf 

@170s4pJ [,.I 

4DS6. whathappend With that mployU--dLd th. -y aout Of turinerr, w.. 
h, 
v 

she hid off, 4l.d she quit, or what? 

V17060 

.os7. what ws your (wife’s/“WIR’S”) g&& wage or uluy wh.n she left that 
=Ploy~? V17061 

S PER’ 
*urn 

RATS 
4056. hcd ha mmy hour6 . w.ak did she *Dck just b.for. 6h. left? 

Vl7062 
HOURS PX WEX 

S PER 
*I 

RATE 

l 050. And how many hours a week did she work whan she first startd? 

NWNSPXWEX 

4059. aid sh.h.v..ny othu rln-job ~1oy.m .t.nytim.dutln~l988? (Rlabrr to 
V17063 count hu .s .!I aplayu if she w.s self-wloyd thhr QI . rln W0b.j 

j-F-QPIrn pJ.Arf PAGE, 060 

WORN RIsmRY NUHBER OF ADDITIONAL WORK HISTORY SPELLS-V17064 

suPPLmmT 
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40 

OAYB To WEEKS -STowmU 
(BASED ON 5-MY voRI( uLLI() 

I 
1 DAY - .2 WEncs 1 nDmN l 4.3 WxnLB 2 -s n 6.6 WEXS 

2 DAYS . .4 wNx6 3 UDNTNS - 13.0 wNm6 4 WOWTWS - 17.3 wNx6 
3 DAYS - .s WEXS 5 MDNTNS - 21.6 WCXB 6 -s - 26.0 WNXS 
4 DAYS - .s WEXS 7 -s = 30.3 WcmB S -S - 34.6 WEXS 
5 DAYS -1.0 =B 9 WoNms l 39.0 WEXS 10 Hmlms = 43.1 WclKs 

11 lomcl - 47.6 yLU!3 12 -s - 52.0 - 

.060. We’re interestd in how your (wife/*WIPE") sp.IIt hu tim frm 
v17065 l.nu.ry through O.c& 1966. I know you lmy h.v. q1v.n me 

some of this informtion .lrmdy, but my instructions are to ..k 
these questions of wuybcdy. Did she miss my work in 1986 
b.c.use you or sowone else ras sick? 

1. YES 

7 

[l.+I 10 063 

4061. Ho* much work did she miss? 

DAYS V17066 WEEKS IOITHS 

062. when was that? -366 = .C 

4063. Did she miss any work in 1966 bmcause @ was sick? 
Vl7067 

1. YES 

Lr' 

[j---D66 

.064. now much work did she miss? 

DAYS vl7onnm= - NDNTHS 

065. when ns that? TOTAL ANNUAL ROURS=Editad V16368 

4066. Did she take any Vmation or time off during 19667 

V17069 
1. YES 

Lri 

[.5.1(c)NXT PAGE, 069 

4061. NOW much veution or tiw off did she take? 

DAYS v17070 - mNTH.3 

066. whenwas that7 [afg,g IP voLuNTBraml 

-- -- -- ="- 

FUR IWX 
CALCULATION! 
ONLY 

0069. Did she miss any work in 1966 bemuse she w.s on strike? 
v17071 

1. YES 

i-' 

[5.+Y 10 072 

.DlO. How much work did she miss? 
V17072 DAYS WEEKS loKRS 

071. when was that? [GET x IF VOLlJ?mFmml 

-- - lmu -- llmJ - 
TOTAL ANNUAL iiOiJRS=Editsd V16370 

4072. Did she miss my work in 1966 because she was unmployd a 
v17D73 looking for work or trporuily l.id off7 

1. YE6 

Li 

pY-+o To 07s 

4073. How much work did she miss? 

DAYS v17074 - 
--s 

074. when ns that7 [GET E I? voLlJlmmml 

-- ="- -- mfJ- 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOURS=Edited Vl6372 

4D7S. were there any we&s in 1981) wh.n she didn’t hwe . job ud 
Vl7D76 ms not lookinq for one? 

1. yEs 

7 

pt-0 TO 076 

,076. now much time ".I that7 

DAYS V17076 - nmnls 

071. when .a‘ that7 IGET gg II MLunTEmml 

-- m”- -- -- 
TOTAL A&'NUAL HOURS=Edited 5'16374 

,076. Thur, bow mny w did she .ctu.lly work on hu min job(s) in 
' 19B67 

v17077 

WEEKS IN 1968 NEXT PAGE, 062 

AENUAL WORK HOURS ON MAIN JOE=Edited V16359 

II TGTAL DOES NGT EQUAL 52 WXRS (IR12 HDNTHS, RCCDNCILB WI'RI RDB I! 

l 

l 

l 

l 

TOTAL 

#AIN BELOW: 

I 
TOTAL ANNUAL WORK HOURS=Edited V16365 

.079. And, on the .v.r.g., ho. -y hours a weak did she work on hu m.in job(s) in 19667 

V17076 NDURS Px WEX IN 1966 

4060. Did sh. work any ovutlme which isn't include3 in tb.t? 
v17079 

I 
1. YES pIY+dxT PAGE, 062 

001. now mny hours d d that ovutl. mount to in 19067 

V16361 (Edited) TvfAL GVXTIM! nouNs IN 1966 

41 



42 TOTAL :,"mER OF EXTRA JOss="17cl81 
9D62. Did your (wlfe/"WIFE") heve en extr. lob or other my Of mklng money an additron 

VliOBO 
to her men job(s) m 1999? 

1. YES 

cF7 

ETURN TO P. 44, D107 

l D63. Did your (wlf./"WIFE") work for the fderal, stat., or local gov.rnm.nt, . 
V17082 pr1v.t. compeny, or whet7 

k%et wes her occupation? Whet sort of work did she do? V17083 

DES. Wlat were her most importent activitie. or duties? 

'006. Whet kind of business or industry wes thet in? 

'097. About how much did she nmk. et this? 

s PER 

.DBB. And, how many w did she work on this extra job in 19997 

V17086 
WEEKS IN 1989 

l D99. On the average, how rmny hours . week did she work on this job? 

.D91. 

*I 
KC 

V17084 

l LLLl 
V17065 

.&, 

RATE 

V17087 
HOON PER WEEK IN 1969 

ANNUAL iJ0R.Y HOURS ON EXTRA JOBS=Edited 1116363 
In whet month end yeer did she start working for thee ~lwer? 

V17088 V17089 
7i5iEr Tiiir 

In which months during 1@8 we9 she working for that qloyu? 

.D92. Has she m working for thet ~loyer? 
VI7102 

1. YES 

9 

w PAGE, D94 

.D93. In whet month al-d year was tht7 

v17103 v17104 

D90. Did she have any other extr. jobs in 19867 

YES 

7 

ETURN YU P. U, D107 

l D95. Did sh. work for th. fdual, st.t., or local gowrnmam, Z, private COII~MY, or 
v17105 what? 

‘D96. 

097. 

‘D9B. 

l D99 . 

l DlDO. 

.DlOl. 

l DlO2. 

l DlO3. 

Whet "es her occupation? What sort of work did she do7 V17106 

*tin 
occ 

What "er. her most important ectivities or dutier? 

Whet kind of b"rin.sr or industry w.s that in? v17107 

l un 
About how much did she mek. et this? 

I PER 

V17108 

.&, 

RATE 
And, how many wHk) did she work on this extra job in 19987 

VI7109 

Wl2EF.S IN 1968 

On th. .“.r.g., how m.ny hours . weak did she work on thi. job? 

v17110 
HOURS Pm WEa IN 1988 

ANNUL WORX HOURS ON EXTRA JOBS=Edited V 16363 
In whet month end yur did she m working for that an~lwer? 

In which months during 1999 was she working for that wployer? 

9DlOb. 
V17125 

Hes she stowti working for'thet en@oyer? 

1. YE.5 

CT] 

@-GO 'IU DlD6 

.0105. In whet month and yeer ~1s thet? 

V17126 V17127 
m DAY [IF VOLWRIEREOl 119881 119891 I,,.-] 

Dl06. Did she have any other ear. jobs in 19997 

YES 

7 

ETUPJJ To P. (4, D107 

ASK D95-Dl06 AGAIN 

43 

s: 
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4%,7. IhTERVISWER CHECKPOIRT 

SEE D:a, t?. ~~)--FMPLOYMEIP: STATUS 

9. ALL OTHERS+ NZZ PAGE, D113 

l D:08. Now I need to get mm information about any paMiOn or retiremnt plan your 
Vi7128 (uita/"XIFE") may ti eligible for at hmr place Of work. Not including Social 

Security or Railroad Retxemant, is sha covered by a pension or retuament plan at 
her place Of work? 

m 
1. YES 

! 

P-k? 
DO TO Dlil 

l DlO9. Does she coatrrbuw to thrs pension plan, such as iri having aoncy deducted 
v17129 from hai pay7 

(5. (8. 

'DUO. On the aVerage, what amount or peccant of pay has she contributed over the 
last :ive years since 19841 v17130 v17131 
s PER - OR -'OFPAy '177 '4 

*DE:. (In addi'.ion io the pansion plan you already mmtLond,) does she have any tam- 
V17132 daft-rsd compersatron or savmg plans or. this Job, such as t!Irlff or pro:;t- 

shars~g +ans tnot counting IP.As!? 

TURN TU P. 60, SECTION F 

'D112. On the average, what amount or percant of pay has she contributed to this 
plan ln the last five years since 19647 v17133 v17134 

S , PER l ul l n @ , \ OF PAY ~ ape 

TURN TO P. 60, SECXOF F 

l 0113. 
v17135 

Now I need to get 100. information about any parion or rmtlranmt plan your 
(uife/"WIFL") may k l liglbla for at any place sha has workd sinca 1964. Not 
including Social Security or Railroad Retiraaant, has sha ken covered by a 
pans&on or retrrmmnt plan at any place shm has workd during tha part five yurs? 

1. YLS 

P 

E!-EY 
GO To Dl16 

l Dll4. Did she contribute to this panSiOn plan, such as by having money da.luctd 

V17136 from her pay? 

1. YLS 

P 

!iz!-@ 
W ‘IO Dlld 

'D115. On the average, what amount or pucant of pay hr she contflbutd over thm 
last fLv* yurr slnca 19841 v17137 V17138 

I- PER -OR- %O?PAT l m .n 
\ hii 

l D116. (In addition to the pension plan you already wntiond,) did she haw any tax- 
v17139 dafurad camponratlon or saving plans on any job durtng the part five your, such 

as thrift or profit-shrring plans (Ilot counting IRAS)? 

l D117. On th. l "uag., what amount or pucant of pay did rha contributa to this plan 
ovu tb* part flV9 yarS? v17140 v17141 

8 , PCR &, ,OFPAY *[17-l "O 

Z'DW TO P. 60, SECTION F 



46 47 

THIS IS A BLANK PAGE. D. CHECWZD WITH QpIlLR PIPLOTER DIRECTLY 

SECTION C: UIFZ/“lIIFC” IS NUt HCMIWG NOV ["NO" YO D3, (P. 32)1 

*El. l!as your (wife/“UIFE”) barn looking for work during the past four weeks? 

V17142 i+fEXT PAGE, E4 

:2. What has she been doing the last four we&s to find work? 
[CHECK ALL THAT APPLY] 

A. CHECRED WITH PUBLIC p(PLOWENT AGZNCI 

v17144 v17143 

8. CHE- WITH PWIVAm mLOWENT AGENCX 

v17145 

C. CmaaD WITH PREVIOUS PIPLOYCR DIRECTLY 

Vl7146 

v17147 

F.PLACZDOWMSNElWADS 

v17149 

I 1 
0. OTHER (SPECIFY): 

I 
v17150 

c3. HOW long has she bem looking for work? v17151 
- 



48 
SEP. 8.9 your (wife/"WIPE") evez done x wOrk for money? 

V17L52 
1. YES 

7 

p+GoTc E6 

*ES. In what month ax! yea did she last work? [IF NECESSARY: What would b your 
best guess? Did she last work before 1966?] 

v17153 
MONTH DAY IF VOLUNTEERED 

“““‘~ qg i”, y(l y&GfG-JT, 

916. Were there .ny times in 1988 when she war looking for work? 1 

v 155 1. YES 

fv 

-TURN To P. 58, E99 

I l E7 . HOW meny reeks “es that.7 V17156 

‘L9. Wlmt w.s her occupaion on her l.rt job? Wha sort of work did she do? 

v17157 V17158 l cIg=m IN3 
ElO. What were her m.t import.nt..ctiviti.. or duties? 

49 

l fl2 . On this main lob, was your (wife/"WIFC") self-aployd. war she employed by someone 
~17159 else, or what? 

V1716C , l Z13. Wes that an unincor- . 
wrstd business or 
e corporation? V 

1. lJIIINcOlwORATzD 

7 2. CORPORATION 

El4. Did sh. work for the falual, stat., or 
loc.1 government, e priva. c-y, or what? 

17161 

I ~~ 7. OTxEFi (SP!tCIFY): I 

.E15. Whet h.pp.n.d with th.t ~loyu-did th. c-y go out of business, W.S your 
(wif./*WIFC") leld off, did sh. quft, or wh.t? 

V17162 W 
N 

Cll. whet kind of tusinesr or industry u.9 that in? 



50 

wl6. In what wnth and year did your (wi!Za/"WIPE") stut working For (her last employer/ 
herself)? Please gz"e us hu most recent starta if she want to work for tthmm/ 
hers,,lF) X.X. than once. [IF NECESSARY: What would k your bast guess? Did she 
start batore 1988?1 

t 

'*Eil. 

“1,165 

1 

Is that when she 
stared working in 
hu @& 
(positron/work 
situation)? 

II.1 5. NO 

NEXT PAGE, 
c29 

P 

t t 
BE22. In what month and YUr l E23 . In what month and 

did she start working in yau did she start 
hu last (pOSitiOn/ 
work situation)? 

v17171 
i+jii% DAY [I? VOLONTEENEDl 

a7172 119881 119891 

NEXT PAGE, E32 

*ElS. 1x1 what u&h and year did sh* 
stutworking in hu s v 
(position/work situation)? 

I V17166 
7%5si- DAY [IF voLoNTEENm1 

1989 

l E19. P Did she cbange @ositLOns/*o k 
Vl7168 situations) with this -10~~ at 

any time during 19897 

9E20. 

V17169 
-izEi- 

l i?Zl. Was that a prmotion with highor 
pay, a major chmga in hu duties 
but with tb* sama pay, or what? 

v17170 I NUT PAGE, E27 

c24. 

1175 

E25. 

us. 

&king in hu 
last (position/ 

v17173 work situation)? 

ii6ii?i DAY [IF VOLUNTEERED 

Did she cbmga f @o itions/wrk 
situations) with this OI@JYU 
at any tim during 19887 

I,.E PAGE. 

V17176 
KlwTH 

was that a promotion with higha pay 
a major chanqe in hu dutias but 
with tha Sam. py, or what? 

NEm PAGE, c31 

51 
'E27. What was your (witm's/"WIFE'S") occupation whm she stutd working For that 

amployu in 19881 What sort of work did sha do? 

V17178 

l tm OCC 
EZB. What YU. hu most important activities or duties7 

‘E29. What was hu stutinq salary or wag. at that tixa7 v17179 

s PEN 
am 

NATE 

.L30. And how many hours a wwk did shm !#ork whu~ sha stUtd7 

V17180 HOURS PER WEEN 

l E31. In which months during 1988 was sha working for that wloyar .I hu e job? 

l E32. Did sha bava my (0th~) &-job wloyus at my tim dutiw 19607 A~.II, if 
v17193 she ~8s self-mloyd on . main job, count hu .I an aployu. E 

'*E33. In what month md yur 
WloyU? 

v17194 
m DAY [IF VOLUNTFZZDl 
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l E35 . On this main job, wes she self-employal, ves she employd by someone else, or what? 

"17209 l E36. W.s that an unlncor- 
wrared business or 
; corporetton? 

1. "NINCORPOPATED 

2. CORPORATION 

C37. Did she work for the federal, sat., or 
local gowrnment, II przv*t. compeny, or what? 

V17210 

7. OTHER (sPEcI?Y): 

T38. Whet we. her occupetion when she first started working for that? What sort of work 
did she do? 

l w 
E39. w?m were her most Lnportent ectivitier or duties? 

-E40. What kind of hrin.SS or blurtry w.. th.t in? 

V17212 

l tm 
IN0 

.E41. Whet-r hu rtertinq wege or salerywith thatqlayu? V17213 

I PEW l um NATE 
.E42. And how many hours . week did she work whan she first atertd? 

HOURS PCRWUR 

53 

l E43 . During 1996, did her job title or position with x uin job employer change? 

V17215 
1. YES 

cfi 

15. TO E16 

l El4 . In whet month didthatheppen? 

"17216 
NONTH 

.145. Was that a promotion with highu pay, ?I mejor change in bar duties but with 
the sem. pey, or what? 

.Eb6. Hes she stopped working for thetmein job rployu? 
V17218 

1. YES 

7 

15. To ES1 

.E47. In what month end yeer did she w working for t&t mployer? 

v17219 
-iiGEi- DAY [IF VOLlJNmREDl 

y17220~ F] ~ 

.EW. What happened with thet mployer-+id the capmy go out of business, nr 
she laid off. did she quit, or whet? 

V17221 

l E19 . Whet we. your (wife'r/'WIFZ'S') m wage or salary when she left thet 
mployU? V17222 

s PER l trrtl WA= .I!50 . And ho* meny hours a week did she work just before she left? 

V17223 HOIJWS PER wm: 

w51. Did she hev. eny othu rin job employers et eny time during 19987 (Rem&U to 

V17224 
count hu es en ~1oy.r if she "es self--1oy.d then on . mein job.) 

Ll -NEAT PAGE, f52 

iiE&PIlm 
I 

WORR HISTURY 
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL WORK HISTORY SPELLS-V17225 

SUPPLPPK 
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CONVERSIo( TABLE: ym( CpUIVALZMTS 

DAYS lU WEOCS 
(BASED GN S-DA1 WORN WEEK) 

mNTHJmwEms 

1 DAY n .z WEncs 1 mum - 4.3 - 2 msmls . ,.a ym(s 

2 DAYS = .4 - 3 mNm6 = 13.0 - 4 lalmls = 17.3 WEas 
3 DAYS n .a WEOCS 5 noNTIll = 21.6 WEncs 6 WDIITIIS l 26.0 - 
(DAYS =.I- 7 NoNnIs * 30.3 WEncs 8 NGNTNS = 34.6 WEEXS 
5 DAYS 11.0 ym[s 9 UmlTlls - 39.0 wcms 10 NoNnIs = 43.3 WentI 

11 mnnls = 47.6 VLRS 12 ncuT!ls n 52.0 Wcu6 

l E52. 
Vli226 

We're intuastd in how your (wiCe/"WIPE") spent hu time from 
January through De&au 1966, rwudl*ss of wh*thu or not 
she "as wloyd. I know you mey hav* given me some Of this 
information alrawly, but ay instructions u* to l sk th*s* 
qu*stions of wuybcdy. Did 6h* take &ny vacation or tin* off 
during 19661 

1. YES 

Li 

pq+Y Tu E55 

9E53. How much vacation or ti.m* off did sh* take7 

DAYS VI7227 - 
--S 

E54. when was that7 [GET yg IF MLunTEEREDl 

--- --- mu- 

l e55 . Did sh* miss any work in 1988 bumsa you or scaone l ls* 
V17226 “.I sick7 

1. YES 

7 

pI-K+J To ES8 

l E56. How much work did sh* mi617 

DAYS v17229 - 
-- 

E57. when was tlmt7 TOTAL AN!UAL HOURS=Editsd V16366 

l ef8. 
V17230 

Did sh* miss any work in 1966 bacaus~ e was sick7 

1. YES 

i-1 

pY+4ExTPAG6,E61 

l cs9. Xow much work did she miss7 

DAYS Vl7231 - HONTHS 

E60. whul "as tht7 TOTAL ANNUAL ROURS=Edi ted VI 6366 

Fox IWEN 
CALCULATION 
ONLY 

l E61. Did she miss any work in 1966 bacaus* she w*s on strike? 
V17232 

l E62. 

DAYS V17233 WEEKS MONTNS 

E63. When was that? [GET DAy IF VOLUHTEERED] 

mml m"- - -rm" - 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOURS=Edited VI6370 

l E6b. Did she miss any work in 1966 because sh* was unqloyd 4 
Vl7234 lookan CO= work Or tmpwUily laid off? 

I+0 TO E67 - 

l E65. work did she miss7 

DAYS V17235 wa 
-m- 

E66. when was that7 [GETM IF VOLuNTEEReD] 

cRQn-l="- -- ="- 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOVRS=Edited VI6372 

.E67. 
V17236 

Were thug any w*eks in 1966 wh- sh* didn't hav* * job and 
was not lookinq for on*7 

p+Go To E70 

l E66. time was tba? 
DAYS V17237 mm -m- 

E69. whulmstht7 [GET= IF ML-1 

FRo+l TAR"- - - - 
TOTAL ANNUAL HOVRS=Editsd V16374 

l E70 . Than, how many m did sb* actually work on hu mein job(s) in 
* 19667 

V17236 
WEEK9 IN 1966 NEXT PAGE, E7b 

ALL TWE RLST ANNUAL WORK HOURS ON MAIN JOB=Edited V163.59 

IF TOTAL DOES NOT EQUAL 52 WEEKS OR 12 HONTNS, RECONCILE WITH R OR E 

TUTAL 

UN BELOW: 

TOTAL ANNUAL WORK HOVRS=Edited V16365 

.nr . And, on th* l v*r*g*, how many hours * weak did sh* work on hu main job(s) in 19667 

v17239 HOURS PEN WEEE IN 1966 
l E72. Did sh* work any ovutima which isn't includd in that7 

V17240 
[-j-NEXT PAGE, E74 

E73. overtime mount to in 19667 

V16361 (Edited) lWCAL OVERTIPIL NOURS IN 1966 

m 
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l L7b. 

V17241 

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTRA JOBS=V17242 
(Bmsidu the WmkS and hour you haw just told ma about,) did your (wiCa/"WIPE") 
have an utra job or othu my of making money in additron to hu mam ]ob(s) in 
19887 

pGJdTlm To P. 58, E99 

w75. Did she work for thm Cdual, stat., or 10~1 govumant, a prirntr company, or 
v17243 what? 

i"fYTqI"~~~"' 

'E76. What was hu occupation? What sort of work did she do7 
VI7244 l rm 

E77. What wue hu most ilPportmt activitiu or dutiU7 

'f70. What kind of business or industry ~1s that in7 VI7245 

l url IND 
T79. About bow much did sha rmkm at this7 V17246 

s PER l LLJ RATE *I!80 . And, how many W,&S did she W)rk on this Utra job in 19997 

V17247 

WEEN IN 1908 

l !fa. On the .".rag., bow many hours a wnk did Abe work on this job7 

V17248 
NOURS PPI WEEK IN 1988 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS ON EXTRA JORS=Edited V16363 
l Et32. In what month ud yw did ~ba start working for that ~alwu7 

V17249 VI7250 

l E83. In which montbr durln9 1988 was Iha rorkinq for that rnplOYU7 

*ELII. Has sha stowd working for that rpl0yU7 

VI7263 
pzJ-4uT PAmi, E86 

l ta5. In what month UKI ywt NaGI tbat7 

57 
E86. Did she have any other utra jobs in 19887 

YES 

?I 

WNEX'C PAGE, E99 

l m7. 
V17266 

Did sha work for the Cadual, stat*, or local govunwnt, a privltm c-y, 01 
what7 

II'~~~I).~l 

*EBB. What was hu 'XCu~tion7 What sort of work did She do? VI7267 

l Llll 
OCC 

ea9. What warm her most important activitlu or duties7 

-E90. What kind of bu~inus or industry was that in7 Vl7268 

l uIl 
IND 

l E91. About how much did she make at this7 Vl7269 
, r I I , 

s Pa 

l E92. And, how fmny w did she work on this utra job in 19887 

Vl7270 
WUK.6 IN 1988 

w93. On tha aVua$m. how mmy hours a weak did aha work on tbiS job7 

Vl7271 
HOOFS PEN WEEK IN 1988 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS ON EXTRA JOBS=Edited US363 
W9P. In what month and yau did sha m working for that ~lo~u‘? 

V17272 
mNTN 

In which months during 1988 4, she working for 

l E96. WI she m working for that qMyu7 
V17286 

1. YLS 

P 
l E91 . In whatmnth and yur was that7 

‘LLLLl RATE 

w 
m 

E98. Did she hww my other arrtra jobs in 19881 

YES 

7 

w PAGE, E99 

ASK EBl-E98 AGAIN 

m 
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E99. INTfRvIEwExaEcxpoIm 

. . RI 

SEE El AND E5, (P. 4S)--WHEN LAST WORJCED 

A. LAST WORXED IN 1984 THROUGH 1989 

B. ALL OTHW lVRR ‘IO P. 60, SECTION P 

vl7289 l ElOO. 

l 1101. 

Did she COntribute to a pansion plan at any place she worked during the past 
ffw years sine* January 1984, or contribute to my tu-dalurad compensation 
or saving plans at work wu that period, such as thrUt oc profit-sharmq 
plans (not countinq IRAs)? 

1. YES 

7 

P-!E? 
TURN To P. 69, SECTION F 

OVU the Civa yur pulcd sinea 1964, What MOunt Or pucmt of pay did she 
ContrlbYtm 081 tha wuaqe? 

v17290 v17291 

S p=-oR -‘OFPAY l (17 l TYPE 
THIS IS A SLAJIR PAG.G 
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60 61 
SEcTIffl F: HDDsmmRJI, CHILD CABI Am FDDD STAMPS 

l Fl. IMERVIEwER CHEcxPOINT 
VI729 SEE FU LISTING, (P. 2 OF COVER SNIXTI 

3. HEAD IS FR4AL.E TO F3 

1. WIPE/-WIFE” IN N NOW 

‘11. Row much did you (and your family livinq thum) pdy for child CU. in 19887 

Vl7296 

s IN 19S.3 
*mIIl cHc.4P.E 

l F2. Abxt how much time dou your (wLf~/"WIFE") spend on housework in M a”e.taq. F8. Did you (or anyon. *ISa in YOU LamUy) US. qWu-t food StaQs at UIY tima in 
W&X? I uaan tima spux cooking, cleanlnq, and doinq othu work &round thg 19(10? 
hour*. 

ANWAL liOURS=Edited V16.391 
v17293 lIDoR PER WEER 

013. About how mxh time do you (REM) spend on housawork in an wuaqm w&t? (I mean 
tIm spurt cookinq, cluninq, and doing other work uound tha house.) 

ANNUAL HOURSEdited V16393 

v17294 HDORS PLR wlmc 

YES P RENT PAGE, SECTION G 

?9. HOW many dollars' worth or stamps do you qat in lSSS? v163g5 (Edited) 

s PtRnDIPrn &I s ptRmwEERs 

PlO. During which months was the? 
cl 
ALL & V16398-VI6409 (Edited) 

NLMRER OF MONTiiS=Edited VI6397 

RSRTPAG&SF.CTIORG 

VS. Hwmmnydays a weak dces the fully sit down and mt thermin q ulof the day 
together? 
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SLCTIDN G: wcaa AND WRALTN 

Gl. w* try to undurtand how pmph *ll ovu th* country *c* p*tti** *low fiNnCi*lly, 
l o now I ham smc quutims about ~rnaws and incow. 

.Gf. 1NTeRv1zwKR CHEaPoINT 
v17277 

SEE B9 E BlO, (P. 5)--PRESENT OCCUPATION 

1. lNIADISA?APJURDRRANCHER 

cl 
5. ALLWluGe 

t 

G12. Did you (HEAD) urn w*g*s or s*lari*s in 1988 frm working on any jobs? (Other than 
the unincorpor*tti busm*ss we have just talkmd about?) 

‘G3. What *era your tot*1 rraipts fro farmln9 in 19B9, 
l w 

including soil tank pa7mntr ud camcdlty erdit loans? S A 

04. What w*r* your tot*1 operating upans*r. not countin 
1ivinq upar*s7 s B 

OS. That 1mLt you a nu htxma trca Laminq of? (A - B =) S C 
I 
LABOR=Edited VI6411 

1 
ASSET=Edited V16422 

a. Did you (or 811y-m. l ls* in th* Family tbu*) mm l busin*ss l t any time in 1988 or 
V17299 hav* l Linancial intuut in any busin*ss mtuprir*? 

‘07. 

v17301.GB. 

V17302 -9. 

V17303 -10. 

Gil. 

v17300 

. m 
IND 

Nbatkindof busln*rs was that? 
Who in tha family Owned that7 

Did (youhm/sJm/thmy) put in any work tLm for this burimsr in LOB97 

How much was (yaur/his/hu/their) share oi th* a incow Lrcm th* busln*ss 
in 19BB-that is, the -t (you/h*/sha/thy) took out plur my Profit l*it 
in7 [I? ZEIID: Did YOU haw . loss7 NOW much VU it71 

8 B I- 

LABOR=V16412 &%:11V16420 (WIFE) (EDI?Ei%RS.) 
ASSET=VI~~~~ (HEAD a WIFE) (EDITED vm.) 

YES iT-1 
G13. Now much did you (HEAD) earn 

altogether from wages or 
salaries in 1988, that 1s. 
bdorc anything was deducted 
for tax*s or othtt things? 

s V16413 (Edited) IN 19.58 

G10. In addition to this, did you 
ham any incam from tenuses, 
overtim*, tips, or comisrions7 

I3 
W m GlB 

s 
V16415 (Edited) 

IN 1900 

NO ‘T’ 
GM. Did you have my income trm 

bonuses, ovutrm*. ups, or 
commissions? 

@ (ROI 

i 
GO TO Cl9 

G17. How much wa, that? 

sV16415 (Editsdl IN 1988 

GM, I'm going to read you a list of 0th~ sources of incow you might have had. Did you 
(HUD) ru*iv* my w incon* in 1988 Cram ~rofassioml practLc* or trade7 

a. PROPLSSIONAL 
PRACTICE OR 
TRADE 

b. fuming or 
mark*t 
gardening7 

c. rcears or 
board-97 

+ 

018 

G20 G21 
During which [INTERVIZWETR: 
month9 Of 1980 DID IOU GR 

G19 did you g*t WORN nouRs mR 
now much was it? this incoo* I7lIS INCarn] 

I 

IB”l! 
s V16416 (Edited m 

--- (-q-q. 

LABOR-V16417 
ASSElWl6424 

s (Edited Vnrs.) - -- 

PER 

LABoR=V1641b' 
ASSET=V16425 

s (Edited Vars.l - mm 

w 
\D 

1) A ROOIER OR BOARDER HOST BE A NON-PII HEJfBER; 
2) tWlEON2 IN THIS FU MUST DO WORK FOR THIS l4ONCy;AND 
3) TKZSL WORN HOUR5 SHOULD HAVE BCW REWRTED IN 

SECIION B OR C. 
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G22. INTERVIEWER CHECRPOINT 

SEE 882, (P. 10 OR C74, (P. 28)--EXTRA JOBS IN 1988 

A. EXTRA JOB IN 1988 8. ALL OTHERS- TO G25 

+ G23. Have you included your earrungs from the extra job(s) LIT the amounts we lust 
talked about? 

( 

! 

NO 

7 
G2b. How much did you am from your extra jobs in 19881 

s V16413 (Edited) PROW EXTRA JOBS IN 1988 

G25. Did you (HEAD) recaiva any other income in 19BB from r-r? 
XIFE ‘.%&YE OF 
ASSZ?S=Edited VZ6426 

G25 

_-. 
G26 During which mOnths of 1988 

Now much was it? did you get this income? 

c27 

0. RmT 

b. dfviduds, intuast, 
trust funds, or 
royaltiu? 

L 

5 v1.5430 &&!&I 
VI6429 (Edited1 

PER -- nmu 

G28. Did you (HEAD) rraiva any I.ncane in 1988 frm ADC or AFDC? 
G30 

a. ADC, APDC 

b. Supplanmtal Security 
Income? 

c. other walfara? NO 

028 
- 

NO 

- 

NO 

- 

YES 

! 
YES 

YES 

G29 During which months of 1988 
HOW much mi it? did you gmt this income? 

s V16443 (Edited) V16486-V16497 
(Edited Vars.J 

PER -- THRU 

S V16446 (Edited) 
Vl6445 (Edited) 

PER 

S VI6447 (E&ted) V16496-V16509 
(Edited Vms.J 

PER - -mu t 

G31. Did you (fiRAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receiVe any income zn 1986 from 
soera Securitv? - 

YES -Li w TO G37 

G33. Was that disability, 
retirammt, survivor's 

* 

banefits, or what? I 
HEALkV16450 (Editedl ~2.RETIREnDrrI 

WIFE=V16471 (edited) 
r ALL SOCIAL SECURITY , , 3. sp”‘Ym’c 1 

(SPECIPY) : 
I 

G34. Now much was it? s (Edited) 

G35. During which months o: 
1988 did (you/he/she) 

sep i SEQ X 

G36. Did anyon. else rwaive 
my income from Social 

jTJ(NOiIYES]/HOIm(WOI 

security in 19887 ABK Go m ASK Go To ASK Go To 
G32-G36 G37 G32-G36 G37 G32-G36 G37 

AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN 

G37. Did you WAD) racmive any Income in 1988 fran the Vatwan's Mministration for a 
suvicanan's, (widow's,) or suvlwar's pension, suvica disability, or tha GI bill? 

YES cfl NEXT PAGE, G40 

G3B. "ow m& wa~ it? sV18452 (Edited) PER 

G39. During xhicb wnths of 1988 did you get this Inca? 

m" V16452 IEdited) 
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COO. Did you (HWU)) receive my incoma in 1988 Frca other retirmant pay, pensions, or 

annultias? 

YES 

7 

+ TO GU 

Gbl. How much was it? sV1645s' (ELiitcdl pw 

Gb2. During which monthr oi 1988 did you got this income? 

p&q a WON mu VI6453 (Edited) 

G43. NOW many of these othu purrions (not including Veterans Admmistratio” 
pu~sions) did you gmt? 

VI6455 (Edited) ?VTAL NWBLR OF NON-VA PENSIONS 

Gbb. Did you (NEAD) rreive a"~ income i" 1988 CraP u"mEJlOMa"t comoa"satio"? 

GU 

- - 
Gb6 

G45 During which months ot 19BB 
Kow much was it? did you gat this income? 

l .IJNaPLGYncnT 
CCMPENSATION 

b. workus 
ccmpensatio"? 

c. a1luany7 

d. child support? 

a. help hem 
ralativas? 

f. Anything ds.7 
(SPECIFYI) : 

- 

NG YlIS * 

- 

NG 

- 

NO YES .a 

- 

NO 

- 

NG 

- 

No 

- 

me 

YES * 

i 

6 V1646i (Edited) CROW 
-- 

PER mu- 

$ V16463 (Edited) - 
V16462 (Edited 

THWU 

PER -- ="- 
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G17. Did anyon. (else) not living with you help you (and your Family) out by glvlng you 

money durrng 19887 

w TO G49 

Gb6. How much did thai amount to last year? S 
mN!ZY FRon GTXERS IN 1918 

G49. INTERVIEWER CHECXPGINT 

SEE PU LISTING, (P. 2 OF COVER SHEET) 

A. 

P 

WIFE/"WIYE" IN N NOW 

8. ALL OTHERS -TIJRX TG P. 69, GM 

t 
GSO. Did your (wile/"WIFE") rmcaive any incara during 19SS7 

IL.5 

cfl 

piJ-umN lu P. 69, G6b 

051. Was any oF it earnings frm hu work? 

YE.5 

57 

e To G53 

052. How much did sha urn l ltogathmr rroo, *Ork in 19SB, that Is, b&ore anything 
was deductad for tams or othu things? 

s 
V16420 (Edited) 

TOTAL EBPJUNGS PRCt4 WONX IN 1980 

G53. Dld sha recaiw my unanploymuit ccmpanution in 19BBP 

WNlGff PAGE, G56 

054. KODI much was that? V16476 (Zditedl UNMPLORDNT CCMPCNSATIGN IN 19BB 

G55. During which months of 198S did she gat this incoma? 

TRRlJ V16522-V16533 (Edited Vars. 
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C56. Drd she recw"e my wOrkus c~qmnsatzOn in 19867 

@-GO To G59 

I 

G57. Now much ,,ar tbt7 5 VI8477 (Edited) WORKERS CGHPMUTION IN 1966 

G56. During which mnths Of 1966 did 6he get thi6 incOm? 

THRU V16546-V16557 (Edited Van?. I 

G59. Did she ~CCOLV. any (othu) lncma in 1968 fioll intuert, r,ltu9, p~Mi0M. child 
support, Or any othw source? 

YES 

P 

prJ-+Nm PAGe, G66 

PIRST SOURCE secoNn SGmce 

Edited Vars. 16433, 16464, 16467, 16466. 16473, 16475, 16479. 16461, 16483 
Now much did that 
amount to in 19617 s IN 1980 B IN 1980 

During which months of 
1986 did sh get this 
~ncoml EDITED VARS. 16466, 16472, 16474, 16476, 

16480, 16482 -- 

G63. Any othu incow? 
sio+63 IIiiiLr iii04363 YiipAGe 
AGAIN G64 ' AGAIN G6b 

TOTAL HAD 6 WIFE/“WIFE” TAXABLE INCOME=Edited V16435 
TOTAL TRANSFERS OF HEAD a WIFE/“WIFE”=Edited V16485 

(Do NGT WRITE IN TNIS SPACZ) 1 (DDNOTHRITE INMIS SPAW 

HEAD TYPL INCCPIE: WIFe TYPL 1liCCeaz: 

TAXASLE TRAWSFCR 

l L A . 
al 

G64. INTmvIcwcR cNcuPG1NT: SEE m LISTING, P. 2 o? cam simz 

TNIS IS REIJITEWIEW /BEIGE/ COVLR SNLLT M-0 
1968 OtW LABEL i4kS 8SSN AtFIXED To G71 ED 

69 

061. DID SatCGNC kc#e INORGUTGRDIE? G70. ISWQGNCOT?Wl &AN MIS YeAIl'S 
NUD OR YIFC/'YIW" INCLUDED IN W? 

pieqm piiqpEq 

GOTO W%72 
L 

G66. DID LAST YUB'S NCAD DR 
WIFC~FE- MDVI! OUT OR DIE? 

t t 
067. DID SWWWI WfRU TKBN ‘IRIS TSAR’S 

OTHERS’ TOTAL WORK HOURS= NCAD ON WIFc/‘wIFe= lKlvT% N? 

Edited V16584 
OTHERS’ TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME= 

piJ YES 

Edited V16565 00 ~0 ~72 
TRANSFERS OTHER ICOMPONENTS)=EDITED V8. 

7 G6B. DID TIESI!. FZRSONB WDvt IN 

16589-16599 
BCFGRC .lANuaRY 1, 19197 

TOTAL TRANSFERS OF OTHER (NOT PRORATEDI- mm 
Edited V16600 - 

TOTAL TRANSFERS OF OTHERS=Editsd V16601 T GGmG72 w9 MI TRCSI 
YEARS ow 

El 
GGTGG72 

-1 

PLIWIS 16 
OR oLDm7 

YES 

7 

c- 
h) 

URUR cuRRcNTPcRBGN 
NMmRcR Rl!l.ATIONSNIP To ItCAD AGemmBcR 

I 

I 

t 

b) PRCLISTCD G’FRICND/B’FRICND UHD IS I(ov HEAD/WI?Z/‘YI?‘f’ 
w2** 
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1966 Omci! N NmmzR A 

Gl3. KCLATIOWStIIP TU HEAD a- PcKsonNuwBcx~ 

srp 1 

Gl4. 1NTcRv1cwcn CHccKPoIlIT 

IP 

A. THIS PCRSOll IS DECEASED 8. THIS PCRSOM IS NOT DCCCASCD 

pFJ"mI 

5. PCMNWITLX DIS6BLSD 1 6. KJICPING WUSC JT] 

6. ORW (SPCCIPXI)! 1 pxzimiq 

1 
076. Durine 1966 did (ha/rho) have l full-tiw or put-tlu job (not counting work around 

t 
-1s. Wa would llka to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) -s--is (ha/sha) 

wtkinq ZION, lookin for work, rotfrd, . studmt, kaupinq hour*, 
or what? [CtICCC ALL THAT APPLY. I 

G79. Abouthowmany~ 
did (ha/rha) work OYI 
that job last ywr? 

UCCKS III 1966 WEEKS IN 1966 

060. hrrinq "hiChmth6 
WI that7 -- -- -- - TliKu 

G61. Durinq tha w&s that 
(hdsha) workad, about 
howmnyhourrdld 
(ha/she) usually rOrk 
&“a&? - I 

WUCS PC9 Wmr IN 1966 1 HCURS PR? HE5 IN 1966 
C62. Did (hm/sh.) haV6 6~ 

othu jobs in 1966? 

ASK G77- NCKT PAGE, ASK Gll- IICKT PAGE 
GO2 &i&Ill G63 062 AGAIN 063 

G63. Did (ha/she) have my (other) inccua, such as pansionr, wdfara, interart, qlfts, or 
anythrnq l ire, last year? 

G66. Durinq which months of 
1966 did (hUsha) 9.t 
this Income7 -- -- 

G67. Any other incoo 

ASK GOT0 ASK GOT0 
064-067 066 064467 G68 

AGAIN AGAIN 

-66. uhan did (h46h.1 last l ttd school7 

1966 1969 

PP ’ 
OTKCR YEAR 

7TsEii- (sPccIPxI) I 

Go Tu G90 

w69. Was (ha/she) uuolld as a full-tima or put-tiW StUdWIt 

1. FULL-TIM! STUDENT 3. PART-TIBE STWCUT 

-90. What ia tha hiqhast qrltde or year of school that (ha/sha) has completed? 

cRADc/xcMt 

G91. 1NTrav1Ewe9 aiccKPoINT 

SEC G71 GRID, (P. 69) 

0 
A. 2 OR UORE 1966 OPUUS LISTED II G71 GRIM PAG& G73 

I). ALL v To P. 76, 092 

I.TXPC TAKABLE: L A 

TAt* <ODE SOCIAL SCCUKITX 
PFiW G33 AND G35, P. 65 
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1986 QNER PU mEIf B 

G73. 47 

RELAI:ONSHIP To HEAD AGE - PEP.SON NWBER - 

G74. INTERVIEWER CHECKPGIN'? 

ION IS DECEASED p B. MIS PERSON IS NOT DECF~~I~ / 

t 
-75. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) doa--is (he/sha) 

working now, looking for work, rairad, a studmt, keeping house, 
or what? [CNEK ALL THAT APPLY.1 

yzqp['m1i 

5. PEWANENTLY DISABLED 6. KEEPING HOUSE 171 

8. GTmR (SPECIFY): 

J 

G76. Durino 1988 did (ha/she) ham a full-tima or part-time job (not counting work around 
theGuse)7 I+ pua-r;al 1 “ID~~AG:ll 1 

FIRST JOB sEcoNo JOB 
G77. what kind of work did 

(ha/sha) usually do? 

G76. acut bow much money 
did (ha/she) urn 2rf.m 
that job 1aSt yur? S IN 19BB S IN 1988 

G79. Abouthowma”y~ 
did (hm/sho) work on . 
that job last y-7 

WEEKS IN 19BB WEEKS IN 1988 

080. During which wntbs 
was that7 -- - mu -- m"- 

Gal. During the weeks that 
(ha/she) work& &cut 
hOWMB"ybOlUSdid 
(ha/She) urually work 
pu xnk? 

NGIJRS PER WEEK IN 1981) HOUR5 PER WEER IN 1961 

G82. Did (ha/rha) havr UiY 
othu jobs in 196Bt 

G62 AGAIN 082 AGAIN GB3 

73 
G63. Did (he/she) have any (other) incam such as pansions, reltara, interest, gifts, or 

anythmg else, last year? 

w To GBB 

G6b. wbt was that from? 

G85. HOW much "as that 
last year? 6 IN 1988 

G86. During which mnthS OF 
1988 did (he/She) get 
this incoma? -- 

GB7. Any othar L”c-? 

ASK GOT0 
GB6-37 011) 
AGAIN 

SECOND 

I IN 1966 

ASK GOTO 
GI)b-G07 GBB 
AGAIN 

%x8. When did (ha/she) last attm”d school? 

-pp 

%X9. Was (he/sha) mrolld as a full-tim or part-t- rtudmnt? 

1. FULL-TINE STUDERT 3. PART-TIME STUDENT 

-90. what is the highmt grada or year ot School that (hm/sha) has ccaplatal? 

GRADE/YEAR 

G91. INTLRVIEweR aiE!xPoINT 

SEE G71 GRID, (P. 69) 

0 
A. 3 OR WRI 1966 OFWS LISTED IN G71 GRIY PAGE. G73 

B. ALL v To P. 76, G92 

TR* .CGDE SGCIAL SECURITY 
- G33 AND G35. P. 65 

f= 
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1966 OTHER PU WMBER C 

c73. m RELATIONSHIP To HEAD AGE- PERSON NlMER- 

sep I 

G74. 1NTERv1Ew?R CnECxPOINT 

A. THIS PERSON IS DECEASED 8. THIS PERSON IS NOT DECEASED 

t 

-75. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (ha/she) 
working now, looking for mark, r~tirad, a student, keeping house, 
or what7 [CHECK ALL THAT APPLX.1 

pFfy"-"'"il~]/'. 

5. PERHANUTLX DISASLED 6. KIOZPING HOUSE 1 IV'"" 

0. OTHER (SPECIFXI): 

C76. Durinq 1966 did (ha/sha) have a full-tlma or put-Mm job (not countinq work around 

t 
FIRST JOB SECOND JOB 

G77. What kind OF work did 
(he/she) usually do7 

G76. About howmuchmonw 
did (ha/she) urn fran 
that job last yur7 I IN 1966 t IN 1966 

G79. About how many w 
did (ha/ah*) work on 
that job last yur7 

WEEKS IN 1966 WEEKS IN 1966 

CEO. During which months 
"a‘ that? PRCU l="- 

- 
-- mu- 

G61. During tha ratis that 
(ha/sh*) work&, ateut 
how many hours did 
(he/she) usually work 
par weak7 

HOURS PER WEEK IN 1966 HOURS PER WEEK IN 1966 
C62. Did (ha/she) have any 

other jobs in 19667 ) q m prJ 
ASK G77- NEKT PACK, ASK G77- N?ZT PAGE, 
G62 AGAIN G63 GE2 AGAIN G63 

75 
G63. Did (ha/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, mterest, qlfts, or 

anythlnq else, last year? 

p TO GE8 

FIRST SECOND 

G04. what mnr that Crom7 
I 

G85. HOW much u*s that 
last y-r? s IN 1966 S IN 1966 

G66. During which mOnths OX 
1966 did (he/she) qet 
this income7 -- -- 

G67. .Any othu incane ?ykJ Tm"B wmm IwR" llfol 

GM-G67 
AGAIN 

.G66. when did (ha/she) last attend school7 

. my)NTII 7 "i" AsK & 

l G69. Was (he/sha) uuolld as a full-tiw or part-tiM student7 

1. PULL-TIME STUDM 3. PART-TIXL STUDENT 

W90. What is the highest grada or year of school that (ha/she) has completdl 

GKADE/XEAR 

091. INTERVIENER CHECKPOINT 

cl A. 4 OR MJRII 1966 OFUUS LISTED IN G71 GRI -TURN TO BLUE 1966 OPIM SUPPL- 

8. ALL -NEXT PAGE, G92 

WXPE TmLE L 

TR. -ODE SOCIAL SECURITX 
FRCU G33 AND G35. P. 65 



1. xl5 

v 

15.j-W YO Cl02 

'Cl00 . now much did that &mount to7 v17305 

s-7 IN lgo6 q&p 

l GlOl. Now much or thawa* an inhuicmc*7 V17306 
s IN 1966 

*I 
~102. - pwpl. ham upanru thhy can itamize and dduct on their Incoma tax. Did 

v17307 you ltdz, dducttons on your 1966 idual incaa tu, Such aI property tU.9, 
intaut paymnts, am3 charitable contributions7 

5. DID/WILL NOX FILE 

96103. In 1966, did you qiva any monay toward tha support 01 anyon. who was not living 
V17306 with you .t tha tam7 

(,.,+NEKT PAGE, Cl15 

t 
-3104. no" many peapI* -9 that7 v17309 

FIRST MENTION-V17310, SECOND MENTION-Vl7311, 
-3105. Nho (was that/warm thw7 THIRD MENTION-V17312 

RLLATIONSRIP TO "EAD 

GlO6. 6ow much many was that l ltovthu in 19667 9 V16436 C&&&l IN 1960 

96107. has any of that child support7 
v17313 

0106. support amount to In 1966'1 S 

-109. ~9 any of the money you qaw in 1969 aliwnyl 
v17314 

0110. Now uch did t alimmy amount to in 19667 S IN 1966 

Cl11 . 1NlzRv1cncR CNzmPoINx 

1 S2.Z GlOI--)IIRQER 01 PERSONS SUPWRPEI) I 

P 
Q\ 

1966 

2ORKlREPZRSONS ONLY 1 PERSON Iy OF DEPENDZNTS=Edited V164.39 
b' OF EXEMFTLJNS=Edited V16440 

-112. Nor* in y 01 tbes9 paqaa f .G lb. was that par9on dapmdant on YOU 
v17315 dqa!uhnt on you COr more than to: mar. than halt of (his/her) 

half of their total support? rota1 svpport7 

1 1 
I 

HEXI PAGE, Cl15 

' V17316 -113. How many paop1e A that? 
NEAT PAGE, Cl15 



78 

=G115. The quartions I will ba asking are designad to give estimates of tha wealth Of 
v17317 farmlies in the Unrtmd States and how this has chmgd in the last five yurs. We 

start with m rough mmsura of savings and assmts you may have other then your main 
home. 00 you (Or your family living there) bwm any r-1 astat. other than your 
main ham, such OS a suond ham, land, rental rul estate, or momy owd to you 
on m land contract? 

1. YES 

7 

p7q-bGo To Cl20 

.G116. If you sold all that and paid off any debts on it, how much would you 
realize on it? 

GO To G120 

'Gl20. Whet about tbm value of what you (or anyon. in your family Uvin9 chum) own on 
whwls, like cars, trucks, a motor hem, a trailu, or a boat-whet arm thay worth 
011 toguhu, ~ m”ythin9 you Ufll o** 0” th-7 

V17321 

llcm PAGE, 0124 

0~124. Do you (or anyone in your family living therm) own pert or all of a farm or 
!ausinmss? 

V17322 

p/--m m G129 

'0125. and paid off any debts on it, how much would you 
realize on it? 

f v17323 w To G12g 

-126. Would it amount to s50,OOO or more7 

V17324 

6127. S200,OOO or more7 -12s. 110,000 or more7 

Go To 0129 

.G129. Do you (or anyone in your family livin9 thus) have any shares of stock in 
V17325 publicly bald corporations, mutual funds, or invmstment trusts, including B 

fn IRA's7 

l-ix+nm PAGE, 0135 

*Gl30. and paid off mnythinq you owed on it, how much 
would you ha"*7 

"17327 

c 

rjl31. (Jould it amount to 525,000 or moral 

6132. 150.000 or more7 -134. s5.000 or moral 

NEXT PAGE, G135 I 

79 

P 
4 
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~135. Do you (or anyone in your family living there) have any money in checking or 

~~7x28 savmgs accounts, money market funds, certrflcates of deposit, govunment savings 
bonds, or Tr~sury bills, including IiU's? 

accounts (for all of your family living thur), 
ebour how much would they amount to right now? 

-137. Would they -unt to 15,000 or more? 

-G136. $10,000 or more? -140. 11,000 or nor*7 

v17330 

\I 6139. f50,000 or mom7 I 

-141. Do yo" (or myon. in your family living there) hvm any othu savings or assets, 
v17331 such as bond funds, ush mlue in l lit* insurrect policy, a %mlrubl* collection 

for investment purpos.s, or rights in l tr"st or .stat. that you bva't alrudy 
told us &out7 

I~)-WEXT PAGE, Gl46 

'GlI2. If you sold thee and pid off any debts on it, how much would you haw? 

6143. would it munt to 510,000 or mra7 1 

81 
-146. Asxdm Crcm the debts tbt 1. have a1r-d~ talked tiut, do you (or anyon. In yuur 

v17334 C-ly llvmg there, currultly bve any e debts b,sldes MY mortgage on your 
mmm ham--such as Car credit card chargms, student 10~1s. mdical or legal bills, 
or on loans from re1atrver7 

1. YES 

P 

pxF+rJ To Cl51 

.C147. If you added up all of these debts (for all of your Camrly living there), 
about how much vould they amount to riqht now7 

V17336 wu9. s5.000 or mra7 

GO To 0151 

-Gl51. IImRVI~ -1n-f 
v17337 SEE al, (P. 0 AND DIA. (P. 32) -- WWCTHZR IIICAO Allo wrPw"wIPr' Pm1P.m 

I I 

WAD IS PzTIRm 2. Bw IS ni 9RIPm 

I 
I I 

wxn/‘wIrr’ Iw PO 5. s w1Pww1Pr 
IIt Pu 

ncrf PAGE, 0153 

I I 

3. WIPE/-WIPE" 4. WIPlc/‘WIPr 
ISWRIRCD IS !lmJ RRIRLD 

IICXT PACE, Cl53 

t t 

-x52. W.'r. ~ntmc.sted in hoe mu* Of merninps will bm rep1xd bq pmsims. Thtnkfng 
of your (ud your (wu*'r/"wIp8'r')) total pu1s1c-n bumfits whu~ you (both) 
r.tir., ine1udinq Social scurity, hov will thy coqu* with your (d your 
(xlfm's/"wIPf's') pm-rmt1rsmmnt mernl"Ps-I mean. about whet pacat Of WJr Pro- 
r*t1rmmnt urnin9s will thmy b7 

vl733a * NUT PAGE, Cl66 
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l GlS3. Since January 1964, did you (or your Llln~ly livrng with you) put asrdm utxbmv Ln 

v173,4 any onvat* annurt~ms7 

1. YES 

7 

p p 

GO TO Cl58 

'61%. How much did that amount to? 

, v17340 w To G1j* pyq l”i:“] l m 

V17341 / 

\ 

*ilss. was it 510,000 or more7 

w156. S50.000 or more7 -.x57. 15,000 or more7 

I GO To 0150 

-156. Sinea Januaq 1984. did you (or your family living with you) cash in any wart of a 
V17342 pwSioI'! or a!UWity? 

l G159. 

/ 
v17344 ' \ 

\ 
\ 

Mil60. Was it slO,OOO or iaX 

9Gl61. 150,000 or Wra? -163. Sf,OOO or moral 

-162. s100,OOO or more7 

NEXT PAGE. Cl64 

W316b. Since January 1964, did you (or your family living with you) buy MY real estate 
v17345 other than your rmin hana, such as P vacation hcmm, lmd, or rental property? 

[no+0 TU Cl69 

'6165. money did you (or your family living with you) 
put into that7 

v17347 

'; 

-166. was it 560,000 or wre? 

-167. 5120,000 or more7 9C166. 830,000 or Wrm7 

GO TO Cl69 

=Gl69. Slncm Jan- 1964, did you (or your family living with you) sell anv rmnl estate 
V17346 other than your main hca, such as a vacation W, land, or ran-1 proputyl 

w PAW, 0174 

'6170. how much monay did you (or your family living with you) 
get frw tJmt7 

v17350 

c 

W171. Was it $60,000 or more7 

WXT PAW, Cl74 



85 84 

=a?(. Since January 1964, did you (or your fa!aily living therm) make additions or 
v17351 imrwumnts totaling 510,000 or more to any homes or other rul estate (you/any 

Of you, owned? Do !m& count general maintanencm or upkeep. 

1. YES 

7 

WEXT PAGE, Cl76 

'Gi75. what was the total dollar cost of the alditions or bprovwantS, plus 
the value of any work you may hwa done yourself? 

9G176. Was it $25,000 or IOOre7 

1. Yzs 

7 

I 
NEXT PAGE, Cl76 

=.x77. s75,000 or more7 

l-Eq--qpI,., 

WEXT PAGE. 0176 

-a76. Since January 1964, did you (or your family living with you) put money mto a 
v17354 busmess or farm? 

- - 
15. TO Cl63 

-6179. Altogether, bow much money did you (or your fanily living with you) put 
into that? 

=Gl80. was it 125,000 or more? 

=GlEl. 5100,000 or moor*7 90182. S10,000 or more7 

Go TO 0163 

=G163. Since January 1964, did you (or your family livin9 with you) ~11 Part or all of 
~17357 your int*r*st in a busln*ss or farm7 

(,.tlEAT PAGE, Cl66 

*G164. AltogathU, bow much money did you (or your family livin9 with You) get 
from that7 

S 

*MS. Was it 825,000 or more7 

-186. S100.000 or more7 -117. $10,000 or more7 

NEXT PAW, 0166 
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-G18.9. Smce January 1984, did you (or your family living with you) buy any shares of 

'117360 m in publrcly held corporatwns, mutual Cmdr, or investmmt trusts, including 
any automatic remv~stments or stocks in Ius? 

I')'.Ii pJ+"EXT PAGE. GIOl 

-189. Did you (or ycur family living with you) also sell any such arsats? 

"17361 li.i'..l wrn PAGE, Glg6 - 

w190. 
"17362 

Did you buy more or sell more-- that is, on balance, did you put money into stocks, 
WCual funds. O= iW~StIS~C trUStS, take !dOn.y Out Of than, Or put &act as S,"ch 
in as you took out? 

'Gl91. Abeut how much money did you (or your faaily living with you) 
(put in/talc* out)? 

-192. was it $20.000 or Isor*7 

5100,000 or more7 

Turn To P. 88, GZ07 

'6196. Alto9etharr how much money did you (or your rawly living with you) 
put in? 

V17366 
/ 

‘\ \ 

NEXT PAGE. G207 

-6201. Since Jumry 1984 did you (or your family ltvin9 with you) sail any sharas ot 
"17'67 stock in Publfcl~ h*ld corporations, mutual funds, or invmtmwt trusts, including 

any l UtomtLC rdnv*stmalts or stocks in INAS? 

l c202 . Altalath-, ho* Wch mDn.y did you (or your family llvin~ with you) 
gst tram that7 

-03. was it s20.000 or mm*? 

i'.l"'i v-1 

-3204. 150,000 or mm*? -0s. s5,ooo or more7 

" Tpw-[ p-j j j-T-2 

-3205. S100,OOO or wra? 

pq [5.] ((.I 

NEXT PAGZ, G207 

a 
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U.3207. sommtimms changes in m family's savings or assetS art due to poop10 joinlng or 
v17370 leaving the famrly. Was therm anyone living wth you Ln January 1964 who doesn't 

live with MU now and who took $5,000 or more in assets or debts awaY with them? 

F r,.EXf PAGE, 0217 

'G206. Altogether, what is the total dollar value of assets that were removed 
that way? 

wi209. was it 510,000 or more7 

%211. SlOO,OOO or more? 

W To 0213 
J 

-6213. Altoggthu, what is the total dollar valum'or (IaBts tnac warm r-d that 

S Vl7373 

NEXT PAW, 0217 

00214. Wd it sl0,000 or wr*7 

NFXI PAW, 6217 

96217. INTERVIEWER CHECXPOINT: 

v17375 
1. SOMEONE BESIDES HEAD 5. ONLY HEAD IN FU 

IN PIJ NOW NEXT PAGE, 6226 

I 

t 
l G216 . Is there anyone in your fauuly living wrth you now who has joined the :amily since 

V17376 January 1964 and who had 55,000 or more in assets or debts at the 'urn0 they ]olnsrl 
the faly? 

@ BNEXT PAGE, 6226 

'G219. 
t 
Altogether, what is the total dollar value of assets t!Iat were brought into 
the ftily that way? 

89 

-220. Was it slO,OOO or morel 

7 yJ,F ) 

90221. 125,000 or moor*7 

yq;""'3 [~pl "N 

6222. sl00.000 or mom7 

l G221. 

GO To G22b 

Altogether, what is the total dollar value of dabtr that wrm browht i"tO Altogetha, what is the total dollar value of dabts that W*=* browht i"tO 
the family tbat my7 the family tbat my7 

6225. Was it SlO.000 or wrm? 

v173*o\ I + Yj226. $25.000 Of WC*? 
t 

wG227. 15,000 or more7 I 

NEXT PAW, 6226 



. 

90 
l C229. Some people's ass*ts coma from gifts and inheritances. During the last five 
v,,3s1 years, have you (or anyon. L" your family livmg thue) rccuvad any large gltts 

or ~nhuitances of monay or proputy worth S10.000 or more? 

NUMBER OF GIFTS OR 
(j---NEXT PAGE, SECTION N 

INHERITANCES=V17382 

*i229. What year did you rac.1"e that? V17383 

YEAR ggg 

'G230. Now much was it worth altcqethu, at that time? 

.G231. Would it amount to 525.000 or morr? 

00 To G233 

G233. Did you receive any e luga gifts or i"hUita"cu Of money Or proputy 
in the last Fivm yurs? 

It---b- PAGE, SE'XION N 

.G234. What yur did you racaiv, that? v17386 

-236. Would it amount to S25,OOO or more? 

Vl7388 
.G237. 575,000 or more? 

TOTAL WEALTH IN 
19a9=v17399 GO TO G236 

G236. Any othu lug@ gifts or inhuitAnces in tha last five years? 

ASK G23b-G236 AGAIN NEXT PAGE, SECTION H 

SECYIC4l N: IILUTN 

Wl. NOW I have a fen quartions about your health. including my suious limitarions you 
vl73go maght have. hbuld you (HEAD) say your health in ganual is ucellant, vary good, 

gwd. Cur, or pwr? 

~~py~pq-mzig 

*HZ. Do you (READ) have any physical or nuvo~s COnditiOn that limits the type of work oc 
v173g1 the amount of work you CM do? 

1. YES 

7 

p+GoWOHTO 

w3. Does this condition keep you from doing sow types OF work? 

WM. 
v17393 

‘For work you can do, how much dams it limit the w of !mrk you can do 
-- . lot, som&t, or just a 1itt1*7 

[T vj 1 S.JUSTA LITTLE ] 17. 

1NTEwIEwEFz: SELECT PROPER TEF!M FOR NS FRGN LIST OF STATES BELOW: 

MEDICAID: AL, AK, AZ, AR, CR, DE, DC, FL, CA, HI, ID, IL, IN, IA, KS, ICE, LA, ME, 
MD, IDI, MS, MO, NE, NV, NJ, HR, NY, NC, OR, OR, SC, T?I, TX, VA, WA, WV 

nED1-aL: CA 

WICAL ASSISTANCE: WI, I(T, NN, PA, RI, SD, IJT, VT, WI, WY 

WELFARE: co. I% ND 

MEDICAL SERVICES: OK 

l Hs . Is a"yo". in your family living thus covuad by (W~icaid/Mdi-Cal/I-!~ical 
v173g4 Assistanc~/W~lLu~/Mdical Su-flcu)? tD0 E IXLML MEDICARE] 

r,.,+NEXT PAGE, 

W6. who IS coverti? [LIST ALL FAMILY -ERS COVEREDJ 

-ET- 
-m 

RELATION To HUD - PERSON SEQ # NumER 
m 

RELATION To HEAD SEX T f%f% SEQn mmaw 
sw( -a 

RELATION To HEAD T PERSON SLQ 1 
NIJWER 

H7 

Y 



92 93 
l Hl . 1NTENv1Ewm CXEcxPoINT 

v17395 SEE FU LISTING, (P. 2 OF COVEN SHEET) 

I"} -rGo To "~ 

I 

w9, NOW I have few questions about your (witm's/"WIFE'~") hulth. Would you s.y hu 
v173g6 health in general is urcdlmt, very 9ocd, pod, ftir, or poor? 

w9. !&as your (wifr/"WIFE") have any physical or nuvuus CoruiitLon that limits the type 
v17397 of work or thm amOunt of work Sha CYI do? 

Does this condition keep her frm dolnp some types of *ark? 

v’73”10-~ ‘;1;;;1 ‘;‘I (7. CAlI DO NtXFiIN+GO 10 “12 

*Nil. For w&k shm can ;lo, how much does it limit the w of work shm can 
v17399 do -- . lot, G&at, or just little? 

wn2. INTERvIEWERcHEcKPoINT 

vl7400 SEE N LISTING (PAGC 2 01 COVER SHEET) 

1. SCHEONE IN N Ul'HER 5. ALL OTxmS 
THAN HEAD AND NIFC/"WIFC" 

I 

w13. Now abut tha r. t of your family living thue--rre 8i1y of thr not in sOCd hulthl 
v17401 

[5.+ltXTPAG&SlBXIONJ 

l Hl4 . who is ?.ha? 

SR 
m 

NCLATION TO NCAU ACL PERyul saps Nunam 

75 m 
NCLATION TO HEAD Tzi- PtRsoT SCQS Nunam 

m 
RCLATION To Nun sp -YiE- PLRwl 59s Nlmacc 

SCCTIo( J: IIAmIAGc ANU cHILuILu 

.Jl. INTeRvIEWeRcHecKPOINT 

SEE FIJ LISTING, (P. 2 OF REINTERVIEW COVCR SHEA) g ITO 3, (P. 1 OF SPLITOFF 
COVEN SHEET) 

I 
I 

IJIFE IN 1989 WAS .s. ‘UIFEE’ 3. ALL 
m ON .WT IN N OTHEES 
YULR'S QwEwltrr NOW 

I 
NEXT PAGC, J12 NCXT PAGE, J12 

052. We ar. updating tha information w collctd lut yur. t Nava you and your wLf* 
had any childrw sinea Jwuuy 19887 
[m~cotm STILL~IRTBS, smm~LDRfll, OR momi cx1mm1 

1. YES 

P 

(,.TfJJ7 

l J3 . iIoN many is that7 

01 

P PF g 
JI. What LS tha child's JS. So that I can tall thmsa childra apart in the 

NW? nut fr qwrtfonr, an you piva ia* thdr names? 

JS. PCICT llN4US) Oil PEEL- LABELS, QC llNl# To IWCN LAS=. 

mc” To Gccu at” aIIllDRcN suPPLmuT 

08. lii)va you or your wifa lmmlly doptd my childran sinca January 19687 

To P. 108, J127 

t 
*JO. Ilow many is that7 

PI 
pJ (oTIuR~ 

1 

J9. What IS ?,ha Child's JlO. So that I can tell thasm childrm apart in tha 
tune7 nut few qu~rclons, CM you give ma their names? 

Jll. PCICT “MC(S) ow Pcu-om UacLs, ale NAlQ m CACN UacL. 

TIICC m GOLU Amm aiIlmm SlJPPLQmlT 



-, 

0513. In what month and year did you last gat murid? 

[ii&Z--l 

noNTx TURN 'IU P. 97, 535 

'J14. What (is/w~s) your (huskand's/rit~'s) name? 
[ACCEPT MI HAKE--DO NUT PROBE. LABELHERE 
PRINT NAMJ DN PLEL-G?? LABEL.] 

4ItIl ml 
68 ID PN 

l JlS. Bdora that, wera you widowd, diWJ+Cd, wpuatd, or had you 
nwu bmnmurid? 

0517. I" what Wnth ud Y- did yO"Z 
VU. you *idowd? (divorcm/annuImmt) bwam final? 

7i5Fi%- r 

-iziG- IUR 

TURN TU P. 97, J35 

[I? HEAD IS llxw] 

l Jl9. In what month md yur wara you widowd? 

71uB; 

mNTR TONN TG P. 97, 535 

l J20 . In what month and year did you last gat murid? 

1988 1989 

IbDNTH 
PP 

TVRN To P. 97, J3f 

*JZl. 

0522. 

t t 
What was your (husbmd's/wifa's) rama? 
[ACCEPY AIfI NAWI--DO NOT PROBE. 
PRINT NAmoR PttL-099 LABCL.] 

I"""" 

l w l a PN 
BdOra that, wum you widowed, divorced, sapuatd, or had you nwu 
hub murid? 

l J23. I" what month and year 
"U. you Widowd? 

-iiGiz- IUR 

TIJN To P. 97, 535 

I 539 

mJ24. In what month and yur did your 
(divorcm/wnulmmt) bwcma final? 

-iEEi- YUR 

95 

t 

I(owRI IeAR 

TUNN TU P. 97, 535 



96 
[IP HUD IS DI- Q SEPARA~I 

326. 1wTERv1EwER CRErnINT 

SEE A3, (P. l)--HEAD’S MARITAL STATUS 

-' 

SEPARATED DIVORCED; MARRIAGEAmtLLED 

t 

'a, 

-526. I" what month ud yur ad ynr stop living twuhu7 

1988 1969 GTHER YEARI 

UDNTR 
PPL 

1 
NXKT PAGE, 335 

8529. In whtmwith mdywr did you lastgatmurid? 

1900 1969 OTNERYEAR: 
I 

IQNTR 

$P ' 

NEXT PSE, 535 

'530. Nhat was yxur (bus 'S/WiL, I) MM? PLACE PEEL-on 
[ACCEPI ARY NAME-DO NOT PROBE. LABELS 
PRINT lIAm ON PEEL-O?? LABEL.] 

‘11111 l w I 

l JJl. Bdorm that, "U. go" WidOWad, diVO?~di SWUatd, OK had YOU “WU 
bow wrrid’l 

0533. In what a!th ud yur did yvur 

’ ==‘?, 
0534. In what month ud yUr did y0" Stop living tOWthU? 

9335. 1RTEKv1EwER CHEcKPoIIrr 

Stt N LISTING, (P. 2 01 COVER SHEET) 

HEAD IS FmALE Am: 

2. AGE IS UyDtR 
(5 J (I. ~if'l 

TURN m P. 106, 
JlZ7 

l J36. Hwa you uoursd2 Ctathuad/givon birth to) any childran sine9 Januuy 1966? 
[W s COUWT STLLLBYRTRS, STEPCHIW, OR CWILDIUN IbEU RAS AUX'fBD.1 

~TOJ.1 

l J37. Nor many IS that7 

97 

536. what is tha Child's J39. So that I can tall t.hwa childr- apart in tha 
-7 nut fw qwstions, can you give ma their nams? 

J40. PRXWT NAIONS) C4l PBBL4PP LABSLB, GWE UlQI To EACR LABEL. 

TURN W W o** CWILDRU BUPPldbUT u-l 
a\ 

.tJdI. IIsw you lwally adoptd any childran sinem Jan"uy 19661 

1. ns 

CTI 

p+TlJFtN TG P. 101, 369 

.J42. HOW mny is tht? 

I JO. What is tha child’s 
I 

J44. So that I can tall thase children apart in the 
"NM? nut few q"utio"s, can you give m th*ir "amU? I 

J4S. PRINT WAUE(B) GN PUL-OFP LABCLS, OdIE W To UCR LIBEL. 

TlJRn 11) GOLI) ADo- aIILDIull SlIPPLmuT 
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546. INTeRvIm CHECKWIM 

SEE Ail, (P. l)--HEAD’S WRITAL STATUS 

0 
A. HEADHASNEVEREiEE6MitRI~ TO P. 100, 560 

4 
a. ALL OTHLRS 

t 
0547. Now I’d like to ask about your (HEAD’S) family hiltmy. Utcq,ehu, ho,, my ta., 

have you bun mrriul7 

LABELKEn 
l J49. Nh&t was your m (hurbmd’s/wlfm’r) -7 

[ACCEPT ANT NAME--DO NUT PWBI. PRIMT NAW 
ON PEEL-OP? UEm.] 

Qw l l PN / 

0513. In vhat month ud yur did yar stop living topahu 

l JSb . III what month md yur did you (last) gU mUrid? 

l J55. [IF NOT CLEAR] Nhat (ilhr) Your (husband’s/ 
wi:r’s) rum*? 
b’XEFT ANY NAME-DO lsoT PROSE. PRINT NAW! ON 
PEEL-OFF LABEL.] 

l rrm l url PN 
JS6. INTERvIaum auamINT 

99 

PLACE PEEL-OIP 
LAALL HERE 

PAGE, J60 

------------------------------------- 

+wJs7. YIncan In mint mnth ud yur vu* you vidowd? 

INRT PAGE, JSq 

------------------------------------- 

-i&4--HJS9. 
+ 

In aAt mnth ud Ybu did you rtop living tcqwhr? 



l J69. IrnVY?JaER cIm2KPoIR 
101 100 

.J60. NOW, I+. would llkr to ask about births of childrur. How many cbildmn bW* y?j! 

1 
Jll. What is the child's J62. So tht I can tall '31~9 childrn WUt i.Il tb* 

"am? nut rw quartions. can you giw m hair names? 

JO. EUIR IWQ(B) CM PRL-oTr WB, OIIZ lulo TS UCII LAltL. 

mml m Gum QQ cnxw SuPPLmmT 

1. YES 

7 

@.---XT PAGE, J69 

.J65. wow any altogabu7 

1 

P 

$ r; 

J66. what is tba child's J67. So thst I caf~talltb~s~ chlldrm aP6Cth tbm 
-7 nut ion qwstions, cm you giw ma tbmi.r names? 

366.mIRI6tmS) al'PKwmLAI6L6,OIRIU#mDUCll. 

nmIlDGmaAwRm QlILDRU IO??- 

SEE PU LISTING, CD. 2 OF REINTSRVISW COVER StM) g ITR4 3, CD. 1 OF 
SPLITWF corn SlmET) 

I ’ 
‘-;,“~ &!! 

-wxrFoN 
WT YEAR'S 
COVERBIQR 

TomfTu NRTPAGE, z7mJiTu 
P. 105, J102 575 P. lOS, 5102 

t 

9570. 01usa tall m again, in what month and year did you aM your wiZr last g*t 
murid? 

l J71. BuOra at. was rho widowad, divorcd, SePuatd, or hd she “WU baa u 
WCCid? CD 

I TUNJ TQ P. 104, J91 1 [ 1 , 

t I 
l J74. In wbatwnth andyme did tbay stop living tO9Wh=? 

-iiEii- TEZ- 

TUPJI TO P. 104, 391 
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0575. 11 your (“WXre’) married, widowd, divorcd. seated -or ha6 lhm IIWU baa 

mrrid? 

t+ 
'7. 1n what month and yaar did sha ud hu (formu) huslmM stop living to9W.hul 

1966 1969 OTNm ruRr 

NONTN 
pP[ 

I 
TOIU To P. 104, J91 

-576. 1n rtrst month and yur did they last gat murid? 

1966 1969 OTHER YEAR? 7isiir 
Pp l 

I 
TORN To P. 104, J91 

l .779. What war hu hushnd's NW? PLAu966L-099 
[ACCEPT ANX NAM!!--w NUT PROIU. LABELtImE 
ORINT m46 on PEIIL-OPP LAllzL.1 

‘17 qn El 
66 ID 

l J60. B&or9 that, was sha ridand, divorcad, swat& or hnl she 
mvar bw~cpurird? 

l J63. In what month ud yut did thq Stop 1iVi.W tW9thl 

MlNTH ILAR 

TURN TO P. 104, J91 

[W llIrz" IS r1Dcmm1 

l J66. In what month awl yau was sha widord7 

1966 1969 

- PP 

71 

NER PACE, 391 

.J65. In what month aml ywr did sha and hu husband last get marrid? 

- 

l JB6 . What was bar husbud'r -7 
[ACCEPT ANY NAIU-Da Nm PROBE. 
PRINT NAm ON PRL-olv LAaEL.1 

J91 

0569. In what month ud yau did hu 
Wvorca/amulmant) bacoma final! 

103 

l JB7 . Babra that, was sha widwd, divorcd, raparatad, or hwJ she navu 
ban murid 

Y 



105 104 
l J91. INTERVIEWER CHECRPOINT 

0592. Has your (wife/"WIPL") givan birth to any children slnc9 January 19667 
[DO E COLINT STILLBIRTHS, STEITPCHILDREN, OR CHILDREN WIPE/-WIFE* HAS NXMT!ZD] 

15, To 591 

l J93. NOW ky is that? 

394. What is tha child'9 595. So that I can t.li thara childran apart in the 
-a? nut fw quartions, can you giva ma thair namas? 

196. PRINT yAE(c(S) ON 99XL-O?9 L6B6LS, OWE 66I4Z To LAQl -. 

TtlRw To GREnl mm CuILDRnl SOPPLpan 

47. I&S your (wifa/'WI?C") legally Aoptal my childrm si&a JanuuY 19667 

1. YES 

7 

w To P. 106, 5127 

l J96. H&f many is that7 

01 

P 

y r\ 

J99. What is thg child'9 5100. So that I CM tall thma childran apart in th* 
MiW? next Law qwrtfonr, can you giva ma thair namar? 

JlOl. PRINT NAMC(I) ON PEEL-OR LABELS, Qt NAtU TO EhCtl LAW%. 

TORN ¶u GOLD ADOW CNILDRU SIJPPLmuT 

J102. lor I’d like to ask about your (rU~'r/"*I~'S") euilr history. 

l J103. INTERvIEWxRw~INT 

SEE PU LISTING, (P. 2 Oy COVER SH.C.ET) 

1. IiUDNAS~~INNNOW 2. HUDHAS"~f~~"INNNOW - 
GO TO J105 

t 
l JlO4. Is your ("WIFE') muriad, widwd, divorcd , wparatcd, or has shanwar 

baan murid? 

TU93i TO P. 107, 5116 

l JlOS. Altoguhu, how many timas has rha km =rid? 

FIR6T IURRIAGC 

bJlO6. m what. month and yur did sh* gat mrrtd for the m time? 

UONTN IUR PLACE PEEL-OFF 
LABEL NEW 

'JlO7. What mar harm hurbud's nama? 
[ACCEPT ANY NAM+--00 NOT PROBt. 
PRINT WA14 ON PEEL-O?? ML.1 

l JlO6. Did that muriaga and in widowhocd, divorea, or What? 

.JLU. m tmat lmnth Axa yaar did thay stop living 
togathu? 

0” 



., . .rn 

LO6 
l Jll2. (Please tell me agam,) in what month and yaar (did you and she/did she) (last) 

get married7 

MONTH yu\R 

'5113. [IF NOT CLULRI what (is/was) her husband's nama7 
[ACCEE AHy em--w NO? PROBE. PAINT WApIL 
ON PEEL-OFF LABEL. 1 

l uul l cIrl 
66 ID PN 

Jllb. IWl'ERVIEWf% CHECKPOINT 

SEE JlO3 OR JlO4 (P. lOS)--WIPE'S/"WIPE'S" MAUITAL STAT"S 

JllS. In what month andyau was sha widowdl 

mNTn YEAR 

INEm PAGE, Jll6l 

NEXT PAGE, Jll6 

107 
l Jl16. Now, ~a would like to ask about births ot children. How many childran has your 

(wit*/"WIPE") l var V&van birth to7 
[W NQT COUNT STILLkRTHS, S’RPCHILDREN OR CliILDRZN WIFE/"WIFE' HAS ADOPTLD] 

5119. What is tha child's Jl20. So that I can tall thara childma lpart in the 
nam7 nut Law qumrtions, can you giva ma their names? 

JlZl. PRINT llME(S) Q PEEL-Om Was, W IlAm! To EACH LMU. 

Tml ¶u GREU cam CtlILDRrN NJPPLIWTr 

.tu22. nas your (wif*/"WIPz") avu lagally adoptad any chlldran7 

1. YES 

P 

w PAGE, 5127 

t 
l J123. 6m mnyaltopathu7 

01 

P 

$ 

J124. What is tha child's 
I 

Jl25. So that I can tall thasa childran 
Mma7 naxt faw quastions, caa yea giva ma their rums? 

Jl26. PXiNT WNSCW OW PpL4F? LABELB, QI luna m EACH IABEL. 

Tmul To Qw mow CNILDRa SUPP~ 



?$7. 1NTeRv1!sERcHmc9O1NT 

(SEE !=U LISTING, (P. 2 OP COVER SHEET) 

1. SOMEONE IN FU NOW IS AC6 12 TNROUGN 44 
(OTNER THAN HEAD AND WIFE/"WIIE") 

I" 
NEAT PAGE, SECTION X 

t 
[IF NON-FU MEM6ERS IN NU1: In the following qu~stionr, we will ba talking abut 
puronr living 'therm, ucltiinq (Rw NAM5 OF NON-FIJ UEM6FJtS FRC44 COVSA SML1). 

l JlZB. Other than you (or your wifa/'WI?E"), has anyone tmdu aga 45 ln your family 
living thus war hod any childrub 

@--+GO TO.Jl30 

J129. who is that7 [LIST IN G6ID AT 51321 

05130. Othu tJmn you (or your xifa/"WIFl'), Mr (INDIVIDUAL bQ6TIONED or) anyon. Cmlsm) 
in your Family living thua under am 45 war bun mrrid at Iam t-7 

l.YLS 

T 

w To 5133 

J131. Who 11 that7 [LIST ANY ADDITIONAL IHDIVIDUALS IN GRID AT Jl321 

Jlfl. UnER N ImlBms OWDERAGE4SWHOK6VEHADCHILDRENORBEENtWRIED 

RELATIONSHIP -TO IUAU 

I I I 
I I 

A 
1 

J133. 1NTzRv1EWEncmmm1IFT 

SEE Jl32 (31ID nWn--- TO ABK MTN Jl2B AIIU Jl30 - MUXUIG TlbIB _ 
cnEawo1n1 I I 

P 

A. m IS LIm IIlJl32 ORID 

P 

B. ALL mlms 

llEiTPAa,sErIollx 

I CC6iPLPXZABCQKL&T?ORl46RRIACEIISTOP(I 
A6DcHILmnlOCuml!RN~?on 
EAabPmBoNLIwINaRID 

SECTION K: BACKCROUNU AND P)UCATION OF WEN lSIPZ/“WIFE” 109 

w1. INTERVIEW!Z9 CHEOCWIM 
V17402 - 

SEE FU LISTING, (P. 2 OF COVER SHEST) 

w2. Now I have some quartiOn about your (wif9's/"WIFL'S") family and past upUiuXeS. 
How much ducation did hu tathu haw7 [ACCE9T ?ATHER SUeSTITUTE] 

v17403 

W3. [IF FEWER THAN 6 GRADES] Could ha read and writa 

Is 

l K4. now much adlxatitm did your (*if*'r/~WIFz'S") mothu hav*l [ACCEPT mTHER 
'SUBSTITUTE] 

v17404 

*KS. [IF FEWER THAN 6 GRADESI Could sha read md tdta? 



111 
*KM. In order to gat an idu of tha diffuant ra~ms and ethnic groups that participaca 

vl7417 in tha studv. I would lika to ask you about your (wifa'~/'W1PE'S") l thnic ormin. 

110 
.K6. Now I have some questions about brothars and sisters. Did your (wifa/'WIPE") hava 

VI 1105 any brothers? 
[INCLUDE NATURAL SIBLINGS u] 

l K7 . How many brothers was that? 
V17406 

vI%& How mny of thrP u. still livin97 

*KS. (Is/Was) he oldu OK11 . (ArdWue) any of hu brothur 
v1740 8 than shm is? v17410 oldu than sha is? 

*KU. Did she have any sistus? 
v17411 [INCLIJDE NATURAL SIBLINGS GNLY] - 

e PAGE, KU 

l Kl3 . ;Iow many sistus us that.? 
V17412 

01 

P 
t 

l Kl4. Is hu SiStU Still 1iVill9’i *KU. Row many or thm u. still liVin97 
v17415 

(Is/Was) shm older l Kl? . (Am/Ward any of hu sistu'l 
V 14 t~-“$wlF-r V17416 ‘Mb: szT 

Is she of Splnish ot Risp~ic d.s&t, that is, nuicm, nuican imuiun, chicane, 
Puuto Rican, cubn, or other Spanish? [IF NKNssAKr: which onm?l 

OTWEK SPANISN (SPECIPT): 

l KlS. And, is sha white, black, Amuican Indian, Ahut, Eskimo, Asian, Pacific Islmdu, 
or anothu race? 
[CHKK ALL TKKT APPLY] 

FIRST MEWIffl-V17419, SECOND MEWPION-V17419 

l ZO. Has sha mvu kul in th* unitad states military ruvica? 
~17420 

p&-J plTJ 

Y 



112 
l K21 . Now I would lika to talk about tha education your (wife/"WIPt") has recaivd. 
"17421 Did she graduate from high school, g.t a GED, or naither? 

0~23. HOW many grades of school did sha l KZ6. How many 9rader of uhool did rhc 
finish prior to gatting hu GED7 f lnishf 

V17423 V17426 (00.1 

GRADES FINISHED 
IEJ 

GRADES FINISHED GO To K26 

l K24. In what ymr did she last l K27. In what year did sha last 
attand (GRADE IN K23)7 l ttand (GRAD2 IN KZO7 

V17424 V17427 

YEAR IEAB 

~25. In what ymr did sha racaira hu GED7 

I V17425 
YEAR 

I I 

l 26. Did she attand coll~d 
V17428 

(,.,I I,.+ PAL=, 106 

l K29. In what yau did rho last attend collegm7 _y17429 
YEAR . 

l K30. What is the highast yur of collw. she has ccio@tdl 
v17430 

l K31. Did sha recaiva a collwm dear-7 

v17431 

15.P=bK36 

w32. what is tha highest collage dagram aha has racaivdl V17432 

103. what was thm naw of tha collagal 

104. Wham was it locatdl 
CITY STATE 

113 
l K36 . Did your (wife/"WIFE") receiw any othar degree or a certificate through a 

~17434 voCationa school, a training school, or an apprenticuhip program? 

b TO K42 

T - FIRST 

107. what type of 
degru or I I 

was that7 

of institution 
or organization 
was that7 

did she 

. 

l- 

racaiva I+ 
that dwrea or 
cutificat*7 

Kbl. Did sha 
receive any 

-7 

othu 
training 
d-r- or 
cutificat~7 

ASK K37- Go To AsKK37- GOT0 NxK37- Go To 
Kbl AGUN K42 It41 A&&IN K42 Kbl AGAIN K42 p 

SLCOND THIRD 

m 

V17442 V17446 

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OR CERTIFICATES-V17435 

l K42 . Is your (wif~'s/"WIFE's') raligious prafumca Protastant, Catholic, or Jewish, or 
V17448. what7 

OTnER (SPKCIR): 

K43. What denmination is that7 

OK,,. Row many yurs l ltogathu hr your (rif~/"WIFC") workd for monay since sha was 161 

VI7449 

ty- 

(,,.,+ PAGE, SecrIoN L 

l K45. How many of thus years did shm work full-time for 
most or all of tha yur7 

I v17450 TEARS@ 

~3s. In what year did sha rwaiw that d-r-7 v17433 

WAI? 



114 
sKT1ow L: BACXGWWD ANU LDUCATIOW OF NEW IMD 

l Ll. INTERVIEWER CHmmINT 
VI7451 _ 

SEE FU LISTING, (P. 2 OF COVER SHEET) 

REINTERVIEW IBEIGE) 1. SPLITUFF /GRAY/ 
COVER SHEET AND: COVER SHEET 

1. NEW WAD 5. SAnE HEAD 
IN W 

El 

IN FIJ 
IN 1969 

TINE EM: 
TURNTO P. 3 OF 
REI~vIEw COVER SHEET 

1, v 
‘LZ. NOW I have some quastiom about your (li!%D’S) family and past upuianc~r. Whum 

did your fathu prow up7 [HOST OF THE WARS FROM AGES 6 TO 16-ACCZPI FATHER 
SOBSTITIJTE I 

OR 
NAME OF STATE; COONTY 

cooNmY, IF FORXIGN 

*Em 
ST, CO- PA 

.L3. Whuadidyour mothu 9row up7 bZCNPTWRIERSUBSTITVR] VI7452 v17453 

OR 
NAME O? STATE; COUNTY TWH 

CWNTR, I? FoREIol v17454 v17455 

iLLLLl ST, CO-WI 
'Ld. What was your fathu's~occupationuhmn you were 9rouin9 up7 [ACQPT PATHER 

SUBSTITUTE] 

V17456 

. 
cl 
OCC 

'L5. Thinkin of your WIAD'r) first Lull-tim roqulu job, what did you do7 

IIxrrPAEE,L7 Kc 
.L6. Have you had a nummr or differant kinds o: jobs, or hwo you mostly *orkd in tha 

same occuparion you stand in, or what7 
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WL7. Did you (HEAD) grow up on a farm, in a small town, in a lar94 city, or what? 

v1745q i pJ pJ 1 

'LB. In what stat* and county was that? [EXWPLE: ILLINOIS, COOK COuNTT] 

ano 
STATE COUNTY 

I 
19. Whit was tha ~0. of the 

nurut town? 

I I 
t 

,LlO. 
t 

What other statas or countri4r have you livd in, includtng tl.ma rpmt abroad while 
in the lrmd fOrceS7 [“IIVEDIN” MIANS RAYED AT LKAST 3 mms.1 

-NUMBER OF REGIONS-Vl7462. TOTAL NuneER OF STATES AND/OR COUNTRIES-V17463 

l Lll. Hava you mEAD) war movd out or . ccmunity wham you were livin9 in order to 
V17464 t&e a job s-hug l 1S@7 

.LlZ. 
t 

Have you (MAD) a-u turnnd down l job beaus* you did not want to mova7 

V17465 E 

.L13. Wara your parum poor when you were 9rowin9 up, pmtty wall off, or what7 

.L14. How much ducation did your UiZW’S) fathu h.4~7 [ACQP? FATHER SUBSTITUTE] 

l LlS. (IF FEWER THAN 6 GMDESI Could ha rud and writml 

9L16. Howmuch duutiGndidyour UIEAD'S) mother hav.7 ~ACCEPTIUYHER SUB5TITUTEl 

l L17. (IF PWR W 6 GRADES1 Could she mad and writat 

Y 
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.L16. Now I hava SOO. queStiOnS ateut brothus and SiltUS. Did you (HEAD) MV. My 
VI7469 brothus? 

[INCLUDE NATORAL SXBLZNGS m] 

01 P 
l L20. IS he still livfn97 

v17471 

.L22. Now my 06 thr u* still liVln97 
v17473 

pJ [jixq 

IIlmEN 

.LZl. (Is/Was) ha oldu l L23. (ArdWua) my of your brothus 
Vl7472 than you7 v17474 older than you? 

.L24. Did you have any sisters? 
~17475 tINCLUDE NATUNAL SIBLIHGS -1 

l.YES ‘r’ piJ-+nm PAGE, L30 

l L25. 
VI7476 

How many sistus 4s that7 

.L26. Bow many or tbm ar. still liVin97 
v17479 

. 

./T. ggu ,9.~.Gnlzgg~isF J 
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.L30. wore you livin9 with bath your natura1pmrultr aostot thmtlw until you *u.ap. - 
V17481 167 

I l.YES 
I 
S.NO 

ordu to 9et an idw of tha diffuant mew and ethnic groups that participate 
the study, I would lika to ask you about your Whnic origin. Am you of Spanish 

.L3l. In 
V17482 in 

or N~SPUILC daSCUIt, that 11, WUlUn, UUiUn AWICUI, ChluM, PUUtO KlCU’i, 
Cuban, or other Spanish? [IF WKNSSNtYr Which one71 

OTHER SPANISII (SPKIFnr 

l L32. And, ar. you whita, black, Amuiun Indian. AhUt, Lskim. ASfur, P&zifiC ISlandU, 
or anothu race7 
t'==t ALL TEAT mPLr1 FIRST MENTION-Vl7493, SECCND M9NTICN-V17484 

.L33. Hw* You wu bun in the unit.d stat*s military ruvical 
V17485 

JI.RSI pJ 
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9L34. Now I would lika to talk about tha ducation you (lIZAD) haw rcaivd. Did you 

Vl7466 gZKitutm froE high School, 9mt . c;m, 01 naithut 

Il. GRADIJATXD FRCM HIGR 6ClIGGLI (2. WI A GEDl 3. NEITHER 

--l----I - 
w.35. Inwhatmonthhymardidyw 

9raduate7 

f-r 

DL36. Bow many grdu of school did yw 
wxu3) finish prior to 99ttin9 
your GZD7 

V17489 00. woxx 

GNADxs FIIIISHED WI 

l L37.InwhtmonthudyurdidFnJks 
attd (GRAUX IN L3617 

v17490 
mNTn 

v17491 v17495 V17496 
YXAR nwm w 

Vl7492 
mHTn 

v17493 
w 

+ 
L39. now many qmdas Of rctloo1 did 

you mxAD) finish? 

a7494 

GNkDXS FUIUILD 

l L40. In what wntb and yur did you 
kst attud (WX Ill L39)7 

L 
-- 

rnL41. Did you l ttnd WllWO? 
V17497 

Il. "1 I'. 1101 PaxI L49 

l L42. In what month ud you did you last attud C01108~7 Vl7498 v17499 
-iiEz- w 

.L43. 
v17500 

what is tha hlghu,t yur Of cG1199* yGu have wlatd? 

0. LXSS w am w PAGX, L49 
llNnma 

l t44. Did you rocaivm a collwa down7 1. Yxs 
v17501 

7 

pLYJM?m PAGE, L49 

l L45. what is the higut coll#o dagrw you ham rwelval? Vl7502 

L46. What ~8s the Iuy oi tha cG114.7 

L47. whom lms it locad? 
CITY STATE 

l L46. In what montJ~ and yur did y8u rUSlva that d#rn7 Vl7503 
HOMTIl+P- 

TOTAL NUHBER OF DEGRESS OR CERTIFICATS-V17506 
l t49. Did you WlIAD) receiw any other dmqrr or a cutificat~ through a vocational 
V17505 school, a training schwl, or an qpmtie*ship program7 

l.XLS 7 
asl. In what field 

4s that7 

of institution 
or orsaniution 
was that7 

you Lwiw 
thatdwreeor 
cutific8t~7 

L54. Did you 
rraiw my 
othu 
tralnlng 
dawn or 
cutifiUt~7 

piJ-bGu To L55 

FIRST SKWTJ IXIRD 

v17507 V17512 v17517 

Vl7508 v17513 V1751S 

v17509 v17514 v17519 

VI7510 v17511 v17515 V17516 V17520 Vl7521 

Ti5izr YiisE- -zEii- Tis -ieii- xir 

q piJH @1,,1@ 
Asx LSO- Go To ASK LSO- GO To ASK LJO- GO TO 
L54 AGMII L55 L54 AGAIN 155 LS4 AGAIN L50 

.L55. Is your religious prtiuau~ Protutsnt, Catholic, or Jewish, or what7 

v17s22 y ,,,. ,,,.I IIYl’HZR (SPKI?Y): 

I I I 
Go To 157 

L56. What dacaination 11 that? 

.L57. Ra~yvrs altopahu hawyou Uu!Au) uorkd for monysinc~yo~ war.167 

V17523 TZAR~ - g ito6 3 OF l7ZIHTXRVIXW COVXR SHXR 
~P.4oisPLIlwPcDytRsHER 

t 
.L56. tie* - of thasa yurs did you work full-tima for most or all of the yurl 

V17524 
I 

TIM EfO: 

wm P.3 01 RzIIrIaVIzwcoVER SRZR 
a P. 4 OF SPLIToFP covxx SHER 





Part 3: Editing Procedures and Worksheets 

The PSID editing process serves three main purooses: (1) accounting for all 

year-to-year changes in family membership, (2) rectifying discrepancies within the 

interview before coding, and (3) calculating and recording numeric data on the 

worksheets and interviews for coding. It is a complicated task requiring a high 

degree of accuracy; each interview is checked by another editor. 

Family composition editing and occupation coding comprise the first step. 

Next, an extensive edit of income and work is done. Discrepancies that require 

additional respondent contact to correct are noted, and each interview with such 

problems is sent back to the field for additional data collection. Interviews 

passing through this process are considered “clean” for coding. 

The full array of past interviews is available to editors, though only the 

prior year’s interview is usually consulted to solve problems. Prior data are 

used when the current interview is vague, contradictory, or incomplete despite 

attempts to clarify the family’s situation. Project staff closely oversee the 

editing process and make substantive decisions regarding the handling of specific 

DrObl ems. 

Most of the techniques used to edit previous waves were again used to edit 

Wave XXII. However, the addition of employment history questions from 1984 

through 1989 provided a new dimension in the editing of work weeks. Specifically, 

the work hours and employment histories were cross-checked for inconsistencies, 

and interviews were returned to the field for the resolution of discrepancies. 

Information on annual work time is probably slightly more accurate than in the 

Dast. 

Questions were added beginning in 1984 to distinguish time unemployed and 

looking for work from time out of the labor force, so that measures of 

unemployment hours are cleaner. Detailed discussion of techniques for editing 

other variables will be found in A Panel Study of Income Dynamics: Study Desiqn, 

Procedures, Available Data 1968-1972 Interviewing Years (Waves I-V), Volume I. 

PP. 270-339. Specific changes since that time have been included annually in 

Section I, Part 3 of the succeeding documentation volumes. 

Family Composition Editinq 

All people in a panel family at the time of the previous year’s interview 

must be accounted for in the current year. They may remain in the family or may 

have moved out, died, or entered institutions. Sample members 18 or older who 

move out and form their own households are followed and interviewed as new panel 

families (i.e., splitoffs). In addition to the usual tasks for family composition 

editing, the type of institution for those families in the armed forces, 

educational or health facilities, and other such institutions (1989: Vi63231 has 

been coded since 1985. The more detailed relationship to Head and birthdates for 

individuals have been coded since 1983. The marital and childbirth histories 

collected since 1985 have placed more demands on the task of family composition 

editing through the addition of unique individual identifier for each spouse or 

child mentioned. 

69 
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Wave XXII Changes 

The extensive edit of income and work remained similar to 1984-1988 

procedures. We continued our 1988 procedures for collecting work histories of the 

prior calendar year and asked little history from January of the current year up 

until the time of the interview, under the assumption that those data are included 

in the 1990 wave. 

The addition of a wealth supplement for 1989 increased the income edit task 

somewhat. For details about the wealth supplement, see Part 5 of this section. 

Assignment Tables 

Again in Wave XXII we did not use inflation factors for our assignment 

tables, as we had in 1985 and earlier years. The tables were simply created using 

the unweighted data from the last year (Wave XXI). 

Proration Variables for Income 

Variables detailing adjustments to total income for family members who joined 

or left the family, begun for 1986, continued to be coded in 1988. See Section I, 

Part 3, page 68 in the 1986 documentation for details. 



Survey Research Center 1989 Study of Family Economics P. 457717 1 

EDITING WORKSHEETS 

Vi6302 - 1988 ID# Vi6301 - STUDY,? PRE-EDITOR CK. PRE-ED EDITOR CK. EDITOR 

n-111 
Vi6605 1968 ID k 

(Vi6305 - State and County - Built Variable) 

V 16303 Vi6304 (Vi6306 - Size of Largest City in County, 
Generated Variable) 

Color of Coversheet 
(Splitoff Indicator) l-l 

VW07 

Whether Initially Refused 
0 
V 16308 

HOUSEHOLDER: 

1968 ID# II 

Vi6317 

Mode of Interview 
0 
V16309 

Person Number 

VI6318 

Family Composltion Change q Age m 
V16310 Vi6319 

Number Moved In 

V16311 

Who Moved In 
Cl 
Vi63i2 

Current Household Composition 
0 
Vi6316 

Sex 0 
V16320 

Relationship to 
Head of this FU m 

Vi6321 

n 

Number Moved Out 
u 

-------------------------------------------- 

Vi6313 

Who Moved Out 
17 

Qualit,y of Match With 1988 FU q 
Vi6314 VI6322 

Current Family Composition 
0 

Type of Institution for FU 
tl 

VI6315 VI6323 

HOUSING 

ACC 

House Value (A91 
lllltl 

V16324 V16325 

Total Remaining Mortgage Principal(s) (Ail) 

Vi6326 VI6327 

Government Subsidy of Heating Costs (A7) 

Vi6328 
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[III1 
1989 ID k 

2 

HEAD : ANNUAL HOURS 

Main Job 
(B78xB79/C70xC71) UIrlu 

Vi6329 VI6330 

Overtrme (881/~73) mnu 
Vi6331 VI6332 

Extra Jobs 
[(B88x88S)+(BlOOxi3lOl) 
OR (C8OxC8i)+(C92xC93) 

ACC 

V16334 

(V16335: Total Annual Work Hours, Built Variable) 

j/ 0 

V16336 Vi6337 

Illness of Self (B64/C59) 
ncl 
V16338 Vi6339 

Strike (~70i~62) 

Unemployment/Layoff 
(B73/C7/C65) 

Out of Labor Force 
(B76/C68) 

Vl6340 Vi6341 

ulncl 
Vi6342 VI6343 

uulu 
V16344 V16345 

Unemployment/Out of Labor Force 
(B74. 877/C5, C8, C66, C69) 

1988 
JA FE MR AP MY JN JL AU SE OC NV DE 

V16346-VI6357 

V16358: Is there a Wife/“Wrfe” in FU now? 

Ir. 15.T”RN TO 

w 
I I WORKSHEET 3, 

RIGHT- 
VI6388 

HAND 
COLUMN, 
Vi6359 

WIFE/“WIFE”: ANNUAL HOURS 

Main Job 
(078xD79/E70xE71) 

Overtlme (081/E73) 

Extra Jobs 
[(D88xD8S)+(DlOOxDlOl) 
OR (E80xE81)+(E92xE93)] 

ACC 

ItI 
Vi6359 V16360 

Vi6361 V16362 

117110 
VI6363 VI6364 

(V16365: Total Annual Work Hours, Built Variable) 

11 lness of Others 
(D61/E56) 

Illness of Self (064/E59 

Strike (D70/E62) 

Unemployment/Layoff 
(D73/E7/E65) 

Out of Labor Force 
(D76/E68) 

Vi6366 

dlrIIl 
Vi6368 

V16370 

I 
Vi6372 

Vi6374 

q 
V16367 

q 
Vi6369 

q 
Vi6371 

cl 
V16373 

q 
V16375 

Unemployment/Out of Labor Force 
(D74, 077/E5. E8, E66, E69) 

1988 
JA FE MR AP MY JN JL AU SE OC NV DE 

Vl6376-Vi6387 
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FAMILY INFORMATION 

L-1111 
1989 ID * 

# Major Adults 

VI6388 

Family Size m 
VI6389 

$ Required Rooms 
Cl 
VI6390 

ANNUAL HOURS OF HOUSEWORK 

ACC 

Wife/“Wife” (F2) 

V16391 

Head (F3) 

rrrn D4 

FOOD COSTS 

Food Stamp Value in 1988 (F9) 

m u6 

# Months Used Food Stamps in 1988 (FlO) m 

Months Used Food Stamps in 1988 (FlO) 

JA FE MR AP MY JN JL AU SE OC NO DE 

V16398-VI6409 

3 
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4 

V16410: Did Head and/or Wife/“Wife” receive any TAXABLE income? I,.1 L/---GO TO VI6436 

1. Farm (G5 

2. Business 
Head 

LABOR ASSET 

- Head iiiili 

9. Farm (G5/G52) 
Head 8 Wife/“Wife 

VI641 1 V16422 

(Gil) - IO. Business (Gil) - 
Head & Wife/“Wife” 

VI6412 
ACC 

Vi6423 

3. :;;E: of,yead I] 0 

V16413 Vi6414 

6. Market Gardening 
(GiSb) - Head 

ml -1 

VI6417 

ACC ’ ’ ~f~~:;G;;lS::;;e,, 

1.2.3-7 

7. Roomers/Boarders 
(Gl9c) - Head 

ACC 

8. WAGES/Labor of 13. Wife’s/“Wife’s” Share 
Wife/“Wife” 
(G52) 

-1 0 ;f,;ssets From Lines 

V16420 VI6421 

i,,,!,,l 

l- -J 

# MOS 

14. Rent (G26a, G27a) - Head mmnn 
VI6427 VI6428 

15. Interest, Dividends 
(G26b, G27b) - Head 

Vi6429 

16. Alimonv (G45c. G46c) - 
Head - 

m m ACC V16431 

17. Wife’s/“Wife’s 
(~61) 

18. Total Head 8 W 
Income (Sum of 

9-12, 
14-17 

-1 va 

Vi6433 

Other Assets 

fe/“Wifel’ Taxable 
I-12, 14-17) 

VI6435 

Support of 
Others (Gl06) 

Child Support 
Paid (~108) 

Al Imony 
Paid (GIIO) 

F of 
Dependents # of 

(FCW+G113+G114) EXemptiOnS 
Tax 
Table 
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V16442: Did Head and/or Wife/‘Wife’ receive any TRANSFER income? 1. I?] ~~.&.TuRN TO WORKSHEET 6, vi6558 

HEAD ACC 

1. ADC/AFDC (G29a) 
ii 

Y MOS VI6443 VI6444 

2. SSI 
(G29b. G30b) mm 

VI6445 VI6446 

3. Otner 

4. Social 
Secur 
(G34, 

Welfare (G29c) 
= TYPE 

# MOS 
V16447 

(633) 

V16448 Vi6449 VI6450 

5 fZIKTii$;t ion /I // TC 

VI6451 V16452 
(G:3(; 

/I // n 

V16453 V16454 VI6455 

7. Unemployment 
Compensation 
(G45a) V16456 

8. Workers Comp.lG45o) 

tiMOS VI6457 

9. Child Suppor? 
(G45d. G46d) m1711il 

VI6453 VI6459 

IO. Help From 

~~:~~~“t?,6,) m il 
V16460 VI6461 

11. Anything 

%:f G46f i[ll 
+ G4i) VI6462 VI6463 

WIFE/“WIFE” ACC 

12. ADC/AFDC (G61) 

/t MOS VI6464 V16465 

13’ :::I. G62)// /I 

V 16466 VI6467 

14. Other Welfare (G61) 
= TYPE 

x MOS 
Vi6468 

(G33) 

17. ;zFeEEij m /I 
VI6474 VI6475 

18. Unemployment 
Compensation 
(G54) V16476 

19. Workers Comp.(G57) 

# MOS 
V16A77 

22. Anything :& .62)11/m q Vi6482 V16483 VI6484 

23. Total Head & Wife/“Wife” Transfer Income (Sum of I-22) 

1998 VI6485 

ADC/AFDC (G30a,G62) - Head & Wife/“Wife” 

Other Welfare (G30c.G62) - Head & Wife/“Wlfe” 

Unemployment Compensation (G46a) - Head 

Unemployment Compensation (655) - Wife/“Wife 

Workers Compensation (G46b) - Head 

Workers Compensation (G58) - Wife/“Wjfe’ 

JA FE MA AP MY JN JL AU SE DC ND DE 

Vl6486-VI6497 

Vl6498-VI6509 

Vl6510-VI6521 

Vl6522-VI6533 

Vl6534-VI6545 

Vl6546-VI6557 
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V16558: Did any Other FU Member receive any TAXABLE income? 

Work Hours Seq # 
% 

Prorated 

m 
VI6560 

m 
VI6565 

m 
VI6570 

m 
VI6575 

m 
VI6580 

Taxable Income 

i [III] m 
Vi6559 VI6561 

2. [III1 m 
VI6564 

34~~~~ m 
VI6569 

44~~~~ m 
V16574 

V16566 

VI6571 

V16576 

5. [IIII m 
VI6579 VI6581 

VI6584 Total DFUM 
Work Hours 

lKt-+GO TO VI6588 

# of 
Exemptions 

m 
V16562 

m 
V16567 

m 
VI6572 

m 
V16577 

m 
ACC 

V16582 

Tax 
Table 

tl 
VI6563 

0 
Vi6568 

q 
Vi6573 

0 
Vi6578 

q 
V16583 

VI6585 Total OFUM q ii-ill V 16586 
Taxable Income Assets 

V16588: Did any Other FLI Member receive anv TRANSFER income? II.1 15.L‘GO TO VI6603 

Annual Prorated Total 

1 ADC/AFDC - Others 

V16589 

2. SSI - Others 

Annual Total 

CIIIII 
iI 
u1111 
[II1111 

V 16590 

3. Other Welfare - Others 

VI6591 

4. Social Security - Others 

VI6592 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Veterans 
Others 

Administration- r T T T T 1 

Other Retirement - Dthers CIIIII 
Unemployment Compensation 
- Others LIIIIl 
Workers Compensation - 
Others CIIIII 
Child Support - Dthers L-11111 
Help From Relatives - 
Others III1111 
Anything Else - Others [III111 
Total Dthers’ Transfer 
Income (Sum of I-11) 

VI6600 

VI6593 

VI6594 

V16595 

VI6596 

V16597 

VI6598 

X OFUM 

m ACC ’ i:y”h Labor 
With 

VI6599 l-11 Income Income 

VI6601 VI6602 VI6603 VI6604 
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Part 4: Coding Procedures 

Production coding the questionnaire is the final step in putting the data 

onto computer tape. This occurs after the questionnaire has been edited as 

described in Part 3 above. The coding process converts numeric and non-numeric 

answers into machine readable data. 

Coders entered the edited variables and coded the questionnaire using the 

system designed by the Computer Support Group at ISR’s Survey Research Center for 

direct data entry. The system, Interactive System for Input of Survey Data 

(ISISD), is compatible with OSIRIS System and has been used by the PSID for ten 

years. It incorporates wild code and data consistency checking into the coding 

process. These checks insure that coders cannot enter invalid code values, and 

thus the necessity of later data cleaning by the Panel Study staff is greatly 

reduced. 

Approximately IO percent of the interviews (721) were coded twice, once by 

the coder and a second time by a PSID staff member or a check coder. Check coding 

consists of an item-by-item check of all data values for a case which have been 

independently coded by a second person. It enables us t@ determine early in the 

processing whether a coder is having difficulty and whether some codes are causing 

problems. 

Coders are trained by a member of the study staff before they are allowed to 

production-code interviews. Training begins with a short introduction on the 

history and purpose of the study and a question-and-answer session. The coders 

code two practice interviews which have been coded previously by a PSID staff 

member. The coders and the study staff member review the practice interviews in 

detai 1 , discussing any coding differences with particular emphasis on problems 

that could arise during production coding and responses that may present coding 

difficulty. 

A difference is a disagreement between coder and check coder. Differences 

become errors when so judged by the check coder. For example, a coder may use an 

erroneous code value, enter a wrong digit on the terminal keyboard, or miss a 

specific direction in the code book. Some disagreements, usually involving coding 

of open-ended questions, are not errors. In any event, decisions on the final 

codes chosen rest with the study staff member. 

Codlnq Differences for Wave XXII 

Coding reliability rates were again excellent for 1988. The overall 

difference rate was 1.60 per case. The error rate was .53 per interview. The 

questions for why the Head moved (1989: Vl6651) and why the Head might move in the 

next few years (1989: VI66541 are our most consistently problematic for coding 

reliability, although the rates are improving. Table 6 shows the reliability 

rates on these two data items for 1985-1989. 

Table 6 

RATES DF CODING DIFFERENCE 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Why moved 7.3% 7.8% 5.5% 5.7% 5.1% 
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Table 6 (con/t.) 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Why might move 11.5 9.7 8.0 6.8 7.3 

Part 5: Generated Variables, Additional Data and Hot Topics 

Various indices and complex measures of economic status have been constructed 

each year using variables derived directly from coded interview data. Inter-year 

changes in the interview schedule have made addition and deletion of indices 

necessary. In general, if an index could not be built to be exactly comparable to 

a previous index, it was not constructed. 

State and County Codes 

Beginning with the 1968-1989 cross-year file, county codes for the current 

county of residence have been suppressed and those tape locations are filled with 

zeroes. The codes are available in separate files to qualified users under 

special contractual arrangements with us. For information about obtaining the 

special files, contact Terry Adams at (313) 763-6868 or (BITNET) user HCAAOMICHUM. 

The affected variables are as follows: 

Table 7 

SUPPRESSED COUNTY VARIABLES 

Current Current State FIPS 
Year County and County County 

1968 94 
1969 538 
1970 1104 1105 
1971 1804 1805 
1972 2404 2405 
1973 3004 3005 
1974 3404 3405 
1975 3804 3805 
1976 4304 4305 
1977 5204 5205 
1978 5704 5705 , 
1979 6304 6305 
1980 6904 6905 
1981 7504 7505 
1982 8204 8205 
1983 8804 8805 
1984 10004 10005 
1985 11104 11105 12381 
1986 12504 12505 13633 
1987 13704 13705 14680 
1988 14804 14805 16154 
1989 16304 16305 17540 

The county variables for Head’s background, including the counties where Head 

and parents grew up (1989: V17453. V17455. Vl7461) are not affected. These 

variables still contain actual data. 
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1989 Dmissions 

With this wave, our tape locations have neared the limit of 32,767 for most 

computer systems (the ending tape location for 1989 is 32,759). and hence we have 

been forced to delete some family-level generated variables for the 1989 data. 

The omissions are as follows: 

a. the estimated taxes and marginal tax rates for the second through 

fifth extra earners (1988: V16136-Vi6142). We have retained the 

estimated tax and tax rate for the first extra earner and the total 

taxes of all other FU members (1989: V17530-V17532). 

b. weekly food needs and annual food standard. Weekly food needs can 

be generated from family-individual data by assigning food costs to 

each person present in the 1989 FU at the time of interview (1989 

sequence number, V30607, = 01-20). The cost for each such 

individual should be assigned based on 1989 age (V30609) and sex 

(V32000). The table of weekly food costs is printed at the variable 

description for 1988 weekly food needs (Vl6146) at the bottom of 

p. 406 in Section II. Part 1, Volume I of the 1988 Documentation. 

The annual food standard is created from the weekly food needs using 

the adjustments given with the variable description for 1988 food 

standard (V16149) at the bottom of p. 407 in the same volume. 

C. income/needs ratio (1988: Vt6147). However, this is easily 

generated by dividing total family money income (1989: 17533) by 

annual needs (1989: Vl7535). 

d. the number of major and the number of minor assignments (1988: 

V16159 and V16160). two variables assessing data quality. Again, 

these are generatable by following the rules printed with the 

variable descriptions on pp. 410-411 in Volume I of the 1988 

Documentation. 

e. the two decile variables, one for total family income and one for 

income to needs (1988: VI6163 and Vl6164). 

f. the four sampling error computation unit variables (1988 Vl6179- 

Vl6182). but these variables are available at the individual level 

(V31996-V31999). 

9. the current family SD number of the main family from which a 

splitoff family is formed (1988: Vl6194). Again. this variable is 

available at the individual level. See V30637. 

We have plans for restructuring the 1968-1990 cross-year data, and so most of 

these variables will be reinstated for 1990 families. 

Income 

Several measures of economic status have been generated for all twenty-two 

years, including money income variables and measures of income adequacy. Family 

Money Income , one of the simplest Indices. is the total of all members’ earnings, 

transfers, and asset income from the prior calendar year (1989: Vl7533). 
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Bracket (Interval) Variables 

Until Wave X (1977), several numerical variables, such as family money 

i ncome , had been given also as bracket (interval) codes. Such interval codes had 

been constructed for most of the measures where a distribution was useful and 

appropriate. This includes practically all of the income variables and their 

components. For Waves X-XXII we have provided two pieces of information in the 

family-level tape code which allow users to bracket as their own uses dictate: (1) 

weighted percent of nonzero cases, and (2) weighted mean value of nonzero cases. 

This information is provided for any variable bracketed in 1976. as well as for 

almost all other field amounts. 

Reqional Data Measures 

In addition to personality and behavior, location and environmental factors 

are potentially important determinants of an individual’s economic status. 

Consequently, the interview data have been supplemented with information On Some 

employment and income characteristics of the county in which the panel family 

resides (Vl7561-V17564). Questionnaires have been sent each year to State 

employment offices asking about current labor market conditions in these counties. 

These data will be discontinued beginning with the 1990 wave (Wave XXIII). 

Samplinq Error Computation Unit (SECU) Variables 

The 1989 data tape includes variables that may be used for computation Of 

variances under the stratified multistage design (V31998-V31999). as Well as 

variables for balanced half-sample replication (V31996-V31997). These variables 

are available only at the individual level. Please see the 1983 Documentation 

Volume, pp. 89-90, for details about SECUs. 

Families and Households: Householder 

The PSID concept of family has been described in the User Guide. Briefly, we 

began the study with a definition of a family that was similar to that used by the 

Census Bureau--the group of individuals sharing a household who are related by 

blood, marriage or adoption. Like the Census Bureau. we have never treated 

1 odgers , conventional roommates, or live-in employees as members of our families, 

but we do regard Census “unrelated individuals” as single-person families. We 

have also‘followed the Census concept of Head of Household, or householder. 

Our following rules dictate that we not only continue to interview the Head 

in succeeding waves, but also attempt to interview family members who leave to 

form their own households. A corollary is that returning family members who have 

been successfully followed are not reintegrated into the family (with the notable 

exception of recombined married couples.) The result is that we have diverged 

from the Census definition of family in that several related individuals may share 

the household but are treated by us as separate families, each with its own family 

unit Head. The picture is complicated further by our rule that a valid PSID 

interview must contain an original sample member (or offspring) as the family Head 

or Wife/“Wife.” 

In order to minimize the difficulties that our sample design requirements 

cause for comparisons with Census Population Survey data, we code information 

about the household member who would qualify as household Head according to Census 

rules, regardless of whether that individual is a member of our family unit or 
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even a member of the panel at all. Beginning with the 1985 wave, we have included 

five variables describing the householder (1989: V16317-V16321.) These variables 

list his or her individual-level identifiers (1968 ID Number and Person Number), 

age, sex, and relationship to the Head of our family unit. For more information 

on multiple families within one household, see Linking Data: Families Sharing 

Households later in this part. 

New Heads and New Wives/“Wives” 

Two variables have been generated beginning in 1983 that indicate the year in 

which the current Head most recently became Head (1989: V17568) and the year in 

which the current Wife/“Wife” most recently became Wife/“Wife” (1989: V17569) 

(It is possible that an individual becomes Head or Wife/“Wife” more than once in 

the course of the panel due to marital breakups, reconciliations and remarriages.) 

These variables contain as code values the last two digits of the year in which 

the background data for Heads or Wives/“Wives” was most recently asked. In 1985. 

most background information was reasked. Al 1 Wives/“Wives” answered these data 

items afresh for the 1985 interview. Therefore, VI7569 equals 85 for most cases. 

New Wives/“Wives” since then were asked the entire sequence and thus have values 

in the range 86-89 for this variable. 

New Heads were, as usual, asked the entire sequence (1989: V17452-V17524). 

For 1985 Heads who were also Heads in 1984, however, only 1985 variables Vll924- 

Vi1981 were asked. The values for 1985 variables V11907-V11923 were simply 

transferred from 1984 or earlier years’ data. as most of these items should not 

have changed from year to year. Variable 17568 indicates the year in which these 

items were most recently collected. Refer also to p. 72 of the Wave XX (1987) 

documentation for information regarding specific background variables. 

Education of Head and Wife/“Wife” at the Individual Level 

The income and work sequence asked about all of last year’s family unit 

members other than the current Head and Wife/“Wife” includes some questions about 

completed years of schooling. These questions are reasked and coded each year for 

such individuals (1989: V30617-V30620.) We have generated equivalent data for 

Heads and Wives/“Wives” in these tape locations from 1976 through the present 

wave, although their years of schooling and much more education detail are 

available at the family level (Head: Vl7486-Vl7521, Wife/“Wife”: Vi.7421-V17447). 

Beware, however, that their education and other background items are not reasked 

each year, as completed education is for other individuals. See each completed 

education variable (V30197, V30226. V30255, V30296, V30326. V30356, V30384. 

V30413, V30443, V30478. V30513. V30549, V30584. V30620) in the individual-level 

tape code, Section II. Part 2 of this volume for details. The variable 

descriptions for each year’s completed years of education document the variables 

we used to generate values for Heads and Wives/“Wives” from the family-level data. 

Family Composition and Sample Member Data 

Couple Status of Head (1989: 17567) allows users to easily identify cases 

with female Heads and husbands at the family level. Additionally, through the 

coding of relationship to Head in more detail, long-term female cohabitors 

(“wives”) are distinguishable from legally married couples at the family level. 

Head and Spouse Sample Status (1989: V17570) allows the user to ascertain how the 

family-level weight (1989: Vl7612) has been calculated for each case. The family- 
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level weight is defined as the average of the Head’s and the Wife’s/“Wife’s” 

individual weights; nonsample individuals have weights of zero. 

Weiqhts for 1968-1989 

The PSID has two features that require compensating weights. Unequa 1 

probabilities of selection were introduced at the beginning of the PSID when the 

original Office of Economic Opportunity sample of poor families was combined with 

a national cross-sectional Survey Research Center sample. Compensatory weights 

were developed in 1968 to account for the different sampling rates used to select 

the OEO and SRC components of the PSID. In addition, the PSID has lost in each 

wave of data collection sample persons who refused to be interviewed or were lost 

to follow-up for a variety of other reasons. Standard survey practice is to 

develop nonresponse adjustment factors to account for this loss, especially within 

subgroups for which it is expected that responses among responding and 

nonresponding individuals should be similar. Under the “missing at random” 

assumption, the value of data for responding persons is inflated to compensate for 

those within the same subgroup who failed to respond. 

Sample selection in 1968 consisted of sampling DE0 households or, in the case 

of the SRC cross-sectional sample, housing units, with known nonzero probabilities 

of selection. At each sample unit, all individuals related by blood or marriage 

were listed to create the family unit for that year. All individuals within the 

family unit were included in the study, and followed in subsequent years. Thus, 

the probability of selection for the family unit, which is the probability of 

selecting the OED household or SRC housing unit, applies to all individuals within 

the original sample of+ households. 

The sample of individuals defined by the original sample of households was 

then followed in subsequent years. A distinction between original sample 

individuals, all their offspring (i.e., including both those born to or adopted by 

a sample individual 1. and nonsample individuals was also made. Only original 

sample persons and their offspring have been followed. These individuals are 

referred to as sample persons. and assigned person numbers in a unique range. If 

other individuals resided with the sample individuals, either in original family 

units, or in newly created family units, data was collected about them as heads, 

spouses/long term cohabitors. or other family unit members in order to obtain a 

complete picture of the economic unit represented by the family unit. However, 

these nonsample individuals were not followed if they left a PSID family unit. 

Sample individuals either stayed within the same family from one year to the 

next, or they moved out to form new family units. Adult sample individuals were 

followed, and as they continued in the same family unit, or created new family 

units. interviews were attempted with the head of the household at each family 

unit containing a sample individual. Data were collected about family units as 

well as about individuals, sample and nonsample. in each subsequent year. 

Analysts could examine either family unit characteristics for sample individuals, 

family unit characteristics for both sample and nonsample individuals, or they 

could investigate sample individuals as individual units. Sets of weights were 

needed for both family units and individuals. 

The shift from base sample selection of family units to follow-up of 

individuals and the family units with which they were associated is reflected in 
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the way weights have been assigned for the PSID. The 1968 probability of 

selection was determined for each family unit, and subsequently assigned to each 

individual in the family unit. A compensatory weight that was inversely 

proportional to the family probability of selection was created and assigned to 

family and to each individual in the family. The 1968 individual weight was thus 

derived from the family unit weight. 

However, every year after i968 the individual weight was carried forward to 

each subsequent year, and it was used to determine the weight assigned to the 

family unit. The individual was the unit followed, whether continuing to stay in 

an existing family unit or moving to create a new family unit. The probability of 

selecting the individual does not change from year to year. The probability of 

selecting the family unit changes as the members of the family unit change. Thus, 

after 1968 the family unit weight was computed from the weights of ,the individuals 

that comprised it. 

The weight for sample individuals who were “born into the sample” as 

offspring of original sample individuals (and in more recent years as offspring of 

“born-in sample” individuals) was derived from the weight of the parents. The 

probability of the born-in sample individual being in the sample is. 

approximately, the sum of the probabilities of the parents. The weight for born- 

in sample individuals is proportionate to the inverse of this sum of parent 

selection probabilities. If both parents are sample individuals, the weight for 

the born-in sample individual is equal to the average of their parents’ weights. 

On the other hand, if one parent is a sample individual and the other a nonsample 

individual, it is assumed that the nonsample individual had a 1968 probability of 

being selected that is equal to that of the sample parent. .Thus. the born-in- 

sample individual is assigned one-half the weight of the sample parent (i.e., the 

average of the known weight for the sample parent and the assumed or imputed 

weight for the nonsample parent). Once the weight was assigned to the born-in- 

sample individual, she or he is handled with respect to weighting just as every 

other sample individual. Her or his weight is carried forward from one year to 

the next, and, if she or he becomes head or spouse/long term cohabitor of a family 

unit, her or his individual weight is used to determine the weight of the family 

unit. 

The family unit weight was created after 1968 by taking the average of the 

head and spouse/long term cohabitor’s individual weights. In a family unit with 

only a single head (i.e., no spouse/long term cohabitor), and thus a single sample 

person, the family unit weight is identical to the individual weight. Weights are 

computed for family units with both a head and a spouse/long term cohabitor using 

a more complicated method: 

a) If the head and spouse/long term cohabitor were both sample members, their 
weights could, in principle, be the same or unequal. If the weights were 
the same, the family unit weight would be identical to the head’s (and 
spouse’s/long term cohabitor’s) weight. If the individual weights differ, 
the family unit weight would, as the average of these weights. differ from 
both the individual weights. 

b) If only one of the head and spouse/long term cohabitor were a sample 
individual (the other being nonsample). the weight of the family unit was 
determined on an assumption about the probability of selection of the 
nonsample individual. In particular, it was assumed that the probability of 
selection of the nonsample individual was the same as that of the sample 
individual in the family unit. The family unit now has two identical 
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chances of being selected into the sample, that of the sample person and 
that assumed or imputed for the nonsample individual. Therefore, the 
probability of selecting the family unit is twice that of family units with 
only one or two sample individuals in them. (There are a few rare 
exceptions to this rule. For example, there are a few instances where two 
sample individuals from different family units formed a new family unit; 
that newly formed family unit also has a probability of selection that is 
equal to the sum of selection probabilities of the individuals.) Under the 
assumption of equal probabilities for sample and nonsample head and spouse/ 

long term cohabitor, the family unit probability is twice the probability of 
the sample individual in the family unit. Therefore, the weight, which is 
the inverse of the selection probability, is one-half the weight of the 
sample individual in the family unit. 

c) PSID following rules dictate that interviews be attempted with family units 
only if a sample member is head or spouse/long term cohabitor. The 
following rules were implemented to make computation of weights easier, and 
to exclude from follow-up families for which interviewing would be quite 
difficult. For example, if a sample individual under the age of 16 moves 
out of a PSID family unit into a family unit consisting entirely of 
nonsample individuals, no attempt is made to follow that child and interview 
their new family unit. The PSID implemented a rule that such family units, 
although part of the PSID sample, were not to be. This rule and several 
others are consistent with the present rule that interviewers are not to 
follow and attempt an interview with a family in which neither the head nor 
the spouse/long term cohabitor are sample individuals. 

There have been a few exceptions to this rule over the 22 years of the PSID. 
For example, there are family units in which neither the head nor the 
spouse/long term cohabitor are sample, but interviews were taken. Weights 
assigned are assigned to these family units that are the average of weights 
of all sample individuals residing in the family unit. Thus, it is assumed 
that nonsample individuals have a probability of selection that is equal to 
the average of the sample individuals in the family unit. If no sample 
individuals are in the family unit, the family unit weight is obviously 
zero; the family unit should never have been interviewed and should not 
contribute to weighted estimates. The family unit record is retained in the 
PSID files simply for the sake of completeness. 

The PSID weight is comprised of more than an adjustment for unequal 

probabilities of selection. Adjustments have been made in 1969 and every five 

years thereafter to compensate for losses due to nonresponse. Nonresponse 

adjustments were last made for the 1984 family and individual data. The 

adjustments made in that year were carried forward every year from 1984 to 1988. 

The nonresponse adjustments for the 1989 file were recalculated for 1989 and 

all years previous. An adjustment could have been made for only 1989 to adjust 

for nonresponse occurring during the period 1985-1989. However, several 

significant changes in PSID processing in this period make recalculation of all 

weights essential. For one, complete records on nonresponding individuals had not 

been maintained prior to 1984. The 1984 release of the PSID marked the first time 

that data were released for responding and nonresponding individuals. The 1984 

nonresponse adjustment was, for the sake of timely release of data, computed using 

a preliminary version of this nonresponse file. As a result, there were a few 

minor omissions and errors in the files used to compute the 1984 nonresponse 

adjustment. 

In addition, during each processing year PSID staff discover and correct 

errors in data from previous processing years. PSID family and individual archive 

data are updated each year to make these corrections. Since 1984 changes to 

earlier years of data have been made that could alter (although probably in only 

minor ways) the nonresponse adjustment. The 1989 nonresponse adjustment process 

therefore recomputed weights for the 22 years from 1968 through 1989. complete 

with nonresponse adjustments in 1969, 1974, 1979, 1984. and 1989. 
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Nonresponse adjustments on an annual basis were considered, but several 

factors argue against such a procedure. First, annual response rates have, since 

1969. been maintained at high levels, 96 or 97 percent. Single year nonresponse 

adjustments would thus have little variation unless very strong predictors of 

nonresponse could be found. The 1969 response rate was considerably lower. A 

pattern of adjustments for 1969, followed by adjustments for every five years 

thereafter, seemed a more sensible approach. Second. the timely release of the 

1989 data was also an issue. Creation of annual nonresponse adjustments would 

have been quite time consuming, and thus were not attempted for the 1989 data. 

The weighting adjustment at each year was a relatively straightforward 

weighting cell process. An analysis was conducted at each adjustment year to 

identify groups across which the largest possible variation in response rates 

could be explained. The sample was divided into cells based on this analysis, and 

sample individuals within cells who responded in the final year of the period had 

their weights increased to compensate for nonresponding individuals within the 

same cells. Responding sample individuals are thus representing themselves and 

some portion of the nonresponding individuals within the same cell. 

Provided that data are missing at random within adjustment cells, this 

approach compensates adequately for nonresponse bias. For longitudinal surveys, 

though . there is an unfortunate consequence of mortality that undermines this 

approach and leads eventually to adjustments that are too large. While responding 

sample individuals can be observed to die, death among nonresponding sample 

individuals is never observed. A simple inflation scheme within cells ignores the 

fact that some of the nonresponding sample individuals have died. Surviving 

responding sample individuals have their weights increased excessively to account 

for both nonresponse and mortality among the unobserved nonresponding sample 

individuals. 

This problem was recognized in 1984, and a mortality adjustment was added. 

The mortality adjustment uses life tables to estimate the number of nonresponding 

sample individuals expected on average to die during the five year period. This 

estimate is subtracted from the count of total individuals in each nonresponse 

adjustment ccl 1. The effect of the adjustment is to decrease the nonresponse 

adjustment for the cell. 

The process worked as follows. A one-year adjustment from 1968 to 1969 was 

made to the individual weights to compensate for nonresponse, adjusting for single 

year mortality losses. The 1969 family unit weights were then computed from these 

adjusted 1969 individual weights. For 1970. 1971, 1972. and 1973. the previous 

year’s individual weight was carried forward (or created for born-in-sample 

individuals) with no further adjustment. A family unit weight was computed from 

the individual sample person weights according to the rules outlined above. In 

1974 a five year nonresponse adjustment factor, adjusted for expected mortality 

among nonresponding sample individuals, was computed for each person responding in 

1974. The 1974 weight was thus a nonresponse adjusted value of the 1973 

individual weight carried forward for sample individuals responding in 1974. 

Again, family unit weights were computed from the individual weights for heads and 

spouses/long term cohabitors in the family unit. The carrying forward of 

individual weights, computing of family unit weights, and adjusting for mortality 
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and nonresponse was repeated for each of the 1975-1979, 1980-1984, and 1985-1989 

periods. 

The mortality and nonresponse adjustment process can be formalized as 

follows. Let Rt = 1 denote the event that a sample individual responds at year t, 

and Rt = 0 denote nonresponse that year. Similarly, let St = I denote that a 

sample individual survives the period from year t-l to year t. and St = 0 denote 

that the sample individual dies. The joint probability of responding and 

surviving to year t thus becomes 

Pr {Rt = I and St = I> = Pr{St = I> x Pr{Rt = llSt = I>. 

That is, the joint probability of a sample individual surviving a period and 

responding in year t is the product of the probability that they survived and the 

probability that they responded, given that they survived. It is this latter 

conditional probability Pr{Rt = lISt = I> that is needed to adjust the nonresponse 

adjustments for mortality effects. Obviously, this conditional probability can be 

computed as 

Pr{Rt = llSt = I> = Pr{Rt = I and St = I> / Pr{St = I>. 

The joint probability of surviving and responding, Pr{Rt = 1 and St = I?, can be 

estimated directly from PSID data: it is simply the observed rate of response 

among persons who survived until time t. The value of Pr{St = 1) must be obtained 

from another source, national mortality estimates. 

Tables B-12 contain the national mortality rates that were used in each of 

the five year adjustments. In 1969 single year mortality adjustments could be 

made directly from the mortality tables available from the National Center for 

Health Statistics. In subsequent years, some manipulation of either the tabulated 

values or the age ranges was necessary. Five-year mortality rates were needed for 

the middle of the five year period between adjustment years. Five-year mortality 

rates from the initial year of the period were applied to age ranges at that year 

that would allow the adjustment to be applied to the desired age range at the 

middle of the five year period. For example, five year mortality rates for 

persons ages IO-14 at the middle of the adjustment period were applied to 

individuals who were 8-12 at the beginning of the period. 

One further adjustment was made to the mortali,ty rates before applying them 

to the PSID mortality adjustment process. Rates were not available for the oldest 

age group (i.e., 85 years or older in 1969, 83 years or older in later years). 

Five-year mortality data were pooled across four age-race groups (i.e., white 

males, white females, nonwhite males, nonwhite females). A linear model was then 

fit for each race-sex group regressing the logarithm of the rates on the mid-point 

of five year intervals for persons in five, year age intervals starting with the 

interval 40-45 years and extending through the interval 80-85 years. The model 

coefficients were then used to extrapolate beyond the available data to provide a 

predicted mortality rate for the oldest age group, 85 years and older. The race- 

sex specific predicted rates from the pooled data were then used in each mortality 

table for the oldest age group. 

Once the mortality adjustment data were available, the joint probability of 

survival and response Pr{Rt = 1 and St = 13 was estimated for 1968-1969, 1969- 

1974, 1975-1979, 1980-1984. and 1984-1989 periods. An OSIRIS.IV SEARCH model was 
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Table 8 

ONE-YEAR MORTALITY RATES (PER 1,000 P~wLATIoN) 8~ AGE, RACE AND SEX: 1969 

Age 

<I5 I .o I .o I .o 1.0 
15-1s 2.0 1 .o 2.0 I .o 
20-24 2.0 1 .o 4.0 I .o 
25-29 2.0 I .o 5.0 2.0 
30-34 2.0 I .o 6.0 3.0 
35-3s 3.0 2.0 8.0 4.0 
40-44 4.0 2.0 10.0 6.0 
45-4s 7.0 4.0 14.0 9.0 
50-54 Ii .o 6.0 20.0 12.0 
55-5s 18.0 8.0 29.0 18.0 
60-64 28.0 13.0 40.0 27.0 
65-69 41 .o 20.0 60.0 44.0 
70-74 63.0 34.0 86.0 53.0 
75-7s 87.0 55.0 82.0 55.0 
80-84 123.0 92.0 90.0 72.0 
85+ 216.0 200.0 116.0 110.0 

FIVE-YEAR MORTAL 

White Non-White 

Male Female Male Fema 1 e 

Table 9 

r- 
Age 

<2 3.0 3.0 6.0 5.0 
3-7 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 
8-12 2.0 2.0 4.0 2.0 
13-17 8.0 3.0 12.0 5.0 
18-22 10.0 3.0 20.0 7.0 
23-27 9.0 4.0 23.0 10.0 
28-32 9.0 5.0 29.0 15.0 
33-37 13.0 8.0 39.0 22.0 
38-42 21 .o 12.0 53.0 30.0 
43-47 34.0 18.0 69.0 42.0 
48-52 54.0 27.0 96.0 57.0 
53-57 85.0 40.0 131 .o 81 .O 
58-62 129.0 60.0 176.0 119.0 
63-67 183 .O 94.0 246 .O 188.0 
68-72 266.0 152.0 349.0 235.0 
73-77 352.0 235.0 333.0 229.0 
78-82 463.0 367.0 367.0 300.0 
83+ 738.0 484.0 609.0 501 .o 

TY RATES (PER 1,000 POPULATION) BY AGE, RACE AND SEX: 1970-1974 

White 

Male Female 

Non-Wh i te 

Male Female 

employed to sequentially divide the sample into groups, or ‘weighting cells’ to 

maximize the explained variance in the dependent variable. In this case the 

dependent variable was the mortality adjusted response indicator for the last year 

in the five year interval. fhe results of these SEARCH analyses are presented in 

Figures l-5. Each cell represents a group of individuals for which it is assumed 

that the responding and nonresponding individuals in the cell have similar values 

for PSID variables. The weight for the responding individuals in each cell is 

inflated to account for the nonrespondents in the cell by dividing their weight by 

the predicted response rate in the cell. 
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Table 10 

FIVE-YEAR MORTALITY RATES (PER 1,000 POPULATION) BY AGE, RACE AND SEX: 1975-1979 

Age 

<4 3.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 
4-7 2.0 1 .o 3.0 2.0 
8-12 2.0 1 .o 3.0 2.0 
12-17 8.0 3.0 9.0 4.0 
18-22 10.0 3.0 18.0 6.0 
23-27 8.0 3.0 22.0 8.0 
28-32 9.0 4.0 25.0 II .o 
33-37 12.0 7.0 32.0 16.0 
38-42 19.0 11 .o 43.0 24.0 
43-47 32.0 17.0 61 .O 35.0 
48-52 49.0 25.0 85.0 50.0 
53-57 78.0 39.0 120.0 69.0 
58-62 119.0 58.0 155.0 97.0 
63-67 172.0 84.0 195.0 120.0 
68-72 247.0 137 .o 293.0 222.0 
73-77 351 .o 226.0 344.0 247.0 
78-82 462.0 342.0 360.0 282.0 
83+ 738.0 484 .O 609.0 501 .o 

FIVE-YEAR MORTAL 

White Non-White 

Male Female Male Fema 1 e 

Table 11 

TY RATES (PER 1,000 POPULATION) BY AGE, RACE AND SEX: 1980-1984 

Age 

<4 3.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 
4-7 2.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 
8-12 2.0 I .o 2.0 1.0 
12-17 8.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 
17-22 10.0 3.0 14.0 5.0 
23-27 9.0 3.0 18.0 6.0 
2832 8.0 4.0 21 .o 8.0 
33-37 10.0 5.0 27.0 12.0 
38-42 16.0 9.0 38.0 18.0 
43-47 26.0 14.0 49.0 27.0 
48-52 43.0 23.0 75.0 42.0 
53-57 66.0 35.0 106.0 59.0 
58-62 106.0 54.0 146.0 87.0 
63-67 153.0 77.0 171 .o 102.0 
68-72 222.0 119.0 248.0 173.0 
72-77 326.0 202.0 355.0 284.0 
78-82 443.0 313.0 374.0 279.0 
82+ 738.0 484.0 609.0 501 .o 

White 

Male Female 

Non-White 

Male Female 
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Table 12 

FIVE-YEAR MORTALITY RATES (PER 1,000 POPULATION) BY AGE, RACE AND SEX: 1985-1989 

Age 

<4 2.0 2.0 
4-7 I .o 1 .o 
B-12 2.0 1 .o 
12-17 6.0 2.0 
18-22 8.0 3.0 
23-27 7.0 3.0 
28-32 8.0 3.0 
33-37 10.0 5.0 
38-42 14.0 8.0 
43-47 23.0 13.0 
48-52 38.0 21 .o 
53-57 62.0 33.0 
58-62 95.0 52.0 
63-67 142.0 78.0 
68-72 211 .o 120.0 
72-77 305.0 185.0 
78-82 426.0 295.0 
82+ 738.0 484.0 

White Non-White 

Male Female Male Fema 1 e 

3.0 3.0 
2.0 1 .o 
2.0 1 .o 
5.0 2.0 

10.0 4.0 
13.0 5.0 
16.0 7.0 
22.0 10.0 
30.0 16.0 
44.0 23.0 
64.0 34.0 
93.0 53.0 

134.0 77.0 
169.0 102.0 
240.0 154.0 
297.0 204.0 
437.0 331 .o 
609.0 501 .o 
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Figure 2 

MORTALITY ADJUSTMENT RESPONSE PERCENTAGES FOR INDIVIDUALS, 1969 TO 1974a 

after 1969 

Al 1 others 
n= 16679 
Rate=87.6 

I 

Siblings, parents, in-laws, other 
relatives, nonrelatives of head 
n=456 
Rate=55.6 

All other relationships 
to head 
n= 16223 
Rate=88.5 

aSee Table 9 for mortality adjustments used in this SEARCH analysis. Predictors 
used in this SEARCH analysis are 1969 versions of each of the predictors described 
for the 1968 to 1969 analysis. The split criterion was set at 0.15% explained 
variation for this analysis. 
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Figure 3 

MORTALITY ADJUSTMENT RESPONSE PERCENTAGES FOR INDIVIDUALS, 1974 TO 197Sa 

RateEBB. 2 

Al 1 others 

Rate-88.2 

I 
White 
n=8696 
Rate=Sl.5 

I 

Nonwhite 
n=7373 
Rate=84,2 

1974 family income 1974 family income 
under $10,000 $10,000 or more 
n=2919 v5.777 
Rate=87.5 Rate=93.6 

I 
East or South Central region 
n=929 
Rate=72. I 

I 

All other reg.ions 
n=6444 
Ratex85.9 

I I 

1974 family income 1974 family income Age Age 45 
under $20.000 $20,000 or more under 45 or older 
n=875 n=54 n=5489 n=955 
Rate=74 .O Rate=42.4 Rate=85 .O Rates94.2 

No or DK or NA to 
whether might move 
n=3876 
Rate=86.3 

Yes, maybe to whether 
might move 
n=i613 
Rate=BO. 2 

New England, East, North Central. 
South Atlantic, South Central, 
West region 

Ratea74.0 

“See Table IO for mortality adjustments used in the SEARCH analysis. Predictors 
used in this SEARCH analysis are 1974 versions of each of the predictors described 
for the 1968 to i969 analysis. The split criterion was set at 0.15% explained 
variatlon for this analysis. 
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MDRTALITY ADJUSTED RESPONSE RATE PERCENTAGES FOR INDIVIDUALS, 1979 TO 1984a 

Figure 4 

after 1979 

Al 1 others 

Rate=88.4 

I 

East, South Atlantic, 
or West region 
n=3718 
Rate=84.9 

Largest ci.ty in county 
under 10,000 population 
n=588 
Rate=92.2 

Al 1 other 
p 1 aces 
n=3130 
Rate=83.5 

aSee Table 11 for mortality adjustments used in this SEARCH analysis. Predictors 
used in this SEARCH analysis are 1979 versions of each of the predictors described 
for the 1968 to 1969 analysis. The split criterion was set at 0.15% explained 
variation for this analysis. 
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MORTALITY ADJUSTED RESPONSE 

Figure 5 

RATE PERCENTAGES FOR INDIVIDUALS, 1984 TO 198ga 

Total 1 n= 15984 
Rate=86. i 

r 

---------- 

1 
Born or moved in 
after 1989 
Rate=86.1 

Rate=86. i 

White r-l n-8952 
Rate=89.1 Rate=82.1 

I 
1 I 

Age 75 
or I/ older 
n=7 1 
Rate=53.6 

East, South Atlantic, 
South Central, North 
Central, Mid-Atlantic, 
or West region 
n=2629 
Rate=85.3 

All other regions 
n=2126 
Rate=79. I 

aSee Table 12 for mortality adjustments used in this SEARCH analysis. The 
predictors used in this SEARCH analysis are 1984 versions of each of the 
predictors described for the 1968 to 1969 analysis. 

There are, in a few instances, rates that exceed 100.0%. This is due to the 

mortal I ty adjustment. Effectively the weights for respondents in those cells are 

decreased to account for the fact that while nonresponse loses occurred in the 

cell, they were not larger than the corresponding mortality losses predicted among 

the nonrespondents. 

The SEARCH algorithm has several rules for halting the binary splitting 

process, one of which is the minimum amount of variance explained by the next 
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split. The default minimum split criterion is 0.25% of the variance, and this was 

used for the 1968-1969 SEARCH analysis in 1984. The split criterion in 1984 was 

lowered to 0.15% for the 1970-1974, 1975-1979, and 1980-1984 analyses. In the 

1989 processing, a split criterion of 0.30% was used for the 1968-1969 SEARCH 

analysis. However, the same split criterion, 0.15%, was used in all four 

subsequent adjustment periods. 

Table 13 

COMPARISON OF WEIGHTING BETWEEN 1984 AND 1989 PROCESSING YEARS 

1984 Weighting 1989 Weighting 

Adjustment Sample Response Number of Sample Response Number of 
Year Size Ratea Groups Size Ratea 

Average 
Groups A,djustmentC 

1969 18206 88.1 4 18192 92.5 7 1 .0808 
1974 16653 87.5 4 16679 87.6 4 1.1418 
1979 15541 89.2 5 16068 88.2 8 1.1344 
1984 15873 

-b 
88.2 8 15897 88.4 6 1.1315 

1989 _ 15984 86.1 7 1.1621 

aMortality adjusted 

bDoes not apply. 

‘Applied to born or moved in sample cases during years following first 
year of adjustment cycle. 

In addition to the adjustments within the SEARCH cells, an adjustment was 

also made for the small number of individuals who re-entered the sample during the 

intervening period. The weight of each such individual (a born-in sample or 

mover-in) was adjusted by the overall nonresponse adjustment indicated for this 

special group. The size of the adjustment factor is the inverse of the rate 

indicated in the ccl 1s in each figure labelled “Born or moved into sample”. 

Once the combined mortality and nonresponse adjustment was completed, the 

weights were constrained to a two-digit range. The values of some weights were 

less than one. These were automatically rounded up to 1.0. Other weights had 

values greater than 99. These weights were rounded down to 99. 

Several aspects of the 1989 adjustment process that differed from the 1984 

process have been noted. Different data were available at each time point, 

corrections to prior year data have been made in the intervening years, a slightly 

more refined mortality adjustment was used, and a nonresponse adjustment was added 

for born-in-sample and mover-in sample individuals who entered the sample during 

the five year adjustment period. In addition, in the 1984 weight processing the 

1968 weights carried forward to create the 1969 weights (prior to nonresponse 

adjustment) were halved to limit their range. In the 1989 processing, this 

division was performed for the 1968 weights prior to moving them forward. That 

is. there is no need to keep track of whether the weights have been doubled 

correctly when an analysis simultaneously involves 1968 and 1969 weights. 

Some differences in the 1984 and 1989 weights will be observed because of 

these differences. Table 13 summarizes the key differences in sample. For 

examp 1 e , the number of individuals receiving weight adjustments and the response 
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rates in each five year period varied from one adjustment year to the next. The 

number of weighting cells formed by the SEARCH algorithm varied as well. 

Given these differences between the 1984 and 1989 adjustment processes, a 

number of checks of the 1989 weights were conducted to determine whether any 

anomalies may have been introduced by the modifications to the weighting 

procedure. For each year, the range, mean, variance, and coefficient of variation 

of the sum of weights was examined. Further, the ratio of 1984 to 1989 weight and 

the difference between 1984 and 1989 weight was computed for years 1969, 1974. 

1979, and 1984. The ratios and differences were then examined to determine 

whether there were substantial differences between the two processing years. 

There were a number of weights with large ratios (i.e., ratios greater than 2.01, 

but these could all be attributed to the fact that the base of the ratio (i.e., 

the 1989 weight) was small, and small changes in the value of the weight could 

lead to large ratios. On the other hand, there were large differences in weights 

for a small number of cases. These individual cases were each examined in detail: 

no anomalies in the 1989 weighting process were discovered. Thus, we are 

satisfied that the 1989 process, although different from the 1984 weights, has led 

to the development of a reasonably accurate set of weights for compensating for 

unequal probabilities of selection and nonresponse. 

Finally, during the processing of the 1989 weights, a number of summary 

counts of various subgroups that might be of interest to PSID data users were 

generated for each processing year. A subset of these results are presented in 

Table 14. 

For example, the number of original sample persons started at 18,192 in 1968. 

Through the years of data collection, additional original sample persons were * 

uncovered through the interviewing process. The last such individual was 

uncovered in 1979. At present there are 18,224 original sample individuals. 

Born-in sample (and adopted into sample) individuals appeared in each year of the 

PSID. Each year from 281 to 482 such individuals are added. As of 1989 the 

cumulative total was 8,585 such individuals. This count does not include persons 

born to sample individuals at a time when they were not responding on the PSIO. As 

for responding individuals, the number of nonresponding individuals has also 

increased over the years. As of 1989, 9,223 original sample and 2.021 born-in- 

sample individuals no longer respond to the PSIO. 

Lastly, the PSID weighting procedure to constrain the weights to be between 0 

and 99 is performed partly to limit the increase in variance due to weighting that 

PSID users will experience in their estimated standard errors. It is also 

implemented in order to keep the number of tape locations for the family- 

individual file under a limit on the maximum number of characters per record 

allowed on MTS (32767 characters). Although all the weighting calculations 

involve decimal values, only rounded integer weights are provided. Starting in 

1989. all of the individual level weights have been expanded to include a single 

decimal place, although only two nondecimal values are still allowed. The family 

level weights remain at two digits with nondecimal values. In future years we 

will add a decimal place to the family weights as well. At present, however, a 

small number of family level weights less than 1.0 have been rounded up to 1.0 

(see the last two columns of Table 14). Also, a few families have weights greater 

than 99. For example, in 1989 seven families’ weight values were truncated to 99. 
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Table 14 

SUMMARY OF SAMPLE SIZES, NONRESPONSE, NEW BORN IN SAMPLE, 
AND EXTREME FINAL WEIGHTS BY PROCESSING YEAR 

Process i nS Orig. Born in Non- Orig. Born in 
Year jample Sample Sample Zampl e Samp 1 e 

1968 18192 0 

1969 18212 281 

1970 18216 661 

1971 18216 999 

1972 18217 1390 

1973 18218 1747 

1974 18218 2113 

1975 18220 2498 

1976 1822 I 292 I 

1977 18222 3359 

1978 18222 3729 

1979 18224 4199 

1980 18224 4722 

1981 18224 5163 

1982 18224 5590 

1983 18224 6032 

1984 18224 6492 

1985 19224 6974 

1985 18224 7342 

1987 18224 7786 

1988 18224 8203 

1989 18224 8585 

Cumulative Total 

569 

1050 

1556 

2165 

2700 

3221 

3739 

4263 

4843 

5346 

5920 

6552 

7039 

7624 

8242 

8779 

9463 

10017 

10569 

11101 

11662 

Cumulative 
Nonresponse 

0 0 0 0 0 

1814 0 281 7 0 

2504 8 380 13 0 

2947 21 338 18 0 

3291 32 391 26 0 

3746 64 357 34 0 

4154 109 366 35 0 

4515 169 385 43 0 

4973 226 425 44 0 

5373 306 438 49 0 

5712 402 370 52 0 

6034 492 470 53 0 

6405 619 523 56 0 

6757 735 441 58 0 

6988 821 427 67 0 

7290 960 442 62 0 

7635 1097 460 59 1 

7948 1226 482 62 I 

8327 1458 368 62 I 

8625 1629 444 59 1 

8913 1823 417 74 1 

9223 202 1 382 0 2 

New 
3orn ir 
Samp 1 E 

:inal Family 
Weights 

co.5 >99.5 

In subsequent years, the PSID data will be released in a different format which 

overcomes the tape location constraint. Decimal places can be more readily 

handled under this new format. 

Linkinq Data: Spl itoffs 

From the 1981 wave onward, data have been provided to assist the user in 

linking splitoff records with those of their main families. The family-level data 

for each main family in 1989 (Vl6307=0) contain values for VI7571 representing the 

actual number of successfully interviewed 1989 splitoff families from each main 

family. Thus, splitoff nonresponse cases are not included. On each splitoff data 
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record (Vl6307=1). the family portion of the record contains the current year’s 

interview number (Vl6302) of the associated main family at V17572. The 

individual-level record of each member of a splitoff family also contains this 

interview number (V30637), as well as month and year the splitoff family was 

formed (V30635 and V30636). 

Month and year the splitoff family was formed are derived from actual move- 

out dates of splitoff individuals as reported on the main family coversheets. 

Thus, in the relatively rare event that two or more individuals move at different 

times from the main family to form one splitoff family, each individual receives 

his or her actual date of move as code values for V30635 and V30636. Any other 

splitoff individuals who did not move out of a main family but simply appeared for 

the first time in tne splitoff family, such as nonsample spouses, friends, 

miscellaneous relatives and newborn children, receive the move-out date given for 

the splitoff mover-out. When more than one splitoff mover-out date exists (a rare 

occurrence), these new persons receive the earlier date. 

For those individuals who move from institutions to form their own splitoff 

families. code values of 98 are inserted into the tape locations for both month 

and year. The other miscellaneous splitoff family members appearing for the first 

time in the study receive missing data code values of 99 for these month and year 

variables. 

Linkina Data: Families Sharing Households 

It is not uncommon for two or more family units to share living quarters. 

Panel families involved in such a situation may live with persons or families who 

are not sample members and who are not included by the study as family members 

because the arrangement is supposedly temporary. The situation resembles that of 

roommates, where expenses are split between the individuals involved. However, 

the members of one panel family may also move in with the members of another panel 

family. Financial disasters such as divorce and unemployment contribute heavily 

to such patterns of behavior. Most frequently, a former splitoff child already 

being interviewed separately returns home to live with panel parents for a period 

of time until resuming life on his or her own. Occasionally. siblings who are 

each being interviewed move in together to share an apartment, or aging panel 

parents go to live with their panel children. We cqntinue to interview each of 

these smaller groups separately, as if they were living apart. 

We provide information to identify situations of multiple family units 

sharing the same household and to facilitate the linking of PSID family units in 

the same household. The precise set of variables used for these purposes varies 

over the course of the study. The variables follow one pattern in 1969-1981, a 

different pattern in 1982-1985. and a third pattern from 1986 on. The variables 

describing shared-household situations and facilitating linkages in 1969-1981 do 

not appear in the documentation volumes for those years because they have been 

added since those data were originally released and the volumes were published. 

Documentation for them is provided below. The codes for the variables for 

identifying shared-household situations and linkages in waves 1982 onward appear 

in the documentation for the respective wave. 

Identifying Shared Household Situations from 1986 Onward. The variable for 

identifying a shared-household situation is Current Household Composition (1989: 
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Vi6316). The household code not only distinguishes PSI0 and non-PSID family units 

sharing a household but also differentiates between primary family units and 

secondaries. Codes 4, 6. and 8 indicate multiple PSI0 family units living under 

the same roof at the time of interview. Codes 5, 7, and 9 indicate that the given 

PSID family unit is sharing the household with non-PSID family units. 

Identifying Shared Household Situations from 1982 throuqh 1985. 

Identification of shared households in these waves can be accomplished using the 

Current Family Composition variable (1985: Vil117). which in later waves was split 

into two separate variables (Current Family Composition with fewer codes and 

Current Household Composition). The codes representing shared-household 

situations take precedence over codes representing the composition of the given 

family unit. Codes on Current Family Composition for 1982-1985 distinguish both 

(a) PSID versus non-PSID units sharing a household and (b) primary versus 

secondary family units. Codes 4, 6, and 8 indicate multiple PSI0 family units 

living under the same roof at the time of interview. Codes 5, 7. and 9 indicate 

that the given PSID family unit is sharing the household with non-PSID family 

units. 

Identifying Shared Household Situations from 1969 throuah 1981. To identify 

shared households in these years, two variables must be accessed: Current Family 

Composition (1981: V7515) and FU Primacy Within HU (1981: V8111). The Current 

Family Composltion code 5 (described as just “other” in the documentation) 

indicates a shared-household situation. To tell whether the situation involves 

sharing with another PSID family unit versus a non-PSID family unit, and to tell 

whether the given PSI0 family unit is a primary versus a secondary unit, use the 

FU Primacy Within HU variable. This latter variable was constructed from 

originally uncoded data and does not appear in the tape code portion of any PSI0 

documentation. The codes for FU Primacy Within HU are as follows: 

I. This family unit is a Primary that shares the household with another 
family unit that is also interviewed. 

2. This family unit is a Primary that either (a) does not share the 
household with another family unit, (b) shares the household with a 
family unit that is not interviewed, or (c) is in a situation in which 
sharing with another family unit was not ascertained. 

3. This family unit is a Secondary that shares the household with at least 
one other family unit that is also Interviewed. 

4. This family unit is a Secondary that shares the household with at least 
one other family unit that is not interviewed. 

0. No data for a PSID family unit in this year (family record is filled with 
zeroes ; relevant only when using the family-individual file, as mentioned 
in the introduction to Part 2 of Section II.) 

The variables providing this information are as follows: 

Table 15 

VARIABLE NUMBERS AND TAPE LDCATIDNS FDR 1968-1981 FU PRIMACY WITHIN HU VARIABLES 

Wave Variable Number Tape Location 

1969 Vi016 $843 
1970 Vi767 3224 
1971 V2346 444s 
1972 V2980 5494 
1973 v33ii 6066 
1974 v373 1 6708 
1975 V4232 755s 
1976 v5114 9066 
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Table 15 (can’t.) 

Wave Variable Number Tape Location 

1977 V5682 10042 
1978 V622 1 11080 
1979 V6815 12239 
1980 v7457 13500 
1981 V8lli 14741 

Linking Shared Household Family Units from 1982 Onward. Beginning with 1982, 

a set of variables describe and identify each PSI0 family unit sharing the same 

household. As many as five PSI0 family units were living in the same dwelling 

unit in 1989, and so four sets of these variables are included for 1989 data. For 

each other PSI0 family unit in the household, the IO number is given as a separate 

variable labeled IO for first other family unit, IO for second other famiiy unit, 

etc. (1989: V17572. V17575, V17578, Vl75811. The IO number variable is filled 

with zeroes if no other PSI0 family unit of the specified rank shares the 

household (e.g., if a family unit shares the household with only one other PSID 

family unit, then the ID number for the second sharing family unit is ‘0000’). A 

measure of the kinship ties with the other PSI0 family unit in the same household 

is included (1989: V17573, V17576, V17579, Vl7582). Beginning with 1985. a 

measure of family size (1989: V17574. V17577, V17580, VI75831 for each other PSID 

family unit residing under the same roof was added to the set. This information 

helps analysts select which family units within a given household they will link. 

Household IO for Linking in 1969-1981 and from 1986 Onward. The Household ID 

Number variable (1989: VI75841 takes on a common value for all PSID family units 

sharing the same household. This variable, in conjunction with an indicator of 

whether the given family unit is living in the same dwelling with other 

interviewed family units, can be used to link all PSID family units in the same 

dwell ing. (From 1986 onward, the Current Household Composition variable (1989: 

V16316) is the indicator; for 1969-1981, use the retroactively constructed FU 

Primacy Within HU variable described above.) If multiple PSID family units live 

in the same household, then Household ID equals the lowest value for the current- 

year family ID number (1989: Vi6302) of any of the PSID family units in that 

household. If a family unit does not share the household with another interviewed 

PSID family unit, then Household ID Number simply takes on the same value as that 

family unit’s ID Number. The Household IO variables for years 1969-1981 are as 

fO1 lows: 

Table 16 

VARIABLE NUMBERS AND TAPE LOCATIONS FOR 1969-1981 HOUSEHOLD ID VARIABLES 

Wave Variable Number Tape Location 

1969 v1015 1839 
1970 Vi766 3220 
1971 V2345 4445 
1972 v2979 5490 
1973 v3310 6062 
1974 v3730 6704 
1975 V423 I 7555 
1976 v5113 9062 
1977 V568 I 10038 
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Wave 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 

Table 16 (can’t.) 

Variable Number Tape Location 

V6220 11076 
V6814 12235 
V7456 13496 
V8i 10 14737 

Taxes 

This year and each year since the 1980 wave, taxes of Head, Wife/“Wife” and 

other earners have been generated by computer. In previous years they were 

constructed during the editing process. 

The 1985 documentation summarizes in detail the procedures used for 

calculation of taxes in that wave (1984 tax year) on pages 91-100, with changes 

for 1985 tax year on pp. 81-83 of the 1986 documentation, 1986 tax year on pp. 76- 

78 of the 1987 documentation, and 1987 tax year on pp. 85-87 of the 1988 

documentation. We mention here only changes for 1989 (1988 tax year). 

Adjusted Gross Income. The procedure for calculation of adjusted gross 

income (AGI) is similar to last year’s, but the taxable portion of Head’s (V16454) 

and Wife’s/“Wife’s’ (V16475) retirement income exclusive of Social Security and 

Veterans Administration pensions is set at 79 percent of its total.’ Beginning 

in 1987 tax year, unemployment benefits became taxable, so Head’s and Wife’s/ 

“Wife’s” unemployment compensation (1989: VI6456 and Vl6476) are included in AGI. 

Itemized Deductions. From the 1984 interviewing year through the present, 

respondents were asked whether they itemized on their federal tax returns (1989: 

Vl7307). For those answering yes, we estimate itemized deductions as equal to a 

given percentage of their AGI, with the percentage varying by the size of AGI. 

The percentages used this year are shown in Table 17. 

Table 17 

ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS BY AGI CLASS 

AGI 
Itemized Deductions 
as a Percent of AGI 

less than $15,000 62 
$15.000-$19,999 42 
$20,000-$24,999 34 
$25,000-$29,999 28 
830,000-$34,999 26 
$35,000-$39.999 24 
$40,000-$44.999 23 
$45,ooo-$49.999 21 
$50,000-854,999 21 
$55,ooo-$59,999 20 
$60,000-$74,999 20 
$75.000-$99,999 20 
$100,000-$199,999 19 
$2OO,OOQ-$499.999 15 
$500,ooo-$999.999 13 

‘This was the ratio, over all income classes, of pension and annuity income 
in AGI to total pension and annuity income, using the data from Table 1, p. 17 of 
the Internal Revenue Service’s Statistics of Income Bulletin for Spring 1990, 
Publication 1136. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991. 
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Table 17 (can’t.) 

AGI 
Itemized Deductions 
as a Percent of AGI 

$i,OOO,OOO or more 11 

These percentages were calculated as the aggregate amounts, by AGI class, of 

itemized deductions divided by AGI, and are taken from Table I, p. 19 of the IRS’ 

Statistics of Income Bulletin, Spring 1991. These are updated from those used for 

earlier waves, and the data are for 1988 tax year. The percentage used for those 

with AGI of less than $15,000 was calculated using only the aggregates for the 

$lO,OOO-$14,999 group in Table 2.1, as too many cases of itemizers with AGI below 

$10.000 were suspect. 

The IRS no longer refers to zero bracket amounts in its tax tables, so we now 

subtract the larger of itemized deductions or the standard deductions. Standard 

deduction amounts for those under 65 and not blind are: $3,000 for single persons, 

$4.400 for heads of households and $5.000 for married couples filing jointly. 

For single filers and heads of households who are blind or age 65 or older, 

an extra amount of $750 is added to the standard deduction for each status; thus, 

a single person age 65 or older has a standard deduction of $3,750 ($3,000 basic 

deduction + $750 extra amount). If he or she is also blind, the deduction 

increases by another $750 to $4,500. 

For married couples filing jointly, if either spouse is age 65 or older or 

blind, the extra amount is $600 for each status for either person. The maximum 

extra deduction is $2,400 for a total standard deduction of $7,400. 

The standard deduction for a person who is claimed as a dependent by someone 

else is limited to $500 or the person’s earned income, whichever is greater, but 

no more than the standard deduction allowed for the dependent’s filing StatUS. 

The probabilities of itemizing, however, which can be expected to vary 

significantly not only with income but also for homeowner, were generated from the 

1989 family-level data as shown in Table 18. 

Table 18 

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ITEMIZATION BY AGI CLASS 

AGI Renters 

Homeowners 
with 

Mortgages 

Homeowners 
without 

Mortgages 

less than $1 .4% 1.5% 
$I-$4,999 5.0 17.6 
$5,ooo-$9,999 5.6 28.4 
$10.000-$14.999 9.2 37.1 
$15,000-$19,999 9.7 46.4 
$20,000-$24,999 17.6 53.8 
$25,000-$29.999 21.3 66.8 
$30.000-$34,999 25.0 68.1 
$35,ooo-$39.999 30.4 78.8 
$40.000-344,999 24.3 81.7 
$45,000-$49,999 25.5 83.5 
$50,000-$54.999 45.7 89.1 
$55,000-$59.999 51 .s 87.2 
$60.000-$74,999 52.9 93.7 

3.6% 
14.9 
28.1 
29.4 
30.6 
34. I 
36.6 
35.7 
53.1 
50.0 
45.9 
71.4 
72.2 
76.7 
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Table 18 (can’t.) 

AGI Renters 

Homeowners 
with 

Mortgages 

Homeowners 
without 

Mortgages 

$75,000~$99,999 66.7 95.3 82.6 
$100.000-$199,999 81.8 96.0 87.0 
$200,000-$499.999 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$500,000-$999.999 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$l,OOO,OOO or more 100.0 100.0 100.0 

The percent itemizers was calculated as the number answering yes to Vi4503 divided 

by the sum of the number answering either yes or no. The denominator excluded 

those not answering or who didn’t know whether they had itemized. The percent for 

those with AGI of less than $5,000 was based only on those whose AGI was also 

above zero. 

Dependents and Exemptions. The The allowance per exemption was increased to 

81.950 for 1989 (1988 tax year). The IRS changed its exemption rules beginning 

with the 1987 tax year to eliminate the double-counting of dependents as 

exemptions for both the dependent’s claimers and the dependent’s own tax forms. 

Hence, the number of exemptions can now equal zero. 

Filing Status. No changes were made to this procedure. 

Marginal Tax Rates and Tax Pavments Before Credits. If other family members 

were present in the family for only part of the year, their incomes represent only 

that portion for the time they were present. In the 1985 wave, their marginal tax 

rates were assigned and tax payments calculated by our program using the part-year 

incomes and, because of the progressivity of the income tax, were somewhat 

distorted. For 1986 through 1989. we incorporated an adjustment to tax liability 

by applying the percent proration variables (1989: Vl6560, V16565, Vl6570, V16575, 

Vi65801 to the PSID “Taxable Income” variables. Dtherwise, our procedure is 

identical with that used in 1985. 

Tax Credits. The earned income credit increased over last year/s. It is now 

equal to 14% of the first $6,243 of earned income, less 10 percent of income over 

$9,826. This credit then cannot exceed $874 and falls to zero at an earned income 

or AGI of ti8.556. The tax credit for the elderly remained the same as last 

year/s. 

Institutionalization 

To facilitate analysis of family units living in institutions, a variable 

(1989: V16323) indicating the type of institution in which the family resides has 

been included in the data each year since 1985. Thus, the analyst need not employ 

oblique and imprecise methods to isolate these families, as was formerly the case. 

Families who are not in institutions but who have some member in educational 

facilities, the Armed Forces, prison, or health care facilities might be incurring 

some financial responslbillty for such members. Thus, four variables (Vi7556- 

Vi75591 count the number of members in each of the above-mentioned types of 

institutions. A very few families may have some members in other types of 

institutions, such as religious houses. No counting variable was generated at the 

family level because the number of such cases is negligible. 
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FIPS State and Countv Codes and Beale’s Urbanicitv Code 

Population density of the area in which the family lives is a very important 

item. The urbanicity code (1989: Vl7541) devised by Calvin Beale and Peggy Ross 

of the USDA has been added to 1985 through 1989 data. Also, the FIPS system of 

coding state and county (1989: Vi7539-Vl7540) as used by Beale to assign 

urbanicity was added to the data. We retain our usual state and county codes with 

1989 (V16303-Vl6305). Appendix 1, pages 701-721 of A Panel Study of Income 

Dynamics, Procedures and Tape Codes, 1985 Interviewinq Year, vol. I, 1 ists the 

FIPS codes and the ways in which they differ from the PSID’s codes. 

Marriaqe and Birth Histories--Family-Level Variables 

No marriage history variables are included at the family level for 1988, but 

a few birth history variables are available. We have simply counted the number of 

children born during calendar year 1988 to Head only (Vi7585). to Wife/“Wife”/ 

husband of Head/first-year cohabitor only (Vl7586), to Head and Wife/“Wife”/ 

husband of Head/first-year cohabitor jointly (Vl7587). and to other family unit 

members (V17588). These totals are based exclusively on 1989 reports. Much more 

detail about births and marriages is available at the individual level (see below) 

and through the Demographic Event History files (see Part 6 of this section). 

Marriaqe and Birth Histories--Individual-Level Summary Variables 

The individual-level marriage and birth data available on the 1968-1989 

cross-year file (V32009-V32049) contain information from the initial retrospective 

data collection effort in 1985 through the current wave. Because an individual 

can age out of updating questions (in the case of births) or become nonresponse, 

these data are not up to date through the current wave for everyone. Variables 

are provided to indicate the recency of the birth or marriage information. 

The data record for each individual whose marriage and birth histories were 

co1 lected--a Head, Wife, “Wife”. or other FU member age 12-44 at any time during 

the 1985 through the 1989 waves --contains birth dates of the oldest and the four 

youngest children (V32023-V32032), as well as the total number of births (V32022). 

Births to this individual are up to date as of the wave indicated in V32021. 

Marriage data include the total number of marriages (V32034). month and year 

dates, and separation, widowhood and divorce events of the first and last 

marriages (V32035-V32048). The last known marital status of the individual 

(V32049) is included, as is a variable for the wave in which the marriage data 

were most recently gathered or updated (V32033). 

Data are also provided about the individual’s parent if birth and marriage 

histories were collected for the parent at any time from 1985 through the current 

wave and the individual is reported as a birth in the parent’s birth history. The 

parental variables include identifiers for the parent (mother: V32009 and V32010: 

father: V32016 and V32017). (Mother identifiers are present in the data records 

of some individuals who were not reportecY as births in any female’s birth history 

collected from 1985 onward. These identifiers were coded during 1983 and 1984 

data processing from uncoded information for individuals who were were present in 

1983 or 1984 families. No information about the mother other than her identifying 

information is provided in such cases.) The parental variables also include 

parent’s year of birth, total number of children, and where the given individual 

ranks in the birth order of the parent’s children (mother: V32Oii-V32013; father: 
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V32018-V32020). Birth weight of the given individual (V32014) is also derived 

from a parent’s birth history data. If the mother’s birth history was collected, 

then birth weight is taken from her birth history report. If only the father’s 

birth history was collected, then birth weight is taken from his birth history 

report. The variables indicating the parent’s total number of children and rank 

order of this individual in that total are up to date as of the most recent wave 

in which birth history was collected for that parent. Detail about all children 

is available on the 1985-1989 Childbirth and Adoption History file. Comprehensive 

data on marriages of the given individual and the parent are available on the 

1985-1989 Marriage History file. One variable-- Marital Status of the Mother at 

the Time of the Individual’s Birth (V32014)--is coded 9 for everyone on the main 

file because it had not been constructed by the time this file was released. It 

is available on the 1985-1989 Childbirth and Adoption History file. 

The 1989 Wealth Supplement 

A grant from the National Institute on Aging made possible a question 

supplement on wealth in the 1989 questionnaire. For the most part, the wealth 

questions in the 1989 wealth supplement parallel those included in the 1984 

questionnaire. (1984 was the only other occasion in the PSID time series when 

detailed wealth questions were asked.) Additional questions in 1989 provide 

information on capital gains as well as wealth brought into or taken out of the 

household by entering or departing family members between 1984 and 1989. When 

combined with information on the holdings of wealth in 1984 and 1989, these 

additional questions provide data on household savinq over the five-year period. 

Two preliminary analyses by Morgan and Juster’ led to a considerable amount 

of data cleaning on these wealth variables, most notably the imputation of wealth 

data when respondents either failed to provide any estimate of a wealth component 

or could only select a range of values for the response. The work of Morgan and 

Juster resulted in the development of imputations for 1989 wealth components, 1984 

wealth components and 1984 to 1989 saving. Since the 1984 wealth data contained 

in the 1984 family file did not contain these imputations, the 1989 family file 

repeats data on key 1984 wealth components (Vl7589-Vi7609 in the 1989 family data 

record) and incorporates the newly-developed imputations in them. In any event, 

analysts skeptical about the imputed values can easily determine which cases 

contain imputed data. 

Crucial Points. Before detailing our procedures, we begin with a list of 

crucial points to keep in mind when using these wealth data: 

I. Family composition change can easily bedevil any attempt to analyze 

change in wealth. You must be certain that there has been either no change in 

family composition between 1984 and 1989 or only a “sensible” amount of change, 

given the analysis being conducted. To facilitate this, we have included a 

variable (Vi76111 measuring family composition change over the 1984-1989 period. 

p James N. Morgan and F. Thomas duster “The Saving Behavior of American 
Families, 1984-1989,” presented at the Second International Conference on Research 
in the Consumer Interest, Snowbird, Utah, August, 1990 and James N. Morgan and 
F. Thomas Juster “Factors Affecting Household Saving Behavior: An Introductory 
Analysis, * presented at the Conference on Aspects of Distribution of Wealth and 
Income , Jerome Levy Economics Institute of Bard College. Annandale-on-Hudson, 
October 20. 1990. 
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2. The wealth and saving data contain many extreme positive and negative 

values. There are also four top-coded cases, one of which is extreme indeed. See 

Top Coding later in this discussion. Always check to ensure that your results 

aren’t sensitive to the treatment of a handful of these outliers. 

3. Although comparisons of the 1984 wealth data against independent sources 

of information on components of aggregate wealth have been encouraging], the PSID 

sample does not provide enough cases of extremely wealthy families for estimates 

of the size distribution of aggregate wealth or any other statistics for which 

details on the extremely wealthy are crucial. 

4. PSID wealth variables contain imputed values if the respondent failed to 

provide information on ownership or the estimated value of an asset, or could only 

provide an estimated range for the value of an asset. It is straightforward to 

identify cases that contain imputations: analysts should consider carefully 

whether to exclude imputed cases or possibly develop an alternative set of 

imputations. 

5. Potentially more damaging than imputations are conceptual issues that 

prove particularly troublesome when relating 1984-1989 saving to 1984-1989 income. 

Large capital transactions raise issues of valuation. Capital gains or losses, 

whether real ized or not, are not included in PSID income measures but do produce 

increments or decrements in wealth. Our attempt to separate the capital gain/loss 

component of active saving by asking about net direct investment and treating the 

remaining increments in value as capital gain should help. However, we did not 

ask about bequests, so older people giving substantial amounts to their children 

appear to be dissaving heavily. The most apparent signs of this kind of problem 

are: i) saving larger than income, ii) dissaving greater than initial assets, or 

iii) either saving or dissaving large relative to five-year total income. 

6. The 1984 and 1989 wealth variables omit pension wealth. The 1984 

questionnaire provides some information on pensions, while 1989 questions ask 

about money added to annuities or cashed in from annuities/pensions between 1984 

and 1989, and while that information is incorporated into our measure of active 

saving (see below), it is not incorporated in the 1984 and 1989 wealth variables. 

Location of Variables. All of the wealth variables are in the family portion 

of the 1989 file. In keeping with standard practice. the position of the 1989 

wealth variables reflects their position in the questionnaire: most are in Section 

G (V17317-V17388). beginning with question Gii5. The two variables used to 

calculate house equity (house value [Vi63241 minus remaining mortgage principal 

[V16326]). the only wealth component about which we have asked in virtually every 

year of the PSID. are in their usual places in the front of the family file as 

edited variables. At the very end of the 1989 family file are: i) wealth 

components from 1984 (Vi7589-Vi7608 in the 1989 family data record); ii) a measure 

of saving between 1984 and 1989 (Vi7610); and iii) a five-year family composition 

change variable to help analysts sort out which cases have “acceptable” amounts of 

family composition change (V17611). 

y Richard Curtin, F. Thomas Juster and James N. Morgan, “Survey Estimates of 
Wealth: An Assessment of Quality.” in Robert Lipsey and Helen Stone Tice, eds. The 
Measurement of Saving, Investment and Wealth, Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1989. 
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How the Variables are Coded. We urge every analyst interested in the wealth 

data to study carefully the 1989 and 1984 questionnaire sequences producing them. 

A glance at the wealth sequence in Section G of the 1989 questionnaire, reproduced 

in Part 2 of this section, shows that a sequence of similar questions is used for 

each component. 

For example, questions G115-G119 ask about the value of real estate other 

than the main home. The sequence begins with a question (Gil51 about whether the 

family has any such real estate. If the response is affirmative, the respondent 

is asked (in Gli6) for its net equity-- what the property would be worth if it were 

sold and debt on it was paid off. If the respondent provides a dollar amount, 

then that amount is recorded by the interviewer and the respondent is skipped to a 

question about the next asset. But if the respondent either doesn’t know the 

value of other real estate or refuses to provide an estimate, he or she is sent 

through an “unfolding” sequence of dichotomous questions--is the amount more than 

$50.000--if yes, is it more than $150,000?; if no, is it more than $5,000? 

(Experience has shown that a substantial number of respondents who are reluctant 

to provide an exact amount are willing to respond to these categories. We have 

tailored the break points to best capture the distribution for each particular 

component.) 

We have recoded the information from this question sequence so that: i) the 

continuous amount variable (Vi7318) combines the direct responses and the 

imputations with the result that there are no missinq data on the continuous 

wealth component variables and ii “don’t know”, “refused” and “NAB’ responses to 

Gi 15 or Gii6 and al 1 of the “unfo ding” information are combined in a single one- 

digit variable (Vl7319), with the result that the analyst can reconstruct 

responses to Gil5-G119 as well as identify cases where imputations are made. 

Imputations are easy to identify: any case with a code other than 0 for Vi7319 has 

imputed values on the continuous wealth component variable (Vi7318): 

The coding of the one-digit variable that combines the NAs, DKs. refusals, 

and “unfolding responses can be seen in the text of the code that appears in the 

famlly file tape code: 

‘In keeping with past practice, imputations for equity in main homes are 
handled somewhat differently. Missing data on house value and remaining mortgage 
principle are assigned in the editing process using rules spelled out in our 
editing instructions. Cases in which the probable error associated with the 
imputation is less than 10% (code values I on Vi6325 or Vi63271 can be 
distinguished from cases in which the probable error associated with the 
imputation is greater than 10% (code values 2 on Vi6325 or V16327). 
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vi7319 ‘Gll7-119 REAL ESTATE I TLOC= 30625 

Gll7. Would it amount to $50,000 or more? 
Gll8. $150,000 or more? 
Gil9. $5,000 or more?-REAL ESTATE IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 
of this volume. 

6 0.1 I. Less than $5,000 
34 0.5 2. $5.000 or more but less than $50,000 
25 0.4 3. $50.000 or more but less than $150,000 
20 0.3 4. $150,000 or more 

2 0.1 5. Less than $50,000 but NA/DK whether $5.000 or more 
5 0.1 6. $50,000 or more but NA/DK whether $150.000 or more 

2 0.0 7. NA/DK whether owned any real estate other than main home 
25 0.4 8. Refused or DK value of real estate other than main home and 

no further information from bracket questions 
ii 0.2 9. NA value of real estate other than main home and no further 

information from bracket questions 

6.984 97.7 0. Inap.: the value in VI7318 above was not imputed; does not 
own any real estate other than main home (Vl7317=5) 

In this particular case, codes i-9 above indicate the response categories of 

the “unfolding” scale for the particular respondent. For some other wealth 

components (e.g., stocks, saving accounts) there are four questions in the 

“unfolding” series, for which a two-digit variable combining responses 

corresponding to codes I-9 exists. Code 0 is always used for a NO response to the 

control question about whether the asset exists (or, if YES, when no imputation 

was necessary.) 

The question sequence on purchases and sales of stocks, mutual funds and 

investment trusts (Gi88-G206) differs slightly in that it contains three branches. 

The first consists of respondents who reported both the purchase and sale of 

stock; the key flow measured for them is the net amount purchased. Data entered 

in V17363, the response to Gl91, is the absolute value of this net amount. 

Whether this net amount is positive or negative can be determined from the “put 

money in” or “took money out I’ coding (codes 1 and 2, respectively) of V17362, the 

response to GISO. 

The second branch (Gi96-G200) is for people who only put money in; the key 

flow measured for them is V17365, the response to Gl96. The third branch (G201- 

G206) is for people who only took money out: the key flow measured for them is 

V17368, the response to G202. 

To impose consistency in the data across these three variables we duplicated 

the responses of individuals going through the first branch into the second and 

third branches. That is. for respondents reporting positive net amounts in 

V17363, we set Vi7365=Vi7363 and set Vi7368=0. For respondents reporting negative 

net amounts in V17363. we set Vl7365=0 and set Vi7368=Vl7363. Thus, the 

difference between Vi7365 and Vi7368 prqvides a measure of the net flow from the 

purchases and sales of stocks, mutual funds and investment trusts for all 

respondents. 

Total Wealth in 1989 and 1984. With V17389. we provide a calculation of the 

family unit’s total wealth at the time of the 1989 interview. Variable 17389 is 

the sum of net equity in a main home, other real estate, vehicles, farm/business, 
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stocks, savings accounts and other assets, less debt. (In terms of variable 

numbers, it is VI6324 - Vi6326 + VI7318 + VI7320 + VI7323 + VI7326 + V17329 + 

VI7332 - V17335.) Analogous calculations of 1984 wealth components proauce a 

variable measuring 1984 wealth (Vl7609). Since both total wealth measures are 

constructed from components that are fully imputed, there are no missing data on 

these two variables. As with the component variables, analysts skeptical of our 

imputation procedure can use the “unfolding” variable codes for the components to 

identify cases with imputed values on these two aggregate wealth measures. 

Active Savinq between 1984 and 1989. Change in net worth (Vl7389-VI76091 is 

a measure of the net increase in a household’s wealth. Since the 1984 and 1989 

net worth measures do not include pension wealth, the addition of amounts invested 

in annuities (VI73401 less amounts received from cashed-in pensions or annuities 

(V17343) is a somewhat more comprehensive measure of change in net worth. To 

arrive at an approximate measure of active saving (i.e., resulting from not 

consuming all of one’s income), we adjust this more comprehensive measure of 

change in net worth for a number of sources of passive increases or decreases in 

wealth. Specifically, the active saving variable (VI76101 is the difference 

between 1989 and 1984 wealth (Vl7389-Vl7609). plus the amount invested in 

annuities less the amount received from cashed-in pensions or annuities (V17340- 

Vl7343). subtracting out financial capital gain (see below), capital gain in 

housing (see below). the value of assets less debt brought into the household 

(V17377-V17379). and inheritances (VI7384 + V173871, and adding in the value of 

assets less debt taken out of the household (V17371-Vl7373). Financial capital 

gain is the sum of the differences between the 1989 and 1984 value of other real 

estate (V17318-Vl7590). farm/business (V17323-Vl7595). and stocks (Vl7326-Vl75981, 

less net financial investment (i.e., the sum of the net amount invested in other 

real estate [V17346-V173491, farm/business [V17355-V17358], and stocks [V17365- 

V17368], between 1984 and 1989). Capital gain in housing is the difference in net 

equity in the main home between 1989 and 1984 less the cost of additions/repairs 

made to the home between 1984 and 1989 (V173521.’ 

The Problem of Family Composition Change. Analysts of household panel data 

like the PSID must contend with problems caused by family composition change. 

This is especially important with the saving data, since the composition of the 

family interviewed in 1984 may have been very different from the composition of 

the family interviewed in 1989. 

The nature of the problem becomes clear when the structure of the cross-year 

family or family-individual file is considered. Every family in the 1968-1989 

cross-year family file and every individual in the 1968-1989 cross-year family- 

individual file has a 1984 family data record associated with it. 

Since most analysts will be using the family-individual file, we will 

concentrate on it, although the same idea applies to the cross-year family file. 

The 1984 family record associated with individuals living in 1989 interviewed 

families contains 1984 interview information about the family in which the 

B We restricted capital gain in housing to those years in which the family 
unit did not move (e.g., If the family unit moved between the 1987 and 1988 waves, 
capital gain in housing is the difference In the value of the home between 1989 
and 1988 plus the difference in the value of the home between 1987 and 1984). 
Each wave from 1985 through 1989 was checked for moves. 
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individual resided in 1984. For an individual who was head of a family between 

1984 and 1989, the family information is quite sensible. For an individual who 

was, say, an 18-year-old living with his parents in 1984 but a 23-year-old living 

by himself in 1989. the 1984 wealth would be that of his parental family but the 

1989 wealth would be that of himself and any others living with him. For a child 

born into the sample between 1984 and 1989, the 1984 wealth data would pertain to 

the family of that child’s mother, who in 1984 could have been the head of her own 

family. a wife/“wife”, a daughter of the 1984 head, or some other relation. For a 

so-call ed “nonsampl e” member who married into the sample between 1984 and 1989. 

the 1984 wealth data would in most cases pertain to the family of that 

individual’s spouse. 

For analyses of wealth data using the individual as the unit of analysis, it 

is important to ensure that each individual’s history in the study is producing a 

sensible measure of 1984 wealth and 1984 to 1989 saving. For family-level 

analysis, it is crucial to restrict the sample to families with sensible amounts 

of family composition change between 1984 and 1989. 

To facilitate the measurement of “sensible” family composition change, we 

have added as the next-to-last variable in the family file (Vi76111 a measure of 

the amount of family composition change between the 1984 and 1989 waves. It is 

based on the five “FAMILY COMPOSITION CHANGE” variables contained in the 1985 

through 1989 family data, the tenth variables in the family record each year 

(Viili2, V12510, V13710, Vl4810, Vl6310). (It is not appropriate to include 1984 

family composition change since this reflects changes between the 1983 and 1984 

interviews.) These variables summarize the extent of family composition change 

between the current and last year’s interview. Code 0 indicates absolutely no 

change in family composition, code 1 indicates a change in members other than head 

and wife/“wife”, and code 2 indicates that the head is the same but the wife/ 

“wife” left or died, or that the head has a new wife/“wife”. Codes 3 through 9 

indicate more complicated changes, all of which involve a new head. 

Variable 17627 summarizes family composition change by recording the largest 

value on the set of year-to-year family composition change variables between the 

1984 and 1989 waves. Thus, selection of cases with code 0 in Vi7611 insures that 

no family members at all have arrived or left between 1984 and 1989. while 

selection of cases with code I in Vi7611 insures that the only family composition 

changes taking place between 1984 and 1989 involve individuals other than head or 

wife. 

Data Cleaning and Extreme Cases. The work of Morgan and Juster led to a 

considerable amount of data cleaning, including the examination of interview 

schedules for every case in which the saving flow measure exceeded $500.000. 

While this work led to approximately half a dozen corrections to the coded data, 

the general philosophy behind this work was that a change was made only if there 

were verv compelling reasons to believe that an error had been made in the 

origlnal coding. 

Examples of “very compel 1 ing” reasons include obvfous coding errors and 

marginal comments made by the interviewer that were either overlooked by data 

editors or made sense only in the context of having data from both 1984 and 1989. 
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Changes were not made in cases where the disappearance or appearance of a 

large source of wealth led to large changes in wealth but where there was no 

compelling evidence of a mistake on the part of the respondent, interviewer or 

coder. In other words, our philosophy was (and has always been) to trust the 

response recorded by the interviewer even over reasonable, but undocumentable. 

doubt raised by the logic of the answers. Analysts may choose to impose a 

different standard in their data cleaning. 

A somewhat extreme example of almost but not sufficiently compelling evidence 

for change is the case of a respondent who reported, almost as an aside to the 

interviewer, a very valuable collection in 1984 and did not report such a 

collection in 1989. Even though there was no evidence that the wealth tied up in 

the collection had been spent or converted to another form of wealth, we did not 

alter the 1989 wealth data, since the question about wealth in the form of 

collections produced a negative response. As a result, the case shows an extreme 

negative change in wealth (and dissaving) between 1984 and 1989. 

Some Details on Imputation Procedures. As mentioned above, we have developed 

imputation procedures in instances where respondents refused or were unable to 

provide a dollar response to a question on the value of a wealth component. In 

contrast to “hot-deck” procedures used by the Census Bureau or “multiple 

imputation” procedures, our imputations do not preserve the variance of the wealth 

component distribution. Consistent with PSID imputation procedures across the 

years, wealth component imputations are designed to provide an unbiased estimate 

of the wealth component, but do not preserve variances. 

In brief, the imputation procedures used for the 1989 wealth components were 

as follows: 

I. When respondents who were routed through the “unfolding” scale provided a 

bounded range for the value of a wealth component, the imputed value equalled the 

mean of respondents reporting dollar values in that range: For example, if a 

respondent confessed to holding “other real estate” and reported that its value 

was between $50.000 and $149.999 (i.e., V17319=3), then that case was assigned the 

mean val ue of “other real estate” for respondents who reported dollar values of 

such real estate between $50.000 and $149,999. 

2. When respondents routed through the “unfolding” scale selected the open- 

ended top range (e.g.. more than $150.000 in the case of other real estate). then 

an amount equal to 150% of the top bracket boundary was assigned. This is clearly 

a heroic imputatlon that analysts should treat very cautiously. It proved 

impossible to impute a value based on legitimate responses in the top-bracket 

range since there were typically so few such responses. Particularly when 

differencing wealth to estimate saving where one of the two numbers was such an 

assignment, this simple-minded imputation procedure can easily produce troublesome 

out1 lers. 

3. For respondents who provided partial information to the nunfoldlng” 

sequence because they were uncertain as to which of two brackets they belonged 

(e.g.. they knew the value was more than $50,000 but didn’t know whether It was 

@ The August 1990 Morgan-Juster paper used midpoints and some smaller 
assignments for the open-ended intervals. 
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more or less than $150,000--V17319=6), the boundary of the two brackets (in this 

example, $150.000) was assigned. 

4. For respondents who did not provide even a bracketed amount through the 

“unfolding” sequence (i.e., V17319=9 for “other real estate”). the imputation was 

based on a dummy-variable regression run on a respondents using as explanatory 

variables the head’s 1989 age, education, sex, home ownership status, income and 

the 1984 value of that wealth comoonent. 

5. For respondents providing no information about the ownership of a given 

asset (i.e.. V17319=8 for “other real estate”), we assigned the overall mean of 

all non-zero amounts for that component. 

The imputation procedures for the 1984 cases providing range estimates or no 

information at all regarding ownership of a given asset (items I, 2, 3 and 5. 

above) were identical to the imputation procedures followed in 1989. When 

regression-based assignments were called for (item 4, above), the imputation 

procedure was somewhat different. Since it was not possible to include prior 

years’ values for the wealth component as predictors, we used a more flexible 

search procedure (SEARCH, reference) for developing the imputations. 

The imputation procedures for 1984-1989 saving flow information were 

identical to those of 1989 wealth component information except for the following: 

1 . For respondents providing no information on purchases or sales of stocks 

or who did not know if they made a contribution to annuities or cashed in 

annuities/pensions, we assigned a value of zero. 

2. On all saving components, if a respondent did not provide a bracketed 

amount through the “unfolding” sequence, we assigned the overall mean value of all 

non-zero amounts for that component, because there were not enough cases to 

justify regression-based assignments. 

Tables 19 through 21 provide some details on the number of cases for which 

imputations were assigned, the mean imputation and the range of imputed values. 

Table 19 shows this information for 1984 wealth components, Table 20 shows it for 

1989 wealth components, and Table 21 shows it for 1984-1989 saving flow 

comoonents. 

Table 19 

1984 WEALTH ASSIGNMENTS 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Mean Range 

Other Real Estate (Vl7590) 
Less than $1,000 
$1,000 or more but less than 
$25,000 
$25,000 or more but less than 
$100,000 
$100.000 or more 
Less than $25,000 but NA/DK 
whether $1,000 or more 
$25,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned asset 
Refused/NA/DK value 

4 

47 

37 
21 

2 1,000 

4 100,000 
8 11.413 

62 61,955 

320 

10.526 

47,594 
150,000 

only 

only 

only 
only 

only 

only 
only 

39,ooe 

I value 

I value 

1 value 
1 value 

1 value 

I value 
I value 
150.595 
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Table IS (can’t.) 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Mean Range 

Vehicles (VI75921 
Less than $1.000 
f;,W; or more but 1 

$5,000 or more but 1 
$25,000 
$25,000 or more 
Less than $5,000 but 
whether $1,000 or mo 
$5,000 or more but N 

ess than 

ess than 

NA/DK 

whether $25.000 or more 0 
Refused/NA/DK value 125 

Farm/Business (Vi75951 
Less than $1.000 
$1,000 or more but less than 
$25,000 
$25.000 or more but less than 
$100,000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $25.000 but NA/DK 
whether $1,000 or more 
$25.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned asset 
Refused/NA/DK value 

3 

36 

59 
53 

3 

9 
5 

55 

(VI75981 Stocks 
Less than $1.000 
$1.000 or more but less than 
810,000 
f;goOgWOor more but less than 

$100,000 or more 
Less than $iO.OOD but NA/DK 
whether $1.000 or more 
$10,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned asset 
Refused/NA/DK value 

34 368 only I value 

78 

65 
15 

9 

5 
8 

54 

Savinas or Investment (V17601) 
Less than $1.000 
;$OgW,or more but less than 

$10,000 or more but less than 
$100,000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $10,000 but NA/DK 
whether $1.000 or more 
$10.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned asset 
Refused/NA/DK value 

Other Assets (Vl7604) 
Less than $1,000 
$1,000 or more but less than 
$10,000 
$10.000 or more but less than 
$100.000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $lO,OOD but NA/DK 
whether $l,OOD or more 

44 478 

94 

123 
14 

IO 

2.613 

7,753 
37.500 

1,oQo 

25.000 
4,578 

72 339 

151 3.580 

27.946 
150,000 

1,000 

100,000 
il.608 
18,047 

133 
19 

4 

7 
11 

103 

38 

138 

60 
11 

16 

only 1 value 

only 1 value 

only I value 
only 1 value 

on 

on 
I 

429 on 

8,641 

47,678 
150.000 

1,000 

100,000 
1,316 

142,507 

on 

only I va 
only 1 va 

only I va 

only I val 
only 1 val 

65.973-342. ii8 

4.011 

30.531 
150,000 

1,000 

100.000 
6,428 

24.233 

only 1 value 

only 1 value 
only 1 value 

only I value 

only I value 
only 1 value 

11.325-159,428 

only I value 

only 1 value 

only 1 value 
only 1 value 

only i value 

only I value 
only I value 
3,538 91,072 

428 

3,282 

26,420 
150.000 

1.ooo 

only I 

only 1 value 

only 1 value 
only 1 value 

only I value 

y I value 

y I value 
233-9.634 

y 1 value 

y I va 1 

1 
1 

1 

ue 

ue 
ue 

ue 

ue 
ue 

value 
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Table 19 (can’t.) 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Mean Range 

$10,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned other 
assets 
Refused/NA/DK value 

Other Debt (Vl7607) 
Less than $1.000 
$1,000 or more but less than 
$5,000 
$5.000 or more but less than 
$25,000 
$25,000 or more 
Less than $5,000 but NA/DK 
whether $1,000 or more 
$5,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $25.000 or more 
NA/DK whether owed other debt 
Refused/NA/DK value 

4 

16 7.816 only 1 value 
79 23,700 14.226-375.178 

34 

47 

26 8,760 only I value 
1 37.500 only 1 value 

4 

0 25,000 only I value 
8 1,726 only 1 value 

29 3,603 3.304-6, 191 

100.000 

403 

2.192 

1,000 

only 1 value 

only I value 

only I value 

only 1 value 

Table 20 

1989 WEALTH ASSIGNMENTS 

Number of Cases 
Value of Assigned Mean Range 

Other Real Estate (Vl7318) 
Less than $5,000 6 2.500 only I value 
f;CO;C)oor more but less than 

34 21,024 only I value 
$50,000 or more but less than 
$150.000 25 79.847 only 1 value 
$150,000 or more 20 225.000 only 1 value 
Less than $50,000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 2 5,000 only 1 value 
$50,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $150,000 or more 5 150.000 only I value 
NA/DK whether owned asset 2 25,233 only I value 
Refused/DK value 25 149,581 -71.319-1.230.522 
NA value II 0 only I value 

Vehicles (V17320) 
Less than 82.000 
$2,000 or more but less than 
$10.000 
f;;,g or more but less than 

$25,000 or more 
Less than $10,000 but NA/DK 
whether $2.000 or more 
$10.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $25.000 or more 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

54 870 only 1 value 

91 5.057 only I value 

53 14.134 only I value 
16 37.500 only I value 

13 2.000 only 1 value 

3 25.000 only 1 value 
58 6.860 -1.782-28.582 
23 0 only 1 value 

Farm/Business (VI73231 
Less than $10.000 
$10.000 or more but less than 
$50.000 
fXyOCoor more but less than 

. 
$200,000 or more 

20 3,489 only 1 value 

27 21,634 only I value 

47 89.641 only I value 
22 300,000 only 1 value 
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Table 20 (can’t.) 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Mean Range 

Less than $50,000 but NA/DK 
whether $10.000 or more 
$50.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $200.000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned asset 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

(Vi73261 Stocks 
Less than $5,000 
f;50Egoor more but less than 

$25,000 or more but less than 
$50,000 
f;g&OEr more but less than 

$100,000 or more 
Less than $25.000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$25,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $50,000 or more 
$50.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned asset 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

Savings or Investment (V17329) 
Less than $1.000 
f15,00g or more but less than 

$5,000 or more but less than 
$10.000 
$10.000 or more but less than 
$50.000 
$50.000 or more 
Less than $5.000 but NA/DK 
whether $1,000 or more 
$5,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $10,000 or more 
$10.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $50,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned asset 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

Other Assets (V17332) 
Less than $2,000 
$2,000 or more but less than 
310,000 
$10.000 or more but less than 
$25.000 
$25,000 or more 
Less than $10.000 but NA/DK 
whether $2,OOD or more 
$10,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $25.000 or more 
NA/DK whether owned other 
assets 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

Other Debt (Vl7335) 
Less than $i.OOC 
f;,z or more but less than 

4 

8 
3 

19 
6 

10,000 only I value 

200,000 only 1 value 
23.708 only I value 

255,105 -264,770-908,782 
0 only I value 

46 1,801 only 1 value 

58 Ii.943 only I value 

21 32,404 only 1 value 

9 64,891 only I value 
18 150,000 only I value 

9 5,000 only I value 

8 50,000 only 1 value 

1 100.000 only I value 
7 14.407 only 1 value 

43 50.853 -53,817-461.792 
3 0 only I value 

58 

73 

54 

74 
40 

4 

13 

12 
16 

100 
6 

369 

2,335 

6,459 

22,172 
75,000 

1,000 

10,000 

50.000 
20,583 
29,891 

0 

only I value 

only I value 

only I value 

only I value 
only I value 

only 1 value 

only I value 

only 1 value 
only I value 

O-190,924 
only 1 value 

39 847 only I value 

99 4,318 only 1 value 

71 13,859 only 1 value 
34 37,500 only 1 value 

17 2.000 only 1 value 

11 25,000 only 1 value 

27 6,225 only I value 
80 12.381 -36.259-134.914 
11 0 only 1 value 

13 

II 

404 

1.260 

only 1 value 

only I value 
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Table 20 (can’t.) 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Mean Range 

$2,000 or more but less than 
$5,000 
$5.000 or more 
Less than $2,000 but NA/DK 
whether $1,000 or more 
$2.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
NA/DK whether owed other debt 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

27 2,842 only 1 value 
35 7,500 only 1 value 

1 1,000 only 1 value 

7 5,000 only I value 
16 2,825 only I value 
17 6,751 O-12,480 
11 0 only 1 value 

Table 21 

1984-1989 SAVINGS ASSIGNMENTS 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Value Assigned 

Private Annuity Contributions 
(VI73401 
Less than $5,000 
$5.000 or more but less than 
310,000 
$10,000 or more but less than 
$50,000 
$50,000 or more 
Less than $10,000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$10,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $50,000 or more* 
DK whether contributed to 
private annuity or NA value 
NA whether contributed to 
private annuity 
Refused/DK value 

6 2,104 

4 6,246 

10 20,592 
4 75.000 

0 5,000 

4 50,000 

37 0 

41 899 
7 18,900 

Pension or Annuity Cashed 
(VI73431 
Less than $5,000 
f;COOOOor more but less than 

$l;,O;g or more but less than 

$50,000 or more but less than 
$100,000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $10,000 but NA/DK 
whether $5.000 or more 
$10.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $50,000 or more 
$50,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
DK whether cashed pension or 
annu i ty 
NA whether cashed pension or 
annu i ty 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

Cost of Real Estate (VI73461 
Less than $30,000 
$30.000 or more but less than 
$60,000 

5 1.961 

0 

4’ 

2 
0 

0 

0 

0 

19 

42 I.331 
3 23,400 
0 0 

2 

3 

6.723 

20,770 

75,000 
150.000 

5,ooo 

50,000 

100.000 

0 

9,947 

38,296 
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Table 21 (can’t.) 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Value Assigned 

$60,000 or more but less than 
$120,000 
$120,000 or more 
Less than $60,000 but NA/DK 
whether $30,000 or more 
$60,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $120.000 or more 
NA/DK whetner bought real 
estate 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

1 88,658 
I 180.000 

0 30.000 

0 120,000 

40 4,253 
3 60.600 
0 0 

Sold Real Estate (VI73491 
Less than $30.000 
$30,000 or more but less than 
$60,000 
$60,000 or more but less than 
$120,000 
$120,000 or more 
Less than $60,000 but NA/DK 
whether $30,000 or more 
$60,,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $120,000 or more 
NA/DK whether sold real estate 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

2 

2 40,308 

I 85,565 
2 180.000 

0 

1 120,000 
42 2,586 

2 43,690 
5 0 

IO, 22s 

30,000 

Additions/Improvements to Real 
Estate iV17352) 
Less than $25.000 
$25,000 or more but less than 
$75,000 
$75,000 or more 
$25,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $75.000 or more 
NA/DK whether made additions/ 
improvements 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

11 14,341 

3 36.580 
2 112,500 

0 75,000 

6 3,534 
1 32.130 
1 0 

Investment in Business/Farm 
(V17355) 
Less than $10,000 
r;g,;Wg or more but less than 

$25,000 or more but less than 
$100.000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $25.000 but NA/DK 
whether $10,000 or more 
$25,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100.000 or more 
NA/DK whether invested in 
business/farm 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

13 

13 

21 
15 

1 

2 

6 4.114 
10 46.100 

4 0 

3.715 

14.403 

45,207 
150,000 

10.000 

100.000 

Sold Business/Farm (Vl7358) 
Less than $10.000 
$10,000 or more but less than 
$25,000 
$25.000 or more but less than 
$100,000 
8100,000 or more 
Less than $25,000 but NA/DK 
whether $10,000 or more 

2 1.301 

0 14.126 

2 46,850 
3 150,000 

0 10,000 
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Table 21 (con/t.) 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Value Assigned 

$25.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether sold business/ 
farm 
Ref used/DK value 
NA value 

Net Into Stock (VI73631 
Less than $5.000 
fiCOFooor more but less than 

$20.000 or more but less than 
$50,000 
f:;oO;CX)oor more but less than 

$100,000 or more 
Less than $20,000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$20,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $50.000 or more 
$50,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether bought more/sold 
more stock 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

Investment Into Stock Dnlv 
(Vi73651 
Less than $5,000 
$5,000 or more but less than 
$20.000 
$20.000 or more but less than 
$50,000 
$50,000 or more but less than 
$100,000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $20,000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$20.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $50.000 or more 
$5O,OOD or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether bought stock 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

Sold Stock (Vl7368) 
Less than $5,000 
$5,000 or more but less than 
s20,ODo 
$20.000 or more but less than 
$50.000 
$50.000 or more but less than 
$100,000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $20.000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$20,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $50.000 or more 
$50,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether sold stock 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

0 

IO 3,327 
7 207,000 
3 0 

2 1.858 

7 

IO 

I 
5 

0 

I 

2 

I 0 
4 67.340 
4 0 

26 

31 

16 

1 
I 

3 

0 

0 
9 

17 ’ 
12 

3 

4 

3 

0 66,377 
I 150,000 

0 

0 

0 100.000 
17 3,077 

0 23.680 
I 0 

100.000 

9,366 

27,999 

59,602 
150.000 

5,000 

50,000 

100,000 

1.845 

9,965 

27,495 

57,434 
150.000 

5,000 

50,000 

100,000 
3,536 

36,300 
0 

1,400 

9,209 

33,048 

5.000 

50,000 
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Table 21 (can’t.) 

Value of 
Number of Cases 

Assigned Value Assigned 

Move Out Assets (Vl7371) 
Less than $5.000 
$5.000 or more but less than 
$10.000 
$10,000 or more but less than 
$25,000 
$25,000 or more but less than 
$100.000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $10,000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$10.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $25,000 or more 
$25.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether assets removed 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

4 1,830 

22 6,022 

IS 14.643 

14 45,388 
IO 150,000 

0 5.000 

I 25.000 

I 100,000 
9 979 

II 32,100 
I 0 

Move Out Debts (V17373) 
Less than $5.000 
f&OrWor more but less than 

f;g,OOE or more but less than 

$25.000 or more 
Less than $10,000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$10.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $25,000 or more 
NA/DK whether debts removed 
Ref used/DK val ue 
NA value 

8 2,360 

IO 6,442 

7 13.768 
4 37,500 

2 5.000 

1 25,000 
9 489 

16 42,370 
3 0 

Move In Assets (V17377) 
Less than $5.000 
$5,000 or more but less than 
$10.000 
$10,000 or more but less than 
325.000 
$25.000 or more but less than 
$100.000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $10.000 but NA/DK 
whether $5.000 or more 
$10,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $25.000 or more 
$25,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $100,000 or more 
NA/DK whether assets moved in 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

3 

12 

IO 

17 
7 

0 

I 

0 100,000 
48 1,225 

6 59,170 
I 0 

2,500 

6,028 

14,133 

53,659 
150,000 

5,000 

25.000 

Move In Debts (VI73791 
Less than $5,000 
$5.000 or more but less than 
310,ooo 
X:lC&,g or more but less than 

$25,000 or more 
Less than $10.000 but NA/DK 
whether $5,000 or more 
$10.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $25.000 or more 
NA/DK whether debts moved in 

6 2,337 

2 5,462 

6 11,578 
I 37,500 

I 5,000 

0 25,000 
48 168 
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Table 21 (can’t.) 

Value of 

Refused/DK value 
NA value 

Number of Cases 
Assigned 

IO 
I 

Value Assigned 

17.960 
0 

Inheritances (Vl7384) 
Less than $25.000 

fZ!;,EX)z or-more but less than 
$75,000 or more 
$25,000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $75,000 or more 
NA/DK whether received 
inheritances 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

3 14.389 

5 32,555 
7 112,500 

I 75,000 

9 3,827 
7 130.540 
2 0 

Other Inheritances (VI73871 
Less than $25,000 0 10,899 
$25.000 or more but less than 
$75,000 
$75.000 or more 
$25.000 or more but NA/DK 
whether $75,000 or more 
NA/DK whether received 
inheritances 
Refused/DK value 
NA value 

0 36,624 
0 112,500 

0 75.000 

9 646 
0 16.980 
5 0 

Top Codinq. As mentioned earlier, four cases with extremely high values were 

top coded to save tape space. 1989 Interview Number (Vl6302) = 5057 is coded 

“9,999,999”, the top code, for the 1989 value of farms and businesses (Vl7323); 

the actual reported amount was several times the maximum. (For reasons of 

confidentiality, we won’t disclose the actual reported amount.) 1989 Total Wealth 

(Vl7389) is also affected for this case and is coded 99.999,999. 1989 Interview 

Number 3169 with an actual amount of $lO.OOO,OOO for 1989 value of real estate 

(VI73181 was truncated to 9,999,999, and 1989 Interview Number 2274 with an actual 

amount of $1.500,000 for 1984 cash in hand (V17601) was truncated to 999,998. 

Part 6: The Demographic History Files and 1968-1986 Relationship File 

Several special public-release files contain detailed information collected 

by the PSID that would be cumbersome to store on the study’s main files. Hence, 

the details have been relegated to special files and the information presented in 

a summarized form on the main files. Analysts wanting complete details on these 

topics must turn to the special public-release files. These files may have some 

stand-alone uses and contain some of the same information as the main files, but 

they are of greatest value if merged with the main PSID data. The special files 

are obtalnable through ICPSR; see Part 8 of this section for information about 

whom to contact. 

Demographic History Files. Each year since 1985, the interview has contained 

questions about a number of demographic events asked of PSID family members 

eligible for such events. The events include childbirth, adoption, marriage, 

separation and divorce. Retrospective histories of substitute-parenting 

activities were also collected in one wave--1985. Since the full detail on the 

various demographic events is desired by only a relatively small subset of 
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potent ial data users, but a sizable number of data users may want some of the 

detai 1, we disseminate two types of data products. One is the addition of 

individual-level summary variables to the main PSID data file, discussed under 

Marriage and Birth Histories--Individual-Level Summary Variables in Part 5 of this 

section and documented in Section II, Part 2. The other data products are special 

publicly-released, fully documented files containing all present-year and past- 

year detail of collected demographic history information. 

One of these files, the 1985 Ego-Alter file, contains all of the demographic 

history detail collected in the 1985 wave. A record on that file represents a 

pair of individuals related by marriage. childbirth, adoption, or substitute 

parenting (there is a variable indicating the type of record--marriage record, 

childbirth record, adoption record. or substitute-parenting record). The 

demographic history detail from the 1985 wave is based on comprehensive 

retrospective histories collected at that time. It includes detail about the 

timing and circumstances of the demOQrapniC event relating the pair of 

individuals--parenting or marriage--up to and including 1985. The 1985 Ego-81 ter 

file contains 41,368 records. has an LRECL of 82, and occupies 3.3 megabytes. 

Other demographic history files are being prepared to provide comparable data 

that is updated as of the PSID’s most recent year of released data. These files 

cover marital events or childbirth and adoption events and build from the 1985 

Ego-Alter file, adding events reported since 1985. The files are known as the 

Marriage History file and the Childbirth and Adoption History file. Like the 1985 

Ego-Alter file, they follow a one-event-per-record format (each record represents 

a pair of individuals related by the event specified in the file’s title-- 

marriage, childbirth or adoption). They differ from the 1985 Ego-Alter file in 

that (I) separate files are created for the different types of demographic events; 

(2) individuals reporting zero events of the specified type are included on the 

files (they were not included on the 1985 Ego-Alter file): (31, reports of post- 

1985 events are recorded, as are events from retrospective histories reported for 

individuals enterlng the PSI0 since 1985; and (4) they do not include substitute 

parenting events. These separate demographic history files are in preparation, 

and should be publicly available by the time of the printing of this document. 

The 1968-1985 Relationship File. The 1968-1985 Relationship file was 

released to ICPSR in October 1992. This file’ identifies the blood, marital, or 

cohabitational relationships between each pair of Individuals who were members of 

family units that descended from a common original 1968 family unit. The records 

include variables that identify the relationship of the pair in each of the 

eighteen years 1968 through 1985. Also included are sets of coresidence and PSID 

status variables designating whether each individual was present in a responding 

household for each of the eighteen years, and a modest number of variables serving 

as identifiers and basic demographic measures--age and gender. The file contains 

two records for each pair of individuals-- one record identifying the 1968-1985 

relationships of the first person to the second person and a second record 

identifying the 1968-1985 relationships of the second person to the first person. 

The relationship file was designed to clarify certain relationships between 

indlviduals co-residing In a given year, for example, to distinguish stepchildren 

from biological children and, when both are living in’their grandparents’ 

household, cousins from siblings. It also provides information about the 
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relationships of individuals who live in different family units in a given year. 

Relationships between persons living apart are focal to issues such as child 

support by non-custodial parents or support of frail parents in nursing homes. 

Used in combination with the extensive information available in the PSID’s 1968- 

1985 cross-year file, it offers the opportunity for rich analysis of living 

arrangements of individuals and families. 

The 1968-1985 Relationship file contains 426,680 records, has an LRECL of 

552. and occupies 235 megabytes. 

Part 7: The Work History Supplement File 

The employment histories with event dating include a fairly large amount of 

data for some Heads and Wives/“Wives” who experienced several job Changes. Thus, 

inclusion of all the data in each year from January 1983 until the time of the 

1988 interview is not feasible for the cross-year tape. Cross-year tapes were 

created for all Heads and Wives/“Wives” in any year from 1984 through 1987. These 

tapes contain the additional employment history data, if any, as well as the 

complete family-level record and include a complete record for each Head and each 

Wife/“Wifeu. For married couples, the family-level data are duplicated for the 

two persons. Unlike most PSID special files, the Work History Supplement file is 

a stand-alone data file, complete unto itself. The 1984-1987 Work History file, 

to take an example, contains 12,620 records, has an LRECL of 9.566, and occupies 

120.7 megabytes. 

Work history questions were extensively revised beginning in 1988. Their 

orientation is employer-based rather than position-based, as in 1984-1987. 

Current year information on weeks spent working, unemployed, and out of the labor 

force is no longer available. Extra job questions are more extensive, with the 

addition of month and year the extra employment began and ended. At this time, 

two plans are under consideration. One plan provides for release of a complete 

cross-year file of all work history data from 1984 through the present, with 

documentation explaining the differences between 1984-1987 and 1988 onward. The 

alternative is to release a cross-year file including only the 1988 and 1989 data 

for those who were Heads or Wives/“Wives” in 188 or 1989 but to keep the 1984-1987 

f 1 le separately available. 

Part 8: Data Available 

For each year of this study, both an individual-level and a family-level tape 

have been created. In addition, the family-level tape has been merged with the 

previous years’ family tapes so that there are two- through twenty-two-year cross- 

year family-level tapes. The individual-level data from years five through 

twenty-two were merged. These tapes contain all individuals with data in the 

current year. Additionally, beginning in 1984, we have created much expanded 

annual versions of the family-individual data that include all individuals ever in 

the study; that is, data for all nonresponse individuals are available as a 

separate file that can be concatenated with the usual data. See the introduction 

to the individual-level tape code in Section II, Part 2 of this volume. For a 

more detailed description of all of the tapes, see the User Guide to the PSID. 

Two tapes were also created using the 1967 S.E.O. data for the part of the sample 

that was originally interviewed by the Census. 
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Employment histories for 1984-1987, the 1985 Ego-Alter file, the 1985-1989 

Childbirth and Adoption file, the 1985-1989 Marriage History file and the 1968- 

1985 Relationship file are also available. Refer to Parts 6 and 7 above for brief 

descriptions. 

All inquiries for information about this study should be made in writinq to: - 

Member Services, Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, 

Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, P.D. Box 1248. Ann Arbor, 

Michigan 48106. Refer to ICPSR study number 7439, and please specify which 

datasets you need. 

Machine readable documentations for the 1985 through the 1989 waves are 

available upon special request. The 1989 version is comprised of four files: the 

first file contains material equivalent to our published Volume I: ,the second file 

includes Volume II, the numerical family and individual indexes and employment 

i ndex ; the third file contains the Family Alphabetical Index from Volume III; and 

the fourth file includes the Individual Alphabetical Index. These four files 

contain everything from the printed versions except the pages containing each 

year’s questionnaires and editing worksheets. The questionnaires and worksheets 

can also be obtained through ICPSR by special request. 

Part 9: Creating Family-Level Data from the Cross-Year Family-Individual Tape 

Since the twenty-two-year individual-level data tape is very unwieldy (with 

38,471 cases for both currently responding and nonresponding individuals and 

32,759 tape locations), and users might well be interested in analyzing the data 

largely on a family-level basis, we make suggestions on the creation of family 

files from the cross-year family-individual tapes. 

The structure of the individual-level tape combines family-level data for 

each person in the family unit together with information unique to that person. 

That is, each member of a family has family-level data identical with the data of 

all the other family members in that family. The following instructions remove 

the duplication of these data. Each individual is assigned a unique sequence 

number, which indicates the person’s position and status on the 1989 list of 

family members. Thus, the first person listed, the Head of the family, is 01, the 

second person listed is 02. and so on. To create a family-level file, it is 

necessary only to write onto a new tape those cases where V30607 (1989 Sequence 

Number) is equal to 01. since each family must have at least one member, although 

it may or may not have two or more.’ One may also, when creating the family- 

level tape, truncate the data at Vl7612. since most individual-level variables for 

the Head are also present at the family level. These instructions create a merged 

1968-1989 family-level file for currently responding families. 

For other years’ merged family-level files, the family-individual response 

and nonresponse files must be concatenated, and the Sequence Number variable for 

the latest desired year of data should be used. Again, this produces a file of 

‘It is suggested that V30607. Sequence Number, be used instead of V30608, 
Relationship to Head, because although each family has one and only one current 
Head (i.e.. where V30607 = 01-20 and V30608 = 10). it is possible that the prior 
year’s Head of the family has moved out since the previous interview and a new 
Head Is present for the current Interview. Relationship to Head for movers-out is 
coded with reference to the previous year’s Head, so for both the current Head and 
the previous Head, V30608 = IO. 
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families who were response in this latest year and eliminates families who had 

already become nonresponding. See the User Guide for more detail. 

Part 10: PSID User Guide 

The PSID staff has completed a User Guide to the panel study. The volume was 

designed to supplement, but not replace, the documentation volumes issued for each 

year’s data. It is published in a loose-leaf form, so that updates can easily be 

made. Chapters in the User Guide include PSID history, sample composition and 

weighting, how to deal with family composition and change, structure of the data 

tapes, study content, and other topics of interest to users. The User Guide is 

included with the set of documentation volumes that accompany an order for PSID 

tapes. It can be ordered separately as well. The Guide is being rewritten, and 

we expect to complete the new version in Fall 1993. For information on obtaining 

the User Guide, and other PSID products, contact Janet Vavra, Inter-University 

Consortium for Political and Social Research, P.D. Box 1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 

48106 (313) 763-5010. 

Part 11: PSID CD-RDhl 

Historically, PSID data files have been released through the Inter-University 

Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) on magnetic tape. For cross- 

year waves 1968-1987 and 1968-1988. the ICPSR released a field-test CD-ROM version 

of the rectangular cross-year family-individual response and nonresponse files. 

An ASCII version of these two files was mastered onto two CD-ROMs: the response 

file on one, and the nonresponse file on the other. SAS and SPSS-X program files 

were placed on the CD-ROMs to facilitate retrieval of data for users of those 

statistical software systems. 

The 1968-1989 CD-ROM version of the data is mastered onto only one disc and 

is formatted differently. Essentially this new file format consists of separate 

single-year files for family-level data (i.e.. 22 family files for 1968 through 

1989). and one cross-year file for individual-level data. 

Each family file contains one record for each family interviewed in that 

year. The records in each file are identified by the family ID for that year, 

i.e., usually the second variable in each year’s record--in 1984. for example, the 

family ID is VlOOO2; for 1989. Vl6302. The records are in sort order by this ID 

and contain the family-level variables for that year. 

The cross-year individual file contains one record for each person ever in a 

PSID family (i.e., both response and nonresponse individuals). The records in 

this file are identified by the 1968 family ID and person number (V32001 and 

V32002) and are in sort order by those variables. The file also contains the 

family ID (e.g., for 1984, V30429: for 1989, V30606) of the family with which the 

person was associated in each year and contains all individual-level variables for 

1968 through 1989. 

SAS and SPSS-X program files are also included on this CD-ROM. as mentioned 

above for the earlier versions. 

Please contact ICPSR as described in Part 8 above or the ICPSR representative 

at your Institution for further information. 



SECTION II 

TAPE CODES FOR WAVE XXII 

Part 1: Twenty-second-Year Family-Level Tape Code 

The following is the codebook for the twenty-second wave of family-level data 

from the interview schedule. The twenty-two-year individual-level codebook can be 

found in Part 2 of this section. The variable numbers and tape locations refer to 

those on the 1968-1989 cross-year tape. For family-level codes for the first five 

waves of this study, see A Panel Study of Income Dynamics, Volume II. Section II. 

The remainder of the family-level codes for Waves VI through XXI will be found in 

successive volumes entitled A Panel Study of Income Dynamics: Procedures and Tape 

Codes. The distributions for the following variables are weighted and based on 

all families interviewed in 1989. To generate distributions on field amounts, 

percent nonzero and mean nonzero values are provided for relevant variables. 

Tape Code Information 

The example below illustrates the information contained in this codebook for 

a typical variable. The numbers in brackets do not appear in the codebook, but 

refer to the explanations which follow this example. 

[ I] V16309 [2] ‘MODE OF INTERVIEW 89’ [3] TLOC= 28766 [4] MD=9 

151 Mode of Interview in 1989 

[IO]----- 
[Ill---- 

[61 [71 [81 r91 

576 5.2 0. Personal interview 
6,522 94.5 I . Telephone interview 

15 0.2 2. Mail interview 

[II 

[21 

[31 

I 0.0 9. NA 

Indicates the cross-year variable number. A variable number is assigned to 

each item in the study. (See the introduction to the numerical index, 

Section III, Part I of this volume, for a list of the range of variable 

numbers specific to each year.) 

Indicates the abbreviated variable name (maximum of 24 characters) used in 

the OSIRIS system to identify the variable for the user. This abbreviated 

variable name is identical to the variable name listed in the OSIRIS 

dictionary for this variable. It is also listed as a subheading of the 

printout when a variable is accessed in an OSIRIS program. When used in 

this manner, the abbreviated variable name can be useful as a cross- 

reference tool, as well as a way to avoid errors. Refer to the list of 

abbreviations below for some help in translating the names into sensible 

EnQl ish. 

Indicates the starting location and ending location for this variable when 

the data are stored on a magnetic tape in the OSIRIS format. 
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[41 

[51 

[61 
171 

181 
t91 
I*01 [Ill 

Indicates the code value for missing data. In this example, code values 

equalling nine are missing data (MD=S). Alternative statements for other 

variables are “MD=0 or GE 8” or “MD=GE 7. ” In cases where nothing is 

printed in this space, missing data are not permitted for the variable; 

values were either assigned for such cases, or missing data were 

impossible. 

Some analysis software packages (including the OSIRIS software package] 

require that certain types of data which the user desires to exclude from 

analysis can be designated as “missing data.” e.g., inappropriate, 

unascertained, or ambiguous data categories. Although these codes have 

been defined by the PSID staff as missing data categories, this does not 

mean that the user should not or cannot use them in a substantive role if 

so desired. 

Indicates the full question number that was used in the questionnaire, as 

well as the exact wording of the questionnaire item: for variables not 

coded directly from the questionnaire, such as generated data, an 

appropriate title appears here. 

Indicates the unweighted N for each code value. Blanks indicate that no 

cases have this value. 

Indicates the weighted percentages for each code value. Blanks indicate 

that no cases have this value. 

Indicates the code values occurring in the data for this variable. For 

variables containing field amounts, refer to the notes appearing directly 

below items [IO] and [II] for the range of data values. 

Indicates the textual definitions of the codes. Abbreviations commonly 

used in the code definitions are “DK” (Don’t Know), “NA” (Not Ascertained), 

and ” I nap. ‘I (Inappropriate]. 

Indicates the “% nonzero” value, where specified. These are weiahted. 

Indicates the “mean nonzero” value, where specified. These are weiqhted. 
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List of Standardizations of Common Abbreviations Used by the Panel Study 
in Generatinq Variable Names with OSIRIS (see item 2 above) 

ACC . . . 
ACCT : : . . 

Accuracy 
Account 

ACUM . . . . Accumulate 
ANN 
BEG : : : : : 

Annua 1 
Began; Begincning) 

BEN . . . . . Benefit(s) 
BUS Business 
CHKPNT : : : : Checkpoint 
CNTY . . . . . County 
COMM . . . . Commission 
COMP . . . . . Composition; Compensation 
COMPL 
CONDITN’ : : : 

Complete(d) 
Condition 

CONTR . . . Contribut(e/ion) 
CORP . . . Corporation 
CR . . . Care 
CS . . . . . . Coversheet 
CVD . . . Covered 
DED . . . . . Oeduct(ed/ion) 
OEF . . . Deferred 
OEG . . . Degree 
OIGT . . . . . Digit 
OIV . . . Dividends 
E . . . . . . Section of questionnaire (Section C or F) 

applying to those who are currently 
emp 1 oyed 

EARNR 
EOUC : : : : 

Earner 
Education 

ELIG . . . Eligible 
EMP(R) . . . . Employed; Employer 
EXC Except 
EXEMP’ : : : : Exemption(s) 
FA . . . . Father 
FAM 
FD ST’ 

Family 
: : : : Food Stamps 

FORML . . . Formula 
FR . . . . . . From 
GOVT . . . . . Government 
H or HD . . Head 
HOSP . . . . . Hospital(ized) 
HR(S) . . . Hour(s) 
HSEWRK . . . . Housework 
HTG . . . . Heating 
ILL . . . . . Illness 
IN0 
INHER’ : : : : 

Industry; Individual 
Inherit(ance/ed) 

IN(S) . . . . Insurance 
INT . . . Interest 
IW . . . . . . Interview 
LAB or LAB FRC Labor: Labor Force 
LF . . . . . . Life 
LFT . . . . Left 
LGST . . . . Largest 
LK(G) . . . Look( Looking 
LST . . . . . Last 
LTR . . . . . Later 
LVG . . . . . Living 
MARR . . . . . Marriage; Married 
MED 
MKT GARDN ’ : : 

Medlcal 
Market Gardening 

MNY . . . . . Money 
MO . Mother; Month 
MORT or’MTG’ 1 Mortgage 
MOS . . . . . Months 
MTRL . . . . . Maternity Leave 
NONFU . . . . Non-Family Unit Member 
OCC . . . . . Occupation 
OFUM . . . , . Other Family Unit Member (other than 

current Head/Wife/“Wife”) 
OPP . . . . . Opportunity 
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OT . . . . Overtime 
OTR 
PAY& : : : : 

Other person(s); Other 
Hourly rate, in dollars and cents 

RNisj 1 1 1 1 
Paid 
Pens ion 

PERM . . . . Permanent(ly1 
PLN Plan 
PMNT : : : : : Payment 
PN . . . . . . Person Number 
POS . . . . Position 
PRAC . . . . Practice 
PRES . . . Present 
PREV . . . Previous 
PRIN . . Principal 
PROF . . . Professional 
PROFT . Profit 
PROP . . Property 
PT . . Part; Portion: Private 
PY . . . Pay(s) 
R . . . . . . Section of questionnaire (Section E or H) 

applying to those who are currently 
ret i red, housewives, or students 

REC(0) . . . Receive(d) 
RELS . . . . . Relatives 
REM . . . . Remaining 
RET . Retire(d); 
RL EST : : : . 

Retirement 
Real Estate 

RQ . . . Require(d) 
SK . Sick 
S/O . . . . . Splitoff 
SPG . . . . . Spring 
ST . . . Start(ed); State 
STAT . . . . . Status 
STD Standard 
SUBSOY : : : : Subsidy 
SUPP(S) . Support; Supplement(s) 
SUPR . . Supervis(e/or) 
TOT . . . . . Total 
TRY.. . . . Transfer Income 
TX . 
TXBL ; : : : : 

Tax 
Taxable Income 

u . . . . . . Section of questionnaire (Section D or G) 
applying to those who are currently 
unemployed and looking for work 

UN . . . . . Union 
UNEMP 
UNINCORP : : : 

Unemployed; unempl oyment 
Unincorporated 

UTIL . . . . Utility; Utilities 
VAC 
WorWF’ : : : 

Vacat ion 
Wife 

WELFR . . . . We1 fare 
WHR . . . . . Where 

, Week 
i:KiDj : : : . Work(ed) 
WRKG . . . . Working 
WRKHRS . . . Work Hours 
WT . . . . . Weight 
WTR . . . , . Whether; if 
X Times; 
XPCi : : : : : Expect 

cross (as in cross-year) 

XTRA . . . . . Extra 
Y . . . . . . Income 
# . . . . . Number (of) 



1989 FAMILY TAPE CODE 

Vl6301 ‘STUDY NUMBER (714) ’ TLOC= 28745-28747 

Study Number 714 (Wave 21) 

Vi6302 ‘1989 INTERVIEW NUMBER ’ TLDC= 28748-28751 

1989 Interview Number 

The range of values for this variable is 0001-7114. 

V16303 ‘CURRENT STATE I TLOC= 28752-28753 MD=SS 

State of Residence at Time of 1989 Interview (PSID Code) 

Please refer to Appendix 1, Wave XIV documentation (1981 data), for state 
codes. 

99. NA 

Vl6304 ‘CURRENT COUNTY I TLDC= 28754-28756 MD=999 

County of Residence at Time of 1989 Interview (PSID Code) 

This variable is suppressed (filled with a field of zeroes) in the public 
release files to protect the anonymity of respondents. The codes are 
available in separate files to qualified users under special contractual 
arrangements with the PSIO; for more information, contact Terry Adams at 
(313) 763-6868 or (BITNET) userHCAA@UMICHUM. 

V16305 ‘CURRENT STATE+CNTY ’ TLOC= 28757-28761 MD=SSSSS 

State and County of Residence at Time of 1989 Interview (PSI0 Code) 

Please refer to Appendix 1, Wave XIV documentation (1981 data), for state 
codes. VI6303 and VI6304 are combined here into one variable; the first two 
digits represent the state code and the last three, the county. See the note 
at VI6304 above regarding suppression of county codes. 

V163D6 'SIZE LOST CITY/COUNTY 89' TLDC= 28762 MD=9 

Size of Largest City in County of Residence 

1,625 17.5 1. SMSA : largest city 500,000 or more 
1,774 25.9 2. SMSA : largest city lOO,OOO-499.999 

773 11.2 3. SMSA : largest city 50.000-99.999 
744 13.1 4. Non-SMSA : largest city 25.000-49.999 
982 15.3 5. Non-SMSA : largest city 10.000-24.999 

I, 164 16.3 6. Non-SMSA : largest city under 10,000 

52 0.6 9. NA; household is outside USA 

V16307 ‘SPLITOFF INDICATOR 89’ TLOC= 28763 

Splitoff Indicator: Color of Coversheet 

6,905 97.2 0. Beige (Main Family) 
209 2.8 1. Gray (Spl itoff 1 

V16308 ‘WHETHER REFUSED 89’ TLOC= 28764 MD=9 

Whether Initially Refused in 1989 

7.062 99.3 0. Never refused 
52 0.7 1. Refused at least once 

9. NA 

Vi6309 ‘RODE OF INTERVIEW 80’ TLOC= 28765 MD=9 

Mode of Interview in 1989 

576 5.2 0. Personal interview 
6,522 94.5 i. Telephone interview 

15 0.2 2. Mail interview 
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1 0.0 9. NA 

Vi6310 ‘FAM COMP CHANGE 89’ TLOC= 28766 

Codes 2 through 8 

5.471 79.6 0. 
1,001 12.0 I. 

206 2.8 2. 

1 IO 1.9 3. 
111 1.0 4. 

176 2.5 5. 

37 0.3 6. 

7. 

2 0.1 8. 

take priority over codes 0 and I. 

No change; no movers-in or movers-out of the family. 
Change in members other than Head or Wife/“Wlfe@’ only. 
Head is the same person as in 1988 but Wife/“Wife” left or 
died; Head has new Wife/“Wife”; used also when cohabiting, 
nonrelative female becomes “Wife.’ 
Wife/“Wife” from 1988 is now Head. 
1988 female Head got married --husband (usually a nonsample 
member) is now Head. Used also when cohabiting, 
nonrelative male becomes Head. 
Some sample member other than 1988 Head or Wife/“Wife” has 
become Head of this FU . (Used primarily for male and 
unmarried female splitoffs.) 
Some female other than 1988 Head got married and her 
husband (nonsample member) is now Head. (Used primarily 
for married female splitoffs.) 
Female Head in 1988 with husband in institution--husband in 
FU in 1989 and is now Head. 
Other (used for recombined families-- these are usually 1968 
Heads and Wives who have parted for a year or more, been 
interviewed separately, and who have reconciled at some 
time since the 1988 interview but prior to the 1989 
interview. 

V16311 ‘NUMBER MOVED IN 89’ TLOC= 28767 

mean nonzero 

6.108 88.6 
748 8.6 
151 I .9 

73 0.6 
21 0.2 

6 0.0 
4 0.0 
2 0.0 

0.0 

= I. 

0. 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

3 

Inap.: none; no change in family composition (Vl6310=0) 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine or more 

V16312 ‘WHO MOVED IN 89’ TLOC= 28768 

Relationship to 1989 Head of Person(s) Who Moved Into FU between 1988 and 
1989 Waves 

If more than one person moved in, the person with the highest priority was 
coded. The codes are in order of priority. 

276 3.4 I. Head of family; splitoff interview (Vl6307=I) 
71 0.8 2. Wife 

406 4.3 3. Chi Id. stepchi Id 
22 0.3 4. Sib1 ing 

9 0.1 5. Parent 
76 0.5 6. Grandchild, great-grandchild 
49 0.5 7. In-laws and other relatives 
97 1.5 8. Nonrelative 

9. Husband of 1989 Head 

6,108 88.6 0. Inap. : no change in family composition (Vl6310=0): no one 
moved in (Vi6311=0) 

V16313 ‘NUMBER MOVED OUT 89’ TLOC= 28769 

Number of Persons Who Moved Out of FU between 1988 and 1989 Waves 

mean nonzero = 1.3 
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6,446 90.3 0. Inap.: none; splitoff interview (V16307=1); no change in 
family composition (Vl6310=0) 

503 7.4 1. Dne 
107 1.6 2. Two 

34 0.5 3. Three 
15 0.1 4. Four 

5 0.0 5. Five 
3 0.0 6. Six 
I 0.0 7. Seven 

8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

V16314 ’ WHD MOVED OUT 89’ TLDC= 28770 

Relationship to Last Year’s Head of Person(s) Who Moved Out/Died between 1988 
and 1989 Waves 

If more than one person moved out, the person with the highest priority was 
coded. The codes are in order of priority. 

113 1.9 1. Head of family 
93 1.6 2. Wife 

299 4.3 3. Chi Id, stepchild 
31 0.3 4. Sib1 ing 
17 0.3 5. Parent 
32 0.4 6. Grandchild, great-grandchild 
39 0.3 7. In-law or other relative 
44 0.6 8. Nonrelative (including foster child) 

9. Husband of 1988 Head 

6,446 90.3 0. Inap. : splitoff interview (Vl6307=1); no change in family 
composition (Vl6310=0); no one moved out (V16313--0) 

V16315 ‘CURRENT FAM COMP 89’ TLOC= 28771 

1989 Family Composition 

6,389 91.5 I. Head (and immediate family: wife/“wife,” husband and/or 
children. if any) only 

539 5.8 2. FU contains other relatives of Head, such as siblings, in- 
laws, parents, etc. 

186 2.7 3. FU contains people unrelated to Head, such as foster 
children and friends. 

V16316 ‘CURRENT HSEHOLD COMF’ 89’ TLOC- 28772 

1989 Household Composition 

288 3.2 4. This FU is a primary household containing a secondary which 
was interviewed separately. 

75 1.3 5. This FU is a primary household containing a secondary which 
was neither included in this FU nor interviewed separately. 

331 3.8 6. This FU is a secondary household contained within a primary 
which was interviewed-separately. 
This FU is a secondary household contained within a pr 
which was neither included in this FU nor interviewed 
separately. 

mary 

This FU is a primary household in the same HU (housing 
unit) with another primary which was interviewed 
separately. 
This FU is a primary household in the same HU (housing 

125 1.7 7 

25 0.3 8 

i41 2.8 9 
unit) with another primary which was neither included in 
this FU nor interviewed separately. 

6.129 87.0 0. Inap. : this FU does not share the HU with other persons 

V16317 ‘68 IDU OF HOUSEHOLDER 89’ TLOC= 28773-28776 MD=9999 

1968 ID Number of Householder 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-2930 indicate that the 1989 
householder was a member of a panel family from the SRC cross-section sample. 
Values in the range 5001-6872 denote that the householder was a member of a 
panel family from the Census sample. 

9999, NA who is householder 
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0000. Inap.: householder has never been in study: FU is in 
institution 

V16318 ‘PERW OF HOUSEHOLDER 89‘ TLOC= 28777-2877s MD=999 

Person Number of Householder 

Values for this variable in the range 001-227 indicate the actual person 
number of the householder. 

999. NA who is householder (V16317=9999) 

000. Inap. : householder has never been in study; FU is in 
institution 

VI6319 ‘AGE OF HOUSEHOLDER 89’ TLOC= 28780-28781 MD=99 

Age of Householder 

This variable represents the actual age (01-97) of the householder. 

98. Ninety-eight years old or older 

99. NA age: NA who is householder (Vl6317=9999) 

00. Inap. : FU is in institution 

V16320 ‘SEX OF HOUSEHOLDER 89’ TLOC= 28782 MO=9 

Sex of Householder 

4,732 65.2 1. Male 
1,904 27.9 2. Fema 1 e 

299 5.0 9. NA sex: NA who is householder (V16317=9999) 

179 2.0 0. Inap.: FU is in institution 

Vi6321 ‘REL HHDLDER TO FU HD 89’ TLDC- 28783-28784 MD=99 

Relationship of Householder to Head of this FU 

51 0.4 

19 0.2 

2 0.0 

3.8 

0.1 

300 

21 

15 0.3 

6.064 86.0 

11 0. I 

13 0. I 

26 0.3 

I 0.0 

IO. 

20. 

22. 

30. 

33. 

35. 

37. 

38. 

40. 

47. 

48. 

50. 

57. 

Head in 1989; 1988 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1989 interview 

Legal wife in 1989; 1988 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1989 interview 

“Wife”--female cohabitor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more x who was present in the 1988 family, since 
consecutive interviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart; 1988 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1989 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchi 1 dren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not chi ldren of Head) 

Son or daughter of “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whosemother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or? sister-in-law of Head: i.e., brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
relationship code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 
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7 0.1 58. 

60. 

65. 

18 66. 

3 67. 

68. 

69. 

17 

6 

1 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

83. 

22 

4 

I 

I 

88. 

90. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

35 

0.2 

0.0 

0.1 

0. I 

0.0 

0.4 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.7 

4.9 

2.0 

98. 

297 

179 

VI6322 

99. 

00. 

‘DUALITY OF MATCH 89’ TLOC= 28785 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
relationship code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only leaal 
wife’s (code 201 grandchildren; those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only legal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren; those of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 20) 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 
Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 

Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 
child’s parent is coded 88) 

First-year cohabitor of Head 

Legal husband of Head 

Other relative of Head 

Other relative of legal wife (code 20) 

Other relative of cohabitor (the cohabitor’s code=22 or 
88) 

Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU. etc.) 

NA relationship; NA who is householder (V16317=9999) 

Inap. : FU is in institution 

Quality of Match 

7.080 99.8 0. Perfect or near perfect match 
22 0.1 I. Fair match 
12 0.0 2. Poor match 

5. No match 

V16323 ‘TYPE INSTITUTION 89’ TLOC= 28786 MD=9 

Type of Institution for Entire FU 

107 0.9 1. Armed forces, whether living on or off base 
39 0.3 2. Prison, jail, penitentiary, etc. 
27 0.7 3. Health care facility--hospital, nursing home 

4 0.1 4. Educational facility--dormitory, other on-campus housing, 
etc. 

3 0.1 7. Other 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,933 98.0 0. Inap. : not in institution 

VI6324 ‘1989 HOUSE VALUE (AS) ’ TLOC= 28787-28792 

House Value in 1989 (Question A91 

% nonzero = 60.9 
mean nonzero = 96.941.7 
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The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 represent the value 
of the home in whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. 

000000. Inap.: not a home owner (V16641.5 or 8) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

VI6325 ‘ACC 89 HOUSE VALUE ’ TLOC= 28793 

Accuracy of VI6324 (House value) 

7.003 98.1 0. Inap.: no assignment; not a home owner (V16324=000000/ 
V16641=5 or 8) 

42 0.7 I. Minor assignment 
44 0.7 2. Major assignment 
25 0.5 3. Complex property, requiring allocation of house value 

between dwelling and other purposes of building/land. 

VI6326 ‘1989 REM MDRT PRIN (All)’ TLOC= 28794-28799 

Remaining Mortqage Principal in 1989 (Question All) 

% nonzero = 37.3 
mean nonzero = 48.327.7 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 represent the 
principal currently owed from all mortgages or land contracts on the home in 
whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. 

000000. Inap. : not a home owner (V16324=000000/V16641=5 or 8); 
no mortgage on home (Vl6642=5 or 9) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

VI6327 ‘ACC REM MORT PRIN I TLOC= 28800 

Accuracy of VI6326 (Remaining mortoaae principal) 

6,987 98.3 0. Inap.: no assignment; not a home owner (V16324~000000/ 
Vl6641=5 or 8): no mortgage on home (Vl6326=OOOOOO/Vl6642=5 
or 91 

34 0.4 1. Minor assignment 
63 0.7 2. Major assignment 
30 0.6 3. Complex property, requiring allocation of house value 

between dwelling and other purposes of building/land. 

VI6328 ‘GOVT SUBSIDY OF HTG (A7)’ TLOC= 28801-28804 MD=9999 

Government Subsidy of Heating Costs Received for the Winter of 1988-1989 
(Duestion A71 

% nonzero = 4.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 300.3 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-9997 represent the actual 
amount of governmental subsidies of heating costs in whole dollars. Note 
that this variable contains missing data values. 

9998. $9998 or more 

9999. NA; DK 

woo. Inap.: none; received no government heating subsidies 
(V16640=5 or 9) 

VI6329 ‘HD MAIN JO6 WRKHRS 88 ’ TLOC= 28805-28808 

1989 Head’s Annual Hours Worked on Main Job in 1988 

% nonzero = 75.9 
mean nontero = 1.951.2 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5840 represent the annual work 
hours on all main jobs; all missing data were assigned. This variable was 
calculated from the product of 878 x B79 or C70 x C71. 

OOOQ. Inap.: none; did not work in 1988 
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VI6330 ‘ACC HD 88 MAIN 308 WRKHR’ TLOC= 28809 

Accuracy of VI6329 (Head’s annual hours worked on main job in 1988) 

6.991 98.4 0. Inap. : no assignment; did not work in 1988 (Vl6329=0000) 
52 0.8 I. Minor assignment 
71 0.8 2. Major assignment 

VI6331 ‘HD OVERTIME WRKHRS 88 ’ TLOC= 28810-28813 

% nonzero = 16.0 
mean nonzero = 114.2 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5840 represent the annual 
overtime hours worked on all main jobs if reported separately from regular 
work hours: all missing data were assigned. The data for this variable were 
found at B81 or C73. 

0000. Inap.: none: did not work in 1988 (V16329=0000); did not 
work overtime in 1988 (Vi6760=5 or 9) 

VI6332 ‘ACC HD 88 OVERTIME WRKHR’ TLDC= 28814 

Accuracy of VI6331 (Head’s annual hours of overtime in 1988) 

48 0.6 1. Minor assignment 
8 0.1 2. Major assignment 

7.058 99.3 0. Inap. : no assignment; did not work in 1988 (Vl6329=00001; 
did not work overtime in 1988 (V16331=0000) 

VI6333 #HD XTRA JOB WRKHRS 88 ’ TLDC= 28815-28818 

1989 Head’s Annual Hours Worked on Extra Jobs in 1988 

% nonzerp = 13.6 
mean nonzero = 402.6 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5840 represent the annual work 
hours on all extra jobs: all missing data were assigned. This variable was 
calculated from the product of B88 x B89 + BIOO x BIOI or C80 x C81 + C92 x 
c93. 

0000. Inap.: none; did not work in 1988 (V16329=0000); no 
extra job (V16761=5 or 9 or V17080=5 or 9) 

V16334 ‘ACC HD 88 XTRA JOB WRKHR’ TLOC= 28819 

Accuracv of VI6333 (Head’s annual hours worked on extra jobs in 1988) 

6,984 98.1 0. Inap. : no assignment; did not work in 1988 (Vl6329~0000); 
no extra job (Vl6333=,OOOO/Vl6761=5 or 9 or V17080=5 or 9) 

47 0.6 1. Minor assignment 
83 1.3 2. Major assignment 

Vl633B ‘HD ANN WRK HRS IN 88 ’ TLOC= 28820-28823 

% nonzero = 75.9 
mean nonzero = 2.047.9 

The values for this variable in the range OOOi-5840 represent the total 
annual work hours on all jobs including overtime; all missing data were 
assigned. This variable is the sum of Vl6329, Vi6331. and V16333. 

oooo. Inap. : none; did not work in 1988 (Vl6329=0000) 

VI6336 ‘HD HRS WRK LOST OTR ILL ’ TLOC= 28824-28827 

1989 Head’s Annual Hours of Work Missed Because Someone Else was Ill in 1988 

X nonzero = 8.4 
mean nonzero = 47.1 
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The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
annual hours : all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying B61 or C56 by 40. - 

0000. Inap.: none: missed no work through illness of others 
(Vl6746=5 or 9 or Vl6909=5 or 9); never worked (VI683315 
or 9); not working now and last worked before 1988 
(V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

V16337 ‘ACC HD HR LOST OTR ILL ’ TLOC= 28828 

Accuracv of VI6336 (Head’s annual hours of work missed because someone else 

7, III 100.0 0. Inap. : no assignment: missed no work through illness Of 

others (Vi6336=0000): never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); not 
working now and last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97- 
99) 

1 Minor assignment 
3 0.0 2. Major assignment 

VI6338 ‘HD HRS WRK LOST OWN ILL ’ TLOC= 28829-28832 

% nonzero = 31.5 
mean nonzero = 156.6 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-3280 represent the actual 
annual hours: all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying 864 or C59 by 80 for the first eight weeks and by 60 for any 
weeks thereafter- 

woo. Inap.: none: missed no work through own illness 
(V16748=5 or 9 or Vl6911=5 or 9); never worked (Vl6833=5 
Or 9); not working now and last worked before 1988 
(V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

VI6339 ‘ACC HD HRS LOST OWN ILL ' TLOC= 28833 

7,110 100.0 0. Inap. : no assignment: missed no work through own illness 
(Vl6338=0000); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); not working 
now and last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

2 0.0 I. Minor assignment 
2 0.0 2. Major assignment 

Vl6340 ‘HD STRIKE HOURS 88 ’ TLOC= 28834-28837 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero = 448.8 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
annual hours: all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying B70 or C62 by 40. 

0000. Inap. : none; missed no work through strikes (Vi6752=5 or 
9 or Vl6913=5 or 9): never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); not 
working now and last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 
97-99) 

Vi6341 ‘ACC HD STRIKE HRS 88 ’ TLOC= 28838 

Accuracy of VI6340 (Head’s annual hours on strike in 1988) 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: no assignment; missed no work through strikes 
(V1634OQOOD); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); not working 
now and last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

I. Minor assignment 
2. Major asslgnment 

VI6342 ‘HD UNEMP HRS 88 I TLOC= 28839-28842 
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1989 Head’s Annual Hours of Unemployment in 1988 

% nonzero = 10.5 
mean nonzero = 566.1 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
annual hours: all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying B73 or C7 or C65 by 40. - 

0000. Inap. : none; was not unemployed or laid off during 1988 
(Vl6754=5 or 9 or Vl6836=5 or 9 or Vl6915=5 or 9) 

V16343 ‘ACC 88 HD UNEMP HRS ’ TLOC= 28843 

Accuracy of Vi6342 (Head’s annual hours of unemployment in 1988) 

7.090 99.7 0. Inap. : no assignment; was not unemployed or laid off during 
1988 (Vl6342=0000) 

2 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
22 0.2 2. Major assignment 

V16344 ‘HD HRS OUT LBR FORCE 88 ’ tLOC= 28844-28847 

1989 Head’s Annual Hours Out of the Labor Force in 1988 

% nonzero = 30.5 
mean nonzero = 1,787.4 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
annual hours: all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying B76 or C68 by 40. If Head had not worked since January I. 1988, 
the weeks used for computation here were all those not included at C7. 

0000. Inap. : none; not out of the labor force during 1988 
(V16756=5 or 9 or VI6837152 or Vl6917=5 or 9) 

V16345 ‘ACC 88 HD HR OUT LBR FRC’ TLOC= 28848 

Accuracy of VI6344 (Head’s annual hours out of the labor force in 1988) 

7,082 99.6 0. Inap. : no assignment; not out of the labor force during 
1988 (Vl6344=0000) 

4 0.1 1. Minor assignment 
28 0.3 2. Major assignment 

B: Vi6346 through VI6357 were coded from questions B74 and B77 for Heads who 
were working at the time of the interview. Information for unemployed Heads was 
taken from questions C5. C8. C66 and C69. 

V18346 ‘HO UNEMP/OUT LBR JAN 88 ’ TLOC= 28848 MD=9 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force- 
January 1988 

393 4.1 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,594 26.1 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 

4 0.0 3. - Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

16 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

77 0.8 9. NA; DK 

5.030 68.9 0. Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

V16347 ‘HD UNEMP/OUT LBR FEB 88 ’ TLOC= 28850 MD=5 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force- 
February 1988 

374 3.9 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 
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1.577 25.8 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 

2 0.0 3. - Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

16 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

78 0.8 9. NA: DK 

5.067 69.4 0. Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

VI6348 ‘HD UNEMP/OUT LBR MAR 88 ’ TLOC= 28851 MD-S 

Head ’ s 
1988 

327 

1,571 

4 

17 

85 

5,110 

Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force-March 

3.4 1 

25.6 2 

0.1 3 

0.1 7 

Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 
Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

0.8 9. NA; OK 

70.0 0. Inap.: was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

VI6349 ‘HD UNEMP/DUT LBR APR 88 ’ TLDC= 28852 MD=9 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force-April 

302 3.2 I. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,567 25.6 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 

4 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

17 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

85 0.8 9. NA; DK 

5.139 70.2 0. Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

Vi6350 ‘HD UNEMP/OUT LBR MAY 88 ’ TLOC= 28853 MD=9 

Head ’ s 
1988 

281 

Employment Events : Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force-May 

1.579 

2 

16 

2.9 I 

25.7 2 

0.0 3 

0.1 7 

87 0.9 9 NA; DK 

5.149 70.4 0 Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 
Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

VI6351 ‘HD UNEMP/DUT LBR 3UN 88 ’ TLOC= 28854 MD=9 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force-June 
1988 

263 2.6 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but n& out of the 
labor force during this month 

I.577 25.9 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 
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3 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

16 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

88 0.9 9. NA; DK 

5,167 70.5 0. Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

V16352 ‘HO UNEMP/OUT LBR JUL 88 I TLOC= 29855 MO=9 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force-July 
1988 

262 2.6 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1.586 26.2 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 

4 0.1 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

14 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

86 0.9 9. NA; DK 

5,162 70.2 0. Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

Vi6353 ‘HD UNEMP/OUT LBR AUG 88 ’ TLOC= 28856 MD=9 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force- 
August 1988 

263 2.6 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1.581 26.3 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 

5 0.1 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

14 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

81 0.9 9. NA; OK 

5.170 70.1 0. Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

V16354 ‘HD UNEMP/OUT LBR SEP 88 ’ TLOC= 28857 MD=9 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force- 
September 1988 

234 2.4 1 

1.591 26.2 2 

3 0.0 3 

13 0.1 7 

Was unemployed/temporarily laid of f 
labor force during this month 
Was out of the labor.force but not - 
laid off 
Was both unemployed/temporarily la 
labor force during this month 
Was either unemployed/temporarily 
labor force but NA which one 

but not out of the 

unemployed/temporarily 

d off and out of the 

aid off or out of the 

83 0.9 9 NA; DK 

5.190 70.4 0. Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

V18355 ‘HD UNEMP/DUT LBR OCT 88 ’ TLOC= 28858 MD=9 

Head’s Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force- 
October 1988 

229 2.1 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1.582 26.1 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 

6 0.1 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 
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12 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

79 0.9 9. NA; DK 

5,206 70.8 0. Inap.: was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

V16359 ‘HD UNEMP/OUT LBR NOV 88 ’ TLOC- 28859 MD=9 

Head’s Employment 
November 1988 

251 2.4 I. 

1,574 26.1 2. 

6 0.1 3. 

12 0.1 7. 

78 0.9 9. 

5,193 70.5 0. 

Events : Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force- 

Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 
Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 
Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

NA; OK 

Inap.: was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

Vl8357 ‘HO UNEMP/OUT LBR OEC 88 1 TLOC= 28860 MD=9 

Head’s Employment 
December 1988 

285 2.8 1. 

1,588 26.2 2. 

6 0.1 3. 

12 0.1 7. 

75 0.9 9. 

5. i48 70.0 0. 

Events : Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor Force- 

Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off 
Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

NA; DK 

Inap. : was neither unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out 
of the labor force during this month 

VlB358 ‘WIFE IN FU? I TLOC= 28881 

Is there a Wife/“Wife” in FU? 

4,060 52.4 1. Yes 

3.054 47.6 5. No 

V16359 ‘WF MAIN 308 WRKHRS 88 ’ TLOC= 28862-29885 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours Worked on Main Job In 1988 

% nonzero = 34.8 
mean nonzero = 1,516.O 

The values for thts variable in the range DOOI-5840 represent the annual work 
hours on all jobs; all missing data were assigned. This variable was 
calculated from the product of D78 x 079 or E70 x E71. - 

0000. Inap. : none; did not work In 1988; no wlfe/“wife” 
(Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

V16380 ‘ACC WF 88 MAIN JOB WRKHR’ TLOC= 28866 

Accuracy of Vi6359 (Wife’s/‘Wife‘s” annual hours worked on main job In 19881 

7.051 99.3 0. Inap. : no assignment; no wife/nwife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00): 
did not work in 1988 (V16359=OODO) 

27 0.3 1. Minor assignment 
36 0.4 2. Major assignment 

Vl6361 ‘WF OVERTIME WRKHRS 88 ’ TLOC= 28887-28870 
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1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours of Overtime in 1988 

% nonzero = 6.1 
mean nonzero = 79.5 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5840 represent the annual 
overtime hours worked on all main jobs if reported separately from regular 
work hours; all missing data were assigned. The data for this variable were 
found at D81 or E73. 

0000. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6358=5/Vl6633= 00); 
did not work in 1988 (Vl6359=0000); did not work 
overtime in 1988 (Vl7079=5 or 9) 

Vi6362 ‘ACC WF 88 OVERTIME WRKHR’ TLOC= 2887 1 

Accuracy of V16361 (Wife’s/“Wife’s” annual hours of overtime in 1988) 

23 0.3 1. Minor assignment 
I 0.0 2. Major assignment 

7,090 99.7 0. Inap.: no assignment; no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6358=5/ 
Vl6633=00); did not work in 1988 (Vl6359=0000): did not 
work overtime in 1988 (V16361=0000) 

Vi6363 ‘WF XTRA JOB WRKHRS 88 ’ TLOC= 28872-28875 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours Worked on Extra Jobs in 1988 

% nonzero = 3.7 
mean nonzero = 320.9 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5840 represent the annualized 
work hours on all extra jobs: all missing data were assigned. This variable 
was calculated from the product of D88 x D89 + DIOO x DIOI or E80 x E81 + ES2 
x E93. 

0000. Inap. : none: did not work in 1988 (Vl6359=0000); no 
wife/“wife” (V16358=5/V16633=00): no extra job (Vl7080=5 
or 9 or Vl7241=5 or 9) 

Vl6364 ‘ACC WF 88 XTRA JOB WRKHR’ TLOC= 28876 

Accuracy of Vi6363 (Wife’s/“Wife’s” annual hours worked on extra jobs in 
1988) 

7,079 99.6 0. Inap. : no assignment; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); 
did not work in 1988 (V16359=0000); no extra job 
(Vl6363=0000) 

20 0.3 1. Minor assignment 
15 0.1 2. Major assignment 

Vi6365 ‘WF ANN WRK HRS IN 88 ’ TLOC= 28877-28880 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Total Annual Work Hours in 1988 

% nonzero = 34.8 
mean nonzero = 1.563.6 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5840 represent the actual 
total annual hours on all jobs: all missing data were assigned. This 
variable is the sum of Vl6359, Vl6361 and V16363. 

0000. Inap.: none: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did 
not work in 1988 (Vl6359=0000) 

VlB3BB ’ WF HRS WRK LOST OTR ILL ’ TLDC= 28881-28884 

1989 Wife’s/nWife’s” Annual Hours of Work Missed Because Someone Else was Ill 
in 1988 

% nonzero = 7.1 
mean nonzero = 56.7 
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The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
annual hours ; all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying D61 or E56 by 40. 

0000. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); missed 
no work through illness of others (Vl7065=5 or 9 or 
VI722855 or 9): never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9): not 
working now and last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01-87, 
97-99) 

V16367 ‘ACC WF HR LOST OTR ILL ' TLDC= 28885 

Accuracy of VI6366 (Wife’s/“Wife’s” annual hours of work missed because 
someone else was ill in 1988) 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap. : no assignment: no wife/“wife* (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); 
missed no work through illness of others (Vl6366=0000); 
never worked (VI715215 or 9); not working now and last 
worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01-87, 97-99) 

1 . Minor assignment 
2. Major assignment 

V16368 ‘WF HRS WRK LOST OWN ILL ’ TLOC- 28886-28889 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours of Illness in 1988 

% nonzero = 13.8 
mean nonzero = 172.2 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-3280 represent the actual 
annual hours ; all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying D64 or E59 by 80 for the first eight weeks and by 60 for any 
weeks thereafter. 

0000. Inap.: none: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); missed 
no work through own illness (Vl7067=5 or 9 or VI723055 
or 9); never worked (VI715255 or 9); not working now and 
last worked before 1988 (Vi7154=01-87. 97-99) 

V16369 ‘ACC WF HRS LOST OWN ILL ' TLDC= 28990 

Accuracy of Vl6368 (Wife’s/“Wife’s” annual hours of illness in 1988) 

7,111 100.0 0. Inap. : no assignment: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); 
missed no work through own illness (V16368=0000); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); not working now and last worked 
before 1988 (Vl7154=01-87. 97-99) 

1 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
2 0.0 2. Major assignment 

V16370 ‘WF STRIKE HOURS 88 ’ TLOC= 29991-28894 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours on Strike in 1988 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
annual hours; all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying D70 or E62 by 40. 

0000. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/V16633=00): missed 
no work through strikes (Vl7071=5 or 9 or Vl7232=5 or 
9); never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); not working now and 
last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01-87. 97-99) 

V16371 ‘ACC WF STRIKE HRS 88 I TLOC= 28895 

Accuracy of Vi6370 (Wife’s/“WifeJsu annual hours on strike in 1988) 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap.: no assignment; no wife/“wife (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); 
missed no work through strikes (Vl6370=0000); never worked 
(Vl7152=5 or 9); not working now and last worked before 
1988 (Vl7154=01-96. 97-99) 

1. Minor assignment 
2. Major assignment 
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V16372 ’ WF UNEMP HRS 88 I TLOC= 28896-28899 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours of Unemployment in 1988 

% nonzero = 3.4 
mean nonzero = 624.2 

The va 
annua 1 
multip 

ues for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
hours ; all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
ying D73 or E7 z E65 by 40. 

0000. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” (Vi6358=5/V16633=00): was 
not unemployed or laid off during 1989 (Vl7073=5 or 9 or 
V17155=5 or 9 or Vi723415 or 9) 

V16373 ‘ACC WF UNEMP HRS 88 ’ TLOC= 28900 

Accuracy of Vi6372 (Wife’s/“Wife’s” annual hours of unemployment in 1988) 

7,105 99.9 0. Inap. : no assignment; no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/V16633=00); 
was not unemployed or laid off during 1988 (Vi6372=0000) 

1. Minor assignment 
9 0.1 2. Major assignment 

V16374 ‘WF HRS OUT LBR FORCE 88 ’ TLOC= 28901-28904 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours Out of the Labor Force in 1988 

% nonzero = 23.4 
mean nonzero = 1.785.3 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 represent the actual 
annual hours; all missing data were assigned. This variable was computed by 
multiplying D76 or E68 by 40. If Wife/“Wife” 
had not worked si;;ce January i. 1988, 

was not currently working and 
the weeks used for computation here 

were all those not included at E7. 

0000. Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” (Vi6358=5/Vi6633=00); not 
out of the labor force during 1998 (Vi7075=5 or 9 or 
V17156=52 or V17236*5 or 9) 

V 16375 ‘ACC WF 88 HR OUT LBR FRC’ tLOC= 28905 

Accuracy of Vi6374 (Wife’s/“Wife’s” annual hours out of the labor force in 
1988) 

7.094 99.7 0. Inap. : no assignment; no wife/“wife’ (Vi6358=5/Vl6633=00); 
not out of the labor force during 1988 (Vl6374=0000) 

4 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
i6 0.2 2. Major assignment 

m: Vi6376 through V16387 were coded from questions D74. and 077 for Wives/ 
P’Wivesl@ who were working at the time of the interview. Information for 
unemployed Wives/nWivesB’ was taken from questions E5. E8, E66 and E69. 

V16376 ‘WF UNEMP/DUT LBR JAN 88 ’ TLOC= 28908 MD=Q 

Wife’s/HWlfe’su Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-January 1988 

Ill 1.2 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1.358 20.0 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

2 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laboqrce during this month 

9 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

34 0.3 9. NA; DK 

5.600 78.5 0. Inap. : no wife/‘wife’ (Vi6358=5/Vi6633=00); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 
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V16377 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR FEB 98 ’ TLOC- 29907 MD=9 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-February 1988 

106 1.1 I. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,353 19.9 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

2 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

9 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

34 0.3 9. NA; OK 

5,610 78.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/V16633=00): was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

V16378 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR MAR 88 ’ TLOC= 28908 MD=9 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-March 1988 

99 1.1 I. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,348 19.9 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

5 0.1 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

10 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

35 0.3 9. NA; DK 

5,617 78.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

Vi6379 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR APR 98 ’ TLOC= 28909 MD-9 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-Apr i 1 1988 

99 1.1 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,350 19.9 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

2 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

9 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

34 0.3 9. NA; DK 

5,620 78.6 0. Inap.: no wife/‘wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00): was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

VlB390 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR MAY 88 ’ TLOC- 28910 MD=9 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-May 1988 

96 1.0 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,355 20.1 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
-- laid off during this month 

3 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

9 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

36 0.3 9. NA: DK 

5.615 78.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=DO); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 
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Vi6381 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR JUN 88 ’ TLOC= 28811 MD=8 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-June 1988 

99 1.1 1 

1,366 20.2 2 

2 0.0 3 

9 0.1 7 

37 0.3 9 NA; OK 

5,601 78.3 0 Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vi6358=5/Vl6633=00); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
iabor force during this month 
Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 

- laid off during this month 
Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 
Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

V16382 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR 3UL 88 ’ TLOC= 28812 MO=8 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-July 1988 

113 1.2 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the - 
labor force during this month 

1.360 20.1 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

5 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

9 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

34 0.3 9. NA; OK 

5,593 78.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/V16633=00); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

V16383 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR ALIG 88 ’ TLOC= 28813 MD-8 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-August 1988 

109 1.1 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,361 20.2 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

1 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

7 0.1 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

33 0.3 9. NA: OK 

5,603 78.4 0. Inap. : no wife/‘wife” (Vl6358~5/Vl6633=00); was. neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

V16384 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR SEP 88 ’ TLOC= 28814 MD=8 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-September 1988 

98 1.0 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1.333 18.8 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

3 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

4 0.0 7. Was either unemployed/temporarfly laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

34 0.3 8. NA; OK 

5,642 78.9 0. Inap. : no wife/Ywifeu (Vl6358=5/Vj6633=OQ); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 
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V16385 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR OCT 88 ’ TLOC= 28815 MD=8 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-October 1989 

86 1.0 I. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,321 19.7 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

4 0.0 3. - Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

4 0.0 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

35 0.3 9. NA; DK 

5,654 79.0 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (Vi6359=5/Vl6633=00); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

V16386 ‘WF UNEWP/OUT LSR NDV 88 ’ TLOC- 28816 MD=8 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-November 1988 

91 0.9 I. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1,326 19.8 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
laid off during this month 

2 0.0 3. - Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
labor force during this month 

4 0.0 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

35 0.3 9. NA; DK 

5.656 79.0 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vi6633=00); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

V16387 ‘WF UNEMP/OUT LBR DEC 88 ’ TLOC= 28917 MD=9 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Employment Events: Whether Unemployed or Out of the Labor 
Force-December 1988 

89 0.9 1. Was unemployed/temporarily laid off but not out of the 
labor force during this month 

1.338 19.9 2. Was out of the labor force but not unemployed/temporarily 
- laid off during this month 

2 0.0 3. Was both unemployed/temporarily laid off and out of the 
laborforce during this month 

5 0.0 7. Was either unemployed/temporarily laid off or out of the 
labor force but NA which one 

32 0.3 -9. NA; DK 

5,638 78.9 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife (Vi6358=5/Vl6633=00); was neither 
unemployed/temporarily laid off nor out of the labor force 
during this month 

V16388 ‘# MAJOR ADULTS I TLOC= 28818 

Number of Major Adults - 1989 Head and Wife/“Wife” Onlv 

2 0.1 0. Single Head who ik senile, etc. 
3.051 47.5 I. One major adult (Head or Wife/‘Wife’) 
4.061 52.4 2. Two major adults (Head and Wife/“Wife”) 

Vi6388 ‘1888 FAMILY SIZE I TLOC= 28818-28820 

Family Size in 1989 (Number of members in the family unit at time of 
interview) 

mean = 2.4 

The range of possible values for this variable is at least 01 but not more 
than 20. The code value represents the actual number of persons in the FU, 
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and has the same value as V16630. There are no missing data in this 
variable. 

Vl6380 ‘W REQUIRED ROOMS I TLOC= 28821 

Number of Rooms Required for FU of This Size, Age, and Sex Composition 

The rule for calculating this variable is as follows: 
2 rooms--for each Head with or without a Wife/“Wife” 
+I room--for each additional married couple or single person 18 or over 
+I room--for every two boys under 18 
+I room--for every two girls under 18 
If there is an odd number of children, round up. If there is an odd number 
of girls and an odd number of boys, pair those under IO years of age 
regardless of sex. 

3,016 52.0 2. Two 
2,332 29.0 3. Three 
1.359 15.2 4. Four 

304 3.0 5. Five 
66 0.6 6. six 
24 0.1 7. Seven 
IO 0.0 8. Eight 

3 0.0 9. Nine or more 

V16381 ‘WIFE ANN HOUSEWORK (F2)’ TLOC= 28822-28825 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Annual Hours of Housework (guestion F2) 

% nonzero = 52.1 
mean nonzero = 1.216.9 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-4368 represent the actual 
annualized hours spent by the wife/“wife” on housework at the time of the 
interview: all missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vi6633=00) 

V16382 ‘ACC WIFE ANN HOUSEWORK ’ TLOC= 28826 

Accuracy of VI6391 (Wife’s/“Wife‘s’ annual housework hours) 

7,093 99.8 0. Inap. : no assignment: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); 
no housework (V16391=0000) 

2 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
19 0.2 2. Major assignment 

V16383 ‘HEAD ANN HOUSEWORK (F3)’ TLOC= 28827-28830 

1889 Head’s Annual Hours of Housework (Question F3) 

% nonzero = 88.6 
mean nonzero = 567.4 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-4368 represent the actual 
annualized hours spent by the Head on housework at the time of the interview; 
all missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: Head does no housework 

Vi6384 ‘ACC HEAD ANN HOUSEWORK ’ TLDC= 28831 

Accuracy of VI6393 (Head’s annual housework hours) 

7.069 99.5 0. Inap. : no assignment; Head does no housework (V16383=0000) 
5 0.1 1. Minor assignment 

40 0.4 2. Major assignment 

V16385 ‘VALUE FD ST 88 (Fe)’ TLOC= 28832-28835 

Value of Food Stamps Received in 1988 (Question F9) 

% nonfero = 7.2 
mean nontero = 1,302.2 
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The values for this variable in the range 0001-9998 represent the actual 
annual value of the stamps in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : none; “No” to F8 

9999. $9,999 or more 

V16386 ‘ACC VALUE FD ST 88 ’ TLOC= 28836 

Accuracv of Vi6395 (Value of food stamps received in 1988) 

7,092 99.8 0. Inap. : no assignment; received no food stamps in 1988 
(Vl6395=0000) 

13 0.1 1. Minor assignment 
9 0.1 2. Major assignment 

V16387 ‘# MOS USED FD ST 88(FlO)’ TLOC= 28837-28838 MD=88 

Number of Months Food Stamps Used in 1988 (Question FIO) 

6,293 92.8 00. None; received no food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 
12 0.1 01. One month 
29 0.5 02. Two months 
31 0.3 03. Three months 
25 0.2 04. Four months 
22 0.3 05. Five months 
24 0.3 06. Six months 
17 0.1 07. Seven months 
13 0.1 08. Eight months 
13 0.1 09. Nine months 
22 0.2 IO. Ten months 
12 0.1 II. Eleven months 

598 4.9 12. Twelve months 

3 0.0 99. NA; OK 

Vl6388 ‘WTR USED FO ST JAN 88 ’ TLOC= 28838 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in January 1988 (Question FIO) 

680 5.8 1. Food stamps were used during this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,426 94.1 0. Inap. : food stamps not used during this month: received no 
food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 

V16388 ‘WTR USED FD ST FEB 88 I TLOC= 28840 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in February 1988 (Question FIO) 

692 5.9 1. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,415 94.1 0. Inap. : food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 

Vl64OD ‘WTR USED FD ST MAR 88 ’ TLOC= 28841 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in March 1888 (Question FIO) 

699 5.9 I. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6.408 94.0 0. Inap. : food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1888 (Vl6395=0000) 

Vl6401 ‘itTR USED FD ST APR 88 ’ TLOC= 28842 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in April 1998 (guestion FIO) 

696 5.8 I. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,411 84.0 0. Inap. : food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (V16385QOOO) 

Vi6402 ‘WTR USED FD ST MAY 88 ’ TLOC= 28843 MD=8 
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Whether Food Stamps Used in May 1988 (Question FlO) 

700 6.0 1. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,407 94.0 0. Inap.: food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 

Vi6403 ‘WTR USED FD ST JUN 88 ’ TLOC= 28844 MO=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in June 1988 (Question FIO) 

701 5.7 1. Food stamps were used during this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,405 94.2 0. Inap.: food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 

Vl6404 ‘WTR USED FD ST JUL 88 I TLOC= 28845 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in Julv 1988 (Question FIO) 

699 5.8 I. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,408 94.2 0. Inap.: food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 

V16405 ‘WTR USED FD ST AUG 88 ’ TLOC= 28845 MD=9 

Whether Food Stamps Used in August 1988 (Question FIO) 

696 5.7 I. Food stamps were used during this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6.410 94.2 0. Inap.: food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (V16395=0000) 

V16406 ‘WTR USED FD ST SEP 88 ’ TLOC= 28847 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in September 1988 (Question FIO) 

696 5.8 1. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6.411 94.2 0. Inap. : food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 

Vi6407 ‘WTR USED FD ST OCT 88 ’ TLOC= 28848 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in October 1988 (Question FIO) 

697 5.8 I. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,410 94.1 0. Inap.: food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (V16395=0000) 

V16408 ‘WTR USED FD ST NOV 88 ’ TLOC= 28848 MD=8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in November 1888 (Question FIO) 

706 6.0 I. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,401 94.0 0. Inap.: food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (Vl6395=0000) 

Vl6408 ‘WTR USED FD ST DEC 88 ’ TLOC= 28860 MD-8 

Whether Food Stamps Used in December 1988 (Question FIO) 

704 6.0 1. Food stamps were used during this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,403 94.0 0. Inap. : food stamps not used during this month; received no 
food stamps in 1988 (V16395=0000) 
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Vl6410 ‘HD/WF HAVE TXBL Y? I TLOC= 28851 

Did Head and/or Wife/“Wife” have any taxable income? 

6,256 90.1 I. Yes 

858 9.9 5. No 

m: Labor and asset splits of farm and business income were made using the 
1988 work hours on jobs which generated those incomes. The rules are as 
fO1 lows: 

I) if work hours are greater than or equal to the (positive) dollar amount, 
then all income is assumed to be labor. 

2) if work hours are less than the dollar amount, assume that labor is 
worth at least $1.00 per hour and that all income above that amOUnt is 
split equally between labor and asset. 

Labor Portion=Total farm or business income/2 + work hours/2 
Asset Portion=Total farm or business income/2 - work hours/2 

3) if total farm or business income represents a loss (i.e., a negative 
number), then the labor portion equals 0 and the loss is coded in the 
asset portion. 

Vl6411 ‘LABOR PART FARM Y 88 ‘ TLOC= 28852-28866 

1989 Head’s Labor Part of Farm Income in 1988 (Question G5) 

% nonzero = 0.9 
mean nonzero = 13.703.8 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent t 
portion of Head’s farm income reported at G5 in whole dollars: a 1 
data were assigned. The asset portion of farm income is located 
See the note above for labor-asset split rules. 

00000. Inap.: none; Head lost money at farming (V 1 
Head is not a farmer or rancher (Vl7297=5) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vl6412 ‘LABOR PART BUS Y 88 ’ TLOC= 28857-28861 

1989 Head’s Labor Part of Unincorporated Business Income in 1988 

he labor 
1 missing 
at V16422. 

6422<0) ; 

(Question Gll) 

% nonzero = 6.3 
mean nonzero = 13.906.3 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the labor 
portion of Head’s business income reported at Gii in whole dollars; all 
missing data were assigned. The asset portion of business income is located 
at V16423. See the note preceding VI6411 for labor-asset split rules. 

00000. Inap. : none; Head’s unincorporated business lost money 
(Vl6423~0); did not own a business (Vl7299=5 or 9); 
corporation (Vi7303=1) 

99999. $89,999 or more 

V16413 ‘HEAD 88 WAGES , TLOC= 28862-28867 

1989 Head’s Income from Wages and Salaries in 1988 (Questions G13 and G24) 

% nonzero = 70.2 
mean not-zero = 26.899.1 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999898 represent the wage 
income in whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. 

oooooo . Inap. : no wages or salaries 

999999. $999,999 or more 

Vl6414 ‘ACC HEAD 88 WAGES I TLOC= 28868 

AccuracV of Vi6413 (Head’s income from wages and salaries in 1988) 
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6,912 97.8 0. Inap. : no assignment: no wages (V16413=000000) 
75 0.8 I. Minor assignment 

127 1.4 2. Major assignment 

V16415 ‘HD BONUWOTKOMM 88 ’ TLOC= 28868-28873 

1989 Head’s Income from Bonuses, Overtime, and/or Commissions in 1988 
jQuestions G15 and Gl7) 

% nonzero = 8.0 
mean nonzero = 5.880.4 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent any extra 
bonus, overtime and commissions income not included by the respondent in 
VI6414 in whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : none; “Now to G12 or G14 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16416 ‘HD PROF PRAWTRADE 88 J TLOC= 28874-28878 

1989 Head’s Income from Professional Practice or Trade in 1988 (Question 
Gl9:a) 

% nonzero = 1.7 
mean nonzero = 9.028.3 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 represent the income 
from professional practice or trade in whole dollars: all missing data were 
assigned. 

oooooo . Inap. : none; uN~” to Gl8a 

999999. $989.999 or more 

Vl6417 ‘LABOR PT MKT GARDEN 88 ’ TLOC= 28880-28884 

1989 Head’s Labor Portion of Income from Farming or Market Gardening in 1988 

% nonzero = 0.7 
mean nonzero = 6.598.0 

Labor and asset splits of farming/market gardening were made using the 1988 
work hours from the job that generated that income. The rule for these 
splits assumes 75% of the dollar amount is labor income, and the remaining 
25% is asset income. If a loss is reported, then the labor portion equals 
zero and the loss is coded in the asset portion. 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-89998 represent the labor 
portion of the farming and market gardening income reported at F19:b in whole 
do1 lars; all missing data were assigned.. The asset portion of this income is 
located at Vl6424. 

ooooo . Inap. : none: “No” to Gl8b; Head lost money at farming 
or market gardening (Vl6424<0) 

89899. $99,999 or more 

V16418 ‘LABOR PT ROWERS 88 ’ TLOC= 28885-28888 

1889 Head’s Labor Portion of Income from Roomers and Boarders in 1988 
LQuestion Gl8:c) 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero - 2,003.2 

Labor and asset splits of income from roomers and boarders were made using 
the 1988 work hours from the job which generated this income. The rules are 
as follows: 

1) If Head owns the home, total income is split 50-50 into labor and 
asset. 

2) If Head rents the home, all income is assumed to be labor income. 
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The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the labor 
portion of the income from roomers and boarders reported at G19:c in whole 
do1 lars; all missing data were assigned. The asset portion of this income is 
located at V16425. 

00000. Inap. : none; “No” to Gl8c; Head lost money from roomers 
and boarders (V16425<0) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16418 ‘ACC HO LABOR Y EXC WAGES’ TLOC= 28880 

Accuracy of Vl6411-VI6412 and Vl6415-VI6418 (1989 Head’s labor income in 
1988, excludinq waaes) 

7,065 99.3 0. Inap. : no assignment: no non-wage labor income (Vl6411- 
VI6412 and Vl6415-V16418=0) 

II 0.1 1. Minor assignment 
38 0.6 2. Major assignment 

Vl6420 ‘WIFE 88 LABOR/WAGE ’ TLOC= 28881-28886 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Waqes and Other Labor Income in 1988 (Question G52) 

Y0 nontero = 34.7 
mean nonzero = 14,641.l 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 represent the actual 
wage income in whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. If the Wife/ 
“Wife” had any income from farming, business, market gardening, or roomers 
and boarders, labor-asset splits were made following the same rules as those 
for the Head. The labor portion of such income is included here; the asset 
portion is included in the appropriate variable(s) in the range Vl6422- 
Vl6425; VI6426 contains only the wife’s/“wife’s” total asset portion. 

000000. Inap.: none: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); “No” 
to G50 or G51 

999999. $999,999 or more 

Vi6421 ‘ACC WF 88 LABOR/WAGE ’ TLOC= 28887 

Accuracy of Vi6420 (Wife’s/“Wife‘s’ waqes and other labor income in 1988) 

7,048 99.4 0. Inap. : no assignment: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00): 
no labor income (V16420=00000) 

19 0.2 1. Minor assignment 
47 0.4 2. Major assignment 

V16422 ‘ASSET PART FARM Y 88 ’ TLOC= 28888-28003 

1989 Head’s and Wife’s/“Wife’s” Asset Portion of Farm Income in 1988 
(Question G5) 

% nonzero = 1 .O 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 9.772.6 

The data coded here represent the asset portion of the income reported at G5 
in whole dollars. The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 
999999: 000000 represents zero income and negative values represent overall 
income losses. All missing data were aSSigned. The labor portion of farm 
income is located at Vi6411 for Heads, at V16420 for Wives/“Wives.” See the 
note preceding VI6411 for labor-asset split rules. If the Head and the Wife/ 
“Wife” co-owned the farm, then labor income is prorated according to any work 
hours of each: the assets are split half and half. 

-9999s. Loss of $99,899 or more 

oooooo . None 

999889. $989.988 or more 

VI6423 ‘ASSET PART BUS Y 88 ’ TLOC= 28004-28008 

1989 Head’s and Wife’s/“Wife’s” Asset Portion of Unincorporated Business 
Income in 1988 (Question Gil) 
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% nonzero = 8.3 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 9.929.1 

The data coded here represent both Head’s and Wife’s/“Wife’s” asset portion 
of the income reported at Gi1 in whole dollars. The range of values for this 
variable is -99999 through 999999; 000000 represents zero income and negative 
values represent overall income losses. All missing data were assigned. The 
labor portion of business income is located at VI6412 for Heads, at Vi6420 
for Wives/“Wives. 1’ See the note preceding Vl64ii for labor-asset split 
rules. If the Head and the Wffe/“Wife” co-owned the business, then labor 
income is prorated according to any work hours of each: the assets are split 
half and half. 

-99999. Loss of $99.999 or more 

000000. None 

999999. $999,999 or more 

V16424 ‘ASSET PT MKT GARDN 88 ’ TLOC- 28010-28014 

1989 Head’s and Wife’s/“Wife’s” Asset Portion of Farming or Market Gardening 
in 1988 (Question G19:b) 

% nonzero = 0.7 
mean nonzero. including negative values = 1.966.7 

The data coded here represent the asset portion of the income reported at 
Gl9:b in whole dollars. The range of values for this variable is -8999 
through 99999; 00000 represents zero income and negative values represent 
overall income losses. All missing data were assigned. The labor portion of 
this income is located at VI6417 for Heads, at VI6420 for Wives/“Wives.” See 
VI6417 for labor-asset split rules. 

-9999. Loss of $9,989 or more 

00000. None 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VI6425 ‘ASSET PT ROOMERS 88 I TLOC= 28015-28018 

1989 Head’s and Wife’s/“Wife’s” Asset Portion of Income from Roomers and 
Boarders in 1988 (Question GlS:c) 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 7.531.3 

The data coded here represent the asset portion of the income reported at 
Gi9:c in whole dollars. The range of values for this variable is -9998 
through 99999: 00000 represents zero income and negative values represent 
overall income losses. All missing data were assigned. The labor portion of 
this income is located at VI6418 for Heads, at VI6420 for Wives/“Wives.’ See 
VI6418 for labor-asset split rules. 

-9998. Loss of $9,899 or more 

00000. None 

99999. $99,989 or more 

Vi6426 ’ WF PT ASSET INCOME 88 ’ TLOC= 28020-28025 

Wife’s/“Wife’s” Share of Assets in V16422-VI6425 

% nonzero = 2.4 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 4.534.3 

The data coded here represent the Wife’s/~‘Wife’s* asset portion from V16423- 
VI6424 (questions 65, Gll, GlSb, Gl9c and 652) in whole dollars. If any 
assets from farming, business, market gardening, or roomers/boarders are 
joint with the Head, then one-half of those assets is coded for the Wife/ 
“Wife” here; if solely owned by the Wife/O~Wifen. then all assets are entered 
here. 
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The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 999999; 000000 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. 

-99999. Negative asset income of $99,999 or more 

000000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/V16633=00); any asset 
income in Vl6422-VI6425 is Head’s only 

999999. $999,899 or more 

V16427 ‘HO X MO RECD RENT 88 ’ TLOC= 28026-28027 MD=88 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Income from Rent in 1988 (Question G27:a) 

31 0.5 01. One month 
26 0.6 02. Two months 
15 0.2 03. Three months 
15 0.3 04. Four months 

6 0.1 05. Five months 
14 0.3 06. Six months 

6 0.1 07. Seven months 
9 0.1 08. Eight months 
8 0.2 09. Nine months 
8 0.1 10. Ten months 
4 0.1 11. E 1 even months 

324 6.0 12. Twelve months 

33 0.7 99. NA; OK 

6,615 SO.8 00. None ; “No” to G25a 

V16428 ‘HO RENT 88 , TLOC= 28028-28033 

1989 Head’s Income from Rent in 1988 (Question G26:a) 

% nonzero = 9.2 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 8,027.3 

The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 989999; 000000 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. 

-99999. Loss of $99.999 or more 

000000. Inap. : none (V16427=00) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

V16428 ‘HD # MO RECD INT/DIV 88 ’ TLOC= 28034-28035 MD=88 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Income from Dividends, Interest, Trust 
Funds, and Royalties in 1988 (Question G27:b) 

112 1.7 01. One month 
13 0.3 02. Two months 

5 0.1 03. Three months 
278 5.3 04. Four months 

2 0.0 05. Five months 
06. Six months 
07. Seven months 

4 0.0 08. Eight months 
1 0.0 09. Nine months 
1 0.0 10. Ten months 
4 0.0 11. E 1 even months 

1,640 32.0 12. Twelve months 

285 5.6 99. NA; OK 

4,769 54.9 00. None ; “No” to G25b 

Vl6430 ‘HD MT/DIVIDENDS 88 ' TLOC= 28036-28041 

1989 Head’s Income From Dividends, Interest, Trust Funds, and Royalties in 
1988 (Question G26:b) 

% nonzero = 45.1 
mean nonzero = 3.999.1 
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The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 represent asset 
income from dividends, interest, trust funds, or royalties in whole dollars; 
all missing data were assigned. 

000000. Inap. : none (Vl6429=00) 

999999. t999.999 or more 

VI6431 ‘HD #MO RECD ALIMONY 88 ’ TLDC= 29042-29043 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Alimony in 1988 (Question G46:c) 

01. One month 
02. Two months 

1 0.0 03. Three months 
04. Four months 

2 0.0 05. Five months 
3 0.1 06. Six months 

07. Seven months 
08. Eight months 

I 0.0 09. Nine months 
1 0.0 10. Ten months 

II. Eleven months 
15 0.3 12. Twelve months 

I 0.0 99. NA; DK 

7.090 99.4 00. None : “No” to G44c 

V16432 ‘ALIMONY Y HEAD 88 I TLOC= 29044-29049 

1989 Head’s Alimony in 1988 (Question 645:~) 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero = 5.864.2 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 represent alimony 
income in whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. 

000000. Inap. : none (Vi6431=00) 

999999. $999.999 or more 

V16433 ‘WF 88 OTHER ASSET Y ’ TLDC= 29050-29055 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Other Income from Assets in 1988 (Including rent, 
interest, dividends, alimony. trust funds. and rovalties.) 

% nonzero = 4.9 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 3.258.7 

The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 999999: 000000 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. The amount coded here excludes asset 
portions of income from any unincorporated business, farming, market 
gardening, or roomers and boarders that the Wife/“Wlfe” might have had. 
These assets are included in V16422, V16423. V16424, and V16425, and the 
Wife’s/“Wife’s portion is totaled in V16426. 

-99999. Loss of $99,999 or more 

oooooo * Inap. : none; wife/“wife” had no income from assets; no 
wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

999999. ~999,999 or more 

V18434 ‘ACC H+W 88 ASSET Y 1 TLDC= 29050 

Accuracy of Vi6422 through Vi6433 (Asset income of 1989 head and wife/“wife” 
in 1988) 

6.977 97.4 0. Inap. : no assignment: head and wife/“wife’ had no asset 
income (V16422-V?6433=0) 

18 0.3 1. Minor assignment 
119 2.3 2. Major assignment 

V16436 ‘H+W 88 TAXABLE Y I TLOC= 29057-29063 
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1988 Total Taxable Income of 1989 Head and Wife/“Wife” 

% nonzero = 90.1 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 32.725.9 

The range of values for this variable is -999999 through 9999999. These 
values represent the sum of VI6411 through Vl6413. Vi6415 through Vl6418, 
Vl6420, V16422 through Vl6425, V16428, V16430, V16432, and V16433. 

-999999 * LOSS of taxable income Of $999,999 or more 

0000000. Inap.: none; no taxable income (Vl6411-V16413, 
Vl6415-Vl6418. Vl6420, L/16422-V16425, V16428, VI64309 
V16432, and V16433=) 

9999999. $9,999,999 or more 

V16436 ‘H+W 88 SUPP OTR NONFU ’ TLOC= 29064-29068 MD=99999 

Contributions Made by 1989 Head and Wife/“Wife” toward the Support of Persons 
Outside the FU (Questions 6116 and Gl22) 

% nonzero = 13.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 4.136.7 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99997 represent the annual 
amount contributed. It is an out-transfer that the user might wish to deduct 
from income. Note that missing data are allowed in this variable. 

00000. None : “NO” to G108 

99998. $99,998 or more 

99999. NA; DK 

V16437 ‘H+W CHLD SUPPORT PAID 88’ TLDC= 29089-29073 MD=99999 

1989 Head’s and Wlfe’s/“Wife’s” Child Support Paid in 1988 (6116 and G122) 

% nonzero = 4.2 
mean nonrero, excluding missing data = 3.461.6 

The values for this variable ln the range 00001-99997 represent the annual 
amount of child support paid. 

99998. $99,998 or more 
99999. NA; DK 

00000. Inap. : “No” to G108; “No” to G114; “NO” to 6120 

V16438 ‘H+W ALIMONY PAID 88 ’ TLDC= 29074-29078 MD=99999 

1989 Head’s and Wife’s/“Wife’s” Alimonv Paid In 1988 (Gll6 and 6122) 

% nonzero = 0.5 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 5.811.5 

The values for thls variable in the range 00001-99997 represent the annual 
amount of alimony paid. 

99998. $99,998 or more 
99999. NA; DK 

ooooo . Inap. : “NO” to GlO8; “No” to Gl15: “No” to Gl21 

V16439 ‘H+W 88 # DEPENDENTS ’ TLDC= 29079 

Number of 1989 Head’s and Wife’s/“Wlfe’s” Dependents in 1988 

mean = 2.3 

1,882 33.1 I. One 
1,938 30.8 2. Two 
1.264 15.2 3. Three 
I, 172 13.1 4. Four 

576 5.5 5. Five 
198 1.6 6. six 

43 0.3 7. Seven 
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16 0.1 8. Eight 
10 0.1 9. Nine or more 

15 0.1 0. Head is dependent of someone else. This other person is 
always another family unit member. 

Vi6440 ‘H+W TOTAL 88 EXEMPTION ’ TLOC= 29080-29081 

Total Exemptions of 1989 Head and Wife/“Wife” for 1988 Federal Income Taxes 

mean = 2.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of presumed 
exemptions for tax calculations and always equal 01 or greater, i.e., no zero 
values are permitted, nor are missing data allowed. 

VlB44l ‘1988 TAX TABLE USED-H+W ’ TLOC= 29082 

Tax Table Assigned to 1989 Head and Wife/“Wife” for Tax Year 1988 

2.042 35.2 1. Single 
4.088 53.1 2. Married 

917 10.7 3. Head of Household 
16 0.1 4. Got married in 1989 
51 0.9 5. Head or Wife/“Wife” died since last interview; Head or 

Wife/“Wife” moved out during 1989; female Head with Husband 
in FU 

9. Other 

VlB442 ‘HD/WF REC TRANSFER Y 88?’ TLOC= 29083 

Did Head and/or Wife/“Wife” receive anv transfer income? 

3,288 48.8 1. Yes 

3,826 51.2 5. No 

V16443 ‘HD 88 ADCfAFDC I TLOC= 29084-29088 

Amount of ADC/AFDC Received in 1988 bv 1989 Head (Question G29:a) 

% nonzero = 2.8 
mean nonzero = 3.193.2 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the income 
from ADC/AFDC in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. None ; “No” to G28a 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VI6444 ‘ACC HD 88 ADC/AFDC J TLDC- 29089 

Accuracy of VI6443 (Amount of Head’s ADC/AFDC in 1988) 

7,108 100.0 0. Inap.: no assignment; received no ADC/AFDC (V16443=00000) 
2 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
4 0.0 2. Major assignment 

VlB445 ‘HD # MO RECEIVE SSI 88 ’ TLDC= 29090-29091 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Supplemental Security Income (SSI) in 
1988 (Question G29:b) 

01. One month 
2 0.0 02. Two months 
2 0.0 03. Three months 
2 0.0 04. Four months 
3 0.0 05. Five months 
2 0.0 06. Six months 
2 0.0 07. Seven months 
3 0.0 08. Eight months 
I 0.0 09. Nine months 
4 0.1 10. Ten months 

11. E 1 even months 
201 2.0 12. Twelve months 
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3 0.0 99. NA; DK 

6,889 97.7 00. None ; “No” to G28b 

V16446 ‘Ho 88 SSI I TLDC= 29092-29096 

Amount of Supplemental Security Income Received in 1988 by 1989 Head 
(Guestion G29:b) 

% nonzero = 2.3 
mean nonzero = 2,813.2 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the SSI 
income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap.: none (Vl6445=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VI6447 ‘HD 88 OTR WELFARE I TLOC= 29097-29101 

Amount of Other Welfare Payments Received in 1988 by 1989 Head (Duestion 
G29:c) 

% nonzero = 0.8 
mean nonzero = 1,883.l 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the other 
welfare income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. None: “NoN’ to G28c 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16448 ‘HD #MO RECD SOC SEC 88 ’ TLOC= 29102-29103 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Social Security in 1988 (Question 635) 

4 0.1 01. One month 
6 0.1 02. Two months 
4 0.1 03. Three months 

12 0.2 04. Four months 
6 0. I 05. Five months 
8 0.1 06. Six months 
5 0.1 07. Seven months 
6 0.1 08. Eight months 
5 0.1 09. Nine months 
5 0.1 10. Ten months 
4 0.1 II. Eleven months 

1.197 22.9 12. Twelve months 

3 0.1 99. NA; DK 

5,849 75.9 00. None : “No” to G31 

Vi6449 ‘HD 88 SOCIAL SECURITY ' TLOC= 29104-29108 

Amount of Social Security Payments Received in 1988 by 1989 Head (Question 
G34 ) 

% nonzero = 24.1 
mean nonzero = 6.180.9 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the Social 
Security income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : none (Vl6448=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vi8450 ‘HD TYPE SDC SEC 88 J TLDC= 29109 MD=9 

G33. Was that disability, retirement, survlvor’s benefits, or what?-HEAD 

163 1.9 1. Disability 
778 16.5 2. Retirement 
257 4.8 3. Survivor’s benefits; dependent of deceased recipient 

48 0.6 4. Any combination of codes l-3 and 5-7 
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12 0.2 5. Dependent of disabled recipient 
3 0.0 6. Dependent of retired recipient 

7. Other 

3 0.0 8. DK 
1 0.0 9. NA 

5,849 75.9 0. Inap. : received no Social Security (V16448=00) 

vi0451 ‘HD #MO REC VA PENSION 88’ TLDC= 29110-29111 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Pension(s) from the Veterans 
Administration in 1988 (Question G39) 

3 0.1 01. One month 
02. Two months 

1 0.0 03. Three months 
3 0.0 04. Four months 
3 0.0 05. Five months 

06. Six months 
3 0.0 07. Seven months 

08. Eight months 
3 0.1 09. Nine months 
1 0.0 10. Ten months 

II. Eleven months 
190 3.0 12. Twelve months 

1 0.0 99. NA; DK 

6.906 96.7 00. None : “NO” to G37 

V16452 ‘HD 88 VA PENSION I TLOC= 29112-29116 

Amount of Veterans Administration Pension Payments Received in 1988 by 1989 
Head (Question 638) 

% nonzero = 3.3 
mean nonzero = 4.513.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the Veterans 
Administration pension income in whole dollars; all missing data were 
assigned. 

00000. Inap. : none (Vi6451=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VW453 #HD #MO RECD DTR RET 88 ’ TLOC= 29117-29118 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Other Retirement Pensions and Annuities 
in 1988 (Question G42) 

68 1.0 01. One month 
6 0.1 02. Two months 
3 0.0 03. Three months 
5 0.1 04. Four months 
1 0.0 05. Five months 
2 0.0 06. Six months 
6 0.1 07. Seven months 
3 0.0 08. Eight months 
5 0.1 09. Nine months 

IO. Ten months 
2 0.1 Il. Eleven months 

524 11.6 12. Twelve months 

3 0.1 99. NA; DK 

6,486 86.6 00. None ; “No” to G40 

VW454 ‘HD OTHER RETIREMENT 88 ’ TLOC= 29119-29123 

Amount of 1989 Head’s Other Retirement, Pensions and Annuities Received in 
1988 (Question G41) 

Q% nonzero = 13.4 
mean nonzero = 8.081.1 
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The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the 
retirement, pension, and annuity income in whole dollars; all missing data 
were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : none (V16453=00) 

99999. $99.999 or more 

V16455 ‘HD # DTH PENS RCD 88 I TLDC= 29124 MD=9 

G43. How many of these other pensions (not including Veterans Administration 
pensions) did you get?-HEAD 

554 11.7 I. Dne pension 
56 1.4 2. Two pensions 

5 0.1 3. Three pensions 
1 0.0 4. Four pensions 

5. Five pensions 
6. Six pensions 
7. Seven pensions 
8. Eight pensions or more 

12 0.2 9. NA; DK 

6,486 86.6 0. fnap.: none (V16453=00) 

V16456 ‘HD 88 LJNEMP CDMP I TLDC= 29125-29129 

Amount of 1989 Head’s Unemployment Pay, including Strike Benefits, Received 
in 1988 (Question G45:a) 

% nonzero = 3.6 
mean nonzero = 1.954.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the 
unemployment pay in whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. 

00000. None : “No” to G44a 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vl6457 ‘HD 88 WORKERS CDMP t TLDC= 29130-29134 

Amount of 1989 Head’s Worker’s Compensation Received in 1988 (Question G45:bl 

% nonzero = 1.4 
mean nonzero = 4.072.1 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
worker’s compensation in whole dollars: all missing data were assigned. 

00000. None ; “No” to G44b 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16458 ‘HD #MO REC CHILD SUPP 88’ TLDC= 29135-26136 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Child Support in 1988 (Question G46:d) 

5 0.1 01. One month 
3 0.0 02. Two months 
5 0.1 03. Three months 
6 0.1 04. Four months 
4 0.0 05. Five months 
8 0.2 06. Six months 
4 0.1 07. Seven months 
4 0.0 08. Eight months 
6 0.2 09. Nine months 
5 0.1 IO. Ten months 
2 0.0 il. Eleven months 

155 2.2 12. Twelve months 

8 0.1 99. NA; DK 

6,899 96.8 00. None ; “No” to G44d 

V16459 ‘HD 88 CHILD SUPPORT I TLOC= 29137-29141 

Amount of Child Support Received in 1988 by 1989 Head (Question G45:d) 
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% nonzero = 3.2 
mean nonzero = 2.940.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
child support received in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : none (V16458=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vl6460 ‘HD #MO REC HLP FR REL 88’ TLOC= 29142-29143 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Help from Relatives in 1988 (Question 

50 0.8 01 
IO 0.1 02 

9 0.1 03 
3 0.0 04 
4 0.0 05 
7 0.1 06 
3 0.0 07 
2 0.0 08 
4 0.0 09 
3 0.0 10 
I 0.0 II 

130 1.9 12 

144 1.7 99 NA; DK 

6,744 95.0 00 None ; “No” to G44e 

Vi6461 ‘HD 88 HELP FROM RELS ’ TLDC= 29144-29148 

Amount of Help Received from Relatives by 1989 Head during 1988 
(Question G45:e) 

One month 
Two months 
Three months 
Four months 
Five months 
Six months 
Seven months 
Eight months 
Nine months 
Ten months 
Eleven months 
Twelve months 

% nonzero = 5 .O 
mean nonzero = 1.583.2 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
financial help received from relatives in whole dollars; all missing data 
were assigned. 

00000. Inap.: none (Vl6460=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vi6462 ‘HD #MO REC OTR TRAN Y 88 ’ TLOC= 29149-29150 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Head Received Dther Transfer Income in 1988 (Question 
G46:f) 

22 0.4 01. One month 
12 0.2 02. Two months 

9 0.1 03. Three months 
5 0.1 04. Four months 
5 0.0 05. Five months 
4 0.1 06. Six months 
I 0.0 07. Seven months 
1 0.0 08. Eight months 
2 0.0 09. N i ne months 
4 0.1 10. Ten months 
I 0.0 11. E 1 even months 

46 0.7 12. Twelve months 

320 3.9 99. NA; DK 

6,682 94.4 00. None ; “NO” to G44f 

Vl6463 ‘HD 88 OTHER TRANSFER Y ’ TLOC= 29151-29155 

Amount of 1989 Head’s Other Transfer Income Received in 1988 (Questions G44:f 
and G48) 

% nonzero = 5.6 
mean nonzero = 1.892.4 
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The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
other transfer income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : none (Vl6462=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vl6464 ‘WF 88 ADC/AFDC I TLDC= 29156-29160 

Amount of ADC/AFDC Received in 1988 by 1989 Wife/“Wife” (Question G61) 

% nonzero = 0.2 
mean nonzero = 3.313.5 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the income 
from ADC/AFDC in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16465 ‘ACC WF 88 ADC/AFDC ’ TLDC= 29161 

Accuracy of VI6464 (Amount of Wife’s/“Wife’s” ADC/AFDC in 1988) 

7,ii3 100.0 0. Inap. : no assignment; received no ADC/AFDC (Vl6464=00000); 
no wife/‘wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

1 . Minor assignment 
1 0.0 2. Major assignment 

VI6466 ‘WF # MO RECEIVE SSI 88 ’ TLOC= 29162-29163 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 
in 1988 (Question 662) 

01. One month 
1 0.0 02. Two months 

03. Three months 
04 Four months 
05. Five months 
06. Six months 
07 Seven months 
08. Eight months 
09. Nine months 
IO. Ten months 
II. Eleven months 

21 0.2 12. Twelve months 

99. NA: DK 

7,092 99.7 00. Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

Vl6467 ’ WF 88 SSI I TLOC= 29164-29168 

Amount of Supplemental Security Income Received in 1988 by 1989 Wife/“Wife” 
in 1988 (Question G61) 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero = 2.067.1 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the SSI 
income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

oooo0. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/Vi6633=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VI6488 ‘WF 88 DTR WELFARE I TLOC= 29169-29173 

Amount of Other Welfare Payments Received in 1988 by 1989 Wife/“Wife” 
(Question G61) 

% nonzero - 0.1 
mean nonzero = 3,613.l 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the other 
welfare income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 
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00000. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

99999. $99.999 or more 

Vi6469 ‘WF #MO RECD SOC SEC 88 I TLDC= 29174-29175 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Social Security in 1988 (Question 

2 0.0 01. One month 
2 0.0 02. Two months 
3 0.0 03. Three months 
1 0.0 04. Four months 
3 0.1 05. Five months 
2 0.0 06. Six months 
5 0.1 07. Seven months 
1 0.0 08. Eight months 

OS. Nine months 
4 0.1 10. Ten months 
1 0.0 il. Eleven months 

378 7.7 12. Twelve months 

2 0.0 99. NA; OK 

6,710 91.9 00. Inap. : none: “No” to G31; no wife/“wife (Vl6358=5/ 
Vl6633=00) 

Vl6470 ‘WF 88 SOCIAL SECURITY ’ TLOC= 29176-29180 

Amount of Social Security Payments Received in 1988 by 1989 Wife/“Wife” 
(Question G34) 

); 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the Socia 1 
Security income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap.: none; received no Social Security (Vl6469=00 
no wife/“wifeB~ (Vl6358=5/V16633=00) 

99999. $99.999 or more 

V16471 ‘WF TYPE SOC SEC 88 J TLOC= 29181 MD=9 

% nonzero = 8.1 
mean nonzero = 3.960.3 

G33. Was that disability. retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what?-WIFE/ 
” WI FE ” 

35 0.4 I. Disability 
284 6.4 2. Retirement 

33 0.4 3. Survivor’s benefits; dependent of deceased recipient 
7 0.1 4. Any combinetion of codes I-3 and 5-7 
9 0.1 5. Dependent of disabled recipient 

31 0.7 6. Dependent of retired recipient 

7. Other 

1 0.0 8. DK 
4 0.1 9. NA 

6.710 91.9 0. Inap. : received no Social Security (V16469=00); no wife/ 
Uwifen (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

V16472 ‘WF #MO REC VA PENSION 88’ TLOC= 29182-29183 me8 

Number of Months 1989 Wife/nWife” Received Pension(s) from the Veterans 
Administration in 1988 (Question 662) 

01. One month 
02. Two months 
03. Three months 
04. Four months 
05. Five months 
06. Six months 
07. Seven months 
08. Eight months 
09. Nine months 
10. Ten months 
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11. Eleven months 
4 0.1 12. Twelve months 

99. NA; DK 

7,110 99.9 00. Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/Vl6633=00) 

V16473 ‘WF 88 VA PENSION I TLDC= 29184-29188 

Amount of Veterans Administration Pension Payments Received in 1988 by 1989 
Wife/“Wife” (Question G61) 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero = 4.886.4 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the Veterans 
Administration pension income in whole dollars; all missing data Were 
assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); received no 
VA pension (Vl6472=00) 

V16474 ’ WF #MO RECD OTR RET 88 ’ TLOC= 29189-29190 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Other Retirement Pensions and 
Annuities in 1988 (Question G62) 

14 0.2 01. One month 
02. Two months 

1 0.0 03. Three months 
04. Four months 
05. Five months 

2 0.0 06. Six months 
1 0.0 07. Seven months 

08. Eight months 
09. Nine months 

1 0.0 10. Ten months 
II. Eleven months 

62 1.5 12. Twelve months 

1 0.0 99. NA; DK 

7,032 98.2 00. Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/Vl6633=00) 

V16475 ‘WF OTHER RETIREMENT 88 ’ TLOC= 29191-29195 

Amount of 1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Other Retlrement. Pensions and Annuities 
Received in 1988 (Question G61) 

% nonzero = 1.8 
mean nonzero = 4.422.3 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the 
retirement, pension, and annuity income in whole dollars; all missing data 
were assigned. 

99999. $99.999 or more 

00000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); no other 
retirement (Vl6474=00) 

Vi6476 ‘WF 88 UNEMP CDMP I TLOC= 29196-20200 

Amount of 1989 Wife’s/‘Wife’s” Unemployment Pay. including Strike Benefits, 
Received in 1988 (Question G54) 

0% nonzero = 1.4 
mean nonzero - 1.389.2 

The values for thls variable in the range 0000 I-99998 represent the 
unemployment pay in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99.999 or more 

oooo0. Inap. : o*N~eo to G53. 9 no w lfe/*wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 
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V16477 ‘WF 88 WORKERS CDMP ’ TLOC= 29201-29205 

Amount of 1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Workers’ Compensation Received in 1988 
(Question G57) 

% nonzero = 0.5 
mean nonzero = 3,616.5 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
worker’s compensation in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : “No” to G56; no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/Vl6633=00) 

Vi6478 ‘WF #MD REC CHILD SUPP 88’ TLOC= 29206-29207 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Child Support in 1988 (Question 

1 
5 

2 
1 

3 
3 

107 

9 

6.979 

0.1 01 One month 
02 Two months 
03 Three months 

0.0 04 Four months 
0.0 05 Five months 

06 Six months 
0.0 07 Seven months 
0.0 08 Eight months 

09 Nine months 
0.0 10 Ten months 
0.0 II Eleven months 
1.2 12 Twelve months 

0.1 99 NA; DK 

98.5 00 Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/V16633=00) 

V16479 ‘WF 88 CHILD SUPPORT ’ TLDC= 29208-29212 

Amount of Child Support Received in 1988 by 1989 Wife/“Wife” (Question G61) 

% nonzero = 1.5 
mean nonzero = 2.433.6 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
child support received in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); received no 
child support (V16478=00) 

Vl6480 ’ WF #MO REC HLP FR REL 88’ TLOC= 29213-29214 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Wife/*‘Wife” Received Help from Relatives in 1988 

I 0.0 01. One month 
02. Two months 
03. Three months 

1 0.0 04. Four months 
I 0.0 05. Five months 

06. Six months 
07. Seven months 
08. Eight months 
09. Nine months 
IO. Ten months 
11. Eleven months 
12. Twelve months 

3 0.0 99. NA: OK 

7.108 99.9 00. Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

Vl6481 ‘WF 88 HELP FROM RELS ’ TLOC= 29215-29219 

Amount of Help Received From Relatives by 1989 Wlfe/UOWlfe10 during 1988 
IQuestion G61) 
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% nonzero q 0.1 
mean nonzero = 2,596.1 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
financial help received from relatives in whole dollars: all missing data 
were assigned. 

99999. $99.999 or more 

00000. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/V16633=00); received no 
help from relatives (Vl6480=00) 

V16482 ‘WF #MC REC DTR TRAH Y 88’ TLOC- 29220-29221 MD=99 

Number of Months 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Other Transfer Income in 1988 

5 0.1 01. 
5 0.0 02. 
2 0.0 03. 
2 0.0 04. 

05. 
2 0.0 06. 
I 0.0 07. 
2 0.1 08. 

09. 
1 0.0 IO. 

II. 
II 0.2 12. 

2 0.0 99. 

7,081 99.6 00. 

One month 
Two months 
Three months 
Four months 
Five months 
Six months 
Seven months 
Eight months 
Nine months 
Ten months 
Eleven months 
Twelve months 

NA; DK 

Inap.: none: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00) 

Vl6483 ‘WF 88 OTHER TRANSFER Y ’ TLDC= 29222-29226 

Amount of 1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Other Transfer Income Received in 1988 

% nonzero = 0.4 
mean nonzero = 4.045.5 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
other transfer income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/V16633=00); no other 
transfers (Vl6482=00) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16484 ‘ACC H+W 88 TRANS EXC ARC’ TLOC= 29227 

Accuracy of V16459, Vl6461, Vl6463, V16464. Vl6467. V16468. Vl6470, V16473. 
V16475-V16477, V16479, V16481, and V16483 (Transfer income of 1989 Head and 
Wife/‘Wife” received in 1988, excluding ADC/AFDC) 

7,039 98.8 0. Inap. : no assignment; no transfer income (Vl6445-Vl6483=0) 
21 0.4 I. Minor assignment 
54 0.8 2. Major assignment 

V16485 ‘H+W 88 TOT TRANSFER Y I TLOC= 29228-28232 

Total Transfer Income of 1989 Head and Wife/HWife” Received in 1988 

% nonzero = 48.8 
mean nonzero = 7.818.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the total 
amount of transfer income in whole dollars. These values are the sum of 
V16443. V16446. Vl6447, V16449, V16452. V16454. V16456, Vl6457. Vl6459, 
VI64611 V16463. Vl6464, Vl6467. V16468, Vl6470. V16473, Vl6475-V16477, 
V16479. V16481. and V16483. All missing data were assigned. 

00000. None (Vl6443, V16446. V16447, V16449, V16452, Vl6454. 
Vl6456, V16457. V16459, V16461. Vl6463. Vl6464, Vl6467, 
V16468, Vl6470, V16473, V16475-V16477, Vl6479, Vl6481. 
and Vl6483) 
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99999. $99,999 or more 

VI6486 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC JAN 88’ TLOC= 29233 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received ADC/AFDC in January 1988 (Question 
G30:a) 

287 2.5 I. Received AOC/AFDC in January 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,823 97.5 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (Vl6443=00000 and Vl6464=00000) 

V16487 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC FE6 88’ TLOC= 29234 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” 
G30:a) 

Received ADC/AFDC in February 1988 (Question 

288 2.5 1. Received ADC/AFDC in February 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,822 97.5 0. Inap.: did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month: received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (Vl6443=00000 and Vl6464=00000) 

V16488 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC MAR 88’ TLDC= 29235 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received ADC/AFDC in March 1988 (Question 
G30:a) 

289 2.5 I. Received ADC/AFDC March 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.821 97.5 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month: received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (V16443=00000 and V16464=00000) 

Vi6489 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC APR 88’ TLDC= 29236 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” 
G30:a) 

Received ADC/AFDC in April 1988 (Question 

287 2.5 I. Received ADC/AFDC in April 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,823 97.5 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (V16443=OOOW and Vl6464=OOWO) 

Vl6490 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC MAY 88’ TLOC= 29237 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wffe/“Wife” 
G30:a) 

Received ADC/AFDC in May 1988 (Question 

291 2.5 1. Received AOC/AFDC in May 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.819 97.4 0. Inap. : did not receive AOC/AFOC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (Vl6443=OOOOO and Vl6464=00000) 

V16491 ‘H+W RECD AOC/AFDC 3UN 88’ TLOC= 29238 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“WifeU 
630: a) 

Received ADC/AFDC in June 1988 (Question 

289 2.5 1. Received ADC/AFDC in June 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.821 97.5 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (Vl6443=OOOOO and Vl6464=OOOOO) 

V16492 ‘H+W RECD ADCIAFDC JUL 88’ TLOC= 29239 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/B’WifeOB 
G30:a) 

Received ADC/AFDC in July 1988 (Question 

286 2.4 I. Received ADC/AFDC in duly 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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6,824 97.6 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (Vl6443=00000 and V16464=00000) 

Vl6493 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC AUG 88’ TLOC= 29240 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received ADC/AFDC in August 1988 (Question 
G30:a) 

287 2.4 1. Received ADC/AFDC in August 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,823 97.6 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month: received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (V16443=00000 and Vl6464=00000) 

V16494 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC SEP 88’ TLDC= 29241 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received ADC/AFDC in September 1988 
(Question G30:a) 

286 2.4 I. Received ADC/AFDC in September 

4 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,824 97.5 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month: received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (V16443=00000 and V16464=00000) 

V16495 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC DCT 88’ TLDC= 29242 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received ADC/AFDC in October 1988 (Question 
G30:a) 

279 2.4 1. Received ADC/AFDC in October 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,831 97.6 0. Inap.: did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (V16443=00000 and V16464=00000) 

Vl6496 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC NOV 88’ TLOC= 29243 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received ADC/AFDC in November 1988 (Question 

281 2.4 1. Received ADC/AFDC in November 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,829 97.6 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (V16443=00000 and Vl6464=00000) 

VI6497 ‘H+W RECD ADC/AFDC DEC 88’ TLOC= 29244 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received ADC/AFDC in December 1988 (Question 

284 2.5 4. Received ADC/AFDC in December 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,826 97.5 0. Inap. : did not receive ADC/AFDC at all this month; received 
no ADC/AFDC during 1988 (Vl6443=00000 and Vl6464=00000) 

V16498 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR JAN 88’ TLDC= 29245 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in January 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

92 0.6 I. Received other welfare in January 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,018 99.3 0. Insp. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (V16447=00000 and 
Vl6468=00000)) 

V16499 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR FE6 88’ TLOC= 29246 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in February 1988 
(Question G3O:c) 

94 0.6 1. Received other welfare in February 
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4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,016 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (Vl6447=00000 and 
Vl6468=00000)) 

V16500 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR MAR 88’ TLDC= 29247 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in March 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

96 0.7 1. Received other welfare in March 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,014 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month: received 
no other welfare during 1988 (V16447=00000 and 
Vl6468=OWOO)) 

Vl6501 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR APR 88’ TLDC= 29248 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in April 1988 
IQuestion G30:c) 

92 0.6 1. Received other welfare in April 

5 0.1 9. NA: DK 

7.017 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare.during 1988 (Vi6447=WOOO and 
Vi6468=00000)) 

Vl6602 ‘H+W REC DTR WELFR MAY 88’ TLOC= 29249 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in May 1988 (Question 

92 0.6 1. Received other welfare in May 

5 0.1 9. NA: DK 

7.017 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
. no other welfare during 1988 (Vl6447=000W and 

Vl6468=00000)) 

Vl6503 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR JUN 88’ TLDC= 29250 MD=0 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in June 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

92 0.7 1. Received other welfare in June 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7.017 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (V16447=WOW and 
Vl6468=OOOW)) 

Vl6504 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR JUL 88’ TLOC= ‘29251 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wlfe” Received Other Welfare in July 1988 

88 0.6 1. Received other welfare in July 

5 0.1 9. NA: DK 

7.021 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (V16447=OOOOQ and 
Vl6468=00000)) 

Vi6505 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR AUG 88’ TLOC= 29252 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife’ Received Other Welfare in August 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

84 0.6 I. Received other welfare in August 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 
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7.025 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (Vi6447=00000 and 
Vl6468=OOWO)) 

Vl6506 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR SEP 88’ TLOC= 29253 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in September 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

83 0.6 1. Received other welfare in September 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,026 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month: received 
no other welfare during 1988 (V16447=00000 and 
Vl6468=OOWO)) 

Vi6507 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR DCT 88’ TLOC= 29254 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in Dctober 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

83 0.6 1. Received other welfare in October 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,027 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (Vl6447=00000 and 
Vl6468=00000)) 

Vl6508 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR NOV 88’ TLOC= 29255 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in November 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

81 0.6 1. Received other welfare in November 

4 0.1 9. NA: DK 

7.029 99.4 0. Inap.: did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (V16447=00000 and 
Vl6468=WWO)) 

VI6509 ‘H+W REC OTR WELFR DEC 88’ TLOC= 29266 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head or Wife/“Wife” Received Other Welfare in December 1988 
(Question G30:c) 

81 0.6 1. Received other welfare in December 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7.029 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive other welfare this month; received 
no other welfare during 1988 (Vl6447=OWOO and 
Vl6468=00000)) 

Vl6510 ‘HD REC UNEMP COMP JAN 88’ TLOC= 29257 , MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in January 1988 
jQuestion G46:a) 

96 1.3 1. Received unemployment compensation in January 

15 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7.003 98.5 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(Vl6456=OOOOO) 

Vi651 1 ‘HD REC UNEMP COMP FE6 88’ TLOC= 29258 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in February 1988 
(Question G46:a) 

96 1.2 1. Received unemployment compensation in February 

15 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,003 98.6 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month ; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(Vl6456=00000) 
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V16512 ‘HD REC UNEMP WMP MAR 88’ TLOC= 29259 MD=0 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in March 1988 (Question 
G46:a) 

89 1.1 1. Received unemployment compensation in March 

16 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7.009 98.7 0. Inap.: did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(Vl6456=00000) 

V16513 ‘HD REC UNEMP COMP APR 88’ TLOC= 29260 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in April 1988 (Question 

79 1.1 I. Received unemployment compensation in April 

15 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,020 98.7 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(V16456=OOWO) 

V16514 ‘HD REC UNEMP WMP MAY 88’ TLDC= 29261 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in May 1988 (Question 
G46:a) 

72 1.0 1. Received unemployment compensation in May 

15 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,027 98.8 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month: did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(Vl6456=00000) 

V16515 ‘HD REC UNEMP COMP JUN 88’ TLOC= 29262 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in June 1988 (Question 

69 0.9 1. Received unemployment compensation in June 

14 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7.031 98.9 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(V16456=WOOOl 

Vl6516 ‘HD REC UNEMP COMP JUL 88’ TLDC= 29263 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in July 1988 (Question 
G46:al 

68 0.9 I. Received unemployment. compensation in July 

14 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7.032 98.9 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(V16456=OWW) 

V16517 ‘HD REC UNEMP WMP AUG 88’ TLOC* 29264 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in August 1988 (Question 
G46:a) 

76 1.0 1. Received unemployment compensation in August 

14 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7.024 98.9 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(V16456=OOOOD) 

V16518 ‘HD REC UNEMP WMP SEP 88’ TLOC= 29265 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in September 1988 
(Question G46:a) 
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58 0.7 1. Received unemployment compensation in September 

14 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,042 99.1 0. Inap.: did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month: did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(Vl6456=00000) 

Vl6519 ‘HD REC UNEMP CDMP OCT 88’ TLDC= 29266 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in October IS88 
JQuestion G46:a) 

62 0.8 I. Received unemployment compensation in October 

15 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,037 99.1 0. Inap.: did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(V16456=00000) 

Vi6520 ‘HD REC UNEMP CDMP NOV 88’ TLOC= 29267 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in November 1988 
(Question G46:a) 

75 0.8 I. Received unemployment compensation in November 

15 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,024 99.0 0. Inap. : did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(Vl6456=00WO) 

Vi6521 ‘HD REC UNEMP COMP DEC 88’ TLDC= 29268 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Unemployment Compensation in December 1988 
(Question G46:a) 

91 1.0 I. Received unemployment compensation in December 

16 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,007 98.8 0. Inap.: did not receive unemployment compensation this 
month; did not receive unemployment compensation in 1988 
(Vl6456=WOOO) 

V16522 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP JAN 88’ TLDC= 29269 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in January 1988 
(Question G55) 

26 0.4 1. Received unemployment compensation in January 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,079 99.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month: did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vi6476=0WW) 

V16523 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP FEB 88’ TLOC= 29270 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Wife/nWife” Received Unemployment Compensation in February 1988 

29 0.4 I. Received unemployment compensation in February 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7.077 99.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/V16633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (V16476=WOW) 

V16524 ‘WF REC UNEMP CDMP MAR 88’ TLDb 29271 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in March 1988 

29 0.4 I. Received unemployment compensation in March 

8 0.1 9. NA: DK 
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7,077 99.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife (V16358=5/V16633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month: did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (V16476=00000) 

V16525 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP APR 98’ TLOC= 29272 MO=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in April 1988 
(Duestion G55) 

27 0.4 1. Received unemployment compensation in April 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,078 99.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vl6476=00000) 

VI6526 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP MAY 98’ TLOC= 29273 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in May 1988 
(Question G55) 

27 0.3 I. Received unemployment compensation in May 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,078 99.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month: did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vl6476=00000) 

V16527 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP JUN 88’ TLOC= 29274 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in June 1988 
(Duestion G55) 

26 0.3 1. Received unemployment compensation in June 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,079 99.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (Vi6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vl6476=00000) 

VI9528 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP JUL 89’ TLOC= 29275 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in July 1988 
(Question G55) 

33 0.5 I. Received unemployment compensation in July 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7.072 99.4 0. Inap. : no wife/‘wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month: did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vl6476=000-00) 

Vi9529 ‘WF REC UNEMP CDMP AUG 88’ TLDC= 29276 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife’ Received Unemployment Compensation in August 1988 
jQuestion G55) 

29 0.4 I. Received unemployment compensation ln August 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,076 99.5 0. Inap. : no wlfe/l’wife” (Vl6359=5/Vl6633=OD); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vl6476=OODOO) 

V16530 ‘WF REC UNEMP COUP SEP 88’ TLOC= 29277 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/*Wife’ Received Unemployment Compensation in September 1988 

24 0.3 1. Received unemployment compensation in September 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,081 99.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (V16358=5~V16633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vl6476=OOOOO) 
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V16531 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP OCT 88’ TLOC= 29278 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in October 1988 
(Question G55) 

23 0.3 I. Received unemployment compensation in October 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,082 99.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (V16476=00000) 

V16532 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP NOV 88’ TLOC= 29279 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in November 1988 
(Question G55) 

23 0.3 I. Received unemployment compensation in November 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,081 99.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (Vi6476=00000) 

VI6533 ‘WF REC UNEMP COMP DEC 88’ TLDC= 29280 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Unemployment Compensation in December 1988 
(Question G55) 

35 0.4 I. Received unemployment compensation in December 

9 0.1 9. NA: DK 

7.070 99.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
unemployment compensation this month; did not receive 
unemployment compensation in 1988 (V16476=WOW) 

VI6534 ‘HD REC WORKR WMP JAN 88’ TLDC- 29281 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in January 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 

29 0.3 I. Received worker’s compensation in January 

4 0.0 9. NA: DK 

7,081 99.6 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month; 
did not receive worker’s compensation in IS88 
(V16457=00000) 

VI6535 ‘HD REC WDRKR WMP FEB 88’ TLOC= 29282 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in February 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 

30 0.3 I. Received worker’s compensati6n in February 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,080 99.7 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month; 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(V16457=OWW) 

VI6536 ‘HD REC WORKR COUP MAR 88’ TLOC= 29283 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in March 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 

30 0.4 I. Received worker’s compensation in March 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,080 99.6 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month: 
did not receive worker’s compensation in IS88 
(Vl6457=OOOOO) 

V16637 ‘HD REC WORKR WMP APR 88’ TLDC= 29284 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in April 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 
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35 0.4 I. Received worker’s compensation in April 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,075 99.6 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month; 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(Vl6457=00000) 

V16538 ‘HD REC WORKR COMP MAY 88’ TLOC= 29285 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in May 1988 (Question G46:b) 

38 0.5 1. Received worker’s compensation in May 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,072 99.5 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month: 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(Vl6457=00000) 

V16539 ‘HD REC WORKR CDMP JUN 88’ fLOC= 29286 MD=9 

Whether 1999 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in June 1988 .(Question 
G46:b) 

44 0.6 I. Received worker’s compensation in June 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,064 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month; 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(V16457=00000) 

Vl6540 ‘HD REC WORKR CDMP JUL 88’ TLOC= 29287 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in July 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 

51 0.7 1. Received worker’s compensation in July 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7.057 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month: 
did not receive worker‘s compensation in 1988 
(Vl6457=00000) 

V16541 ‘HD REC WORKR COMP AU6 88’ TLOC+ 29288 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in August 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 

47 0.6 1. Received worker’s compensation in August 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7.061 99.4 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month: 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(V16457=OOOOD) 

Vi6542 ‘HD REC WORKR CDMP SEP 89’ TLOC= 29289 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in September 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 

45 0.6 I. Received worker’s compensation in September 

5 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.064 99.4 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month: 
did not receive worker’s compensation In 1988 
(Vl6457=DQDOO) 

Vi6643 ‘HD REC WORKR COMP OCT 88 ’ TLOC= 29290 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in October 1989 (Question 
G46:b) 

45 0.7 1. Received worker’s compensation in October 

5 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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7,064 99.3 0. Inap.: did not receive worker’s compensation this month; 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(V16457=00000) 

vie544 ‘HD REC WDRKR COMP NOV 98’ TLOC= 29291 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in November 1988 (Question 
G46:b) 

51 0.7 I. Received worker’s compensation in November 

5 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.058 99.3 0. Inap.: did not receive worker’s compensation this month; 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(V16457=00000) 

V16545 ‘HD REC WORKR COMP DEC 98’ TLDC= 29292 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Head Received Worker’s Compensation in December IS88 (QUeStiOn 

G46:b) 

51 0.7 1. Received worker’s compensation In December 

5 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,058 99.3 0. Inap. : did not receive worker’s compensation this month; 
did not receive worker’s compensation in 1988 
(Vl6457=00000) 

V16546 ‘WF REC WORKR COMP JAN 88’ TLOC= 29293 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in January 1988 
IQuestion G58) 

IO 0.2 1. Received worker’s compensation in January 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,103 99.8 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (V16358=5/V16633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 

V16547 ‘WF REC WORKR COMP FEB 88’ TLOC= 29294 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in February 1988 
(Question G58) 

12 0.2 1. Received worker’s compensation in February 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,101 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 

V18548 ‘WF REC WDRKR COMP MAR 88’ TLDC= 29295 ( MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in March 1988 
(Quest ion G58) 

IO 0.2 1. Received worker’s compensation in March 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.103 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month: did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 

Vi6549 ‘WF REC WORKR WMP APR 88’ TLOC= 29296 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in April 1988 
(Question G58) 

9 0.1 I. Received worker’s compensation in April 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.104 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/‘wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 
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Vl6550 ‘WF REC WORKR COMP MAY 88’ TLDC= 29297 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in May 1988 (Question 
G58 ) 

9 0.2 1. Received worker’s compensation in May 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,104 99.8 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358-5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month: did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 

Vi6551 ‘WF REC WORKR CDMP JUN 88’ TLOC= 29298 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in June 1988 
(Question G58) 

10 0.2 1. Received worker’s compensation in June 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,103 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 

V16562 ‘WF REC WDRKR CDMP JUL 88’ TLOC= 29299 MD=.9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in July 1988 

13 0.2 I. Received worker’s compensation in July 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.100 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 

Vi6653 ‘WF REC WDRKR COMP AU0 89’ TLDC= 29300 MD-9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in August 1988 
(Question G58) 

12 0.2 I. Received worker’s compensation in August 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,101 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (Vl6477=00000) 

Vl6654 ‘WF REC WORKR COMP SEP 88’ TLOC= 29301 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wlfe’ Received Worker’s Compensation in September 1988 

II 0.1 I. Received worker’s compensation in September 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,102 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife’ (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (V16477=00000) 

V16555 ‘WF REC WORKR COMP OCT 88’ TLOC= 29302 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in October 1988 
(Question G58) 

17 0.2 1. Received worker’s compensation in October 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,096 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (V16477=00000) 

v15555 ‘WF REC WORKR WMP NDV 88’ TLOC= 29303 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/‘Wlfe” Received Worker’s Compensation in November 1988 
(Question G59) 
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16 0.2 1. Received worker’s compensation in November 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,097 SS.8 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vl6633=00); did not receive 
worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (V16477=00000) 

Vl6557 ‘WF REC WDRKR COMP OEC 88’ TLOC- 29304 MD=9 

Whether 1989 Wife/“Wife” Received Worker’s Compensation in December 1988 
jQuest ion G581 

19 0.2 I. Received worker’s compensation in December 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,094 99.7 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” (Vl6358=5/Vi6633-00); did not receive 

worker’s compensation this month; did not receive worker’s 
compensation in 1988 (V16477=00000) 

V16558 ‘OFUM REC TXSL Y 88? I TLOC= 29305 

Did any Other FU Member receive taxable income? 

1,662 24.7 I. Yes 

5,452 75.3 5. No 

Vl6559 ‘SEQI 1ST DFUM W TXSL Y ’ TLOC= 29306-29307 

1989 Seauence Number of First Other FU Member With Taxable Income 

The actual 1989 sequence number (V30607) of the individual who produced the 
income is coded here. This provides a link with the individual-level data Of 
thi s person. 

00. Inap. : no Dther FU Member with taxable income (Vl6558=5) 

Vl656Q ‘% PRORAT TXSL Y 1ST DFUM’ TLOC= 29308-29309 

Percentage Prorated Taxable Income of First Dther FU Member 

% nonzero = 4.3 
mean nonzero = 52.2 

Incomes for part-year family unit members are coded based on the portion Of 
annual income earned and the amount of time these persons were living in the 
family during 1988. This percent proration variable provides a means of 
creating whole-year income for the individual: simply divide the total 
taxable income (Vl6561) by the percent proration (Vl6560). 

00. Inap. : income is not prorated: no Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6558=5) 

Vi6561 ‘TXSL Y 1ST XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29310-29315 

Taxable Income in 1988 of First Other FU Member (and Spouse) 

% nonzero = 24.7 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 8.993.7 

If the 1998 tiead or Wife/“Wlfe” moved out or died by 1989 (see Vi6563 below), 
then his or her taxable income, if any, is included here. The range of 
values for this variable is -99999 through 999999; 000000 represents zero 
income and negative values represent overall income losses. All missing data 
were assigned. 

-99999. Loss of $99.999 or more 

oooooo. Inap. : none; no Other FU Member with taxable income 
(Vl6558=5) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

V16562 ‘B EXEMP 1ST XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29316-29317 

Number of Exemptions for 1988 Tax Year--First Other FU Member 
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% nonzero f 14.0 
mean nonzero = 1.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of exemptions 
allowed the First Other FU Member for 1988 taxes. 

00. Inap. : 1988 Head or Wife/“Wife” died since last interview 
or 1988 Head or Wife/“Wife” moved out between January 1989 
and the time of the 1989 interview; no Other FU Member 
with taxable income (Vl6558=5) 

Vl6563 ‘TAX TABLE 1ST XTRA EARNR’ TLOC= 29318 

Tax Table Used for 1988 Tax Year--First Other FU Member 

1,348 19.9 I. Single and was In FU for all of 1988 
25 0.3 2. Married and was in FU for all of 1988 
23 0.2 3. Head of Household and was in FU for all of 1988 
47 0.9 5. 1988 Head, Wife/“Wife” or Husband died since last 

interview; 1988 Head, Wife/“Wife” or Husband moved out 
between January 1989 and the time of the 1989 interview 

202 3.1 6. Single and was in FU only part of 1988 
8 0.1 7. Married and was in FU only part of 1988 
8 0.1 8. Head of Household and was in FU only part of 1988 

1 0.0 9. Other 

5,452 75.3 0. Inap. : no Other FU Member with taxable income (V16558=5) 

V16564 ‘SEQX PND OFUM W TXSL Y ’ TLOC+ 29319-29320 

1989 Sequence Number of Second Other FU Member With Taxable Income 

The actual 1989 sequence number (V30607) of the individual who produced the 
income is coded here. This provides a link with the individual-level data of 
this person. 

00. Inap. : no Other FU Member with taxable income (V16558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income 

Vl6565 ‘% PRDRAT TXSL Y 2ND OFUM’ TLOC= 29321-29322 

Percentage Prorated Taxable Income of Second Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.8 
mean nonzero = 46.1 

Incomes for part-year family unit members are coded based on the portion of 
annual income earned and the amount of time these persons were living in the 
family during 1998. This percent proration variable provides a means of 
creating whole-year income for the individual; simply divide the total 
taxable income (Vl6566) by the percent proration (V16565). 

00. Inap. : income is not ,prorated; no Other FU Member with 
taxable income (V16558=5); no Second Other FU Member with 
taxable income (V16564=00) 

Vl6566 ‘TXSL Y 2ND XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29323-29328 

Taxable Income in 1988 for Second Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 6.9 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 4.474.9 

The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 999999; 000000 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. 

-99999. Loss of $99.999 or more 

woo00 . Inap.: none; no Other FU Member with taxable income 
(V16558=5); no Second Other FU Member with taxable 
income (Vl6564=W) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

V16967 ‘U EXEMP 2ND XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29329-29330 
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Number of Exemptions for 1988 Tax Year--Second Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 2.5 
mean nonzero = 1.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of exemptions 
allowed the Second Other FU Member for 1988 taxes. 

00. Inap. : no Other FU Member with taxable income (Vl6558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (Vl6564=00) 

Vl6568 ‘TAX TABLE 2ND XTRA EARNR’ TLOC= 29331 

Tax Table Used for 1988 Tax Year--Second Other FU Member 

418 6.3 I. Single and was in FU for all of 1988 
2. Married and was in FU for all of 1988 

1 0.0 3. Head of Household and was in FU for all of 1988 
30 0.5 6. Single and was in FU only part of 1988 

2 0.1 7. Married and was in FU only part of 1988 
I 0.0 8. Head of Household and was in FU only part of 1988 

6,662 93.1 0. Inap.: no Other FU Member with taxable income (Vl6558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (V16564=00) 

Vi6569 ‘SEQ# 3RD OFUM W TXSL Y J TLDC= 29332-29333 

1989 Sequence Number of Third Other FU Member With Taxable Income 

The actual 1989 sequence number (V30607) of the individual who produced the 
income is coded here. This provides a link with the individual-level data of 
this person. 

00. Inap. : no Other FU Member with taxable income (Vl6558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (Vl6564=00); 
no Third Other FU Member with taxable income 

Vl6570 ‘X PRORAT TXSL Y 3RD OFUM’ TLDC= 29334-29335 

Percentage Prorated Taxable Income of Third Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero = 47.0 

Incomes for part-year family unit members are coded based on the portion of 
annual income earned and the amount of time these persons were living in the 
family during 1988. This percent proration variable provides a means of 
creating whole-year income for the individual: simply divide the total 
taxable income (VI65711 by the percent proration (Vl6570). 

00. Inap. : income is not prorated; no Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6558=5); no Second Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6564=001;. no Third Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6569=00) 

Vi6571 ‘TXSL Y 3RD XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29336-29341 

Taxable Income in 1988 of Third Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 1.7 
mean nonzero. including negative values = 3.623.4 

The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 999999; OOOWO 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. 

-99999. Loss of $99,999 or more 

ooww . Inap.: none; no Other FU Member with taxable income 
(Vl6558=5); no Second Other FU Member with taxable 
income (Vl6564=W); no Third Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6569=00) 

999999. $999.999 or more 

V16572 ‘# EXEMP 3RD XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29342-29343 
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Number of Exemptions for 1988 Tax Year--Third Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.5 
mean nonzero = 1.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of exemptions 
allowed the Third Other FU Member for 1988 taxes. 

00. Inap.: no Other FU Member with taxable income (V16558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (Vl6564=00); 
no Third Other FU Member with taxable income (Vl6569=00) 

V16573 ‘TAX TABLE 3RD XTRA EARNR’ TLDC= 29344 

Tax Table Used for 1988 Tax Year--Third Other FU Member 

85 1.4 I. Single and was in FU for all of 1988 
2. Married and was in FU for all of 1988 
3. Head of Household and was in FU for all of 1988 

16 0.3 6. Single and was in FU only part of 1988 
1 0.0 7. Married and was in FU only part of 1988 

8. Head of Household and was in FU only part of 1988 

7,0:2 98.3 0. Inap.: no Other FU Member with taxable income (V16558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (V16564.00); 
no Third Other FU Member with taxable income (V16569=00) 

V16574 ‘SEQ# 4TH DFUM W TXSL Y ’ TLDC= 29345-29346 

1989 Sequence Number of Fourth Other FU Member With Taxable Income 

The actual 1989 sequence number (V30607) of the individual who produced the 
income is coded here. This provides a link with the individual-level data of 
this person. 

00. Inap.: none: no Other FU Member with taxable income 
(V16558=5): no Second Other FU Member with taxable income 
(V16564=00): no Third Other FU Member with taxable income 
(Vl6569=00): no Fourth Other FU Member with taxable income 

Vl6575 ‘% PRORAT TXSL Y 4TH DFUM’ TLOC= 29347-29348 

Percentaqe Prorated Taxable Income of Fourth Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.0 
mean nonzero = 78.4 

Incomes for part-year family unit members are coded based on the portion of 
annual income earned and the amount of time these persons were living in the 
family during 1988. This percent proration variable provides a means of 
creating whole-year income for the individual; simply divide the total 
taxable income (VI65761 by the percent proration (V16575). 

00. Inap. : income is not ‘prorated; no Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6558=5); no Second Other FU Member with 
taxable income (V16564=00); no Third Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6569=00); no Fourth Other FU Member with 
taxable income (V16574=00) 

Vl6576 ‘TXSL Y 4TH XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29349-29354 

Taxable Income in 1988 of Fourth Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.2 
mean nonzero, including negative values q 2,951.5 

The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 999999; OOWOO 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. 

-99999. Loss of $99,999 or more 

000000. Inap.: none; no Other FU Member with taxable income 
(Vl6558=5); no Second Other FU Member with taxable 
income (V16564=W); no Third Other FU Member with 
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taxable income (V16569=00); no Fourth Other FU Member 
with taxable income (Vl6574=00) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

V16577 ‘# EXEMP 4TH XTRA EARNER ’ TLDC= 29355-29356 

Number of Exemptions for 1988 Tax Year--Fourth Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero = 1.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual 
allowed the Fourth Other FU Member 

00. Inap.: no Other FU Member with 
no Second Other FU Member with 
no Third Other FU Member with 
no Fourth Other FU Member with 

number of exemptions 

taxable 
taxable 

taxable 
taxab 1 e 

i ncome 
i ncome 

i ncome 
income 

V16578 ‘TAX TABLE 4TH XTRA EARNR’ TLOC= 29357 

(Vl6558=5); 
(Vl6564=00); 

(V16569=00); 
(V16574=00) 

Tax Table Used for 1988 Tax Year--Fourth Other FU Member 

IO 0.2 I. Single and was in FU for all of 1988 
2. Married and was in FU for all of 1988 
3. Head of Household and was in FU for all of 1988 

3 0.0 6. Single and was in FU only part of 1988 
7. Married and was in FU only part of 1988 
8. Head of Household and was in FU only part of 1988 

7,101 99.8 0. Inap. : no Other FU Member with taxable income (Vi6558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (V16564=00); 
no Third Other FU Member with taxable income (Vi6569=00); 
no Fourth Other FU Member with taxable income (V16574=00) 

Vl6579 ‘SEQ# STH OFUM W TXSL Y ’ TLOC= 29358-29359 

1989 Sequence Number of Fifth Other FU Member With Taxable Income 
. 

The actual 1989 sequence number (V30607) of the individual who produced the 
income is coded here. This provides a link with the individual-level data of 
this person. 

00. Inap.: income is not prorated; no Other FU Member with 
taxable income (V16558=5); no Second Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6564=00): no Third Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6569=00); no Fourth Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6574=00); no Fifth Other FU Member with 
taxable income 

v16580 ‘% PRDRAT TXSL Y 5TH OFUM’ TLDC= 29360-29361 

Percentage Prorated Taxable Income of Fifth Other FU Member 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

Incomes for part-year family unit members are coded based on the portion of 
annual income earned and the amount of time these persons were living in the 
family d uring 1988. This percent proration variable provides a means of 
creating whole-year income for the individual; simply divide the total 
taxable income (Vl6581) by the percent proration (Vl6580). 

00. Inap. : income is not prorated; no Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vi6558=5); no Second Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vi6564rW); no Third Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6569rW); no Fourth Other FU Member with 
taxable income (V16574=00); no Fifth Other FU Member with 
taxable income (Vl6579=00) 

Vi6581 ‘TXSL Y 5TH XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29362-29367 

Taxable Income in 1988 of Fifth Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.0 
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mean nonzero. including negative values = 9,464.6 

The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 999999; 000000 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. 

-99999. Loss of $99,999 or more 

000000. Inap.: none; no Other FU Member with taxable income 
(V16558=5); no Second Other FU Member with taxable 
income (V16564=00); no Third Other FU Member with 
taxable income (V16569=00); no Fourth Other FU Member 
with taxable income (V16574=00); no Fifth Other FU 
Member with taxable income (Vi6579=00) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

VlB582 ‘# EXEMP 5TH XTRA EARNER ’ TLOC= 29368-29369 

Number of Exemptions for 1988 Tax Year--Fifth Other FU Member 

% nonzero = 0.0 
mean nonzero = 1.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of exemptions 
allowed the Fifth Other FU Member. 

00. Inap.: no Other FU Member with taxable income (Vi6558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (Vi6564=00); 
no Third Other FU Member with taxable income (Vi6569=00): 
no Fourth Other FU Member with taxable income (V16574=00); 
no Fifth Other FU Member with taxable income (V16579=00) 

VlB583 ‘TAX TABLE 5TH XTRA EARNR’ TLOC= 29370 

Tax Table Used for 1988 Tax Year--Fifth Other FU Member 

4 0.0 I. Single and was in FU for all of 1988 
2. Married and was in FU for all of 1988 
3. Head of Household and was in FU for all of 1988 
6. Single and was in FU only part of 1988 
7. Married and was in FU only part of i988 
8. Head of Household and was in FU only part of 1988 

7,110 100.0 0. Inap.: no Other FU Member with taxable income (V16558=5); 
no Second Other FU Member with taxable income (Vi6564=00); 
no Third Other FU Member with taxable income (V16569=00); 
no Fourth Other FU Member with taxable income (V16574=00); 
no Fifth Other FU Member with taxable income (Vi6579=00) 

VlB584 ‘OFUM 88 ANN WRK HRS ’ TLOC= 29371-29374 

Annual 1988 Work Hours of All Other FU Members in FU during 1988 

% nonzero = 22.9 
mean nonzero = 1.457.7 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-9998 represent the actual 
annual hours worked; all missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : no Other FU Member worked in 1988; no Other FU 
Member with taxable income (Vi6558=5) 

9999. 9,999 hours or more 

VlB585 ‘OFUM 88 TOT ANN TXBL Y ’ TLOC= 29375-29380 

Total 1998 Taxable Income of All Other FU Members in FU durina 1988 

% nonzero = 24.7 
mean nonzero. including negative values = 10.529.3 

The range of values for this variable is -99999 through 999999; 000000 
represents zero income and negattve values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. The values represent the sum of Vi6561, 
Vi6566, Vl6571, Vl6576, and Vl6581. as well as any additional taxable income 
if there were more than five persons with such income. 
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-99999. Loss of $99,999 or more 

000000. None ; no Other FU Member with taxable income 
(Vl6558=5) 

999999. $999,999 or more 

V16586 ‘ACC OFUM ANN TXBL Y 88 ’ TLOC= 29381 

Accuracy of Vi6585 (Total 1988 taxable income of all others in FU) 

6,732 94.8 0. Inap. : no assignment: no Other FU Member with taxable 
income (Vl6558=5) 

54 0.8 I. Minor assignment 
328 4.5 2. Major assignment 

V16587 ‘OFUM 88 ASSET Y I TLOC= 29382-29386 

Total 1988 Asset Income of All Other FU Members in FU durina 1988 

% nonzero = 3.4 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 2.290.4 

The range of values for this variable is -9999 through 99999: 00000 
represents zero income and negative values represent overall income losses. 
All missing data were assigned. The amount represented by this variable is 
included in the total taxable income of others (Vi6585). 

-9999. Loss of $9,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : none; no Other FU Members with taxable income 
(Vi6558=5) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16588 ‘OFUM REC TRANSFER Y? ’ TLOC= 29387 

Did Any Other FU Member Receive Any Transfer Income in 1988? 

463 6.0 I. Yes 

6,651 94.0 5. No 

Vi6589 ‘OFUM 88 AOC/AFOC I TLOC= 29388-29392 

Total 1988 ADC/AFDC Income Received by All Other FU Members in FU durinq 1988 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero = 2.593.6 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the ADC/AFDC 
income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(Vi6588=5); no Other FU.Members with income from ADC/ 
AFDC 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vi6590 ‘OFUM 88 SSI I TLOC= 29393-29397 

Total 1988 Supplemental Security Income Received by All Other FU Members in 

% nontero = 0.8 
mean nonzero = 2.917.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the SSI 
income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

ooooo. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(Vl6588=5); no Other FU Members with income from SSI 

99999. $99,999 or more 

V16591 ‘OFUM 88 OTHER WELFARE ’ TLOC= 29398-29402 

Total 1988 Other Welfare Income Received by All Other FU Members in FU during 
1988 
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% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero = 3.118.4 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
other welfare in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap.: no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(Vl6588=5): no Other FU Members with income from other 
welfare 

99999. $99.999 or more 

Vi6592 ‘OFUM 88 SOC SECURITY ’ TLOC= 29403-29407 

Total 1988 Social Security Payments Received by All Other FU Members in FU 
during 1988 

% nonzero = 3.5 
mean nonzero = 4,799.4 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
Social Security in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(V16588=5); no Other FU Members with income from Social 
Secur i ty 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vi6593 ‘OFUM 88 VA PAYMENTS ’ TLOC= 29408-29412 

Total 1988 Veterans Administration Pension(s) Received by All Other FU 
Members in FU in 1988 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero = 5.383.9 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
Veterans Administration Pension income in whole dollars; all missing data 
were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(V16588=5); no Other FU Members with income from 
Veterans Administration 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vi6594 ‘OFUM 88 OTR RETIREMENT ’ TLOC= 29413-29417 

Total 1988 Other Retirement, Pensions, and Annuities Received by All Other FU 
Members in FU during 1988 

% nonzero = 1.1 
mean nonzero = 6,141.3 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
other retirement, pensions and annuities in whole dollars; all missing data 
were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(V16588=5); no Other FU Members with income from other 
retirement 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VlB595 ‘OFUM 88 UNEMP COMP ’ TLOC= 29418-29422 

Total 1988 Unemployment Compensation Received by All Other FU Members in FU 
during 1988 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero = 2.475.7 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
unemployment pay in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 
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00000. Inap.: no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(V16588=5); no Other FU Members with income from 
unemployment 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VlB596 ‘OFUM 88 WORKERS COMP I TLOC= 29423-29427 

Total 1988 Worker’s Compensation Received by All Other FU Members in FU 
during 1988 

% nonzero = 0.0 
mean nonzero = 4.440.7 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
worker’s compensation in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(Vi6588=5); no Other FU Members with income from 
worker’s compensation 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VlB597 ‘OFUM 88 CHILD SUPPORT ’ TLOC= 29428-29432 

Total 1988 Child Support Received by All Other FU Members in FU during 1988 

% nonzero = 0.2 
mean nonzero = 1.329.3 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
child support received in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(V16588=5); no Other FU Members with income from child 
support 

99999. $99,999 or more 

Vi6598 ‘OFUM 88 HELP FROM RELS ’ TLOC= 29433-29437 

Total Helo Received from Relatives in 1988 by All Other FU Members in FU 
durinq 19’88 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero = 838.8 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount of 
financial help received from relatives in whole dollars; all missing data 
were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(V16588.5); no Other FU Members received help from 
relatives 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VlB599 ‘OFUM 88 MISC TRANSFERS ’ TLOC= 29438-29442 

Total Other Transfer Income Received in 1988 by All Other FU Members in FU 
during 1988 

% nonzero = 0.5 
mean nonzero = 2.888.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the amount Of 
other transfer income in whole dollars; all missing data were assigned. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Member with transfer income 
(Vl6588=5); no Other FU Members received miscellaneous 
transfers 

99999. 399,999 or more 

VlBBOO ‘NOPRO TOT TRANS Y OFUM88’ TLOC= 29443-29447 

Total 1988 Transfer Income of All Other FU Members durinq 1988-NOT PRORATED 
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% nonzero = 6 .O 
mean nonzero = 5.667.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the actual 
amount of transfers received by all Other FU Members during 1988, regardless 
of time spent in the FU. This variable is not equivalent to calculations 
from the 1985 wave and earlier. See Vl6601for a measure that is. For an 
explanation of prorating, see Section I, Part 3. 

00000. Inap. : no Other FU Members with transfer income 
(Vl6588=5) 

99999. $99,999 or more 

VlBBOl ‘PRO TOT TRANS Y OFUM 88 ’ TLOC= 29448-29452 

Total 1988 Transfer Income of All Other FU Members in FU during 1988-ANNUAL 
PRORATED TOTAL 

% nonzero = 6.0 
mean nonzero = 5.275.3 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 represent the sum of 
VI6589 through VI6599 in whole dollars. 

00000. Inap.: no Other FU Members with transfer income 
(Vi6588=5) 

99999. $99.999 or more 

Vi6602 ‘ACC DFUM 88 TRANSFERS ’ TLOC= 29453 

Accuracy of VI6601 (Total prorated transfer income of all Other FU Members in 
FU durina 1988) 

7,026 98.8 0. Inap.: no assignment; no Other FU Members with transfer 
income (Vl6588=5) 

22 0.4 I. Minor assignment 
66 0.8 2. Major assignment 

VlBBO3 ‘# OFUM Y RECEIVERS 88 ’ TLDC= 29454 

Number of Income Receivers in FU in 1988 Other Than 1989 Head and Wife/“Wife” 

5.212 72.2 0. None ; no Other FU Members with income (V16585=000000 and 
V16601=00000) 

1.330 19.7 1. One 
430 6.0 2. Two 
118 1.9 3. Three 

19 0.2 4. Four 
5 0.1 5. Five 

6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

VlBB04 ‘# DFUM LABOR Y RECRS 88 ’ TLOC= 29455 

Number of Labor Income Receivers in FU in 1988 Other Than 1969 Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” 

5.560 77.1 0. 

I, 142 16.6 1. 
323 4.8 2. 

75 1.2 3. 
IO 0.2 4. 

4 0.0 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

None ; no Other FU Members with taxable income 
(Vl6585=V16587) 
Dne 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine or more 

Vi6605 ‘1968 ID I TLOC= 29456-29459 

1968 Interview Number 
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Values for this variable in the range 0001-2930 indicate that the 1989 Head 
(or Wife/“Wife” if the Head is nonsample) of FU was a member of a panel 
family from the SRC cross-section sample. Values in the range 5001-6872 
denote that the Head (or Wife/“Wife” if the Head is nonsample) was a member 
of a panel family from the Census sample. 

VlBBOB ‘1969 IO 

1969 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29460-29463 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-4460 indicate the 1969 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1969 

VlBBO7 ‘1970 10 

1970 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29464-29467 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-4645 indicate the 1970 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU. if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1970 

VlBB08 ‘1971 ID 

1971 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29468-29471 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-4840 indicate the 1971 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU. if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1971 

Vi6609 ‘1972 ID I TLDC= 29472-29475 

1972 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-5060 indicate the 1972 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1972 

Vi6610 ‘1973 ID 

1973 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29476-29479 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-5285 indicate the 1973 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU. if sample’ member, was not in any panel 
family in 1973 

Vi661 1 ‘1974 ID I TLOC= 29480-29483 

1974 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-5517 indicate the 1974 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1974 

Vi6612 ‘1975 ID 

1975 Interview Number 

I TLOC- 29484-29487 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-5725 indicate the 1975 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1975 
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V16613 ‘1976 ID 

1976 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29488-29491 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-5862 indicate the 1976 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1976 

V16614 ‘1977 ID 

1977 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29492-29495 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-6007 indicate the 1977 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1977 

V16615 ‘1978 ID 

1978 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29496-29499 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-6154 indicate the 1978 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU. if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1978 

Vl6616 ‘1979 ID I TLDC= 29500-29503 

1979 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-6373 indicate the 1979 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1979 

V16617 ‘1980 ID 

1980 Interview Number 

I TLOC= 29504-29607 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-6533 indicate the 1980 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1980 

Vi6618 ‘1981 ID I TLOC= 29508-29511 

1981 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-6620 indicate the 1981 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1981 

V16619 ‘1982 ID 

1982 Interview Number 

I TLDC- 29512-29515 

Values for this variable in the range OOOI-6742.indicate the 1982 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1982 

Vl6620 ‘1983 IO I TLOC= 29516-29519 

1983 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-6852 indicate the 1988 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 
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0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1983 

V16621 '1984 ID 

1984 Interview Number 

I TLDC= 29520-29523 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-6918 indicate the 1984 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1984 

V16622 '1985 ID 

1985 Interview Number 

I TLDC= 29524-29527 

Values for thi 
number of the 

s variable in the range 0001-7032 indicate the 1985 interview 
1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any pane 
family in 1985 

V16623 '1996 ID , TLOC= 29528-29531 

1986 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-7018 indicate the 1986 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1986 

Vi6624 '1987 ID I TLOC= 29632-29535 

1987 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-7061 indicate the 1987 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1988 

V16625 '1988 ID I TLOC= 29536-29539 

1988 Interview Number 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-7114 indicate the 1988 interview 
number of the 1989 Head of FU. 

0000. 1989 Head of FU, if sample member, was not in any panel 
family in 1988 

Vi6626 'INTERVIEWER ID # 1989 ' TLDC= 29540-29543 MD=9999 

Interviewer’s ID Number 

This is the 4-digit identification number assigned to each interviewer by the 
Survey Research Center’s Field Office as his or her personal identifier. 

9999. NA 

0000. Mail interview 

Vi6627 'INTERVIEWER INTVIEW # ' TLDC= 29544-29546 MD=999 

Interviewer’s Interview Number 

Each interviewer sequentially assigns a 3-digit number (001-998) to every 
interview that he or she completes. 

999. NA; mail interview 

V16629 'DATE OF 1989 IW I TLOC= 29547-29550 MD=9999 

Date of 1989 Interview 
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The first two digits represent the month that the interview was taken 
(03=March, 04=April. etc). The last two digits represent the day of the 
month that the interview was taken. 
(0302). 

Interviewing for 1989 began March 02 

9999. NA; mail interview 

Vi6629 ‘LENGTH OF 1989 IW I TLDC= 29551-29553 MD=999 

Length of 1989 Interview 

mean, excluding missing data = 32.3 

The actual number of minutes taken by the interviewer to administer the 
questionnaire is coded here. 

999. NA: mail interview 

V16630 ‘# IN FU I TLOC= 29654-29555 

Number of Persons in FU at the Time of the 1989 Interview 

mean = 2.4 

This variable is identical to V16389. Its values range from 01 to no more 
than 20. 
the FU. 

The code values represent the actual number of persons currently in - 

V16631 ‘AGE OF 1989 HEAD I TLDC= 29556-29557 MD=99 

Aqe of 1989 Head 

mean, excluding missing data = 47.2 

This variable represents the actual age of the 1989 Head of the FU. The 
range of values is usually from 18 through 98, although in rare cases a 
person under 18 might become Head. 

98. Ninety-eight years of age or older 

99. NA 

V16632 ‘SEX OF 1989 HEAD I TLDC= 29558 

Sex of 1989 Head 

5,025 68.0 1. Male 
2,089 32.0 2. Female 

Vi6633 ‘AGE OF 1989 WIFE , TLOC= 29669-29560 MD=99 

Aqe of 1989 Wife/“Wife” 

% nonzero = 52.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 44.5 

This variable represents the actual age of the current wife or “wife” 
(cohabiting female friend). The range of allowed values is 14 through 98, 
although wives/“wives” aged 14-16 are rare. 

00. No wife/“wife” in FU: Head is female (V16632=2) or single 
male 

98. Ninety-eight years of age or older 

99. NA 

Vi6634 ‘# CHILDREN IN FU I TLOC= 29561-29562 

Number of Persons Now in the FU Under 18 Years of Ape 

% nonzero = 35.9 
mean nonzero = 1.9 

This variable represents the actual number of persons currently in the FU who 
are neither Head nor Wife/“Wife” from newborns through those 17 years of age, 
whether or not they are actually children of the Head or Wife/“Wife.” 
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00. None 

V16635 ‘AGE YOUNGEST CHILD ’ TLOC= 29563-29564 MO=99 

Age of Younqest Person Now in the FU Under 18 Years of Age 

% nonzero = 35.9 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 7.2 

The range of values for this variable represents the actual age in years (01 
through 17) of the youngest FU Member in this age range and excludes Heads 
and Wives/“Wives”; note that a child’s age is not coded 02 (two years old) 
until he/she reaches his/her second birthday. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no persons age 17 or younger in FU (Vl6634=00) 

Vi6636 ‘# NONFU SHARING HU ’ TLDC= 29565-29566 MD=99 

Number of Non-FU Members Sharinq Housina Unit with This FU 

% nonzero = 13.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.1 

This variable represents the actual number of non-FU members (01-20) sharing 
the housing unit with this FU, whether or not the non-FU members were 
included in another responding FU. 

99. NA; DK 

00. None 

V16637 ‘A3 MARITAL STATUS I TLOC= 29567 MD=9 

A3. Are you (HEAD) married, widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never 
been married? 

3,865 51.2 1. Married 
I ,284 17.4 2. Never married 

666 12.5 3. Widowed 
890 14.6 4. Divorced, annulled 
409 4.2 5. Separated 

9. NA; DK 

V16638 ‘A4 TYPE DU I TLOC= 29568 MD=9 

A4. Do you live in a one-family house, a two-family house, an apartment, a 
mobile home, or what? 

4,550 66.5 1. Dne-fami ly house 
362 5.1 2. Two-family house: duplex e 

1,459 18.5 3. Apartment: housing project 
438 5.5 4. Mobile home; trailer 

150 2.0 6. Rowhouse; townhouse 
146 2.2 7. Other 

9 0.2 9. NA; DK 

V16639 ‘AS ACTUAL # ROOMS I TLDC= 29569-29570 MD=99 

A5. How many rooms do you have (for your familv) not countinq bathrooms? 

mean, excluding missing data = 5.5 

The values for this variable in the range 01-98 represent the actual number 
of rooms the family unit has, excluding bathrooms. 

If a response to this question mentions a fraction of a room, for example, a 
summer-use sun porch, this fraction is dropped. 

99. NA; DK 

00. None ; FU shares room 
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Vi6640 ‘A6 RECD GDVT HTG SUBSDY ‘ TLDC= 29571 MD=9 

A6. There are government programs that give money to people to help them pay 
for heating their homes. Did you receive help with heating bills from 
any qovernment proqram last winter (1988-SS)? 

432 4.8 1. Yes 
6,678 95.1 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

V16641 ‘A8 OWN/RENT OR WHAT ’ TLDC= 29572 

A8. Do you own the (home/apartment), paY rent, or what? 

3,847 60.9 1. Owns or is buying home, either fully or jointly: mobile 
home owners who rent lots are included here 

2,818 33.4 5. Pays rent 
449 5.7 8. Neither owns nor rents 

V16642 ‘A10 HAVE MDRTGAGE? I TLDC= 29573 MD=9 

AIO. Do you have a mortqage on this property? 

2,607 37.2 1. Yes 
1,235 23.6 5. No 

5 0.1 9. NA: DK 

3,267 39.1 0. Inap.: not a homeowner (V16641=5 or 8) 

V16643 ‘Al2 SECOND MORTGAGE? ’ TLDC= 29574 MD=9 

A12. Do You have a second mortqage? 

338 5.2 I. Yes 
2,263 31.9 5. No 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,507 62.8 0. Inap.: not a home owner (Vl6641=5 or 8); no mortgage 
(VI664215 or 9) 

Vi6644 ‘Al3 IN PUBLIC DWND PROJ?’ TLDC= 29575 MD=9 

A13. Is this (house/apartment) in a public housing project, that is. is it 
owned by a local housing authority or other public aqenCY7 

395 3.7 I. Yes 
2,402 29.3 5. No 

21 0.4 9. NA: DK 

4,296 66.6 0. Inap. : does not rent (Vl6641=1 or 8) 

V16645 ‘Al4 GOVT PAY PART RENT? ’ TLOC= 29676 MD=9 

A14. Are you paying lower rent because’the Federal, State or local 
qovernment is payinq part of the cost? [COST OF RENT] 

133 1.5 1. Yes 
2,259 27.7 5. No 

II 0.1 9. NA: DK 

4,711 70.7 0. Inap. : does not rent (V16641=1 or 8); public housing 
(V16644=1 or 9) 

Vi6646 ‘Al5 WHY NOT OWN/RENT ’ TLOC- 29577 MD=9 

A15. How is that?-NEITHER OWNS NOR RENTS 

3 0.0 1. Servant; housekeeper 
9 0.1 2. Farm 1 aborer ; ranch laborer 

63 0.7 3. Other persons for whom housing is part of compensation 
(janitors, gardeners, nurses, tutors, etc.) 

286 3.9 4. Persons for whom housing is a gift; paid by someone outside 
of FU; owned by relatives: pay no rent or only pay taxes. 

I 0.0 5. Sold own home, but still living there 
6 0.1 6. Living in house which will inherit; estate in process 
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5 0.0 7. Living in temporary quarters (garage, shed, motor vehicle, 
etc.) while home is under construction or until new 
apartment is found. 

71 0.7 8. Other 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,666 94.3 0. Inap. : owns or rents (Vl6641=1 or 5) 

V16647 ‘Al6 IN PUBLIC DWND PROJ?’ TLDC= 29578 MD=9 

A16. Is this (house/apartment) in a public housing project, that is. is it 
owned by a local housinq authority or other public agency? 

37 0.4 1. Yes 
398 5.1 5. No 

14 0.2 9. NA; DK 

6,665 94.3 0. Inap.: owns or rents (V16641=1 or 5) 

Vi6648 ‘Al7 GOVT PAY ALL RENT? ’ TLDC= 29579 MD=9 

A17. Are you paying no rent because the Federal, State or local government 
is payinq all of it? 

40 0.4 1. Yes 
355 4.8 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,716 94.9 0. Inap.: owns or rents (Vl6641=1 or 5); public housing 
(Vl6647=1 or 9) 

V16549 ‘Al8 MOVED SINCE SPG 88? ’ TLOC= 29580 MD=9 

A18. Have vou (HEAD) moved any time since the sprinq of 1988? 

1,669 21.5 1. Yes 
5,437 78.5 5. No 

8 0.0 9. NA; DK 

V16650 ‘A19 MONTH MOVED I TLOC= 29581-29582 MO=99 

Al9. What month and year was that? (MOST RECENT MOVE) 

The month coded here is that of the most recent move since the 1988 
interview. 

140 1.7 01. January; “winter” 
121 1.6 02. February 
138 1.8 03. March 
168 2.0 04. April: “spring” 
139 1.9 05. May 
140 I .7 06. June 
119 1.6 07. July; H summer ‘1 
150 2.0 08. August 
142 2.2 09. September 
126 I .5 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I “autumn” ; 
108 1.4 II. November 
138 1.7 12. December 

40 0.5 99. NA: DK month 

5,445 78.5 00. Inap.: has not moved (V16649=5 or 9) 

V16651 ‘A20 WHY MOVED I TLOC= 29583 MD=9 

A20. why did YOU (HEAD) move? 

The codes below are in priority order. 

153 2.3 I. Purposive productive reasons: to take another job: 
transfer; stopped going to school 

59 1.1 2. To get nearer to work 
287 3.3 3. Purposive consumptive reasons --expansion of housing: more 

space ; more rent; better place 
123 1.4 4. Purposive consumptive reasons --contraction of housing: less 

space ; less rent 
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386 4 

153 2 

358 4 

8 5. Purposive consumptive --other house-related: want to own 
home: got married 

0 6. Purposive consumptive--neighborhood-related: better 
neighborhood: go to school: to be closer to friends and/or 
relatives 

6 7. Response to outside events (involuntary reasons): HU coming 
down ; being evicted: armed services, etc.; health reasons; 
divorce; retiring because of health 

2 8. Ambiguous or mixed reasons: to save money: all my old 
neighbors moved away: retiring (NA why) 

93 1 

57 0 7 9. NA; DK 

5,445 78 5 0. Inap. : has not moved (V16650=5 or 9) 

V16652 ‘A21 WTR MIGHT MOVE ’ TLDC= 29594 MD=9 

A21. Do you think you (HEAD) might move in the next couple of vears? 

2,538 33.0 1. Yes : might or maybe 
4.401 64.6 5. No 

169 2.4 8. Don’t know 
6 0.1 9. NA 

Vl6653 ‘A22 LIKELIHOOD OF MOVING’ TLDC= 29585 MD=9 

A22. Would you say you definitely will move, probably will move, or are you 
more uncertain? 

1,217 14.4 I. Definitely 
857 12.0 2. Probably 
453 6.5 3. More uncerta i n 

11 0.1 9. NA 

4,576 67.0 0. Inap. : does not plan to move (Vl6652=5, 8 or 9) 

V16654 ‘A23 WHY MIGHT MOVE ’ TLOC= 29586 MD=9 

A23. Why (will/might) you move? 

The codes below are in priority order. 

272 4.4 I. Purposive productive reasons: to take another job: 
transfer; stopped going to school 

70 1.0 2. To get nearer to work 
565 6.2 3. Purposive consumptive reasons--expansion of housing: more 

space ; more rent: better place 
166 2.7 4. Purposive consumptive reasons-- contraction of housing: less 

space ; less rent 
749 8.4 5. Purposive consumptive --other house-related: want to own 

home; got married 
331 4.7 6. Purposive consumptive--neighborhood-related: better 

neighborhood; go to school; to be closer to friends and/or 
relatives 

224 3.1 7. Response to outside events (involuntary reasons): OU coming 
down ; being evicted; armed services, etc.; health reasons: 
divorce; retiring because of health 

134 2.2 8. Ambiguous or mixed reasons: to save money; all my old 
neighbors moved away: retiring (NA why) 

27 0.5 9. NA; DK 

4,576 67.0 0. Inap. : does not plan to move (Vi6652=5, 8 or 9) 

Vi6655 ‘Bl EMPLOYMENT STATUS-HD ’ TLOC= 29587 

81. We would like to know about what you do-- are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work. retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

5,014 68.0 I. Working now 
78 0.9 2. Only temporarily laid off, sick leave or maternity leave 

351 3.3 3. Looking for work, unemployed 
979 19.8 4. Retired 
231 2.4 5. Permanently disabled; temporarily disabled 
351 4.4 6. Keep i ng house 

75 1.0 7. Student 
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35 0.2 8. Other; “workf are” ; in prison or jail 

V16656 ‘82 YEAR RETIRED (HD-R)’ TLOC= 29588-29589 MD=99 

82. In what year did you (HEAD) retire? 

% nonzero = 19.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 78.6 

The values for this variable represent the last two digits of the actual year 
in which Head retired. 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: not retired (Vl6655=1-3, 5-8) 

V16657 ‘B3 WORK FOR MDNEY?(HD-E)’ TLDC= 29590 MD=9 

83. Are YOU (HEAD) doing any work for monev now at all? 

169 2.8 I. Yes 
1.853 28.3 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

5,092 68.9 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2) 

V16658 ‘84 WORK SELF/DTR? (HD-E)’ TLDC= 29591 MD=9 

84. On your main job, are you (HEAD) self-employed, are you employed by 
someone else, or what? 

4,548 60.1 1. Someone else only 
29 0.5 2. Both someone else and self 

683 11.1 3. Self-employed only 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16659 ‘65 CDRP/lJNCORP BUS(HD-E)’ TLDC= 29592 MD=9 

85. Is that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

523 8.2 I. Unincorporated 
186 3.4 2. Corporation 

8. DK 
3 0.0 9. NA 

6,402 88.4 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657.5); works for 
someone else only (Vl6658=1 or 9) 

Vi6660 ‘B6 WORK FOR GDVT? (HD-E)’ TLDC= 29593 MD=9 

86. Do you (HEAD) work for the federal, state’or local government, a private 
company, or what? 

296 3.1 I. Federal government 
280 3.9 2. State government 
412 5.4 3. Local government; pub1 ic school system 

3,543 47.5 4. Private company; non-government 
7 0.1 7. Other 

IO 0.1 9. NA; Don’t Know 

2,566 39.9 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); works for self 
only or also employed by someone else (Vl6658=2, 3 or 9) 

Vi6661 ‘87 308 NOW UNION? (H-E)’ TLOC= 29594 MD=9 

97. Is your current lob covered by a union contract? 

990 12.3 I. Yes 
3,393 45.5 5. No 

165 2.2 9. NA; DK 

2,566 39.9 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); works for self 
only or also employed by someone else (Vl6658=2. 3 or 9) 
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V16662 ‘88 BELONG UNION? (HO-E)’ TLDC= 29595 MD=9 

88. Do you belonq to that labor union? 

845 10.7 1. Yes 
142 1.5 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.124 87.7 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5): works for self 
only or also employed by someone else (Vl6658=2. 3 or 9); 
current job not covered by union contract (V16661=5 or 9) 

V16663 ‘BS-10 MAIN DCC:3 DIG H-E’ TLOC= 29596-29598 MD=999 

89. What is your (HEAD’S) main occupation? What sort of work do you do? 
BIO. What are your most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

849 14.5 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
778 12.7 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
255 4.4 260-285. Sales Workers 
502 6.9 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 

1.010 12.2 4Oi-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
506 5.8 601-695. Operatives. Except Transport 
315 3.3 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
267 2.5 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

73 1.3 801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
42 0.5 821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

602 7.1 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
53 0.5 980-984. Private Household Workers 

9 0.1 999. NA: DK 

1,853 28.3 000. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16664 ‘Bll MAIN IND:3 DIGT(H-E)’ TLOC= 29699-29601 MD=999 

Bll. What kind of business or industry is that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

180 2.5 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
39 0.4 047-057. Mining 

429 5.4 067-077. Construction 
1,178 15.8 107-398. Manufacturing 

473 6.0 407-47s. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 
Utilities 

851 II .8 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
238 3.8 707-718. Finance, Insurance , and Real Estate 
282 4.0 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
185 2.2 769-798. Personal Services 

50 0.9 807-809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 
901 13.4 828-897. Professional and Related Services 
413 4.7 907-937. Public Administration 

42 0.7 999. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 000. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5) 

Vl6665 ‘Bl2 SLRY/HRLY/DTR (H-E)’ TLDC= 29602 MD=9 

B12. (On vour main job,) are Vou (HEAD) salaried, paid bv the hour, or what? 

1,939 29.9 I. Salaried 
2,520 29.3 3. Paid by hour 

794 12.3 7. Other 

8 0.2 9. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now‘ (V16657=5) 
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V16666 ‘813 PAY/HR-SALARY (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29603-29806 MD=9999 

813. How much is your salarv? 

% nonzero = 29.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 15.205 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour; if salary 
is given as an annual figure, it is divided by 2000 hours per year; if 
week1 y, by 40 hours per week. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
s decimal places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); is not 
salaried (Vi6665=3, 7 or 9) 

V16667 ‘814 WTR SAL PD DT (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29607 MD=9 

814. If you were to work more hours than usual during some week, would you 
get paid for those extra hours of work? 

467 6.6 1. Yes 
1,460 23.1 5. No 

12 0.2 9. NA; DK 

5,175 70.1 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vi6657=5); is not 
salaried (V16665=3, 7 or 9) 

Vi6668 ‘815 PAY/HR-SLRYOT (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29608-29611 MD=9999 

B15. About how much would vou make per hour for those extra hours? 

% nonzero = 6.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 17.749 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); is not 
salaried (Vl6665=3, 7 or 9); would not get paid 
(Vl6667=5 or 9) 

Vi6669 ‘816 PAY/HR-HOURLY (HD-E)’ TLOC- 29612-29615 MD=9999. 

816. What is your hourly waoe rate for vour regular work time? 

% nonzero = 29.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 9.994 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA: DK 

0000. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); is not paid 
an hourly wage (Vl6665=1. 7 or 9) 

V16670 ‘B17 PAY/HR-HRLY OT (H-E)’ TLOC= 29616-29619 MD=9999 

B17. What is your hourly wage rate for overtime? 

% nonzero = 26.5 
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mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 14.987 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; OK 

0000. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); is not paid 
an hourly wage (V16665=1, 7 or 9) 

Vi6671 ‘B18 HOW PAID-OTR (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29620 MD=9 

B18. How is 

46 0.6 
136 2.3 

24 0.4 
86 1.4 

221 3.8 
222 2.8 

49 0.7 

10 0.2 

6.320 87.7 

that?-NEITHER SALARIED NOR PAID HOURLY 

1. Piecework; hourly plus piecework/production 
2. Commission 
3. Tips; tips and salary/hourly wage 
4. Hourly/salary plus commission 
5. Self-employed; farmer: “profits” 
6. By the job/day/mile 
7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); is paid a 
salary or hourly wage (V16665=1, 3 or 9) 

Vi6672 ‘B19 PAY/HR-OTR OT (H-E)’ TLOC= 29621-29624 MD=9999 

619. If you worked an extra hour, how much would you earn for that hour? 

% nonzero = 6.5 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 24.931 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : nothing; not working for money now (V16657=5); is 
paid a salary or hourly wage (Vl6665=1. 3 or 9) 

Vl0673 ‘820 GET NEW JOB? (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29625 MD=9 

B20. Have you (HEAD) been looking for another job during the past four 
weeks? 

634 8.1 1. Yes 
4.608 63.4 5. No 

19 0.2 9. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V10674 ‘821 DONE NOTHING (H-E) ’ TLOC= 29626 MD=9 

621. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
NOTHING 

8 0.1 1. Has done nothing at all 
625 7.9 5. Has done something to find another job 

1 0.0 -9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories 

6,480 91.9 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); not looking 
for another job (Vl6673=5, 9) 

Vl5675 ‘821 PUBLIC EMP AGCY(H-E)’ TLOC= 29527 MD=9 
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B21. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
A. CHECKED WITH PUBLIC EMPLDYMENT AGENCY 

92 0.9 I. Has checked with public employment agency 
541 7.1 5. Has not checked with public employment agency; has done 

nothing at all (V16674=1) 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (Vi6674=9) 

6,480 91.9 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); not looking 
for another job (V16673=5. 9) 

VI6676 ‘821 PRIVATE EMP AGY(H-E)’ TLOC= 29628 MO-9 

B21. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
B. CHECKED WITH PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

62 0.9 1. Has checked with private employment agency 
571 7.1 5. Has not checked with private employment agency; has done 

nothing at all (V16674=1) 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16674=9) 

6.480 91.9 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); not looking 
for another job (V16673=5. 9) 

V16677 ‘B21 CURR EMP DIRECT(H-E)’ TLOC= 29629 MD=9 

B21 What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
C. CHECKED WITH CURRENT EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

68 0.8 1. Has checked with current employer directly 
565 7.2 5. Has not checked with current employer directly: has done 

nothing at all (Vi6674=1) 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as weli 
as one or more of the activity categories (Vi6674=9) 

6,480 91.9 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); not looking 
for another job (V16673=5. 9) 

V16678 ‘621 OTR EMPR DIRECT(H-E)’ TLOC= 29630 MD=9 

B21. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
D. CHECKED WITH OTHER EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

281 3.5 1. Has checked with other employer directly 
352 4.6 5. Has not checked with other employer directly; has done 

nothing at all (Vl6674=1) 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK: Interviewer marked ttie “nothing” category as Well 

as one or more of the activity categories (Vl6674=9) 

6,480 91.9 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); not looking 
for another job (Vi6673=5. 9) 

Vl6679 ‘B21 FRIEND OR REL (H-E)’ TLOC= 29631 MD=9 

621. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
E. CHECKED WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES 

167 2.1 1. Has checked with friends or relatives 
466 5.9 5. Has not checked with friends or relatives; has done nothing 

at all (V16674=1) 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activtty categories (V16674=9) 

6,480 91.9 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vi6657=5); not looking 
for another job (Vl6673=5, 9) 

Vl66BO ‘B21 PLACE OR ANS AD(H-E)’ TLOC= 29832 MD=9 
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B21. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
F. PLACED OR ANSWERED ADS 

189 2.5 1. Has placed or answered ads 
444 5.5 5. Has not placed or answered ads; has done nothing at all 

(V16674=1) 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16674=9) 

6,480 91.9 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); not looking 
for another job (V16673=5, 9) 

V16681 ‘B21 OTHER (H-E)’ TLOC= 29633 MD-9 

821. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find another 
job? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
6. OTHER (SPECIFY): 

The values for this variable in the range l-8 represent the actual number of 
other mentions. 

204 2.8 I. One mention 
23 0.3 2. Two mentions 

3. Three mentions 
1 0.0 4. Four mentions 
3 0.0 5. Five mentions 

6. Six mentions 
7. Seven mentions 
8. Eight or more mentions 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16674=9) 

6,882 96.8 0. Inap. : none; not working for money now (V16657=5): not 
looking for another job (V16673=5. 9); has done nothing at 
all (V16674=1) 

V16682 ‘B23 #Ml PRESENT EMP(H-E)’ TLOC= 29634-29636 MD=999 

623. How many years’ experience do you (HEAD) have altogether with your 
present employer? 

% nonzero = 60.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 99.8 

The values for this variable in the range 001-997 represent the actual number 
of months Head has worked for the present employer. 

001. One month or less 
998. Nlne hundred ninety-eight months or more 

999. NA; DK 

ooo. Inap. : not working ,for money now (V16657=5); works for 
self only (V16658=3 or 9) 

Vi6683 ‘824 MO BEG PRES EMP(H-E)’ TLDC= 29637-29638 MD=99 

624. In what month and year did you start working for you; present employer? 
(Count yourself as the employer if you are self-employed, and) give us 
your most recent start date if you have gone to work for them more than 
once. [IF NECESSARY: What would be your best guess? Did you start 
before 1988?]-MONTH 

498 7.0 01. January 
355 4.9 02. February 
460 6.2 03. March 
443 5.7 04. April 
410 5.8 05. May 
437 5.9 06. June 
337 4.6 07. July 
449 6.3 08. August 
516 7.6 09. September 
370 5.0 10. October 
311 4.4 11. November 
233 3.0 12. December 
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3 0.0 21. Winter 
30 0.4 22. Spring 
22 0.3 23. Summer 

7 0.1 24. Fall/Autumn 

333 3.8 98. DK month 
47 0.6 99. NA month 

1,853 28.3 00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16684 ‘824 YR BEG PRES EMP(H-E)’ TLDC= 29639-29640 MD=99 

624. In what month and year did you start working for your present employer? 
(Count yourself as the employer if you are self-employed, and) give us 
your most recent start date if you have gone to work for them more than 
once. [IF NECESSARY: What would be your best guess? Did you start 
before 1988?]-YEAR 

% nonzero = 71.7 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 80.3 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her present employer. 

96. 1988 or 1989, DK which 
97. Before 1988, DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5) 

Vi6685 tB25 BEG WRK PRES PDS H-E’ TLOC= 29641 MD=9 

B25. Is that when you started working in your present (position/work 
situation)? 

749 9.9 1. Yes 
69 1.0 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

6,296 89.1 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657.5); did not begin. 
working for present employer during 1988 (V16684=01-87. 89. 
96-99) 

V16686 ‘B26 MO BEG PRES POS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29642-29643 MD=99 

B26. In what month and year did you start working in your present (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

5 
10 

5 
3 
2 
6 
5 
6 
7 
4 
8 
8 

7,045 

0.1 01. January 
0.1 02. February 
0.1 03. March 
0.0 04. April 
0.0 05. May 
0.1 06. June 
0.1 07. July 
0.1 08. August 
0.1 09. September 
0.0 IO. October 
0.1 11. November 
0.2 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr i rig 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

99.0 00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); did not begin 
working for present employer during 1988 (V16684=01-87, 
89, 96-99); position with present employer began in 1988 
(VI668561 or 9) 

Vl6687 ‘826 YR BEG PRES POS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29644-29845 MD=99 
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826. In what month and year did you start working in your present (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

44 
25 

0.6 88. 1988 
0.3 as. i 989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7,045 99.0 00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vi6657=5); did not begin 
working for present employer during 1988 (Vi6684=01-87, 
89, 96-99); position with present employer began in 1988 
(Vl6685=1 or 9) 

V16888 ‘627 CHGE POS IN 88(HD-E)’ fLDC= 29646 MD=9 

827. Did you change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 

4 0.0 1. Yes 
20 0.3 5. No 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,089 99.7 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); did not begin 
working for present employer during 1988 (V16684=01-87, 89, 
96-99); position with present employer began in 1988 
(V16685=1 or 9); position with present employer began 
before 1989 (vl6687=aa, 97-99) 

Vi6689 ‘628 MD CHGE POS (HD-E)’ TLDC- 29647-29648 MD=99 

B28. In what month did that happen? 

2 0.0 

I 0.0 
I 0.0 

7,110 100.0 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. Apri 1 
05. May 
06. dune 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
IO. October 
Ii. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr i ng 
23. Summer 
24. Fall /Autumn 

98. 
99. 

00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); did not begin 
working for present employer during 1988 (Vl6684=01-87, 
89, 96-99); position with present employer began in 1988 
(Vl6685=1 or 9); position with present employer began 
before 1989 (Vl6687=88, 97-99); did not change positions 
with present employer in 1988 (Vl6688=5 or 9) 

Vi6690 ‘B29 TYPE OF CHGE (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29649 MD=9 

629. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in your duties but 
with the same pay. or what? 

35 0.5 I. Promotion with higher pay 

9 0.1 5. Major change In duties but with the same pay 

3 0.0 7. Other 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.066 99.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); did not begln 
working for present employer during 1988 (Vl6684=01-87. 89. 
96-99); position wlth present employer began in 1988 
(Vl6685=1 or 9); position with present employer began 
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before 1988 (V16687=97-99); did not change positions with 
present employer in 1988 (V16688=5 or 9) 

Vi6691 ‘830 MO BEG PRES POS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29650-29651 MD=99 

830. In what month and year did you start working in your present (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

112 
104 
121 

93 
56 
16 

2 

I 

1 0.0 98. 
4 0.1 99. 

6.604 93.4 00. 

V16692 ‘830 YR BEG PRES POS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29652-29653 MD=99 

1.5 01. January 
1.4 02. February 
1.5 03. March 
1.1 04. April 
0.7 05. May 
0.3 06. June 
0.0 07. July 

08. August 
OS. September 
10. October 

0.0 II. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); pos ition w ith 
present employer began before 1989 (V16684=01-88 , 97-9s ) 

630. In what month and year did you start working in your present (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

I 0.0 88. 1988 
509 6.6 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

6,604 93.4 00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); position with 
present employer began before 1989 (V16684=01-88. 97-99) 

V16693 ‘831 MO BEG PRES PDS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29654-29655 MD=99 

631. In what month and year did you start working in your present (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

345 
196 
275 
283 
258 
308 
274 
340 
392 
256 
221 
163 

9 
24 
21 

7 

437 
124 

3.181 

5.0 01. January 
2.9 02. February 
3.9 03. March 
3.9 04. April 
3.7 05. May 
4.1 06. June 
3.7 07. July 
5.0 08. August 
5.6 OS. September 
3.5 10. October 
3.1 11. November 
2.1 12. December 

0.1 21. Winter 
0.4 22. Spring 
0.2 23. Summer 
0.1 24. Fall/Autumn 

5.3 98. DK month 
1.7 99. NA month 

45.8 00. Inap. : not working for money now (VI665715); position with 
present employer began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl6684=88, 89 
or 96) 

V16694 ‘B31 YR BEG PRES POS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29056-29857 MD=99 
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631. In what month and year did you start working in your present (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 54.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 81.1 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working in his/her present position or work 
situation. 

96. 1988 or 1989. DK which 
97. Before 1988, DK exact year 

98. OK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); position with 
present employer began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl6684=88, 89 
or 96) 

Vi6695 ‘832 CHGE POS IN 88(HD-E)’ TLOC= 29658 MD=9 

532. Did you change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 
time during 1988? 

31 0.4 I. Yes 
so 1.2 5. No 

7 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,986 98.3 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vi6657=5); position with 
present employer began during 1988 or 1989 (V16684=88. 89, 
96); position with present employer began before 1989 
(Vi6694=01-88, 97-99) 

V16696 ‘833 MO CHGE POS (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29659-29660 MD=99 

B33. In what month did that happen? 

3 0.0 01. January 
3 0.1 02. February 
3 0.0 03. March 
2 0.0 04. Apri 1 
4 0.0 05. May 
2 0.0 06. June 
2 0.0 07 July 
a 0.2 08. August 

OS. September 
I 0.0 10. October 
I 0.0 Il. November 
2 0.0 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,083 99.6 00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); position with 
present employer began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl6684=88, 89, 
96); position with present employer began before 1989 
(vi6694=01-88, 97-99); did not change position during 1988 
(V16695=5 or 9) 

Vi6697 ‘834 TYPE OF CHGE (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29661 MD=9 

834. Was that a promotion with higher pay. a major change in your duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

193 2.6 i. Promotion with higher pay 

119 1.9 5. Major change in duties but with the same pay 

37 0.6 7. Other 

50 0.7 9. NA; DK 
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6,715 94.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); position with 
present employer began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl6684=88, 89, 
96); position with present employer began b 
(V16694=01-87, 97-99); did not change posit 
(V16695=5 or 9) 

Vi6698 ‘B35-6 BEG OCC PRES EMP-H’ TLOC= 29662-29664 MD=999 

B35. What was your (HEAD’S) occupation when you started work 
employer in 19887 What sort of work did you do? 

e fore is88 
1 on during 1988 

i ng for that 

B36. What were vour most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

6 0.1 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
6 0.1 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
4 0. I 260-285. Sales Workers 
7 0.1 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 

11 0.1 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
12 0.2 601-695. Operatives. Except Transport 

6 0. I 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
IO 0.2 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

aoi -802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

4 0.0 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

4 0.0 999. NA; DK 

7,044 99.0 000. Inap.: not working for money now (Vi6657=5); did not 
begin working for present employer during 1988 
(Vl6684=01-87. 89. 96-99); same position as in 1988 
(Vi6685=1 or 9) 

V16699 ‘B37 STARTING WAGE (H-E)’ TLOC= 29665-29668 MD=9999 

B37. What was your startinq wage or salary at that time? 

% nonzero = 10.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 9.665 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question 838 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
B38 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by B38 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more * 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5): did not 
begin working for present employer during 1988 
(V16684=01-87, as, 96-99) 

Vi6700 ‘838 STARTING HR/WK (H-E)’ TLOC= 29669-29670 MD=99 

B38. And how many hours a week did you work when you started? 

% nonzero = 10.9 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 39.8 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA; DK 
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00. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); did not begin 
working for present employer during 1988 (Vi6684=01-87, 
as, 96-99) 

Vi6701 ‘839 PRES EMP JAN88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29671 MD=9 

839. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-JANUARY 1988 

3,904 53.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

11 0.1 9. NA; DK 

3,199 46.1 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684=89 or 96) 

Vl6702 ‘B39 PRES EMP FEB88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29672 MD=9 

839. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main iob?-FEBRUARY 1988 

3,944 54.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

3.160 45.6 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vi6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684=89 or 96) 

Vi6703 ‘839 PRES EMP MAR88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29673 MD=9 

B39. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-MARCH 1988 

4,010 55.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

3.094 44.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684w89 or 96) 

V16704 ‘839 PRES EMP APR88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29674 MD=9 

839. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-APRIL 1988 

4,075 55.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

II 0.1 9. NA; DK 

3.028 43.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657+5); present position 
began in 1989 (V16684=89 or 96) 

V16705 ‘839 PRES EMP MAY88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29675 MD=9 

839. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main iob?-MAY 1988 

4,140 56.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

2.965 43.1 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (V16657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684=89 or 96) 

Vi6706 ‘839 PRES EMP dUN88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29676 MD=9 

B39. In which months during 1998 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-JUNE 1988 

4,164 56.9 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

2.940 42.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vi6684=89 or 96) 
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Vi6712 ‘839 PRES EMP DEC88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29682 MD=9 

B39. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-DECEMBER 1988 

4,624 63.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

2,480 36.6 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684=89 or 96) 

V16707 ‘839 PRES EMP &IL88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29677 MD=9 

B39. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-JULY 1988 

4.175 56.9 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

2.929 43.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684=89 or 96) 

V16708 ‘B39 PRES EMP AUG88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29678 MD=9 

B39. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-AUGUST 1988 

4,280 58.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

2.824 41.3 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (V16684=89 or 96) 

Vi6709 ‘839 PRES EMP SEP88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29679 MD=9 

B39. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-SEPTEMBER 1988 

4,422 60.7 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

2,682 39.2 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vi6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (V16684=89 or 96) 

V16710 ‘839 PRES EMP OCT88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29680 MO=9 

B39. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-OCTOBER 1988 

4.511 62.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

11 0.1 9. NA; DK 

2,592 37.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684=89 or 96) 

V16711 ‘B39 PRES EMP NOV88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29681 MD=9 

B39. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-NOVEMBER 1988 

4,573 62.7 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

10 0.1 9. NA: DK 

2,531 37.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); present position 
began in 1989 (Vl6684=89 or 96) 

The fo llowing variables (Vl6713-VI67441 pertain to other main-job employers 
during 1988. Information contained in these variables is not necessarily 
about the immediately prior employer during 1988. In order to analyze the 
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data on all 1988 employers, we recommend using the 1984-1989 Work History 
Supplement File. 

Vi6713 ‘840 OTR EMP 1988 (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29683 MD-9 

840. Did you have any (other) main-job employers at any time during 1988? 
Again, if you were self-employed on a main job, count yourself as an 
employer . 

1,076 14.4 I. Yes 
4,180 57.2 5. No 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

I ,853 28.3 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16714 ‘841 MO BEG OTR EMPfHD-E)’ TLOC= 29684-29685 MD=99 

841. In what month and year did you start working for that (other) main-job 
employer?-MONTH 

138 1.8 01. January 
54 0.8 02. February 
al 1.2 03. March 
72 1.1 04. April 
64 1.0 05. May 
91 
77 

109 
93 
63 
65 
50 

3 
3 
1 

66 
46 

6.038 

1.1 06. June 
1.0 07. July 
1.5 08. August 
I .4 09. September 
0.8 IO. October 
0.8 Il. November 
0.5 12. December 

21. Winter 
0.0 22. Spring 
0.0 23. Summer 
0.0 24. Fall/Autumn 

0.8 98. DK month 
0.5 99. NA month 

85.6 00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vi6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9) 

V16715 ‘841 YR BEG OTR EMP(HD-E)’ TLOC= 29686-29687 MD=99 

841. In what month and year did you start working for that (other) main-job 
amp1 over?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 14.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 85.1 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her other main-job employer. 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

Vl6716 ‘842 OTR EMP JAN88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29688 MD=9 

042. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JANUARY 

740 10.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,368 89.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vi6713=5 or 9) 

Vi6717 ‘842 OTR EMP FEB88 (H-E)’ TLOC- 29689 MD=9 
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842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
FEBRUARY 1988 

746 10.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of tnis month 

7 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,361 as.7 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9) 

Vi6718 ‘842 OTR EMP MAR88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29690 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988 

751 10.4 I. Was working on this job at least par 

7 0.1 9. NA: DK 

6,356 as.5 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at a 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5) 
employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9) 

t of this month 

11 during this month; 
: no other main-job 

Vi6719 ‘642 OTR EMP APR88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29691 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that empl oyer?-APRIL 
I 988 

704 9.7 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

7 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,403 so.2 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9) 

V16720 ‘B42 OTR EMP MAY88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29692 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MAY 
1988 

662 9.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,446 so.7 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

Vi6721 ‘842 OTR EMP UN88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29693 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JUNE 
is88 

649 a.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,459 91.1 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vi6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (VI671315 or 9) 

V16722 ‘842 OTR EMP dJL88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29694 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JULY 
1988 

599 8.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,509 91.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vi6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vi6713=5 or 9) 

Vl6723 ‘842 OTR EMP AUG88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29695 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988 

558 7.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 
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6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,550 92.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

V16724 ‘842 OTR EMP SEP88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29696 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988 

499 6.7 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6.612 93.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vi6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vi671315 or 9) 

V16725 ‘B42 DTR EMP OCT88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29697 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that.employer?-OCTOBER 
is88 

424 5.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,687 94.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

VI6726 ‘B42 OTR EMP NOV88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29698 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
NOVEMBER 1988 

365 4.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,746 95.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (VI671315 or 9) 

Vi6727 ‘842 OTR EMP DEC88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29699 MD=9 

842. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
DECEMBER 1988 

332 4.5 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,779 95.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

V16728 ‘843 WORK SELF/DTR?(HD-E)’ TLOC- 29700 MD=9 

843. On this main job, were you (HEAD) self-employed, were you employed by 
someone else, or what? 

989 13.1 1. Someone else only 
IO 0.1 2. Both someone else and self 
75 1.2 3. Self-employed only 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,038 85.6 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vi6713=5 or 9) 

V16729 ‘B44 CORPAJNCDRP BUS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29701 MD=9 

044. Was that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

64 1.0 1. Unincorporated 
20 0.4 2. Corporation 

8. DK 
1 0.0 9. NA 
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7,029 98.7 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9); worked for 
someone else only (Vl6728=1 or 9) 

Vi6730 ‘845 WORK FOR GOVT?(HD-E)’ TLDC= 29702 MD=9 

845. 

28 
26 
43 

a80 
3 

Did you 
private 

0.4 
0.4 
0.4 

II .7 
0.0 

9 0. I 

6,125 86.9 

(HEAD) work for the federal, state, or local government, a 
company, or what? 

1. Federal government 
2. State government 
3. Local government; pub1 ic school system 
4. Private company; non-government 
7. Other 

9. NA; Don’t Know 

0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5): no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9); worked for self 
only or also employed by someone else (V16728=2. 3 or 91 

Vl6731 ‘846-47 OCC OTR EMP (H-E)’ TLOC= 29703-29705 MD=999 

846. What was your occupation when you first started working for them? What 
sort of work did you do? 

847. What were your most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department Of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

128 2.1 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
94 1.4 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
88 I .4 260-285. Sales Workers 

140 1 .s 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
148 2.1 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
109 1.2 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 

68 0.7 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
97 1 .o 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

2 0.1 a01 -802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
II 0.1 821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

179 2.2 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
6 0.0 980-984. Private Household Workers 

6 0.1 999. NA; DK 

6.038 85.6 000. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 91 

VI6732 ‘848 IN0 OTR EMP (H-E)’ TLOC= 29708-29708 MD=999 

848. What kind of business or industry was that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Dccupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department Of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

27 0.4 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
11 0.1 047-057. Mining 

Ii6 1.4 067-077. Construction 
199 2.5 107-398. Manufacturing 

68 0.8 407-47s. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 
Utilities 

263 3.7 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
49 0.8 707-718. Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
a5 1 .o 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
47 0.6 769-798. Personal Services 
IS 0.3 a07 -809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 

136 2.1 828-897. Professional and Related Services 
39 0.5 907-937. Public Administration 

17 0.2 999. NA; DK 

6,038 85.6 ooo. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9) 
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V16733 ‘849 START WAGE OTR EMP-H’ TLDC= 29709-29712 MO=9999 

849. What was your starting waqe or salary with that employer? 

% nonzero = 14.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 7.388 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question 850 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
850 times 52 weeks: monthly salaries by 850 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; OK 

0000. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

V16734 ‘BSO BEG HR/WK OTR EMP-HD’ TLOC= 29713-29714 MD=99 

850. And how many hours a week did you work when you first started? 

% nonzero = 14.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 40.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. 

98. Ninety-eight hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9) 

V16735 ‘851 CHG POS OTR EMP(H-E)’ TLOC- 29715 MD=9 

851. During 1988, did your job title or position with that employer chanqe? 

a7 1.4 I. Yes 
972 12.8 5. No 

17 0.2 9. NA; DK 

6,038 85.6 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

Vi6736 ‘882 MO CHGE POS (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29716-29717 MD=99 

852. In what month did that happen? 

15 
3 

12 
II 

6 
7 

11 
4 
4 
5 
4 
1 

I 

2 
I 

7,027 

0.3 
0.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0. I 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

98.6 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
IO. 
II. 
12. 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr 1 ng 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. 
99. 

00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (Vi6713=5 or 9); did not 
change job title or position in 1988 (Vl6735=5 or 9) 
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V16737 ‘853 TYPE CHG OTR EMP H-E’ TLOC= 29718 MD=9 

853. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in your duties but 
with the same pay. or what? 

51 0.7 I. Promotion with higher pay 

19 0.3 5. Major change in duties but with same pay 

12 0.2 7. Other 

5 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,027 98.6 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9); did not change 
job title or position in 1988 (V16735=5 or 9) 

V16738 ‘854 STOP WRK OTR EMP H-E’ TLOC- 29719 MD=9 

854. Have you stopped working for that employer? 

1,017 13.6 I. Yes 
57 0.8 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,038 85.6 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9) 

VI6739 ‘855 MO END OTR EMP (H-E)’ TLOC= 29720-29721 MD=99 

655. In what month and year did you stop working for that employer?-MONTH 

106 I .4 01. January 
a7 1.1 02. February 

109 1.5 03. March 
100 1.4 04. Apri 1 

69 1.1 05. May 
71 0.9 06. June 
65 0.7 07. July 
98 1.5 08. August 
so 1.3 09. September 
62 0.7 IO. October 
61 0.7 11. November 
93 1.1 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall /Autumn 

2 0.0 98. DK month 
4 0.1 99. NA month 

6,097 86.4 00. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5): no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9); still 
working for other employer (Vi6738=5 or 9) 

Vi6740 ‘855 YR END OTR EMP (H-E)’ TLOC= 29722-29723 MD=99 

B55. In what month and year did you stop working for that employer?-YEAR 

776 10.4 88. 1988 
236 3.2 89. 1989 

1 0.0 98. DK year 
4 0.0 99. NA year 

6,097 86.4 00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5): no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9); still 
working for other employer (Vl6738=5 or 9) 

V16741 ‘B56 WHY LEFT DTR EMP H-E’ TLOC= 29724 MD=9 

856. What happened with that employer--did the company go out of business, 
were you (HEAD) laid off. did you quit, or what? 

a2 1.2 1. Company folded/changed hands/moved out of town; employer 
died/went out of business 

I 0.0 2. Strike; lockout 
150 1.8 3. Laid off; fired 
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704 9 

21 0 
42 0 

17 0 

6.097 86 

6 4. Quit; resigned; retired; pregnant; needed more money: just 
wanted a change in jobs; was self-employed before 

2 7. Other; transfer; any mention of armed services 
6 8. Job was completed; seasonal work; was a temporary job 

2 9. NA; DK 

4 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vl6713=5 or 9); still working for 

other employer (V16738=5 or 9) 

V16742 I857 END WAGE OTR EMP H-E’ TLOC= 29725-29728 MD=9999 

B57. What was your (HEAD’S) final wage or salary when you left that 
employer? 

% nonzero = 13.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 9.599 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question 858 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
858 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by B58 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 91; still 
working for other employer (V16738=5 or 9) 

V16743 ‘858 END HR/WK OTR EMP-HD’ TLOC= 29729-29730 MD=99 

B58. And how many hours a week did you work just before you left? 

% nonzero = 13.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 42.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9); still 
working for other employer (V16738=5 or 9) 

V16744 ‘B59 ANY OTR EMP 88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29731 MD=9 

B59. Did you have any other main-job employers at any time during 1988? 
(Remember to count yourself as an employer if you were self-employed 
then on a main job.) 

283 3.6 I. Yes 
793 10.8 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6.037 85.6 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16713=5 or 9) 

V16745 ‘B-# WRK HIST SUPPS (H-E)’ TLOC= 29732-29733 

Number of Additional Work History Spells for Section B 

% nonzero = 3.5 
mean nonzero = 1.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of work history 
spells needed to complete the work history for 1988. These data are 
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available as a separate file. Refer to Section I. Part 7 of this volume for 
more detail. 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no other 
main-job employer during 1988 (V167i3=5 or 9); no other 
main-job employers in 1988 (V16744=5 or 9) 

V16746 ‘660 WTR OTRS ILL (HO-E)’ TLOC= 29734 MO=9 

B60. We’re interested in how you (HEAD) spent your time from January through 
December 1988. I know you may have given me some of this information 
a 1 ready, but my instructions are to ask these questions of everybody. 
Did vou miss any work in 1988 because someone else was sick? 

625 8.1 1. Yes 
4,630 63.5 5. No 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5) 

V16747 ‘661 # WKS OTR ILL (HO-E)’ TLOC= 29735-29736 MD=99 

B6i. How much work did you miss? 

% nonzero = 8. i 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 1.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head missed through illness of other persons. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5): missed no 
work through illness of others (V16746=5 or 9) 

V16748 ‘863 WTR SELF ILL (HO-E)’ TLDC= 29737 MD=9 

863. Did you miss any work in 1988 because you were sick? 

2,102 30.2 1. Yes 
3,155 41.5 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16749 ‘664 # WKS SELF ILL(HO-E)’ TLOC= 29738-29739 MD=99 

% nonzero = 30.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed through Head’s own illness. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); missed no 
work through own illness (V16748=5 or 9) 

V16760 ‘666 WTR VACATION (HD-E)’ TLOC- 29740 MD=9 

B66. Did you take any vacation or time off durina i988? 

3,808 54.3 I. Yes 
1,448 17.4 5. No 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

i ,853 28.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16751 ‘867 # WK VACATION (HO-E)’ TLOC= 29741-29742 MD=99 

667. How much vacation or time off did vou take? 
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% nonzero = 54.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 3.3 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) of 
vacation or time off taken by the Head. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: not working for money now (Vi6657=5); took no 
vacation or time off (VI675015 or 9) 

Vi6752 ‘B69 WTR STRIKE (HD-E)’ TLDC= 29743 MD-9 

B69. Did you miss any work in 1988 because vou were on strike? 

18 0.3 1. Yes 
5,233 71.3 5. No 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16753 ‘870 # WK ON STRIKE (H-E)’ TLOC= 29744-29745 MD=99 

B70. How much work did you miss? 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 21.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed because of time Head spent on strike. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); missed no 
work through strikes (Vl6752=5 or 9) 

V16764 ‘B72 WTR UNEMPLOYED(HO-E)’ TLOC= 29746 MD=9 

872. Did you miss any work in 1988 because you were unemployed and looking 
for work or temporarilv laid off? 

673 8.1 1. Yes 
4,582 63.6 5. No 

6 0.0 9. NA; DK 

1.853 28.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5) 

V16755 ‘873 # WK UNEMPLOYED(H-E)’ TLOC= 29747-29748 MD=99 

B73. How much work did you miss? 

% nonzero = 8.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 12.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed due to unemployment or temporary layoff of Head.. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); was not 
unemployed or laid off (Vl6754=5 or 9) 

V16766 ‘B75 WTR OUT LAB FRC(H-E)’ TLOC= 29749 MD=9 

875. Were there any weeks in 1988 when you didn’t have a job and were not 
lookino for one? 

331 4.8 1. Yes 
4.920 66.8 5. No 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5) 
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V16757 ‘876 #WK OUT LAB FRC(H-E)’ TLOC= 29760-29751 MD=99 

B76. How much time was that? 

% nonzero = 4.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 21.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
that Head did not have a job and was not looking for one. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5): not out of 
labor force (Vl6756=5 or 9) 

V16758 ‘B78 # WKS WORKED (HD-E)’ TLDC= 29752-29753 MO=99 

B78. Then, how many weeks did you actually work on your main job(s) in 1988? 

% nonzero = 71.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 46.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head worked on his/her main job(s). 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : did not work at all in 1988; not working for money 
now (Vl6657=5) 

Vi6759 ‘B79 # HR/WK WORKED (H-E)’ TLOC= 29754-29755 MD=99 

B79. And, on the average, how many hours a week did you work on your main 
job(s) in 1988? 

% nonzero = 71.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 43.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked on his/her main job(s). 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5): did not work 
at all in 1988 (Vl6758=00) 

Vi6760 ‘B80 WTR WORKED OT (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29756 MO=9 

B80. Did you work any overtime which isn’t included in that? 

I ,278 15.3 I. Yes 
3,917 55.7 5. No 

19 0.2 9. NA; DK 

1,900 28.8 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); did not work 
at all in 1988 (V16758=00) 

V16761 ‘882 WTR XTRA JOBS (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29757 MD=9 

882. Did you (HEAD) have an extra job or other way of making money in 
addition to your main job(s) in 1988? 

936 13.3 I. Yes 
4,321 58.3 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA: DK 

1,853 28.3 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5) 

V16762 ‘B94-106 R XTRA dOBS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29758 MD=9 
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682. Did you (HEAD) have an extra job or other way of making money in 
addition to your main job(s) in 1988? 

B94./B106. Did you have any other extra jobs in 1988? 

831 
92 
13 

11.7 I. One extra job 
1.4 2. Two extra jobs 
0.2 3. Three extra jobs 

4. Four extra jobs 
5. Five extra jobs 
6. Six extra jobs 
7. Seven extra jobs 
8. Eight or more extra jobs 

9. NA; DK 

6.178 86.7 0. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
(V16761=5 or 9) 

V16763 ‘883 WORK FOR GOVT?(HD-E)’ TLDC= 29759 MD-9 

883. 

63 
39 
54 

420 
349 

10 

6.178 

Did you (HEAD) work for the federal, state or local government, a 
private company. or what?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

0.8 1 Federal government 
0.7 2 State government 
1.0 3 Local government; public school system 
5.4 4 Private company; non-government 
5.3 5 Self-employed 
0.0 7 Other 

0.1 9. NA; Don’t Know 

86.7 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
(V16761=5 or 9) 

V16764 ‘884-85 OCC-XTRA JOB1 H-E’ TLOC= 29760-29762 MD=999 

884. What was your occupation? What sort of work did you do? 
B85. What were your most important activities or duties?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

185 3. I 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
85 1.4 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
81 I .2 260-285. Sales Workers 
78 I .o 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 

192 2.6 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
40 0.5 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 
29 0.3 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
60 0.7 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 
37 0.6 801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
17 0.3 821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

119 1.5 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
8 0.0 980-984. Private Household Workers 

5 0.1 999. NA; DK 

6,178 86.7 000. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra 
jobs (Vl6761=5 or 9) 

V16765 ‘888 IND XTRA JOB1 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29763-29765 MD=999 

B86. What kind of business or industry was that in?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this varlable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

82 1.2 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
4 0.1 047-057. Mining 

79 I.1 067-077. Construction 
60 0.8 107-398. Manufacturing 
28 0.3 407-479. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
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181 2 4 507-698. 
43 0 7 707-718. 

100 1 4 727-759. 
59 0 7 769-798. 
39 0 5 807-809. 

164 2 7 828-897, 
90 I 3 907-937. 

7 0 I 999. 

6,178 86 7 000. 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 
F i nance , Insurance, and Real Estate 
Business and Repair Services 
Personal Services 
Entertainment and Recreation Services 
Professional and Related Services 
Public Adminlstration 

NA; DK 

Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra 
jobs (Vl6761=5 or 9) 

VI6786 ‘887 PAY/HR XTRA dBl(H-E)’ TLOC= 29786-29769 MD=9999 

% nonzero = 13.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 16.975 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. If the 
amount was given as something other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 
those for VI6666 were used. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap.: not working for money now (Vi6657=5); no extra 
jobs (Vi676155 or 9) 

Vi6767 ‘B88 # WKS XTRA JOBl(H-E)’ TLOC= 29770-29771 MD=99 

088. And, how manv weeks did you work on this job in 1988?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

% nonzero = 13.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 24.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head worked on the first extra job. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
(Vi6761=5 or 9) 

Vi6768 ‘889 HR/WK XTRA JOBl(H-E)’ TLOC= 29772-29773 MD=99 

089. On the average, how many hours a week did you work on this job?-FIRST 
EXTRA JOB 

% nonzero = 13.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 17.7 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked on the first extra job. 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs 
(Vl6761=5 or 9) 

VlB769 ‘090 MO BEG XJOBl (H-E)’ TLOC= 29774-29775 MD=99 

690. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JOB 

110 1.5 01. January 
48 0.7 02. February 
62 0.9 03. March 
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51 0.7 04. 
62 0.9 05. 
76 1.1 06. 
40 0.7 07. 
59 0.8 08. 
75 1.1 09. 
65 0.9 10. 
58 0.8 11. 
42 0.6 12. 

5 0.0 21. 
4 0.0 22. 
3 0.0 23. 
2 0.0 24. 

96 1.2 98. 
78 1.2 99. 

6,178 86.7 00. 

Apri 1 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Winter 
Spring 
Summer 
Fall/Autumn 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9) 

VI6770 ‘B90 YR BEG XJDBI (H-E)’ TLOC= 29776-29777 MD=99 

B90. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JOB 

% nonzero = 13.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 83.6 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her extra job employer. 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9) 

VI6771 ‘B91 WRK XJ61 JAN88 (H-E)’ TLDC- 29778 MD=9 

691. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

469 6.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,619 92.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

VI6772 ‘B91 WRK XJBI FE688 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29779 MD=9 

091. In which months during 1988 were’you working for that employer?- 
FEBRUARY 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

483 7.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,605 92.6 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all’during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

VI6773 ‘B91 WRK XJBI MAR88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29780 MD=9 

B91. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

517 7.5 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,571 92.1 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

V16774 ‘B91 WRK XJBI APR88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29781 ‘MD-9 
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891. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

537 7.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,551 92.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9) 

Vi6775 ‘B91 WRK XJBI MAY88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29782 MD=9 

B91. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

562 8.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,526 91.6 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vi6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

VI6776 ‘B91 WRK XJBI JlJN88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29783 MD=9 

B91. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

583 8.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,505 91.3 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (V16657=5): no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

VI6777 ‘B91 WRK XJBl JUL88 (H-E)’ TLDC= 29784 MD=9 

091. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

572 8.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,516 91.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657.5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vi6761=5 or 9) 

VI6778 ‘B91 WRK XJBI AU088 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29785 MD=9 

B91. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

576 8.4 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA: DK 

6,512 91.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

VI6779 ‘B91 WRK XJBI SEP88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29786 MD=9 

691. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

583 8.4 i. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,505 91.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5): no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9) 

VI6780 ‘B91 WRK XdBl OCT88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29787 MD=9 

B91. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

597 8.6 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 
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26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6.491 91.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5): no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

VI6781 ‘B91 WRK XJBI NDV88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29788 MD=9 

091. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
NOVEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

593 8.6 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,495 91.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9) 

VI6782 ‘B91 WRK XJBI DEC88 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29789 MD=9 

091. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
DECEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

575 8.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

26 0.4 9. NA; DK 

6,513 91.3 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vi6761=5 or 9) 

VI6783 ‘892 STOP WRK XJOBI (H-E)’ TLOC= 29790 MD=9 

092. Have YOU stopped working for that employer?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

271 3.6 1. Yes 
655 9.6 5. No 

10 0.2 9. NA; DK 

6,178 86.7 0. Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (V16761=5 or 9) 

VI6784 ‘893 MO END XJDBl (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29791-29792 MD=99 

093. In what month and year was that?-MONTH ENDED FIRST EXTRA JOB 

23 0.4 01. January 
20 0.2 02. February 
18 0.1 03. March 
26 0.4 04. April 
15 0.3 05. May 
22 0.3 06. June 
19 0.2 07. July 
20 0.3 08. August 
26 0.4 09. September 
23 0.3 10. October 
26 0.3 II. November 
30 0.4 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr 1 ng 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

1 0.0 98. 
2 0.0 99. 

6,843 96.4 00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9); still working for extra job 
employer (Vl6783=5 or 9) 

V16785 ‘B93 YR END XdDBl (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29793-29794 MD=09 

093. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED FIRST EXTRA JOB 

219 2.9 88. 1988 
49 0.6 89. 1989 

I 0.0 98. DK year 
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2 0.0 99. NA year 

6,843 96.4 00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9): still working for extra job 
employer (V16783=5 or 9) 

V16786 ‘895 WRK FOR GOV XJBP H-E’ TLOC= 29795 MD=9 

895. Did you (HEAD) work for the federal, state, or local government. a 
private company, or what?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

I 0.0 I. Federal government 
3 0.1 2. State government 
9 0.2 3. Local government; public school system 

63 1.0 4. Private company; non-government 
29 0.4 5. Self-employed 

7. Other 

9. NA; Don’t Know 

7,009 98.4 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
(Vi6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 

VI6787 ‘895-97 OCC-XTRA JOB2 H-E’ TLOC= 29796-29798 MD=999 

096. What was your occupation? What sort of work did you do? 
097. What were your most important activities or duties?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

25 0.5 001-195. 
II 0.2 201-245. 

8 0.1 260-285. 
8 0. I 301-395. 

IO 0.1 401-600. 
2 0.0 601-695. 
7 0.1 701-715. 
7 0. I 740-785. 
4 0.0 801-802. 
1 0.0 821-824. 

21 0.3 901-965. 
1 0.0 980-984. 

999. 

7,009 98.4 000. 

VI6788 ‘898 IND XTRA JOB2 

Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
Sal es Workers 
Clerical and Kindred Workers 
Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
Operatives, Except Transport 
Transport Equipment Operatives 
Laborers, Except Farm 
Farmers and Farm Managers 
Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 
Service Workers, Except Private Household 
Private Household Workers 

NA: DK 

Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5): no extra 
jobs (Vl6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

(H-E)’ TLOC= 29799-29801 MD=999 

098. What kind of business or industry was that in?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

9 0.1 

7 0.1 
6 0. I 

II 0.1 

20 0.3 
3 0.1 

II 0.1 
10 0.1 

4 0.0 
21 0.4 

3 0.1 

7.009 98.4 

017-028. 
047-057. 
067-077. 
107-398. 
407-479. 

507-698. 
707-718. 
727-759. 
769-798. 
807-809. 
828-897. 
907-937. 

999. 

000. 

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 
Utilities 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 
Finance, Insurance , and Real Estate 
Business and Repair Services 
Personal Services 
Entertainment and Recreation Services 
Professional and Related Services 
Public Administration 

NA; DK 

Inap.: not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra 
jobs (Vl6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 
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Vi6789 ‘899 AV PY/HR X JB2+(H-E)’ TLOC= 29802-29805 MD=9999 

899. About how much did you make at this?-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = 1 .6 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 19.226 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. If the 
amount was given as something other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 
those for Vi6666 were used. If Head had more than two extra jobs, the value 
here represents a weighted average hourly wage from all of them except the 
first one. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra 
jobs (Vl6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=11 

Vl6790 ‘BlOO #WKS XTRA JBS+(H-E)’ TLOC= 29806-29807 MD=99 

8100. And, how many weeks did you work on this job in 1988?-ALL EXTRA JOBS 
EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = I. 6 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 21.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head worked on all of his/her extra jobs except the first one. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs 
(V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 

V16791 ‘BlOl AV HR/WK X JB2+ H-E’ TLOC= 29808-29809 MD=99 

BIOI. On the average, how many hours a week did you work on this job?-ALL 
EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = I .6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 14.9 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week. 
If Head had more than two extra jobs, the value here represents a weighted 
average of hours spent on all extra jobs except the first one. 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
(Vl6761=5 or 9): only one extra job (V16762=1) 

V16792 ‘8102 MD BEG XJOBZ (H-E)’ TLOC= 29810-29811 MD=99 

8102. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

16 0.2 01. January 
2 0.0 02. February 
2 0.0 03. March 
5 0.1 04. April 
9 0.1 05. May 
6 0.1 06. June 

10 0.2 07. July 
11 0.2 08. August 

8 0.1 09. September 
7 0.1 10. October 
8 0.1 il. November 
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7 0.1 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fal l/Autumn 

IO 0.2 98. DK month 
4 0. I 99. NA month 

7.009 98.4 00. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

V16793 ‘0102 YR BE6 XJOB2 (H-E)’ TLOC= 29812-29813 MD=99 

8102. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

% nonzero = 1.6 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 84.9 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her extra job employer. 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

V16794 I0103 WRK XJOBZ JAN88 H-E’ TLDC= 29814 MD=9 

8103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
JANUARY 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

43 0.7 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.070 99.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vi6762=1) 

Vi6796 ‘B103 WRK XJDBZ FEB88 H-E’ TLOC= 29816 MD-B 

8103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
FEBRUARY 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

41 0.7 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

Vi6796 

B 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

2 99.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

‘8103 WRK XJOB2 MAR88 H-E’ TLOC= 29816 MD=9 

03. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

43 0.7 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

I 0.0 9. NA: DK 

7.070 99.3 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vi6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vi6762=1) 

V16797 ‘8103 WRK XJDBS APR88 H-E’ TLOC= 29817 MD=B 

B103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

46 0.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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7,067 99.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9): only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 

V16798 ‘8103 WRK XJOB2 MAY88 H-E’ TLOC= 29818 MD=9 

B103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

48 0.7 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

7.065 99.3 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=I) 

Vi6799 ‘8103 WRK XJOBP JUN88 H-E’ TLDC= 29819 MD=9 

B103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988-ALL EXTRA iiOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

47 0.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,066 99.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (VI676115 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 

Vl6800 ‘8103 WRK XJOB2 JlJL88 H-E’ TLDC= 29820 MD=9 

8103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

55 0.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; OK 

7.058 99.1 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 

V16801 ‘8103 WRK XdDBP AUG88 H-E.’ TLOC= 2982 1 MD=9 

Bl03. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

53 0.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

7.060 99.1 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5): no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

Vl6802 ‘8103 WRK XJOB2 SEP88 H-E’ TLDC= 29822 MD=9 

Bl03. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JDBS EXCEPT FIRST 

45 0.7 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.068 99.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

V16803 ‘8103 WRK XJOB? OCT88 H-E’ TLOC= 29823 MD=9 

B103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
OCTOBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

52 0.9 I. Was worklng on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.061 99.1 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (Vl6657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 
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V16804 ‘8103 WRK XJOB2 NOV88 H-E’ TLOC= 29824 MD=9 

Bl03. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
NOVEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

57 0.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,056 99.1 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

V16805 ‘8103 WRK XJOBS DEC88 H-E’ TLOC= 29825 MD=9 

8103. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
DECEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

61 0.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,052 99.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs during 
1988 (Vl6761=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6762=1) 

V16806 I8104 STOP WORK XJOBZ H-E’ TLDC= 29826 MD=9 

B104. Have you stopped working for that employer?-SECOND EXTRA JDB 

44 0.7 I. Yes 
60 0.9 5. No 

I 0.0 9. NA: DK 

7,009 98.4 0. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5): no extra jobs 
during 1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16762=1) 

V16807 ‘8105 MO END XJOBP (HD-E)’ TLDC= 29827-29828 MD-99 

Bl05. In what month and year was that?-MONTH ENDED SECOND EXTRA JOB 

6 0.1 01. January 
2 0.0 02. February 
3 0.1 03. March 
2 0.0 04. April 
2 0.0 05. May 
3 0.0 06. June 
3 0.0 07. July 
5 0.1 08. August 
3 0.1 09. September 
3 0.0 IO. October 
I 0.0 Il. November 

11 0.1 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr i ng 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7.070 99.3 00. Inap.: not working for money now (V16657=5): no extra jobs 
during 1988 (VI676115 or 9); only one extra job 
(Vl6762=1); still working for extra job employer (Vl6806=5 
or 9) 

V16808 ‘B105 YR END XJOB2 (HD-E)’ TLOC= 29829-29830 MD=99 

Bl05. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED SECOND EXTRA JOB 

34 0.5 88. 1988 
10 0.1 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7.070 99.3 00. Inap. : not working for money now (V16657=5); no extra jobs 
during 1988 (V16761=5 or 9); only one extra job 
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(V16762=1); still working for extra job employer (V16806=5 
or 9) 

Vi6809 ‘B108 IF PENS PLAN (H-E)’ TLOC= 29831 MD=9 

8108. Now I need to get some information about any pension or retirement 
plan you (HEAD) may be eligible for at your place of work. Not 
including Social Security or Railroad Retirement, are you covered by a 
pension or retirement plan at your place of work? 

2,555 35.2 I. Yes 
2,458 32.8 5. No 

71 0.8 8. DK 
9 0.2 9. NA 

2,021 31.1 0. Inap.: working for money now but reported employment status 
is unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, keeping 
house, student or other (V16655=3-8 and V16657=1); not 
working for money now (Vl6657=5) 

Vi6810 ‘B109 IF H CTRB PENS(H-E)’ TLOC= 29832 MD=9 

BlO9. Do you (HEAD) contribute to this pension plan, such as by having money 
deducted from your pay? 

1.263 16.4 I. Yes 
1,249 18.4 5. No 

41 0.4 8. DK 
2 0.0 9. NA 

4,559 64.8 0. Inap.: working for money now but reported employment status 
is unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, keeping 
house. student or other (V16655=3-8 and Vl6657=1); not 
working for money now (V16657=5); not covered by a pension 
or retirement plan (Vl6809=5. 8 or 9) 

Vi6811 ‘8110 % f?AY CTRB 5YR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29833-29834 MD=99 

BIIO. On the average, what amount or percent of pay have you contributed 
over the last five years since 1984?-PERCENT 

% nonzero = 16.4 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 5.5 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Head to his or her employee pension or 
retirement plan with the current main job employer from 1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : working for money now but reported employment 
status is unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, 
keeping house, student or other (Vl6655=3-8 and V16657=1); 
not working for money now (V16657=5); not covered by a 
pension or retirement plan (Vl6809=5, 8 or 9): does not 
contribute (V16810=5. 8 or 9) 

Vi6812 ‘BllO TYPE CNTRB SYR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29835 MD=9 

BIIO. On the average, what amount or percent of pay have you contributed 
over the last five years since 1984?-TYPE 

If marginal notes indicate that Head contributed for less years than he/she 
had worked, then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over codes 
2-4. 

584 8.3 I. Actual percent of pay was reported. 
148 1.6 2. Response was given in terms of dollars per week; percent 

was calculated using current pay at B13 (V16666) or B16 
(Vl6669). 

171 1.9 3. Response was given in terms of dollars per month; percent 
was calculated using current pay at 813 (Vl6666) or 816 
(VISSSS). 
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104 1.5 4. 

21 0.4 5. 

17 0.2 7. 

180 2.0 8. 
39 0.6 9. 

5,850 83.6 0. 

Response was given in terms of dollars per year; percent 
was calculated using current pay at 813 (VI66661 or B16 
(Vl6669). 
Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at B13 
(VI66661 or B16 (V16669). but R volunteered that during the 
last five years, Head had contributed for less years than 
he/she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percent in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

Response was given in terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourly (Vl6666=0000 and Vl6669=0000); 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

DK amount or percent of pay (Vl6811=98) 
NA amount or percent of pay (Vl6811=99) 

Inap. : working for money now but reported employment StatUS 

is unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, keeping 
house, student or other (Vl6655=3-8 and Vl6657=?); not 
working for money now (V16657=5): not covered by a pension 
or retirement plan (V16809=5. 8 or 9); does not contribute 
(V16810=5, 8 or 9) 

V16813 ‘Blll OTR PENS (H-E)’ TLDC= 29836 MD=9 

Bill. (In addition to the pension plan you already mentioned,) do you have 
any tax-deferred compensation or saving plans on this job, such as 
thrift or profit-sharinq plans (not countinq IRAs)? 

1,035 15.4 1. Yes 
3,994 52.7 5. No 

50 0.6 8. DK 
13 0.2 9. NA 

2,022 31.1 0. Inap.: working for money now but reported employment status 
is unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, keeping 
house, student or other (Vl6655=3-8 and V16657=1); not 
working for money now (Vl6657=5) 

Vi6814 ‘8112 % PAY CTRB IYR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29837-29838 MD=99 

8112. On the average, what amount or percent of pay have you contributed 
over the last five years since 1984?-PERCENT 

% not-zero = 12.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 5.8 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Head to any employment related tax- 
deferred compensation or savings plan with the,current main job employer from 
1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : nothing; working for money now but reported 
employment status is unemployed, retired, permanently 
disabled, keeping house, student or other (V16655=3-8 and 
Vl6657=1); not working for money now (Vl6657=5): not 
covered by a tax-deferred compensation or saving plan 
(Vl6813=5. 8 or 9) 

V16815 ‘Bill TYPE CNTRB BYR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29839 MD=9 

Bl12. On the average, what amount or percent of pay have you contributed 
over the last five years since 1984?-TYPE 

If marginal notes indicate that Head contributed for less years than he/she 
had worked, then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over codes 
2-4. 
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680 10.5 1 

74 0.9 2. 

78 1 .o 3. 

63 1.0 4. 

35 0.6 5. 

6 0.0 7 

69 0.8 8. 
30 0.5 9. 

6,079 84.6 0. 

Actual percent of pay (including zero percent) was 
reported. 
Response was given in terms of dollars per week; percent 
was calculated using current pay at 813 (Vl6666) or B16 
(Vl6669). 
Response was given in terms of dollars per month; percent 
was calculated using current pay at B13 (VI66661 or B16 
(Vl6669). 
Response was given in terms of dollars per year: percent 
was calculated using current pay at B13 (VI66661 or B16 
(V16669). 
Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at 813 
(Vl6666) or B16 (Vl6669). but R volunteered that during the 
last five years, Head had contributed for less years than 
he/she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percent in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

Response was given in terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourly (V16666=0000 and Vl6669=0000); 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

DK amount or percent of pay (Vl6814=98) 
NA amount or percent of pay (Vl6814=99) 

Inap.: nothing; working for money now but reported 
employment status is unemployed, retired, permanently 
disabled, keep i ng house, student or other (Vl6655=3-8 and 
Vl6657=1); not working for money now (Vl6657=5); not 
covered by a tax-deferred compensation or saving plan 
(Vl6813=5, 8 or 9) 

VlB816 ‘8113 IF PENS 5YR (H-E)’ TLOC= 29840 MD=9 

8113. Now I need to get some information about any pension or retirement 
plan you (HEAD) may be eligible for at any place you have worked since 
1984. Not including Social Security or Railroad Retirement, have you 
been covered by a pension or retirement plan at any place you have 
worked during the past five years? 

21 0.4 1. Yes 
120 2.0 5. No 

I 0.0 8. DK 
26 0.4 9. NA 

6,946 97.2 0. Inap. : reported employment status is working or only 
temporarily laid off. on sick or maternity leave (Vl6655=1- 
2); not working for money now (Vl6657=5) 

V16817 ‘8114 IF H CTRB 6YR (H-E)’ TLOC= 29841 MD=9 

8114. Did you (HEAD) contribute to this pension plan, such as by having 
money deducted from Your pay? 

9 0.2 I. Yes 
12 0.2 5. No 

8. DK 
9. NA 

7.093 99.6 0. Inap. : reported employment status is working or only 
temporarily laid off, on sick or maternity leave (Vl6655=1- 
2): not working for money now (V16657=5); not covered by a 
pension or retirement plan (V16816=5. 8 or 9) 

Vl6818 ‘B115 % PAY CTRB SYR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29842-29843 MD=99 

8115. On the average, what amount or percent of pay have you contributed 
over the last five years since 1984?-PERCENT 

% nonzero = 0.2 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 9.0 
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The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Head to any employee pension or 
retirement plan from 1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : reported employment status is working or only 
temporarily laid off, on sick or maternity leave 
(V16655=1-2); not working for money now (V16657=5); not 
covered by a pension or retirement plan (V16816=5, 8 or 
9); did not contribute (V16817=5, 8 or 9) 

Vi6819 ‘B115 TYPE CNTRB SYR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29844 MD=9 

Bl15. Dn the average, what amount or percent of pay have you contributed 
over the last five years since 1984?-TYPE 

If marginal notes indicate that Head contributed for less years than he/she 
had worked, then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over codes 
2-4. 

7 0.2 I. Actual percent of pay was reported. 
2. Response was given in terms of dollars per week; percent 

was calculated using current pay at 813 (VI66661 or B16 
(Vl6669). 

3. Response was given in terms of dollars per month; percent 
was calculated using current pay at B13 (VI66661 or B16 
(Vl6669). 

4. Response was given in terms of dollars per year: percent 
was calculated using current pay at 813 (VI66661 or B16 
(Vl6669). 

5. Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at 813 
(V16666) or B16 (Vl6669). but R volunteered that during the 
last five years, Head had contributed for less years than 
he/she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percent in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

7. Response was given In terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourly (Vl6666=0000 and V16669=0000); 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

0.0 8. DK amount or percent of pay (Vl6818=98) 
0.0 9. NA amount or percent of pay (Vl6818=99) 

7,105 99.8 0. Inap. : reported employment status is working or only 
temporarily laid off, on sick or maternity leave (Vl6655=1- 
21; not working for money now (Vl6657=5); not covered by a 
pension or retirement plan (V16816=5, 8 or 9); did not 
contribute (V16817=5. 8 or 9)’ 

V16820 ‘Bl16 DTR PENS 5YR (H-E)’ TLDC= 29845 MD=9 

Bll6. (In addition to the pension plan you already mentioned,) did you have 
any tax-deferred compensation or saving plans on any job during the 
past five years, such as thrift or profit-sharing plans (not counting 

8 0.2 I. Yes 
138 2.2 5. No 

1 0.0 8. DK 
22 0.3 9. NA 

6,945 97.2 0. Inap. : reported employment status is working or only 
temporarily laid off, on sick or maternity leave (V16655=1- 
2); not working for money now (V16657=5) 

Vi6821 ‘8117 % PAY CTRB SYR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29846-29847 MD=99 

8117. On the average, what amount or percent of pay did you contribute to 
this plan over the last five years?-PERCENT 
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% nonzero = 0.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 10.7 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Head to any employment related tax- 
deferred compensation or savings plan from 1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : nothing; reported employment status is working or 
only temporarily laid off, on sick or maternity leave 
(Vi6655=1-2): not working for money now (Vl6657=5); did 
not contribute (Vl6820=5, 8 or 9) 

V16822 ‘6117 TYPE CNTRB 6YR(H-E)’ TLOC= 29948 MD=9 

8117. On the average, what amount or percent of pay did you contribute to 
this plan over the last five years?-TYPE 

If marginal notes indicate that Head contributed for less years than he/she 
had worked, then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over codes 
2-4. 

4 0.1 I. Actual percent of pay (including zero percent) was 
reported. 

2. Response was given in terms of dollars per week: percent 
was calculated using current pay at B13 (VI66661 or 016 
(Vi6669). 

3. Response was given in terms of dollars per month; percent 
was calculated using current pay at 813 (VI66661 or Bi6 
(V16669). 

4. Response was given in terms of dollars per year; percent 
was calculated using current pay at 813 (VI66661 or B16 
(Vl6669). 

I 0.0 5. Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at Bl3 
(Vi66661 or 816 (Vl6669). but R volunteered that during the 
last five years, Head had contributed for less years than 
he/she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percent in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

2 0.1 7. Response was given in terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourly (Vl6666=0000 and V16669=0000); 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

1 0.0 8. DK amount or percent of pay (V16821=98) 
9. NA amount or percent of pay (Vl6821=99) 

7,106 99.8 0. Inap. : nothing; reported employment status is working or 
only temporarily laid off, on sick or maternity leave 
(V16655=1-2); not working for money now (V16657=5); did not 
contribute (Vl6820=5. 8 or 9) 

V16823 ‘Cl WTR LOOK FOR dOB(H-U)’ tLoc= 29849 MD=9 

Cl. Have YOU (HEAD) been looking for work during the last four weeks? 

281 2.4 I. Yes 
1.571 25.9 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

5.261 71.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1) 

V16824 ‘C2 UONE NOTHING (km-U) TLOC= 29860 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY ] -- 
NDTHi NG 

2 0.0 I. Has done nothing at all 
279 2.4 5. Has done something to find work 
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9. NA: DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories 

6,833 97.6 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); has not been looking for a job in the 
last four weeks (Vl6823=5, 9) 

V16825 ‘C2 PUBLIC EMP AGCY (H-U)’ TLOC= 29851 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
A. CHECKED WITH PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

111 0.8 I. Has checked with public employment agency 
170 1.6 5. Has not checked with public employment agency: has done 

nothing at all (V16824=1) 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as Well 

as one or more of the activity categories (V16824=9) 

6,833 97.6 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); has not been looking for a job in the 
last four weeks (V16823=5, 9) 

V16826 ‘C2 PRIVATE EMP AGY (H-U)’ TLDC= 29852 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
8. CHECKED WITH PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

26 0.3 I. Has checked with private employment agency 
255 2.1 5. Has not checked with private employment agency; has done 

nothing at all (V16824=1) 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (Vl6824.9) 

6,833 97.6 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); has not been looking for a job in the 
last four weeks (V16823=5. 9) 

V16827 ‘C2 PREV EMP DIRECT (H-U)’ TLDC= 29853 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY ]-- 
C. CHECKED WITH PREVIOUS EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

25 0.2 1. Has checked with previous employer directly 
256 2.2 5. Has not checked with previous employer directly: has done 

nothing at all (V16824=1) 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16824=9) 

6,833 97.6 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); has not been looking for a job in the 
last four weeks (Vl6823=5, 9) 

Vi6828 ‘C2 OTR EMPR DIRECT (H-U)’ TLOC= 29854 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
D. CHECKED WITH OTHER EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

140 1.1 1. Has checked with other employer directly 
141 1.2 5. Has not checked wlth other employer directly; has done 

nothing at all (V16824=1) 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16824=9) 

6,833 97.6 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); has not been looking for a job in the 
last four weeks (V16823=5, 9) 

V16829 ‘C2 FRIEND OR REL (H-U)’ TLOC= 29855 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
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E. CHECKED WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES 

82 0.6 I. Has checked with friends or relatives 
199 1.8 5. Has not checked with friends or relatives; has done nothing 

at all (Vl6824=1) 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (Vi6824=91 

6,833 97.6 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); has not been looking for a job in the 
last four weeks (V16823=5, 9) 

Vl6830 ‘C2 PLACE OR ANS AD (H-U)’ TLDC= 29856 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
F. PLACED OR ANSWERED ADS 

109 1.0 1. Has placed or answered ads 
172 i.4 5. Has not placed or answered ads; has done nothing at all 

(Vl6824=1) 

9. NA: DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16824=9) 

6,833 97.6 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); has not been looking for a job in the 
last four weeks (Vl6823=5, 9) 

V16831 ‘C2 OTHER (H-U) ’ TLDC= 29867 MD=9 

c2. What have you been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
G. OTHER (SPECIFY): 

The values for this variable in the range l-8 represent the actual number of 
other mentions. 

60 0.6 1. One mention 
7 0.1 2. Two mentions 

3. Three mentions 
4. Four mentions 

I 0.0 5. Five mentions 
6. Six mentions 
7. Seven mentions 
8. Eight or more mentions 

9. NA; DK: Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (Vl6824=9) 

7,046 99.3 0. Inap. : none; working now or only temporarily laid off 
(V16655=1 or 2 or V16657=1); has not been looking for a job 
in the last four weeks (V16823=5, 9); has done nothing at 
all (V16824=1) 

V16832 ‘C3 HOW LDN6 LOOK WRK H-U’ TLoc= 29858-29869 MD=99 

c3. How long have you been looking for work? 

% nonzero = 2.4 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 19.0 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual number 
of weeks Head spent looking for work. 

01. One week or less 
98. Ninety-eight weeks or more 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); has not been looking for a job in last 
four weeks (Vl6823=5 or 9) 

Vi6833 ‘C4 EVER WORKED? (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29860 MD=9 

c4. Have YOU (HEAD] ever done any work for money? 
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1,724 26.4 I. Yes 
128 1.9 5. No 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

5,261 71.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1) 

Vi6834 ‘CB MD LAST WORKED (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29861-29862 MD=99 

c5. In what month and year did you last work? [IF NECESSARY: What would be 
your best guess? Did you last work before 1988?]-MONTH 

109 1.8 01. January 
82 1.3 02. February 

103 1.6 03. March 
116 1.7 04. Apri 1 
ill 1.7 05. May 
150 2.6 06. June 

80 1.3 07. July 
97 1.6 08. August 
89 1.4 09. September 
79 1.5 10. October 
95 1.4 II. November 

131 1.9 12. December 

2 0.0 21. Winter 
8 0.2 22. Spring 

27 0.4 23. Summer 
5 0.1 24. Fall/Autumn 

340 4.4 98. DK month 
100 1.5 99. NA month 

5,390 73.6 00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9) 

V16835 ‘C6 YR LAST WORKED (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29863-29864 MD=99 

c5. In what month and year did you last work? [IF NECESSARY: What would be 
your best ouess? Did you last work before 1988?]-YEAR 

% nonzero = 26.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 79.0 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the actual year Head last worked. 

96. 1988 or 1989. DK which 
97. Before 1988. DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (VI683315 or 9) 

Vi6836 ‘~6 WTR UNEMP 88 (H-U) ’ TLDC- 29865 MD=9 

C6. Were there any times in 1988 when you were looking for work? 

99 0.8 I. Yes 
1,331 22.6 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

5,684 76.6 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); last worked in 1988 or 1989 (V16835=88. 
89 or 96) 

Vi6837 ‘~7 x UK UNEMP 88 (H-U) ’ TLDC= 29866-29867 MD=99 

c7. How many weeks was that? 

% nonzero = 0.8 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 22.0 

The values for this variable in the range 01-52 represent the actual number 
of weeks Head spent looking for work in 1988. 
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01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (VI665511 
or 2 or V16657=1); last worked in 1988 or 1989 (Vl6835=88. 
89 or 96); did not look for job in 1988 (Vl6836=5 or 9) 

V16838 ‘C9-10 DCC-LAST JOB (H-U)’ TLDC= 29868-29870 MD=999 

c9. What was your occupation on your last job? What sort of work did you 
do? 

CIO. What were your most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

29 0.6 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
23 0.5 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
24 0.4 260-285. Sales Workers 
53 0.6 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
56 0.7 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
57 0.7 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 
16 0.2 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
37 0.3 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

1 0.0 801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
8 0.1 821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

103 0.8 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
14 0.2 980-984. Private Household Workers 

2 0.0 999. NA; DK 

6.691 95.1 000. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vi6655=1 or 2 or V16657.1); never worked (V16833=5 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

Vi6839 ‘Cl1 IND-LAST JOB (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29871-29873 MD=999 

Cll. What kind of business or industry was that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department Of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

13 0.2 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
5 0.1 047-057. Mining 

39 0.3 067-077. Construction 
77 1.1 107-398. Manufacturing 
21 0.2 407-479. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
94 1.0 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
15 0.2 707-718, F i nance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
39 0.5 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
36 0.3 769-798. Personal Services 

8 0.1 807-809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 
57 0.7 828-897. Professional and Related Servi,ces 
16 0.2 907-937. Public Administration 

3 0.0 999. NA; DK 

6,691 95.1 000. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(V16655=1 or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99) 

Vi6840 ‘Cl2 WRK SELF/DTR? (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29874 MD=9 

c12. On this main job. were you (HEAD) self-employed, were you employed by 
someone else, or what? 

390 4.5 I. Someone else only 
2. Both someone else and self 

31 0.4 3. Self only 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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6.691 95.1 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

Vi6841 ‘Cl3 CDRP/UNCDRP BUSCH-U)’ TLDC= 29875 MD=9 

c13. Was that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

27 0.4 1. Unincorporated 
4 0.1 2. Corporation 

8. DK 
9. NA 

7,083 99.6 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); worked for 
someone else only (V16840=1 or 9) 

V16842 ‘Cl4 WORK FOR GDVT? (H-U)’ TLDC= 29876 MD=9 

c14. Did you (HEAD) work for the federal, state, or local government, a 
private company, or what? 

9 0.1 1. Federal government 
15 0.2 2. State government 
22 0.3 3. Local government; public school system 

341 3.9 4. Private company; non-government 

7. Other 

3 0.0 9. NA; Don’t Know 

6,724 95.5 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); worked both for 
someone else and self or self-employed only (V16840=2, 3 or 
9) 

VI6843 ‘Cl5 WHY LAST JOB END H-U’ TLDC= 29877 MD-9 

c15. What happened to that job --did the company go out of business, were you 
(HEAD) laid off, did you quit, or what? 

38 0.4 I. Company folded/changed hands/moved out of town; employer 
died/went out of business 

2. Strike; 1 ockout 
117 0.9 3. Laid off; fired 
213 2.9 4. Quit; resigned: retired; pregnant; needed more money: just 

wanted a change in jobs; was self-employed 

13 0.1 7. Other; transfer: any mention of armed services 
34 0.6 8. Job was completed: seasonal work; was a temporary job 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,691 95.1 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vi6835=01-87. 97-99) 

Vl6844 ‘Cl6 MD BEG LAST EMP(H-U) TLDC= 29878-29879 MD=99 

C16. In what month and year did you start working for your last employer? 
(Count yourself as the employer if you were self-employed, and) give us 
your most recent start date if you went to work for them more than 
once. [IF NECESSARY: What would be your best guess? Did you start 
before 198811~MONTH LAST EMPLOYER 

45 0.6 01. January 
25 0.3 02. February 
29 0.4 03. March 
33 0.4 04. April 
23 0.3 05. May 
30 0.3 06. June 
20 0.2 07. July 
41 0.5 08. August 
37 0.4 09. September 
37 0.6 10. October 
28 0.3 11. November 
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20 0.2 12. 

1 0.0 21. 
I 0.0 22. 
2 0.0 23. 
1 0.0 24. 

40 0.3 98. 
IO 0.1 99. 

6,691 95.1 00. 

December 

Winter 
Spring 
Summer 
Fall/Autumn 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

V16845 ‘Cl6 YR BEG LAST EMP(H-U)’ TLDC= 29880-29881 MD=99 

C16. In what month and year did you start working for your last employer? 
(Count yourself as the employer if you were self-employed, and) give us 
your most recent start date if you went to work for them more than 
once. [IF NECESSARY: What’would be your best guess? Did you start 
before 1988?]-YEAR LAST EMPLOYER 

% nonzero = 4.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 80.9 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her last employer. 

96. 1988 or 1989, DK which 
97. Before 1988. DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99) 

V16846 ‘Cl7 BEG UK LAST PDS(H-U)’ TLDC= 29882 MD=9 

c17. Is that when you started working in your last (position/work 
situation)? 

173 1.9 I. Yes 
3 0.0 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

6,938 98.1 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); did not begin 
working for last employer during 1988 (V16845=01-87. 89, 
96-99) 

V16847 ‘Cl8 MO BEG LAST PDS(H-U)’ T~oc- 29883-29884 MD=99 

C18. In what month and year did you start working in your last (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

0.0 01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
IO. October 

0.0 11. November 
0.0 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr 1 ng 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 
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7, III 100.0 00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); did not begin 
working for last employer during 1988 (V16845=01-87. 89, 
96-99); position with last employer began in 1988 
(V16846=1 or 9) 

Vl6848 ‘Cl8 YR BEG LAST PDS(H-U)’ TLDC= 29885-29886 MD=99 

C18. In what month and year did you start working in your last (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

2 0.0 88. 1988 
1 0.0 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7,111 100.0 00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vi6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); did not begin 
working for last employer during 1988 (VlG845=01-87, 89, 
96-99); position with last employer began in 1988 
(Vl6846=1 or 9) 

V16849 ‘Cl9 CHGE PDS IN 88(HD-U)’ TLDC= 29887 MD=9 

c19. Did you change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 
time during 1988? 

I . Yes 
1 0.0 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7,113 100.0 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99): did not begin 
working for last employer during 1988 (V16845=01-87, 89, 
96-99); position with last employer began in 1988 (Vl6846=1 
or 9); position with last employer began before 1989 
(V16848=88. 97-99) 

Vi6850 ‘C20 MD CHGE PDS (HD-U) ’ TLDC= 29888-29889 MD=99 

c20. In what month did that happen? 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. Apri 1 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
II. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,114 100.0 00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); did not begln 
working for last employer during 1988 (Vl6845=01-87, 89. 
96-99): position with last employer began in 1988 
(Vl6846=1 or 9); position with last employer began before 
1989 (Vl6848=88. 97-99); did not change positions with 
last employer in 1988 (Vl6849=5 or 9) 

Vl6851 ‘C21 TYPE OF CHGE (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29890 MD=9 
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c21. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in your duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

1 0.0 1. Promotion with higher pay 

1 0.0 5. Major change in duties but with the same pay 

7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

7.112 100.0 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vi6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); did not begin 
working for last employer during 1988 (V16845=01-87, 89, 
96-99); position with last employer began in 1988 (V16846=1 
or 9); position with last employer began before 1988 
(V16848=97-99); did not change positions with last employer 
in 1988 (Vl6849=5 or 9) 

Vi6852 ‘C22 MD BEG LAST PDS(H-U)’ TLDC= 29891-29892 MD=99 

c22. In what month and year did you start working in your last (pOSitiOn/ 

work situation)?-MONTH 

11 0.1 01. January 
6 0.1 02. February 

IO 0.1 03. March 
2 0.0 04. April 
8 0.1 05. May 

06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 

I 0.0 IO. October 
Il. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
4 0.0 99. NA month 

7.072 99.5 00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (VI683355 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); position with 
last employer began before 1989 (V16845=01-88, 97-99) 

Vi6863 ‘C22 YR BEG LAST PDS(H-IJ)’ TLDC= 29893-29894 MD=99 

c22. In what month and year did you start working in your last (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

88. 1988 
42 0.5 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7.072 99.5 00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655~1 
or 2 or Vl6657.1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); position with 
last employer began before 1989 (Vl6845=01-88, 97-99) 

V16854 ‘C23 MD BEG LAST PDS(H-U)’ TLDC= 29895-29896 MD=99 

C23. In what month and year did you start working in your last (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

17 0.3 01. January 
7 0.1 02. February 
4 0.0 03. March 
8 0.1 04. April 
8 0.0 05. May 

15 0.2 06. June 
12 0.2 07. July 
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17 0.2 
23 0.2 
20 0.3 
IO 0.1 

8 0. I 

1 0.0 

2 0.0 

40 0.4 
13 0. I 

6,909 97.5 

08 August 
09 September 
10 October 
II November 
12 December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); position with 
last employer began during 1988 or 1989 (V16845=88. 89 or 
96) 

Vl6855 ‘C23 YR BEG LAST PDS(H-U)’ TLoc= 29897-29898 MD=99 

C23. In what month and year did you start working in your last (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 2.5 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 77.0 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working in his/her last position or work situation. 

96. 1988 or 1989. DK which 
97. Before 1988. DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=I); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); position with 
last employer began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl6845=88. 89 or 
96) 

V16856 ‘C24 CHGE PDS IN 88(HD-U)’ TLDC= 29899 MD=9 

C24. Did you change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 
time during 1988? 

1 . Yes 
5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); position with 
last employer began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl6845=88, 89 or 
96); position with last employer began before 1989 
(V16855=01-88, 97-99) 

V16857 ‘C25 MD CHGE PDS (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29900-29901 MD=99 

C25. In what month did that happen? 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
il. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
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22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,114 100.0 00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); position with 
last employer began during 1988 or 1989 (V16845=88, 89 or 
96); position with last employer began before 1989 
(V16855=01-88, 97-99); did not change position during 1988 
(Vl6856=5 or 9) 

vi6858 ‘C26 TYPE OF CHGE (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29902 MD=9 

C26. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in your duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

I 0.0 1. Promotion with higher pay 

1 0.0 5. Major change in duties but with the same pay 

2 0.0 7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

7,110 99.9 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99): positlon with 
last employer began during 1988 or 1989 (V16845=88, 89, 
96); position with last employer began before 1988 
(V16855=01-87, 97-99): did not change position during 1988 
(VI685615 or 9) 

V16859 ‘C27-8 BEG DCC LAST EMP-H’ TLDC= 29903-29905 MO=999 

C27. What was your (HEAD’S) occupation when you started working for that 
emp 1 oyer? What sort of work did you do? 

C28. What were your most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
260-285. Sales Workers 
301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
40 l-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 

1 0.0 601-695. Operatives. Except Transport 
701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 
801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

2 0.0 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

999. NA; DK 

7,111 100.0 ooo. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(V16655=1 or 2 or Vi6657=1); never worked (Vi683355 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); 
did not begin working for last employer during 1988 
(Vl6845=01-87, 89. 96-99); same position as in 1988 
(Vi684611 or 9) 

V16860 ‘C29 WAGE BEG LAST EMP-HD’ TLDC= 29906-29909 MD=9999 

c29. What was your starting waqe or salary at that time? 

% nonzero = 1.9 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 5.341 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
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from question C30 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
C30 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by C30 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(V16655=1 or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 
9): last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); did 
not begin working for last employer during 1988 
(V16845=01-87, 89, 96-99) 

V16861 ‘C30 HR/WK BEG LAST EMP-H’ TLDC= 29910-29911 MD=99 

c30. And how many hours a week did you work when you started? 

% nonzero = 1.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 34.8 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99): did not begin 
working for last employer during 1988 (Vl6845=01-87, 89, 
96-99) 

Vi6862 ‘~31 LAST EMP dwaa (H-U)’ TLDC= 29912 MD-9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-JANUARY 1988 

206 2.6 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

6 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,902 97.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(VI6845189 or 96) 

Vi6863 ‘C31 LAST EMP FEB88 (H-U)’ TLDC= 29913 MD=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-FEBRUARY 1988 

204 2.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

6 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,904 97.4 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (VI665511 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(VI6845189 or 96) 

V16864 ‘C31 LAST EMP MAR88 (H-U)’ TLDC= 29914 MD=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-MARCH 1988 

212 2.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,094 97.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=I or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
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1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

V 16865 ‘C31 LAST EMP APR88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29915 MO=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-APRIL 1988 

215 2.7 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.891 97.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99): last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

V16866 ‘C31 LAST EMP MAY88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29916 MD=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-MAY 1988 

219 2.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

7 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,888 97.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

Vi6867 ‘C31 LAST EMP JUN88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29917 MD=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-JUNE 1988 

219 2.8 1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,887 97.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

V16868 ‘C31 LAST EMP JUL88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29918 MO=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-JULY 1988 

206 2.4 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,900 97.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

V16869 ‘C31 LAST EMP AUG88 (H-U)’ TLDC= 29919 MD=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-AUGUST 1988 

216 2.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,890 97.4 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

Vi6870 ‘C31 LAST EMP SEP88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29920 MD=9 
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c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-SEPTEMBER 1988 

206 2.3 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,900 97.6 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vi6835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

Vl6871 ‘C31 LAST EMP OCT88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29921 MO=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main lob?-OCTOBER 1988 

199 2.3 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,907 97.6 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657.1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

V16872 ‘C31 LAST EMP NOV88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29922 MD=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-NOVEMBER 1988 

191 2.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,915 97.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 
(Vi6845=89 or 96) 

V16873 ‘C31 LAST EMP DEC88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29923 MD=9 

c31. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer as your 
main job?-DECEMBER 1988 

176 1.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,930 98.1 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99): last position began in 1989 
(V16845=89 or 96) 

The following variables (Vl6874-Vl6905) pertain to other main-lob employers 
during 1988. Information contained in these variables is not necessarily 
about the immediately prior employer during 1988. In order to analyze the 
data on all 1988 employers, we recommend using the 1984-1989 Work History 
Supplement File. 

V16874 ‘C32 OTR EMP 1988 (HD-U)’ TLOC= 29924 MD=9 

C32. Did you have any (other) main-job employers at any time during lS88? 
Again, If you were self-employed on a main job, count yourself as an 
emp 1 oyer 

108 1.3 I. Yes 
315 3.6 5. No 

9. NA: DK 

6.691 95.1 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

V16875 ‘C33 MO BEG OTR EMP(HD-U)’ TLOC= 29925-29926 MD=99 
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c33. In what month and year did you start working for that (other) main-job 
employer?-MONTH 

15 0.2 01. January 
IO 0.1 02. February 

7 0.1 03. March 
4 0.1 04. April 
8 0.1 05. May 

IO 0.1 06. June 
7 0.1 07. July 

14 0.2 08. August 
9 0.1 09. September 
4 0.0 10. October 
6 0.1 II. November 
5 0.0 12. December 

1 0.0 

2 0.0 98. 
6 0.1 99. 

7.006 98.7 00. 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

Vl6876 ‘C33 YR BEG DTR EMPtHD-U)’ TLDC= 29927-29928 MD=99 

c33. In what month and year did you start working for that (other) main-job 
employer?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 1.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 86.4 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her other main-job employer. 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (VI665551 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

V16877 ‘C34 OTR EMP JAN88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29929 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988 

39 0.5 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,073 99.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1): never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (Vl6874=5 or 9) 

V16878 ‘C34 OTR EMP FEB88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29930 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
FEBRUARY 1988 

39 0.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA: DK 

7,073 99.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (Vi683315 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (Vl6874=5 or 9) 
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Vi6879 ‘C34 DTR EMP MAR88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29931 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988 

45 0.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,067 99.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=I or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

Vi6880 ‘C34 OTR EMP APR88 (H-U)’ TLDC= 29932 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-APRIL 

44 0.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; OK 

7.068 99.4 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (VI687415 or 9) 

V16881 ‘C34 OTR EMP MAY88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29933 MD-S 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MAY 

46 0.6 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,066 99.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

V16882 ‘C34 OTR EMP &IN88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29934 MO=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988 

47 0.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,065 99.4 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (Vl6874=5 or 9) 

V16883 ‘C34 OTR EMP JUL88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29935 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JULY 
1988 

47 0.5 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,065 99.4 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vi6657=1); never worked (VI683315 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99): no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

Vi6884 ‘C34 OTR EMP AUG88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29936 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988 

51 0.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 
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2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,061 99.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (VI665511 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vi6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

Vi6886 ‘C34 DTR EMP SEP88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29937 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988 

47 0.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0’ 9. NA; DK 

7,065 99.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

V16886 ‘C34 DTR EMP DCT88 (H-U)’ TLDC= 29938 MD-9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988 

41 0.4 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA: DK 

7,071 99.5 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

Vi6887 ‘C34 OTR EMP NDV88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29939 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
NOVEMBER 1988 

33 0.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; OK 

7,079 99.6 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=I or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vi683315 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

V16888 ‘C34 OTR EMP DEC88 (H-U)’ TLOC= 29940 MD=9 

c34. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
DECEMBER 1988 

23 0.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA: OK 

7,089 99.7 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (Vl6874=5 or 9) 

Vi6889 ‘C35 WORK SELF/OTR?(HD-U)’ TLOC= 29941 MD=9 

c35. On this main job, were you (HEAD) self-employed, were you employed by 
someone else. or what? 

96 1.2 I. Someone else only 
2. Both someone else and self 

10 0.1 3. Self-employed only 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.006 98.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi665511 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
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worked before 1988 (Vi6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

V16890 ‘C36 CDRP/UNCORP BlJS(H-U)’ TLOC= 29942 MD-9 

C36. Was that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

10 0.1 1. Unincorporated 
2. Corporation 

8. DK 
9. NA 

7,104 99.9 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9); worked for someone 
else only (V16889=1 or 9) 

V16891 ‘C37 WRK GOV-OTR EMP? H-U’ TLOC= 29943 MD=9 

c37. Did you (HEAD) work for the federal, state, or local government, a 
private company, or what? 

1 0.0 I. Federal government 
3 0.0 2. State government 
I 0.0 3. Local government: pub1 ic school system 

91 1.1 4. Private non-government company; 
7. Dther 

9. NA; Don’t Know 

7,018 98.8 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655= 1 
or 2 or Vi6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main- j# 
employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9); worked for self on 1 
or also employed by someone else (Vl6889=2. 3 or 9) 

V16892 ‘C38-39 OCC OTR EMP (H-U)’ TLDC= 29944-29946 MD=999 

ob 
Y 

C38. What was your occupation when you first started working for them? What 
sort of work did you do? 

c39. What were your most important activities or duties? 

The El-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department Of 

Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete 1 istings. 

5 0. I 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
3 0.0 
5 0. I 

15 0.2 
15 0.2 
13 0.1 

9 0. I 
11 0. I 

3 0.1 

201-245 Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
260-285 Sales Workers 
301-395 Clerical and Kindred Workers 
401-600 Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
601-695 Operatives, Except Transport 
701-715 Transport Equipment Operatives 
740-785 Laborers, Except Farm 
801-802 Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824 Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

24 0.2 901-965. Service Workers, Except Pr i 
5 0.1 980-984. Private Household Workers 

999. NA; DK 

7,006 98.7 000. Inap. : working now or only 
(Vi6655=1 or 2 or Vi665711 
or 9): last worked before 
no other main-job employer 
9) 

Vi6893 ‘C40 IND OTR EMP (HD-U) ‘ TLOC= 29947-29949 

vate Household 

temporarily lai d off 
; never worked (V16833=5 
988 (V16835=01- 87, 97-99): 
during 1988 (VI 6874=5 or 

MD=999 

c40. What kind of business or industry was that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department Of 
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Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

4 0.1 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 

13 0.1 067-077. Construction 
14 0.2 107-398. Manufacturing 

6 0.1 407-479. Transportation, Communications, Other Public and 
Utilities 

30 0.4 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
3 0.0 707-718. F i nance Insurance, and Real Estate , 
8 0.1 727-759. Business and Repair Services 

II 0.2 769-798. Personal Services 
4 0.0 807-809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 

II 0.1 828-897. Professional and Related Services 
2 0.0 907-937. Public Administration 

2 0.0 999. NA; DK 

7.006 98.7 000. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vl6655=1 or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (Vi6833=5 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); 
no other main-job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 
9) 

V16894 ‘C41 START WAGE DTR EMP-H’ TLOC= 29950-29953 MD=9999 

% nonzero = 1.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 5.735 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question C42 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
C42 times 52 weeks: monthly salaries by C42 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; OK 

0000. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(V16655=1 or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 
9); last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no 
other main-job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

VlB895 ‘C42 BEG HR/WK OTR EMP-HD’ TLOC= 29954-29965 MD=99 

C42. And how many hours a week did you work when you first started? 

% nonzero = 1.3 
mean nontero, excluding missing data = 33.9 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. 

98. Ninety-eight hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vl6874=5 or 9) 

VlB896 ‘C43 CHG POS OTR EMP(H-U)’ TLOC= 29956 MD=9 

c43. Durinq 1988, did Your job title or position with that employer chanqe? 

4 0.1 1. Yes 
98 1.1 5. No 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,006 98.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (VI683315 or 9); last 
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worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9) 

V16897 ‘C44 MD CHGE POS (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29957-29958 MD=99 

c44. In what month did that happen? 

2 0.0 
1 0.0 

1 0.0 

7,110 99.9 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
II. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. 
99. 

00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vi687415 or 9): did not change 
job title or position in 1988 (V16896=5 or 9) 

V16898 ‘C45 TYPE CHG OTR EMP H-U’ TLOC= 29959 MD=9 

c45. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in your duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

3 0.0 I. Promotion with higher pay 

5. Major change in duties but with same pay 

I 0.0 7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

7,110 99.9 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9); did not change job 
title or position in 1988 (V16896=5 or 9) 

V16899 ‘C46 STOP WRK OTR EMP H-U’ TLOC= 29960 MD=9 

C46. Have you stopped working for that employer? 

99 1.2 1. Yes 
8 0.1 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,006 98.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657.1); never worked (VI683315 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vi6874=5 or 9) 

VlB900 ‘C47 MO END OTR EMPtHO-IJ)’ TLOC= 29961-29962 MD=99 

c47. In what month and year did you stop working for that employer?-MONTH 

8 0.2 01. January 
6 0.0 02. February 
6 0.1 03. March 
4 0.0 04. April 

IO 0.1 05. May 
5 0.0 06. June 
4 0.1 07. July 

II 0.1 08. August 
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12 0. I 09. 
12 0.1 10. 
10 0.1 II. 
IO 0.1 12. 

21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

98. 
1 0.0 99. 

7,015 98.8 00. 

September 
October 
November 
December 

Winter 
Spring 
Summer 
Fall/Autumn 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (VI665551 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vi6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9); still working 
for other employer (V16899=5 or 9) 

V16901 ‘C47 YR END DTR EMP(HD-U)’ TLDC= 29963-29964 MD=99 

c47. In what month and year did you stop working for that employer?-YEAR 

86 I .o 88. 1988 
12 0.2 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
I 0.0 99. NA year 

7,015 98.8 00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99): no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9); still working 
for other employer (Vl6899=5 or 9) 

V16902 ‘C48 WHY LEFT OTR EMP H-U’ TLDC= 29965 MO=9 

C48. What happened with that employer--did the company go out of business, 
were you (HEAD) laid off, did you quit, or what? 

3 0.0 I. Company folded/changed hands/moved out of town; employer 
died/went out of business 

2. Strike; lockout 
29 0.2 3. Laid off: fired 
52 0.7 4. Quit; resigned; retired; pregnant; needed more money; just 

wanted a change in jobs: was self-employed before 

3 0.0 7. Other; transfer; any mention of armed services 
7 0.1 8. Job was completed: seasonal work; was a temporary job 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

7,015 98.8 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 ,(V16874=5 or 9); still working for 
other employer (V16899=5 or 9) 

V16903 ‘C49 END WAGE OTR EMP H-U’ TLOC= 29966-29969 MD=9999 

c49. What was your (HEAD’S) final wage or salary when yo’u left that 

% nonzero = I .2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 5.457 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question C50 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
C50 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by C50 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 
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0000. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vl6655=1 or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 
9): last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no 
other main-job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9); 
still working for other employer (V16899=5 or 9) 

V16904 ‘C50 END HR/WK OTR EMP-HD’ TLOC= 29970-29971 MO=99 

c50. And how many hours a week did you work just before you left? 

% nonzero = I .2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 35.9 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1): never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (Vl6874=5 or 9); still working 
for other employer (V16899=5 or 9) 

V16905 ‘C51 ANY DTR EMP 88 (H-U)’ TLDC= 29972 MD=9 

c51. Did you have any other main-job employers at any time during 1988? 
(Remember to count yourself as an employer if you were self-employed 
then on a main job. ) 

30 0.4 1. Yes 
78 0.9 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7,006 98.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vl6874=5 or 9) 

V16906 ‘C-# WORK HIST SUPPS(H-U)’ TLDC= 29973-29974 

Number of Additional Work History Spells for Section C 

% nonzero = 0.4 
mean nonzero = 1.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of work history 
spells needed to complete the work history for 1988. These data are 
available as a separate file. Refer to Section I, Part 7 of this volume for 
more detai 1 . 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no other main- 
job employer during 1988 (V16874=5 or 9): no other main- 
job employers in 1988 (V16905=5 or 9) 

Vi6907 ‘C52 WTR VACATION (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29975 MD=9 

C52. We’re interested in how you (HEAD) spent your time from January through 
December 1988, regardless of whether or not you were employed. I know 
you may have given me some of this information already, but my 
instructions are to ask these questions of everybody. Did you take any 
vacation or time off durinq 1988? 

93 1.6 1. Yes 
327 3.3 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; OK 

6,691 95.1 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99) 
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VlB908 ‘C53 #WKS VACATION (HD-U)’ TLOC= 29976-29977 MD=99 

c53. How much vacation or time off did you take? 

% nonzero = I .6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 3.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) of 
vacation or time off taken by the Head. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); took no vacation 
or time off (V16907=5 or 9) 

V16909 ‘C55 WTR OTRS ILL (HD-U)’ TLOC= 29978 MD=9 

c55. Did you miss any work in 1988 because someone else was sick? 

37 0.3 1. Yes 
383 4.5 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.691 95.1 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vi6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

VlB910 ‘C56 #WKS OTRS ILL (HD-IJ)’ TLDC= 29979-29980 MD=99 

C56. How much work did you miss? 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 1.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed through illness of persons other than the Head. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); missed no work 
through illness of others (Vl6909=5 or 9) 

VlB911 ‘C58 WTR SELF ILL (HD-U)’ TLOC= 2998 1 MD=9 

C58. Did you miss any work in 1988 because you were sick? 

116 1.3 1. Yes 
304 3.6 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,691 95.1 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (VI665511 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99) 

V16912 ‘C58 #WKS SELF ILL (HD-U) ’ TLOC+ 29982-29983 MD=99 

c59. How much work did you miss? 

% nonzero = 1.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 4.8 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed through Head’s own illness. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
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worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); missed no work 
through own illness (V16911=5 or 9) 

V16913 ‘CBl WTR ON STRIKE (HD-U)’ TLOC= 29984 MD=9 

C61. Did you miss any work in 1988 because you were On strike? 

1 Yes 
419 4.9 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,691 95.1 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99) 

Vi6914 ‘C62 #WKS ON STRIKE (H-U)’ TLDC= 29985-29986 MD=99 

C62. How much work did you miss? 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed because of time Head spent on strike. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); missed no work 
through strikes (Vl6913=5 or 9) 

Vi6915 ‘C64 WTR UNEMPLOYED (H-U)’ TLOC= 29987 MD=9 

C64. Did you miss any work in 1988 because you were unemployed and looking 
for work or temporarily laid off? 

187 1.7 1. Yes 
234 3.2 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,691 95.1 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vi6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

V16916 ‘CB5 #WK UNEMPLOYED (H-U)’ TLOC= 29988-29989 MD=99 

C65. How much work did you miss? 

% nonzero = I .7 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 18.2 , 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed due to unemployment or temporarily layoff of Head. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); was not 
unemployed or laid off (V16915=5 or 9) 

Vi6917 ‘CB7 WTR OUT LAB FRC(H-U)’ TLOC= 29990 MD=9 

C67. Were there any weeks in 1988 when you didn’t have a job and were not 
lookinq for one? 

193 2.6 I. Yes 
228 2.3 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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6,691 95.1 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99) 

V16918 ‘C68 XWKS OUT LAB FRC H-U’ TLOC= 29991-29992 MD=99 

C68. How much time was that? 

% nonzero = 2.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 24.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head did not have a job and was not looking for one. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); not out of labor 
force (Vl6917=5 or 9) 

V16919 ‘C70 # WKS WORKED (HD-U)’ TLDC= 29993-29994 MD=99 

c70. Then, how many weeks did you actually work on your main job(s) in 19881 

% nonzero = 4.8 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 31.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head worked on his/her main job/jobs. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: did not work at all in 1988; working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or V16657=1); never 
worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V16835=01-87, 97-99) 

Vi6920 ‘C71 HR/WK WORKED (HD-U)’ TLOC= 29995-29996 MD=99 

c71. And, on the average, how many hours a week did you work on your main 
job(s) in 1988? 

% nonzero = 4.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 37.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked on his/her job. 

01. One hour or less ; 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99): did not work at 
all in 1988 (V16919=00) 

Vi6921 ‘C72 WTR WORKED OT (HD-U)’ TLOC= 29997 MD=9 

C72. Did you work any overtime which isn’t included in that? 

68 0.7 I. Yes 
334 4.0 5. No 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6.707 95.2 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (VI683315 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vi6835=01-87. 97-99); did not work at 
all in 1988 (V16919=00) 

Vi6922 ‘C74 WTR XTRA JOBS (HD-U)’ TLOC= 29998 MD=9 
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c74. (Besides the weeks and hours worked you have just told me about,) did 
you (HEAD) have an extra job or other way of making money in addition 
to your main job(s) in 1988? 

32 0.3 1. Yes 
391 4.6 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

6,691 95.1 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vi6657=1); never worked (VI683315 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99) 

Vi6923 ‘C74-98 # XTRA JOBS (H-U)’ TLOC= 29999 MD=9 

c74. (Besides the weeks and hours worked you have just told me about,) did 
you (HEAD) have an extra job or other way of making money in addition 
to your main job(s) in 1988? 

C86/C98. Did you have any other extra jobs in 1988? 

The values for this variable represent the total number of extra jobs (I-7) 
that Head had. 

31 0.3 I. One extra job 
I 0.0 2. Two extra jobs 

3. Three extra jobs 
4. Four extra jobs 
5. Five extra jobs 
6. Six extra jobs 
7. Seven extra jobs 
8. Eight or more extra jobs 

9. NA; DK 

7,082 99.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9) 

V16924 ‘C75 WORK FOR GOVT?(HD-U)’ TLDC= 30000 MD-9 

c75. Did you (HEAD) work for the federal, state, or local gOVerntnent. a 
private company. or what? 

I 0.0 
I 0.0 
I 0.0 

16 0. I 
12 0.1 

I . Federal government 
2. State government 
3. Local government; pub1 ic school system 
4. Private company: non-government 
5. Self-employed 
7. Other 

1 0.0 

7,082 99.7 

9. NA; Don’t Know 

0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9) 

VlB925 ‘C76-77 OCC-XTRA JOB1 H-U’ TLOC- 30001-30003 MD=999 

C76. What was your occupation? What sort of work did you do? 
c77. What were your most important activities or duties?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

3 0.0 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
1 0.0 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
2 0.0 260-285. Sal es Workers 
3 0.0 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
5 0.1 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
1 0.0 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 
1 0.0 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
6 0.1 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 
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10 0.1 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

999. NA: DK 

7.082 99.7 000. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vi665511 or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); 
no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

V16926 ‘C78 IND XTRA JOB1 (HD-IJ)’ TLDC= 30004-30006 MD=999 

C78. What kind of business or industry was that in?-FIRST EXTRA JDB 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer 

2 

I 
I 
2 

11 

3 
4 
4 
3 

1 

7.082 

to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

0.0 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 

0.0 067-077. Construction 
0.0 107-398. Manufacturing 
0.0 407-479. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
0.1 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 

707-718. Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
0.0 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
0.1 769-798. Personal Services 
0.0 807-809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 
0.0 828-897. Professional and Related Services 

907-937, Public Administration 

0.0 999. NA; DK 

99.7 000. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vl6655.1 or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (Vl6833=5 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); 
no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

vi6927 ‘C79 PAY/HR XTRA JOB1 H-U’ TLDC= 30007-30010 MD=9999 

c79. About how much did YOU make at this?-FIRST EXTRA JOB IN 1988 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 16.361 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variab 
amount was given as someth 
those for Vl6666 were used 

le represent dollars and cents per hour. If the 
ing other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is 
places. 

defined in the dictionary as having no decimal 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vl6655=1 or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (Vl6833=5 or 
9); last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); no 
extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

vi6928 ‘CBO X WKS EXTRA JOB1 H-U’ TLDC= 30011-30012 MD=99 

C80. And, how many weeks did you work on this job in 1988’?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 
IN 1988 

0% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 12.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head worked on the extra job. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 
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00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs 
(Vl6922=5 or 9) 

Vi6929 ‘C81 HR/WK XTRA dOBl(H-U)’ TLOC= 30013-30014 MD=99 

C81. On the average, how many hours a week did you work on this job?-FIRST 
EXTRA JOB IN 1988 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = i3.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked on the extra job. 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vi6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(VI692215 or 9) 

V16930 ‘C82 MO BEG XTRA JOB1 H-U’ TLDC- 30015-30016 MD=99 

C82. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JOB 

3 0.0 01. January 
3 0.0 02. February 
2 0.0 03. March 
5 0.0 04. April 

05. May 
2 0.0 06. June 

07 July 
2 0.0 08. August 
1 0.0 09. September 
3 0.0 10. Dctober 
4 0.1 11. November 

12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr i ng 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

5 0.0 98. DK month 
2 0.0 99. NA month 

7,082 99.7 00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9) 

Vi6931 ‘C82 YR BEG XTRA JOB1 H-U’ TLDC= 30017-30018 MD-99 

C82. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JOB 

96 nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 87.8 

The values for this variable In the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her extra job employer. 

97. Before 1988. DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vi6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9) 
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VlB932 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl JAN88 H-U’ TLOC= 30019 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

6 0.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,105 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99): no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9) 

VI6933 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl FE688 H-U’ TLDC= 30020 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
FEBRUARY 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

10 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.101 99.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (VI683315 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vi6922=5 or 9) 

VlB934 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl MAR88 H-U’ TLDC= 30021 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

12 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.099 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (VI665511 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

VlB935 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl APR88 H-U’ TLDC= 30022 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

15 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; OK 

7.096 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

VlB936 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl MAY88 H-U’ TLDC= 30023 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

14 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; OK 

7,097 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1): never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9) 

VI6937 ‘CB3 WRK XdOBl JUNBB H-U’ TLDC= 3W24 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

14 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,097 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job-at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
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V16657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

V16938 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl JUL88 H-U’ TLDC= 30025 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

14 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,098 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

vi6939 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl AUG88 H-U’ TLDC= 30026 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

14 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,098 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9) 

V16940 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl SEP88 H-U’ TLDC= 30027 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

9 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; OK 

7,103 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1): never worked (VI683315 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

Vi6941 ‘C83 WRK XJDBl OCT9B H-U’ TLDC= 30028 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA 30B 

12 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,100 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vi692215 or 9) 

Vi6942 ‘CB3 WRK XJOBl NDVB8 H-U’ TLDC= 30029 MD-9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
NOVEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

14 0.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,098 99.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during thls month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi665511 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9) 

Vl6943 ‘CB3 WRK XJOBl DEC8B H-U’ TLOC= 30030 MD=9 

C83. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
DECEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

11 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

2 0.0 9. NA; OK 
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7,101 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
Vi6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9) 

Vi6944 ‘C84 STOP WORK XJOBi H-U’ TLOC= 30031 MD=9 

C84. Have you stopped working for that emplover?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

22 0.2 1. Yes 
10 0.1 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7.082 99.7 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vi683315 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(Vi692255 or 9) 

V16945 ‘C85 MO END XJOBl (HD-U)’ TLOC= 30032-30033 MD=99 

C85. In what month and year was that?-MONTH ENDED FIRST EXTRA JOB 

3 0.0 01. January 
1 0.0 02. February 
2 0.0 03. March 

04. April 
4 0.0 05. May 

06. June 
2 0.0 07. July 
2 0.0 08. August 

09. September 
1 0.0 10. October 
3 0.0 Ii. November 
3 0.0 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr i ng 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
1 0.0 99. NA month 

7,092 99.8 00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vi6833~5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9); still working for extra job employer 
(V16944=5 or 9) 

VlQ946 ‘CB5 YR END XJOBl (HD-U)’ TLOC= 30034-30035 MD=99 

C85. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED FIRST EXTRA JOB 

17 ;:: 88. 1988 
5 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7.092 99.8 00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(Vi6922=5 or 9); still working for extra job employer 
(V16944=5 or 9) 

Vl6947 ‘C87 WRK FOR WV XJB2 H-U’ tLOC= 30036 MD=9 

C87. Did you (HEAD) work for the federal, state, or local government, a 
private company. or what?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

1. Federal government 
2. State government 
3. Local government; public school system 

1 0.0 4. Private company; non-government 
5. Self-employed 
7. Other 

9. NA; Don’t Know 
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7,113 100.0 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(Vl6922=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16923=1) 

VlB948 ‘C88-89 OCC-XTRA JB2(H-U)’ TLDC= 30037-30039 MD=999 

C88. What was your occupation? What sort of work did you do? 
C89. What were your most important activities or duties?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
260-285. Sal es Workers 
301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 

1 0.0 60 l-695. Operatives, Except Transport 
701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 
801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 
901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

999. NA; DK 

7,113 100.0 000. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vl6655=1 or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); 
no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9); only one extra job 
(Vl6923=1) 

VlB949 ‘C90 IND XTRA JOB2 (H-U)’ TLOC= 30040-30042 MD=999 

cso. What kind of business or industry was that in?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 
067-077. Construction 
107-398. Manufacturing 
407-47s. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
707-718. F 1 nance, Insurance, and Real Estate 

I 0.0 727-75s. Business and Repair Services 
769-798. Personal Services 
807-809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 
828-897. Professional and Related Services 
907-937. Public Administration 

999. NA: DK 

7.113 100.0 000. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vi665551 or 2 or Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 
or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); 
no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9); only one extra job 
(Vl6923=1) 

VlB950 ‘C91 AV PY/HR X JB2+(H-U)’ TLOC= 30043-30046 MD-9999 

c91. About how much did YOU make at this?-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = 0.0 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 4.500 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. If the 
amount was given as something other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 
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those for Vi6666 were used. If Head had more than two extra jobs, the value 
here represents a weighted average hourly wage from all of them except the 
first one. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off 
(Vl6655=1 or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 
91; last worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no 
extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9); only one extra job 
(‘.‘16923=1) 

Vl6951 ‘C92 # UK XTRA 30B2+(H-U)’ TLOC- 30047-30048 MD=99 

c92. And, how many weeks did you work on this job in 1988?-ALL EXTRA JOBS 
EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = 0 .O 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Head worked on all of his/her extra jobs except the first one. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16923=1) 

V16952 ‘C93 AV HR/WK X JBS+(H-U)’ TLOC= 30049-30050 MD=99 

c93. On the average, how many hours a week did you work on this job?-ALL 
EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = 0.0 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 20.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. If Head had more than two extra jobs, the value here represents 
a weighted average of hours spent on all extra jobs except the first one. 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (VI683315 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs 
(Vi6922=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

V16953 ‘C94 MO BEG XJDBZ (H-U)’ TLOC= 30051-30052 MD=99 

c94. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 

1 0.0 08. August 
09. September 
IO. October 
Il. November 
12. December 
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21 
22 
23 
24 

98 
99 

7.113 100.0 00 

Winter 
Spring 
Summer 
Fall/Autumn 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99): no extra jobs 
(Vl6922=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

VlB954 ‘C94 YR BEG XJOB2 (H-U)’ TLOC= 30053-30054 MD=99 

c94. In what month and year did you start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

% not-zero = 0.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 88.0 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Head started working for his/her extra job employer. 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vi6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

V16955 ‘C95 WRK XdOB2 JAN88 H-U’ TLOC= 30055 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I . Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V16923=1) 

Vl6956 ‘C95 WRK XJOBP FEB88 H-U’ TLOC= 30056 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
FEBRUARY 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 . Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: OK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9): 
only one extra job (Vi6923=1) 

V16957 !C95 WRK XJOBZ MAR88 H-U’ TLOC= 30057 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you worklng for that employer?-MARCH 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (Vi6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V16923=1) 

Vi6958 ‘C95 WRK XJOBZ APR88 H-U’ TLDC= 30058 MD=9 
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c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all du 
working now or only temporarily laid off 
Vl6657=1); never worked (VI683355 or 9); 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
only one extra job (V16923=1) 

ring this month; 
(V16655=1 or 2 or 
last worked before 

(Vl6922=5 or 9); 

V16959 ‘C95 WRK XJOBZ MAY88 H-U’ TLOC= 30059 MD=8 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I . Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK ’ 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

V16960 ‘C95 WRK XJDB2 JUNBB H-U’ TLDC= 30060 MD-9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9); 
only one extra jo.b (Vl6923=1) 

Vi6961 ‘C95 WRK XJOBS JUL88 H-U’ TLOC= 3006 1 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 . Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=I); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V,l6923=1) 

V 16962 ‘C95 WRK XJOBZ AUG88 H-U’ TLOC= 30062 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 0.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,113 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vi6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

V16963 ‘C95 WRK XdOB2 SEP88 H-U’ TLOC- 30063 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I . Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 
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7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 91; last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

Vi6964 ‘C95 WRK XdOB2 OCT88 H-U’ TLOC= 30054 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
V16657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V16923=1) 

Vl6965 ‘C95 WRK XJOB2 NOV88 H-U’ TLDC= 30065 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for that employer?- 
NOVEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (V16835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V16922=5 or 91; 
only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

Vi6966 ‘C95 WRK XJOB2 DEC88 H-U’ TLDC= 30056 MD=9 

c95. In which months during 1988 were you working for,that employer?- 
DECEMBER i988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 or 2 or 
Vl6657=1); never worked (V16833=5 or 9): last worked before 
1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99): no extra jobs (Vl6922=5 or 91; 
only one extra job (V16923=1) 

Vi6967 ‘C96 STOP WORK XJDBP H-U’ TLDC= 30067 MD=9 

C96. Have you stopped working for that employer?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

1 0.0 1. Yes 
5. No 

9. NA: DK 

7,113 100.0 0. Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1): never worked (V16833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99): no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl6923=1) 

Vi6988 ‘C97 MD END JOB2 (HD-U)’ TLOC= 3ODB8-30069 MD=99 

c97. In what month and year was that?-MONTH ENDED SECOND EXTRA JOB 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 

1 0.0 08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
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11. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. 
99. 

7.113 100.0 00. 

OK month 
NA month 

Inap. : working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9); last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9); only one extra job (V16923=I); still 
working for extra job employer (Vl6967=5 or 91 

Vl6969 ‘C97 YR END JOB2 (HD-U)’ TLOC= 30070-30071 MD=99 

c97. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED SECOND JOB 

1 0.0 88. 1988 
89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7,113 100.0 00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); never worked (Vl6833=5 or 9): last 
worked before 1988 (Vl6835=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V16922=5 or 9): only one extra job (Vl6923=I); still 
working for extra job employer (Vl6967=5 or 91 

V16970 ‘Cl00 IF HD CTB PEN SYR-H’ TLDC= 30072 MD=9 

CIOO. Did you (HEAD) contribute to a pension plan at any place you worked 
during the past five years since January 1984, or contribute to any 
tax-deferred compensation or saving plans at work over that period, 
such as thrift or profit-sharino plans (not counting IRAsl? 

136 2.4 1. Yes 
685 8.3 5. No 

13 0.1 8. DK 
29 0.5 9. NA 

6.251 88.8 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); last worked before 1984 (Vl6835=01-83, 
97-99) 

V16971 ‘Cl01 % PAY CNBR SYR(H-U)’ TLDC= 30073-30074 MD=99 

CIOI. Over the five year period since 1984, what amount or percent of pay 
did you contribute on the average?-PERCENT 

% nonzero = 2.4 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 6.3 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Head to employee pension plans or other 
employment related tax-deferred compensation or savings plans from 1984 to 
1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or V16657=1); last worked before 1984 (Vl6835=01-83. 
97-99); not covered by a tax-deferred compensation or 
saving plan (Vl6970=5, 8 or 9) 

VlB972 ‘Cl01 TYPE CNTBR BYR(H-U)’ TLDC= 30075 MD=9 

CIOI. Over the five year periqd since 1984. what amount or percent of pay 
did you contribute on the averaQe?-TYPE 

62 1.3 I. Actual percent of pay was reported. 
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16 0 

37 0 
21 0 

6,978 97 

3 7. Response was given in terms of dollars; percent was 
calculated from 1988 earnings. 

5 8. DK amount or percent of pay (V16971=98) 
3 9. NA amount or percent of pay (Vl6971=99) 

6 0. Inap.: working now or only temporarily laid off (V16655=1 
or 2 or Vl6657=1); last worked before 1984 (V16835=01-83, 
97-99); not covered by a tax-deferred compensation or 
saving plan (Vl6970=5. 8 or 9) 

V16973 ‘Dl CHKPT I TLDC= 30076 

Dl. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

4.060 52.4 1. Head is male with Wife/“Wife” in FU 
966 15.6 2. Head is male with no Wife/“Wife” in FU 

2,088 31.9 3. Head is female 

v15974 ‘DlA EMPLOYMENT STATUS-WF’ TLOC= 30077 

Dia. We would like to know about what your (wife/“WIFE”) does--is she 
working now, looking for work, retired, keeping house, a student, or 
what? 

2,482 29.7 1. Working now 
61 0.8 2. Only temporarily laid off, sick leave or maternity leave 

103 1.0 3. Looking for work, unemployed 
238 5.1 4. Retired 

51 0.7 5. Permanently disabled; temporarily disabled 
1,065 14.5 6. Keeping house 

55 0.5 7. Student 
5 0.1 8. Other; “workfare”; in prison or jail 

3,054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3) 

Vl6975 ‘D2 YEAR RETIRED (WF-R)’ TLOC= 30078-30079 MD=99 

% nonzero = 5.i 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 78.7 

The values for this variable represent the last two digits of the year in 
which Wife/“Wife” retired. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not retired 
(V16974=1-3, 5-8) 

V16976 ‘D3 WORK FOR MONEY?(WF-E)’ TLOC= 30080 MD=9 

D3. Is she doing any work for money now at all? 

96 1.3 1. Yes 
1,421 20.7 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

5,597 78.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3): working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2) 

V16977 ‘D4 WORK SELF/OTR? (WF-E)’ TLDC= 3008 1 MD=9 

D4. On her main job, is your (wife/“WIFE”) self-employed, is she employed by 
someone else, or what? 

2.371 27.9 I. Someone else only 
5 0.1 2. Both someone else and self 

260 3.8 3. Self-employed only 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

V16978 ‘D5 CORP/UNCORP BUS(WF-E)’ TLOC= 30082 MD=9 
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05. Is that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

229 3.3 1. Unincorporated 
35 0.6 2. Corporation 

8. DK 
1 0.0 9. NA 

6,849 96.1 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5): works for someone else only 
(Vl6977=1 or 9) 

Vi6979 ‘D6 WORK FOR GOVT? (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30083 MD=9 

D6. Does your (wife/“WIFE”) work for the federal, state, or local 

government, a private company, or what? 

95 0.8 I. Federal government 
162 1.8 2. State government 
304 4.1 3. Local government; public school system 

1,805 21.1 4. Private company: nongovernment 

7. Other 

5 0.1 9. NA: Don’t Know 

4,743 72.1 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife* in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (V16976=5); works for self only or also 
employed by someone else (V16977=2, 3 or 9) 

V16980 ‘D7 308 NOW UNION? (W-E)’ TLOC= 30084 MD=9 

D7. Is her current job covered by a union contract? 

334 3.8 1. Yes 
1,920 22.7 5. No 

117 1.4 9. NA: DK 

4,743 72.1 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife* in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); works for self only or also 
employed by someone else (V16977=2, 3 or 9) 

V16981 ‘Da BELONG UNION? (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30085 MD=9 

D8. Does she belonq to that labor union? 

263 3.1 I. Yes 
69 0.7 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.780 96.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); not work 
for money now (Vl6976=5); works for self only or alS0 

employed by someone else (V16977=2, 3 or 9); current 
not covered by union contract (Vl6980=5 or 9) 

ing 

job 

V16982 ‘D9-10 MAIN OCC:3 DIG W-E’ TLOC= 30086-30088 MD=999 

DS. What Is your (wife’s/“WIFE’s”) main occupation? What sort of work does 
she do? 

DIO. What are her most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

605 7.9 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
260 3.8 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
128 I .s 260-285. Sales Workers 
771 9.0 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 

45 0.4 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
248 2.3 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 

17 0.2 701-71s. Transport Equipment Operatives 
17 0.2 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

1 0.0 801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
7 0.1 821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

488 5.3 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
48 0.5 980-984. Private Household Workers 
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4 0.1 999. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; not 
working for money now (Vl6976=5) 

Vi6983 ‘Dll MAIN IND:3 DIGT(W-E)’ TLDC= 30089-30091 MD=999 

D1i. What kind of business or industry is that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department Of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

20 0.3 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
6 0. I 047-057. Mining 

32 0.5 067-077. Construction 
377 4.2 107-398. Manufacturing 

90 1 1 407-47s. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 
Utilities 

449 5.5 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
244 3.0 707-718. Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 

94 1 1 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
220 2.6 769-798. Personal Services 

21 0.3 807 -809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 
927 ii .5 828-897. Professional and Related Services 
140 1.4 907-937. Public Administration 

19 0.2 999. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not 
working for money now (V16976=5) 

V16984 ‘Dl2 SLRY/HRLY/DTR (W-E)’ TLDC= 30092 MD=9 

D12. (On her main job,) is your (wife/“WIFE”) salaried, paid by the hour, or 
what? 

933 12.1 1. Salaried 
1.378 15.2 3. Paid by hour 

319 4.3 7. Other 

9 0.1 9. NA; OK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

Vi6986 ‘D13 PAY/HR-SALARY (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30093-30096 MD=9999 

Di3. How much is her salary? 

% nonzero = 12.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 11.333 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars’and cents per hour; if salary 
is given as an annual figure, it is divided by 2000 hours per year: if 
weekly, by 40 hours per week. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in 
for money now (Vi6976=5) 
or 9) 

FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
; is not salaried (V 16984=3, 7 

V16986 ‘D14 WTR SAL PD DT (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30097 MD=9 

D14. If she were to work more hours than usual during some week, would she 
get paid for those extra hours of work? 

277 3.3 1. Yes 
651 8.8 5. No 

5 0.0 9. NA; OK 
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6,181 87.9 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (V16976=5); is not salaried (V16984=3. 7 or 
9) 

Vi6987 ‘D15 PAY/HR-SLRYDT (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30098-30101 MD=9999 

Di5. About how much would she make per hour for those extra hours? 

% nonzero = 3.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 14.467 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA: DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/‘lwife’l in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); is not salaried (V16984=3. 7 
or 9); would not get paid (Vi6986=5 or 9) 

Vi6988 ID16 PAY/HR-HOURLY (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30102-30105 MD=9999 

Di6. What is her hourly waae rate for her reoular work time? 

1s) 
% nonzero = 15.2 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 8.080 (with implied decima 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no 
places. 

- 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); 

decimal 

not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); is not paid an hourly wage 
(V16984=1, 7 or 9) 

V16989 ‘D17 PAY/HR-HRLY DT (W-E)’ TLDC= 30106-30109 MD=9999 

D17. What is her hourly waoe rate for overtime? 

% nonzero = 12.1 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 11.713 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal 
places. 

- 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); is not paid an hourly wage 
(Vl6984=1. 7 or 9) 

V16990 ‘Dla HOW PAID-OTR (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30110 MD=9 

DiB. How is that?-NEITHER SALARIED NOR PAID HOURLY 

59 0.7 I. Piecework; hourly plus piecework/production 
40 0.7 2. Commission 
25 0.3 3. Tips; hourly/salaried plus tips 
18 0.3 4. Hourly/salaried plus commission 
61 0.9 5. Self-employed; farmer; “profits” 
98 1.3 6. By the job/day/mile 

11 0.1 7. Other 
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7 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6.795 95.7 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); is paid a salary or hourly wage 
(Vl6984=1, 3 or 9) 

V16991 ‘019 PAY/HR-OTR OT (W-E)’ TLOC= 30111-30114 MD=9999 

DlS. If she worked an extra hour, how much would she earn for that hour? 

% nonzero = 2.5 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 13.081 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as havi 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap.: nothing; no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3) 

ng 

not working for money now (V16976=5): is paid a salary 
or hourly wage (V16984=1. 3 or 9) 

Vi6992 ‘D20 GET NEW JOB? (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30116 MD=9 

b20. Has your (wife/“WIFE”) been looking for another job during the past 

four weeks? 

231 2.4 1. Yes 
2.399 29.3 5. No 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or .3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

V16993 ‘D21 DONE NOTHING (W-E)’ TLDC= 30116 MD=9 

021. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY ]-- 
NOTHING 

4 0.1 1. Has done nothing at all 
227 2.4 5. Has done something to find another job 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories 

6.883 97.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); not looking for another job 
(V16992=5, 9) 

V16994 ‘D21 PUBLIC EMP AGCY(W-E)’ TLDC= 30117 ’ MD=9 

D21. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
A. CHECKED WITH PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

41 0.4 I. Has checked with public employment agency 
190 2.0 5. Has not checked with public employment agency: has done 

nothing at all (Vl6993=1) 

9. NA: DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16993=9) 

6,883 97.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); not looking for another job 
(Vi6992=5. 9) 

Vi6996 ‘Ml PRIVATE EMP AGY(W-E)’ TLOC= 30118 MD=9 

021. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
B. CHECKED WITH PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

18 0.2 1. Has checked with private employment agency 
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213 2.3 5. Has not checked with private employment agency: has done 
nothing at all (V16993=1) 

9. NA; OK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16993=9) 

6,883 97.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); not looking for another job 
(V16992=5. 9) 

Vi6996 ‘021 CURR EMP DIRECT(W-E)’ TLOC= 30119 MD=9 

D21. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
C. CHECKED WITH CURRENT EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

30 0.3 1. Has checked with current employer directly 
201 2.1 5. Has not checked with current employer directly: has done 

nothing at all (Vl6993=1) 

9. NA; DK: Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (Vt6993=9) 

6,883 97.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); not looking for another job 
(Vl6992=5, 9) 

V16997 ‘D21 OTR EMPR DIRECl(W-E)’ TLOC= 30120 MD=9 

021. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
D. CHECKED WITH OTHER EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

111 1.0 1. Has checked with other employer directly 
120 1.4 5. Has not checked with other employer directly: has done 

nothing at all (Vl6993=1) 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16993=9) 

6,883 97.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); not looking for another job 
(Vl6992=5, 9) 

V16998 ‘D21 FRIEND OR REL (W-E)’ TLOC= 30121 MD=9 

D21. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
E. CHECKED WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES 

45 0.5 I. Has checked with friends or relatives 
186 1.9 5. Has not checked with friends or relatives; has done nothing 

at all (Vi6993=1) 

9. NA: DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the .activity categories (Vl6993=9) 

6,883 97.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973.2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); not looking for another job 
(Vl6992=5, 9) 

VI6999 ‘D21 PLACE OR ANS AD(W-E)’ TLOC= 30122 MD=9 

D21. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
F. PLACED OR ANSWERED ADS 

79 0.8 I. Has placed or answered ads 
152 1.7 5. Has not placed or answered ads; has done nothing at all 

(Vi6993=1) 

9. NA: DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (Vl6993=9) 

6,883 97.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); not looking for another job 
(Vl6992=5, 9) 

v17000 ID21 OTHER (W-E)’ TLOC= 30123 MD=9 
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021. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find another job? [CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY]-- 
G. OTHER (SPECIFY): 

The values for this variable in the range 1-8 represent the actuai number of 
other mentions. 

6i 0.7 I. One mention 
4 0.: 2. Two mentions 

3. Three mentions 
4. Four tnent ions 

1 0.0 5. Five mentions 
6. Six mentions 
7. Seven mentions 
8. Eight or more mentions 

9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as we1 1 
as one or more of the activity categories (V16993=91 

7,048 99.2 0. Inap. : none: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not 
working for money now (V16976=5); not looking for another 
job (Vf6992=5, 9); has done nothing at all (V16993=1) 

v17001 ‘D23 #MO PRESENT EMP(W-E)’ TLOC- 30124-30126 MD=999 

D23. How many years’ experience does she have altogether with her presen? 
employer? 

% nonzero = 27.9 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 79.9 

The values for tnis variable in the range 001-997 represent the actual number 
of months Wife/“Wife” has worked for the present employer. 

001. One month or less 
998. Nine hundred ninety-eight months or more 

993. NA; DK 

000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); works for self only (V16977=3 
or 9) 

Vl7002 ID24 MO BEG PRES EMP(W-E)’ TLOC= 30127-30128 MD=99 

D24. In what month and year did your (wife/“WIFE”) start working for her 
present empl oVer? (Count her as the employer if she is self-employed, 
and) give us her most recent start date if she has gone to work for 
them more than once. [IF NECESSARY: What would be your best guess? 
Did she start before 1988?]-MONTH 

263 3.3 01. January 
181 2.0 02. February 
194 2.1 03. March 
200 2.1 04. Apri 1 
175 2.0 05. May 
186 2.2 06. June 
155 1 .8 07. July 
249 3. I 08. August 
357 4.7 09. September 
159 1.7 10. October 
161 2.2 Ii. November 
Ill I .3 12. December 

2 0.0 21. Winter 
6 0.1 22. Spring 
5 0.0 23. Summer 
8 0.1 24. Fall /Autumn 

200 2.6 98. DK month 
27 3.4 99. NA month 

4,475 68.2 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife’l in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

v 17003 ‘D24 YR BEG PRES EMP(W-E)’ TLOC= 30129-30130 MD=99 
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D24. In what month and year did your (wife/“WIFE”) start working for her 
present empl over? (Count her as the employer if she is self-employed, 
and) give us her most recent start date if she has gone to work for 
them more than once. [IF NECESSARY: What would be your best guess? 
Did she start before 1988?]-YEAR 

% nonzero = 31 .8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 82.5 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her present employer. 

96. 1988 or 1989, DK which 
97. Before 1988, DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap.: no wifei”wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

v17004 ‘D25 BEG WRK PRES POS W-E’ TLDC= 30131 MD=9 

025. Is that when she started working in her present (position/work 
situation)? 

454 5.3 1. Yes 
37 0.3 5. No 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6.618 94.3 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5): did not begin working for present 
employer during 1988 (V17003=01-87, 89, 96-99) 

v17005 ‘D26 MO BEG PRES POS(W-E)’ TLOC= 30132-30133 MD=99 

D26. In what month and year did she start working in her present (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

7 0.1 01. January 
3 0.0 02. February 
7 0.0 03. March 
5 0.1 04. Apri 1 

05. May 
I 0.0 06. June 

07. July 
3 0.0 08. August 
4 0.0 09. September 
2 0.0 IO. October 
4 0. I 11. November 
I 0.0 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,077 99.7 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); did not begin working for 
present employer during 1988 (V17003=01-87. 89. 96-99); 
position with present employer began in 1988 (V17004=1 or 
9) 

v17006 ‘D26 YR BEG PRES PDS(W-E)’ TLOC= 30134-3013s MD=99 

D26. In what month and year did she start working in her present (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

16 
21 

0. I 88. 1988 
0.2 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 
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7.077 99.7 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5): did not begin working for 
present employer during 1988 (V17003=01-87, 89, 96-99); 
position with present employer began in 1988 (Vi7004=1 or 
9) 

v17007 ‘D27 CHGE PDS IN 88(WF-E)’ TLDC= 30136 MD=9 

D27. Did she change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 
time durinq 1988? 

I 0.0 I. Yes 
19 0.2 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.093 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5): did not begin working for present 
employer during 1988 (V17003=01-87. 89, 96-99); position 
with present employer began in 1988 (Vl7004=1 or 9); 
position with present employer began before 1989 
(Vi7006=88. 97-99) 

V 17008 ‘D28 MD CHGE PDS (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30137-30138 MD=99 

D28. In what month did that happen? 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. Apri 1 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 

1 0.0 08. August 
09 September 
10. October 
11. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fal 1 /Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,113 100.0 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); did not begin working for 

present employer during 1988 (V17003=01-87, 89, 96-99): 
position with present employer began in 1988 (V17004=1 or 
9); position with present employer began before 1989 
(V17006=88, 97-99); did not$change positions with present 
employer in 1988 (V17007=5 or 9) 

v17009 ‘D29 TYPE OF CHGE (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30139 MD=9 

D29. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in her duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

12 0.1 1. Promotion with higher pay 

3 0.0 5. Major change in duties but with the same pay 

I 0.0 7. Other 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,097 99.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); did not begin working for present 
employer during 1988 (V17003=01-87, 89. 96-99); position 
with present employer began in 1988 (Vl7004=1 or 9); 
position with present employer began before 1988 
(V17006=97-99); did not change positions with present 

employer in 1988 (V17007=5 or 9) 

v17010 ‘D30 MD BEG PRES PDS(W-E)’ TLDC= 30140-30141 MD=99 
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D30. In what month and year did she start working in her present (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

62 
63 
57 
59 
16 

3 

I 

I 
4 

6,848 

0.7 01. January 
0.6 02. February 
0.6 03. March 
0.6 04. Apri 1 
0.1 05. May 
0.0 06. June 

07 . July 
0.0 08. August 

09. September 
10. October 
II. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

0.0 98. DK month 
0.1 99. NA month 

97.2 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); position with present employer 
began before 1989 (Vl7003=01-88, 97-99) 

vi701 1 ‘030 YR BEG PRES PDS(W-E)’ TLDC= 30142-30143 MD=99 

D30. In what month and year did she start working in her present (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 

3 0.0 88. 1988 
262 2.8 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
1 0.0 99. NA year 

6.84% 97.2 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5): position with present employer 
began before 1989 (V17003=01-88, 97-99) 

V17012 ‘D31 MO BEG PRES PDS(W-E)’ TLOC= 30144-3014s MD=99 

D31. In what month and year did she start working in her present (position/ 
work situation)?-MONTH 

172 2.2 01. January 
88 I .o 02. February 

119 1.3 03. March 
104 I .2 04. April 
115 I .4 05. May 
125 I .5 06. June 
Ill 1.2 07. July 
181 2.4 08. August 
278 3.7 09. September 

99 1.2 10. October 
115 1.5 II. November 

75 0.8 12. December 

2 0.0 21. Winter 
4 0. I 22. Spring 
2 0.0 23. Summer 
6 0.1 24. Fall/Autumn 

221 2.6 98. DK month 
60 1.0 99. NA month 

5,237 76.7 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); position with present employer 
began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl7003=88, 89 or 96) 

v17013 ‘D31 YR BEG PRES POS(W-E)’ TLOC= 30146-30147 MD=99 

D31. In what month and year did she start working in her present (position/ 
work situation)?-YEAR 
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% nonzero = 23.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 82.6 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working in her present position or work 
situation. 

96. 1988 or 1989, DK which 
97. Before 1988, DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); position with present employer 
began during 1988 or 1989 (V17003=88, 89 or 96) 

vi7014 ‘D32 CHGE PDS IN 88(WF-E)’ TLDC= 30148 MD=9 

032. Did she change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 
time durinq 1988? 

8 0.1 1. Yes 
34 0.4 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7.070 99.5 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); position with present employer 
began during (V17003=88. 96); Position 1988 or 1989 89. 
with present employer began before 1989 (V17013=01-88, 97- 
99) 

v170 1 5 ID33 MO CHGE PDS (WF-E) ’ TLDC= 30149-30150 MD=99 

D33. In what month did that happen? 

2 0.0 01. January 
1 0.0 02. February 

03. March 
04. Apri 1 

1 0.0 05. May 
1 0.0 06. June 

07 July 
08. August 
09. September 

2 0.0 10. October 
11. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall /Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

I 0.0 

7,106 99.9 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); position with present employer 
began during 1988 or 1989 (Vl7003=88, 89, 96); position 
with present employer began before 1989 (V17013=01-88. 97- 
99); did not change position during 1988 (V17014=5 or 9) 

V17016 ‘D34 TYPE OF CHGE (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30151 MD=9 

D34. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in her duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

91 1.0 I. Promotion with higher pay 

40 0.4 5. Major change in duties but with the same pay 

21 0.3 7. Other 

19 0.2 9. NA; DK 

6,943 98.0 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); position with present employer 
began during 1988 or 1989 (V17003=88. 89, 96); position 
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with present employer began before 1 988 (V17013=01-87, 97- 
99); did not change position during 1988 (V17014=5 or 91 

v17017 ‘D35-6 BEG OCC PRES EMP-W’ TLDC= 30152-30154 

D35. What was your (wife’s/“WIFE’S”) occupation when 
that employer during 1988? What sort of work di 

MD=999 

she started working for 
d she do? 

036. What were her most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

4 0. I 001-195. 
2 0.0 201-245. 
2 0.0 260-285. 

?O 0. I 301-395. 
1 0.0 401-600. 
6 0. I 601-695. 

701-715. 
740-785. 
801-802. 
821-824. 

IO 0.1 901-965. 
980-984. 

Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
Managers and Aclministrators. Except Farm 
Sal es Workers 
Clerical and Kindred Workers 
Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
Operatives, Except Transport 
Transport Equipment Operatives 
Laborers, Except Farm 
Farmers and Farm Managers 
Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 
Service Workers, Except Private Household 
Private Household Workers 

2 0.0 999. NA; DK 

7,077 99.7 000. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not 
working for money now (Vi6976=5); did not begin 
working for present employer during 1988 (V17003=01- 
87, 89. 96-99); same position as in 1988 (V17004=1 or 
91 

Vi7018 ‘D37 STARTING WAGE (W-E)’ TLDC= 30165-30158 MD=9999 

037. What was her starting waqe or salary at that time? 

% nonzero = 5.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 7.523 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question D38 were used. Annual salaries were divided bv the answer to 
D38 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by D38 times 4.3 weeks.- 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not work i 
for money now (V16976=5); did not begin working for 
present employer during 1988 (V17003=01-87, 89. 96-99 1 

v17019 ‘D38 STARTING HR/WK (W-E)’ TLOC= 30169-30160 MD=i)S 

n9 

D38. And how many hours a week did she work when she started? 

% nonzero = 5.7 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 31.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); did not begin working for 
present employer during 1988 (Vl7003=01-87, 89, 96-99) 
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V 17020 ‘039 PRES EMP JAN88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30161 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-JANUARY 1988 

1,894 23.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5.215 76.6 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); present position began in 1989 (V17003=89 
or 96) 

Vi7021 ‘D39 PRES EMP FEB88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30162 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-FEBRUARY 1988 

1,915 23.5 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5,194 76.4 0. lnap.: did not work on this job at all during thi 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not Working 
now (Vl6976=5); present position began in 1989 (V 
or 96) 

s month: 
for money 

17003=89 

Vl7022 ‘D39 PRES EMP MAR88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30163 MD-9 

D39, In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-MARCH 1988 

I .936 23.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5,173 76.2 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); present position began in 1989 (V17003’89 
or 96) 

V17023 ‘D39 PRES EMP APR88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30164 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-APRIL 1988 

1,972 24.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

5 0.0 9. NA; DK 

5,137 75.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); present position began in 1989 (V17003’89 
or 96) 

V17024 ‘D39 PRES EMP MAY88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30165 ’ MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-MAY 1988 

2,006 24.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

6 0.0 9. NA; DK 

5,102 75.4 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); present position began in 1989 (V17003=89 
or 96) 

Vl7025 ‘D39 PRES EMP &IN88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30166 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-JUNE 1988 

1,975 24.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

5 0.0 9. NA; DK 

5,134 75.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
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now (V16976=5); present position began in 1989 (V17003=89 
or 96) 

Vl7026 ‘039 PRES EMP AIL88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30167 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-JULY 1988 

1.906 22.9 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

5,204 77.1 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); present position began in 1989 (V17003=89 
or 96) 

V17027 ‘D39 PRES EMP AIJG88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30168 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-AUGUST 1988 

2,008 24.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

5.102 75.7 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); present position began in 1989 (Vl7003=89 
or 96) 

Vl7028 ‘D39 PRES EMP SEP88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30169 MD-9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-SEPTEMBER 1988 

2.188 26.7 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA: DK 

4,922 73.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working for money 
now (V16976=5); present position began in 1989 (V17003=89 
or 96) 

vi7029 ID39 PRES EMP DCT88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30170 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-OCTOBER 1988 

2.240 27.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

4,870 72.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5): present posiiion began in 1989 (V17003=89 
or 96) 

vi7030 ‘D39 PRES EMP NOV88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30171 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-NOVEMBER 1988 

2,280 27.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA: DK 

4,830 72.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); present position began in 1989 (Vl7003=89 
or 96) 

v17031 ‘D39 PRES EMP DEC88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30172 MD=9 

D39. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-DECEMBER 1988 

2,304 28.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA: DK 
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4,806 71.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5): present position began in 1989 !V17003=%9 
or 96) 

The following variables (Vl7032-Vl7063) pertain to other main-job employers 
during 1988. Information contained in these variables is not necessarily 
about the immediately prior employer during 1988. In order to analyze the 
data on all 1988 employers, we recommend using the 1984-1989 Work History 
Supplement File. 

VI7032 ‘D40 DTR EMP 1988 (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30173 MD=9 

D40. Did she have any (other) main-job employers at any time during 1988? 
Again, if she was self-employed on a main job, count her as an 
employer. 

489 5.4 I. Yes 
2,146 26.4 5. No 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

4.475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

v17033 ‘D41 MO BEG OTR EMP(WF-E)’ TLDC= 30174-30175 MD=99 

D41. In what month and year did she start working for that (other) main-job 
employer?-MONTH 

66 0.7 01. January 
25 0.2 02. February 
38 0.4 03. March 
32 0.4 04. Apri 1 
33 0.4 05. May 
43 0.5 06. June 
36 0.4 07 July 
38 0.4 08. August 
48 0.5 09. September 
45 0.5 10. October 
17 0.2 II. November 
II 0.1 12. December 

I 0.0 21. Winter 
1 0.0 22. Spring 

23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

33 0.4 98. DK month 
22 0.2 99. NA month 

6,625 94.6 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (Vl7032=5 or 9) . 

v17034 ‘D41 YR BEG DTR EMP(WF-E)’ TLDC= 30176-30177 MD=99 

D41. In what month and year did she start working for that (other) main-job 
employer?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 5.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 85.0 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU 
for money now (Vi6976=5) ; no 
during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

represent the last two digits 
other main-job employer. 

(V16973=2 or 3) ; not working 
other main-job emp 1 oyer 

v17035 ‘042 OTR EMP JAN88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30178 MD=9 
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D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988 

359 4.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 

6,755 95.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

VI7036 ‘D42 OTR EMP FEB88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30179 MD=9 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-FEBRUARY 
1988 

359 4.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6,755 95.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” 
now (V16976=5); 

in FU (V16973=2 or 31; not working for money 
no other main-job employer during 1988 

(VI703215 or 9) 

VI7037 ‘D42 OTR EMP MAR88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30180 MD=9 

042. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988 

356 4.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6,758 96.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

V17038 ‘D42 DTR EMP APR88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 3018 1 MD=9 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she Working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988 

334 3.8 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6,780 96.2 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

vi7039 ‘D42 OTR EMP MAY88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30182 MD=9 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she workina for that employer?-MAY 1988 

312 3.5 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6,802 96.5 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all-during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

v17040 ‘D42 OTR EMP &IN88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30183 MD=9 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988 

286 3.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6,828 96.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during t 
no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697312 or 3); not worki 
now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer duri 
(Vl7032=5 or 9) 

vi7041 ‘D42 OTR EMP JUL88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30184 MD=9 

his month; 
w for money 
w 1988 
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D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JULY 
1988 

257 2.8 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 

6,857 97.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi697312 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

V17042 ‘042 OTR EMP AUG88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30185 MD=9 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988 

236 2.5 I. Was working on this job at least part 

9. NA; OK 

6,878 97.5 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at al 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); 
now (Vl6976=5): no other main-job emp ‘1 
(VI703215 or 9) 

v17043 ‘D42 DTR EMP SEP88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30186 MD=9 

of this month 

during this month: 
not working for money 
oyer during 1988 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988 

199 2.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6.915 97.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

v17044 ‘042 DTR EMP DCT88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30187 MD=9 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988 

166 1.8 1. Was working on this job at least part 

9. NA; DK 

6,948 98.2 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at al 1 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); 
now (Vl6976=5); no other main-job emp 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

v17045 ‘D42 DTR EMP NOV88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30188 MD=9 

of this month 

during this month; 
not working for money 
oyer during 1988 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-NDVEMBER 
1988 

141 1.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6,973 98.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 

Vi7046 ‘D42 OTR EMP DEC88 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30189 MD=9 

D42. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-DECEMBER 
1988 

125 1.4 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

6,989 98.6 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17032=5 or 9) 
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V17047 ‘D43 WORK SELF/OTR?(WF-E)’ TLOC= 30190 MD=9 

D43. On this main job, was she self-employed, was she employed by someone 

453 4.8 1. Someone else only 
2 0.0 2. Both someone else and self 

32 0.5 3. Self-employed only 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,625 94.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

V17048 ‘D44 CORP/UNCORP BUS(W-E)’ TLOC= 30191 MD=9 

D44. Was that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

28 0.4 1. Unincorporated 
6 0.1 2. Corporation 

8. DK 
9. NA 

7,080 99.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9); worked for someone else only 
(V17047=1 or 9) 

v17049 ‘D45 WORK FOR GOVT?(WF-E)’ TLOC= 30192 MD=9 

D45. Did she work for the federal, state, or local government, a private 
company, or what? 

14 0.2 1. Federal government 
18 0.2 2. State government 
17 0.2 3. Local government: public school system 

402 4.3 4. Private company: non-government 
7. Other 

2 0.0 9. NA; Don’t Know 

6,661 95.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9); worked for self only or also employed 
by someone else (Vl7047=2. 3 or 9) 

v17050 ‘D46-47 OCC OTR EMP (W:E)’ TLOC= 30193-30195 MD=999 

D46. What was her occupation when she first started working for them? What 
sort of work did she do? 

D47. What were her most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

84 I . I 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
38 0.5 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
32 0.3 260-285. Sal es Workers 

153 I .6 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
16 0.2 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
38 0.3 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 

4 0.0 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
8 0.1 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
I 0.0 821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

108 I .o 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
5 0.1 980-984. Private Household Workers 

2 0.0 999. NA; DK 

6,625 94.6 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not 
working for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

v17051 ‘D48 IND OTR EMP (W-E)’ TLOC= 30196-30198 MD=999 
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D48. What kind of business or industry was that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

5 0.1 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 

5 0.0 067-077. Construction 
62 0.7 107-398. Manufacturing 
16 0.2 407-47s. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
135 1.3 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 

41 0.4 707-718. F i nance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
22 0.3 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
33 0.4 769-798. Personal Services 

9 0.1 807 -809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 
145 1 .6 828-897. Professional and Related Services 

IO 0.2 907-937. Public Administration 

6 0. I 999. NA; DK 

6,625 94.6 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; not 
working for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

Vl7052 ‘D49 START WAGE OTR EMP-W’ TLOC= 30199-30202 MD=9999 

D49. What was her startinq waqe or salary with that employer? 

% nonzero = 5.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 6.495 (with implied decimals) 

The vaiues for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question D50 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
D50 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by D50 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

Vl7063 ‘D50 BEG HR/WK DTR EMP-WF’ TLDC= 30203-30204 MD=99 

D50. And how many hours a week did she work when she first started? 

% nonzero = 5.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 35.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked. 

98. Ninety-eight hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

v 17054 ‘D51 CHG POS OTR EMP(W-E)’ TLDC= 30205 MD=9 

D5i. During 1988, did her job title or position with that employer chanqe? 

38 0.4 1. Yes 
443 4.9 5. No 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 
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6,625 94.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

v17055 ‘052 NO CHGE POS (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30206-30207 MD=99 

D52. In what month did that happen? 

3 0.0 01. January 
5 0.0 02. February 
8 0. I 03. March 
4 0.0 04. April 
2 0.0 05. May 
3 0.0 06. June 
2 0.0 07. July 
2 0.0 08. August 
1 0.0 OS. September 
2 0.0 10. October 
2 0.0 II. November 
1 0.0 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 

2 0.0 24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
1 0.0 99. NA month 

7,076 99.6 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V17032=5 or 91; did not change job title or 
position in 1988 (Vi7054=5 or 9) 

V17056 ‘053 TYPE CHG OTR EMP W-E’ TLOC= 30208 MD=9 

D53. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in her duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

26 0.2 1. Promotion with higher pay 

8 0.1 5. Major change in duties but with same pay 

4 0.1 7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

7,076 99.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9); did not change job title or position 
in 1988 (V17054=5 or 9) 

vi7057 ‘D54 STOP WRK DTR EMP W-E’ TLOC= 30209 MD=9 

054. Has she stopped working for that employer? 

453 4.9 1. Yes 
35 0.4 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,624 94.6 0. Inao.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

V17058 ‘D55 MO END OTR EMP (W-E)’ TLOC= 30210-30211 MD=99 

D55. In what month and year did she stop workinq for that emploVer?-MONTH 

29 0.3 01. January 
36 0.4 02. February 
60 0.6 03. March 
36 0.4 04. April 
42 0.5 05. May 
46 0.6 06. June 
25 0.3 07. July 
41 0.4 08. August 
46 0.5 09. September 
29 0.3 10. October 
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20 0.2 Ii. 
39 0.5 12. 

21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

I 0.0 98. 
3 0.0 99. 

6.661 95. I 00. 

November 
December 

Winter 
Spring 
Summer 
Fall /Autumn 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (Vi7032=5 or 91; still working for other 
employer (V17057=5 or 9) 

v17059 ‘D55 YR END OTR EMP (W-E)’ TLOC= 30212-30213 MD=99 

055. In what month and year did she stop workinq for that employer?-YEAR 

369 4.0 88. 1988 
81 0.9 89. 1989 

98. OK year 
3 0.0 99. NA year 

6,661 95.1 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9); still working for other 
employer (V17057=5 or 9) 

Vl7060 ‘D66 WHY LEFT OTR EMP W-E’ TLOC= 30214 MD=9 

D56. What happened with that employer--did the company go out of business, 
was she laid off, did she quit, or what? 

34 0.5 1. Company folded/changed hands/moved out of town; employer 
died/went out of business 

2. Strike; lockout 
46 0.6 3. Laid off: fired 

344 3.6 4. Quit; resigned: retired; pregnant; needed more money; just 
wanted a change in jobs: was self-employed before 

9 0.1 7. Other; transfer: any mention of armed services 
II 0.1 8. Job was completed; seasonal work: was a temporary job 

7 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,661 95.1 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9); still working for other employer 
(V17057=5 or 9) 

Vl7061 ‘D57 END WAGE OTR EMP W-E’ TLOC= 30216-30219 MD=9999 

D57. What was your (wife’s/“WIFE’S”) final wage or salary when she left that 

% nonzero = 4.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 7.717 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question D58 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
D58 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by D58 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9); still working for other 
employer (Vl7057=5 or 9) 

Vi7062 ‘D6B END HR/WK OTR EMP-WF’ TLOC’ 30219-30220 MD=99 
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D58. And how many hours a week did she work just before she left? 

% nonzero = 4.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 36.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V17032=5 or 9); still working for other 
employer (V17057=5 or 9) 

V17063 ‘D59 ANY OTR EMP 88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30221 MD=9 

D59. Did she have any other main-job employers at any time during 1988? 
(Remember to count her as an employer if she was self-employed then on 

so 0.8 I. Yes 
398 4.5 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,625 94.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17032=5 or 9) 

VI7064 ‘D-# WRK HIST SUPPS (W-E)’ TLOC= 30222-30223 

Number of Additional Work History Spells for Section D 

% nonzero = 0.8 
mean nonzero = 1.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of work history 
spells needed to complete the work history for 1988. These data are 
available as a separate file. Refer to Section I, Part 7 of this volume for 
more detai 1 . 

00. Inap.: no wife/‘wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no other main-job employer 
during 1988 (V17032+5 or 9): no other main-job employers 
in 1988 (V17063=5 or 9) 

vi7065 ‘D60 WTR OTRS ILL (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30224 MD=9 

D60. We’re interested in how your (wife/“WIFE”) spent her time from January 
through December 1988. I know you may have given me some of this 
information already, but my instructions are to ask these questions of 
everybody. Did she miss any work in 1988 because you or someone else 
was sick? 

606 6.6 1. Yes 
2,024 25.0 5. No 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

V17066 ‘D61 # WKS OTR ILL (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30226-30226 MD=99 

D61. How much work did she miss? 

% nonzero = 6.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 1.7 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/“Wife” missed through illness of other persons. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 
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00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5): missed no work through illness 
of others (V17065=5 or 9) 

V17067 ‘063 WTR SELF ILL (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30227 MD=9 

D63. Did she miss any work in 1988 because she was sick? 

1,058 13.0 I. Yes 
1.570 18.7 5. No 

11 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5) 

Vl7068 ‘D64 d WKS SELF ILL(WF-E)’ TLOC= 30228-30229 MD=99 

D64. How much work did she miss? 

% nonzero = 13.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed through Wife’s/“Wife’s” own illness. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/‘&wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); missed no work through own 
illness (V17067=5 or 9) 

Vi7069 ‘D66 WTR VACATION (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30230 MD=9 

D66. Did she take any vacation or time off durinq 1988? 

1,952 24.1 1. Yes 
679 7.6 5. No . 

8 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

v17070 ‘D67 # WK VACATION (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30231-30232 MD=99 

D67. How much vacation or time off did she take? 

% nonzero = 24.1 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 4.5 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) of 
vacation or time off taken by the Wife/“Wife.“, 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); took no vacation or time off 
(Vl7069=5 or 9) 

v17071 ‘D69 WTR STRIKE (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30233 MD=9 

069. Did she miss any work in 1988 because she was on strike? 

I . Yes 
2.629 31.7 5. No 

10 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5) 

Vl7072 ‘D70 R WK ON STRIKE (W-E)’ TLOC= 30234-30235 MD=99 

D70. How much work did she miss? 
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% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1909 data 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed because of time Wife/“Wife’ spent on strike. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/‘wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); missed no work through strikes 
(V17071=5 or 9) 

v17073 ‘D72 WTR UNEMPLOYED(WF-E)’ TLOC= 30236 MD=9 

D72. Did she miss any work in 1988 because she was unemployed and looking - 
for work or temporarily laid off? 

239 2.4 1. Yes 
2,390 29.2 5. No 

10 C.l 9. NA: DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5) 

v17074 ‘073 # WK lJNEMPLOYED(W-E)’ TLOC= 30237-30238 MD=99 

D73. How much work did she miss? 

% nonzero = 2.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 13.7 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (0 
missed due to unemployment or temporary layoff of Wife/“Wife.fl 

01. One week or less 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not 
for money now (V16976=5); was not unempioyed or 
(V17073=5 or 9) 

v17075 ‘D75 WTR OUT LAB FRC(W-E)’ TLOC= 30239 MD=9 

1-52) 

working 
aid off 

D75. Were there any weeks in 1988 when she didn’t have a job and was not - 
lookinq for one? 

357 4.2 I. Yes 
2,271 27.5 5. No 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,476 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976,=5) 

V17076 ‘II76 #WK OUT LAB FRC(W-E)’ TLOC= 30240-30241 MD=99 

D76. How much time was that? 

% nonzero = 4.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 26.8 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
that Wife/“Wife” did not have a job and was not looking for one. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); not out of labor force (V17075=5 
or 9) 

v17077 ‘D78 # WKS WORKED (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30242-30243 MD-99 

D78. Then, how many weeks did she actually work on her main job(s) in 1988? 
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% nonzero = 30.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 44.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/“Wife” worked on her main job. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: did not work at all in 1988; no wife/“wife” in FU 
(V16973=2 or 3); not working for money now (V16976=5) 

V17078 ‘D79 # HR/WK WORKED (W-E)’ TLOC= 30244-30245 MD=99 

D79. And, on the average, how many hours a week did she work on her main 
job(s) in 1988? 

% nonzero = 30.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 35.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife’B worked on her main job(s). 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; OK 

00. It-tap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (V16976=5); did not work at all in 1988 
(v17077=00) 

v17079 ‘080 WTR WORKED OT (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30246 MD=9 

D80. Did she work any overtime which isn’t included in that? 

515 5.7 1. Yes 
2,037 25.1 5. No 

7 0.1 9. NA; DK 

4,555 69.1 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); did not work at all in 1988 
(v17077=00) 

Vl7080 ‘D82 WTR XTRA JOBS (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30247 MD-9 

D82. Did your (wife/‘WIFE”) have an extra job or other way of making money 
in addition to her main job(s) in 1988? 

274 3.5 I. Yes 
2,363 28.3 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

4,475 68.2 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU cV16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5) 

V17081 ‘D94-106 # XTRA JOBS(W-E)’ TLOC= 30248 MD=9 

082. Did your (wife/“WIFE”) have an extra job or other way of making money 
in addition to her main job(s) in 1988? 

D94. Did she have any other extra jobs in 1988? 

247 3.2 1. One extra job 
24 0.3 2. Two extra jobs 

3 0.0 3. Three extra jobs 
4. Four extra jobs 
5. Five extra jobs 
6. Six extra jobs 
7. Seven extra jobs 
8. Eight or more extra jobs 

9. NA; DK 

6,840 96.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

V17082 ‘D83 WORK FOR GOVT?(WF-E)’ TLOC= 30249 MD=9 
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D83. Did your (wife/“WIFE”) work for the federal, state, or local 
qovernment, a private company. or what?-FIRST EXTRA JD8 

6 0.1 1. Federal government 
9 0.1 2. State government 

21 0.3 3. Local government: pub1 ic scnool system 
145 1.8 4. Private non-government company; 

90 1.2 5. Self-employed 
7. Other 

3 0.0 9. NA; Don’t Know 

6,840 96.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5): no extra jobs (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

V17083 ‘DB4-85 OCC-XTRA JO61 W-E’ TLOC= 30250-30252 MD=999 

D84. What was her occupation? What sort of work did she do? 
D85. What were her most important activities or duties?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

74 1 .o 
17 0.3 
31 0.4 
45 0.6 

6 0.1 
14 0.2 

7 0.1 
3 0.0 
5 0.1 
1 0.0 

62 0.7 
9 0.1 

001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
260-285. Sales Workers 
301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
601-695. Dperat ives, Except Transport 
701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 
801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 
901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

6.840 96.5 

999. 

000. 

V17084 ID86 IND XTRA JOB1 (W-E)’ TLOC- 30253-30255 MD=999 

NA; DK 

Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not 
working for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs 
(V17080=5 or 9) 

D86. What kind of business or industry was that in?-FIRST EXTRA JO8 IN 1988 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer 

9 

1 
19 

6 

67 
10 
18 
33 
15 
89 

7 

6,840 

to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

0.1 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 

0.0 067-077. Construct ion 
0.2 107-398. Manufacturing 
0. I 407-479. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
0.7 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
0.1 707-718. Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
0.2 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
0.4 769-798. Personal Services 
0.3 807-809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 
1.2 828-897. Professional and Related Services 
0. I 907-937. Public Administration 

999. NA; DK 

96.5 000. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973.2 or 3); not 
working for money now (Vl6976=5): no extra jobs 
(Vl7080=5 or 9) 

V17085 IDa7 PAY/HR XTRA d~i(W-5)’ TLOC= 30266-30269 MD=9999 

D87. About how much did she make at this?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 
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“/k nonzero = 3.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 11.149 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and Cents per hour. If the 
amount was given as something other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 
those for VI6985 were used. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs (V17080=5 or 9) 

Vi7086 ‘D88 # WKS XTRA JOBl(W-E)’ TLOC= 30260-30261 MD=99 

D88. And, how many weeks did she work on this job in 1988?-FIRST EXTRA JO6 

% nonzero = 3.5 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 24.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/‘lWife” worked on the first extra job. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs (V17080=5 or 9) 

v17oa7 ‘089 HR/WK XTRA dOBl(W-E)’ TLOC= 30262-30263 MD=99 

D89. On the average, how many hours a week did she work on this job?-FIRST 

% nonzero = 3.5 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 15.8 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked on the first extra job. 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs (V17080=5 or 9) 

V17088 ‘DQO MO BEG XTRA JOB1 W-E’ TLOC- 30264-30265 MD=99 

D90. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JOB 

33 
11 
IO 
18 
15 
24 
II 
22 
32 
27 
16 

8 

3 

21 
23 

0.4 01. January 
0.1 02. February 
0.1 03. March 
0.2 04. Apri 1 
0.2 05. May 
0.4 06. June 
0.1 07. July 
0.3 08. August 
0.5 09. September 
0.3 IO. October 
0.2 II. November 
0.1 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 

0.0 23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

0.2 98. DK month 
0.4 99. NA month 
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6.840 96.5 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(V17080=5 or 9) 

V17089 ‘DQO YR BEG XTRA JOB1 W-E’ TLOC= 30266-30267 MD=99 

D90. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JO8 

% nonzero = 3.5 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 84.8 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her extra job employer. 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(V17080=5 or 9) 

Vi7090 ‘DQl WRK XJBl 3AN88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30268 MD=9 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

133 1.7 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6.980 98.3 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9) 

V17091 ‘DQl WRK XJBl FEB88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30269 MD=9 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-FEBRUARY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

137 1.7 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,976 98.3 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

Vl7092 ‘091 WRK X3Bl MAR88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30270 MD-Q 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

142 1.8 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,971 98.2 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9) 

Vi7093 ‘DQl WRK XJBl APR88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30271 MD=9 

091. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

142 1.8 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,971 98.2 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5) ; no extra jobs during 1988 (Vi7080=5 or 9) 

V17094 ‘DQl WRK XJBl MAY88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30272 MD=9 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 
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148 1.9 I. Was working on this job at least part 

1 0.0 9. NA; OK 

6,965 98.1 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1 

V17095 ‘DQl WRK XJBl JUN88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30273 MD=9 

of this month 

during this month; 
not working for money 
988 (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

153 2.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.960 97.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5): no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

V17096 ‘DQl WRK XJBl JULBE (W-E)’ TLOC= 30274 MD=9 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

152 2.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.961 98.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9) 

Vl7097 ‘091 WRK XJBl AUGB8 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30275 MD=9 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

153 2.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.960 98.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

V17098 ‘DQl WRK XJBl SEP88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30276 MD=9 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

176 2.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,937 97.7 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

V17099 ‘DQl WRK XdBl OCT88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30277 MD=9 

DQI. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

183 2.4 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6.930 97.6 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9) 

v17100 ‘DQl WRK XJBl NOVBB (W-E)’ TLOC= 30278 MD=9 

D91. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-NOVEMBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

190 2.5 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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6,923 97.5 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi697352 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 91 

vi7101 ‘D91 WRK XJBl DEC88 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30279 MD-9 

D9i. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-DECEMBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

191 2.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,922 97.5 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 91 

Vi7102 ‘D92 STOP WRK XJDBl (W-E)’ TLOC= 30280 MD=9 

D92. Has she stopped working for that emplover?-FIRST EXTRA JDB 

95 1.0 1. Yes 
178 2.5 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.840 96.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(V17080=5 or 9) 

vi7103 ‘D93 MO END XJDBl (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30281-30282 MD=99 

D93. In what month and year was that?-MONTH ENDED FIRST EXTRA JDB 

11 0.1 01. January 
9 0.1 02. February 
9 0.1 03. March 
5 0.0 04. Apri 1 

IO 0.1 05. May 
2 0.0 06. June 
9 0.1 07. July 
9 0.1 08. August 
5 0.1 09. September 
4 0.0 10. October 
5 0.0 ii. November 

17 0.2 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,019 99.0 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi697352 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(Vl7080=5 or 9); still working for extra job employer 
(V17102=5 or 9) 

VI7104 ‘D93 YR END XJDBl (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30283-30284 MD=99 

D93. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED FIRST EXTRA JOB 

68 0.8 88. 1988 
26 0.2 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
I 0.0 99. NA year 

7,019 99.0 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): not working 
for money now (V16976.5); 
(Vl7080=5 or 9); 

no extra jobs during 1988 
still working for extra job employer 

(Vl7102=5 or 9) 

vi7105 ‘D95 WRK FOR GDV XJBP W-E’ TLDC= 30285 MD=9 

D95. Did she work for the federal, state, or local government, a private 
company, or what?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 
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I 
2 0.0 2. 
I 0.0 3. 

18 0.2 4. 
6 0.1 5. 

7. 

9. 

7.087 99.7 0. 

Federal government 
State government 
Local government; public school system 
Private company; non-government 
Self-employed 
Other 

NA; Don’t Know 

Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs (Vl7080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

v17106 ‘D95-97 OCC-XTRA JOB2 W-E’ TLOC= 30286-30288 MD=999 

D96. What was her occupation? What sort of work did she do? 
D97. What were her most important activities or duties?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

13 0.2 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
I 0.0 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
2 0.0 260-285. Sal es Workers 
6 0. I 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
1 0.0 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 

601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 
1 0.0 701-715. Transport Equipment Dperatives 

740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 
801-802. Farmers ana Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

2 0.0 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
I 0.0 980-984. Private Household Workers 

999. NA; DK 

7.087 99.7 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not 
working for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs 
(V17080=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vi7081=1) 

v17107 ‘D98 IND XTRA JOB2 (W-E)’ TLOC= 30289-30291 MD=999 

D98. What kind of business or industry was that in?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Dccupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 

0.0 067-077. Construction 
0.0 107-398. Manufacturing 
0.0 407-479. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
6 0. I 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
I 0.0 707-718. F i nance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
1 0.0 727-759. Business and Repair Services 
2 0.0 769-798. Personal Services 
2 0.0 807-809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 

12 0.2 828-897. Professional and Related Services 
907-937. Public Administration 

999. NA: DK 

7.087 99.7 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); not 
working for money now (V16976=5): no extra jobs 
(V17080=5 or 9): only one extra job (V17081=1) 

vi7108 ‘DQQ AV PY/HR X JB2+(W-E)’ TLOC= 30292-30295 MD-9999 

D99. About how much did she make at this?-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 8.598 (with implied decimals) 
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The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. If the 
amount was given as something other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 
those for VI6965 were used. If Wife/“Wife” had more than two extra jobs, the 
value here represents a weighted average hourly wage from all of them except 
the first one. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31: not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs (Vl7080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V17081=1) 

v17109 ‘0100 #WKS XTRA JBS+(W-E)’ TLDC= 30296-30297 MD=99 

DIOO. And, how many weeks did she work on this job in 1988?-ALL EXTRA JOBS 
EXCEPT FiRST 

X nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 20.7 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/“Wife” worked on all cf her extra jobs except the first one. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5): no extra jobs (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V17081=1) 

vi71 10 ID101 AV HR/WK X JB2+ W-E’ TLDC= 30298-30299 MD=99 

DIOI. On ‘the average, how many hours a week did she work on this job?-ALL 
EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = 0.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 16.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week. 
If Wife/“Wife” had more than two extra jobs, the value here represents a 
weighted average of hours spent on all extra jobs except the first one. 

Cl. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eignt hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V17081=1) 

v17111 ‘D102 MD BEG XJDBS (W-E!’ TLDC= 30300-30301 MD=99 

D102. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

2 0.0 01. January 
4 0.0 02. February 
2 0.0 03. March 
I 0.0 04. Apri 1 
I 0.0 05. May 

0.0 06. June 
0.0 07. July 
0.0 08. August 
0.1 09. September 

10. October 
0.0 II. November 
0.0 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spr i ng 
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23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

2 0.0 98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,087 99.7 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(Vi7080=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

Vl7112 ‘D102 YR BEG XJDB2 (W-E)’ TLDC= 30302-30303 MD=99 

D102. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

% not-zero = 0.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 86.1 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her extra joo employer. 

97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at al 1 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(Vl7080=5 or 9); only one extra job (V17081=1) 

vi7113 ID103 WRK XJDBS JAN88 W-E’ TLOC= 30304 MD=9 

D103. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

8 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,106 99.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

v17114 ID103 WRK XJDBP FEB88 W-E’ TLDC= 30305 MD=9 

D103. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
FEBRUARY 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

II 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,103 99.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697312 or 3): not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

vi71 15 ID103 WRK XJDBZ MAR88 W-E’ TLDC= 30306 MD=9 

0103. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

12 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,102 99.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vi6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

Vi7116 ‘0103 WRK XJDBP APR88 W-E’ TLDC= 30307 MD=9 

0103. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

14 0.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 
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7.100 99.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi697312 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

vi71 17 ‘Dl03 WRK XJOBP MAY88 W-E’ TLOC= 30308 MD=9 

Dl03. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

13 0.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,101 99.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V17081=1) 

Vi7118 ID103 WRK XJOBZ JUN88 W-E’ TLDC= 30309 MD=9 

D103. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

15 0.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 

7.099 99.8 0. Inap. : d/d not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

vi7119 ID103 WRK XJDB2 JUL88 W-E’ TLOC= 30310 MD=9 

Dl03. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

15 0.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 

7,099 99.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

Vi7120 ‘0103 WRK XJDBS AUG88 W-E’ TLDC= 30311 MD=9 

D103. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

12 0.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.102 99.8 ‘0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3): not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5) : no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

Vl7121 ‘D103 WRK XJOBP SEP88 W-E’ TLOC= 30312 MD=9 

D103. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

12 0.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,102 99.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vi6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

V17122 ‘Dl03 WRK XJOBZ OCT88 W-E’ TLDC- 30313 MD=9 

Di03. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

II 0.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 
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9. NA: DK 

7,103 99.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V17081=1) 

V17123 ‘D103 WRK XJDBZ NDV88 W-E’ TLDC= 30314 MD=9 

Dl03. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
NOVEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

13 0.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,101 99.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (Vl7080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (V17081=1) 

V17124 ‘D103 WRK XJOBS DEC88 W-E’ TLDC= 30315 MD=9 

Dl03. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
DECEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

15 0.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,099 99.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working for money 
now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 (V17080=5 or 9); 
only one extra job (Vi7081=1) 

V17125 ID104 STOP WORK XJOBS W-E’ TLDC= 30316 MD=9 

D104. Has she stopped workinq for that employer?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

14 0.2 1. Yes 
13 0.2 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7,087 99.7 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (V16976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(V17080=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl7081=1) 

Vi7126 ‘D105 MD END XJOBS (WF-E)’ TLDC= 30317-30318 MD=99 

D105. In what month and year was that?-MONTH ENDED SECOND EXTRA JOB 

I 0.0 

1 0.0 
1 0.0 
I 0.0 
I 0.0 
4 0.0 
2 0.0 
1 0.0 

2 0.0 

7,100 99.8 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. Apri 1 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
Ii. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. 
99. 

00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vi6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(Vi7080=5 or 9); only one extra job (V17081=1); still 
working for extra job employer (Vl7125=5 or 9) 

V17127 ‘0105 YR END XJDBP (WF-E)’ TLOC= 30319-30320 MD=99 
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D105. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED SECOND EXTRA JDS 

12 0.1 88. 1988 
2 0.0 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7,100 99.8 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); not working 
for money now (Vl6976=5); no extra jobs during 1988 
(Vi7080=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vi7081=1): still 
working for extra job employer (Vi7125=5 or 9) 

V17128 ‘D108 IF PENS PLAN (W-E)’ TLOC= 30321 MD=9 

0108. Now I need to get some information about any pension or retirement 
plan your (wife/“WIFE”) may be eligible for at her place of work, Not 
including Social Security or Railroad Retirement, is she covered by a 
pension or retirement plan at her place of work? 

1.107 13.8 1. Yes 
1.395 16.3 5. No 

33 0.3 8. DK 
8 0.1 9. NA 

4,571 69.5 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working for 
money now but reported employment status is unemployed, 
retired, permanently disabled, keeping house, student or 
other (V16974=3-8 and Vl6976=1); not working for money now 
(V16976=5) 

V17129 ‘DlOS IF W CTRB PENS(W-E)’ TLDC= 30322 MD=9 

Di09. Does she contribute to this pension plan, such as by having money 
deducted from her pay? 

545 6.6 1. Yes 
535 6.8 5. No 

25 0.2 8. OK 
2 0.0 9. NA 

6.007 86.2 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working for 
money now but reported employment status is unemployed, 
retired, permanently disabled, keeping house, student or 
other (V16974=3-8 and Vi6976=1); not working for money now 
(V16976=5): not covered by a pension or retirement plan 
(V17128=5. 8 or 9) 

vi7130 ‘DllO % PAY CTRB SYR(W-E)’ TLOC= 30323-30324 MD=99 

Dl IO. On the average, what amount or percent of pay has she contributed over 
the last five Vears since 1984?-PERCENT 

% nonzero = 6.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 5.1 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Wife/“Wife” to her employee pension or 
retirement plan with the current main job employer from 1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working for 
money now but reported employment status is unemployed, 
retired, permanently disabled, keeping house, student or 
other (V16974=3-8 and V16976=1); not working for money now 
(Vi6976=5); not covered by a pension or retirement plan 
(Vi7128=5. 8 or 9); does not contribute (V17129=5, 8 or 9) 

v17131 ‘DllO TYPE CNTRB SYR(W-E)’ TLOC- 30325 MD=9 

DIIO. On the average, what amount or percent of pay has she contributed over 
the last five Vears since 1984?-TYPE 
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If marginal notes indicate that Wife/“Wife” contributed for less years than 
she had worked, then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over 
codes 2-4. 

277 3.9 
69 0.7 

67 0.7 

46 0.5 

8 0. I 

2 0.0 

68 0.8 8. 
8 0.1 9. 

6,569 93.2 0. 

1 . 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

Actual percent of pay was reported. 
Response was given in terms of dollars per week: percent 
was calculated using current pay at 013 (VI69851 or Dl6 
(V16988). 
Response was given in terms of dollars per month; percent 

was calculated usinQ current pay at D13 (VI69851 or Di6 
(V16988). 
Response was given in terms of dollars per year; percent 
was calculated using current pay at D13 (VI69851 or Dl6 
(Vl6988). 
Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at Di3 
(VI69851 or Dl6 (V169881, but R volunteered that during the 
last five years, Wife/“Wife” had contributed for less years 
than she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percent in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

Response was given in terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourlv (V16985=0000 and V16988=0000); 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

DK amount or percent of pay (V17130=98) 
NA amount or percent of pay (V17130=991 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working for 
money now but reported employment status is unemployed, 
ret i red, permanently disabled, keeping house, student or 
other (V16974=3-8 and Vl6976=1): not working for money now 
(Vl6976=5); not covered by a pension or retirement plan 
(V17128=5. 8 or 91; does not contribute (V17129=5, 8 or 91 

V17132 ‘Dill OTR PENS (W-E)’ TLDC= 30326 MD=9 

Dill. (In addition to the pension plan you already mentioned,) does she have- 
any tax-deferred compensation or saving plans on this job, such as 
thrift or profit-sharinQ plans (not counting IRAsl? 

410 5.3 I. Yes 
2,103 24.9 5. No 

21 0.1 8. DK 
9 0.1 9. NA 

4,571 69.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697312 or 3); working for 
money now but reported employment status is unemployed, 
retired, permanently disabled, keeping house, student or 
other (V16974=3-8 and Vl6976=1): not working for money now 
(Vl6976=5) 

v17133 ‘Dll2 % PAY CTRB IYR(W-E)’ TLOC= 30327-30328 MD=99 

Dli2. On the average, what amount or percent of pay has she contributed over 
the last five years since 1984?-PERCENT 

% nonzero = 4.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 6.8 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Wife/“Wife” to any employment related 
tax-deferred compensation or savings plan with the current main job employer 
from 1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: nothing: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); 
working for money now but reported employment status is 
unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, keeping house, 
student or other (V16974=3-8 and V16976=1); not working 
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for money now (V16976=5); not covered by a tax-deferred 
compensation or saving plan (V17132=5. 8 or 9) 

v17134 ‘D112 TYPE CNTRB SYR(W-E)’ TLDC= 30329 MD=9 

D112. On the average, what amount or percent of pay has she contributed over 
the last five years since 1984?-TYPE 

If marginal notes indicate that Wife/“Wife” contributed for less years than 
she had worked. then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over 
codes 2-4. 

267 3.6 

32 0.4 

44 0.6 

19 0.2 

10 0. I 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Actual percent of pay (including zero percent) was 
reported. 
Response was given in terms of dollars per week; percent 
was calculated using current pay at Dl3 (VI69851 or D16 
(V16988). 
Response was given in terms of dollars per month; percent 
was calculated using current pay at D13 (VI69851 or D16 
(Vl6988). 
Response was given in terms of dollars per year; percent 
was calculated using current pay at Dl3 (VI69851 or D16 
(V16988). 
Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at 013 
(VI69851 or 016 (Vl6988). but R volunteered that during the 
last five years, Wife/“Wife” had contributed for less years 
than she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percent in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

I 0.0 

28 0.3 8. 
9 0.2 9. 

6,704 94.7 0. 

7. Response was given in terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourly (V16985=0000 and Vl6988=0000): 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

DK amount or percent of pay (Vl7133=98) 
NA amount or percent of pay (V17133=99) 

Inap.: nothing: no wife/‘&wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); 
working for money now but reported employment status is 
unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, keeping house, 
student or other (V16974=3-8 and V16976=1); not working for 
money now (V16976=5): not covered by a tax-deferred 
compensation or saving plan (V17132=5, 8 or 9) 

v17135 ID113 IF PENS 5YR (W-E)’ TLDC= 30330 MD=9 

D113. Now I need to get some information about any pension or retirement 
plan your (wife/“WIFE”) may be eligible for at any place she has 
worked since 1984. Not including Social Security or Railroad 
Retirement, has she been covered by a pension or retirement plan at 
any Place she has worked during the past five years? 

7 0.1 1. Yes 
69 0.9 5. No 

I 0.0 8. DK 
19 0.2 9. NA 

7,018 98.7 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); reported 
employment status is working or only temporarily laid off, 
on sick or maternity leave (V16974=1-2); not working for 
money now (Vl6976=5) 

Vl713B ‘D114 IF W CNTRB SYR(W-E)’ TLOC= 30331 MD=9 

D114. Did she contribute to this pension plan, such as by having money 
deducted from her pay? 

5 0.1 Yes 
2 0.0 :: No 

8. DK 
9. NA 

7,107 99.9 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); reported 
employment status is working or only temporarily laid off, 
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on sick or maternity leave (V16974=1-2); not working for 
money now (V16976=5); not covered by a pension or 
retirement plan (V17135=5, 8 or 9) 

v17137 ID115 % PAY CTRB SYR(W-E)’ TLOC= 30332-30333 MD=99 

D115. On the average, what amount or percent of pay has she contributed over 
the last five years since 1984?-PERCENT 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 5.1 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Wife/“Wife” to any employee pension or 
retirement plan from 1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Snap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); reported 
employment status is working or only temporarily laid off. 
on sick or maternity leave (V16974=1-2); not working for 
money now (Vl6976=5); not covered by a pension or 
retirement plan (V17135=5, 8 or 9); did not contribute 
(Vl7136=5, 8 or 9) 

V17138 ‘Dll5 TYPE CNTRB SYR(W-E)’ TLOC= 30334 MD=9 

Dll5. On the average, what amount or percent of pay has she contributed over 
the last five years since 1984?-TYPE 

If marginal notes indicate that Wife/“Wife” contributed for less years than 
she had worked. then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over 
codes 2-4. 

I . Actual percent of pay was reported. 
1 0.0 2. Response was given in terms of dollars per week; percent 

was calculated using current pay at D13 (V16985) or D16 
(Vi6988). 

I 0.0 3. Response was given in terms of dollars per month: percent 
was calculated using current pay at 013 (Vl6985) or 016 
(Vl6988). 

I 0.0 4. Response was given in terms of dollars per year; percent 
was calculated using current pay at Dl3 (V16985) or D16 
(V16988). 

5. Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at D13 
(Vl6985) or D16 (Vl6988), but R volunteered that during the 
last five years, Wife/“Wife” had contributed for less years 
than she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percent in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

7. Response was given in terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourly (Vl6985=0000 and Vl6988=0000); 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

I 0.0 8. DK amount or percent of pay (V17137=98) 
1 0.0 9. NA amount or percent of pay (V17137=99) 

7,109 99.9 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); reported 
employment status is working or only temporarily laid off, 
on sick or maternity leave (V16974=1-2); not working for 
money now (Vl6976=5); not covered by a pension or 
retirement plan (Vl7135=5, 8 or 9); did not contribute 
(V17136=5. 8 or 9) 

v17139 ‘DllB OTR PENS 5YR (W-E)’ TLOC= 30335 MD=9 

D116. (In addition to the pension plan you already mentioned,) did she have 
any tax-deferred compensation or saving plans on any job during the 
past five years, such as thrift or profit-sharing plans (not counting 
IRAs)? 
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2 0.0 1. Yes 
79 1.1 5. No 

1 0.0 8. DK 
14 0.2 9. NA 

7,018 98.7 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): reported 
employment status is working or only temporarily laid off, 
on sick or maternity leave (V16974=1-2); not working for 
money now (V16976=5) 

vi7140 ‘Dl17 % PAY CTRB SYR(W-E)’ TLOC= 30336-30337 MD=99 

D117. On the average, what amount or percent of pay did she contribute to 
this Plan over the last five years?-PERCENT 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Wife/“Wife” to any employment related 
tax-deferreo compensation or savings plan from 1984 to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : nothing; no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; 
reported employment status is working or only temporarily 
laid off, on sick or maternity leave (V16974=1-2); not 
working for money now (V16976=5); did not contribute 
(Vl7139=5, 8 or 9) 

vi7141 ‘D117 TYPE CNTRB BYR(W-E)’ TLOC= 30338 MD=9 

Dii7. On the average, what amount or percent of pay did she contribute to 
this Plan over the last five years?-TYPE 

If marginal notes indicate that Wife/“Wife” contributed for less years than 
she had worked, then code 5 below was used. This code takes priority over 
codes 2-4. 

1 0.0 1. Actual percent of pay (including zero percent) was 
reported. 

2. Response was given in terms of dollars per week; percent 
was calculated using current pay at D13 (VI69851 or D16 
(V16988). 

3. Response was given in terms of dollars per month; percent 
was calculated using current pay at D13 (VI69851 or Di6 
(Vl6988). 

4. Response was given in terms of dollars per year; percent 
was calculated using current pay at D13 (VI69851 or 016 
(V16988). 

5. Response was given in terms of dollars as in codes 2-4 
above and percent was calculated using current pay at Di3 
(VI69851 or D16 (V16988). but R volunteered that during the 
iast five years, Wife/“Wife” had contributed for less years 
than she had worked on the current main job. Years of no 
contribution were set to zero percetit in calculating the 
percentage amount for the preceding variable. 

7. Response was given in terms of dollars, but current pay is 
neither salaried nor hourly (V16985=0000 and V16988=0000); 
percent was calculated from 1988 earnings on the current 
main job. 

8. DK amount or percent of pay (Vl7140=98) 
I 0.0 9. NA amount or percent of pay (Vl7140=99) 

7,112 100.0 0. Inap.: nothing; no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); 
reported employment status is working or only temporarily 
laid off, on sick or maternity leave (V16974=1-2); not 
working for money now (Vl6976=5); did not contribute 
(V17139=5, 8 or 9) 

V17142 ‘El WTR LOOK FOR dDB(W-U)’ TLOC= 30339 MD=9 
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El. Has your (wife/“WIFE”) been lookino for work during the last four weeks? 

now or 

105 0.9 1. Yes 
1,312 19.7 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA: DK 

5,693 79.3 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1 ) 

Vl7143 ‘E2 DONE NOTHING (WF-IJ) ’ TLDC= 30340 MD=9 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK 
THAT APPLY]-- 

ALL 

1 Has done nothing at all 
104 0.9 5. Has done something to find work 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories 

7.009 99.1 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): has 
not been looking for a job in the last four weeks 
(V17142=5, 9) 

vq7144 ‘E2 PUBLIC EMP AGCY (W-U)’ TLDC= 30341 MD=9 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
A. CHECKED WITH PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

30 0.2 1. Has checked with public employment agency 
74 0.7 5. Has not checked with public employment agency: has done 

nothing at all (V17143=1) 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V17143=9) 

7.009 99.1 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); has 
not been looking for a job in the last four weeks 
(Vl7142=5, 9) 

VI7145 ‘E2 PRIVATE EMP AGY (W-U) TLOC= 30342 MD=9 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
B. CHECKED WITH PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

13 0.1 I. Has checked with private employment agency 
91 0.8 5. Has not checked with private employment agency; has done 

nothing at all (V17143=1) 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V17143=9) 

7,009 99.1 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697312 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=I or 2 or V16976=1): has 
not been looking for a job in the last four weeks 
(V17142=5, 9) 

Vi7146 ‘E2 PREV EMP DIRECT (W-U)’ TLOC= 30343 MD=9 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY ] -- 
C. CHECKED WITH PREVIOUS EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

IO 0.0 I. Has checked with previous employer directly 
94 0.8 5. Has not checked with previous employer directly; has done 

nothing at all (V17143=1) 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V17143=9) 

7,009 99.1 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); has 
not been looking for a job in the last four weeks 
(V17142=5. 9) 
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v17147 ‘E2 OTR EMPR DIRECT (W-U)’ TLDC= 30344 MD=8 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
D. CHECKED WITH OTHER EMPLOYER DIRECTLY 

44 0.4 I. Has checked with other employer directly 
60 0.5 5. Has not checked with other employer directly; has done 

nothing at all (V17143=1) 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V17143=9] 

7,009 99.1 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3): working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): has 
not been looking for a job in the last four weeks 
(V17142=5, 9) 

V17148 ‘E2 FRIEND OR REL (W-U)’ TLOC= 30345 MD=8 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY ] -- 
E. CHECKED WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES 

32 0.1 1. Has checked with friends or relatives 
72 0.7 5. Has not checked with friends or relatives; has done nothing 

at all (V17143=1) 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V17143=9) 

7.009 99.1 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); workin Q 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976= I 
not been looking for a job in the last four weeks 
(V17142=5, 9) 

Vi7148 ‘E2 PLACE OR ANS AD (W-U)’ TLOC= 30346 MD=8 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK 
THAT APPLY]-- 

now or 
); has 

ALL 

F. PLACED OR ANSWERED ADS 

52 0.4 1. Has placed or answered ads 
52 0.5 5. Has not placed or answered ads; has done nothing at all 

(V17143=1) 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK: Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V17143=9) 

7,009 99.1 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); has 
not been looking for a job in the last four weeks 
(V17142=5, 9) 

vi7150 ‘E2 OTHER (W-U)’ TLOC= 30347 MD=8 

E2. What has she been doing the last four weeks to find work? [CHECK ALL 
THAT APPLY]-- 
G. OTHER (SPECIFY): 

The values for this variable in the range l-8 represent the actual number of 
other mentions. 

23 0.3 I. One mention 
2 0.0 2. Two mentions 

3. Three mentions 
4. Four mentions 

I 0.0 5. Five mentions 
6. Six mentions 
7. Seven mentions 
8. Eight or more mentions 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK; Interviewer marked the “nothing” category as well 
as one or more of the activity categories (V17143=9) 

7.087 99.7 0. Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or 
V16976=1); has not been looking for a job in the last four 
weeks (V17142=5, 9); has done nothing at all (V17143=1) 
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v17151 ‘E3 HOW LONG LOOK WRK W-U’ TLOC= 30348-30348 MD=99 

E3. How long has she been lookina for work? 

% nonzero = 0.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 14.6 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual number 
of weeks Wife/“Wife” spent looking for work. 

01. One week or less 
98. Ninety-eight weeks or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): 
has not been looking for a job in last four weeks 
(V17142=5 or 9) 

V17152 ‘E4 EVER WORKED? (WF-U)’ TLOC- 30350 MD=8 

E4. Has your (wife/“WIFE”) ever done anv work for money? 

1,260 18.1 1. Yes 
157 2.5 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA: DK 

5,693 79.3 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1) 

v17153 ‘E5 MD LAST WORKED (WF-U)’ TLDC= 30351-30352 MD=98 

E5. In what month and year did she last work? [IF NECESSARY: What would be 
your best ouess? Did she last work before 1988?]-MONTH 

70 1.1 01. January 
83 1.2 02. February 
74 1 .o 03. March 
74 1 .o 04 Apri 1 
86 I .3 05. May 

124 1.8 06. clune 
45 0.7 07 July 
74 1 .o 08. August 
53 0.7 09. September 
54 0.9 IO. October 
64 0.9 II. November 

101 I .3 12. December 

21. Winter 
7 0.1 22. Spring 

IO 0.1 23. Summer 
3 0.0 24. Fall/Autumn 

248 3.8 98. DK month 
90 1.3 99. NA month 

5,854 81 .9 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9) 

vi7154 ‘E5 YR LAST WORKED (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30353-30354 MD=99 

E5. In what month and year did she last work? [IF NECESSARY: What would be 
vour best auess? Did she last work before 1988?]-YEAR 

% nonzero = 18.1 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 78.4 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the actual year Wife/“Wife” last worked. 

96. 1988 or 1989, DK which 
97. Before 1988, DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 
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00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9) 

v17155 ‘E5 WTR UNEMP 88 (W-U)’ TLDC= 30355 MD=8 

E6. Were there any times in 1988 when she was lookinq for work? 

35 0.3 1. Yes 
1,022 16.3 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.055 83.4 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); last 
worked in 1988 or 1989 (V17154=88, 89 or 96) 

vi7155 ‘E7 # WK UNEMP 88 (W-U) TLOC= 30355-30357 MD=88 

E7. How many weeks was that? 

% nonfero = 0.3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 25.3 

The values for this variable in the range 01-52 represent the actual number 
of weeks Wife/“Wife” spent looking for work in 1988. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
last worked in 1988 or 1989 (V17154=88, 89 or 96); did not 
look for job in 1988 (V1?155=5 or 9) 

v17157 ‘ES-10 OCC-LAST JOB (W-U)’ TLDC= 30358-30360 MD=888 

E9. What was her occupation on her last job? What sort of work did she do? 
EIO. What were her most important activities or duties? 

. 
The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

46 0.6 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
23 0.3 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
31 0.4 260-285. Sales Workers 
99 I .2 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 

1 0.0 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
32 0.3 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 

5 0.1 701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
IO 0.1 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
3 0.0 821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

101 1 .o 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
IO 0.1 980-984. Private Household Workers 

1 0.0 999. NA; DK 

6,752 96.0 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
Vl6976=1); never worked (V17152=5 or 9): last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87, 97-99) 

V17158 ‘El1 IND-LAST JOB (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30361-30353 MD=888 

Eli. What kind of business or industry was that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appenaix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

8 0.1 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 

3 0.0 067-077. Construction 
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48 0.5 
II 0.2 

105 1.2 
17 0.2 
18 0.2 
49 0.5 

5 0. I 
83 I .o 

9 0.1 

6 0.1 

6,752 96.0 

107-398 
407-479 

Manufacturing 
Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 
Utilities 

507-698 Wholesale and Retail Trade 
707-718 F i nance , Insurance, and Real Estate 
727-759 Business and Repair Services 
769-798 Personal Services 
807-809 Entertainment and Recreation Services 
828-897 Professional and Related Services 
907-937 Public Administration 

999 NA: DK 

000 Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or 
V16976=1); never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87. 97-99) 

V17158 ‘El2 WRK SELF/DTR? (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30364 MD=8 

El2. On this main job, was your (wife/“WIFE”) self-employed, was she 
employed by someone else. or what? 

325 3.6 I. Someone else only 
2. Both someone else and self 

36 0.4 3. Self only 

1 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87, 97-99) 

Vi7160 ‘El3 CORP/UNCORP BUS(W-U)’ TLDC= 30365 MD=8 

E13. Was that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

35 0.4 1. Unincorporated 
I 0.0 2. Corporation 

8. DK 
9. NA 

7.078 99.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); worked for someone else only 
(V17159=1 or 9) 

Vi7161 ‘El4 WORK FOR GOVT? (W-U)’ TLOC= 30366 MD=8 

E14. Did she work for the federal, state, or local government, a private 
company, or what? 

6 0.1 1. Federal government 
12 0.1 2. State government 
14 0.2 3. Local government: public school system 

292 3.2 4. Private company: non-government 

7. Other 

I 0.0 9. NA; Don’t Know 

6,789 96.4 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 87-99); worked both for someone else and 
self or self-employed only (Vl7159=2. 3 or 9) 

V17162 ‘El5 WHY LAST JOB END W-U’ TLOC= 30367 MD=8 

E15. What happened to that job --did the company go out of business, was your 
(wife/“WIFE”) laid off, did she quit, or what? 

20 0.2 I. Company folded/changed hands/moved out of town; employer 
died/went out of business 

2. Strike; 1 ockout 
51 0.4 3. Laid off: fired 
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250 3.0 4. Quit; resigned; retired; pregnant; needed more money: just 
wanted a change in jobs: was self-employed 

9 0.1 7. Other; transfer; any mention of armed services 
26 0.3 a. Job was completed; seasonal work; was a temporary job 

6 0.1 9. NA: OK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697352 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99) 

Vl7163 ‘El6 MO BEG LAST EMP(W-U)’ TLOC= 30368-30369 MD=99 

E16. In what month and year did your (wife/“WIFE”) start working for her 
last employer? (Count her as the employer if she was self-employed, 
and) give us her most recent start date if she went to work for them 
more than once. [IF NECESSARY: What would be your best guess? Did she 
start before 1988?]-MONTH LAST EMPLOYER 

43 0.5 01. January 
24 0.3 02. February 
20 0.2 03. March 
27 0.3 04. Apri 1 
25 0.3 05. May 
34 0.4 06. June 
15 0.2 07. July 
28 0.3 08. August 
38 0.4 09. September 
30 0.3 IO. October 
28 0.3 11. November 
13 0.1 12. December 

21. Winter 
1 0.0 22. Spring 
1 0.0 23. Summer 
2 0.0 24. Fall/Autumn 

28 0.3 98. OK month 
5 0. I 99. NA month 

6,752 96.0 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(vi7i54=oi-87, 97-99) 

V17164 ‘El6 YR BEG LAST EMP(W-U)’ TLOC= 30370-30371 MD=99 

E16. In what month and year did your (wife/“WIFE”) start working for her 
1 ast employer? (Count her as the employer if she was self-employed, 
and) give us her most recent start date if she went to work for them 
more than once. [IF NECESSARY: What would be your best guess? Did she 
start before 1988?]-YEAR LAST EMPLOYER 

% nonzero = 4.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 84.8 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her last employer. 

96. 1988 or 1989, DK which 
97. Before 1988, DK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974.1 or 2 or Vl6976=I); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99) 

Vi7165 ‘El7 BEG WK LAST POS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30372 MD=9 

E17. Is that when she started working in her last (position/work situation)? 

144 1.4 I. Yes 
5. No 
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9. NA; DK 

6,970 98.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(vi7i54=01-87, 97-99): did not begin working for last 
employer during 1988 (V17164=01-87, 89, 96-99) 

Vi7166 ‘El8 MO BEG LAST POS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30373-30374 MD=99 

Ei8. In what month and year did she start working in her last (position/work 
situation)?-MONTH 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04 Apri 1 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
11. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. OK month 
99. NA month 

7.114 100.0 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(vi7154=oi-87. 97-99); did not begin working for last 
employer during 1988 (V17164=01-87. 89, 96-99); position 
with last employer began in 1988 (V17165=1 or 9) 

V17167 ‘El8 YR BEG LAST POS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30375-30376 MD=99 

Ei8. In what month and year did she start working in her last (position/work 
situation)?-YEAR 

88. 1988 
89. I 989 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7,114 100.0 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99): did not begin working for last 
employer during 1988 (V17164=01-87, 89. 96-99); position 
with last employer began in 1988 (Vl7165=1 or 9) 

Vi7168 ‘El9 CHGE POS IN 88(WF-U)’ TLOC= 30377 MD=9 

Ei9. Did she change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 
time durina 1988? 

I . Yes 
5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (VI715215 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vi7154=01-87, 97-99); did not begin working for last 
employer during 1988 (Vl7164=01-87, 89, 96-99); position 
with last employer began in 1988 (Vl7165=1 or 9); position 
with last employer began before 1989 (V17167=88. 97-99) 

V17169 ‘E20 MO CHGE POS (WF-U)’ TLOC- 30378-30379 MD=99 
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E20. In what month did that happen? 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04 Apri 1 
05. May 
06 June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
IO. October 
11. November 
12. December 

21, Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. OK month 
99. NA month 

7,114 100.0 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(v17154=01-87. 97-991; did not begin working for last 
employer during 1988 (V17164=01-87. 89, 96-99); position 
with last employer began in 1988 (Vi7165=1 or 9); position 
with last employer began before 1989 (V17167=88, 97-99); 
did not change positions with last employer in 1988 
(V17168=5 or 9) 

vi7170 ‘E21 TYPE OF CHGE (WF-Ul’ TLOC= 30380 MO=9 

E21. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in her duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

1 . Promotion with higher pay 

5. Major change in duties but with the same pay 

7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=I); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); did not begin working for last 
employer during 1988 (V17164=01-87, 89, 96-99); position 
with last employer began in 1988 (V17165=1 or 9); position 
with last employer began before 1988 (V17167=97-99); did 
not change positions with last employer in 1988 (V17168=5 
or 9) 

v17171 ‘E22 MO BEG LAST POS(W-U)’ TLOC- 30381-30382 MO=99 

E22. In what month and year did she start working in her last (position/work 
situation)?-MONTH 

12 0.1 01. January 
4 0.0 02. February 
I 0.0 03. March 
4 0.0 04. April 

05. May 
1 0.0 06. June 

07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
IO. October 
11. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 
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98. OK month 
99. NA month 

7,092 99.8 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3j; working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); position with last employer began 
before 1989 (V17164=01-88. 97-99) 

V17172 ‘E22 YR BEG LAST POS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30383-30384 MD=99 

E22. In what month and year did she start working in her last (pOSitiOn/WOrk 

situation)?-YEAR 

88. 1988 
22 0.2 89. 1989 

98. OK year 
99. NA year 

7.092 99.8 00. Inap. : no wife/‘wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); position with last employer began 
before 1989 (V17164=01-88, 97-99) 

v17173 ‘E23 MO BEG LAST POS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30385-30386 MD=99 

E23. In what month and year did she start working in her last (position/work 
situation)?-MONTH 

13 0.2 01. 
a 0.1 02. 
8 0.1 03. 

13 0.2 04. 
18 0.3 05. 
15 0.2 06. 

6 0.0 07. 
16 0.2 08. 
22 0.2 09. 
11 0.1 10. 
17 0.2 II. 

6 0.1 12. 

1 
1 
2 

29 
10 

6.918 

v17174 ‘E23 YR BEG LAST POS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30387-30388 MD=99 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.3 
0.1 

97.6 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
Dctober 
November 
December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. 
99. 

00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9,); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); position with last employer began 
during 1988 or 1989 (Vl7164=88, 89 or 96) 

E23. In what month and year did she start working in her last (position/work 
situation)?-YEAR 

represent 
last posit 

% nonzero = 2.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 83.6 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working in her 
situation. 

96. 1988 or 1989, DK which 
97. Before 1988. OK exact year 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

the last two digits 
ion or work 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
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never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87, 97-99); position with last employer began 
during 1988 or 1989 (V17164=88, 89 or 96) 

v17175 ‘E24 CHGE POS IN SS(WF-U)’ TLOC= 30389 MO=9 

E24. Did she change (positions/work situations) with this employer at any 
time durinq 1988? 

1 . Yes 
5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA; OK 

7.113 100.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(vl7154=01-87. 97-99); position with last employer began 
during 1988 or 1989 (V17164=88, 89 or 96); position with 
last employer began before 1989 (Vl7174=01-88, 97-99) 

Vi7176 ‘E25 MO CHGE POS (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30390-3039 1 MO=99 

E25. In what month did that happen? 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
IO. October 
ii. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,114 100.0 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (VI715215 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); position with last employer began 
during 1988 or 1989 (V17164=88, 89 or 96): position with 
last employer began before 1989 (V17174=01-88, 97-99); did 
not change position during 1988 (V17175=5 or 9) 

v17177 ‘E26 TYPE OF CHGE (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30392 MO=9 

E26. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in her duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

2 0.0 1. Promotion with higher pay 

5. Major change in duties but with the same pay 

2 0.0 7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

7,110 100.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99): position with last employer began 
during 1988 or 1989 (V17164=88, 89, 96); position with last 
employer began before 1988 (V17174=01-87, 97-99); did not 
change position during 1988 (Vi717555 or 9) 

V17178 ‘E27-8 BEG OCC LAST EMP-W’ TLOC= 30393-30395 MO=999 

E27. What was your (wife’s/“WIFE’S”) occupation when she started working for 
that employer? What sort of work did she do? 
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E28. What were her most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Oepartment of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
260-285. Sales Workers 
301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 
701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 
801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 
901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

999, NA; DK 

000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
Vl6976=1); never worked (V17152=5 or 91; last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87. 97-99): did not begin 
working for last employer during 1988 (V17164=01-87, 
89, 96-99); same position as in 1988 (V17165=1 or 9) 

7,114 100.0 

v17179 ‘E29 WAGE BEG LAST EMP-WF’ TLOC= 30396-30399 MO=9999 

E29. What was her startinq waae or salary at that time? 

% nonzero = 1.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 6.014 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question E30 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
E30 times 52 weeks: monthly salaries by E30 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA: DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
Vl6976=1); never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87 97-99); did not begin working 
for last employer during A.988 (V17164=01-87, 89, 96-99) 

Vi7180 ‘E30 HR/WK BEG LAST EMP-W’ TLOC= 30400-30401 MO=99 

E30. And how many hours a week did she work when she started? 

% nonzero = 1.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 33.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=I); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); did not begin working for last 
employer during 1988 (V17164=01-87. 89, 96-99) 

Vi7181 ‘E31 LAST EMP 3AN88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30402 MO=9 
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E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-JANUARY 1988 

213 2.6 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,898 97.4 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

Vi7182 ‘E31 LAST EMP FE688 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30403 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-FEBRUARY 1988 

211 2.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,900 97.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

V17183 ‘E31 LAST EMP MAR88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30404 MO=9 

E31. In which mon?hs during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-MARCH 1988 

211 2.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,900 97.5 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=11; never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87 > 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

Vi7184 ‘E31 LAST EMP APR88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30405 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-APRIL 1988 

203 2.4 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA: OK 

6,907 97.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); last posit,ion began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

Vi7185 ‘E31 LAST EMP MAY88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30406 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-MAY 1988 

193 2.3 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,917 97.7 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 (Vl7164=89 or 96) 

V17186 ‘E31 LAST EMP JUN88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30407 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-JUNE 1988 

192 2.2 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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6,918 97.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=I or 2 or V16976=1): never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

V17187 ‘E31 LAST EMP JUL88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30408 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-JULY 1988 

172 2.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,938 97.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87, 97-99): last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

Vl7188 ‘E31 LAST EMP AUG88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30409 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-AUGUST 1988 

168 2.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,942 97.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vi7154=01- 
87. 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

V17189 ‘E31 LAST EMP SEP88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30410 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-SEPTEMEER 1988 

163 2.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,947 98.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976sl); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

vi7190 ‘E31 LAST EMP OCT88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30411 MO=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-OCTOBER 1988 

162 2.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,948 98.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87. 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

v17191 ‘E31 LAST EMP NOV88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30412 MO=Q 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main lob?-NOVEMBER 1988 

144 1.6 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6.966 98.3 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 
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v17192 ‘E31 LAST EMP DEC88 (W-U)’ TLDC= 30413 MD=9 

E31. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer as her 
main job?-DECEMBER 1988 

130 1.5 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

4 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6.980 98.5 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); last position began in 1989 (V17164=89 or 96) 

The following variables (V17193-V17224) pertain to other main-job employers 
during 1988. Information contained in these variables is not necessarily 
about the immediately prior employer during 1988. In order to analyze the 
data on all 1988 employers, we recommend using the 1984-1989 Work History 
Supplement File. 

v17193 ‘E32 DTR EMP 1988 (WF-U)’ TLDC= 30414 MD=9 

E32. Did she have any (other) main-job employers at any time during 1988? 
Again, if she was self-employed on a main job, count her as an 
employer. 

62 0.6 I. Yes 
299 3.4 5. No 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99) 

v17194 ‘E33 MO BEG OTR EMP(WF-U)’ TLOC= 30415-30416 MD=99 

E33. In what month and year did she start working for that (other) main-job 
employer?-MONTH 

8 
1 
7 
6 
4 
8 
7 
3 
4 
6 
I 
1 

1 
5 

7,052 

vi7195 ‘E33 YR BEG OTR EMP(WF-U)’ fLOC= 30417-30418 MD=99 

0. I 
0.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.i 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.1 

99.4 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
IO. 
Il. 
12. 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall /Autumn 

98. 
99. 

00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vi7154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17193=5 or 9) 

E33. In what month and year did she start working for that (other) main-job 
employer?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nontero, excluding missing data = 87.6 
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The values for this variable in the range 01-88 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her 

97. Before 1988. DK exact year 
98. DK year at al 1 

99. NA 

represent the last two digits 
other main-job employer. 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU ( vi6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99): no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9) 

Vi7196 ‘E34 OTR EMP JAN88 (W-U) TLOC= 30419 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JANUARY 

30 0.3 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,084 99.7 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
8-i’. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(Vl7193=5 or 9) 

vi7197 ‘E34 OTR EMP FEB88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30420 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-FEBRUARY 
1988 

26 0.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.088 99.7 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

Vi7198 ‘E34 OTR EMP MAR88 (W-U) TLOC= 30421 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MARCH 

30 0.4 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.084 99.6 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973.=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

v17199 ‘E34 OTR EMP APR88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30422 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988 

31 0.4 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.083 99.6 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vi7154=01- 
87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(Vl7193=5 or 9) 

Vi7200 ‘E34 OTR EMP MAY88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30423 MD=9 
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E34. In which months durinq 1988 was she working for that employer?-MAY 1988 

26 0.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,088 99.7 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

V17201 ‘E34 DTR EMP JUN88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30424 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988 

27 0.3 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,087 99.7 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99) ; no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

V17202 ‘E34 DTR EMP JUL88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30425 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JULY 
1988 

24 0.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,090 99.8 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99) ; no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

V17203 ‘E34 DTR EMP AUG88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30426 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988 

22 0.2 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,092 99.8 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (,Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87. 97-99) ; no other main-job employer during 1988 
(Vl7193=5 or 9) 

V17204 ‘E34 DTR EMP SEP88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30427 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for tha’t employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988 

II 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,103 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(Vi7193=5 or 9) 

V17205 ‘E34 OTR EMP OCT88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30428 MD=9 
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E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988 

9 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.105 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vi7154=01- 
87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

Vi7206 ‘E34 OTR EMP NOV88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30429 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-NOVEMBER 
1988 

9 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,105 99.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

V17207 ‘E34 OTR EMP DEC88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30430 MD=9 

E34. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-DECEMBER 
1988 

8 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,106 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=I); never 
worked (v’l7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 1988 
(V17193=5 or 9) 

V17208 ‘E35 WORK SELF/DTR?(WF-U)’ TLOC= 30431 MD-9 

E35. On this main job, was she self-employed, was she employed by someone 
else, or what? 

56 0.6 I. Someone else only 
2. Both someone else and self 

5 0.0 3. Self-employed only 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,052 99.4 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697312 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (VI697411 or 2 or V16976=I); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vi7193=5 or 9) 

Vl7209 ‘E36 CDRP/UNCORP BUS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30432 MD=9 

E36. Was that an unincorporated business or a corporation? 

5 0.0 I. Unincorporated 
2. Corporation 

8. OK 
9. NA 

7,109 100.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17193=5 or 9); worked for someone else only 
(V17208=1 or 9) 
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Vi7210 ‘E37 WRK GOV-OTR EMP? W-U’ TLDC= 30433 MD=9 

E37. Did she work for the federal, state, or local government, a private 
company, or what? 

1 0.0 1. Federal government 
4 0.0 2. State government 
3 0.0 3. Local government; public school system 

48 0.5 4. Private company: non-government 
7. Other 

9. NA; Don’t Know 

7.058 99.4 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 91; last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9); worked for self only or also employed 
by someone else (V17208=2, 3 or 9) 

V17211 ‘E38-39 OCC DTR EMP (W-U)’ TLOC= 30434-30436 MD=999 

E38. What was her occupation when she first started working for them? What 
sort of work did she do? 

E39. What were her most important activities or duties? 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

5 0.1 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
4 0.1 201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
2 0.0 260-285. Sales Workers 

16 0.2 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
3 0.0 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
8 0.1 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 

701-715. Transport .Equipment Operatives 
3 0.0 740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 

801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

20 0.2 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

1 0.0 999. NA; DK 

7,052 99.4 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or 
Vl6976=1): never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (Vl7154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9) 

V17212 ‘E40 IND OTR EMP (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30437-30439 MD=999 

E40. What kind of business or industry was that in? 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

3 0.0 017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 
067-077. Construction 

14 0.1 107-398. Manufacturing 
I 0.0 407-479. Transportation, Communications. and Other Public 

18 0.2 507-698 
5 0.0 707-718 
3 0.1 727-759 
6 0.1 769-798 

807 -809 
IO 0.1 828-897 

907-937 

Utilities 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 
F i nance, Insurance, and Real Esta 
Business and Repair Services 
Personal Services 
Entertainment and Recreation Serv 
Professional and Related Services 
Public Administration 

2 0.0 999 NA; DK 

te 

ices 
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7.052 99.4 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
Vi6976=i); never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (Vi7193=5 or 9) 

V17213 ‘E41 START WAGE OTR EMP-W’ TLDC= 30440-30443 MD=9999 

E41. What was her startinq waqe or salary with that employer? 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 4.829 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question E42 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
E42 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by E42 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
Vl6976=1): never worked (Vi7152=5 or 91; last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V17193=5 or 9) 

V17214 ‘E42 BEG HR/WK DTR EMP-WF’ TLOC= 30444-30445 MD=99 

E42. And how many hours a week did she work when she first started? 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 35.5 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Head worked. 

98. Ninety-eight hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99): no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17193=5 or 9) 

V17215 ‘E43 CHG PDS OTR EMP(W-U)’ TLOC= 30446 MD=9 

E43. Durinq 1988, did her job title or position with that employer change? 

4 0.1 1. Yes 
56 0.6 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,052 99.4 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (VI715215 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9) 

V17216 ‘E44 MO CHGE POS (WF-U) ’ TLOC= 30447-30448 MD=99 

E44. In what month did that happen? 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 

0.0 04. Apri 1 
05. May 

0.0 06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
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1 0.0 09. September 
1 0.0 10. October 

II. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,110 99.9 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer auring 
1988 (V17193=5 or 9): did not change job title or position 
in 1988 (Vl7215=5 or 9) 

V17217 ‘E45 TYPE CHG OTR EMP W-U’ TLOC= 30449 MD=9 

E45. Was that a promotion with higher pay, a major change in her duties but 
with the same pay, or what? 

2 0.0 1. Promotion with higher pay 

2 0.0 5. Major change in duties but w 

7. Other 

9. NA: DK 

7.110 99.9 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU ( 
only temporarily laid off (V 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9) 

th same pay 

Vi697312 or 3); working now or 
6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 

last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17193=5 or 9); did not change job title or position 
in 1988 (Vl7215=5 or 9) 

VI7218 ‘E46 STOP WRK OTR EMP W-U’ TLOC= 30450 MD=9 

E46. Has she stopped workinq for that employer? 

60 0.6 1. Yes 
2 0.0 5. No 

9. NA: DK 

7.052 99.4 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9) 

v17219 ‘E47 MO END OTR EMP(WF-U)’ TLOC= 30451-30452 MD=99 

E47. In what month and year did she stop workinq for that employer?-MONTH 

6 0.1 01. January 
4 0.0 02. February 
6 0.0 03. March 
6 0.1 04. Apri 1 
5 0. I 05. May 

11 0. I 06. June 
2 0.0 07. July 
8 0.1 08. August 
4 0.0 09. September 
2 0.0 IO. October 
2 0.0 11. November 
3 0.0 12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
I 0.0 99. NA month 
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7.054 99.4 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9); still working for other employer 
(Vl7218=5 or 9) 

V17220 ‘E47 YR END DTR EMP(WF-U)’ TLOC= 30453-30454 MD=99 

E47. In what month and year did she stop working for that employer?-YEAR 

50 0.5 88. 1988 
6 0.0 89. 1989 

98. DK year 
4 0.1 99. NA year 

7,054 99.4 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or onlv temoorarilv laid off (Vl6974=! or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9); still working for other employer 
(V17218=5 or 9) 

VI7221 ‘E48 WHY LEFT DTR EMP W-U’ TLOC= 30455 MD=9 

E48. What happened with that employer --did the company go out of business, 
was she laid off, did she quit, or what? 

3 0.0 1. Company folded/changed hands/moved out of town; employer 
died/went out of business 

2. Strike: 1 ockout 
IO 0.1 3. Laid off; fired 
36 0.3 4. Quit: resigned: retired; pregnant; needed more money; just 

wanted a change in jobs; was self-employed before 

1 0.0 7. Other; transfer; any mention of armed services 
7 0.1 8. Job was completed: seasonal work; was a temporary job 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

7,054 99.4 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9); still working for other employer 
(Vl7218=5 or 9) 

V17222 ‘E49 END WAGE OTR EMP W-U’ TLDC= 30456-30459 MD=9999 

E49. What was your (wife’s/“WIFE’S”) final wage or salary when she left that 
employer? 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 5.192 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. For 
calculation of hourly rates from salary amounts, the hours per week worked 
from question E50 were used. Annual salaries were divided by the answer to 
E50 times 52 weeks; monthly salaries by E50 times 4.3 weeks. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
no decimal places. - 

9998. $99.98 per hour or more 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
V16976=1); never worked (VI715215 or 9): last worked 
before 1988 (Vl7154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job 
employer during 1988 (V17193=5 or 9); still working for 
other employer (V17218=5 or 9) 

V17223 ‘E50 END HR/WK OTR EMP-WF’ TLOC= 30460-30461 MD=99 

E50. And how many hours a week did she work just before she left? 
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% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 36.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked. 

01. One hour or less per week 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more per week 

99. NA: OK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9); still working for other employer 
(V17218=5 or 9) 

V17224 ‘ES1 ANY OTR EMP 88 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30462 MD=9 

E51. Did she have any other main-job employers at any time during 1988? 
(Remember to count her as an employer if she was self-employed then on 
a main job.) 

6 0.0 I. Yes 
56 0.6 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7,052 99.4 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 31; working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87. 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (Vl7193=5 or 9) 

VI7225 ‘E-#’ WORK HIST SUPPS(W-U)’ TLOC= 30463-30464 

Number of Additional Work History Spells for Section E 

% nonzero = 0.0 
mean nonzero = 1.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of work history 
spells needed to complete the work history for 1988. These data are 
available as a separate file Refer to Section I, Part 7 of this volume for 
more detai 1. 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87, 97-99); no other main-job employer during 
1988 (V17193=5 or 9); no other main-job employers in 1988 
(Vl7224=5 or 9) 

V17226 ‘ES2 WTR VACATION (WF-U)’ TLDC= 30465 MD=9 

E52. We’re interested in how your (wife/“WIFE”) spent her time from January 
through December 1988. regardless of whether or not she was employed. 
I know you may have given me some of this information already, but my 
instructions are to ask these questions of everybody. Did she take any 
vacation or time off durinq 1988? 

134 1.8 I. Yes 
224 2.1 5. No 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi697312 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=I or 2 or Vl6976=1): 
never worked (Vl7152.5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87, 97-99) 

V17227 ‘ES3 XWKS VACATION (WF-U)’ TLDC= 30466-30467 MD=99 

E53. How much vacation or time off did she take? 

% nonzero = i .8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 3.8 
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The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) of 
vacation or time off taken by the Wife/“Wife”. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87, 97-99); took no vacation or time off 
(V17226=5 or 9) 

V17228 ‘ES5 WTR OTRS ILL (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30468 MD=9 

E55. Did she miss any work in 1988 because you or someone else was sick? 

48 0.4 1. Yes 
309 3.5 5. No 

5 0.1 9. NA: DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3): working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99) 

VI7229 ‘ES6 #WKS OTRS ILL (WF-U)’ TLDC= 30469-30470 MD=99 

E56. How much work did she miss? 

% nonzero = 0.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 1.3 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed through illness of persons other than the Wife/“Wife”. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); missed no work through illness of 
others (V17228=5 or 9) 

VI7230 ‘ES8 WTR SELF ILL (WF-U)’ TLDC= 30471 MD=9 

E58. Did she miss any work in 1988 because she was sick? 

79 0.8 1. Yes 
280 3.2 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99) 

VI7231 ‘ES9 #WKS SELF ILL (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30472-30473 MD=99 

E59. How much work did she miss? 

% nonzero = 0.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 3.2 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed through Wife’s/“Wife’s” own illness. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697312 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vi7154=01-87, 97-99); missed no work through own illness 
(Vl7230=5 or 9) 
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V17232 ‘E61 WTR ON STRIKE (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30474 MD=9 

E61. Did she miss any work in 1988 because she was on strike? 

1 Yes 
359 4.0 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99) 

Vl7233 ‘E62 #WKS ON STRIKE (W-U)’ TLOC= 30475-30476 MD=99 

E62. How much work did she miss? 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for i989 data 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed because of time Wife/‘Wife” spent on strike. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); missed no work through strikes 
(Vi7232=5 or 9) 

Vl7234 ‘E64 WTR UNEMPLOYED (W-U)’ TLOC= 30477 MD=9 

E64. Did she miss any work in 1988 because she was unemployed and looking - 
for work or temporarily laid off? 

75 0.6 1. Yes 
286 3.4 5. No 

I 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=I); 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99) 

V17235 ‘ES5 #WK UNEMPLOYED (W-U)’ TLOC= 30478-30479 MD=99 

E65. How much work did she miss? 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 15.8 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
missed due to unemployment or temporarily layoff of Wife/“Wife”. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vi7154=01-87, 97-99): was not unemployed or laid off 
(V17234=5 or 9) 

V17236 ‘E67 WTR OUT LAB FRC(W-U)’ TLOC= 30480 MD=9 

E67. Were there any weeks in 1988 when she didn’t have a job and was not 
looking for one? 

245 2.7 1. Yes 
117 1.3 5. No 

9. NA; DK 
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6,752 96.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=0:-87, 97-99) 

VI7237 'E68 #WKS OUT LAB FRC W-U’ TLOC= 30481-30482 MO=99 

E68. How much time was that? 

% nonzero = 2.7 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 27.6 

The values for this variable reoresent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/“Wife” did not have a job and was not 

01. Dne week or less 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” i 
or only temporarily la 
never worked (V17152=5 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99): 
9) 

looking for one. 

n FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
d off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
or 9); last worked before 1988 
not out of labor force (V17236=5 or 

V17238 ‘E70 # WKS WORKED (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30483-30484 MD=99 

E70. Then, how many weeks did she actually work on her main job(s) in 1988? 

% nonzero = 3.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 29.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/“Wife” worked on her main job/jobs. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: did not work at all in 1988; no wife/“wife” in FU 
(V16973=2 or 3): working now or only temporarily laid off 
(V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): never worked (V17152=5 or 9); 
last worked before 1988 (Vi7154=01-87, 97-99) 

v17239 ‘E71 HR/WK WORKED (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30485-30486 MD=99 

E71. And, on the average, how many hours a week did she work on her main 
job(s) in 1988? 

% nonzero = 3.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 33.7 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked on her job. 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): 
never worked (VI715215 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99): did not work at all in 1988 
(Vl7238=00) 

Vl7240 ‘E72 WTR WORKED OT (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30487 MO=9 

E72. Did she work any overtime which isn’t included in that? 

32 0.4 1. Yes 
315 3.5 5. No 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,763 96.1 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (VI715215 or 9); last worked before 1988 
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(V17154=01-87, 97-99): did not work at all in 1988 
(Vi7238=00) 

Vl7241 ‘E74 WTR XTRA JOBS (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30488 MD=9 

E74. (Besides the weeks and hours worked you have just told me about,) did 
your (wife/“WIFE”) have an extra job or other way of making money in 
addition to her main lob(s) in 1988? 

15 0.1 I. Yes 
346 3.9 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,752 96.0 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99) 

V17242 ‘E?4-98 # XTRA 3OBS (W-U)’ TLOC= 30489 MD-9 

E74. (Besides the weeks and hours worked you have just told me about,) did 
your (wife/“WIFE”) have an extra job or other way of making money in 
addition to her main job(s) in 1988? 

E86/E98. Did she have any other extra jobs in 1988? 

The values for this variable represent the total number of extra jobs (l-7) 
that Wife/“Wife” had. 

15 0.1 I. One extra job 
2. Two extra JObS 

3. Three extra jobs 
4. Four extra jobs 
5. Five extra jobs 
6. Six extra jobs 
7. Seven extra jobs 
8. Eight or more extra jobs 

9. NA; DK 

7.099 99.9 0. Jnap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697352 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17243 ‘E75 WORK FOR GiOVT?(WF-U)’ TLOC= 30490 MD=9 

E75. Did she work for the federal, state, or local government, a private 
company, or what? 

I 0.0 Federal government 
I 0.0 :: State government 

3. Local government; public school system 
IO 0.1 4. Private company; non-government 

3 0.0 5. Self-employed 
7. Other 

9. NA; Don’t Know 

7,099 99.9 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi697312 or 3): working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152.5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V 17244 ‘E?6-77 OCC-XTRA JOB1 W-U’ TLOC= 30491-30493 MD=999 

E76. What was her occupation? What sort of work did she do? 
E77. What were her most important activities or duties?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

2 0.0 001-195. Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
201-245. Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 

2 0.0 260-285. Sal es Workers 
2 0.0 301-395. Clerical and Kindred Workers 
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2 0.0 401-600. Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
1 0.0 601-695. Operatives, Except Transport 

701-715. Transport Equipment Operatives 
740-785. Laborers, Except Farm 
801-802. Farmers and Farm Managers 
821-824. Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 

6 0.1 901-965. Service Workers, Except Private Household 
980-984. Private Household Workers 

999. 

7,099 99.9 000. 

NA; DK 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
V16976=I); never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (Vi7154=01-87, 97-99): no extra jobs 
(V17241=5 or 9) 

Vl7245 ‘E78 IND XTRA JOB1 (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30494-30496 MD=999 

E78. What kind of business or industry was that in?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population: Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 

I 0.0 067-077. Construction 
I 0.0 107-398. Manufacturing 

407-479. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 
Utilities 

5 0. I 507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
707-718. F i nance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
727-759. Business and Repair Services 

I 0.0 769-798. Personal Services 
807 -809. Entertainment and Recreation Services 

7 0.1 828-897. Professional and Related Services 
907-937. Public Administration 

999. NA; DK 

7,099 99.9 000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or 
Vl6976=1); never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V17241=5 or 91 

V17246 ‘E79 PAY/HR XTRA JOB1 W-U’ TLOC= 30497-30500 MD=9999 

E79. About how much did she make at this?-FIRST EXTRA JOB IN 1988 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 7.762 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. If the 
amount was given as something other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 
those for VI6985 were used. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA: DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/‘wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
Vi6976=1): never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V17241=5 or 9) 

V17247 ‘ES0 # WKS EXTRA JOB1 W-U’ TLOC= 30501-30502 MD=99 

E80. And, how many weeks did she work on this job in 1988?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 
IN 1988 
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% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 17.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/“Wife” worked on the extra job. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vi7154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17248 ‘E81 HR/WK XTRA JOBl(W-U)’ TLOC= 30503-30504 MD=99 

E81. On the average, how many hours a week did she work on this job?-FIRST 
EXTRA JOB IN 1988 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 24.6 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked on the extra job. 

01. One hour or less 
98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=I); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 
(Vi7154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vi7241=5 or 9) 

v17249 ‘ES2 MD BEG XTRA JOB1 W-U’ TLOC= 30505-30506 MD=99 

E82. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JOB 

I 0.0 01. January 
2 0.0 02. February 

03. March 
I 0.0 04. Apri 1 

05. May 
I 0.0 06. June 
I 0.0 07. July 

08. August 
3 0.0 09. September 
2 0.0 10. October 

II. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

2 0.0 98. DK month 
2 0.0 99. NA month 

7,099 99.9 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17250 ‘E82 YR BEG XTRA JOB1 W-U’ TLOC= 30507-30508 MD=99 

E82. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN FIRST EXTRA JOB 

% nonzero = 0.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 86.6 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her extra job employer. 
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97. Before 1988, DK exact year 
98. DK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=I); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

v17251 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl JAN88 W-U’ TLOC= 30509 MD=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

7 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 

7,107 99.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vi7154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vi7241=5 or 9) 

v17252 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl FEB88 W-U’ TLOC= 30510 MD=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-FEBRUARY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

9 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.105 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no w*ife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); no extra jobs (Vi7241=5 or 9) 

V 17253 ‘ES3 WRK XJOBl MAR88 W-U’ TLOC= 30511 MD=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?:MARCH 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

9 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,105 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17254 ‘ES3 WRK XJOBl APR88 W-U’ TLOC= 30512 MD=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

10 0.1 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,104 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17255 ‘ES3 WRK XJOBl MAY88 W-U’ TLOC= 30513 MO=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

6 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.108 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
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worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked 
87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 

Vi7256 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl JUN88 W-U’ TLOC= 30514 MO=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for 
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or V16976=1); never 
before 1988 (V17154=01- 
or 9) 

that employer?-JUNE 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

7 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,107 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=I or 2 or Vl6976=1): never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17257 ‘E83 WRK XJO61 JUL88 W-U’ TLOC= 30515 MO=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

7 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.107 99.9 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): workina now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17258 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl AUG88 W-U’ TLOC= 30516 MO=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

5 0.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK . 

7.109 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99) ; no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

Vl7259 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl SEP88 W-U’ TLOC- 30517 MO=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

6 0.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.108 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

Vi7260 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl OCT88 W-U’ TLOC- 30518 MO=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

6 0.1 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA: DK 

7,108 99.9 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (VI697312 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=I); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

Vi7261 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl NOV88 W-U’ TLOC= 30519 MO=9 
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E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-NOVEMBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

5 0.0 I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,109 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or Only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17262 ‘E83 WRK XJOBl DEC88 W-U’ TLOC= 30520 MD=9 

E83. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-DECEMBER 
1988-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

3 0.0 1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.111 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9) 

V17263 ‘E84 STOP WORK XJOBl W-U’ TLOC= 30521 MD=9 

E84. Has she StODDed workino for that emplover?-FIRST EXTRA JOB 

12 0.1 1. Yes 
3 0.0 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

7,099 99.9 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 91; last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 91 

V17264 ‘E85 MO END XJOBl (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30522-30523 MD=99 

E85. In what month and year was that?-MONTH ENDED FIRST EXTRA JOB 

1 0.0 

2 0.0 
2 0.0 
2 0.0 

2 0.0 

2 0.0 
I 0.0 

7,102 99.9 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. 
99. 

00. 

DK month 
NA month 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vi6976=1); 
never warked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 9); 
still working for extra job employer (V17263=5 or 9) 

V17265 ‘E85 YR END XJOBl (WF-U)’ fLOC= 30524-30525 MD=99 

E85. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED FIRST EXTRA JOB 

9 0.1 88. 1988 
3 0.0 89. 1989 
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98. DK year 
99. NA year 

7,102 99.9 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9): last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 9); 
still working for extra job employer (V17263=5 or 9) 

V17266 ‘E87 WRK FOR GOV XJB2 W-U’ TLOC= 30526 MO=9 

E87. Did she work for the federal, state, or local government, a private 
company, or what?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

1 Federal government 
2. State government 
3. Local government; public school system 
4. Private company; non-government 
5. Se1 f -employed 
7. Other 

9. NA; Don’ t Know 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap. : no uife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 91; last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 91; only 
one extra job (V17242=1) 

VI7267 ‘E88-89 OCC-XTRA JBP(W-U)’ TLOC= 30527-30529 MO=999 

E88. What was her occupation? What sort of work did she do? 
E89. What were her most important activities or duties?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit occupation code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical 
Index of Industries and Occupation issued June 1971 by the U.S. Department Of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. P 1 ease 
refer to Appendix 2, Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

001-195. 
201-245. 
260-285. 
301-395. 
401-600. 
601-695. 
701-715. 
740-785 
801-802. 
821-824. 
901-965. 
980-984. 

999. 

7,114 100.0 000. 

V17268 ‘EQO IN0 XTRA JO62 (W-U)’ TLOC= 30530-30532 MO=999 

Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 
Managers and Administrators, Except Farm 
Sal es Workers 
Clerical and Kindred Workers 
Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 
Operatives, Except Transport 
Transport Equipment Operatives 
Laborers, Except Farm 
Farmers and Farm Managers 
Farm Laborers and Farm Foremen 
Service Workers, Except Private Household 
Private Household Workers 

NA; DK 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
V16976=1); never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V17241=5 or 9); only one extra job (Vl7242=1) 

E90. What kind of business or industry was that in?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

The 3-digit industry code from 1970 Census of Population; Alphabetical Index 
of Industries and Occupations issued dune 1971 by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of the Census was used for this variable. Please 
refer to Appendix 2. Wave XIV documentation, for complete listings. 

017-028. Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
047-057. Mining 
067-077. Construction 
107-398. Manufacturing 
407-479. Transportation, Communications, and Other Public 

Utilities 
507-698. Wholesale and Retail Trade 
707-718. Finance, I nsurance, and Real Estate 
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7.114 100.0 

727-759 
769-798 
807-809 
828-897 
907-937 

999 

000 

Business and Repair Services 
Personal Services 
Entertainment and Recreation Services 
Professional and Related Services 
Public Administration 

NA; DK 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working 
now or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or 
V16976=1): never worked (Vi7152=5 or 9); last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87. 97-99): no extra jobs 
(Vl7241=5 or 9); only one extra job (V17242=1) 

V17269 ‘E91 AV PY/HR X JBZ+(W-U)’ TLOC= 30533-30536 MO=9999 

E91. About how much did she make at this?-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data (with implied decimals): no nonzero 
cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable represent dollars and cents per hour. If the 
amount was given as something other than an hourly rate, the same rules as 
those for VI6985 were used. If Wife/“Wife” had more than two extra jobs, the 
value here represents a weighted average hourly wage from all of them except 
the first one. 

OSIRIS USERS: 
Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having no decimal - 
places. 

9998. $99.98 or more per hour 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or 
V16976=1); never worked (V17152=5 or 9): last worked 
before 1988 (V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs 
(V17241=5 or 9); only one extra job (V17242=I) 

Vl7270 ‘E92 # WK XTRA JOBS+(W-U)’ TLOC= 30537-30538 MO=99 

E92. And, how many weeks did she work on this job in 1988?-ALL EXTRA JOBS 
EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of weeks (01-52) 
Wife/“Wife” worked on all of her extra jobs except the first one. 

01. One week or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99): no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 9); only 
one extra job (V17242=1) 

Vl7271 ‘E93 AV HR/WK X JBZ+(W-U)’ TLOC= 30539-30540 MO=99 

E93. On the average, how many hours a week did she work on this job?-ALL 
EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of hours per week 
Wife/“Wife” worked. If Wife/“Wife” had more than two extra jobs, the value 
here represents a weighted average of hours spent on all extra jobs except 

the first one. 

01. One hour or less 
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98. Ninety-eight hours or more 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(‘.‘17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only 
one extra job (V17242=1) 

V17272 ‘E94 MO BEG XJOBS (W-U)’ TLOC= 30541-30542 MD=99 

E94. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-MONTH 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06 June 
07 July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
11. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fal 1 /Autumn 

98. OK month 
99. NA month 

7.114 100.0 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only 
one extra job (V17242=1) 

V17273 ‘E94 YR BEG XJOBS (W-U)’ TLOC= 30543-30544 MD=99 

E94. In what month and year did she start working for that employer?-YEAR 
BEGAN SECOND EXTRA JOB 

% nonzero: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data: no nonzero cases for 1989 data 

The values for this variable in the range 01-88 represent the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” started working for her extra job employer. 

97. Before 1988. OK exact year 
98. OK year at all 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only 
one extra job (V17242=1) 

V17274 ‘E95 WRK XJOBP JAN88 W-U’ TLOC= 30545 MD-9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JANUARY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 
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V17275 ‘E9S WRK XJOBZ FEBB8 W-U’ TLOC= 30546 MO=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-FEBRUARY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

Vi7276 ‘E95 WRK XJOBP MAR88 W-U’ TLOC= 30547 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MARCH 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month: 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1): never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

V17277 ‘E95 WRK XJOBP APR88 W-U’ TLDC= 30548 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-APRIL 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=Ci- 
87. 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 9): only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

V17278 ‘E95 WRK XJOBZ MAY88 W-U’ TLOC= 30549 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-MAY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

v17279 ‘E95 WRK XJOB2 JUN88 W-U’ TLOC= 30550 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JUNE 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

I . Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (VI715215 or 9); last worked before 1988 (Vl7154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 
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Vi7280 ‘E95 WRK X30B2 JUL88 W-U’ TLOC= 30551 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-JULY 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/l’wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1): never 
worked (VI715215 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9): only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

V17281 ‘E95 WRK XJOBS AUG88 W-U’ TLDC= 30552 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-AUGUST 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9): only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

V17282 ‘E95 WRK XJOB2 SEP88 W-U’ TLOC= 30553 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?- 
SEPTEMBER 1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

V17283 ‘E95 WRK XJOBS OCT88 W-U’ TLOC= 30554 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-OCTOBER 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1 Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6973=2 or 3): working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or. 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

V17284 ‘E95 WRK XJOB? NOV88 W-U’ TLOC= 30555 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-NOVEMBER 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

i . Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; DK 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap. : did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (Vi6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); never 
worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 
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V17285 ‘E95 WRK XJOBS DEC88 W-U’ TLOC= 30556 MD=9 

E95. In which months during 1988 was she working for that employer?-DECEMBER 
1988-ALL EXTRA JOBS EXCEPT FIRST 

1. Was working on this job at least part of this month 

9. NA; OK 

7.114 100.0 0. Inap.: did not work on this job at all during this month; 
no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or only 
temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); never 
worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 (V17154=01- 
87, 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only one extra 
job (V17242=1) 

V17286 ‘E96 STOP WORK XJOBS W-U’ TLOC= 30557 MD=9 

E96. Has she stopped working for that employer?-SECOND EXTRA JOB 

1 Yes 
5. No 

9. NA; OK 

7,114 100.0 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (V16974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (V17152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (Vl7241=5 or 9); only 
one extra job (Vl7242=1) 

V17287 ‘E97 MO END JOB2 (WF-U)’ TLDC= 30558-30559 MD=99 

E97. In what month and Vear was that?-MONTH ENDED SECOND EXTRA JOB 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04 Apri 1 
05. May 
06. June 
07 . July 
08. August 
09. September 
IO. October 
11. November 
12. December 

21. Winter 
22. Spring 
23. Summer 
24. Fall/Autumn 

98. DK month 
99. NA month 

7,114 100.0 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3): working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
never worked (Vl7152=5 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(V17154=01-87. 97-99); no extra jobs (V17241=5 or 9); only 
one extra job (V17242=1); still working for extra job 
employer (V17286=5 or 9) 

V17288 ‘E97 YR END JOB2 (WF-U)’ TLOC= 30560-30561 MD=99 

E97. In what month and year was that?-YEAR ENDED SECOND JOB 

88. 1988 
89. 1989 

98. OK year 
99. NA year 

7,114 100.0 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (VI697451 or 2 or V16976=1); 
never worked (VI715255 or 9); last worked before 1988 
(Vl7154=01-87, 97-99); no extra jobs (VI724115 or 9); only 
one extra job (V17242=1); still working for extra job 
employer (V17286=5 or 9) 
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V17289 ‘El00 IF WF CTB PEN BYR-W’ TLOC= 30562 MD=9 

EIOO. Did she contribute to a pension plan at any place she worked during 
the past five years since January 1984, or contribute to any tax- 
deferred compensation or saving plans at work over that period, such 
as thrift or profit-sharinq plans (not countinq IRAs)? 

81 1.3 1. Yes 
603 6.9 5. No 

4 0.0 8. DK 
27 0.3 9. NA 

6,399 91.4 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or V16976=1); last 
worked before 1984 (V17154=01-83, 97-99) 

v17290 ‘El01 % PAY CNBR BYR(W-U)’ TLOC= 30563-30564 MD=99 

EIOI. Over the five year period since 1984, what amount or percent of pay 
did she contribute on the average?-PERCENT 

% nonzero = i .3 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 6.5 

The values for this variable in the range 01-96 represent a five-year average 
annual percent of pay contributed by Wife/“Wife” to employee pension plans or 
other employment related tax-deferred compensation or savings plans from 1984 
to 1989. 

97. Ninety-seven percent or more 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V16973=2 or 3); working now 
or only temporarily laid off (Vl6974=1 or 2 or Vl6976=1); 
last worked before 1984 (V17154=01-83, 97-99); not covered 
by a tax-deferred compensation or saving plan (V17289=5, 8 
or 9) 

v17291 ‘El01 TYPE CNTBR SYR(W-U)’ TLOC= 30565 MD=9 

EIOI. Over the five year period since 1984. what amount or percent of pay 
did she contribute on the averaqe?-TYPE 

I . Actual percent of pay was reported. 

7. Response was given in terms of dollars; percent was 
calculated from 1988 earnings. 

8. OK amount or percent of pay (V17290=98) 
9. NA amount or percent of pay (V17290=99) 

0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6973=2 or 3); working now or 
only temporarily laid off (116974=1 or 2 or V16976=I); last 
worked before 1984 (Vl7154=01-83, 97-99); not covered by a 
tax-deferred compensation or saving plan (Vl7289=5, 8 or 9) 

v17292 ‘Fl CKPT:TYPE HEAD+WIFE ’ TLOC= 30566 

Fl. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

4.060 52.4 I. Head is male with Wife/“Wife” in FU 
965 15.6 2. Head is male with no Wife/“Wife” in FU 

2,089 32.0 3. Head is female 

v17293 ‘F2 HOUSEWORK HRS-WIFE ’ TLDC= 30567-30568 MD=99 

F2. About how much time does your (wife/“WIFE”) spend on housework in an 
average week? I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work 
around the house. 

% nonzero = 52.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 23.4 

The values for this variable in the range 00-84 represent the actual number 
of hours per week Wife/“Wife” spent on housework. 
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01. One hour or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi7292=2 or 31 

vi7294 ‘F3 HOUSEWORK HOURS-HEAD ’ TLOC= 30569-30570 MD=99 

F3. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average week? 
(I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house. ) 

% nonzero = 88.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 10.9 

The values for this variable in the range 00-84 represent the actual number 
of hours per week Head spent cooking, cleaning. and doing other work around 
the house. 

01. One hour or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. None 

v17295 ‘F5 FAM TOGETHR MAIN MEAL’ TLOC= 30571 MD=9 

F5. How many days a week does the family sit down and eat the main meal of 
the day toaether? 

442 4.3 1 One day per week 
567 6.3 2 Two days per week 
427 4.6 3 Three days per week 
389 5.0 4 Four days per week 
597 8.2 5 Five days per week 
305 4.3 6 Six days per week 

2,378 32.9 7 Seven days per week 

40 0.6 9. NA; DK 

1,969 33.6 0. Inap. : none; only one person in FU (V16630=01) 

V17296 ‘F7 COST CHILD CARE 1988 ’ TLOC= 30572-30576 MD=99999 

F7. How much did you (and your family living there) pay for child care in 
1988? 

% nonzero = 13.4 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 1.787.0 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99997 represent the annUa1 

amount paid for child care. 

99998. $99,998 or more 
99999. NA; DK . 

00000. Inap. : no one under age 15 in FU 

v17297 ‘62 WHETHER HEAD FARMER ’ TLOC= 30577 MD-9 

G2. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

66 1.2 I. Head is a farmer or rancher (Vl6663=801) 

7,048 98.8 5. Head is not a farmer or rancher (V166632801) 

9. NA; DK 

V17298 ‘63 TOTAL FARM RECEIPTS I TLOC= 30578-30583 MD=999999 

G3. What were your total receipts from farming in 1988, including soil bank 
payments and commodity credit loans? 

% nonzero = 1.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 144,344.4 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999997 represent total 

receipts from farming in whole dollars. 

999998. $999,998 or more 
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999999. NA; DK 

000000. Inap.: not a farmer or rancher (V17297=5 or 9) 

V17299 ‘G6 WHETHER BUSINESS ’ TLOC= 30584 MO=9 

G6. Did you (or anyone else in the family there) own a business at any time 
in 1988 or have a financial interest in any business enterprise? 

817 13.1 1. Yes 
6,286 86.8 5. No 

Ii 0.1 9. NA; DK 

v17300 ‘67 TYPE BUS HAVE IN1 IN ’ TLOC= 30585-30586 MD=99 

G7. what kind of business was that? 

The values in parentheses to the right of the code descriptions represent the 
comparable three-digit code values from the 1970 Census industry code. See 
the note at Vi6664 for a full description of this volume. 

60 
9 
7 
7 
1 

19 
1 
2 

2 

0.8 11. 
0.2 21. 
0.1 30. 
0.2 31. 
0.0 32. 

0.3 33. 
0.0 34. 
0. I 40. 

41. 
0.0 42. 

43. 
0.0 44. 

45. 
46. 

49. 

2.1 51. 

0.3 55. 
56. 

0.0 57. 

2.4 61. 
0.8 62. 

0.0 69. 

0.9 71. 

0.8 81. 
1 .o 82. 
I 1 83. 
0.3 84. 
0.2 85. 
0.3 86. 

Agriculture. Forestry and Fishing (A, 017-028) 
Mining and Extraction (047-057) 
Metal industries (139-169) 
Machinery, including electrical (177-209) 
Motor vehicles and other transportation equipment (219- 
238) 
Other durables (107-138, 239-259) 
Durables. NA what 

1 

Food and kindred products (268-298) 
Tobacco manufacturing (299) 
Textile mill products. apparel and other fabricated 
textile products, shoes (307-327; 389) 
Paper and allied products (328-3371 
Chemical and allied products, petroleum and coal products, 
rubber and miscellaneous plastic products (347-387) 
Other nondurables (388, 397) 
Nondurabl es, NA what 

143 

26 

Manufacturing, NA whether durable or nondurable 

Construction (067-077. 6) 

2 

140 
40 

+ 

45 

57 
74 
69 
19 
12 
14 

Transportation (0. 407-429) 
Communication (447-449) 
Other Public Utilities (467-479) 

Retail Trade (607-698) 
Wholesale Trade (507-588) 

5 

58 

0.1 97. 

I .o 88. 

91. 
92. 

Trade, NA whether wholesale or retail 

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate (707-718) 

Repair Service (757-759) 
Business Services (727-749) 
Personal Services (l-l, 769-7981 
Amusement, Recreation and Related Services (807-809) 
Printing, Publishing and Allied Services (338-389) 
Medical and Dental and Health Services, whether public or 
private (828-848) 
Educational Services, whether public or private (K, 857- 
868) 
Professional and Related Services other than medical or 
educational (849. 868-897) 
Armed Services 
Government, other than medical or educational services: NA 
whether other 

3 0.1 99. NA; DK 

6,297 86.9 00. Inap. : did not own a business (Vi7299=5 or 9) 

VI7301 ‘68 WHO IN FAM OWNED BUS ’ TLOC= 30587 MD=9 

G8. Who in the family owned that? 

564 8.9 I. Head only 
106 1.5 2. Wife/“Wife” only 
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109 2.0 3. Both Head and Wife/“Wife”; no one else 
31 0.6 4. Other relative(s) with Head (and Wife/“Wife’) 

7 0.1 7. Other 

9. NA; DK 

6,297 86.9 0. Inap. : did not own a business (Vl7299=5 or 9) 

Vl7302 ‘G9 R PUT TIME IN BUS 88?’ TLOC= 30588 MD=9 

G9. Did (you/he/she/they) put in any work time for this business in 1988? 

771 12.2 1. Yes 
46 0.9 5. No 

9. NA; DK 

6,297 86.9 0. Inap.: did not own a business (Vl7299=5 or 9) 

v17303 ‘GlO CORP/UNINCORP BUS ’ TLOC= 30589 MD=9 

GIO. Was it a corporation or an unincorporated business, or did (you/he/she/ 
they) have an interest in both kinds? 

211 3.7 1. Corporation 
589 9.1 2. Unincorporated 

II 0.2 3. Both 

6 0.1 8. Don’t Know 
9. NA 

6,297 86.9 0. Inap. : did not own a business (Vl7299=5 or 9) 

v17304 ‘099 WTR LUMP SUM PAYMNTS’ TLOC= 30590 MD=9 

G99. Did you (or anyone else in the family there) get any other money in 
1988--like a big settlement from an insurance company, or an 
inheritance? 

479 8.3 I. Yes 
6,631 91.7 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

v17305 ‘6100 LUMP SUM PAYMNTS ’ TLOC= 30591-30596 MD=999999 

GIOO. How much did that amount to? 

% nonzero = 8.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 17,385.0 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999997 represent the actual 

dollar value of the settlement/inheritance. 

000001. $1 or less 
999998. $999,998 or more 

999999. NA; DK 

000000. Inap.: no one in the FU received an inheritance/ 
settlement (V17304=5 or 9) 

Vl7306 ‘6101 INHERITANCE I TLOC= 30597-30602 MD=999999 

GIOI. How much of that was an inheritance? 

% nonzero = 2.7 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 32.754.4 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999997 represent the actual 
dollar value of inheritances. 

000001. $1 or less 
999998. $999,998 or more 

999999. NA; OK 

000000. Inap.: none; no one in the FU received an inheritance/ 
settlement (V17304=5 or 9) 
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v17307 ‘6102 WTR ITEM 88 TAX DED’ TLOC= 30603 MD=9 

G102. Some people have expenses they can itemize and deduct on their income 
tax. Did you itemize deductions on your 1988 federal income tax, such 
as property taxes, interest payments, and charitable contributions? 

2,677 41.9 1. Yes 
4.397 57.3 5. No: did/will not file 

40 0.8 9. NA; DK 

Vi7308 ‘6103 WTR HELP SUPPORT OT’ TLOC= 30604 MD-S 

G103. In 1988. did you give any money toward the support of anyone who was 
not livinq with you at the time? 

954 13.2 1. Yes 
6,156 86.8 5. No 

4 0.0 9. NA; DK 

vi7309 ‘6104 # OTRS SUPPORTED ’ TLOC= 30605-30606 MD=99 

G104. How many people was that? 

% nonzero = 13.2 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 1.7 

The values for this variable in the range 01-25 represent the actual number 
of persons toward whose support money was contributed. 

99. NA; DK 

6,160 86.8 00. Inap.: gave no money to others (Vl7308=5 or 9) 

VI7310 ‘Cl05 WHO SUPPORTED 1 ’ TLOC= 30607-30608 MD=99 

G105. Who (was that/were they)?-FIRST MENTION 

. 31 
1 

563 
i3 

3 

49 

24 

121 
39 

2 
21 

4 
1 

12 
2 
4 

10 

1 
5 
2 
4 

40 

2 

6,160 

0.5 
0.0 
8.5 
0.1 
0.0 

0.4 

0.2 

1.5 
0.4 
0.0 
0.4 

0.0 
0.0 

0.2 
0.0 
0.0 

0. I 

0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 

0.5 

0.0 

86.8 

20. 
22. 
30. 
33. 
35. 
37. 
38. 
40. 

Legal wife; ex-wife 
” W i f e ‘I 
Son or daughter 
Stepson or stepdaughter 
“Wife’s” children 
Son-in-law or daughter-in-law 
Foster son or foster daughter 
Brother or sister (include step and half sisters and 
brothers) 

47. 
48. 
50. 
57. 
58. 
60. 
65. 

66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
83. 
88. 
so. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law 
Brother or sister of boyfriend or girlfriend 
Father or mother (include stepparents) 
Father-in-law or mother-in-law 
Father or mother of boyfriend or girlfriend 
Grandson or granddaughter (include step-grandchildren) 
Great-grandson or great-granddaughter (include step-great- 
grandch i 1 dren) 
Grandfather or grandmother (include stepgrandparents) 
Wife’s grandfather or grandmother 
Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother 
Wife’s greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother 
Head’s nephew or niece 
Wife’s nephew or niece 
Uncle or Aunt 
Wife’s uncle or aunt 
Head’s cousin 
Wife’s cousin 
Children of girlfriend or boyfriend but not of Head 
Girlfriend or boyfriend 
Husband 
Head’s other relative 
Wife’s other relative 
Other relative of girlfriend or boyfriend 
Other nonrelatives 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : did not support others (Vi7308=5 or 9) 
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v17311 ‘6105 WHO SUPPORTED 2 ’ TLOC= 30609-30610 MD=99 

Gl05. Who (was that/were they)?-SECOND MENTION 

4 

230 
6 
3 
6 

23 

6 

29 
Ii 

I 
15 

0. I 

3.4 
0.1 
0.0 
0.2 

0.2 

0.0 

0.4 
0.1 
0.0 
0.3 

2 0.0 

II 
2 
3 

0. I 
0.0 
0.0 

3 0.0 

7 0.1 
2 0.0 
1 0.0 

21 0.2 

1 0.0 

6.727 94.8 

20. 
22. 
30. 
33. 
35. 
37. 
38. 
40. 

47. 
48. 
50. 
57. 
58. 
60. 
65. 

66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
83. 
88. 
90. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 

99. 

00. 

Legal wife; ex-wife 
“Wife” 
Son or daughter 
Stepson or stepdaughter 
“Wife’s” children 
Son-in-law or daughter-in-law 
Foster son or foster daughter 
Brother or sister (include step and half sisters and 
brothers) 
Brother-in-law or sister-in-law 
Brother or sister of boyfriend or girlfriend 
Father or mother (include stepparents) 
Father-in-law or mother-in-law 
Father or mother of boyfriend or girlfriend 
Grandson or granddaughter (include step-grandchildren) 
Great-grandson or great-granddaughter (include step-great- 
grandchildren) 
Grandfather or grandmother (include stepgrandparents) 
Wife’s grandfather or grandmother 
Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother 
Wife’s greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother 
Head’s nephew or niece 
Wife’s nephew or niece 
Uncle or Aunt 
Wife’s uncle or aunt 
Head’s cousin 
Wife’s cousin 
Children of girlfriend or boyfriend but not of Head 
Girlfriend or boyfriend 
Husband 
Head’s other relative 
Wife’s other relative 
Other relative of girlfriend or boyfriend 
Other nonrelatives . 
NA; DK 

Inap.: no second mention: did not support others (V17308=5 
or 9) 

V17312 ‘6105 WHO SUPPORTED 3 ’ TLOC= 30611-30612 MD=99 

Gi05. Who (was that/were they)?-THIRD MENTION 

3 

72 
1 
I 
1 
I 
8 

2 
1 
6 
2 

11 

0.1 20. 
22. 

1.1 30. 
0.0 33. 
0.0 35. 
0.0 37. 
0.0 38. 
0. I 40. 

Legal wife; ex-wife 
“Wife” 
Son or daughter 
Stepson or stepdaughter 
“Wife’s” children 

0.0 47. 
0.0 48. 
0.1 50. 
0.0 57. 

58. 
0.2 60. 

65. 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law 
Foster son or foster daughter 
Brother or sister (include step and half sisters and 
brothe!s) 
Brother-in-law or sister-in-law 
Brother or sister of boyfriend or girlfriend 
Father or mother (include stepparents) 
Father-in-law or mother-in-law 
Father or mother of boyfriend or girlfriend 
Grandson or granddaughter (include step-grandchildren) 
Great-grandson or great-granddaughter (include step-great- 
grandchi 1 dren) 

66. Grandfather or grandmother (include stepgrandparents) 
67. Wife’s grandfather or grandmother 
68. Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother 
69. Wife’s greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother 

0.0 70. Head’s nephew or niece 
0.0 71. Wife’s nephew or niece 

72. Uncle or Aunt 
73. Wife’s uncle or aunt 

0.0 74. Head’s cousin 
75. Wife’s cousin 
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83. 
88. 
90. 

8 0.1 95. 
1 0.0 96. 
I 0.0 97. 

14 0.2 98. 

99. 

6.971 98.0 00. 

Children of girlfriend or boyfriend but not of Head 
Girlfriend or boyfriend 
Husband 
Head’s other relative 
Wife’s other relative 
Other relative of girlfriend or boyfriend 
Other nonrelatives 

NA; OK 

Inap.: no third mention; did not support others (V17308=5 
or 9) 

v17313 '6107 ANY CHILD SUPPORT ’ TLDC= 30613 MD=9 

Gi07. Was any of that child support? 

341 4.2 1. Yes 
612 9.0 5. No 

1 0.0 9. NA; OK 

6,160 86.8 0. Inap.: did not support others (Vi7308=5 or 9) 

v17314 ‘GlOS ANY ALIMONY / TLDC= 30614 MD=9 

G109. Was any of the money you qave in 1986 alimony? 

29 0.5 1. Yes 
922 12.6 5. No 

3 0.0 9. NA; OK 

6.160 86.8 0. Inap.: did not support others (V17308=5 or 9) 

v17315 ‘GllZ-4WTR DEPENDENT DTRS’ TLDC= 30615 MD=9 

Gi12. Were any of those people dependent on you for more than half of their 
total support? 

G114. Was that person dependent on you for more than half of (his/her) total 
support? 

237 3.5 I. Yes 
708 9.5 5. No 

9 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6.160 86.8 0. Inap.: did not support others (V17308=5 or 9); NA/OK number 
of others supported (V17309=99) 

V17316 ‘6113 # DTR DEPENDENTS ’ TLDC= 30616 MD=9 

G113. How many people was that? 

155 2.2 1. One person 
56 0.9 2. Two persons 
15 0.3 3. Three persons 

3 0.1 4. Four persons 
2 0.0 5. Five persons 

6. S ix persons 
7. Seven persons 
8. Eight or more persons 

6 0.1 9. NA; OK 

6,877 96.5 0. Inap. : did not support others (V17308=5 or 9); NA/OK number 
of others supported (V17309=99); no one dependent for more 
than half of support (Vi7315=5 or 9) 

v17317 ‘Cl15 WTR DTR REAL ESTATE’ TLDC= 30617 MD=9 

Gi 15. The questions I will be asking are designed to give estimates Of the 
wealth of families in the United States and how this has changed in 
the last five years. We start with a rough measure of savings and 
assets you may have other than your main home. 00 you (or your family 
living there) have any real estate other than your main home, such as 
a second home, land, rental real estate, or money owed to you on a 
land contract?-4989 

1,110 19.6 1. Yes 
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6.002 80.4 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

V17318 ‘G116 PROFIT IF SOLD ’ TLOC= 30618-30624 

G116. If you sold all that and paid off any debts on it, how much would you 
realize on it?-REAL ESTATE IN 1989 

% nonzero = 19.0 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 116.302.3 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999998 represent the 
net value of real estate other than the main home; 0000000 represents a value 
of zero. All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in 
Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation procedures. 

9999999. $9.999.999 or more. Only one case is so coded; the 
actual value is $lO.OOO,OOO. 

0000000. Inap.: net value of real estate is zero: does not own 
any real estate other than main home (V17317=5) 

vi7319 ‘6117-119 REAL ESTATE ‘ TLOC= 30625 

Gli7. Would it amount to $50,000 or more? 
Gl18. $150,000 or more? 
Gll9. $5.000 or more?-REAL ESTATE IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identifv 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 . 
of this volume. 

6 0.1 1. Less than $5.000 
34 0.5 2. $5.000 or more but less than $50.000 
25 0.4 3. $50,000 or more but less than $150,000 
20 0.3 4. !6150.000 or more 

2 0.1 5. Less than $50.000 but NA/DK whether $5,000 or more 
5 0.1 6. $50.000 or more but NA/DK whether $150,000 or more 

2 0.0 7. NA/DK whether owned any real estate other than main home 
25 0.4 8. Refused or OK value of real estate other than main home and 

no further information from bracket questions 
11 0.2 9. NA value of real estate other than main home and no further 

information from bracket questions 

6,984 97.7 0. Inap. : the value in VI7318 above was not imputed; does not 
own any real estate other than main home (V17317=5) 

V17320 ‘G120 VALUE VEHICLES ’ TLOC= 30626-30631 

G120. What about the value of what you (or anyone in your family living 
there) own on wheels, like cars, trucks,’ a motor home, a trailer, or a 
boat--what are they worth all together, minus anything you still owe 
on them?-1989 

% nonzero = 83.1 
mean nonzero. including negative values = 9.405.5 

Values for this variable in the range -99999 through 999999 represent the net 
value of vehicles; 000000 represents a value of zero. 
assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section 
about imputation procedures. 

000000. Inap. : does not own any vehicl 
vehicles is zero 

V17321 ‘6121-123 VEHICLES I TLOC= 30832 

G121. Would they amount to $10,000 or more? 
G122. $25,000 or more? 

were 
ils 

All missing data 
I, Part 5 for deta 

es: net value of 

G123. $2.000 or more?-VEHICLES IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 



the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement 
of this volume. 

54 0.7 1 
91 1.3 2 
53 0.7 3 
16 0.2 4 
13 0.3 5 

3 0.1 6 

58 0.9 8 

23 0.4 9 

6,803 95.4 0 
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in Section 1. Part 5 

Less than $2.000 
$2.000 or more but less than $10.000 
$10.000 or more but less than $25,000 
$25.000 or more 
Less than $10,000 more NA/OK whether $2.000 or more 
310,000 or more but NA/OK whether $25.000 or more 

Refused or OK value of vehicles and no further information 
from bracket questions 
NA value of vehicles and no further information from 
bracket questions 

Inap.: the value in VI7320 above was not imputed; does not 
own any vehicles: net value of vehicles is zero 

V17322 ‘6124 WTR OWN FARM/SUSNES’ TLDC= 30633 MD=9 

G124. 00 you (or anyone in your family living there1 own part or all of a 
farm or business?-1989 

805 13.4 1. Yes 
6.306 86.5 5. No 

3 0.1 9. NA; OK 

V17323 ‘6125 PROFIT IF SOLD ’ TLDC= 30634-30640 

G125. If you sold all that and paid off any debts on it, how much would you 
realize on it?-BUSINESS IN 1989 

% nonzero = 11.6 
mean nonzero. including negative values = 197.049.5 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999998 represent the 
net value of farms or businesses; 0000000 represents a value of zero. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. 
Part 5 for details about imputation procedures. 

9999999. $9,999,999 or more. Only one case is so coded here, 
and the actual amount is several times this value. 

0000000. Inap.: net value of farm or business is zero; does 
not own farm or business (V17322=5) 

V17324 ‘6126-128 FARM/BUSINESS ’ TLDC= 30641 

G126. Would it amount to $50,000 or more? 
G127. $200,000 or more? 
Gi19. 310,000 or more?-BUSINESS IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. C’odes below allow the user to identify 
the Imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 
of this volume. 

20 0.2 1. Less than $10.000 
27 0.4 2. $10.000 or more but less than $50,000 
47 0.7 3. $50,000 or more but less than $200,000 
22 0.4 4. $200,000 or more 

4 0.1 5. Less than $50,000 but NA/OK whether $10.000 or more 
8 0.1 6. 850,000 or more but NA/OK whether $200.000 or more 

3 0.1 7. NA/DK whether owned a farm or business 
19 0.3 8. Refused or OK value of farm or business and no further 

information from bracket questions 
6 0.1 9. NA value of farm or business and no further information 

from bracket questions 

6,958 97.6 0. Inap. : the value in Vi7323 above was not imputed; does not 
own a farm or business (Vi7322=5) 

V17325 ‘6129 WTR OWN STOCKS. ETC’ TLDC= 30642 MD=9 
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G129. Do you (or anyone in your family living there) have any shares of 
stock in publicly held corporations, mutual funds, or investment 
trusts, includina stocks in IRAs?-1980 

1,497 27.8 I. Yes 
5,610 72.0 5. No 

7 0.2 9. NA; OK 

V17326 ‘6130 PROFIT IF SOLD ’ TLDC= 30643-30649 

G130. If you sold all that and paid off anything you owed on it, how much 
would you have?-STOCKS IN 1989 

% nonzero = 27.8 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 46.507.7 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999999 represent the 
net value of stocks; 0000000 represents a value of zero. All missing data 
were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for 
details about imputation procedures. 

0000000. Inap.: net value of stocks is zero; does not own 
stocks (V17325=5) 

Vi7327 ‘6131-134 STOCKS, ETC ’ TLDC= 30650-30651 

G131, Would it amount to $25.000 or more? 
Gi32. $50,000 or more? 
G133. $100,000 or more? 
G134. $5,000 or more?-STOCKS IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

46 0.8 01. Less than $5,000 
58 1.0 02. $5,000 or more but less than $25,000 
21 0.4 03. $25,000 or more but less than $50,000 

9 0.2 04. $50,000 or more but less than $100,000 
18 0.4 05. $100,000 or more 

9 0.2 06. Less than $25.000 but NA/OK whether $5,000 or more 
8 0.1 07. $25.000 or more but NA/OK whether $50.000 or more 
1 0.0 08. $50,000 or more but NA/OK whether $100,000 or more 

7 0.2 97. NA/OK whether owned stocks 
43 0.9 98. Refused or OK value of stocks and no further information 

from bracket questions 
3 0.0 99. NA value of stocks and no further information from bracket 

quest ions 

6.891 95.8 00. Inap.: the value in VI7326 above was not imputed: does not 
own stocks (V17325=5) ’ 

V17328 ‘6135 WTR CK/SAV/CD, ETC I TLDC= 30652 MD=9 

G135. 00 you (or anyone in your family living there) have any money in 
checking or savings accounts, money market bonds, or Treasury bills, 
includinq IRA’s?-1989 

4,983 81.0 1. Yes 
2.115 18.8 5. No 

16 0.2 9. NA; OK 

V17329 ‘Cl36 AMT ALL ACCTS 

Gi36. If you added up a 
there), about how 

I TLDC= 30653-30659 

11 such accounts (for all of your family 1 
much would they amount to right now?-CASH 

iving 
ACCOUNTS 

% nonzero = 80.9 
mean nonzero = 21.963.9 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount in cash accounts. All missing data were assigned. See The 
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1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. 

0000000. Inap.: has no cash assets (V17326=5) 

v17330 ‘6137-140 CK/SAV/CD. ETC ’ TLDC= 30660-30661 

Gi37. Would they amount to $5,000? 
G138. $10.000 or more? 
G139. $50,000 or more? 
G140. $1.000 or more?-CASH ACCOUNTS IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

58 0.5 01. Less than $1.000 
73 1 1 02. $1.000 or more but less than $5.000 
54 0.7 03. $5.000 or more but less than $10,000 
74 1.5 04 $10,000 or more but less than $50,000 
40 0.9 05. $50,000 or more 

4 0.0 06 Less than $5.000 but NA/OK whether $1.000 or more 
13 0.3 07. $5,000 or more but NA/OK whether $10,000 or more 
12 0.2 08. $10.000 or more but NA/OK whether $50.000 or more 

16 0.2 97. NA/OK whether had cash assets 
100 I .7 98. Refused or OK value of cash assets and no further 

information from bracket questions 
6 0.1 99. NA value of cash assets and no further information from 

bracket questions 

6,664 92.7 00. Inap.: the value in VI7329 above was not imputed: has no 
cash assets (V17328=5) 

v17331 ‘G141 WTR BOND/INS, ETC ’ TLOC= 30662 MD=9 

G141. 00 you (or anyone in your family living there) have any other savings 
or assets, such as bond funds, cash value in a life insurance policy, 
a valuable collection for investment purposes, or rights in a trust or 
estate that you haven’t already told us about?-1989 

1,584 26.2 1. Yes 
5,503 73.4 5. No 

27 0.4 9. NA; OK 

V17332 ‘6142 PROFIT IF SOLD ’ TLDC= 30663-30669 

G142. If you sold all that and paid off any debts on it, how much would you 
have?-OTHER ASSETS IN 1989 

% nonzero = 26.2 
mean nonzero, including negative values s= 21.697.5 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999999 represent the 
net value of any assets not covered by the above variables; 0000000 
represents a value of zero. All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 
Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details about i,mputation 
procedures. 

0000000. Inap.: net value of other assets is zero; has no 
other assets (V17331=5) 

v17333 ‘6143-145 BONDS/INS, ETC ’ TLDC= 30670 

Gi43. Would it amount to $10.000 or more? 
G144. $25,000 or more? 
G145. $2,000 or more?-OTHER ASSETS IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

39 0.5 I. Less than $2,000 
99 1.6 2. $2.000 or more but less than $10,000 
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71 1.2 3. $10,000 or more but less than $25,000 
34 0.5 4. $25,000 or more 
17 0.2 5. Less than $10,000 but NA/OK whether $2,000 or more 
11 0.2 6. $10,000 or more but NA/OK whether $25.000 or more 

27 0.4 7. NA/OK whether has other assets 
80 1.2 8. Refused or OK value of other assets and no further 

information from bracket questions 
II 0.1 9. NA value of other assets and no further information from 

bracket questions 

6,725 94.1 0. Inap. : the value in VI7332 above was not imputed; has no 
other assets (V17331=5) 

v17334 ‘6146 WTR OTHER DEBTS ’ TLDC= 3067 1 MD=9 

G146. Aside from the debts that we have already talked about, do you (or 
anyone in your family living there) currently have any other debts 
besides any mortgage on your main home--such as for credit card 
charges, student loans, medical or legal bills, or on loans from 
relatives?-1989 

3.581 50.1 1. Yes 
3,517 49.7 5. No 

16 0.3 9. NA: OK 

v17335 ‘6147 VALUE ALL DEBTS ’ TLDC= 30672-30677 

G147. If you added up all of these debts (for all of your family living 
there), about how much would they amount to riqht now?-1989 

% nonzero = 50.1 
mean nonzero = 5.738.4 

Values for this variable in the range 000001 through 999999 represent the 
dollar amount of other debts. All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 
Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. 

000000. Inap.: has no other debts (Vl7334=5) 

V17336 ‘6148-160 OTHER DEBTS ’ TLDC= 30678 

G148. Would they amount to $2.000 or more? 
G149. $5,000 or more? 
Gl50. $1,000 or more?-OTHER DEBTS IN 1989 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

13 0.2 I. Less than $1,000 
II 0.1 2. $1,000 or more but less than $2,000 
27 0.2 3. $2,000 or more but less than $5,000 
35 0.5 4. $5,000 or more 

I 0.0 5. Less than $2,000 but NA/OK whether $1,000 or more 
7 0.1 6. $2.000 or more but NA/OK whether $5,000 or more 

16 0.3 7. NA/DK whether has other debts 
17 0.2 8. Refused or DK value of other debts and no further 

information from bracket questions 
11 0.1 9. NA value of other debts and no further information from 

bracket questions 

6,976 98.2 0. Inap. : the value in V17335 above was not imputed: has no 
other debts (V17334=5) 

v17337 ‘6151 WHETHER H/W RETIRED’ TLOC= 30679 MD=0 

G151. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: WHETHER HEAD AND WIFE/“WIFE” RETIRED 

4,497 53.2 I. Head is under age 45 
1,643 27.0 2. Head is 45 or over and not retired 

211 4.6 3. Head is 45 or over and retired: wife/“wlfe” in FU who is 
retired 
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297 5.7 4. Head is 45 or over and retired; wife/“wife” in FU is not 
ret i red 

466 9.5 5. Head is 45 or over and retired: no wife/“wife” in FU 

9. NA 

V17338 ‘6152 RETIRE BENFT % PAY ’ TLOC= 30680-30682 MD=999 

G152. We’re interested in how much of earnings will be replaced by pensions. 
Thinking of your (and your (wife’s/“WIFE’S”)) total pension benefits 
when you (both) retire, including Social Security, how will they 
compare with your (and your (wife’s/“WIFE’S”)) pre-retirement 
earnings --I mean, about what percent of your pre-retirement earnings 
will they be? 

% nonzero = 27.9 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 57.5 

Values for this variable in the range 001 through 996 represent the 
percentage of retirement income to pre-retirement earnings. 

997. 997 percent or more 

998. OK 
999. NA 

000. Inap. : nothing; expects no post-retirement income or has 
no pre-retirement earnings; head is under age 45 or age 
45 or older and retired either with no wife/“wife” in FU 
or with retired wife/“wife” in FU (Vl7337.1, 3 or 5) 

v17339 ‘6153 WTR PRIVATE ANNUITY’ TLDC= 30683 MD=9 

G153. Since January 1984, did you (or your family living with you) put aside 
money in any private annuities? 

258 4.9 1. Yes 
6,778 94.0 5. No 

37 0.5 8. OK 
41 0.6 9. NA 

v17340 ‘6154 VALUE PRIV ANNUITY ’ TLDC= 30684-30689 

Gi54. How much did that amount to?-ADDED TO PRIVATE ANNUITIES 

% nonzero = 5.5 
mean nonzero = 17.304.0 

Values for this variable in the range 000001 through 999999 represent the 
dollar amount put in private annuities. All missing data were assigned. See 
The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. 

000000. Inap. : put no money into private annuities (V17339=5) 

v17341 ‘6155-157 PRIVATE ANNUITY’ TLOC= 30690 

G155. Was it $10,000 or more? 
Gi56. $50,000 or more? 
Gl57. $5,000 or more?-ADDED TO PRIVATE ANNUITIES 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

6 0.1 I. Less than $5,000 
4 0.1 2. $5.000 or more but less than $10,000 

10 0.2 3. $10,000 or more but less than $50,000 
4 0.1 4. $50,000 or more 

5. Less than $10,000 but NA/DK whether $5.000 or more 
4 0.1 6. $10.000 or more but NA/DK whether $50,000 or more 

37 0.5 7. DK whether invested in private annuities; NA value of 
private annuities and no further information from bracket 
quest ions 
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41 0.6 8. NA whether invested in private annuities 
7 0.2 9. Refused or OK value of private annuities and no further 

information from bracket questions 

7,001 98.1 0. Inap.: the value in VI7340 above was not imputed: did not 
invest in private annuities (V17339=5) 

V17342 ‘6158 WTR CASHED PENS/ANN’ TLDC= 30691 MD=9 

G158. Since January 1984, did you (or your family living with you) cash in 
any part of a pension or annuity? 

347 5.5 I. Yes 
6,706 93.6 5. No 

19 0.2 8. OK 
42 0.7 9. NA 

v17343 ‘6159 VALUE PENS OR ANN ’ TLOC= 30692-30698 

Gl59. How much did that amount to?-TAKEN OUT OF PENSIONS/ANNUITIES 

% nonzero = 6.2 
mean nonzero = 19,352.i 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount taken out of private annuities. All missing data were 
assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details 
about imputation procedures. 

0000000. Inap.: took no money out of pensions or annuities 
(V17342=51 

v17344 ‘6160-163 PENSION/ANNUITY’ TLOC= 30699-30700 

G160. Was it $10.000 or more? 
G161. $50,000 or more? 
G1.62. $100,000 or more? 
Gl63. $5.000 or more?-TAKEN OUT OF PENSIONS/ANNUITIES 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

5 0.0 01. Less than $5,000 
02. $5.000 or more but less than $10,000 

4 0.1 03. $10,000 or more but less than $50,000 
2 0.1 04. $50.000 or more but less than $100,000 

05. $100,000 or more 
06. Less than $10,000 but NA/OK whether $5,000 or more 
07 . $10,000 or more but NA/OK whether $50.000 or more 
08. $50,000 or more but NA/OK whether $100,000 or more 

19 0.2 96. OK whether cashed in pensions or annuities 
42 0.7 97. NA whether cashed in pensions or annuities 

3 0.1 98. Refused or OK value of cashed pensions or annuities and no 
further information from bracket questions 

99. NA value of cashed pensions or annuities and no further 
information from bracket questions 

7,039 98.9 00. Inap.: the value in VI7343 above was not imputed; did not 
cash in pensions or annuities (V17342=5) 

v17345 ‘6164 BUY REAL ESTATE I TLOC= 30701 MD=9 

Gi64. Since January 1984, did you (or your family living with you) buy any 
real estate other than your main home, such as a vacation home, land, 
or rental property? 

388 6.7 I. Yes 
6,686 92.7 5. No 

40 0.6 9. NA; OK 

Vl7346 ‘6165 AMT REAL ESTATE I TLOC= 30702-30708 
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Gi65. Al together, how much money did you (or your family living with you) 
put into that?-REAL ESTATE BOUGHT 

% nonzero = 7.2 
mean nonzero = 52.392.5 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount put into real estate other than the main home. All missing 
data were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for 
details about imputation procedures. 

0000000. Inap.: bought no real estate other than main home 
(V17345=5) 

v17347 ‘6166-168 BUY REAL ESTATE’ TLDC= 30709 

G166. Was it $60.000 or more? 
Gi67. $120.000 or more? 
G168. 830,000 or more?-REAL ESTATE BOUGHT 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

2 0.0 1. Less than $30,000 
3 0.1 2. $30.000 or more but ?ess than $60.000 
I 0.0 3. $60.000 or more but less than $120.000 
1 0.0 4. $120.000 or more 

5. Less than $60,000 but NA/DK whether $30,000 or more 
6. $60.000 or more but NA/DK whether $120.000 or more 

40 0.6 7. NA/DK whether bought any real estate other than main home 
3 0.1 8. Refused or DK amount put into real estate other than main 

home and no further information from bracket questions 
9. NA amount put into real estate other than main home and no 

further information from bracket questions 

7,064 99.2 0. Inap.: the value in VI7346 above was not imputed; bought no 
real estate other than main home (V17345=5) 

V17348 ‘G169 SELL REAL ESTATE ’ TLOC= 30710 MD=9 

G169. Since January 1984, did you (or your family living with you) sell any 
real estate other than your main home, such as a vacation home, land, 
or rental property? 

305 5.7 I. Yes 
6,767 93.6 5. No 

42 0.7 9. NA; DK 

v17349 ‘6170 VALUE SOLD REAL EST’ TLDC= 30711-30716 

Gl70. Al together, how much money did you (or your family living with you) 
qet from that?-REAL ESTATE SOLD 

% nonzero = 6.0 
mean nonzero. including negative values = 39,801.4 

Values for this variable in the range -99999 through 999999 represent the 
dollar amount from sale of real estate other than the main home: 000000 
represents a value of zero. All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 
Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. 

000000. Inap.: sold no real estate other than main home 
(V17348.5) 

v17350 ‘6171-173 SELL REAL ESTAT’ TLOC= 307 17 

G171. Was it $60.000 or more? 
G172. $120,000 or more? 
G173. $30,000 or more?-REAL ESTATE SOLO 
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This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

2 0 
2 0 
I 0 
2 0 

I 0 

42 0 
2 0 

5 0 

7.057 99 

0 1. 
1 2. 
0 3. 
0 4. 

5. 
0 6. 

7 7. 
1 8. 

I 9. 

0 0. 

Less than $30,000 
$30,000 or more but less than $60,000 
$60,000 or more but less than $120.000 
$120.000 or more 
Less than $60,000 but NA/DK whether $30.000 or more 
$60,000 or more but NA/OK whether $120,000 or more 

NA/DK whether sold any real estate other than main home 
Refused or OK amount from sale of real estate other than 
main home and no further information from bracket questions 
NA amount from sale of real estate other than main home and 
no further information from bracket questions 

Inap.: the value in VI7349 above was not imputed; sold no 
real estate other than main home (V17348=5) 

v17351 ‘6174 ANY ADDIT + REPAIR ’ TLDC= 30718 MD=9 

G174. Since January 1984. did you (or your family living with you) make 
additions or improvements totaling $10,000 or more to any homes or 
other real estate (you/any of you) owned? Do not count general 
maintenance or upkeep. 

575 9.6 1. Yes 
6,533 90.4 5. No 

6 0.1 9. NA; OK 

V17352 ‘6175 COST ADDIT + REPAIR’ TLDC= 30719-30724 

G175. What was the total dollar cost of the additions or improvements, plus 
the value of any work you may have done yourself?-COST OF IMPROVEMENTS 
TO REAL ESTATE 

% nonzero = 9.6 
mean nonzero = 31,125.8 

Values for this variable in the range 000001 through 999999 represent the 
dollar amount of improvements to real estate. All missina data were 
assigned. See The ‘1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details 
about imputation procedures. Our imputation procedure produced six cases 
with values under $10.000. 

000000. Inap.: made no additions or improvements to real 
estate (V17351=5) 

v17353 ‘6176-177 ADDIT + REPAIR t TLDC= 30725 

Gl76. ’ Was it $25.000 or more? 
G177. $75,000 or more?-COST OF IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL ESTATE 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

11 0.2 I. Less than $25,000 
3 0.0 2. $25,000 or more but less than $75,000 
2 0.0 3. $75,000 or more 

4. $25,000 or more but NA/OK whether $75,000 or more 

6 0.1 7. NA/DK whether made additions or improvements to real estate 
1 0.0 8. Refused or DK value of additions or improvements and no 

further information from bracket questions 
1 0.0 9. NA/DK value of additions or improvements and no further 

information from bracket questions 

7,090 99.7 0. Inap. : the value in VI7352 above was not imputed; made no 
additions or improvements to real estate (V17351=5) 

v17354 ‘Cl78 INVST BUS OR FARM ’ TLOC= 30726 MD=9 
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G178. Since January 1984, did you (or your family living with you) put money 
into a business or farm? 

601 9.4 I. Yes 
6,507 90.5 5. No 

6 0.1 9. NA; DK 

v17355 ‘6179 VALUE INV BUS/FARM ’ TLOC= 30727-30733 

Gi79. Al together, how much money did you (or your family living with you) 
put into that?-ADDED TO BUSINESS 

% nonzero = 9.4 
mean nonzero = 48.057.3 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount put into a business or farm. All missing data were assigned. 
See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details about 
imputation procedures. 

0000000. Inap.: put no money into business or farm (V17354=5) 

V17356 ‘6180-182 INVST BUSN/FARM’ TLDC= 30734 

G180. Was it $25,000 or more? 
Gi81. $100,000 or more? 
G182. $10,000 or more?-ADDED TO BUSINESS 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 
of this volume. 

13 02 I. Less than $10.000 
13 01 2. $10,000 or more but less than $25,000 
21 04 3. $25.000 or more but less than $100,000 
15 02 4. $100,000 or more 

1 00 5. Less than $25,000 but NA/OK whether $10.000 or more 
2 00 6. $25.000 or more but NA/OK whether $100,000 or more 

6 0.1 7. NA/DK whether put money into a business or farm 
IO 0.2 8. Refused or DK amount put into a farm or business and no 

further information from bracket questions 
4 0.1 9. NA amount put into a business or farm and no further 

information from bracket questions 

7.029 98.6 0. Inap. : the value in V17355 above was not imputed: put no 
money into a business or farm (V17354=5) 

v17357 ‘6183 SELL FARM OR BUSNES’ TLOC= 30735 MD=9 

Gl83. Since January 1984, did you (or your family living with you) sell part 
or all of your interest in a business or farm? 

116 2.0 I. Yes 
6.988 97.8 5. No 

IO 0.1 9. NA: DK 

V17358 ‘6184 CASH FARM OR BUSNES’ TLOC= 30738-30742 

Gi84. Altogether, how much money did you (or your family living with you) 
qet from that?-SALE OF BUSINESS OR FARM 

% nonzero = 1.8 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 166.669.7 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount received from the sale of a business or farm. All missinq data 
were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for- 
details about imputation procedures. 

0000000. Inap. : did not sell a business or farm (V17357=5) 

vi7359 ‘6185-187 SELL FARWBUSN I TLOC= 30743 
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Gi85. Was it $25,000 or more? 
Gi86. $100,000 or more? 
Gi87. $10,000 or more?-SALE OF BUSINESS OR FARM 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

2 0.0 1. Less than $10,000 
2. $10,000 or more but less than $25,000 

2 0.0 3. $25,000 or more but less than $100,000 
3 0.1 4. $100,000 or more 

5. Less than $25,000 but NA/OK whether $10,000 or more 
6. $25,000 or more but NA/DK whether 8100,000 or more 

IO 0.1 7. NA/OK whether sold an interest in a business or farm 
7 0.1 8. Refused or DK amount taken out of business or farm and no 

further information from bracket questions 
3 0.1 9. NA amount taken out of business or farm and no further 

information from bracket questions 

7.087 99.5 0. Inap.: the value in VI7358 above was not imputed: did not 
sell a business or farm (V17357=5) 

V17360 ‘6188 BUY STOCK I TLOC= 30744 MD=9 

G188. Since January 1984. did you (or your family living with you) buy any 
shares of stock in publicly held corporations, mutual funds, or 
investment trusts, including any automatic reinvestments or stocks in 
IRAs? 

I.056 19.8 1. Yes 
6.049 80.0 5. No 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

V17361 ‘6189 SELL STOCKS I TLDC= 30745 MD=9 

G189. Did vou (or your family livina with you) also sell any such assets? 

468 9.0 1. Yes 
585 10.8 5. No 

3 0.1 9. NA; DK 

6,058 80.2 0. Inap. : bought no stocks (V17360=5 or 9) 

V17362 ‘Gl90 BUY OR SELL MORE ’ TLOC= 30746 MD=9 

GISO. Did you buy more or sell more--that is, on balance, did you put money 
into stocks, mutual funds, or investment trusts, take money out of 
them, or put about as much in as you took out? 

211 4.1 I. Put money in 
105 1.8 2. Took money out 
151 3.1 3. Put about as much in as took out 

I 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,646 91.0 0. Inap. : bought no stocks (V17360=5 or 9): sold no stocks 
(V17361=5 or 9) 

Vl7363 ‘6191 MONEY STOCKS I TLDC= 30747-30753 

GlSl. About how much money did you (or your family living with you) (put in/ 
take out)?-STOCKS 

% nonzero = 5.8 
mean nonzero = 63.018.8 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
net amount either put into or taken out of stocks. All missing data were 
assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details 
about imputation procedures. 

0000000. Inap. : bought no stocks (V17360=5 or 9); sold no 
stocks (V17361=5 or 9); put as much into stocks as 
took out (V17362=3 or 9) 
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V17364 ‘6192-195 MONEY STOCKS ’ TLDC= 30754-30755 

GiS2. Was it $20,000 or more? 
Gi93. $50,000 or more? 
Gi94. $100,000 or more? 
Gi95. $5.000 or more?-STOCKS 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 
of this volume. 

2 0.0 01. Less than $5.000 
7 0.1 02. $5,000 or more but less than $20.000 

10 0.2 03. $20,000 or more but less than $50,000 
1 0.0 04 $50,000 or more but less than $100,000 
5 0.1 05. $100,000 or more 

06 Less than $20,000 but NA/DK whether $5.000 or more 
I 0.0 07. $20,000 or more but NA/OK whether $50.000 or more 
2 0.1 08. $50,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

1 0.0 97. NA/DK whether bought more or sold more stocks (V17362=9) 
4 0. I 98. Refused or DK value of stocks and no further information 

from bracket questions 
4 0. I 99. NA value of stocks and no further information from bracket 

quest ions 

7.077 99.2 00. Inap.: the value in Vi7363 above was not imputed: bought 
no stocks (V17360=5 or 9); sold no stocks (Vi7361=5 or 9); 
put as much into stocks as took out (V17362=3) 

VI7365 (6196 MONEY IN STOCKS ’ TLDC= 30766-30762 

Gi96. Al together, how much money did you (or your family living with you) 
put in?-STOCKS 

% nonzero = 14.7 
mean nonzero = 45.439.7 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 99’99999 represent the 
dollar amount put into stocks All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 
Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. 

0000000. Inap.: bought no stocks (V17360=5); put as much into 
stocks as took out (V17362=3 or 9) 

Vi7366 ‘6197-200 MONEY IN STOCKS’ TLOC- 30763-30764 

Gl97. Was it $20.000 or more? 
Gi98. $50,000 or more? 
Gl99. $100.000 or more? 
G200. $5,000 or more?-STOCKS 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

26 0.5 01. 
31 0.5 02. 
16 0.3 03. 

1 0.0 04. 
I 0.0 05. 
3 0.0 06. 

07. 
08. 

9 0.1 97. 
17 0.4 98. 

12 0.3 99. 

Less than $5.000 
$5,000 or more but less than $20.000 
$20,000 or more but less than $50.000 
$50,000 or more but less than $100.000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $20.000 but NA/DK whether $5.000 or more 
$20.000 or more but NA/DK whether $50,000 or more 
$50,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

NA/DK whether put any money into stocks 
Refused or DK value of stocks and no further information 
from bracket questions 
NA/DK value of stocks and no further information from 
bracket questions 
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6,998 97.9 00. Inap.: the ! value in 
no stocks (V17360=5 
(V17362=3) 

VI7365 above was not imputed; bought 
); put as much into stocks as took out 

VI7367 ‘6201 SELL STOCK I TLOC= 30765 MD=9 

G201. Since January 1984 did you (or your family living with you) sell any 
shares of stock in publicly held corporations, mutual funds, or 
investment trusts, including any automatic reinvestments or stocks in 
IRAs? 

148 2.9 1. Yes 
5,896 77.0 5. No 

14 0.2 9. NA; OK 

1,056 19.8 0. Inap.: put as much into stocks as took out (V17362=3 or 9) 

VI7368 ‘6202 CASH FROM STOCKS ’ TLOC= 30766-30771 

G202. Al together, how much money did you (or your family living with you) 
qet from that?-STOCKS 

% nonzero = 4.9 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 18,181.4 

Values for this variable in the range -99999 through 999999 represent the 
dolla 
data 
deta 

V17369 

r amount of stocks sold: 000000 represents a value of zero. All missing 
were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for 
1s about imputation procedures. 

000000. Inap. : put as much into stocks as took out (V17362=3 
or 9); sold no stocks (V17367=5) 

6203-206 SELL STOCK ’ TLOC= 30772-30773 

G203. Was it $20,000 or more? 
G204. 550,000 or more? 
G205. $100,000 or more? 
G206. $5,000 or more?-STOCKS 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

3 0.1 01. Less than $5,000 
4 0.1 02. $5,000 or more but less than $20,000 
3 0.1 03. $20.000 or more but less than $50,000 

04. $50,000 or more but less than $100,000 
1 0.0 05. $100,000 or more 

06. Less than $20,000 but NA/OK whether $5.000 or more 
07. $20,000 or more but NA/DK whether $50.000 or more 
08. $50,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

17 0.3 97. NA/OK whether sold any stocks 
98. Refused or DK value of stocks and no further information 

from bracket questions 
I 0.0 99. NA value of stocks and no further information from bracket 

quest i on5 

7,085 99.4 00. Inap. : the value in VI7368 above was not imputed; put as 
much into stocks as took out (V17362=3); sold no stocks 
(V17367=5) 

v17370 ‘6207 MOVE OUT ASSETS ’ TLOC= 30774 MO=9 

G207. Sometimes changes in a family’s savings or assets are due to people 
joining or leaving the family. Was there anyone living with you in 
January 1984 who doesn’t live with you now and who took $5,000 or more 
in assets or debts away with them? 

280 5.2 I. Yes 
6,825 94.7 5. No 

9 0.1 9. NA; OK 
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v17371 ‘6208 VALUE ASSTS MVE OUT’ TLOC= 30775-30781 

G208. Altogether, what is the total dollar value of assets that were removed 
that way?-ASSETS REMOVED BY MOVERS OUT 

% nonzero = 5.0 
mean nonzero = 37.282.0 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount of assets removed by movers out of the family. Al 1 missing 
data were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for 
details about imputation procedures. Three responses of amounts under $5.000 
are included and, given the question wording, should be considered 
volunteered information. Our imputation procedure produced 13 cases with 
values under $5,000 as well. 

0000000. Inap.: no assets removed by movers out; neither 
assets nor debts removed by movers out (V17370=5) 

V17372 ‘6209-212 MOVE OUT ASSETS’ TLDC= 30782-30783 

G209. Was it $10.000 or more? 
G210. $25.000 or more 
G2ii. $100,000 or more 
G212. $5,000 or more?-ASSETS REMOVED BY MOVERS OUT 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

4 0.1 01. Less than $5,000 
22 0.4 02. $5,000 or more but less than $10,000 
19 0.3 03. $10,000 or more but less than $25,000 
14 0.2 04. $25,000 or more but less than $100,000 
10 0.2 05. $100,000 or more 

06. Less than $10,000 but NA/DK whether $5,000 or more 
I 0.0 07. $10,000 or more but NA/DK whether $25,000 or more 
1 0.0 08. $25,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

9 0.1 97. NA/OK whether anyone took away assets or debts 
Ii 0.2 98. Refused or DK value of assets and no further information 

from bracket questions 
I 0.0 99. NA value of assets and no further information from bracket 

quest ions 

7,022 98.4 00. Inap.: the value in Vi7371 above was not imputed; no 
assets removed by movers out; neither assets nor debts 
removed by movers out (V17370=5 or 9) 

v17373 ‘6213 VALUE DEBTS MOVE OU’ TLDC= 30784-30790 

G213. Altogether, what is the total dollar value of debts that were removed 
that way?-DEBTS REMOVED BY MOVERS OUT 

% nonzero = 2.5 
mean nonzero = 38.686.0 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount of debts removed by movers out. All missing data were 
assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details 
about imputation procedures. Fourteen responses of amounts under $5.000 are 
included and, given the question wording, should be considered volunteered 
information. Our imputation procedure produced 17 cases with values under 
$5,000 as well. 

0000oQo. Inap.: no debts removed by movers out: neither assets 
nor debts removed by movers out (V17370=5) 

v17374 ‘0214-216 DEBT MOVED OUT J TLOC= 30791 

G214. Was it $10,000 or more? 
G215. $25,000 or more? 
G216. $5,000 or more?-ASSETS REMOVE0 BY MOVERS OUT 
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This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 
of this volume. 

8 0.1 1. Less than $5.000 
IO 0.3 2. $5,000 or more but less than $10,000 

7 0.1 3. $10,000 or more but less than $25,000 
4 0.1 4. $150,000 or more 
2 0.0 5. Less than $50,000 but NA/OK whether $5,000 or more 
I 0.0 6. $10,000 or more but NA/DK whether $25,000 or more 

9 0.1 7. NA/DK whether anyone took away assets or debts 
16 0.3 8. Refused or DK value of debts and no further information 

from bracket questions 
3 0.1 9. NA value of debts and no further information from bracket 

quest ions 

7,054 98.9 0. Inap. : the value in VI7373 above was not imputed; no debts 
removed by movers out: neither assets nor debts removed by 
movers out (V17370=5 or 9) 

v17375 ‘6217 CKPT:HU COMP I TLOC= 30792 

G217. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

5,420 69.6 1. Someone besides Head in FU now 
1,694 30.4 5. Only Head in FU 

V17376 ‘6218 MOVE IN ASSETS ’ TLOC= 30793 MD=9 

G218. Is there anyone in your family living with you now who has joined the 
family since January 1984 and who had $5,000 or more in assets or 
debts at the time they joined the family? 

243 3.5 1. Yes 
5,129 65.7 5. No 

48 0.5 9. NA; DK 

1,694 30.4 0. Inap.: only Head in FU now (V17375=5) 

v17377 ‘6219 VALUE ASSTS MOVE IN’ TLDC= 30794-30800 

G219. Altogether, what is the total dollar value of assets that were brought 
into the family that way?-ASSETS ADDED BY MOVERS IN 

% nonzero = 3.7 
mean nonzero = 46,099.6 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount of assets brought into the FU by movers in. All missing data 
were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for 
details about imputation procedures. Five responses of amounts under $5,000 
are included and. given the question wording, should be considered 
volunteered information. Our imputation procedure produced 51 cases with 
values under $5,000 as well. 

0000000. Inap.: no assets added by movers in: only Head in FU 
now (V17375=5); neither assets nor debts added by 
movers in (V17376=5) 

V17378 ‘6220-223 MOVE IN ASSETS I TLDC= 30801-30802 

G220. Was it $10,000 or more? 
G221. $25,000 or more? 
G222. $100,000 or more? 
G223. $5,000 or more?-ASSETS ADDED BY MOVERS IN 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

3 0.1 01. Less than $5.000 
12 0.1 02. $5,000 or more but less than $10.000 
10 0.1 03. $10,000 or more but less than $25.000 
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17 0.3 04. 
7 0.1 05. 

06. 
I 0.0 07. 

08. 

48 0.5 97. 
6 0.1 98. 

1 0.0 99. 

7.009 98.7 00 

$25.000 or more but less than $100.000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than $10.000 but NA/DK whether $5,000 or more 
$10,000 or more but NA/OK whether $25,000 or more 
$25,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100.000 or more 

NA/DK whether anyone brought in assets or debts 
Refused or OK value of assets and no further information 
from bracket questions 
NA value of assets and no further information from bracket 
quest ions 

Inap.: the value in VI7377 above was not imputed: no 
assets added by movers in; neither assets nor debts added 
by movers in (V17376=5 or 9) 

v17379 ‘6224 VALUE DEBTS MOVE IN’ TLDC= 30803-30809 

G224. Al together, what is the total value of debts that were brought into 
the family that way?-DEBTS ADDED BY MOVERS IN 

% nonzero = 2.2 
mean nonzero = 32.409.5 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount of debts added by movers in. All missing data were assigned. 
See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details about 
imputation procedures. Twenty-four responses of amounts under 85.000 are 
included and, given the question wording. should be considered volunteered 
information. Our imputation procedure produced 54 cases with values under 
$5.000 as well. 

0000000. Inap.: no debts added by movers in; neither assets 
nor aebts added by movers in (V17379=5) 

V17380 ‘G225-227 DEBT MOVED IN ’ TLOC= 30810 

G225. Was it $10,000 or more? 
G226. $25.000 or more? 
G227. $5,000 or more?-DEBTS ADDED BY MOVERS IN 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

6 0.1 1. Less than $5,000 
2 0.0 2. $5.000 or more but less than $10,000 
6 0.1 3. $10.000 or more but less than $25.000 
1 0.0 4. $25,000 or more 
I 0.0 5. Less than $10.000 but NA/OK whether $5.000 or more 

6. $10,000 or more but NA/DK whether $25,000 or more 

48 0.5 7. NA/DK whether anyone brought in assets or debts 
IO 0.2 8. Refused or DK value of debts and no further information 

from bracket questions 
I 0.0 9. NA value of debts and no further information from bracket 

quest ions 

7.039 99.1 0. Inap.: the value in Vi7379 above was not imputed; no debts 
added by movers in; neither assets nor debts added by 
movers in (Vl7376=5 or 9) \ 

V17381 ‘6228 GIFT OR INHERIT ’ TLOC= 308 11 MD-9 

G228. Some people’s assets come from gifts and inheritances. During the 
last five years, have you (or anyone in your family living there) 
received any large gifts or inheritances of money or property worth 

31 I 5.7 1. Yes 
6,794 94.2 5. No 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

V17382 ‘6228,233 # GIFT OR INHRT’ TLDC= 30812 MD=9 
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G228. Some people’s assets come from gifts and inheritances. During the 
last five years, have you (or anyone in your family living there) 
received any large gifts or inheritances of money or property worth 
$10,000 or more? 

G233. Did you receive any other large gifts or inheritances of money or 
Property in the last five years?-TOTAL NUMBER OF INHERITANCES 

279 5.i I. One 
29 0.5 2. Two 

1 0.0 3. Three 
1 0.0 4. Four 
1 0.0 5. Five 

6. Six 
7. Seven or more 

8. DK 
9. NA 

6.803 94.3 0. Inap. : received no inheritances (Vl7381=5) 

V17383 ‘6229 YR RCD 1ST INHRT ’ TLDC= 30813-30814 MD=99 

G229. What Year did You receive that?-FIRST INHERITANCE 

21 0.4 84. 1984 
48 0.9 85. 1985 
50 0.8 86. 1986 
61 1 . I 87. 1987 

101 2.0 88. 1988 
IS 0.3 89. 1989 

2 0.0 97. Estate in process; money not yet disbursed 
3 0. I 98. DK 
6 0.1 99. NA 

6.803 94.3 00. Inap. : NA whether received (V17381=9): received no 
inheritances (V17381=5) 

V17384 ‘6230 VALUE 1ST INHERT ’ TLDC= 30815-30821 

G230. How much was it worth altoqether, at that time?-FIRST INHERITANCE 

% nonzero = 5.7 
mean nonzero = 67.700.9 

Values for this variable in the range 0000001 through 9999999 represent the 
dollar amount of the gift or inheritance at the time it was received, Al 1 
missing data were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, 
Part 5, for details about imputation procedures. Three responses of amounts 
under $10.000 are included and, given the question wording, should be 
considered volunteered information. Our imputation procedure produced nine 
cases with amounts under $10,000 as well. 

0000000. Inap.: received no inheritances (Vl7381=5); estate in 
process (V17383=97) ’ 

V17385 '6231-232 GIFT/INHERITANC' TLDC= 30822 

G231. Would it amount to $25.000 or more?-FIRST INHERITANCE 
7,080 99.5 0 or more? 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identifv 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 * 
of this volume. 

3 0.0 I 
5 0.1 2 
7 0.2 3 
1 0.0 4 

9 0.1 7 
7 0.1 8 

2 0.0 9 

Less than $25.000 
$25.000 or more but less than $75.000 
$75,OOD or more 
$25.000 or more but NA/DK whether $75.000 or more 

NA/DK whether received inheritances 
Refused or DK value of first inheritance and no further 
information from bracket questions 
NA value of first inheritance and no further information 
from bracket questions 
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7,080 99.5 0. Inap. : the value in VI7384 above was not imputed: received 
no inheritances (V17381=5); estate in process (V17383=97) 

V17386 ‘6234 YR RCD 2ND INHERT ’ TLDC= 30823-30824 MD=99 

G234. What year did you receive that?-SECOND INHERITANCE 

4 0. I 84. 1984 
3 0.1 85. 1985 
5 0.1 86. 1986 
9 0.2 87. 1987 
7 0. I 88. 1988 
2 0.0 89. 1989 

1 0.0 97. Estate in process; money not yet disbursed 
98. DK 

1 0.0 99. NA 

7.082 99.4 00. Inap.: received no inheritances (V17381=5); NA whether 
received inheritance (Vi7381=9); received only one 
inheritance (Vl7382=1) 

V17387 ‘6235 VALUE OTR INHERTS ’ TLOC= 30825-30830 

G235. How much was it worth, altogether, at that time?-ALL INHERITANCES 
EXCEPT FIRST 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero = 42.062.2 

Values for this variable in the range 000001 through 999999 represent the 
dollar amount of the gifts or inheritances. All missing data were assigned. 
See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details about 
imputation procedures. Nine responses of amounts under $10,000 are included 
and, given the question wording, should be considered volunteered 
information. Our imputation procedure produced nine more cases with values 
under $10.000 as well. 

000000. Inap. : received no inheritances (V17381=5); received 
only one inheritance (V17382=1); estate in process 
(Vl7386=97) 

V17388 '6236-237 OTR GIFT/INHERI' TLDC- 30831 

G236. Would it amount to $25,000 or more? 
G237. $75,000 or more?-ALL INHERITANCES EXCEPT FIRST 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. 

I . Less than $25,000 
2. $25,000 or more but less than $75,000 
3. 375,000 or more 
4. $25,000 or more but NA/OK whether $75,000 or more 

9 0.1 7. NA/DK whether received inheritances 
8. Refused or DK value of additional inheritances and no 

further information from bracket questions 
5 0.1 9. NA value of additional inheritances and no further 

information from bracket questions 

7.100 99.8 0. Inap. : the value in VI7387 above was not imputed; received 
no inheritances (Vl7381=5): received only one inheritance 
(Vl7382=1): estate in process (Vl7386=97) 

Vl7389 ’ 1989 TOTAL WEALTH 

1989 Total Wealth 

I not= 30832-30839 

% nonzero = 95.5 
mean, including negative values and zeroes = 133.973.0 

Values for this variable in the range -9999999 through 99999998 represent the 
total reported wealth in 1989; a value of 00000000 represents zero. 
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A case with an over-the-field amount on one of the components has the actual 
value here. This amount was hand calculated. 

This variable was generated by summing: 
VI6324 1989 House Value (Main home) 
VI7318 1989 Net Value of Other Real Estate 
VI7320 1989 Net Value of Vehicles 
V17323 1989 Net Value of Farm or Business 
VI7326 1989 Net Value of Stocks 
VI7329 1989 Value of Cash Accounts 
VI7332 1989 Net Value of Other Assets 

and by subtracting: 
VI6326 1989 Remaining Mortgage Principal (Main home) 
VI7335 1989 Other Debts 

99999999. $99,999,999 or more. Only one case is so coded 
here, and the actual amount is several times this 
value. 

v17390 ‘Hl STATUS OF HEALTH-HEAD’ TLOC= 30840 MD=9 

HI. Now I have a few questions about your health, including any serious 
limitations you might have. Would you (HEAD) say your health in general 
is excellent, very qood, qood, fair, Or Poor? 

1.581 22.6 I. Excel 1 ent 
2,206 31.7 2. Very good 
1,977 26.9 3. Good 

945 13.3 4. Fair 
400 5.5 5. Poor 

1 0.0 8. Don’t Know 
4 0.0 9. NA 

v17391 ‘H2 LIMIT TYPE/AMT WRK H’ TLDC= 30841 MD=9 

H2. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
type of work or the amount of work YOU can do? 

1,450 22.7 I. Yes 
5,662 77.3 5. No 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

V17392 ‘H3 NOT DO CERTAIN WRK H’ TLOC= 30842 MD=9 

H3. Does this condition keep vou from doing some types of work? 

1,231 19.2 1. Yes 
126 2.0 5. No 

85 1.4 7. Can do nothing 
7 0.1 8. Don’t Know 
1 0.0 9. NA 

5,664 77.3 0. Inap.: no limiting condition (V17391=5 or 9) 

VI7393 ‘H4 LIMIT AMT WRK DO H’ TLOC= 30943 MD=9 

H4. For work you can do, how much does it limit the amount of work you can 
do--a lot, somewhat, or just a little? 

507 8.0 1. A lot 
378 6.1 3. Somewhat 
373 5.6 5. Just a little 
105 1.7 7. Not at al 1 

I 0.0 9. NA: DK 

5.750 78.7 0. Inap. : no limiting condition (Vl7391=5 or 9); can do 
nothing (V17392=7, 9) 

VI7394 ‘H5 ANY REC MED AID? 88 ' TLOC= 30844 MD=9 

H5. Is anyone in your family living there covered by (Medicaid/ Medi- 
Cal/ Medical Assistance/Welfare/ Medical Services)? [DO NOT INCLUDE 

828 8.3 I. Yes 
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6,278 91.6 5. No 

8 0.2 9. NA: DK 

vi7395 ‘H7 IWCKPT-W/“W” IN FU? ’ TLOC= 30845 

H7 INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

4,060 52.4 1. Wife/“Wife” in FU now 
3,054 47.6 5. Al 1 others 

V17396 ‘H8 STATUS OF HLTH-WIFE ’ TLDC= 30846 MD=9 

H8 Now I have a few questions about your (wife’s/“WIFE’s”) health. Would 
you say her health in general is excellent, very good, good, fair, or 
poor? 

913 11.7 I. Excel lent 
1,413 18.4 2. Very good 
1,217 15.2 3. Good 

389 5.4 4. Fair 
123 1.7 5. Poor 

8. Don’t Know 
5 0.0 9. NA 

3,054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17395=5) 

v17397 ‘H9 LIMIT TYPE/AMT WRK W ’ TLDC= 30847 MD=9 

HS Does your (wife/“WIFE”) have any physical or nervous condition that 
limits the type of work or the amount of work she can do? 

614 9.5 1. Yes 
3,439 42.9 5. No 

7 0.1 9. NA; DK 

3.054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17395=5) 

V17398 ‘Hi6 NOT DO CERTAIN WRK W’ TLOC= 30848 MD=9 

HIO. Does this condition keep her from doinQ some types of work? 

533 8.2 1. Yes 
63 0.9 5. No 

15 0.3 7. Can do nothing 

3 0.0 8. Don‘ t Know 
9. NA 

6,500 so.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl7395=5); no limiting 
condition (V17397=5 or 9) 

v17399 ‘Hll LIMIT AMT WORK DO W’ TLOC= 30849 MD=9 

Hii. For work she can do, how much does’ it limit the amount of work she can 
do--a lot, somewhat. or just little? 

166 2.7 1. A lot 
182 2.7 3. Somewhat 
185 2.6 5. Just a little 

63 1.1 7. Not at al 1 

3 0.0 9. NA: DK 

6,515 90.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17395=5); no limiting 
condition (V17397=5 or 9); can do nothing (V17398=7 or 9) 

vi7400 ‘Hi2 1WCKPT:OTHER IN FU ’ TLOC= 30850 

H12. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

4.113 48.2 1. Someone in FU other than Head and Wife/“Wife” 
3,001 51.8 5. All others 

vi7401 ‘Hi3 HEALTH STATUS DFUM ’ TLOC= 30851 MD=9 

Hl3. Now about the rest of your family living there--are any of them not in 
good hea 1 t h? 
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264 3.5 I. Yes 
3,757 43.7 5. No 

92 1.1 9. NA; OK 

3,001 51.8 0. Inap. : no one other than Head and Wife/“Wife” in FU 
(Vl7400=5) 

V17402 ‘Kl CKPT: WTR WIFE I TLDC= 30852 

Kl. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

297 2.7 I. New Wife/“Wife” in FU for 1989: splitoff interview and 
Wife/“Wife” in FU 

6.817 97.3 5. No Wife/“Wife” in FU; same Wife/“Wife” in FU 

NOTE: V17403-VI7450 are asked only when the FU acquires a new Wife/“Wife”. In 
cases where the Wife/“Wife” has remained the same person from the previous 
interview (V17402=5). these variables have been carried forward from the 
previous year’s data with no updating or other change. See VI7569 for the 
recency of these data. 

VI7403 ‘K2-3 EDUC OF FATHER WF’ TLDC= 30853 MD=9 

K2. Now I have some questions about your (wife’s/“WIFE’S”) family and past 
experiences. How much education did her father have? [ACCEPT FATHER 
SUBSTITUTE] 

K3. (IF FEWER THAN 6 GRADES) Could he read and write? 

See 

241 
1.251 

452 5.5 3. 
1,097 13.8 4. 

68 1 I 5. 

249 3.5 6. 
278 3.9 7. 

135 2.0 8 

242 I .s 

3.101 47.9 

the note above. 

2.7 1 . 
17.7 2. 

O-5 grades 
6-8 grades; “grade school ” ; DK but mentions could read and 
write 
S-II grades (some high school); junior high 
12 grades (completed high school); “high school” 
12 grades plus nonacademic training: R.N. (no further 
elaboration) 
Some co1 1 ege, no degree; Associate’s degree 
College BA and no advanced degree mentioned; normal school; 
R.N. with 3 years college: “college” 
Co1 lege, advanced or professional degree, some graduate 
work ; close to receiving degree 

9. NA; DK to both K2 and K3 

0. Inap.: could not read or write; NA, OK grade and could not 
read or write; no wife/‘wife” in FU (Vl7402=5) 

v17404 ‘K4-5 EDUC OF MOTHER WF’ TLOC= 30854 MD-9 

K4. How much education did your (wife’s/“WIFE!S”) mother have? [ACCEPT 
MOTHER SUBSTITUTE] 

K5. [IF FEWER THAN 6 GRADES] Could she read and write? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

161 2.1 1. O-5 grades 
961 13.6 2. 6-8 grades: “grade school ” ; OK but mentions could read and 

write 
631 7.0 3. S-11 grades (some high school): junior high 

1,405 18.1 4. 12 grades (completed high school); “high school” 
129 1.8 5. 12 grades plus nonacademic training; R.N. (no further 

elaboration) 
306 4.1 6. Some co1 1 ege, no degree; Associate’s degree 
219 3.0 7. College BA and no advanced degree mentioned; normal school; 

R.N. with 3 years college: “college” 
66 0.8 8. Co1 lege. advanced or professional degree, some graduate 

work ; close to receiving degree 

158 1.5 9. NA; DK to both K4 and K5 

3.078 47.9 0. Inap. : could not read or write: NA, DK grade and could not 
read or write; no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 
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v17405 ‘K6 WHETHER BROTHERS WF’ TLOC- 30855 MD=9 

K6. Now I have some questions about brothers and sisters. Did your (wife/ 
“WIFE”) have any brothers? [INCLUDE NATURAL SIBLING5 ONLY] 

See the note preceding Vl7403. 

3,272 40.8 1. Yes 
762 11.4 5. No 

26 0.2 9. NA; DK 

3.054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

V17406 ‘K7 # BROTHERS WIFE’ TLDC= 30856-30857 MD=99 

K7 How many brothers was that? 

% nonzero = 40.8 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 2.3 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of Wife’s/“Wife’s” 
brothers. 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5): no brothers 
(V17405=5 or 9) 

v17407 ‘K8 ONLY BRD STILL ALIVE ’ TLOC- 30858 MD=9 

K8. Is he still livinq? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

1,085 14.0 I. Yes 
109 1.9 5. No 

11 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5,909 83.9 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no brothers 
(V17405=5 or 9); more than one brother (V17406=02-99) 

V17408 ‘K9 ONLY BRD OLDR THAN W ’ TLOC= 30859 MD=9 

KS. Was he older than she is? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

567 7.6 I. Yes 
629 8.4 5. No 

9 0.1. 9. NA; DK 

5,909 83.9 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no brothers 
(V17405=5 or 9): more’than one brother (V17406=02-99) 

v17409 ‘KlO # BRD STILL ALIVE ’ TLOC= 30860-30861 MD=99 

KIO. How many of them are still livinq? 

% nonzero = 24.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.7 

See the note preceding Vl7403. 

The values for this variable represent the number of Wife’s/“Wife’s” brothers 
still living if she had more than one brother. 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no brothers 
(Vl7405=5 or 9); less than two brothers (Vl7406=01 or 99) 

vi7410 ‘Kll ANY BRO OLDR THAN WF’ TLDC= 30862 MO=9 

Kll. Were any of her brothers older than she is? 
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See the note preceding V17403. 

1,516 17.6 I. Yes 
533 6.9 5. No 

14 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5,051 75.3 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5): no brothers 
(V17405=5 or 9); less than two brothers (Vl7406=01 or 99) 

v17411 ‘K12 WHETHER SISTERS WF’ TLDC= 30863 MD=9 

K12. Did she have any sisters? [INCLUDE NATURAL SIBLINGS ONLY] 

See the note preceding Vl7403. 

3,220 40.3 1. Yes 
815 11.9 5. No 

25 0.2 9. NA; DK 

3,054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

V17412 ‘K13 # SISTERS WIFE’ TLDC= 30864-30865 MD=99 

K13. How many sisters was that? 

% nonzero = 40.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.2 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of Wife’s/“Wife’s” 
sisters. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no sisters 
(V17411=5 or 9) 

v17413 ‘K14 ONLY SIS STILL ALIVE’ TLDC= 30866 MD=9 

K14. Is her sister still livinq? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

1) 117 15.4 I. Yes 
63 1.2 5. No 

IO 0.1 9. NA: DK 

5,924 83.3 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no sisters 
(Vi7411=5 or 9); more than one sister (V17412=02-99) 

v17414 ‘K15 ONLY SIS DLDR THAN W’ TLDC= 30867 MD=9 

Kl5. Was she older than your (wife/“WIFE”)? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

595 8.3 I. Yes 
591 8.3 5. No 

4 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5.924 83.3 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5): no sisters 
(Vi7411=5 or 9); more than one sister (V17412=02-99) 

v17415 ‘K16 # SIS STILL ALIVE ’ TLOC= 30868-30869 MD=99 

K16. How many of them are still livinQ? 

% nonzero = 23.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.9 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable represent the number of Wife’s/“Wife’s” sisters 
still living if she had more than one sister. 
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99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no sisters 
(V17411=5 or 9); less than two sisters (V17412=01 or 99) 

V17416 ‘K17 ANY SIS OLDR THAN WF’ TLOC= 30870 MD=9 

Ki7. Were any of her sisters older than she is? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

1.471 16.6 1. Yes 
550 6.9 5. No 

5 0.0 9. NA: DK 

5,088 76.4 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no sisters 
(V17411=5 or 9): less than two sisters (V17412=01 or 99) 

v17417 ‘K18 SPANISH DESCENT WF’ TLOC= 30871 MD=9 

K18. In order to get an idea of the different races and ethnic groups that 
participate in the study, I would like to ask you about your (wife’s/ 
“WIFE’S”) ethnic origin. Is she of Spanish or Hispanic descent. that 
1s. Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or other 
Spanish? [IF NECESSARY: Which one?] 

See the note preceding V17403. 

29 0.4 
66 0.9 

3 0.0 
IO 0.1 

9 0.2 
1 0.0 

34 0.5 

53 0.6 

6,909 97.4 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Mex i can 
Mexican American 
Chicano 
Puerto Rican 
Cuban 
Combination; more than one mention 
Other Spanish 

9. NA; DK 

0. Inap.:- is not Spanish/Hispanic: no wife/“wife” in FU 
(V17402=5) 

V17418 ‘KlQ RACE OF WIFE 1 ’ TLOC= 30872 MD=9 

K19. And, is she white, black, American Indian, Aleut, Eskimo, Asian, 
Pacific Islander, or another race?-FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

2,934 47.4 1. White 
1,015 3.9 2. Black 

23 0.2 3. American Indian, Aleut, Eskimo 
21 0.3 4. Asian, Pacific Islander 

26 0.3 7. Other 

41 0.4 9. NA; DK 

3,054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

Vi7419 ‘KlQ RACE OF WIFE 2 ’ TLOC= 30873 MD=9 

KIS. And, is she white, black, American Indian, Aleut, Eskimo, Asian, 
Pacific Islander, or another race?-SECOND MENTION 

See the note 

2 0.0 
5 0.0 

44 0.5 
4 0.0 

3 0.0 

1 0.0 

7.055 99.4 

preceding V17403. 

1. White 
2. Black 
3. American Indian, Aleut, Eskimo 
4. Asian, Pacific Islander 

7. Other 

8. More than two mentions 

9. NA; DK 

0. Inap.: no second mention; no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

V17420 ‘K20 WTR IN MILIT SERV W’ TLDC= 30874 MD=9 
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K20. Has she ever been in the United States military service? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

57 0.6 I. Yes 
3,978 51.6 5. No 

25 0.2 9. NA; DK 

3,054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

V17421 ‘K21 WTR GRADUATED HS WF’ TLDC= 30875 MD=9 

K21. Now I would like to talk about the education your (wife/“WIFE”) has 
received. Did she oraduate from high school, oet a GED. or neither? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

3,179 42.1 I. Graduated from high school 
160 1.8 2. Got a GED 
690 8.4 3. Neither 

31 0.2 9. NA; DK 

3,054 47.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

Vl7422 ‘K22 YR GRADUATED HS WF’ TLOC= 30876-30877 MD=99 

K22. In what year did she oraduate? 

% nonzero = 42.1 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 63.3 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” graduated. 

97. Before 1901 

98. OK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl7402=5); did not graduate 
(V17421=2. 3 or 9) 

V17423 ‘K23 GRADE LEVEL IF GED W’ TLOC= 30878-30879 MD=99 

K23. How many arades of school did she finish prior to qetting her GED? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

01. Fini shed first grade 
02. Fin shed second grade 
03. Fin i shed third grade 
04. Fin shed fourth grade 
05. Fin shed fifth grade 
06. Fin shed sixth grade 

3 0.0 07. Fin shed seventh grade 
14 0. I 08. Fin i shed eighth grade 
21 0.3 09. Finished ninth grade 
48 0.6 10. Finished tenth grade 
70 0.7 II. Finished eleventh grade 

3 0.0 99. NA; DK 

6.955 98.2 00. Inap.: none; no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); graduated or 
no GED (V17421=1, 3 or 9) 

V17424 ‘K24 YR LAST IN SCH-GED W’ TLOC= 30880-30881 MD=99 

K24. In what year did she last attend (GRADE IN K23)? 

% nonzero = 1.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 59.7 

See the note preceding V17403. 
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The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” last attended school. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK year 
99. NA year 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); graduated or no 
GED (V17421=1, 3 or 9); finished no grades of school 
(Vi7423=00) 

V17425 ‘K25 YR RECEIVED GED WF’ TLOC= 30882-30883 MD=99 

K25. In what year did she receive her GED? 

% nonzero = 1.8 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 74.6 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year the GED was received. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); graduated or no 
GED (V17421=1. 3 or 9) 

V17426 ‘K26 GRD OF SCH FINISH W’ TLOC= 30884-30885 MD=99 

K26. How manv orades of school did she finish? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

01. Finished first grade 
1 0.0 02. Finished second grade 

IO 0.1 03 Fin 
5 0.1 04 Fin 

20 0.3 05 Fin 
27 0.2 06 Fin 
41 0.4 07 Fin 
94 1.5 08 Fin 

105 1.3 09 Fin 
183 2.4 IO 
191 2.1 11 

6 0.1 99 

6,431 91.7 00 

i 

shed third grade 
shed fourth grade 
shed fifth grade 
shed sixth grade 
shed seventh grade 
shed eighth grade 
shed ninth grade 

Finished tenth grade 
Finished eleventh grade 

NA; DK 

Inap. : none; no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); graduated or 
GED (Vl7421=1. 2 or 9) 

V17427 ‘K27 YR LAST IN SCH-NONGR’ TLOC= 30886-30887 MD=99 

K27. In what year did she last attend (GRADE IN K26)? 

% nonzero = 8.3 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 55.0 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The va 
of the 

lues for th 
year Wife/ 

97. 

98. 
99. 

00. 

s variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
Wife” last attended school. 

Before 1901 

DK 
NA 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5): graduated or GED 
(V17421=1, 2 or 9); finished no grades of school 
(Vl7426=00) 

V17428 ‘K28 WTR ATTEND COLLEGE W’ TLOC= 30888 MD=9 

K28. Did she attend college? 
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See the note preceding V17403. 

1,785 23.0 I. Yes 
2,232 29.1 5. No 

43 0.3 9. NA; DK 

3,054 47.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

V17429 ‘K29 YR LAST ATTEND CDLL ’ TLOC= 30889-30890 MD=99 

K29. In what year did she last attend colleqe? 

% nonzero = 23.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 73.1 

See the note preceding VI7403 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” last attended college. 

96. Still in school 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no college 
(V17428=5 or 9) 

v17430 ‘K30 HGHST YR COLL COMP W’ TLOC= 30891 MD=9 

K30. What is the hiqhest vear of college she has completed? 

333 
385 
146 
439 

262 

20 

5,529 

the note 

3.9 
4.5 
1 .8 
6.1 

3.9 

0.2 

79.6 

preceding V17403. 

1 Completed one year 
2. Completed two years 
3. Completed three years 
4. Completed four years 

5. Completed five or more years 

9. NA: DK 

0. Inap.: less than one year; no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5): 
no college (V17428=5 or 91 

v17431 ‘K31 WTR RECD COLL DEG W’ TLOC= 30892 MD=9 

K31. Did she receive a college degree? 

See the note preceding V17403. 

866 12.1 1. Yes 
710 8.2 5. No 

9 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5,529 79.6 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no college 
(V17428=5 or 9‘1; less than one year (V17430=0) 

V17432 ‘K32 HGHST COLL DEG REC W’ TLOC= 30893-30894 MD=99 

K32. What is the hiqhest colleae deqree she has received? 

See the note preceding Vi7403. 

157 I .9 01 AA; Associate of Arts 
516 7.3 02 Bachelor of Arts/Science/Letters; BA; BS 
149 2.4 03 Master of Arts/Science; MA; MS; MBA 

9 0.1 04 Doctorate: Ph.D (except 05 and 06) 
11 0. I 05 LLB; JD (law degrees) 

4 0.0 06 MD: DDS; DVM; DO (medical degrees) 

II 0.2 

1 0.0 
8 0. I 

08. Honorary degree 

97. Other 

98 DK 
99 NA 
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6,248 87.9 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no college 
(V17428=5 or 9); less than one year (V17430=0); no college 
degree (V17431=5 or 9) 

v17433 ‘K35 YR RECD COLL DEG W’ TLOC= 30895-30896 MD=99 

% nonzero = 12.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 73.0 

See the note preceding Vi7403 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Wife/“Wife” received the degree. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no college 
(V17428=5 or 9); less than one year (V17430=0); no college 
degree (V17431.5 or 9) 

v17434 ‘K36 WTR REC OTR DEG/CERT’ TLOC= 30897 MO=9 

K36. Did your (wife/“WIFE”) receive any other degree or a certificate 
through a vocational school, a training school, or an apprenticeship 

See the note preceding V17403. 

907 ii.5 I. Yes 
3.100 40.5 5. No 

53 0.4 9. NA; DK 

3.054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5) 

v17435 ‘K36 # OTR DEG/CERT REC ’ TLOC= 30898 MD=9 

K36 Did your (wife/“WIFE”) receive any other degree or a certificate 
through a vocational school, a training school, or an apprenticeship 
program? 

K41 Did she receive any other training degree or certificate?-TOTAL NUMBER 
OF DEGREES OR CERTIFICATES 

See the note preceding V17403. 

739 9.3 I. One 
i27 1.7 2. Two 

30 0.4 3. Three 
5 0.1 4. Four 
3 0.0 5. Five 
2 0.0 6. Six 

7. Seven 
8 Eight or more 

1 0.0 9. NA; DK 

6,207 88.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9) 

V17436 ‘K37 TYPE OTR DEG/CERT 1 ’ TLOC= 30899 MD=9 

K37. What type of deqree or certificate was that?-FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding Vi7403. 

69 0.9 1. Degree 
309 3.9 2. Certificate 
101 1.6 3. L i tense 

43 0.5 4. Diploma (not high school) 

19 0.3 7. Other 

366 4.4 9. NA; DK 
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6,207 88.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(Vl7434=5 or 9) 

v17437 ‘K38 FIELD OF DEG/CERT 1 ‘ TLOC= 30900-30901 MD=99 

K38. In what field was that?-FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

8 

IO 

0. I 

0.1 

01. 

02. 

II 0. I 03. 

1 0.0 04 . 

35 0.4 05. 

46 0.6 06. 

21 0.2 07. 

4 0.1 08. 
118 1.5 09. 

74 0.8 10. 

8 0.1 II. 
12 0.2 12. 

103 I .6 13. 
316 3.9 14. 

8 0. I 

1 0.0 

7 0.1 

3 0. I 

113 1.5 

8 0.1 

6,207 88.5 

15. 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

97. 

99. 

00. 

Skilled Crafts: Mechanic/repairperson; auto/ 
appliance/ computer; Printer; Machinist; tool and dye 
Machine operator (semi-skilled): welding, press operator; 
grinder, plater, sailor; meat cutter; truck driver; Hi-lo 
operator; test driver 
Technician (ext. medical); recording engineer: 
“electronics”; nuclear technician 
Construction/building trades; carpenter, plumber, 
electrician, mason, roofer. housepainter 
Business management; restaurant management; retail mgt.; 
“leadership” 
Sales/Retailing: telemarketing; buyer; Insurance 
underwriter; real estate; travel agent 
Food Service/restaurant workers (ext. management): 
Bartender: waitress, cook, “culinary arts” 
Drafting: surveyor: mech. drawing: cartographer 
Secretarial; typing. steno, wordprocessing 
Other office/clerical; bookkeeping: stock or parts clerk; 
computer operator: receptionist, bank teller; keypuncher 
Computer programming 
“Computer,” n.e.c. 
Cosmetology; barber: hair stylist; manicurist 
Health related: First Aid; nurses aid; LPN; medical 
office assistant; pharmacists assistant; CPR, EMT 
Law enforcement: “jailer training”; mi 1 itary pol ice: 
firefighter 
Advertising; photography 
Engineering; electrical, mechanical, etc. 
Art: music: drama; dance 
Foreign language 
Religion 

Other 

NA; DK 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 91 

V17438 ‘K39 INST/DRG DEG/CERT 1 ’ TLOC= 30902-30903 MD=99 

K39. From what type of institution or orqanization was that?-FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

Vocational/trade school 
Community college; junior college 
Business school or financial institute; secretarial school 
Armed forces 
High school 
Hospital/health care facility or school 
Cosmetology/beauty/barber school 
Police academy; firefighter training program 
Job training through city/county/state/federal government, 
except 08 

38 0.6 10 Training by private employer 
4 0.1 ii Religious institution; bible college/school 

81 1.1 97. Other 

58 0.8 99. NA; DK 

6,207 88.5 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9) 

203 2.2 01 
91 1.1 02 

110 1.5 03 
14 0.1 04 
34 0.3 05 

141 2.1 06 
76 1.1 07 

7 0.1 08 
50 0.6 OS 

V17439 ‘K40 YR REC DEG/CERT 1 ’ TLOC= 30904-30905 MD=99 

K40. In what year did she receive that deqree or certificate?-FIRST MENTION 
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% nonzero = 11.5 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 70.7 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year this degree or certificate was received. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi7402=5): no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9) 

v 17440 ‘K37 TYPE OTR OEG/CERT 2 ’ TLOC= 30906 MO=9 

K37. What type of dearee or certificate was that?-SECOND MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

6 0.1 1. Degree 
70 0.9 2. Certificate 
15 0.2 3. L i tense 

6 0.1 4. Diploma (not high school) 

3 0.0 7. Other 

68 0.8 9. NA; DK 

6,946 97.8 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); one certificate (V17435=1) 

v17441 ‘K38 FIELD OF DEG/CERT 2 ’ not= 30907-30908 MD=99 

K38. In what field was that?-SECOND MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

2 

1 

2 

10 

15 

4 

I 
Ii 
13 

5 
a 

53 

4 

I 

2 

33 

3 

6,946 

0.0 01. 

0.0 02. 

0.0 03. 

04. 

0.1 05. 

0.2 06. 

0.0 07. 

0.0 08. 
0.2 09. 
0.2 IO. 

ii. 
0.1 12. 
0.1 13. 
0.7 14. 

0.1 15. 

16. 
17. 

0.0 la. 
19. 

0.0 20. 

0.4 97. 

0.0 99. 

97.8 00. 

Skilled Crafts: Mechanic/repairperson; auto/appliance/ 
computer; Printer; Machinist: tool and dye 
Machine operator (semi-skilled): welding, press operator: 
grinder, plater, sailor; meat cutter; truck driver; Hi-lo 
operator; test driver 
Technician (ext. medical); recording engineer; 
“electronics”; nuclear technician 
Construction/building trades; carpenter, plumber, 
electrician, mason, roofer, housepainter 
Business management; restaurant management: retail mgt.: 
“leadership” 
Sales/Retailing: telemarketing; buyer: Insurance 
underwriter: real estate; travel agent 
Food Service/restaurant workers (ext. management): 
Bartender: waitress, ,cook, “cul inary arts” 
Drafting: surveyor; mech. drawing: cartographer 
Secretarial; typing, Steno, WOrdprOCeSSing 
Other office/clerical; bookkeeping; stock or parts clerk; 
computer operator; receptionist, bank teller; keypuncher 
Computer programming 
“Computer,” n.e.c. 
Cosmetology; barber; hair stylist; manicurist 
Health related: First Aid: nurses aid; LPN; medical 
office assistant; pharmacists assistant; CPR. EMT 
Law enforcement: “jailer training”: mi 1 itary pol ice: 
firefighter 
Advertising; photography 
Engineering; electrical, mechanical, etc. 
Art; music; drama; dance 
Foreign language 
Rel igion 

Other 

NA; DK 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); one certificate (Vl7435=1) 
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V17442 ‘K39 INST/ORG DEG/CERT 2 ’ TLOC= 30909-30910 MD=99 

K39. From what type of institution or orqanization was that?-SECOND MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

26 0.3 Cl. Vocational/trade school 
15 0.3 02. Community college; junior college 
11 0.2 03. Business school or financial institute: secretarial school 

2 0.0 04 Armed forces 
5 0.1 05. High school 

31 0.4 06. Hospital/health care facility or school 
2 0.0 07. Cosmetology/beauty/barber school 
2 0.0 08. Police academy: firefighter training program 

17 0.2 09. Job training through city/county/state/federal government, 
except 08 

14 0.2 10. Training by private employer 
2 0.0 11. Religious institution: bible college/school 

28 0.3 97. Dther 

13 0.2 99. NA; DK 

6,946 97.8 00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5): no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); one certificate (V17435=1) 

v17443 ‘K40 YR REC DEG/CERT 2 ’ TLOC= 30911-30912 MD=99 

K40. In what year did she receive that dedree or certificate?-SECOND MENTION 

% nonzero = 2.2 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 77.3 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year this degree or certificate was received. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); one certificate (V17435=1) 

v17444 ‘K37 TYPE OTR DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC= 30913 MD=9 

K37. What type of degree or certificate was that?-THIRD MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

I Degree 
19 0.2 2. Certificate 

4 0.1 3. L i tense 
4. Diploma (not high school 1 

1 0.0 7. Other 

17 0.2 9. NA; DK 

7,073 99.5 0. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); less than three certificates (V17435=1 or 
2) 

v17445 ‘K38 FIELD OF DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC= 30914-30915 MD=99 

K38. In what field was that?-THIRD MENTION 

See the note preceding V17403. 

01. Ski 1 led Crafts: Mechanicjrepairperson; auto/appliance/ 
computer; Printer; Machinist; tool and dye 

02. Machine operator (semi-skilled): welding, press Operator; 
grinder, plater, sailor; meat cutter; truck driver; Hi-lo 
operator; test driver 

03. Technician (ext. medical); recording engineer; 
“electronics”; nuclear technician 
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0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 
0.1 

0. I 

0. I 

0.0 

0.0 

0. I 

0.0 

99.5 

04. 

05. 

06. 

07. 

3 
3 

08 
09. 
10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

15. 

2 

9 

1 

7,073 

16. 
17. 
ia. 
19. 
20. 

97. 

99. 

00. 

Construction/building trades; carpenter, plumber, 
electrician, mason, roofer , housepainter 
Business management; restaurant management; retail mgt.: 
“leadership” 
Sales/Retailing; telemarketing; buyer; Insurance 
underwriter; real estate: travel agent 
Food Service/restaurant workers (ext. management): 
Bartender; waitress, cook, “culinary arts” 
Drafting; surveyor; mech. drawing; cartographer 
Secretarial; typing, steno, wordprocessinQ 
Other office/clerical; bookkeeping; stock or parts clerk; 
computer operator; receptionist, bank teller; keypuncher 
Computer programming 
“Computer.” n.e.c. 
Cosmetology: barber; hair stylist; manicurist 
Health related: First Aid; nurses aid; LPN: medical 
office assistant; pharmacists assistant; CPR, EMT 
Law enforcement; “jailer training”; military police: 
firefighter 
Advertising; photography 
Engineering; electrical, mechanical, etc. 
Art; music; drama: dance 
Foreign language 
Rel igion 

Other 

NA; DK 

Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); less than three certificates (V17435=1 or 
2) 

VI7446 ‘K39 INST/DRG DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC= 30916-30917 MD=99 

K39. From what type of institution or organization was that?-THIRD MENTION 

See the note preceding Vi7403. 

4 * 0.0 01. Vocational/trade school 
2 0.0 02. Community college; junior college 
5 0.1 03. Business school or financial institute; secretarial school 

04. Armed forces 
1 0.0 05. High school 
1 0.0 06. Hospital/health care facility or school 

07. Cosmetology/beauty/barber school 
2 0.0 08. Police academy: firefighter training program 
6 0.1 09. Job training through city/county/state/federal government, 

except 08 
4 0.1 IO. Training by private employer 
2 0.0 11. Religious institution; bible ColleQe/SChOOl 

11 0.2 97. Other 

3 0.0 99. NA; DK 

7.073 99.5 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi7402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); less than three certificates (V17435=1 or 
2) 

v17447 ‘K40 YR REC DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC= 30918-30919 MD=99 

K40. In what year did she receive that degree or certificate?-THIRD MENTION 

% nonzero = 0.5 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 79.7 

See the note preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the 
of the year this degree or certificate was received. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

last two dig its 
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00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (V17402=5); no certificate 
(V17434=5 or 9); less than three certificates (V17435=1 or 
2) 

vi7448 ‘K42-43 RELIGIOUS PREF W’ TLOC= 30920-30921 MD=99 

K42. Is your (wife’s/“WIFE’s”) religious preference Protestant, Catholic, or 
Jewish, or what? 

K43. What denomination is that? 

See the note preceding Vi7403. 

a35 13.3 
101 2. I 

1,207 10.7 
220 3.9 
418 5.6 
132 2.2 

65 1.1 
105 1.4 
423 6.1 

16 0.2 
35 0.5 
46 0.3 
II 0.2 
76 0.9 

a 0.1 
2 0.0 
5 0.0 

a9 0.9 
I 0.0 

3 
2 

0.0 
0.0 

3 0.0 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04 . 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09 . 
10. 
il. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
ia. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

1 0.0 25. 

2 0.0 97. 

54 0.6 99. 

3,254 49.9 00. 

Roman Catholic 
Jewish 
Baptist 
Lutheran 
Methodist; African Methodist 
Presbyterian 
Episcopalian 
Protestant unspecified 
Other Protestant 
Other non-Christian: Musl im, Rastafarian, etc. 
Latter Day Saints: Mormon 
Jehovah’s Witnesses 
Greek/Russian/Eastern Orthodox 
“Christian” 
Unitarian; Universal ist 
Christian Science 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Pentecostal; Assembly of God 
Amish: Mennon i te 
Quaker: Friends 
Church of God 
United Church of Christ; Congregational Church 
Ref armed, Christian Reformed 
Disciples of Christ; United Christian; First Christian: 
Christian Ho1 iness 
Churches of Christ 

Other 

NA: DK 

Inap.: none: atheist: agnostic; no wife/“wife” in FU 
(V17402=5) 

NOTE: V17449-VI7450 do not take account of Changes in Wife’S/“Wife’S” 
employment history since these questions were actually asked. The user may 
update these variables by recoding data for subsequent years. 

v17449 ‘~44 #YRS WRKD SINCE la WI TLOC= 30922-30923 MD=99 

K44. How many years altogether has your (wife/“WIFE”) worked for money since 
she was la? 

% nonzero = 50.1 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 13.3 

See the notes above and preceding V17403. 

The values for this variable represent in whole years the actual amount of 
time the Wife/“Wife” had worked since the age of 18 until the time of the 
interview. In 1985, this question was reasked only of then-current Wives/ 
“Wives” who had worked at all since January 1. 1984; all other 1995 Wives/ 
“Wives” were updated. See Section I. Part 5, p. 72 in the Wave XX (1997) 
documentation for details. 

01. One year or less 
98. Ninety-eight years or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: never worked; wife/“wife” was under age 
this question was asked; no wife/“wife” in FU 

18 when 
(V17402=5 1 
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v17450 ‘K45 #YR WRKD FULL-TIME W’ TLOC= 30924-30925 MD=99 

K45. l-low many of these years did she work full-time for most or all of the 
year? 

% nonzero = 47.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 11.1 

See the notes preceding VI7403 and V17449. 

The values for this variable represent in whole years the actual amount of 
time the Wife/“Wife” had worked full time since the age of i9 until the time 
of the interview. In 1985, this question was reasked only of then-current 
Wives/“Wives” who had worked at all since January 1, 1964: all other 1985 
Wives/“Wives” were updated. See Section I. Part 5, p. 72 in the Wave XX 
(1987) documentation for details. 

01. One year or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: never worked full time: wife/“wife” was under age 
19 when this question was asked; no wife/“wife” in FU 
(V17402=5); never worked (V17449=00) 

v17451 ‘Ll CKPT: WTR NEW HEAD ’ TLOC= 30926 

Ll. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT 

435 5.7 1. Reinterview family and FU has new head this year: splitoff 
family 

6,679 94.3 5. All others (head is the same head as in 1988) 

I=: V17452-VI7524 are asked only when the FU acquires a new Head. In cases 
where the Head has remained the same person from the previous interview, these 
variables have been carried forward from the previous year’s data with no 
updating or other change. Values for V17452-Vi7466 were brought forward from 
1985 or earlier years, as indicated by V17568, but V17469-Vi7524 were asked of 
all Heads in 1985. See VI7568 for the recency of this background information. 

V17452 ‘L2 STATE FA GREW UP HD’ TLOC= 30927-30929 MD=99 

L2. Now I have some questions about your (HEAD’S) family and past 
experiences. Where did your father grow up? [MOST OF THE YEARS FROM 
AGES 6 TO 16--ACCEPT FATHER SUBSTITUTE]-FATHER’S STATE 

See the note above. 

Please refer to Appendix I, wave XIV (1981) documentation, for PSID state and 
county codes. 

99. NA; DK state 

00. Inap.: foreign country 

v17453 ‘L2 CNTY FA GREW UP HD’ TLOC= 30929-30931 MD=999 

L2. Now I have some questions about your (HEAD’S) family and past 
experiences. Where did your father grow up? [MOST OF THE YEARS FROM 
AGES 6 TD 16--ACCEPT FATHER SUBSTITUTE]-FATHER’S COUNTY 

See the note preceding V17452. 

Please refer to Appendix 1, wave XIV (1981) documentation, for PSID state and 
county codes. 

999. NA; DK county 

v17454 ‘L3 STATE MO GREW UP HD’ TLOC= 30932-30933 MD=99 

L3. Where did your mother qrow up? [ACCEPT MOTHER SUBSTITUTE]-MOTHER’S STATE 

See the note preceding V17452. 
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Please refer to Appendix I, wave XIV (1981) documentation, for PSID state and 
county codes. 

99. NA; DK state 

00. Inap. : foreign country 

v17455 ‘L3 CNTY MO GREW UP HD ’ TLOC= 30934-30936 MD=999 

L3. Where did your mother grow up? [ACCEPT MOTHER SUBSTITUTE]-MDTHER’S 
COUNTY 

See the note preceding Vl7452. 

Please refer to Appendix 1, wave XIV (1981) documentation, for PSID state and 
county codes. 

999. NA; DK county 

V17456 ‘L4 OCCUPATION OF FA HD’ TLOC= 30937 MD=9 

L4. What was your father’s usual occupation when you were growing up? 
[ACCEPT FATHER SUBSTITUTE] 

See the note preceding VI7452 

542 9.7 
297 5.4 
238 4.6 
383 6.6 

1,221 19.5 
1,106 15.3 

955 9.8 
1,210 16.9 

1,064 II .3 

98 0.9 

I . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 

Professional, technical, and kindred workers 
Managers. officials, and proprietors 
Self-employed businessmen 
Clerical and sales workers 
Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers 
Operatives and kindred workers 
Laborers and service workers, farm laborers 
Farmers and farm managers 

9. Miscellaneous (armed services, protective workers): NA: DK 

0. Inap.: no father/Surrogate: deceased; never worked 

v17457 ‘L5 FIRST OCCUPATION HD’ TLOC= 30938 MD=9 

L5. Thinking of vour (HEAD’S) first full-time regular iob, what did You do7 

See the note preceding Vl7452. 

538 
120 

29 
I, 119 

537 
I.228 
2.388 

166 

10.0 
2.1 
0.5 

19.4 
7.9 

17.7 
27.3 

2.4 

I Professional, technical, and kindred workers 
2. Managers, officials, and proprietors 
3. Self-employed businessmen 
4. Clerical and sales workers 
5. Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers 
6. Operatives and kindred workers 
7. Laborers and service workers, farm laborers 
8. Farmers and farm managers 

718 9. I 

271 3.5 

9. Miscellaneo;s (armed services, protective workers); NA; DK 

0. Inap. : never worked 

V17458 ‘L6 # DIFF JOBS OR? HD’ TLOC= 30939 MD=9 

L6. Have you had a number of different kinds of jobs, or have you mostly 
worked in the same occupation you started in, or what? 

See the note preceding Vl7452. 

2,662 36.6 I. Have had a number of different kinds of jobs: mentions more 
than two kinds of jobs 

730 10.1 3. Both: have had a number of different kinds of jobs but 
mostly the same occupation; mentions two kinds of jobs 

3,169 46.3 5. Mostly the same occupation; same job all of working 1 ife 

256 3.0 9. NA; DK 

297 3.9 0. Inap. : never worked (V17457=0) 

v17459 ‘L7 GREW UP FARM OR? HD’ TLOC= 30940 MD=9 

L7. Did you (HEAD) grow up on a farm, in a small town, in a large city. or 
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See the note preceding V17452. 

1,611 22.2 1. Farm; rural area; country 
2.618 41.2 2. Small town; any size town, suburb 
2,657 32.9 3. Large city: any size city 

121 2.2 4. Other; several different places: combination of places 

107 1.5 9. NA; OK 

V 17460 ‘LS-9 STATE GREW UP HD’ TLOC= 30941-30942 MD=99 

La. In what state and county was that? 
L9. What was the name of the nearest town?-STATE 

See the note preceding V17452. 

Please refer to Appendix 1, wave XIV (1981) documentation, for PSI0 state and 
county codes. 

99. NA; DK state 

00. Inap.: foreign country 

Vi7461 ‘La-9 CNTY GREW UP HD’ TLOC= 30943-30945 MD=999 

La. In what state and county was that? 
L9. What was the name of the nearest town?-COUNTY 

See the note preceding V17452. 

Please refer to Appendix i, wave XIV (1991) documentation, for PSID state and 
county codes. 

999. NA; DK county 

V17462 ‘L8-10 #REGIONS LIVED HD’ TLOC= 30946 MD=9 

La. In what state and county was that? 
L9. What was the name of the nearest town? 
LIO. What other states or countries have you lived in, including time spent 

abroad while in the armed forces?-TOTAL NUMBER OF REGIONS LIVED IN 

mean, excluding missing data = 1.7 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The region current at the time these questions were actually asked was also 
taken into account for the coding of this variable. 

4,006 54. a 
I.781 26.4 

677 9.8 
289 4.7 

86 1 .o 
29 0.3 

5 0.1 
13 0.2 

226 2.8 

1 Lived in one region 
2. Lived in two regions 
3. Lived in three regions 
4. Lived in four regions 
5. Lived in five regions 
6. Lived in six regions 
7. Lived in seven regions 
a. Lived in eight or more regions 

9. NA; DK 

NORTHEAST 
Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 

NORTH CENTRAL 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Nebraska 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
South Dakota 
Wisconsin 

Region Code 

DEEP SOUTH OTHER SOUTH 
A 1 abama Arkansas 
Georgia Del aware 
Louisiana Florida 
Mississippi Kentucky 
South Carol ina Mary1 and 

North Carolina 
Ok 1 ahoma 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Virginia 
Washington, D.C. 
West Virginia 

WEST 
Arizona 
Cal ifornia 
Co1 orado 
Idaho 
Montana 
Nevada 
New Mexico 
Oregon 
Utah 
Washington 
Wyom i ng 
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OTHER ENGLISH SPEAKING 
Alaska 
Austral ia 
Canada 
Hawa i i 
New Zealand 
South Africa 
United Kingdom 
West Indies 

OTHER NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING 
Al 1 others 

V17463 ‘L8-10 #STATES LIVED HD’ TLDC= 30947 MD-9 

L8. In what state and county was that? 
L9. What was the name of the nearest town? 
LIC. What other states or countries have you lived in, including time Spent 

abroad while in the armed forces?-TOTAL NUMBER OF STATES/COUNTRIES LIVED 

mean, excluding missing data = 2.1 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The state current at the time these questions were asked was also taken into 
account for the coding of this variable. 

3,335 43.9 1. Lived in one state/country 
I, 782 25.7 2. Lived in two states/countries 

740 11.4 3. Lived in three states/countries 
590 10.3 4. Lived in four states/countries 
ia2 2.5 5. Lived in five states/countries 
I IO 1.5 6. Lived in six states/countries 

49 0.6 7. Lived in seven states/countries 
93 1.2 a. Lived in eight or more StateS/COUntrieS 

233 2.8 9. NA; DK 

V17464 ‘Lll EVER MOVE FOR JOB? H’ TLOC= 30948 MD-9 

Lll. Have you (HEAD) ever moved out of a community where you were living in 
order to take a job somewhere else? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

I.606 25.6 1. Yes 
5.147 69.2 5. No 

361 5.2 9. NA; DK 

V17465 ‘L12 NOT MOVED FOR JOB? H’ TLOC= 30949 MD=9 

Li2. Have you (HEAD) ever turned down a job because you did not want to 

See the note preceding V17452. 

425 6.8 1. Yes 
4,442 58.5 5. No 

276 4.0 9. NA; DK 

1,971 30.8 0. Inap. : 1968 Head is still Head of this FU; has never moved 
for job (V17464=1 or 9) 

V17466 ‘L13 PARENTS POOR OR? HD’ TLOC= 30950 MD=9 

L13. Were your parents poor when you were growing up, pretty well off, or 

See the note preceding V17452. 

2,766 34.5 I. Poor 
2,520 40.4 3. Average ; “it varied” 
1,522 21.2 5. Pretty we1 1 off 

306 3.9 9. NA; DK; didn’t live with parents 

V17467 ‘L14-15 EDUC OF FATHER H’ TLOC= 30951 MD=9 
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L14. How much education did your (HEAD’S) father have? [ACCEPT FATHER 
SUBSTITUTE] 

L15. [IF FEWER THAN 6 GRADES] Could he read and write? 

See the note 

555 6.8 
2,532 36.8 

756 9.4 
1,492 20.9 

87 I .4 

385 6.6 
402 7.1 

217 4.2 

592 5.7 

96 1 .o 

preceding Vl7452. 

I O-5 grades 
2. 6-8 grades: “grade school ‘I ; DK but mentions could read and 

write 
3. 9-11 grades (some high school); junior high 
4. 12 grades (completed high school); “high school” 
5. 12 grades plus nonacademic training: R.N. (no further 

elaboration) 
6. Some college, no degree: Associate’s degree 
7. College BA and no advanced degree mentioned: normal school; 

R.N. with 3 years college: “college” 
8. Co1 lege, advanced or professional degree, some graduate 

work; close to receiving degree 

9. NA; DK to both L14 and Li5 

0. Inap.: could not read or write: NA, DK grade and could not - 
read or write 

V17468 ‘L16-17 EDUC OF MOTHER H’ TLOC= 30952 MD=9 

L16. How much education did your (HEAD’S) mother have? [ACCEPT MOTHER 
SUBSTITUTE] 

L17. [IF FEWER THAN 6 GRADES] Could she read and write? 

See the note 

490 6.7 
1,742 24.9 

preceding V17452. 

1.066 11.9 
2.217 32.4 

152 2.7 

1 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

439 7.0 6. 
320 5.4 7. 

106 1 .8 8. 

534 6.7 

48 0.6 

O-5 grades 
6-8 grades; “grade school ‘I ; DK but mentions could read and 
write 
9-11 grades (some high school); junior high 
12 grades (completed high school): “high school” 
12 grades plus nonacademic training: R.N. (no further 
elaboration) 
Some college, no degree: Associate’s degree 
College BA and no advanced degree mentioned; normal school: 
R.N. with 3 years college; “college” 
Co1 lege. advanced or professional degree, some graduate 
work; close to receiving degree 

9. NA; DK to both Ll6 and L17 

0. Inap.: could not read or write: NA. DK grade and could not 
read or write 

V17469 ‘Ll8 WTR BROTHERS HEAD’ TLDC= 30953 MD=9 

L18. Now I have some questions about brothers and sisters. Did you (HEAD) 
have any brothers? [INCLUDE NATURAL SIBLINGS ONLY] 

See the note preceding V17452. 

5,882 80.0 I. Yes 
1,215 19.9 5. No 

17 0.1 9. NA; DK 

Vi7470 ‘LlS # BROTHERS HEAD ’ TLOC= 30954-30955 MD=99 

Ll9. How many brothers was that? 

% nonzero = 80.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.4 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of Head’s brothers. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; no brothers (V17469=5 or 9) 

v17471 ‘L20 ONLY BRO STILL ALIVE’ TLOC= 30956 MD=9 
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L20. Is he still 1 iving? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

1,715 25.6 1. Yes 
180 3.5 5. No 

20 0.3 9. NA; DK 

5,199 70.6 0. Inap.: no brothers (Vi7469=5 or 9); more than one brother 
(V17470=02-99) 

V17472 ‘L21 ONLY BRO OLDR THAN H’ TLOC= 30957 MD=9 

L21. Was he older than you? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

897 13.9 I. Yes 
1,006 15.4 5. No 

12 0.1 9. NA; DK 

5,199 70.6 0. Inap.: no brothers (V17469=5 or 9); more than one brother 
(V17470=02-99) 

v17473 ‘L22 # BRO STILL ALIVE ’ TLOC= 30958-30959 MD=99 

L22. How many of them are stil 1 1 ivina? 

% not-zero = 48 .O 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.8 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable represent the number of Head’s brothers still 
living if Head had more than one brother. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; no brothers (V17469=5 or 9): less than two 
brothers (V17470=01 or 99) 

VI7474 ‘L23 ANY BRO OLDR THAN H J TLDC= 30960 MD=9 

L23. Were anv of your brothers oider than you? 

See the note preceding Vi7452. 

2,875 36.4 I. Yes 
1,067 13.9 5. No 

18 0.2 9. NA; DK 

3.154 49.5 0. Inap. : no brothers (Vl7469=5 or 9); less than two brothers 
(Vi7470=01 or 99) 

VI7475 ‘L24 WTR SISTERS HEA’ TLOC= 30961 MO=9 

L24. Did you have any sisters? [INCLUDE NATURAL SIBLINGS DNLYI 

See the note preceding Vl7452. 

5,743 77.6 I. Yes 
1,353 22.3 5. No 

18 0.1 9. NA; DK 

V1747B ‘L25 # SISTERS HEAD’ TLOC- 30962-30963 MD=99 

L25. How many sisters was that? 

% nonzero = 77.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 2.4 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of Head’s sisters. 

99. NA: DK 
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00. Inap.: no sisters (V17475=5 or 9) 

v17477 ‘L25 ONLY SIS STILL ALIVE’ TLOC= 30964 MD=9 

L26. IS she still livinq? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

1,804 28.4 1. Yes 
112 2.1 5. No 

19 0.3 9. NA: DK 

5,179 69.2 0. Inap.: no sisters (V17475=5 or 9); more than one sister 
(V17476=02-99) 

V17478 ‘L27 ONLY SIS DLDR THAN H’ TLOC= 30965 MD=9 

L27. Was she older than vcu? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

950 15.7 I. Yes 
977 15.0 5. No 

8 0.1 9. NA: DK 

5,179 69.2 0. Inap.: no sisters (Vl7475=5 or 9); more than one sister 
(V17476=02-99) 

v17479 ‘L28 # SIS STILL ALIVE ’ TLOC= 30966-30967 MD=99 

L28. How many of them are still livinq? 

% nonzero = 45.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 3.0 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable represent the number of Head’s sisters still 
living if Head had more than one sister. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : none: no sisters (Vl7475=5 or 9); less than two 
sisters (Vl7476=01 or 99) 

V17480 ‘L29 ANY SIS DLDR THAN H ’ TLDC= 30968 MD=9 

L29. Were any of your sisters older than you? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

2,801 33.9 1. Yes 
982 12.6 5. No 

19 0.2 9. NA: DK 

3,312 53.3 0. Inap.: no sisters (V17475=5 or 9): less than two sisters 
(Vl7476=01 or 99) 

V17481 ‘L30 LIVE W BOTH PARENT H’ TLOC= 30969 MD=9 

L30. Were you living with both your natural parents most of the time until 
you were aqe 16? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

5,232 78.7 1. Yes 
1,850 21.1 5. No 

32 0.3 9. NA; DK 

V17482 ‘L31 SPANISH DESCENT HD’ TLDC= 30970 MD=9 

L31. In order to get an idea of the different races and ethnic groups that 
participate in the study, I would like to ask you about your ethnic 
origin. Are you of Spanish or Hispanic descent, that is, Mexican, 
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Mexican American, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or other Spanish? [IF 
NECESSARY: Which one?] 

See 

39 
87 

6 
25 
17 

4 
28 

the note 

0.6 
I .5 
0.1 
0.4 
0.3 
0.0 
0.5 

74 0.9 

6,834 95.8 

preceding V17452. 

1 Mexican 
2. Mexican American 
3. Chicano 
4. Puerto Rican 
5. Cuban 
6. Combination; more than I mention 
7. Other Spanish 

9. NA; DK 

0. Inap. : is not Spanish/Hispanic 

V17483 ‘L32 RACE OF HEAD 1 ’ TLOC= 30971 MD=9 

L32. And, are you white, black, American Indian, Aleut, Eskimo, Asian. 
Pacific Islander, or another race?-FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

4,369 84.5 I. White 
2.609 13.8 2. Black 

39 0.4 3. American Indian, Aleut. Eskimo 
25 0.4 4. Asian, Pacific Islander 

42 0.6 7. Other 

30 0.3 9. NA; DK 

V17484 ‘L32 RACE OF HEAD 2 ’ TLDC= 30972 MD=9 

L32. And, are you white, black, American Indian, Aleut. Eskimo. Asian. 
Pacific Islander, or another race?-SECOND MENTION 

See 

3 
3 

84 
2 

5 

2 

7,014 

the note preceding VI7452 

0.0 I. White 
0.0 2. Black 
0.9 3. American Indian, Aleut. Eskimo 
0.0 4. Asian, Pacific Islander 

0.1 7. Other 

0.0 8. More than two mentions 

0.0 9. NA; DK 

99.0 0. Inap.: no second mention 

V17485 ‘L33 WTR IN MILIT SERV H’ TLOC= 30973 MD=9 

L33. Have you ever been in the United States military service7 

See the note preceding V17452. 

1,829 28.0 1. Yes 
5,265 71.8 5. No 

20 0.2 9. NA; DK 

Vi7486 ‘L34 WTR GRADUATED HS HD’ TLDC= 30974 MD=9 

L34. Now I would like to talk about the education you (HEAD) have received. 
Did you graduate from hioh school, oet a GED, or neither? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

4,785 70.9 1. Graduated from high school 
454 5.7 2. Got a GED 

1,846 23.0 3. Neither 

29 0.3 9. NA; DK 

V17487 ‘L35 MD GRADUATED HS HD’ TLOC= 30975-30976 MD=99 

L35. In what month and year did you graduate?-MONTH 
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See the note preceding Vl7452. 

95 1.7 01. January; “winter” 
27 0.4 02. February 
12 0. I 03. March 
19 0.3 04. April; “spring” 

I.358 19.8 05. May 
3.017 45.4 06. June 

28 0.3 07. July: “summer ” 
15 0.1 08. August 

9 0.1 09. September 
1 0.0 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I ; “autumn” 

IO 0.2 II. November 
II 0.2 12. December 

102 1.2 98. OK 
81 1 .o 99. NA 

2,329 29. I 00. Inap.: did not graduate (V17486=2. 3 or 9) 

V17488 ‘L35 YR GRADUATED HS HD’ TLOC= 30977-30978 MD=99 

% nonzero = 70.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 62.4 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Head graduated. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: did not graduate (Vl7486=2, 3 or 9) 

V17489 ‘L36 GRADE LEVEL IF GED H’ TLOC= 30979-30980 MD=99 

L36. How many grades of school did you (HEAD) finish prior to getting your 
GED? 

See the note preceding VI7452 

I 0.0 
1 0.0 

3 0.0 
I 0.0 
9 0.1 

29 0.5 
64 1 .o 

128 I .7 
212 2.4 

6 0.0 

6,660 94.3 

01 Finished first grade 
02 Finished second grade 
03 Finished third grade 
04 Finished fourth grade 
05 Finished fifth grade 
06 Finished sixth grade 
07 Finished seventh grade 
08 Finished eighth grade 
09 Finished ninth grade, 
IO Finished tenth grade 
11 Finished eleventh grade 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; graduated or no GED (Vl7486=1, 3 or 9) 

vi7490 ‘L37 MO LAST IN SCH-GED H’ TLDC= 30981-30982 MD=99 

L37. In what month and year did you last attend (GRADE IN L36)?-MONTH 

See the note preceding V17452. 

21 0.2 01. January; “winter” 
20 0.3 02. February 
13 0.2 03. March 
31 0.4 04. April; “spring” 
69 0.9 05. May 

107 1.3 06. June 
6 0.0 07. July; “summer M 
5 0.1 08. August 

18 0.3 09. September 
9 0.1 IO. October; “fal 1 I’ ; “autumn” 
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IO 0.2 11. November 
20 0.3 12. December 

105 1.3 98. DK 
20 0.2 99. NA 

6,660 94.3 00. Inap. : graduated or no GED (Vl7486=1. 3 or 9); finished no 
grades (Vl7489=00) 

v17491 ‘L37 YR LAST IN SCH-GED H’ TLOC= 30983-30984 MD=99 

L37. In what month and year did you last attend (GRADE IN L36)?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 5.7 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 63.1 

See the note preceding VI7452 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Head last attended school. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: graduated or no GED (Vl7486=1. 3 or 9); finished no 
grades (Vl7489=00) 

V17492 ‘L38 MO RECEIVED GED HD’ TLDC= 30985-30986 MD=99 

L38. In what month and year did you receive vour GED?-MONTH 

See the note preceding V17452. 

19 0.3 01. January ; “winter” 
12 0.2 02. February 
20 0.3 03. March 
28 0.3 04. April: ” i ” spr ng 
28 0.3 05. May 
70 0.8 06. June 
34 0.4 07. July; “summer ‘1 
26 0.3 08. August 
21 0.2 09. September 
18 0.2 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I : “autumn” 
15 0.2 II. November 
16 0.2 12. December 

121 1.7 98. DK 
26 0.4 99. NA 

6,660 94.3 00. Inap.: graduated or no GED (Vl7486=1, 3 or 9) 

v17493 ‘L38 YR RECEIVED GED HD’ TLOC= 30987-30988 MD=99 

L38. In what month and year did you receive your GED?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 5.7 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 70.6 

See the note preceding Vi7452 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year the GED was received. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: graduated or no GED (Vl7486=1, 3 or 9) 

v17494 ‘L39 GRD OF SCH FINISH H’ TLOC= 30989-30990 MD=99 

L39. How many grades of school did you (HEAD) finish? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

5 0.1 01. Finished first grade 
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17 
42 
57 
62 
99 

114 
301 
239 
390 
476 

22 

5.290 

0.1 02. 
0.4 03. 
0.7 04. 
0.6 05. 
1.2 06 
1.3 07. 
5.0 08. 
2.9 09. 
4.8 IO. 
5.4 11. 

0.2 99. 

77.2 00. 

Finished second grade 
Finished third grade 
Finished fourth grade 
Finished fifth grade 
Finished sixth grade 
Finished seventh grade 
Finished eighth grade 
Finished ninth grade 
Finished tenth grade 
Finished eleventh grade 

NA: DK 

Inap.: none; graduated or GED (V17486=1, 2 or 9) 

v17495 ‘L40 MO LAST IN SCH-NONGR’ TLDC= 30991-30992 MD=99 

L40. In what month and year did you last attend (GRADE IN L39)?-MONTH 

See the note preceding V17452. 

54 0.7 01. January; “winter” 
35 0.5 02. February 
37 0.4 03. March 
63 0.7 04 April; “spring” 

220 2.8 05. May 
321 4.6 06. June 

9 0.1 07 July; “summer ” 
6 0.1 08. August 

31 0.4 09. September 
28 0.3 IO. October; “fall”; “autumn” 
28 0.4 II. November 
35 0.5 12. December 

801 9.3 98. DK 
156 1 .s 99. NA 

5.290 77.2 00. Inap.: graduated or GED (Vl7486.1, 2 or 9); finished no 
grades of school (Vl7494=00) 

Vi7496 ‘L40 YR LAST IN SCH-NONGR’ TLOC= 30993-30994 MD=99 

L40. In what month and year did YOU last attend (GRADE IN L39)?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 22.8 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 50.3 

See the note preceding Vl7452. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Head last attended school. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: graduated or GED (V17486=1, 2 or 9); finished no 
grades of school (V17494=00) 

v17497 ‘L41 WTR ATTEND COLLEGE H’ TLOC= 30995 MO=9 

L41. Did you attend college? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

2,996 45.9 I. Yes 
4,076 53.6 5. No 

42 0.5 9. NA; DK 

Vi7498 ‘L42 MO LAST ATTND CDLL H’ TLOC= 30996-30997 MD=99 

L42. In what month and year did you last attend colleae?-MONTH 

See the note preceding V17452. 

128 2.0 01. January; “winter” 
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75 1.0 02 February 
93 1.3 03 March 

197 3.0 04 April: ” spr i ng ” 
759 II .6 05 May 
692 II .7 06 June 

53 0.8 07 July; “summer II 
162 2.7 08 August 
105 1.2 09 September 

59 0.8 IO October; “f al 1 II : “autumn” 
51 0.7 II November 

303 4.3 12 December 

25 0.5 96 Still in school 

199 2.9 98 DK 
95 I .4 99 NA 

4,118 54.1 00 Inap.: no college (Vl7497=5 or 9) 

v17499 ‘L42 YR LAST ATTND COLL H’ TLOC= 30998-30999 MD=99 

L42. In what month and year did you last attend college?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 45.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 72.3 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Head last attended college. 

96. Still in school 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no college (V17497=5 or 9) 

v17500 ‘L43 HGHST YR COLL Cf?MP H’ TLOC= 31000 MD=9 

L43. What is the hiqhest year of colleqe you have completed? 

See the note 

479 6.3 
646 9.0 
226 3.5 
744 12.8 
526 9.6 

29 0.4 

4,464 58.5 

preceding V17452. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

9. 

Completed one year 
Completed two years 
Completed three years 
Completed four years 
Completed five or more years 

NA; DK 

0. Inap.: less than one year: no college (Vl7497=5 or 9) 

v17501 IL44 WTR RECD COLL DEG H’ TLDC= 31001 ’ MD=9 

L44. Did you receive a colleqe degree? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

1,482 25.0 I. Yes 
I, 154 16.3 5. No 

14 0.2 9. NA: DK 

4,464 58.5 0. Inap. : no college (Vl7497=5 or 9); less than one year 
(v17500=0) 

Vi7502 ‘L45 HGHST COLL DEG REC H’ TLOC= 31002-31003 MD=99 

L45. What is the hiqhest colleae deqree you have received? 

See the note preceding V17452. 

239 3.2 01. AA; Associate of Arts 
862 15.1 02. Bachelor of Arts/Science/Letters; BA; BS 
242 4.5 03. Master of Arts/Science; MA: MS; MBA 

38 0.7 04. Doctorate: Ph.D (except 05 and 06) 
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46 0.8 05. LLB; JD (law degrees) 
25 0.4 06. MD; DDS; DVM; DO (medical degrees) 

08 Honorary degree 

12 0.2 97. Other 

7 0.0 98. DK 
II 0. I 99. NA 

5,632 75.0 00. Inap.: no college (V17497=5 or 9); less than one year 
(V17500=0); no college degree (Vl7501=5 or 9) 

v17503 ‘L48 MO RECD COLL DEG HD’ TLOC- 31004-31005 MD=99 

L48. In what month and year did you receive that deoree?-MDNTH 

See the note preceding VI7452 

49 0.9 
14 0.3 
25 0.5 
32 0.6 

484 7.8 
511 9.2 

25 0.5 
125 2.2 

21 0.3 
5 0. I 

11 0.2 
130 I .8 

34 0.5 
16 0.2 

5,632 75.0 

01. January: “w i nter ” 
02. February 
03. March 
04 April; “spring” 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July; “summer ‘1 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October: “fal 1 I’; “autumn” 
ii. November 
12. December 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no college (V17497=5 or 9); less than one year 
(V17500=0): no college degree (Vl7501=5 or 9) 

v17504 ‘L48 YR RECD COLL DEG HD’ TLDC= 31005-31007 MD=99 

L48. In what month and year did you receive that degree?-YEAR 

% nonzero = 25.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 71.3 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year Head received the degree. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : no college (V17497=5 or 9): less than one year 
(V17500=0); no college degree (Vi7501=5 or 9) 

VI7505 ‘L49 WTR REC OTR DEGKERT’ TLDC= 31008 MD=9 

L49. Did you (HEAD) receive any other degree or a certificate through a 
vocational school, a trainina school, or an apprenticeship Proaram? 

See the note preceding Vi7452. 

1.779 25.0 1. Yes 
5,285 74.5 5. No 

50 0.5 9. NA; DK 

V17506 ‘L49 X OTR OEGKERT REC ’ TLOC= 31009 MD=9 

L49. Did you (HEAD) receive any other degree or a certificate through a 
vocational school, a training school, or an apprenticeship program? 

L54. Did you receive any other training degree or certificate?-TOTAL NUMBER 
OF DEGREES OR CERTIFICATES 

See the note preceding V17452. 
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1,315 18.1 I. Dne 
297 4.3 2. Two 
ill i.6 3. Three 

23 0.4 4. Four 
7 0.1 5. Five 
7 0.1 6. Six 

7. Seven 
9 0.1 8. Eight or more 

10 0.2 9. NA; DK 

5,335 75.0 0. Inap.: no certificate (Vi7505=5 or 9) 

v17507 ‘L50 TYPE OTR DEG/CERT 1 ’ TLOC= 31010 MD=9 

L50. What type of deqree or certificate was that?-FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

108 1.9 1. Degree 
658 9.3 2. Certificate 
iO6 1.9 3. L i cerise 

66 1.1 4. Diploma (not high school) 

95 1.4 7. Other 

746 9.5 9. NA; DK 

5.335 75.0 0. Inap.: no certificate (Vi7505=5 or 9) 

Vl7508 ‘L51 FIELD OF DEG/CERT 1 ’ TLDC= 31011-31012 MD=99 

L51. In what field was that?-FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

333 4.1 01 I 

158 I .8 02. 

102 1 .6 03. 

151 2.1 04. 

73 1.2 05. 

59 I .o 06. 

44 0.6 07. 

21 0.3 08. 
68 1 .o 09. 
93 1.1 10. 

22 0.3 II. 
33 0.4 12. 
49 0.9 13. 

184 2.8 14. 

62 0.8 15. 

9 0.2 
41 0.8 
16 0.3 

14 

215 

32 

5,335 

v17509 

0.1 

3.2 

0.4 

75.0 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

97. 

99. 

00. 

‘L52 INST/DRG 

Skilled Crafts: Mechanic/repairperson; auto/ 
appliance/ computer; Printer: Machinist; tool and dye 
Machine operator (semi-skilled): welding, press operator; 
grinder, plater, sailor: meat cutter; truck driver: Hi-lo 
operator; test driver 
Technician (ext. medical); ‘recording engineer: 
“electronics”; nuclear technician 
Construction/building trades; carpenter, plumber, 
electrician, mason, roofer, housepainter 
Business management; restaurant management; retail mgt.; 
“leadership” 
Sales/Retailing; telemarketing; buyer; Insurance 
underwriter; real estate; travel agent 
Food Service/restaurant workers (ext. management): 
Bartender: waitress, cook, “culinary arts” 
Drafting; surveyor: mech. drawing; cartographer 
Secretarial; typing, steno, wordprocessing 
Other office/clerical: bookkeeping; stock or parts clerk; 
computer operator: receptionist, bank teller; keypuncher 
Computer programming 
“Computer,” n.e.c. 
Cosmetology: barber; hair stylist; manicurist 
Health related: First Aid; nurses aid; LPN: medical 
office assistant; pharmacists assistant; CPR, EMT 
Law enforcement; “jailer training”; military police; 
firefighter 
Advertising; photography 
Engineering; electrical, mechanical, etc. 
Art; music: drama: dance 
Foreign language 
Rel igion 

Other 

NA; DK 

Inap. : no certificate (V17505=5 or 9) 

DEGKERT 1 ’ TLOC= 31013-31014 MD=99 

L52. From what type of institution or organization was that?-FIRST MENTION 
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See the note preceding V17452. 

499 6.4 01. 
148 I .9 02. 
129 1.9 03. 
145 I .8 04 

39 0.5 05. 
79 I .3 06. 
35 0.7 07. 
34 0.4 08. 

176 2.1 09. 

Vocational/trade school 
Community college; junior college 
Business school or financial institute; secretarial school 
Armed forces 
High school 
Hospital/health care facility or school 
Cosmetology/beauty/barber school 
Police academy: firefighter training program 
Job training through city/county/state/federal government, 
except 08 
Training by private employer 
Religious institution: bible college/school 

156 2.5 
15 0.2 

211 3.8 

113 1.5 

5,335 75.0 

10. 
Ii. 

97. Other 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: no certificate (V17505=5 or 91 

v17510 ‘L53 MD REC DEGKERT 1 ’ TLOC= 31015-31016 MD=99 

L53. In what month and year did you receive that degree or certificate?- 
MONTH OF FIRST MENTION 

See the note preceding Vi7452. 

85 1.2 01. January ; “winter” 
67 I .o 02. February 
81 I 1 03. March 
89 1.4 04. April: “spring” 

183 2.5 05. May 
295 4.0 06. June 

88 1.2 07. July; “summer ” 
111 1.5 08. August 

92 1 3 09. September 
76 1 1 10. Dctober; “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
62 0.9 il. November 
83 I .2 12. December 

368 5. I 98. DK 
99 1 .6 99. NA 

5,335 75.0 00. Inap.: no certificate (Vi7505=5 or 91 

VI751 1 IL53 YR REC DEG/CERT 1 ’ TLOC= 3~017-31018 MD=99 

L53. In what month and year did you receive that degree or certificate?-YEAR 
OF FIRST MENTION 

% nonzero = 25.0 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 69.7 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last 2 digits Of 
the year this degree or certificate was received. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : no certificate (V17505=5 or 91 

Vi7512 ‘L50 TYPE DTR DEGKERT 2 ’ TLDC= 31019 MD=9 

L50. What type of degree or certificate was that?-SECOND MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

i6 0.2 1. Degree 
186 2.8 2. Certificate 

26 0.5 3. License 
7 0.1 4. Diploma (not high school) 

25 0.4 7. Other 
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204 2.8 9. NA; DK 

6.650 93.1 0. Inap. : no certificate (V17505=5 or 9): one certificate 
(Vi7506=1) 

vi7513 ‘L51 FIELD OF DEG/CERT 2 ’ TLOC= 31020-31021 MD=99 

L51. In what field was that?-SECOND MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

71 0.9 01. 

28 0.4 02. 

46 0.8 03. 

30 04. 

22 05. 

22 06. 

7 07. 

7 
15 
13 

08. 
OS. 
IO. 

5 
9 
4 

51 

0.5 

0.2 

0.4 

0. I 

0.1 
0.2 
0.2 

0. I 
0.1 
0. I 
0.7 

0.3 

0.0 
0.2 
0.1 

0.0 

I .2 

0.2 

93. I 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

22 15. 

I 
7 
5 

3 

79 

17 

6,650 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

97. 

99. 

00. 

Skilled Crafts: Mechanic/repairperson: auto/appliance/ 
computer; Printer; Machinist: tool and dye 
Machine operator (semi-skilled): welding, press operator: 
grinder, plater, sailor; meat cutter; truck driver: Hi-lo 
operator; test driver 
Technician (ext. medical); recording engineer; 
“electronics”; nuclear technician 
Construction/building trades; carpenter, plumber, 
electrician, mason, roofer, housepainter 
Business management; restaurant management; retail mgt.: 
“leadership” 
Sales/Retailing; telemarketing: buyer; Insurance 
underwriter; real estate; travel agent 
Food Service/restaurant workers (ext. management): 
Bartender; waitress, cook, “culinary arts” 
Drafting: surveyor; mech. drawing; cartographer 
Secretarial; typing, steno, wordprocessing 
Other office/clerical; bookkeeping; stock or parts clerk: 
computer operator; receptionist, bank teller; keypuncher 
Computer programming 
“Computer.” n.e.c. 
Cosmetology; barber; hair stylist; manicurist 
Health related: First Aid; nurses aid; LPN; medical 
office assistant; pharmacists assistant: CPR, EMT 
Law enforcement; “jailer training”; mi 1 itary pol ice; 
firefighter 
Advertising; photography 
Engineering; electrical, mechanical, etc. 
Art; music; drama: dance 
Foreign language 
Rel igion 

Other 

NA; OK 

Inap.: no certificate (V17505=5 or 9): one certificate 
(Vl7506=I) 

v17514 ‘L52 INST/DRG OEG/CERT 2 ’ TLOC= 31022-31023 MD=99 

L52. From what type of institution or orqanization was that?-SECOND MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

89 1.2 01. 
37 0.6 02. 
22 0.3 03. 
57 0.7 04. 

9 0.2 05. 
14 0.2 06. 

4 0. I 07. 
14 0.2 08. 
45 0.6 09. 

Hospital/health care facility or school 
Cosmetology/beauty/barber school 
Police academy; firefighter training program 
Job training through city/county/state/federal government, 
except 08 

71 1.2 10. Training by private employer 
3 0.0 Il. Religious institution; bible college/school 

Vocational/trade school 
Community college; junior college 
Business school or financial institute; secretarial school 
Armed forces 
High school 

65 1.0 97. Other 

34 0.6 99. NA: DK 

6,650 93.1 00. Inap.: no certificate (Vl7505=5 or 9); one certificate 
(V17506=1) 

vi7515 ‘L53 MD REC DEG/CERf 2 I TLOC= 31024-31025 MD=99 
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L50. In what month and year did you receive that degree or certificate?- 
MONTH OF SECOND MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

20 0.3 01. January; “winter” 
13 0.2 02. February 
25 0.3 03. March 
22 0.3 04. April; “spring” 
45 0.7 05. May 
54 0.7 06. June 
17 0.3 07 July; “summer 1’ 
32 0.4 08. August 
26 0.2 09. September 
18 0.3 10. October: “fal 1 ” : “autumn” 
16 0.2 11. November 
16 0.2 12. December 

106 I .6 
54 1 .o 

6,650 93. I 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no certificate (V17505=5 or 9); one certificate 
(Vl7506=1) 

V17516 ‘L53 YR REC DEG/CERT 2 ’ TLOC= 31026-31027 MD-99 

L53. In what month and year did you receive that degree or certificate?-YEAR 
OF SECOND MENTION 

% nonzero = 6.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 73.5 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the year this degree or certificate was received. 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no certificate (Vi750515 or 9); one certificate 
(V17506=1) 

v17517 ‘L50 TYPE OTR DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC- 31028 MD=9 

L50. What tvpe of dedree or certificate was that?-THIRD MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

4 0.1 1. Degree 
73 1.2 2. Certificate 

7 0.1 3. L i tense 
1 0.0 4. Diploma (not high school) 

6 0.1 7. Other 

76 I.1 9. NA; DK 

6,947 97.4 0. Inap. : no certificate (V17505=5 or 9): less than three 
certificates (Vl7506=1 or 2) 

VI7518 ‘L51 FIELD OF DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC= 31029-31030 MO=99 

L51. In what field was that?-THIRD MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

23 0.4 01. Ski 1 led Crafts: Mechanic/repairperson; auto/appliance/ 
computer; Printer; Machinist; tool and dye 

9 0.1 02. Machine operator (semi-skilled): welding, press operator: 
grinder, plater, sailor: meat cutter; truck driver: Hi-lo 
operator; test driver 

i3 0.3 03. Technician (ext. medical): recording engineer; 
“electronics”; nuclear technician 

IO 0.1 04. Construction/building trades: carpenter, plumber, 
electrician, mason, roofer, housepainter 
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8 0.1 05. 

11 

1 

3 
1 
5 

9 

2 
1 
1 

37 

15 

6,947 

0.2 06. 

0.0 07. 

0. I 08. 
0.0 09. 
0.1 10. 

0.0 11. 
0.1 12. 
0.0 13. 
0. I 14. 

0.1 15. 

16. 
0.0 17. 
0.0 18. 
0.0 IS. 

20. 

0.6 97. 

0.2 99. 

97.4 00. 

Business management: restaurant management: retail mgt.; 
“leadership” 
Sales/Retailing; telemarketing; buyer; Insurance 
underwriter; real estate: travel agent 
Food Service/restaurant workers (ext. management): 
Bartender: waitress, cook, “culinary arts” 
Drafting; surveyor; mech. drawing; cartographer 
Secretarial; typing, steno, wordprocessing 
Other office/clerical: bookkeeping; stock or parts clerk: 
computer operator; receptionist, bank teller; keypuncher 
Computer programming 
“Computer.” n.e.c. 
Cosmetology; barber; hair stylist; manicurist 
Health related: First Aid: nurses aid; LPN: medical 
office assistant; pharmacists assistant; CPR. EMT 
Law enforcement: “jailer training”; military police; 
firefighter 
Advertising; photography 
Engineering; electrical, mechanical, etc. 
Art; music: drama; dance 
Foreign language 
Rel igion 

Other 

NA; DK 

Inap.: no certificate (V17505=5 or 9); less than three 
certificates (V17506=I or 2) 

v17519 ‘L52 INST/ORG DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC= 31031-31032 MD=99 

L52. From what type of institution or orqanization was that?-THIRD MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

21 0.2 01. Vocational/trade school 
13 0.2 02. Community college; junior college 

3 0. I 03. Business school or financial institute; secretarial school 
27 0.4 04. Armed forces 

2 0.1 05. High school 
1 0.0 06. Hospital/health care facility or school 

07. Cosmetology/beauty/barber school 
3 0.0 08. Police academy; firefighter training program 

25 0.4 09. Job training through city/county/state/federal government, 
except 08 

31 0.6 10. Training by private employer 
Il. Religious institution; bible college/school 

24 0.4 97. Other 

17 0.3 99. NC; DK 

6,947 97.4 00. Inap.: no certificate (V17505=5 or 9); less than three 
certificates (V17506=1 or 2) 

V17520 ‘L53 MD REC DEGKERT 3 ’ TLOC= 31033-31034 MD=99 

L53. In what month and year did you receive that degree or certificate?- 
MONTH OF THIRD MENTION 

See the note preceding V17452. 

8 0.2 01. January; “winter” 
6 0.1 02. February 
6 0.1 03. March 
4 0.1 04. April; ‘I spr i ng ” 

14 0.2 05. May 
13 0.2 06. June 

8 0.1 07. July; “summer” 
6 0.1 08. August 
8 0.1 09. September 
7 0.1 10. October; “fal 1 “; “autumn” 
4 0.1 11. November 
6 0.1 12. December 

45 0.7 98. DK 
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32 0.6 99. NA 

6,947 97.4 00. Inap.: no certificate (V17505=5 or 9); less than three 
certificates (Vl7506=1 or 2) 

Vi7521 ‘L53 YR REC DEG/CERT 3 ’ TLOC= 31035-31036 MD=99 

L53. In what month and year did you receive that degree or certificate?-YEAR 
OF THIRD MENTION 

% nonzero = 2.6 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 76.3 

See the note preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 ind 1 

of the year this degree or certificate was received 

97. Before 1901 

98. DK 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: no certificate (V17505=5 0 

certificates (V17506=1 or 2) 

V17522 ‘L55-56 RELIGIOUS PREF H’ TLOC= 31037-31038 

cate the last two digits 

r 9); less than three 

MD=99 

L55. Is your religious preference Protestant, Catholic, or Jewish. or what? 
L56. What denomination is that? 

See the note preceding VI7452 

1,325 23.8 
140 3.5 

2,409 21 .s 
339 6.7 
729 II .4 
180 3.4 

92 1 .8 
214 3.2 
620 9.8 

34 0.5 
38 0.7 
54 0.4 
12 0.2 

113 I .6 
9 0.1 
3 0. I 

II 0. I 
150 I .7 

2 0.0 
1 0.0 
4 0.1 
1 0.0 

7 0. I 

2 0.0 

71 0.8 

554 8.0 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08 
09. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

25. 

97. 

99. 

00. 

Roman Cathol ic 
Jewish 
Baptist 
Lutheran 
Methodist; African Methodist 
Presbyterian 
Episcopalian 
Protestant unspecified 
Other Protestant 
Other non-Christian: Musl im, Rastafarian, etc. 
Latter Day Saints; Mormon 
Jehovah’s Witnesses 
Greek/Russian/Eastern Orthodox 
“Christian” 
Unitarian: Universal ist 
Christian Science 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Pentecostal; Assembly of God 
Amish: Mennon i te 
Quaker: Friends 
Church of God 
United Church of Christ; Congregational Church 
Ref armed, Christian Reformed 
Disciples of Christ; United Christian: First Christian; 
Christian Ho1 iness 
Churches of Christ 

Other 

NA; DK 

None; atheist; agnostic 

NOTE: V17523-VI7524 do not take account of changes in Head’s employment history 
since these questions were actually asked. The user may update these variables 
by recoding data for subsequent years. 

V17523 ‘L57 #YRS WRKD SINCE 18 H’ TLOC= 31039-31040 MD=99 

L57. How many years altogether have you (HEAD) worked for money since you 
were 18? 
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% nonzero q 96.9 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 21.2 

See the notes above and preceding V17452. 

The values for this variable represent in whole years the actual amount of 
time the Head had worked since the age of 18 until the time of the interview. 
In 1985, this question was reasked only of then-current Heads who had worked 
at all since January i. 1984; all other 1985 Heads were updated. See Section 
I, Part 5. p. 72 in the Wave XX (1987) documentation for details. 

01. One year or less 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: never worked; head was under age 18 when this 
question was asked 

V17524 ‘L58 #YR WRKD FULL-TIME H’ TLDC= 31041-31042 MD=99 

L58. How many of these years did you work full-time for most or all of the 

X nonzero = 93 .O 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 19.6 

See the notes preceding Vi7452 and V17523. 

The values for this variable represent in whole years the actual amOUnt of 
time the Head had worked full time since the age of 18 until the time of the 
interview. In 1985. this question was reasked only of then-current Heads who 
had worked at all since January I. 1984; all other 1985 Heads were updated. 
See Section I, Part 5, p. 72 in the Wave XX (1987) documentation for details. 

01. One year or less 
98. Ninety-eight years or more 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: never worked full time; head was under age 18 when 
this question was asked; never worked (V17523=00 or 99) 

V17525 ‘TN1 WHO WAS RESPONDENT ’ TLDC= 31043 MD=9 

TNI. Who was vour Respondent? 

5,421 81.2 1. Head 
1,639 18.0 2. Wife/“Wife” 

41 0.6 7. Someone other than Head or Wife/“Wife’ 

13 0.2 9. NA 

V17526 ‘TN2 # OF INTERVWR CALLS ’ TLDC= 31044-31045 MD=99 

TN2. Total number of calls required to obtain’interview 

% nonzero = 99.8 
mean nonzero. excluding missing data = 4.6 

00. Inap.: none; mail interview 

99. NA 

V17527 '# OF INDIVIDUAL RECORDS ’ TLDC= 31046-31047 

Total Number of Individual Data Records Associated with 1989 FamilV Unit 

The values for this variable represent the number of individual-level data 
records on the merged family-individual tape having the same family-level 
data in 1989, that is, all persons in the family in 1989 and any 
institutionalized individuals associated with the family, as well as any 
movers-out between 1988 and 1989 who did not move into another responding 
family. 

V17528 ‘H+W 1988 FED TAXES ’ TLOC= 31048-31052 

Total Estimated Federal Income Taxes of 1989 Head and Wife/“Wife” for 1988 
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% nonzero = 79.3 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 4.824.1 

The values for this variable in the range -1275 through 99998 represent the 
actual estimate made for taxes. 

VI7528 and VI7529 were computed using the following variables: 

VI6435 Taxable Income of Head and Wife/“Wife” 
VI6440 Total Number of Exemptions 
VI6441 Tax Table Used 

Negative values are allowed for this variable for those eligible for the 
earned income credit and whose taxes are less than the amount of the credit. 
For highly detailed information on the PSID’s estimation of taxes, see the 
1985 (wave XVIII) documentation volume, pp. 91-100. Additionally, check 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for updating rules since then. 

-1275. Negative taxes for those with the maximum earned income 
credit 

00000. None 
99999. $99,999 or more 

V17529 ‘H+W 88 MARGINAL TAX RATE’ TLDC= 31053-31054 

Marginal Tax Rate for 1988 Head’s and Wife’s/“Wife’s” 1988 Estimated Federal 
Income Taxes 

% nonzero = 75.2 
mean nonzero = 20.3 

The values for this variable represent the actual marginal tax rate based on 
Head and Wife’s/“Wife’s” taxable income, number of exemptions, and the tax 
table used. See the 1985 (wave XVIII) documentation volume, pp. 91-100. for 
a complete description of the tax variables. Additionally, check Section 1, 
Part 5 of this volume for updating rules since then. 

00. Zero taxes 

NOTE: For 1989 data only, estimated taxes and marginal rates for second through 
fifth extra earners are omitted. See VI7532 and Section I, Part 5, 1989 
Omissions for details. 

vi7530 ‘1ST XTRA ERNER 88 TAXES I TLOC= 31055-31058 

Estimated Federal Income Taxes of First Extra Earner for 1988 Tax Year 

% nonzero = 15.6 
mean nonzero, including negative values = 1.478.8 

The values for this variable in the range -999 through 9998 represent the 
actual estimate made for taxes. Negative values are allowed here for former 
Heads and Wives/“Wives” eligible for the earned income credit and whose taxes 
are less than the amount of the credit. Incomes for those who are not 
current Heads or Wives/“Wives” are coded only for the part of the year that 
they were in the family in 1988. This estimate of tax liability takes 
account of that fact. See Section I. Part 5 of this volume for further 
details. 

VI7530 and VI7531 were computed using the following variables: 

VI6560 Percent Proratlon of First Extra Earner 
VI6561 Taxable Income 
VI6562 Total Number of Exemptions 
VI6563 Tax Table Used 

See the 1985 (wave XVIII) documentation volume, pp. 91-100. for a complete 
description of the tax variables. Additionally, check Section I, Part 5 of 
this volume for updating rules since then. 

-999. Negative taxes for those with the maximum earned income 
credit 
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9999. $9,999 or more 

0000. Inap. : none; no such person 

v17531 ‘MARG TAX RATE ERNR ONE ’ TLOC= 31059-31060 

Marginal Tax Rate of First Extra Earner for 1988 Tax Year 

% nonzero = 15.6 
mean nonzero = 17.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual marginal tax rate based on 
this person‘s percent proration, taxable income, number of exemptions, and 
the tax table used. 

See the 1985 (wave XVIII) documentation volume, pp. 91-100, for a complete 
description of the tax variables. Additionally, check Section 1, Part 5 of 
this volume for updating rules since then. 

00. Inap. : zero taxes; no such person 

V17532 ‘TOT TAXES ALL XTRA ERNR ’ TLOC= 31061-31065 

Total Estimated Federal Income Taxes of All Extra Earners for 1088 Tax Year 

% nonzero = 15.7 
mean nonzero. including negative values = 1.710.5 

The values for this variable in the range -1275 through 99998 represent the 
actual estimate made for taxes. Negative values may occur in this variable 
if a former Head or Wife/“Wife,” as first extra earner, has negative values 
at V17530. Although separate variables for estimated taxes of the second 
through fifth extra earners have been omitted from the data, those amounts 
are included here along with amounts from V17530. See Section I, Part 5, 
1989 Omissions for our-justification. 

See the 1985 (wave XVIII) documentation volume, pp. 91-100, 
description of the tax variables. Additionally, check Sect 
this volume for updating rules since then. 

-1275. Negative taxes for those with the max 
credit 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: none (Vl7530=01 

v17533 ‘TOT FAM MONEY Y 88 ’ TLOC= 31066-31072 

for a complete 
ion 1. Part 5 of 

imum earned income 

Total 1988 Family Money Income 

mean = 36.297.4 

Negative amounts and zeroes are not allowed for this variable because it is 
used in the generation of the income/needs ratio. The values represent the 
summation of the following variables: 

VI6435 Taxable Income of Head and Wife/“Wife” 
VI6485 Total Transfers of Head and Wife/“Wife” 
VI6585 Taxable Prorated Income of Others 
VI6601 Total Prorated Transfers of Others 

0000001. One dollar or less, including zero and negative 
amounts 

9999999. $9.999.999 or more 

v17534 ‘TOTAL HEAD LABOR Y 88 ’ TLDC= 31073-31078 

Total 1988 Labor Income of 1989 Head 

% nonzero = 75.5 
mean nonzero = 27.384.4 

The values for this variable represent the actual amount of Head’s labor 
income in whole dollars and sum the following variables: 
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Vi6411 Labor Part of Farm Income 
VI6412 Labor Part of Business Income 
VI6413 Head’s Wages Income 
VI6415 Head’s Bonuses, Overtime, Commissions 
VI6416 Head’s Income from Professional Practice or Trade 
VI6417 Labor Part of Market Gardening Income 
VI6418 Labor Part of Roomers and Boarders Income 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. None ; Head did no work for money in 1988 

v17535 ‘ANNUAL NEEDS STD-1988 ’ TLOC= 31079-31083 

Annual Needs Standard for the 1988 (Last Year’s) Family 

mean = 2.931.8 

This is the Orshansky-type poverty threshold based on an annual food needs 
standard which is derived from the weekly food costs in the preceding 
variable, converted to an annual amount, and adjusted for economies of scale 
by USDA rules as follows: 

Single person .add 20% 
Two persons . .add 10% 
Three persons add 5% 
Four persons no change 
Five persons Ideduct 5% 
Six or more persons deduct 10% 

An additional adjustment for diseconomies of small households (in rent, etc.) 
was made 2s follows: 

4.89 times the food needs for single persons 
3.70 times the food needs for two-person units 
3.00 times the food needs for all other units 

Please refer to the wave VII (1974) documentation volume, pp. 39-41, and to 
the User Guide for further details on the need standard. Note that this 
variable is not adjusted for inflation, nor is it exactly comparable to the 
official poverty standard; such changes are left to users. This need 
standard is adjusted for changes in family composition during 1988 and is not 
adjusted for farmers. See Section I, Part 5, Generation of Income/Needs 
Comparable with 1988 and Earlier Waves for generation instructions for an 
income/needs variable that does make such an adjustment. 

Vl7536 ‘HEAD 88 AVG HRLY EARNING’ TLOC= 31084-31087 

Average Hourly Earninas of 1989 Head in 1988 

% nonzero = 75.4 
mean nonzero = 12.978 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent the Head’s average hourly earnings in 
dollars and cents per hour. The formula used for this variable’s generation 
is as follows: 

1988 Labor Income of Head (V17534)/1988 Hours of Work of Head (VI63351 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
two decimal places. 

9999. $99.99 per hour or more 

0000. Zero hourly earnings (V17534=00000): Head did not work 
for money (Vl6335=0000) 

v17537 ‘WIFE 88 AVG HRLY EARNING’ TLOC= 31088-31091 

Averaqe Hourly Earnings of 1989 Wife/“Wife” in 1988 

% nonzero = 34.6 
mean nonzero = 9.360 (with implied decimals) 
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The values for this variable represent the Wife’s/“Wife’s” average hourly 
earnings in dollars and cents per hour. The formula used for this variable’s 
generation is as follows: 

1988 Labor Income of Wife/“Wife” (V16420)/1988 Hours of Work of Wife/ 
“Wife” (VI63651 

ry as having OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictiona 
two decimal places. - 

9999. $99.99 per hour or more 

0000. Zero hourly earnings (V16420=00000); wife/“w 
work for money (V16365=0000): no wife/“wife” 
(V16633=00) 

ife” did not 
in FU 

V17538 ‘REGION OF 1989 INTERVIEW’ TLOC= 31092 MD=9 

Geoqraphical Reqion at Time of 1989 Interview 

1.087 21.5 1. Northeast 
1,644 27.2 2. North Central 
3,259 32.9 3. South 
1,073 17.7 4. West 

12 0.2 5. Alaska, Hawaii 
39 0.4 6. Foreign country 

9. NA 

Region Code 

Northeast North Central 
Connecticut Illinois 

South 
A 1 abama 

West 
Arizona 

Maine 
Massachusetts 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 

Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Nebraska 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
South Dakota 
Wisconsin 

Arkansas 
Del aware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Mary1 and 
Mississippi 
North Carolina 
Oklahoma 
South Carolina 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Virginia 
Washington, D.C. 
West Virginia 

Cal ifornia 
Co1 orado 
Idaho 
Montana 
Nevada 
New Mexico 
Oregon 
Utah 
Washington 
Wyom i ng 

v17539 ‘STATE CODE (FIPS) I TLOC= 31093-31094 MD=99 

State of Residence at Time of 1989 Interview (F,IPS Code) 

Please refer to the 1985 (wave XVIII) documentation, Volume I, Appendix I, 
for the FIPS state codes. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : foreign country 

v17540 ‘COUNTY CODE (FIPS) ’ TLOC= 31095-31097 MD=999 

County of Residence at Time of 1989 Interview (FIPS Code) 

This variable is suppressed (filled with a field of zeroes) in the public 
release files to protect the anonymity of respondents. The codes are 
available in separate files to qualified users under special contractual 
arrangements with the PSID; for more information, contact Terry Adams at 
(313) 763-6868 or (BITNET) userHCAA@UMICHUM. 

v17541 ‘RURAL-URBAN CODE (BEALE)’ TLOC= 31098-31099 MD=99 

Beale-Ross Rural-Urban Continuum Code for 1989 Residence 
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These codes are based on matches to the FIPS state and county codes. 
However, code values have been increased by one. That is, code 01 here is 
equivalent to code 0 as originally used by Beale and Ross. 
Metropolitan status is that announced by the Office of Management and Budget 
in June 1983. when the current population criteria were first applied to 
results of the 1980 Census. Adjacency was determined by both physical 
boundary adjacency and 2 finding that at least 2 percent of the employed 
1 abor force in the nonmetropolitan county commuted to metropolitan central 
count i es. 

2.337 26.3 01. Central counties of metropolitan areas of 1 million 
population or more 

931 15.0 02. Fringe counties of metropolitan areas of I million 
population or more 

1,684 24.4 03. Counties in metropolitan areas of 250 thousand to I 
million population 

435 7.8 04. Counties in metropolitan areas of less than 250 thousand 
population 

151 2.8 05. Urban population of 20.000 or more, adjacent to 
metropolitan are2 

188 2.3 06. Urban population of 20.000 or more, not adjacent to a 
metropolitan area 

461 7.3 07 Urban population of less than 20,000. adjacent to a 
metropolitan area 

665 9.5 08. Urban population of less than 20.000. not adjacent to a 
metropolitan area 

91 1 .s 09. Completely rural, adjacent to a .metropol i tan area 
116 2.0 10. Completely rural, not adjacent to 2 metropolitan area 

16 0.3 99. NA; DK 

39 0.4 00. inap.: foreign country 

V17542 ‘REGION 89 HD GREW UP ’ TLDC= 31100 MD=9 

Geoaraphical Reaion Where 1989 Head Grew Up (about ages 6-16) 

Please refer to the region code following VI7538 for specific state listings. 
This variable was generated from the information given us at the time Head 
status was attained by the 1989 Head. 

1,141 22.9 I. Northeast 
I, 770 30.7 2. North Central 
3,245 30.7 3. South 

737 12.0 4. West 
4 0.1 5. Alaska, Hawaii 

112 2.2 6. Foreign Country 

105 1.4 9. NA region where 1989 Head grew up 

v17543 ‘HEAD GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY' TLOC= 31101 MD=9 

Geographic Mobility: Where 1989 Head Lived at Time of 1989 Interview Versus 
Where Grew Up 

VI7542 (Where Head Grew Up) is taken from the most recent year 1989 Head 
became a new Head. See the note following V17540. 

4,908 66.3 I. Same state at both times: VI7460 equals VI6303 
863 12.4 2. Same region but different state: VI7460 does not equal 

VI6303 but Vi7538 equals VI7542 
1,238 19.9 3. Different regions: VI7538 does not equal VI7542 

105 1.4 9. NA: VI6303 or Vi7460 equals 99 

v17544 ‘ACC 88 Y COMPONENTS ’ TLOC= 31102 

Accuracy of 1988 Money Income Components 

The values for this variable represent the sum of the values for the 
following variables: 

VI6414 Accuracy : Head’s wages income 
VI6419 Accuracy: Head’s other labor income 
VI6421 Accuracy: Wife’s/“Wife’s” labor income 
VI6434 Accuracy: Asset income of Head and Wife/“Wife” 
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VI6444 Accuracy : ADC/AFOC of Head 
VI6465 Accuracy: ADC/AFDC of Wife/“Wife” 
VI6484 Accuracy: Other transfers of Head and Wife/“Wife” 
VI6586 Accuracy: Taxable income of Others 
V 16602 Accuracy : Transfer income of Others 

Sums greater than 9 were truncated at 9. 

6,302 
145 
532 

24 
82 

4 
19 

89.1 
2.0 
7. I 
0.3 
1 .o 
0.1 
0.4 
0.0 
0. I 

0. None 
I One 
2. Two 
3. Three 
4. Four 
5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

5 

v17545 ‘EDUCATION 1989 HEAD ’ TLOC= 31103 MD=9 

1989 Head’s Completed Education Level 

This variable is not strictly comparable to those of early waves of data 
collection: since 1975. variables comparable to Vl7486-VI7516 have been coded 
as well. Additionally, this variable is not strictly comparable to similar 
variables in 1975-1984; the question regarding difficulty in reading or 
writing was omitted from 1985 onward. As with the component data items from 
which this variable is created, the values here reflect the educational 
attainment level of the Head when he or she became a new Head. In cases 
where the Head has remained the same person from the previous interview, this 
variable has been carried forward from the previous year’s data with no 
updating or other changes. Education was reasked of all Heads in 1985. See 
Vi7568 for the recency of this information. 

210 2.1 1. O-5 grades: VI7486 equals 2 or 3 and VI7489 or VI7494 
equals 01-05 and VI7486 equals 5 

537 7.9 2. 6-8 grades; “grade school ” : VI7486 equals 2 or 3 and VI7489 
or VI7494 equals 06-08, and VI7505 equals 5 

1.316 15.8 3. S-i1 grades: VI7486 equals 2 or 3 and VI7489 or VI7494 
equals OS-II. and VI7505 equals 5 

1,620 22.0 4. 12 grades and no further training; “high school”: VI7486 
equals 1, VI7497 equals 5. and VI7505 equals 5 

713 10.0 5. 12 grades plus nonacademic training: VI7486 and VI7505 
equal 1 

1,433 20.1 6. College but no degree: VI7497 equals I and VI7500 equals l- 
5, and VI7502 does not equal 02-06 

839 14.7 7. College BA but no advanced degree: VI7500 equals 4 or 5 and 
VI7502 equals 02 

349 6.3 8. College and advanced or professional degree: VI7500 equals 
4 or 5 and VI7502 equals 03-,06 

97 1.0 9. NA: DK: V17486, VI7497 or VI7500 equals 9; VI7489 or VI7494 
equals 99 

V17546 ‘EDUCATION 1989 WIFE ’ TLDC= 31104 MD-9 

1989 Wife’s/“Wife’s” Completed Education Level 

This variable is not strictly comparable to those of early waves of data 
collection: since 1975, variables comparable to V17421-VI7447 have been coded 
as well. As with the component data items from which this variable is 
created, the values here reflect the educational attainment level of the 
Wife/“Wife” when she became a new Wife/“Wife”. In cases where the Wife/ 
“Wife” has remained the same person from the previous interview, this 
variable has been carried forward from the previous year’s data with no 
updating or other changes. Education was reasked of a Wife’s/“Wife’s” in 
1985. See VI7569 for the recency of this information. 

44 0.5 I. O-5 grades: VI7421 equals 2 or 3 and VI7423 or VI7426 
equals 01-05 and VI7434 equals 5 

172 2.2 2. 6-8 grades: “grade school ” : V17421 equals 2 or 3 and VI7423 
or VI7426 equals 06-08, and VI7434 equals 5 

571 6.7 3. 9-11 grades: VI7421 equals 2 or 3 and VI7423 or VI7426 
equals 09-11, and V17434 equals 5 
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1,198 16 

441 5 

900 IO 

494 6 

171 2 

4 4. 12 grades and no further training: “high school”: Vi7421 
equals 1, Vi7428 equals 5, and VI7434 equals 5 

8 5. 12 grades plus nonacademic training: Vi7421 and Vi7434 
equal 1 

7 6. College but no degree: VI7428 equals 1 and Vi7430 equals l- 
5. and VI7432 does not equal 02-06 

9 7. College BA but no advanced degree: VI7430 equals 4 or 5 and 
VI7432 equals 02 

6 8. College and advanced or professional degree: VI7430 equals 
4 or 5 and V17432 equals 03-06 

69 0.6 9. NA; DK: Vi7421, VI7428 or VI7430 equals 9; VI7423 or VI7426 
equals 99 

3.054 47.6 0. Inap.: no wife/“wife” in FU (Vl6633=00) 

NOTE : The following variables, V17547-V17555. summate the actual number of 
children in the FU by various sex and age categories. Only persons whose 
relationships to Head are those of child, stepchild, grandchild, sibling or 
other relative, such as niece or nephew, are included (Relationship to Head=30, 
33, 35, 37, 40, 47, 60, 65, 70-75. 95, 961. These variables are built by 
accessing individual-level data. 

v17547 ‘# CHILDREN AGE l-2 ’ TLOC= 31105 

Number of Children of Both Sexes, Aqes One and Two Years 

6.069 90.3 0. None 
915 8.8 1. One 
122 0.9 2. Two 

6 0.1 3. Three 
2 0.0 4. Four 

5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

V17548 ‘# CHILDREN AGE 3-5 ’ TLOC= 31106 

Number of Children of Both Sexes, Aqes Three throuqh Five 

6.074 90.2 0. None 
904 8.6 1. One 
129 1.1 2. Two 

7 0.1 3. Three 
4. Four 
5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

VI7549 ‘# CHILDREN AGE 6-13 ’ TLOC= 31107 

Number of Children of Both Sexes, Aqes Six through Thirteen 

5,129 
I ) 197 

624 
133 

25 
4 
2 

79.6 0. None 
12.4 I. One 

6.6 2. Two 
1.2 3. Three 
0.2 4. Four 
0.0 5. Five 
0.0 6. Six 

7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

v17550 ‘# FEM CHILDREN AGE 14-17’ TLDC= 31108 

Number of Female Children, Ages Fourteen throuqh Seventeen 

6,590 93.6 0. None 
481 5.9 I. One 
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39 0.5 2 Two 
4 0.1 3 Three 

4 Four 
5 Five 
6 Six 
7 Seven 
8 Eight 
9 Nine or more 

vi7551 ‘# MALE CHILDREN 14-17 ’ TLOC= 31109 

Number of Male Children, Ages Fourteen through Seventeen 

6,549 93.2 0. None 
515 6.2 I. One 

48 0.5 2. Two 
2 0.0 3. Three 

4. Four 
5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

V17552 ‘# FEM CHILDREN 18-20 ’ TLOC= 31110 

Number of Female Children, Ages Eighteen throuah Twenty 

6,859 96.5 0. None 
248 3.5 1. One 

6 0.0 2. Two 
3. Three 

I 0.0 4. Four 
5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

v17553 ‘# MALE CHILDREN 18-20 ’ TLOC= 31111 

Number of Male Children, Ages Eiahteen throuah Twenty 

6,832 96.2 0. None 
270 3.7 I. One 

12 0.1 2. Two 
3. Three 
4. Four 
5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

v17554 ‘# FEM CHILDREN 21-29 ’ TLOC= 31112 

Number of Female Children, Ages Twenty-one throuqh Twenty-nine 

6,874 97.2 0. None 
213 2.5 I. One 

26 0.3 2. Two 
1 0.0 3. Three 

4. Four 
5. Five 
6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

v17555 ‘R MALE CHILDREN 21-29 ’ TLOC= 31113 

Number of Male Children, Ages Twenty-one through Twenty-nine 

6,798 95.8 0. None 
273 3.7 I. One 
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37 0.4 2. Two 
5 0.1 3. Three 

4. Four 
1 0.0 5. Five 

6. Six 
7. Seven 
8. Eight 
9. Nine or more 

NOTE : Variables 17556-17559 are summaries of information about individuals in 
institutions, as coded on the individual-level dataset. Such an individual, in 
order to be included in the following four variables, must have the same 1989 ID 
number as this family (V30606 must equal V16302) and his or her sequence number 
(V30607) must equal 51-59. The “reason for nonresponse” variable (V30640) was 
consulted for the type of institution. 

Vi7556 ‘# INDS IN ARMED FORCES ’ TLDC= 31114 

Number of Individuals in the Armed Forces 

% nonzero = 0.6 
mean nonzero = 1.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of individuals (I-9) 
that were in the armed forces. Such individuals must conform to the rule 
above, and their values for V30640 must equal 11. 

0. None 

vi7557 ‘# INDS INCARCERATED ’ TLDC= 31115 

Number of Individuals in Penal Institutions 

% nonzero = 0.2 
mean nonzero = 1.0 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of individuals (l-9) 
who were incarcerated in penal institutions. Such individuals must conform 
to the rule preceding Vl7556; and their values for V30640 must equal 12. 

0. None 

V17558 ‘# INDS IN HLTH CARE FAC ’ TLDC= 31116 

Number of Individuals in a Health Care Facilitv 

% nonzero = 0.4 
mean nonzero = 1.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of individuals (l-9) 
who were in health care facilities, such as mental institutions, 
convalescent , nursing and rest homes. Such individuals must conform to the 
rule preceding V17556; and their values for V30640 must equal 13. 

0. None 

v17559 ‘# INDS IN EDUCATNL FACIL’ TLDC= 31117 

Number of Individuals in Educational Facilities 

% nonzero = 2.4 
mean nonzero = 1.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of individuals (l-9) 
who were in educational facilities, usually colleges or universities, and who 
lived in dormitories, or if off-campus, were supported by someone other than 
themselves . Such individuals must conform to the rule preceding Vi7556; and 
their values for V30640 must equal 14. 

0. None 

Vi7660 ‘SPLIT SAMPLE FILTER ’ TLDC= 31118 
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Split Sample Filter 

This variable is identical for each case to V2969, a 1972 variable which 
randomly divided the sample into four equal parts. Splitoffs since 1972 have 
received the same code values as their main families. 

1,849 24.8 I. First quarter sample 
1,778 23.7 2. Second quarter sample 
1,810 27.0 3. Third quarter sample 
1,677 24.5 4. Fourth quarter sample 

NOTE: The values for Vl7561-VI7564 are obtained from questionnaires sent to 
state employment offices. See Section I, Part 5 of this volume for further 
details. 

Vi7561 ‘UNSKLLD CNTY LABOR SUPPL’ TLOC= 31119 MD=9 

1 We are interested in the market for unskilled labor in the area listed 
above. Would you say that in (or around) September 1989 there were: 

177 3.0 1. Many more jobs than applicants 
955 16.7 2. More jobs than applicants 

1 .576 23.2 3. Most applicants able to find jobs 
2,147 29.7 4. More applicants than jobs 

429 6.6 5. Many more applicants than jobs 

1,830 20.8 9. NA; DK: FU lives outside the United States: no information 
received about this family’s county of residence 

Vl7562 ‘TYPICAL UNSKL WAGE RATE ’ TLOC= 31120-31123 MD=9999 

2. In (or around) September 1989, what was the typical wage that an 
unskilled worker might receive? 

mean, excluding missing data = 5.113 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent the actual typical wage in dollars and 
cents per hour reported for the county of residence. 

9998. $99.98 or more 

9999. NA: DK; FU lives outside the United States: no 
information received about the family’s county of 
residence 

V17563 ‘1989 CNTY UNEMP RATE ’ TLOC= 31124-31125 MD=99 

3. In (or around) September 1989, what was the unemployment rate in this 

mean. excluding missing data = 5.1 

The values for this variable represent the actual unemployment rate in whole 
numbers reported for the county of residence. 

98. Ninety-eight percent or more 

99. NA; DK; FU lives outside the United States; no information 
received about this family’s county of residence 

Vi7564 ‘STATE MINIMUM WAGE ’ TLOC= 31126-31128 MD=999 

4. What is the minimum waqe in your state? 

mean, excluding missing data = 3.467 (with implied decimals) 

The values for this variable represent the actual minimum wage rate in 
dollars and cents per hour reported for the county of residence 

998. $9.98 per hour or more 

999. NA; DK; FU lives outside the United States; no 
information received about the family’s county of 
res i dence 
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V17665 ‘MARITAL STATUS 1989 ’ TLDC= 31129 MD=9 

Marital Status of 1989 Head 

This version of marital status is comparable to 1968-1976 data, in which no 
distinction was made between those legally married and those who merely 
cohabited. 

4,069 52.6 I. Married or permanently cohabiting; Wife, “Wife.” or Husband 
is present in the FU 

I, 169 16.6 2. Single, never legally married and no Wife, “Wife,” or 
Husband is present in the FU 

659 12.5 3. Widowed and no Wife, “Wife.” or Husband is present in the 
FU 

798 13.8 4. Divorced and no Wife, “Wife,” or Husband is present in the 
FU 

419 4.6 5. Separated; legally married but no Wife, “Wife,” or Husband 
is present in the FU (the spouse may be in an institution) 

9. NA; DK 

V17566 ‘88-89 CNG MARITAL STATUS’ TLDC= 31130 

1988-1989 Chanqe in Marital Status 

This change variable uses the definition of marital status given at VI7565 
above 

3,772 

2,701 

166 

36 

224 

2 

213 

49.9 

41.7 

2.8 

0.7 

2. I 

0.0 

2.8 

I 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

1988 Head and Wife/“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head 
remained married to each other in 1989 

1988 Head remained unmarried (single, separated, widowed. 
divorced) in 1989. There was no Wife, “Wife.” or husband 
in FU in either year. 

1988 Head and Wife/“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head were 
married in 1988; 1989 Head is one of these two individuals 
and divorced or separated. 

1988 Head and Wife/“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head were 
married in 1988; 1989 Head is one of these two individuals 
and is widowed. 

1988 Head was unmarried (i.e., no spouse present) in 1988 
but was married bv 1989 and has either stayed Head or 
become Wife/“Wife” or Husband of Head for 1989. 

1988 Head and Wife/“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head were 
married in 1988. became divorced and married someone else 

by 1989 

1988 Head and Wife/“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head were 
married in 1988. became widowed and remarried by 1989 

Other -7 including all splitoffs except those who were either 
Head or Wife/“Wife” in 1988 

V17567 ‘COUPLE STATUS OF HEAD ’ TLDC= 31131 

Head’s Couple Status in the FU 

3,833 50.7 1. Head with Wife (V30608=20) present in the FU 
227 1.7 2. Head with “Wife” (V30608=22) present in the FU 

9 0.1 3. Head (Female) with Husband (V30608=90) present in the FU 
172 2.5 4. Head with first-year cohabitor (V30608=88) present in the 

FU 
2,873 44.9 5. Head with no Wife, “Wife,” Husband, or first-year cohabitor 

present in the FU 

Vi7568 ‘YR NEW HEAD IN FU I TLDC= 31132-31133 MD=99 

Year in Which 1989 Head Most RecentlV Became New Head 

This variable contains the last two digits of the year of data collection in 
which background information in V17452-VI7468 was most recently gathered for 

the 1989 Head. If a Head splits off from the main family, e.g., through 
divorce, background information is reasked. Some of this information can 
change over time: thus, this variable can be used by the analyst to indicate 
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which waves of data might be searched to update the variables concerned. 
However. in the 1985 wave, most background information (1989: V17469-Vl7524) 
was reasked 

1,704 32.6 68. 

82 I .2 
154 2.3 
151 2. I 
189 2.6 
204 2.5 
217 2.8 
216 2.8 
223 2.7 
228 3.0 
209 2.3 
247 2.8 
248 2.9 
222 2.7 
250 3.1 
292 3.4 
305 3.9 
384 4.2 
308 3.7 
384 4.6 
433 5.4 
435 5.7 

29 0.4 

69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 

99. 

Current Head 
since 1968 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 
Current Head 

has been a main family Head continuously 

most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 
most 

recently was a 
recently was a 
recently was a 
recently was a 
recently was a 
recently was a 
recently was a 
recentlv was a 
recent 
recent 
recent 
recent 
recent 
recent 
recent 
recent 

; was a 
y was a 
y was a 
y was a 
y was a 
y was a 
y was a 
y was a 

new Head in 1969 
new Head in 1970 
new Head in 1971 
new Head in 1972 
new Head in 1973 
new Head in 1974 
new Head in 1975 
new Head in 1976 
new Head in 1977 
new Head in 1978 
new Head in 1979 
new Head in 1980 
new Head in 1961 
new Head in 1982 
new Head in 1983 
new Head in 1984 

Current Head most recently was a new Head in 1985 
Current Head most recently was a new Head in 1986 
Current Head most recently was a new Head in 1987 
Current Head most recently was a new Head in 1988 
Current Head most recently was 2 new Head in 1989 

NA; collection of background data omitted in error for 
Head. Data for this case may refer to some former Head. 

V17569 ‘YR NEW WIFE IN FU I TLDC= 31134-31135 

Year in Which 1989 Wife/“Wife” Most Recentlv Became New Wife/“Wife” 

This variable contains the last two digits of the year of data collection in 
which background information was most recently gathered for the 1989 Wife/ 
“Wife.” If a Wife/“Wife” splits off from the main family, e.g.. through 
divorce, background information is reasked. Some of this information can 
change over time; thus, this variable can be usea by the analyst to indicate 
which waves of data might be searched to update the variables concerned. In 
1985, al 1 Wives/“Wives” 
v17450). 

were asked all of the background information (V17403- - 

3,077 43.7 85. Current Wife/“Wife” has been Wife/“Wife” continuously 
since 1985 

186 1.8 86. Current Wife/“Wife” most recently was a new Wife/“Wife” in 
1986 

233 2.0 87. Current Wife/“Wife” most recently was a new Wife/“Wife” in 
1987 

267 2.3 88. Current Wife/“Wife” most recently was a new Wife/“Wife” in 
1988 

295 2.7 89. Current Wife/“Wife” most recently was a new Wife/“Wife” in 
1989 

3,056 47.6 00. Inap. : no wife/“wife” in FU (Vi6633=00) 

Vi7570 ‘HD-SPOUSE SAMPLE STATUS t TLDC= 31136 

Whether Head and Spouse Are Sample Members 

For this variable, the term “spouse” includes Wife (V30608=20), “Wife” 
(V30608=22). or Husband (V30608=90). 

995 22.4 I. Head and spouse are both sample members and their 1968 IO 
numbers are identical. 

I 0.0 2. Head and spouse are both sample members but they have 
different 1968 IO numbers. 

1,490 15.1 3. Head is a sample member, spouse is nonsample. 
1.583 15.1 4. Head is nonsample, spouse is sample member. 
3.045 47.4 5. Head is sample member, no spouse in FU. 

6. Head and spouse are both nonsample. 
7. Head is nonsample, no spouse in FU. 
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v17571 ‘# 89 S/D FROM THIS FAM ’ TLDC= 31137 

Number of 1989 Splitoff Interviews Taken from This Main Family Interview 

The values for this variable represent the actual number of 1989 Splitoff 
interviews taken as a result of recontacting and reinterviewing the main 
family; it is intended primarily for use as a linking variable. 

189 2.9 1. One Splitoff interview from this main family 
8 0.2 2. Two Splitoff interviews from this main family 
I 0.0 3. Three Splitoff interviews from this main family 

4. Four Splitoff interviews from this main family 
5. Five Splitoff interviews from this main family 
6. Six Splitoff interviews from this main family 
7. Seven Splitoff interviews from this main family 
8. Eight Splitoff interviews from this main family 
9. Nine or more splitoff interviews from this main family 

6,916 96.9 0. Inap. : none; this is 2 splitoff interview (V16307=1) 

NOTE: The following variables, V17572-V17583. provide the user with a means of 
linking data between panel families that share the household. Each family 
involved in such 2 living arrangement has nonzero values here that represent 211 
of the other panel families in the household. There are three sets of these - 
variables, as that was the maximum number of other such families sharing the 
household for any given case. Please see PSID User Guide for 2 more detailed 
description. 

V17572 ‘8910 OF 1ST DTR FU IN HU’ TLDC= 31138-31141 

1989 Interview Number of the First Other PSID Family Unit Sharing the 
Household with This Family 

% nonzero = 7.3 

Values for this variable in the range 0001-7114 represent the actual 1989 ID 
number of the first other family living with this one. 

0000. No other panel family shares household (V16316=0. 5, 7, 
or 91 

v17573 ‘REL OF 1ST OTHER FU 1 TLDC= 31142 

Relationship of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the First Other Family Unit 
Sharina the Household to the Head (or Wife/“Wife’) of this Family 

250 3.1 I. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the first other FU is the 
parent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

247 2.9 2. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the first other FU is the 
child of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

7 0.1 3. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the first other FU is the 
qrandparent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife’) of this FU. 

IO 0.1 4. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the first other FU is the 
grandchild of the Head (or Wife/‘Wife”) of this FU. 

126 1.0 5. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the first other FU is the 
siblinq of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

6 0.1 7. Other 

6,468 92.7 0. Inap. : no other panel family shares the household 
(Vl6316=0. 5, 7. or 9) 

v17574 ‘SIZE OF 1ST OTHER FU ’ TLOC= 31143-31144 

Number of FU Members in First Other FU 

The range of possible values for this variable is at least 01, but not more 
than 20. The code value represents the actual number of persons in the first 
other FU. There are no missing data. 

00. No other panel family shares household (V16316=0, 5. 7, or 
9) 
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v17575 ‘89ID OF 2ND DTR FU IN HU’ TLDC= 31145-31148 

1989 Interview Number of the Second Other PSID Family Unit Sharing the 
Household with This Family 

% nonzero = 1.0 

Values for this variable in the range OOOI-7!14 represent the actual 1989 ID 
number of the second other family living with this one. 

0000. No other panel family shares the household (Vl6316=0, 5. 
7 or 9); only one other panel family shares the 
househo 1 d 

V17576 ‘REL OF 2ND OTHER FU ’ TLDC= 31149 

Relationship of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the Second Other Family Unit 
Sharinq the Household to the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this Family 

37 0.3 1. The Head (or Wifej”Wife”) of the second other FU is the 
parent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

36 0.3 2. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the second other FU is the 
child of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

3. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the second other FU is the 
grandparent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

3 0.0 4. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”l of the second other FU is the 
grandchild of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

47 0.4 5. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the second other FU is the 
sibling of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) Of this FU. 

7. Other 

6,991 99.0 0. Inap. : no other panel family shares the household 
(V16316=0, 5, 7. or 9): only one other panel family shares 
the household (V17575=0000) 

v17577 ‘SIZE OF 2ND OTHER FU ’ TLDC= 31150-31151 

Number of FU Members in Second Other FU 

The range of possible values for this variable is at least 01. but not more 
than 20. The code value represents the actual number of persons in the 
second other FU. There are no missing data. 

00. No other panel family shares the household (Vt6316=0, 5, 7 
or 9): only one other panel family shares the household 
(v17575=0000) 

V17578 ‘89ID OF 3RD DTR FU IN I-W’ TLDC= 31152-31155 

1989 Interview Number of the Third Other PSID Family Unit Sharing the 
Household with This Family 

% nonzero = 0.3 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-7114 represent the actual 1989 
ID number of the third other family living with this one. 

0000. No other panel family shares the household (V16316=0. 5, 
7 or 9); only one or two other panel families share the 
household 

v17579 ‘REL OF 3RD OTHER FU ’ TLDC= 31156 

Relationship of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the Third Other Family Unit 
Sharing the Household to the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of This Family 

5 0.1 1. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the third other FU is the 
parent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

8 0.1 2. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the third other FU is the 
child of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

3. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the third other FU is the 
grandparent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife’) of this FU. 
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4 the third other FU is the 
ife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

25 0.1 5 the third other FU is the 
/“Wife”) of this FU. 

7 

7,076 99.7 0 shares the household 
(V16316=0. 5. 7 or 9); only one or two other panel families 
share the household (V17578=0000) 

The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of 
grandchi 1 d of the Head (or W 

The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of 
sibling of the Head (or Wife 

Other 

Inap.: no other panel family 

V17580 ‘SIZE OF 3RD OTHER FU ’ TLOC= 31167-31158 

Number of FU Members in Third Other FU 

The range of possible values for this variable is at least 01. but not more 
than 20. The code value represents the actual number of persons in the third 
other FU. There are no missing data. 

00. No other panel family shares the household (Vl6316=0. 5. 7 
or 9); only one or two other panel families share the 
household (Vl7578=0000) 

V17581 ‘891D OF 4TH OTR FU IN HU’ TLOC- 31159-31162 

1989 Interview Number of the Fourth Other PSID Family Unit Sharing the 
Household with This Family 

% nonzero = 0.0 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-7114 represent the actual 1989 
ID number of the fourth other family living with this one. 

0000. No other panel family shares the household (Vl6316=0, 5. 
7 or 9); only one through three other panel families 
share the household 

V17582 ‘REL OF 4TH OTHER FU ’ TLOC= 31163 

Relationship of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the Fourth Other Family Unit 
Sharino the Household to the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of This Family 

1 The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the fourth other FU is the 
parent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

I 0.0 2. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the fourth other FU is the 
child of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

3. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the fourth other FU is the 
arandparent of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

4. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the fourth other FU is the 
qrandchild of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

9 0.0 5. The Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of the fourth other FU is the 
sibling of the Head (or Wife/“Wife”) of this FU. 

7. Other 

7,104 100.0 0. Inap.: no other panel family shares the household 
(V16316=0, 5, 7 or 9); only one through three other panel 
families share the household (V17581=0000) 

V17583 ‘SIZE OF 4TH OTHER FU I TLOC= 31164-31165 

Number of FU Members in Fourth Other FU 

The range of possible values for this variable is at least 01, but not more 
than 20. The code value represents the actual number of persons in the 
fourth other FU. There are no missing data. 

00. No other panel family shares the household (Vi6316=0. 5, 7 
or 9); only one through three other panel families share 
the household (V17581=0000) 

V17584 ‘HOUSEHOLD ID # 

Household ID Number 

I TLOC= 31166-31169 
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This variable was generated to simplify the clustering of multiple panel 
family units residing in the same households. Its values were assigned 
simply by selecting a 1989 ID number (VI63021 with the lowest value from 
among the 1989 ID numbers (VI63021 of those families comprising each such 
household group. This value was used in these tape locations for all of the 
related households. Thus t if the user sorts the data ordered by this 
variable, the family units within larger household groups will be adjacent to 
each other. Family units who did not share their households with any other 
family unit or shared only with non-panel family units were given their own 
values for Vi6302. The range of values is 0001-7114, but the series is not 
contiguous. See Linking Data: Families Sharinq Households in Section I. 
Part 5 in the front matter of this volume for a discussion of wavs to 
identify shared households in the early years of the PSID. 

NOTE: The information in V17585-Vi7588 is based on data gathered in birth 
history questions interspersed throughout Section J of the 1989 questionnaire. 
The birth data were asked for: 

al each male Head, unless all of the following were true: he was al so Head 
in 1988, had the same legal Wife in both waves (Vl6189=1 and V17567=1 
and V16310=0-I). and she was age 45 or older at the time of the 1989 
interview. 

b) each female Head, unless both of the following were true: she was Head, 
Wife, or “Wife” in 1988 and was age 45 or older at the time of the 1989 
interview. 

c) each Wife or “Wife”, unless both of the following were true: she was 
Head, Wife, or “Wife” in 1988 and was age 45 or older at the time of the 
1989 interview. 

d) all other family unit members, including husbands of Head (V30608=90) 
and first-year cohabitors (V30608=88). who were age 12 through 44 at the 
time of the 1989 interview. 

Vl’7585 ‘# BORN TO HD ONLY IN 88 ’ TLOC= 31170 MD=8 

Number of Children Born During Calendar Year 1988 to Head But Not Jointly 
with Wife/“Wife”. Husband of Head, or First-Year Cohabitor 

The values for this variable indicate the number of children born between 
January 1, 1988 and December 31 1988 to the Head but not jointly with the 
Wife/“Wife”, husband of Head, or’first-year cohabitor (~608=20, 22, SO or 
88 respectively) , if one is present in the FU. The data are based only on 
information reported in the 1989 wave. Because of age and relationship 
variations in what was asked, this information is not known in some cases. 
See the note immediately preceding this variable for a description of the 
restrictions. If birth questions were asked about the Head but not the Wife/ 
“Wife”, husband of Head or first-year cohabitor, then births to Head were 
counted in this variable. 

4,899 59.9 0. None 
81 0.8 1. One 

3 0.0 2. Two 
3. Three 

12 0.1 8. NA; DK 

2,119 39.1 9. Head was not of an age-relationship combination about whom 
birth history questions were asked in 1989. See the note 
preceding this variable for the age-relationship 
restrictions. 

V17586 ‘#BORN TO W/“W” ONLY IN88’ TLOC= 31171 MD=8 

Number of Children Born During Calendar Year 1988 to Wife/“Wife”. Husband of 
Head, or First-Year Cohabitor But Not Jointly with Head 

The values for this variable indicate the number of children born between 
January I . 1988 and December 31. 1988 to the Wife, “Wife”, husband of Head, 
or first-year cohabitor (V30608=20, 22. 90 or 88 respectively) but not 
jointly with the Head. The data are based only on information reported in 
the 1989 wave. Because of age and relationship variations in what was asked, 
this information is not known in some cases. See the note immediately 
preceding Vi7585 for a description of the restrictions. If birth questions 
were asked about the Wife/“Wife”. husband of Head or first-year cohabitor but 
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not the Head, then births to the Wife/“Wife”. husband of Head or first-year 
cohabitor are counted in this variable. 

2,984 31.4 0. None 
4 0.0 1. One 

2. Two 
3. Three 

21 0.3 8. NA; DK 

4,105 68.4 9. No Wife/“Wife”. husband of Head or first-year cohabitor was 
in the FU; Wife/“Wife” , husband of Head, or first-year 
cohabitor was not of an age-relationship combination about 
whom birth history questions were asked in 1989. See the 
note preceding VI7585 for the age-relationship 
restrictions. 

V17587 ‘WSRN TO H+W JOINTLY IN88’ TLOC= 31172 MD=8 

Number of Children Born During Calendar Year 1988 Jointly to Head and Wife/ 
“Wife”, Husband of Head, or First-Year Cohabitor 

The values for this variable indicate the number of children born between 
January I. 1988 and December 31, 1988 whose parents are Head and Wife/“Wife”, 
husband of Head, or first-year cohabitor (V30608=20. 22, 90 or 88 
respectively). The data are based only on information reported in the 1989 
wave. Because of age and relationship variations in what was asked, this 
information is not known in some cases. See the note immediately preceding 
VI7585 for a description of the restrictions. If birth questions were asked 
about the Head but not the Wife/“Wife”, husband of Head, or first-year 
cohabitor. then births to Head are counted in V17585. If birth questions 
were asked of the Wife/“Wife”. husband of Head, or first-year cohabitor but 
not the Head, then births are counted in V17586. 

2,742 29.1 0. None 
252 2.3 1. One 

2 0.0 2. Two 
3. Three 

13 0.2 8. NA; DK 

4,105 68.4 9. No Wife/“Wife”. husband of Head or first-year cohabitor was 
in the FU; Head, Wife/“Wife”. husband of Head, or first- 
year cohabitor was not of an age-relationship combination 
about whom birth history questions were asked in 1989. See 
the note preceding VI7585 for the age-relationship 
restrictions. 

V17688 ‘# BORN TO OFUMS IN 88 ’ TLOC= 31173 MD=8 

Number of Children Born During Calendar Year 1988 to Other FU Members Age IZ- 
44 Who Were Neither Husband of Head nor First-Year Cohabitor 

The values for this variable indicate the number of children born between 
January I, 1988 and December 31, 1988 to other FU members age 12-44 who were 
neither husband of Head nor first-year cohabitor (V30608=90 or 88 
respectively) . The data are based only on information reported in the 1989 
wave. Because of age and relationship variations in what was asked, this 
information is not known in some cases. See the note immediately preceding 
VI7585 for a description of the restrictions. A child reported as born to 
the husband of Head or first-year cohabitor is not counted in this variable. 
See VI7586 for births to the husband or cohabitor if the Head was not 
reported as the other parent, or VI7587 If the Head was reported as the other 
parent. 

1,957 24.7 0. None 
53 0.4 1. One 

6 0.0 2. Two 
I 0.0 3. Three 

73 0.8 8. NA: DK 

5,024 74.1 9. No other FU members were in the FU; any other FU members 
(besides husband of head and first-year cohabitor) were not 
between the ages of 12 and 44 in 1989. 
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NOTE: Since imputation procedures for 1989 wealth components were more 
elaborate than those used in processing the 1984 wealth components, we added to 
the 1989 family record (V17589-V17609) the 1984 wealth components from the 1984 
family associated with this 1989 family and applied similar imputation 
orocedures. Also. we then corrected several errors in the 1984 data. See The 
‘1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5. 

V17589 ‘K113 OWN OTR RL EST? 84’ TLOC= 31174 MD=9 

Kll3. We need a rough measure of savings and assets you may have that we 
haven’t already talked about. What about real estate other than your 
main home, such as a second home, land, rental real estate, or money 
owed to you on a land contract--do you (or anyone in your family 
livinq there) have any of those?-1984 

1,171 21.2 1. 
5,889 78.1 5. 

8 0.1 9. 

46 0.5 0. 

V17580 ‘Kl14 PROFIT 

Kl14. If you so 

Yes 
No 

NA; DK 

No 1984 data 

IF SOLD 84’ TLOC= 3 

ld all that and paid off 
realize on it?-REAL ESTATE IN 198 

% nonzero = 21.8 
mean nonzero, including negative values and excluding missing data = 67.617.7 

175-31181 MD=9999999 

any debts on it, how much could you 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999998 represent the 
net value of real estate other than the main home: 0000000 represents a value 
of zero. All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in 
Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation procedures. See note 
preceding Vi7589. 

9999999. No 1984 data 

0000000. Inap.: net value of real estate is zero; does not own 
any real estate other than main home (V17589=5) 

v17591 ‘Kll5-117 REAL ESTATE 84’ TLOC= 31182 

K115. Would it amount to $25,000 or more? 
K116. $100,000 or more? 
K117. $1,000 or more?-REAL ESTATE IN 1984 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. See note preceding V17589. 

4 0.1 I. Less than $1,000 
47 0.9 2. $1,000 or more but less than $25.000 
37 0.6 3. $25.000 or more but less than $100,000 
21 0.4 4. $100,000 or more 

2 0.0 5. Less than $25,000 but NA/DK whether $1,000 or more 
4 0.1 6. $25,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100.000 or more 

8 0.1 7. NA/DK whether owned any real estate other than main home 
25 0.5 8. Refused or DK value of real estate other than main home and 

no further information from bracket questions 
37 0.6 9. NA value of real estate other than main home and no further 

information from bracket questions 

6,929 96.7 0. Inap. : no 1984 data: the value in VI7590 above was not 
imputed; does not own any real estate other than main home 
(Vl7589=5) 

v17592 ‘Kll8 VALUE OF VEHICLS 84’ TLOC= 31183-31188 MD=999999 

Kll8. What about the value of what you own on wheels, like cars, trucks, a 
motor home, a trailer, or a boat--what are they worth, minus anything 
you still owe on them?-1984 
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% nonzero = 85.7 
mean nonzero, including negative values and excluding missing data = 6.980.3 

Values for this variable in the range -99999 through 999998 represent the net 
value of vehicles; 000000 represents a value of zero. All missing data were 
assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details 
about imputation procedures. See note preceding V17589. 

999999. No 1984 data 

000000. Inap.: does not own any vehicles; net value of 
vehicles is zero 

v17593 ‘Kllg-121 VEHICLES 84’ TLOC= 31189 

KIIQ. Would they amount to $5.000 or more? 
KIZO. $25.000 or more? 
KIZI. $1,000 or more?-VEHICLES IN 1984 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section 1. Part 5 
of this volume. See note preceding V17589. 

44 0.6 1. Less than $1.000 
94 1.4 2. $1,000 or more but less than $5.000 

123 1.8 3. $5,000 or more but less than $25.000 
14 0.2 4. 525,000 or more 
10 0.1 5. Less than 55,000 but NA/DK whether 51,000 or more 

6. 55,000 or more but NA/DK whether 525.000 or more 
90 1.0 8. Refused or DK value of vehicles and no further information 

from bracket questions 
35 0.7 9. NA value of vehicles and no further information from 

bracket questions 

6,704 94.2 0. Inap.: no 1984 data; the value in VI7592 above was not 
imputed; does not own any vehicles: net value of vehicles 
is zero 

v17594 ‘K122 OWN FARM/SUSNES? 84’ TLOC= 31190 MD=8 

Kl22. Do you (or anyone in your family living there) own part or all of a 
farm or business?-1984 

749 13.3 1. Yes 
6.314 86.0 5. No 

5 0.1 9. NA; DK 

46 0.5 0. No 1984 data 

v17595 ‘K123 PROFIT IF SOLD 84’ TLOC= 31191-31197 MD=9999999 

K123. If you sold all that and paid off any debts on it, how much could you 
realize on it?-BUSINESS IN 1984 

% nonzero = 13.0 
mean nonzero. including negative values and excluding missing data = 
161,601 .4 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999998 represent the 
net value of farms or businesses: 0000000 represents a value of zero. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, 
Part 5 for details about imputation procedures. See note preceding V17589. 

9999999. No 1984 data 

0000000. Inap. ; net value of farm or business is zero; does 
not own farm or business (Vl75947=5) 

Vi7596 ‘K124-126 FARM/SUSINESS84’ TLOC= 31198 

Kl24. Would it amount to $25,000 or more? 
K125. 5100,000 or more? 
K126. 51,000 or more?-BUSINESS IN 1984 
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This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. See note preceding Vl75QQ. 

3 0.1 I. Less than $1.000 
36 0.6 2. $1,000 or more but less than $25,000 
59 0.9 3. $25,000 or more but less than $100.000 
53 1.0 4. $100,000 or more 

3 0.0 5. Less than $25,000 but NA/DK whether $1,000 or more 
9 0.2 6. $25,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

5 0.1 7. NA/DK whether owned a farm or business 
28 0.5 8. Refused or OK value of farm or business and no further 

information from bracket questions 
27 0.5 9. NA value of farm or business and no further information 

from bracket questions 

6.891 96.1 0. Inap.: no 1984 data; the value in VI7595 above was not 
imputed; does not own a farm or business (V17594=5) 

v17597 ‘K127 OWN STDCKS,ETC 84’ TLOC= 31199 MD=9 

K127. Do you (or anyone in your family living there) have any shares of 
stock in publicly held corporations, mutual funds, or investment 
trusts, including stocks in IRA’s?-1984 

1,350 26.4 1 Yes 
5,710 72.9 5. No 

8 0.2 9. NA; DK 

46 0.5 0. No !984 data 

V17598 ‘K128 PROFIT IF SOLD 84’ TLOC= 31200-31205 MD=999999 

K128. If you sold all that and paid off everything you owed on it, how much 
would you have?-STOCKS IN 1984 

% nonzero = 27.1 
mean nonzero, including negative values and excluding missing data = 27.490.4 

Values for this variable in the range -99999 through 999998 represent the net 
value of stocks; 000000 represents a value of zero. All missing data were 
assigned. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 for details 
about imputation procedures. See note preceding Vl7589. 

999999. No 1984 data 

000000. Inap. : net value of stocks is zero; does not own 
stocks (Vl7597=5) 

v17599 ‘Kl29-131 STOCKS, ETC 84’ TLOC= 31206 

KIZQ. Would it amount to $10.000 or more? 
Kl30. $100,000 or more? 
K131. $1,000 or more?-STOCKS IN 1984 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identifv 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 ’ 
of this volume. See note preceding V17589. 

34 0.5 I. 
78 1.4 2. 
65 1.4 3. 
15 0.4 4. 

9 0.1 5. 
5 0.1 6. 

8 0.2 7. 
36 0.7 8. 

18 0.3 9. 

Less than $1.000 
$1,000 or more but less than $10.000 
$10,000 or more but less than $100,000 
$100,000 or more 
Less than 310,000 but NA/DK whether $1,000 or more 
$10,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

NA/DK whether owned stocks 
Refused or DK value of stocks and no further information 
from bracket questions 
NA/DK value of stocks and no further information from 
bracket questions 

Inap.: no 1984 data; the value in VI7598 above was not 
imputed; does not own stocks (V17597.5) 

6,846 94.9 0. 
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Vi7600 ‘Kl32 CK/SAV/CD,ETC? 84’ TLDC= 31207 MD=9 

Ki32. Do you (or anyone else in your family living there) have any money in 
checking or savings accounts, money market funds. Certificates Of 
depos i t , government savings bonds, or Treasury bills, including 
IRA’s?-1984 

4,859 80.8 I. Yes 
2, 198 18.5 5. No 

11 0.2 9. NA; DK 

46 0.5 0. No 1984 data 

V17601 ‘K133 AMT ALL ACCOUNTS 94’ TLDC= 31208-31213 MD=999999 

Kl33. If you added up all such accounts for all of your family living there, 
about how much would they amount to right now?-CASH ACCOUNTS IN 1984 

% nonzero = 81.5 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 16.049.4 

Values for this variable in the range 000001 through 999997 represent the 
dollar amount in cash accounts. All missing data were assigned. See The 
1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. See note preceding V17589. 

999998. $999,998 or more. Only one case is so coded, and the 
actual amount is $1.500,000. 

999999. No 1984 data 

000000. Inap.: has no cash assets (Vi7600=5) 

Vi7602 ‘K134-136 CK/SAV/CD,ETC84‘ TLDC= 31214 

K134. Would they amount to $10,000 or more? 
Kl35. $100.000 or more? 
K136. $1,000 or more?-CASH ACCOUNTS IN 1984 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 
of this volume. See note preceding Vl7589. 

72 1.2 I. Less than $1,000 
151 2.4 2. $1.000 or more but less than $10,000 
133 2.9 3. $10.000 or more but less than $100,000 

19 0.4 4. $100,000 or more 
4 0.1 5. Less than $10,000 but NA/DK whether $1,000 or more 
7 0.2 6. $10.000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

11 0.2 7. NA/DK whether had cash assets 
83 1.4 8. Refused or DK value of cash assets and no further 

information from bracket questions 
20 0.3 9. NA value of cash assets and no further information from 

bracket questions 

6,614 91.0 0. Inap.: no 1984 data; the value in VI7601 above was not 
imputed; has no cash assets (Vl7600=5) 

V17803 ‘K137 WTR BDND/INS,ETC 84’ TLDC= 31215 MD-9 

K137. Do you (or anyone in your family living there) have any other savings 
or assets, such as bonds, rights in a trust or estate, cash value in a 
life insurance policy, or a valuable collection for investment 
purposes?-1984 

1,411 24.9 I. Yes 
5,641 74.4 5. No 

16 0.2 9. NA; DK 

46 0.5 0. No 1984 data 

V17604 ‘K138 PROFIT IF SOLD 84’ TLDC= 31216-31222 MD=9999999 

K138. If you sold that and paid off any debts on it, how much would you 
have?-OTHER ASSETS IN 1984 
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% nonzero = 25.6 
mean nonzero, including negative values and excluding missing data = 35.785.2 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999998 represent the 
net value of any assets not covered by the above variables: 0000000 
represents a value of zero. All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 
Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. See note preceding Vi7589. 

9999999. No 1984 data 

0000000. Inap.: net value of other assets is zero; has no 
other assets (Vi7603=5) 

v 17605 ‘K139-141 BONDS/INS,ETC84’ TLDC= 31223 

Ki39. Would it amount to $10,000 or more? 
Ki40. $100,000 or more? 
K141. $1,000 or more?-OTHER ASSETS IN 1984 

This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 
of this volume. See note preceding Vl7589. 

38 0.6 I. Less than $1,000 
138 2.3 2. $1.000 or more but less than $10.000 

60 1.1 3. $10,000 or more but less than $100,000 
II 0.2 4. $100,000 or more 
16 0.3 5. Less than $10,000 but NA/DK whether $1.000 or more 

4 0.1 6. $10,000 or more but NA/DK whether $100,000 or more 

16 0.2 7. NA/DK whether had other assets 
62 1.0 8. Refused or DK value of other assets and no further 

information from bracket questions 
17 0.3 9. NA value of other assets and no further information from 

bracket questions 

6,752 93.9 0. Inap.: no 1984 data; the value in VI7604 above was not 
imputed; has no other assets (V17603=5) 

V 17606 ‘K145 WTR OTHER DEBTS 84’ TLDC- 31224 MD=9 

K145. Aside from the debts that we have already talked about, do you (or 
anyone in your family living there) currently have any other debts, 
such as for credit card charges. student loans, medical or legal 
bills, or on loans from relatives?-1984 

3,381 48.2 I. Yes 
3,679 51.1 5. No 

8 0.1 9. NA: DK 

46 0.5 0. No 1984 data 

V17607 ‘Kl46 AMT OTHER DEBTS 84’ TLDC= 31225-31230 MD=999999 

K146. If you added up all of these debts (for all of your family living 
there), about how much would they amount to riqht now?-DEBT5 IN 1984 

% nonzero = 48.9 
mean nonzero, excluding missing data = 4,457.S 

Values for this variable in the range 000001 through 999998 represent the 
dollar amount of other debts. All missing data were assigned. See The 1989 
Wealth Supplement in Section I, Part 5 for details about imputation 
procedures. See note preceding Vl7589. 

999999. No 1984 data 

000000. Inap.: has no other debts (Vl7606=5) 

Vl7608 ‘Kl47-149 OTHER DEBTS 84/ TLDC= 31231 

K147. Would they amount to $5,000 or more? 
K148. $25,000 or more? 
Kl49. $1,000 or more?-OTHER DEBTS IN 1984 
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This variable has a nonzero value if the respondent was unable to give a 
dollar amount for the above variable. Codes below allow the user to identify 
the imputation method. See The 1989 Wealth Supplement in Section I. Part 5 
of this volume. See note preceding V17589. 

34 0.4 1. 
47 0.6 2. 
26 0.3 3. 

1 0.0 4. 
4 0.0 5. 

6. 

8 0.1 7. 
22 0.3 8. 

7 0.1 9 

6,965 98.2 0. 

Less than $1.000 
$1.000 or more but less than $5.000 
$5.000 or more but less than $25.000 
$25.000 or more 
Less than $5.000 but NA/DK whether $1,000 or more 
$5.000 or more but NA/DK whether $25.000 or more 

NA/DK whether has other debts 
Refused or DK value of other debts and no further 
information from bracket questions 
NA value of other debts and no further information from 
bracket questions 

Inap.: no 1984 data; the value in VI7607 above was not 
imputed; has no other debts (V17606=5) 

Vi7609 ‘1984 TOTAL WEALTH I TLOC= 31232-31238 MD=9999999 

% nonzero = 96.1 
mean. including negative values and zeroes, and excluding missing data = 
99.960.4 

Values for this variable in the range -999999 through 9999998 represent the 
total reported wealth in 1984; 0000000 represents a value of zero. See note 
preceding V17589. 

This variable was generated by summing: 
VI0018 1984 House Value (Main home) 
vi7590 1984 Net Value of Other Real Estate 
VI7592 i984 Net Value of Vehicles 
VI7595 1984 Net Value of Farm or Business 
VI7598 1984 Net Value of Stocks 
Vi7601 1984 Value of Cash Accounts 
Vi7604 1984 Net Value of Other Assets 

and by subtracting: 
v10020 1984 Remaining Mortgage Principal (Main home) 
V 17607 1984 Other Debts 

9999999. No 1984 data 

Vi7610 ‘ACTIVE SAVING 1984-89 ’ TLOC= 31239-31246 

% nonzero = 97.6 
mean nonzero, including negative values and excluding missing data = 4.200.0 

Values for this variable in the range -9999999 through 99999998 represent the 
change in wealth between 1984 and 1989; a value of 00000000 represents zero. 
See note preceding V17589. 

This variable was generated by summing 
Vi0018 1984 House Value, unless moved between 1984 and 1989 
Vi7340 Value of Private Annuities in 1989 
VI7346 Value of Real Estate Purchased Since 1984 
VI7352 Cost of Additions/Repairs to Real Estate Since 1984 
VI7355 Amount Invested in Business/Farm Since 1984 
Vi7365 Amount of Stock Purchased Since i984 
VI7371 Assets Removed by Movers Out Since 1984 
Vi7379 Debts Added by Movers In Since 1984 
VI7389 Total Wealth in 1989 
VI7590 Equity in Real Estate in 1984 
V17595 Equity in Farm/Business in 1984 
Vi7598 Value of Stocks Held in 1984 

and subtracting 
VI6324 1989 House Value 
VI7318 Equity in Real Estate in 1989 
VI7323 Equity in Farm/Business in 1989 
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VI7326 Value of Stocks Held in 1989 
V17343 Value of Pensions/Annuities Cashed In Since 1984 
VI7349 Value of Real Estate Sold Since 1984 
VI7358 Value of Farm/Business Sold Since 1984 
VI7368 Value of Stock Sold Since 1984 
Vi7373 Debts Removed by Movers Out Since 1984 
VI7377 Assets Added by Movers In Since 1984 
VI7384 Value of Inheritance Received Since 1984 
VI7387 Value of All Other Inheritances Received Since 1984 
Vi7609 1984 Total Wealth in 1984 

If the family moved between 1984 and 1989, separate increases for capital 
gains in housing were calculated for each home. See The 1989 Wealth 
Supplement, Section I, Part 5 for more details about the calculation of this 
variable. 

OSIRIS USERS: Although the OSIRIS dictionary should include a missing data 
value for this variable, the maximum field width allowed by OSIRIS for 
missing data is seven digits. Since this is an 8-digit variable, we are 
unable to properly define missing data in the dictionary. The (unspecified) 
missing data code for this variable is 99999999, and cases with this value 
were excluded from the computation of the mean above. 

99999999. No 1984 data 

00000000. No net change 

VI761 1 ‘FAM COMP CHANGE 1984-89 ’ TLOC= 31247 MD=9 

Five-year Familv Composition Change (Between the 1984 and 1989 interviews) 

The largest number coded in any of the following variables is reproduced 
here: V11112, Vl2510. Vl3710, V14810, Vl6310. This variable can be used to 
explain some changes between 1984 and 1989 wealth. 

2,485 41.5 0. No change in family members 
2.118 27.2 1. Change in members other than Head or Wife/“Wife” only. 

577 7.8 2. Head is the same person from 1984-1989, but a Wife/“Wife” 
either joined or left the family during that time: 
cohabiting, nonrelative female became “Wife” during that 
time 

338 6.0 3: Wife/“Wife” became Head between 1984 and 1989 
392 3.9 4. Female Head at some time between 1984 and 1989 got 

married--husband (usually a nonsample member) became Head; 
a cohabiting, nonrelative male became Head. 

928 10.8 5. Some sample member other than Head or Wife/“Wife” became 
Head (usually indicates male and unmarried female 
splitoffs) 

219 2.1 6. Some female other than Head got married and her husband 
(nonsample member) became Head (usually indicates married 
female splitoffs) 

1 0.0 7. Former female Head whose husband returned from an 
institution between 1984-1989;, he became Head 

10 0.2 8. Other (indicates recombined families--these are usually 
1968 Heads and Wives who parted for a year or more, were 
interviewed separately, and who reconciled at some time 
between the 1984 and 1989 interviews) 

46 0.5 9. No 1984 data 

V17612 ‘1989 FAMILY WEIGHT ’ TLOC= 31249-31250 

1989 Family Weight 

Weights were completely revised in 1989 to account for deaths, marriages to 
nonsample persons, and differential nonresponse since 1968. See Section I, 
Part 5, Reweiqhtino 1968-1989 of this volume for further information. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 



Part 2: Twenty-Two Year Individual-Level Tape Code 

The following pages contain the code values and corresponding documentation 

for all twenty-two years of individual-level variables. The variable numbers and 

tape locations for individual-level variables apply only to the twenty-two year 

(1968-1989) family-individual file. Tape locations differ each Vear because 

family data are inserted with each successive wave after the preceding year’s 

family data. The twenty-two-year individual-level variable numbers differ from 

all other family-individual files because tape locations for the 1968-1989 file 

would have exceeded the 32,767 allowable maximum. We are working on solutions to 

this problem, which we will certainly re-encounter with the addition of the 1990 

wave. However, in order to release the 1968-1989 file before perfecting a new 

system, we have removed the annual variables for gender from each year‘s 

individual information and consolidated the information into a summary variable 

(V32000). since we have encountered only one legitimate sex change case throughout 

the history of the study. The removal of the annual gender variables causes the 

numbers of all variables following 1968 gender to change, so only variables 30001- 

30004 retain the numbering from previous waves. A list of the 1968-1988 

individual variable numbers with their corresponding variable numbers for the 

1968-1989 file follows this introduction. The summary variable number for gender 

has never been used until this wave, thus preserving the variable numbering from 

previous waves of many of the other summary variables. In addition, we have moved 

the four variables for calculation of sampling error, formerly located at V32050- 

V32053, to new positions as V31996-V31999. Several of the variables for the birth 

and marriage histories have changed, as have their numbers. Again, see the list 

at the end of this introduction. 

The 1968-1989 individual-level variable numbers are as follows: 

v30001-v30019 
V30020-V30042 
V30043-V30066 
V30067-V30090 
V30091-V30116 
v30117-v30137 
V30138-V30159 
V30160-V30187 
V30188-V30216 
V30217-V30245 
V30246-V30282 
V30283-V30312 
V30313-V30342 
V30343-V30372 
V30373-V30398 
V30399-V30428 
V30429-V30462 
V30463-V30497 
V30498-V30534 
V30535-V30569 
V30570-V30605 
V30606-V30641 
V31996-V32049 

1968 individual data 
1969 individual data 
1970 individual data 
1971 individual data 
1972 individual data 
1973 individual data 
1974 individual data 
1975 individual data 
1976 individual data 
1977 individual data 
1978 individual data 
1979 individual data 
1980’ individual data 
1981 individual data 
1982 individual data 
1983 individual data 
1984 individual data 
1985 individual data 
1986 individual data 
1987 individual data 
1988 individual data 
1989 individual data 
Summary variables 

Although the summary variables (V31996-V32049) are included on each cross-year 

file, the values for these variables may change for an individual in future cross- 

year files because they are updated with each additional wave of data collection 

to reflect conditions from 1968 through the most recent year covered by the file. 

431 
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The user is encouraged to read the chapter on family composition in the User 

Guide for more details about individual-level data. 

There are a few terms used in the following codebook that may need 

expl anat ion. The phrase “main family nonresponse” means that both the individual 

and his or her family have at that time become lost to our study, although either 

or both may reappear in the study in subsequent waves. In the wave just prior to 

becoming nonresponse, the individual was connected with a family interviewed by 

our study; thus, both family and individual data are available for that prior 

year. and the individual’s Sequence Number at that time was 01-59.’ Data, 

however, were collected for neither the individual nor his or her family in the 

nonresponse wave. The data for the wave in which nonresponse occurs (and all 

subsequent waves if and until the individual reappears as a member of a responding 

family unit) are zeroes excepting the variables for type of individual record and 

reason for nonresponse. 

In contrast, mover-out nonresponse individuals have left a family that was 

still in the study. Since such individuals were usually present in that family 

for at least part of the calendar year preceding nonresponse. they have some 

additional nonzero data for the wave in which they became nonresponse, such as 

part-year income information. In later waves, mover-out nonresponse individuals 

are treated in two ways, depending on why they left the family. Those who moved 

out to institutions have several variables (sequence number, age, sex, 

relationship to head, type of individual and reason for nonresponse) with nonzero 

values, although income, housework, and other individual-level variables are 

filled with zeroes. Eventually, such an individual may a) become response by 

moving into a family or by becoming a splitoff. b) move from the institution and 

remain mover-out nonresponse (shown when Sequence Number=71-89). or cj become main 

family nonresponse because the family itself became nonresponse. (See the 

preceding paragraph for an explanation of main family nonresponse data records.) 

The other type of mover-out nonresponse individual has either moved out, but not 

to an institution, or died. Later waves of data contain zeroes, as described 

above for main family nonresponse. unless they subsequently rejoined a responding 

family. 

See the PSID User Guide for more details about individuals. 

The data are released as part of two separate files: the response f i le 

includes only those individuals with nonzero data records in 1989 (i.e., current 

response plus 1989 mover-out nonresponse); the nonresponse file includes all other 

individuals--those who have zero data records for 1989. Both of these files were 

used as input for calculating the distributions in the tape code. 

Unweighted Ns and weighted percents are printed for selected individual-level 

variables. Note that, since nonsample individuals (those persons with Person 

Number (V30002) in the range 170-228) have weights of zero, their data records are 

not included in the calculation of these weighted percents. However, the 

‘Sequence Number in the range 51-59 indicates that such an individual was in 
an institution in that year. If the individual entered an institution since the 
previous interview, there are some income data available at the individual level. 
If. however, the individual had remained in an institution for a wave of data or 
more, only sequence number, age, relation to head, and sex are available, although 
family-level data are connected with such an individual’s record. 
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unweighted case counts do include these nonsample individuals, as well as - 
nonresponse individuals. Each year’s distributions are calculated using that 

year’s weight for the percents. Only sample individuals who were present in a 

responding family unit or who were mover-out nonresponse in that year are included 

in the weighted percent distributions; all other individuals have weights of zero 

for that year. No percents are printed in the tape code for the Type of 

Individual Data Record, Reason for Nonresponse, and summary variables: case counts 

only are included. Refer to Section I. part 5 of this volume, and the User Guide 

for more information about both family and individual-level weights. 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-68 

PERSON NUMBER-68 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-68 

AGE-68 

SEX-68 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-68 

WHETHER MOVED IN-68 

MONTH MDVED IN-68 

YEAR MOVED IN-68 

WHETHER STUDENT-68 

CDMPLETED EDUCATION 

TYPE OF INCOME-68 

MONEY INCOME-68 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-68 

WHETHER SHARES EXPENSES-68 

LIKELY TO MOVE-68 

EXTRA EARNER NUMBER-68 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-68 

WHY NONRESPDNSE-68 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-68 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-69 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-69 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-69 

AGE-69 

SEX-69 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-69 

MOVED IN DR OUT-69 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-69 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-69 

STOPPED SCHOOL-69 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-69 

WHETHER DISABLED-69 

v3000 1 

V30002 

v30003 

v30004 

v30005 

V30006 

v30007 

V30008 

v30009 

v30010 

v30011 

V30012 

v30013 

v30014 

v30015 

V30016 

v30017 

V300 18 

v30019 

V30020 

V3002 1 

V30022 

V30023 

V30024 

V30025 

V30026 

V30027 

V30028 

v30029 

v30030 

v3003 1 

V30032 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

V32000* 

v30005 

V30006 

v30007 

V30008 

v30009 

v30010 

v300 11 

V30012 

v300 13 

v30014 

v30015 

V30016 

v30017 

V30018 

v30019 

V30020 

V3002 I 

V30022 

V30023 

V32000* 

V30024 

V30025 

V30026 

V30027 

V30028 

v30029 

v30030 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (con/t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-69 

TYPE OF INCOME OF IND-69 

MONEY INCDME-69 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-69 

WHETHER SHARES EXPENSES-69 

LIKELY TO MOVE-69 

MONTH SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-69 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-69 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-69 

WHY NDNRESPONSE-69 

INDiVIDUAL WEIGHT-69 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-70 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-70 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-70 

AGE-70 

SEX-70 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATDR-70 

MOVED IN OR OUT-70 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-70 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-70 

STOPPED SCHOOL-70 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-70 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-70 

WHETHER DISABLED-70 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-70 

TYPE OF INCOME OF IND-70 

TOTAL MONEY INCOME OF IND-70 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-70 

WHETHER SHARES EXPENSES-70 

LIKELY TO MOVE-70 

MONTH SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-70 

v30033 

v30034 

v30035 

V30036 

v30037 

V30038 

v30039 

v30040 

v3004 I 

V30042 

v30043 

v30044 

v30045 

V30046 

v30047 

V30048 

v30049 

v30050 

v3005 1 

V30052 

v30053 

v30054 

v30055 

V30056 

v30057 

V30058 

v30059 

V30060 

V3006 I 

V30062 

V30063 

V30064 

V3003 I 

V30032 

v30033 

v30034 

v30035 

V30036 

v30037 

V30038 

v30039 

v30040 

v3004 1 

V30042 

v30043 

v30044 

v30045 

V30046 

V32000* 

v30047 

V30048 

v30049 

v30050 

v3005 1 

V30052 

v30053 

v30054 

v30055 

V30056 

v30057 

V30058 

v30059 

V30060 

V3006 I 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-70 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITDFF-70 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-70 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-70 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-71 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-71 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-71 

AGE-71 

SEX-71 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-71 

MOVED IN OR OUT-71 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-71 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-71 

STOPPED SCHOOL-71 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-71 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-71 

WHETHER DISABLED-71 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-71 

TYPE OF INCOME-71 

TOTAL MONEY INCOME OF IND-71 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-71 

WHETHER SHARES EXPENSES-71 

LIKELY TO MOVE-71 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-71 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-71 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITDFF-71 

TYPE OF INDIVIOUAL RECORD-71 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-71 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-72 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-72 

V30065 

V30066 

V30067 

V30068 

V30069 

v30070 

v3007 1 

V30072 

v30073 

v30074 

v30075 

V30076 

v30077 

V30078 

v30079 

V30080 

V3008 I 

V30082 

V30083 

V30084 

V30085 

V30086 

V30087 

V30088 

V30089 

v30090 

v3009 I 

v30092 

v30093 

v30094 

v30095 

V30096 

V30062 

V30063 

V30064 

V30065 

V30066 

V30067 

V30068 

V30069 

v30070 

V32000* 

v3007 1 

V30072 

v30073 

v30074 

v30075 

V30076 

v30077 

V30078 

v30079 

V30080 

V3008 I 

V30082 

V30083 

V30084 

V30085 

V30086 

V30087 

V30088 

V30089 

v30090 

v3009 I 

v30092 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-72 

AGE-72 

SEX-72 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-72 

MOVED IN OR OUT-72 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-72 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-72 

STOPPED SCHOOL-72 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-72 

WHETHER WORKED ON ADDITIONS AND REPAIRS-72 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-72 

WHETHER DISABLED-72 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-72 

TYPE OF INCOME-72 

TOTAL MONEY INCOME OF IND-72 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-72 

WHETHER SHARES EXPENSES-72 

LIKELY TO MOVE-72 

COMPLETED EDUCATION: 68-72 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-72 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-72 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-72 

WHY NONRESPDNSE-72 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-72 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-73 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-73 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-73 

AGE-73 

SEX-73 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-73 

WHETHER MOVED IN DR OUT-73 

v30097 

V30098 

v30099 

v30100 

v30101 

V30102 

v30103 

v30104 

v30105 

V30106 

v30107 

V30108 

v30109 

v301 IO 

v30111 

V30112 

v30113 

v30114 

v30115 

V30116 

v30117 

V30118 

v30119 

v30 120 

V30121 

V30122 

V30123 

V30124 

V30125 

V30126 

V30127 

V30128 

v30093 

v30094 

V32000* 

v30095 

V30096 

v30097 

V30098 

v30099 

v30100 

v30101 

V30102 

v30103 

v30104 

v30105 

V30106 

v30 107 

V30108 

v30109 

v301 IO 

v30111 

V30112 

v30113 

v30114 

v30115 

V30116 

v30117 

V30118 

v30119 

V30120 

V32000* 

V30121 

V30122 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-73 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-73 

STOPPED SCHOOL-73 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-73 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-73 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-73 

TYPE OF INCOME-73 

TOTAL MONEY INCOME OF IND-73 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-73 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-73 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-73 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-73 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-73 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-74 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-74 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-74 

AGE-74 

SEX-74 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-74 

MOVED IN OR OUT-74 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-74 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-74 

STOPPED SCHOOL-74 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-74 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-74 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-74 

TYPE OF INCOME-74 

WHETHER WELFARE INCOME-74 

TOTAL MONEY INCOME-74 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-74 

v30129 

v30 130 

v30131 

V30 132 

v30133 

v30134 

v30135 

V30136 

v30137 

V30138 

v30139 

v30 140 

v30141 

V30142 

v30143 

v30144 

v30145 

V30146 

v30147 

V30 148 

v30149 

v30150 

v30151 

V30152 

v30153 

v30154 

v30155 

V30 156 

v30157 

V30158 

v30159 

V30 160 

V30123 

V30124 

V30125 

V30126 

V30127 

V30128 

v30129 

v30130 

v30131 

V30132 

v30133 

v30134 

v30135 

V30136 

v30137 

V30138 

v30139 

v30140 

v30141 

V32000* 

V30142 

v30143 

v30144 

v30145 

V30146 

v30147 

V30148 

v30149 

v30150 

v30151 

V30152 

v30153 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABL E NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968-1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-74 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FDRMED-74 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-74 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-74 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-75 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-75 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-75 

AGE-75 

SEX-75 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-75 

MOVED IN OR OUT-75 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-75 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-75 

STOPPED SCHOOL-75 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-75 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-75 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-75 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-75 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-75 

ACCURACY OF TAXABLE INCOME-75 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-75 

ACCURACY OF TRANSFER INCOME-75 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-75 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-75 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-75 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-75 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-75 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-75 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-75 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

V30161 

V30162 

V30163 

V30164 

V30165 

V30166 

V30167 

V30168 

V30169 

v30 170 

v30171 

V30172 

v30173 

V30 174 

v30175 

V30176 

v30177 

V30178 

v30179 

V30 180 

V30181 

V30182 

V30183 

V30184 

V30185 

V30186 

V30187 

V30188 

V30189 

v30190 

v30191 

v30192 

v30154 

v30155 

V30156 

v30157 

V30158 

v30159 

V30160 

V30161 

V30162 

V30163 

V32000* 

V30164 

V30165 

V30166 

V30167 

V30168 

V30169 

v30170 

v30171 

V30172 

v30173 

v30174 

v30175 

V30176 

v30177 

V30178 

v30179 

V30180 

V30181 

V30182 

V30183 

V30184 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968-1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-75 

WHY NONRESPDNSE-75 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-75 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-76 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-76 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-76 

AGE-76 

SEX-76 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-76 

WHETHER MOVED IN OR OUT-76 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-76 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-76 

STOPPED SCHOOL-76 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-76 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-76 

WHETHER NEEDS EXTRA CARE-76 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-76 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-76 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-76 

ACCURACY OF TAXABLE INCOME-76 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-76 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-76 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-76 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-76 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCDME-76 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-76 

ACCURACY DF TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-76 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-76 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-76 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-76 

WHY NONRESPDNSE-76 

v30193 

v30194 

v30195 

V30196 

v30197 

V30198 

v30199 

V30200 

V3020 1 

V30202 

V30203 

V30204 

V30205 

V30206 

V30207 

V30208 

v30209 

V302 IO 

V302 I I 

V30212 

V30213 

V30214 

V30215 

V30216 

V30217 

V302 18 

v30219 

V30220 

V3022 1 

V30222 

V30223 

V30224 

V30185 

V30186 

V30187 

V30188 

V30189 

v30 190 

v30191 

V32000* 

v30192 

v30193 

v30194 

v30195 

V30196 

v30197 

V30198 

v30199 

V30200 

V3020 I 

V30202 

V30203 

V30204 

V30205 

V30206 

V30207 

V30208 

v30209 

V302 10 

V302 I I 

V302 12 

V302 13 

V302 14 

V302 15 



GENERATED DATA - 441 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-76 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-77 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-77 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-77 

AGE -77 

SEX-77 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-77 

WHETHER MOVED IN OR OUT-77 

MONTH MDVED IN/OUT-77 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-77 

STOPPED SCHOOL-77 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-77 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-77 

WHETHER NEEDS EXTRA CARE-77 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-77 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-77 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-77 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCDME-77 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-77 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-77 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-77 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-77 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-77 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-77 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-77 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-77 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-77 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITDFF-77 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-77 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-77 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-78 

V30225 

V30226 

V30227 

V30228 

v30229 

V30230 

V3023 1 

V30232 

V30233 

V30234 

V30235 

V30236 

V30237 

V30238 

v30239 

V30240 

V3024 1 

V30242 

V30243 

V30244 

V30245 

V30246 

V30247 

V30248 

v30249 

V30250 

V3025 1 

V30252 

V30253 

V30254 

V30255 

V30256 

V302 16 

V30217 

V30218 

v30219 

V30220 

V32000* 

V3022 I 

V30222 

V30223 

V30224 

V30225 

V30226 

V30227 

V30228 

v30229 

V30230 

V3023 I 

V30232 

V30233 

V30234 

V30235 

V30236 

V30237 

V30238 

v30239 

V30240 

V3024 1 

V30242 

V30243 

V30244 

V30245 

V30246 



442 - GENERATED DATA 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-78 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-78 

AGE-78 

SEX-78 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-78 

WHETHER MOVED IN OR OUT-78 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-78 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-78 

STOPPED SCHOOL-78 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-78 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-78 

WHETHER LOOKING FOR WORK-78 

WHETHER LOOKED FOR WORK IN LAST 4 WEEKS-78 

WHETHER HEALTH LIMITATIONS-78 

AMOUNT OF HEALTH LIMITATIONS-78 

NUMBER OF YEARS WITH HEALTH LIMITATIONS-78 

EXPECTATIONS FOR HEALTH LIMITATIONS-78 

WHETHER NEED EXTRA CARE-78 

EXTRA COSTS FOR CARE-78 

SIZE OF COSTS FOR CARE-78 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-78 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-78 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCDME-78 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-78 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-78 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-78 

TOTAL HOURS UNEMPLOYED-78 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL HOURS UNEMPLOYED-78 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-78 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-78 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-78 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-78 

V30257 

V30258 

v30259 

V30260 

V3026 1 

V30262 

V30263 

V30264 

V30265 

V30266 

V30267 

V30268 

V30269 

V30270 

V3027 1 

V30272 

V30273 

V30274 

V30275 

V30276 

V30277 

V30278 

v30279 

V30280 

V3028 1 

V30282 

V30283 

V30284 

V30285 

V30286 

V30287 

V30288 

V30247 

V30248 

v30249 

V32000* 

V30250 

V3025 1 

V30252 

V30253 

V30254 

V30255 

V30256 

V30257 

V30258 

v30259 

V30260 

V3026 1 

V30262 

V30263 

V30264 

V30265 

V30266 

V30267 

V30268 

V30269 

V30270 

V3027 I 

V30272 

V30273 

V30274 

V30275 

V30276 

V30277 



GENERATED DATA - 443 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (C0n’t.j 

1968-1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FDRMED-78 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITDFF-78 

TYPE DF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-78 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-78 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-79 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-79 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-79 

AGE-79 

SEX-79 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-79 

WHETHER MOVED IN OR OUT-79 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-79 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-79 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-79 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-79 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-79 

WHETHER STUDENT-79 

NUMBER OF WEEKS IN SCHOOL-79 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-79 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-79 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-79 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-79 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-79 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-79 

TOTAL HOURS UNEMPLOYED-79 

ACCURACY OF TDTAL HOURS UNEMPLOYED-79 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-79 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-79 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-79 

MONTH SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-79 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-79 

V30289 

v30290 

v3029 1 

v30292 

v30293 

v30294 

V30265 

V30296 

v30297 

V30298 

v30299 

v30300 

v3030 I 

V30302 

v30303 

v30304 

v30305 

V30306 

v30307 

V30308 

v30309 

v303 IO 

v303 I I 

V30312 

v303 13 

v303 14 

v303 15 

V30316 

v303 17 

V30318 

v303 19 

V30320 

V30278 

v30279 

V30280 

V3028 1 

V30282 

V30283 

V30284 

V30285 

V30286 

V32000* 

V30287 

V30288 

V30289 

v30290 

v3029 1 

v30292 

v30293 

v30294 

v30295 

V30296 

v30297 

V30298 

v30299 

v30300 

v30301 

V30302 

v30303 

v30304 

v30305 

V30306 

v30307 

V30308 



444 - GENERATED DATA 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-79 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-79 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-80 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-80 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-80 

AGE-80 

SEX-80 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-80 

WHETHER MOVED IN OR OUT-80 

MONTH MDVED IN/OUT-80 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-80 

WEEK HOURS HOUSEWORK-80 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-80 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-80 

WHETHER STUDENT-80 

WEEKS IN SCHOOL-80 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-80 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-80 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-80 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-80 

ANNUAL HOURS WORKED-80 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOUR WORKED-80 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-80 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT-80 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-80 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-80 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-80 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-80 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-80 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

V3032 1 

V30322 

V30323 

V30324 

V30325 

V30326 

V30327 

V30328 

v30329 

v30330 

v3033 I 

V30332 

v30333 

v30334 

v30335 

V30336 

v30337 

V30338 

v30339 

v30340 

v3034 I 

V30342 

v30343 

v30344 

v30345 

V30346 

v30347 

V30348 

v30349 

v30350 

v3035 1 

V30352 

v30309 

v30310 

v303 11 

V30312 

v303 13 

v30314 

v303 15 

V303 16 

V32000* 

v303 17 

V30318 

v303 19 

V30320 

V3032 1 

V30322 

V30323 

V30324 

V30325 

V30326 

V30327 

V30328 

v30329 

v30330 

v3033 1 

V30332 

v30333 

v30334 

v30335 

V30336 

v30337 

V30338 

v30339 



GENERATED DATA - 445 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-80 

WHY NDNRESPONSE-80 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-80 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-81 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-81 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-81 

AGE-8 1 

SEX-8 1 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-81 

MOVED IN OR OUT-81 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-81 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-81 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-81 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-81 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-81 

WHETHER STUDENT-81 

NUMBER OF WEEKS IN SCHOOL-81 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-81 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-81 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-81 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-81 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-81 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WORK HOURS-81 

ANNUAL UNEMPLOYMENT HDURS-81 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL UNEMPLOYMENT HOURS-81 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-81 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-81 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-81 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-81 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-81 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-81 

v30353 

v30354 

v30355 

V30356 

v30357 

V30358 

v30359 

V30360 

V3036 1 

V30362 

V30363 

V30364 

V30365 

V30366 

V30367 

V30368 

V30369 

v30370 

v3037 I 

V30372 

v30373 

v30374 

v30375 

V30376 

v30377 

V30378 

v30379 

V30380 

V3038 I 

V30382 

V30383 

V30384 

v30340 

v3034 1 

V30342 

v30343 

v30344 

v30345 

V30346 

V32000’ 

v30347 

V30348 

v30349 

v30350 

v3035 1 

v30352 

v30353 

v30354 

v30355 

V30356 

v30357 

V30358 

v30359 

V30360 

V3036 1 

V30362 

V30363 

V30364 

V30365 

V30366 

V30367 

V30368 

V30369 

v30370 



446 - GENERATED DATA 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968-1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

WHY NONRESPONSE- I 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-81 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-82 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-82 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-82 

AGE-82 

SEX-82 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-82 

MOVED IN OR OUT-82 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-82 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-82 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-82 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-82 

WHETHER STUDENT-82 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-82 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-82 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-82 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-82 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-82 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WORK HOURS-82 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-82 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-82 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-82 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-82 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-82 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITDFF-82 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-82 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-82 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-83 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-83 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-83 

V30385 

V30386 

V30387 

V30388 

V30389 

v30390 

v3039 I 

v30392 

v30393 

v30394 

v30395 

V30396 

v30397 

V30398 

v30399 

v30400 

v3040 I 

V30402 

v30403 

v30405 

V30406 

v30407 

V30408 

v30409 

v304 10 

v304 1 I 

v304 12 

v30413 

v304 14 

v304 15 

V304 16 

v3037 1 

V30372 

v30373 

v30374 

v30375 

V30376 

V32000* 

v30377 

V30378 

v30379 

V30380 

V3038 1 

V30382 

V30383 

V30384 

V30385 

V30386 

V30387 

V30388 

V30389 

v30390 

v3039 I 

v30392 

v30393 

v30394 

v30395 

V30396 

v30397 

V30398 

v30399 

v30400 

v30401 



GENERATED DATA - 447 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (con/t.) 

1968- 1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

AGE-83 

MONTH OF BIRTH-83 

YEAR OF BIRTH-83 

SEX-83 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-83 

MOVED IN OR OUT-83 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-83 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-83 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-83 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-83 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-83 

WHETHER STUDENT-83 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-83 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-83 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-83 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCDME-83 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-83 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WORK HOURS-83 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCDME-83 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-83 

ACCURACY. OF TRANSFER INCOME-83 

MONTH SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-83 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-83 

MAIN FAMILY IO FOR SPLITOFF- 

AGE FROM BIRTH DATE-83 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-83 

WHY NDNRESPONSE-83 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-83 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-84 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-84 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-84 

AGE-84 

v304 17 

V30418 

v30419 

V30420 

V3042 I 

V30422 

V30423 

V30424 

V30425 

V30426 

V30427 

V30428 

v30429 

v30430 

v3043 1 

V30432 

v30433 

v30434 

v30435 

V30436 

v30437 

V30438 

v30439 

v30440 

v3044 I 

V30442 

v30443 

v30444 

v30445 

V30446 

v30447 

V30448 

V30402 

v30403 

v30404 

V32000* 

v30405 

V30406 

v30407 

V30408 

v30409 

v30410 

v304 I I 

v304 12 

v304 13 

v304 14 

v304 15 

V304 16 

v304 17 

V30418 

v304 19 

V30420 

V3042 I 

V30422 

V30423 

V30424 

V30425 

V30426 

V30427 

V30428 

V30429 

v30430 

v30431 

V30432 



448 - GENERATED DATA 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (con/t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

MONTH OF BIRTH-84 

YEAR OF BIRTH-84 

SEX-84 

MARRIEC PAIRS INDICATOR-84 

MOVED IN OR OUT-84 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-84 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-84 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-84 

WHETHER RESPONDENT-84 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-84 

WHETHER STUDENT-84 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-84 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCDME-84 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-84 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-84 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-84 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WORK HOURS-84 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-84 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-84 

AMOUNT OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-84 

ACCURACY OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-84 

AMOUNT DF OTHER TRANSFERS-84 

ACCURACY OF OTHER TRANSFERS-84 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-84 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-84 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-84 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

AGE FRO BIRTH DATE-84 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-84 

WHY NONRESPDNSE-84 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-84 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-85 

v30449 

v30450 

v3045 1 

V30452 

v30453 

v30454 

v30455 

V30456 

v30457 

V30458 

v30459 

V30460 

V3046 1 

V30462 

V30463 

V30464 

V30465 

V30466 

V30467 

V30468 

V30469 

v30470 

v3047 I 

V30472 

v30473 

v30474 

v30475 

V30476 

v30477 

V30478 

v30479 

V30480 

v30433 

v30434 

V32000* 

v30435 

V30436 

v30437 

V30438 

v30439 

v30440 

v3044 1 

V30442 

v30443 

v30444 

v30445 

V30446 

v30447 

V30448 

v30449 

v30450 

v3045 1 

V30452 

v30453 

v30454 

v30455 

V30456 

v30457 

V30458 

v30459 

V30460 

V3046 1 

V30462 

V30463 



GENERATED DATA - 449 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-85 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-85 

AGE-85 

MONTH OF BIRTH-85 

YEAR OF BIRTH-85 

SEX-85 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-85 

MOVED IN OR OUT-85 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-85 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-85 

WEEKLY HOURS HOUSEWORK-85 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-85 

MONTH LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-85 

YEAR LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-85 

WHETHER STUDENT-85 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-85 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-85 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-85 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-85 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-85 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WORK HOURS-85 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-85 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-85 

AMOUNT OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-85 

ACCURACY OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-85 

AMOUNT OF OTHER TRANSFERS-85 

ACCURACY OF OTHER TRANSFERS-85 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-85 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-85 

YEAR SPLITDFF FAMILY FORMED-85 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

AGE FROM BIRTH DATE-85 

V3048 1 

V30482 

V30483 

V30484 

V30485 

V30486 

V30487 

V30488 

V30489 

v30490 

v3049 1 

v30492 

v30493 

v30494 

v30495 

V30496 

v30497 

V30498 

v30499 

v30500 

v30501 

V30502 

v30503 

v30504 

v30505 

V30506 

v30507 

V30508 

v30509 

v305 IO 

v305 I I 

v305 12 

V30464 

V30465 

V30466 

V30467 

V30468 

V32000* 

V30469 

v30470 

v3047 1 

V30472 

v30473 

v30474 

v30475 

V30476 

v30477 

V30478 

v30479 

V30480 

V3048 1 

V30482 

V30483 

V30484 

V30485 

V30486 

V30487 

V30488 

V30489 

v30490 

v3049 1 

v30492 

v30493 

v30494 



450 - GENERATED DATA 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-85 

WHY NDNRESPONSE-85 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-85 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-86 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-86 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-86 

AGE-86 

MONTH OF BIRTH-86 

YEAR OF BIRTH-86 

SEX-86 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-86 

MOVED IN OR OUT-86 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-86 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-86 

WEEK HOURS HOUSEWORK-86 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-86 

MONTH LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-86 

YEAR LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-86 

WHETHER STUDENT-86 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-86 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-86 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-86 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-86 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-86 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WDRK HOURS-86 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-86 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-86 

AMOUNT DF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-86 

ACCURACY OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-86 

AMOUNT OF OTHER TRANSFERS-86 

ACCURACY OF OTHER TRANSFERS-86 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-86 

v305 13 

v30514 

v30515 

V30516 

v305 17 

V30518 

v30519 

V30520 

v3053 1 

V30522 

V30523 

V30524 

V30525 

V30526 

V30527 

V30528 

v30529 

v30530 

v3053 I 

V30532 

v30533 

v30534 

v30535 

V30536 

v30537 

V30538 

v30539 

v30540 

v3054 I 

V30542 

v30543 

v30544 

v30495 

V30496 

v30497 

V30498 

v30499 

v30500 

v30501 

V30502 

v30503 

V32000* 

v30504 

v30505 

V30506 

v30507 

V30508 

v30509 

v305 10 

v305 11 

V30512 

v305 13 

v30514 

v305 15 

V305 16 

v305 17 

V305 18 

v305 19 

V30520 

V3052 1 

V30522 

V30523 

V30524 

V30525 



GENERATED DATA - 451 

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 Icon/t.) 

1968- 1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

WHETHER RECEIVED MEDICAID-86 

WHETHER IN GOOD HEALTH-86 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-86 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-86 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

AGE FROM BIRTH DATE-86 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-86 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-86 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-87 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-87 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-87 

AGE-87 

MONTH OF BIRTH-87 

YEAR OF BIRTH-87 

SEX-87 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-87 

MOVED IN OR OUT-87 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-87 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-87 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-87 

MONTH LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-87 

YEAR LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-87 

WHETHER STUDENT-87 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-87 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-87 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-87 

ACCURACY OF TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-87 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-87 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WORK HOURS-87 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME-87 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-87 

v30545 

V30546 

v30547 

V30548 

v30549 

v30550 

v3055 1 

V30552 

v30553 

v30554 

v30555 

V30556 

v30557 

V30558 

v30559 

V30560 

V3056 I 

V30562 

V30563 

V30564 

V30565 

V30566 

V30567 

V30568 

V30569 

v30570 

v3057 1 

V30572 

v30573 

v30574 

v30575 

V30576 

V30526 

V30527 

V30528 

v30529 

v30530 

v3053 I 

V30532 

v30533 

v30534 

v30535 

V30536 

v30537 

V30538 

v30539 

v30540 

V32000* 

v3054 1 

V30542 

v30543 

v30544 

v30545 

V30546 

v30547 

V30548 

v30549 

v30550 

v3055 1 

V30552 

v30553 

v30554 

v30555 

V30556 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

AMOUNT OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-87 

ACCURACY OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-87 

AMOUNT OF OTHER TRANSFERS-87 

ACCURACY OF OTHER TRANSFERS-87 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-87 

WHETHER RECEIVED MEDICAID-87 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-87 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-87 

MAIN FAMILY ID FDR SPLITOFF- 

AGE FROM BIRTH DATE-87 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-87 

WHY NDNRESPONSE-87 

INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT-87 

INTERVIEW NUMBER-88 

SEQUENCE NUMBER-88 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD-88 

AGE-88 

MONTH OF BIRTH-88 

YEAR DF BIRTH-88 

SEX-88 

MARRIED PAIRS INDICATOR-88 

MOVED IN OR OUT-88 

MONTH MOVED IN/OUT-88 

YEAR MOVED IN/OUT-88 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-88 

MONTH LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-88 

YEAR LAST ATTENDED SCHOOL-88 

WHETHER STUDENT-88 

COMPLETED EDUCATION-88 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME-88 

TOTAL TAXABLE INCOME-88 

ACCURACY OF TAXABLE INCOME-88 

v30577 

V30578 

v30579 

V30580 

V3058 1 

V30582 

V30583 

V30584 

V30585 

V30586 

V30587 

V30588 

V30589 

v30590 

v3059 1 

v30592 

v30593 

v30594 

v30595 

V30596 

v30597 

V30598 

v30599 

V30600 

V3060 I 

V30602 

V30603 

V30604 

V30605 

V30606 

V30607 

V30608 

v30557 

V30558 

v30559 

V30560 

V3056 I 

V30562 

V30563 

V30564 

V30565 

V30566 

V30567 

V30568 

V30569 

v30570 

v3057 I 

V30572 

v30573 

v30574 

v30575 

V32000* 

V30576 

v30577 

V30578 

v30579 

V30580 

V3058 I 

V30582 

30583 

V30584 

30585 

V30586 

V30587 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968-1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

ANNUAL WORK HOURS-88 

ACCURACY OF ANNUAL WORK HOURS-88 

TYPE DF TRANSFER INCOME-88 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-88 

AMOUNT OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-88 

ACCURACY OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED-88 

AMOUNT OF OTHER TRANSFERS-88 

ACCURACY OF OTHER TRANSFERS-88 

TOTAL TRANSFER INCOME-88 

WHETHER RECEIVED MEDICAID-88 

WHETHER IN GOOD HEALTH-88 

MONTH SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-88 

YEAR SPLITOFF FAMILY FORMED-88 

MAIN FAMILY ID FOR SPLITOFF- 

AGE FROM BIRTH DATE-88 

TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL RECORD-88 

WHY NONRESPONSE- 

1988 UPDATED WEIGHT-88 

SUMMARY VARIABLES 

WHETHER ALWAYS IN RESPONSE FU 

WHETHER EVER IN INSTITUTION 

WHETHER BORN IN OR MOVED IN 

WHETHER MOVED OUT OR DIED 

WHETHER OUT OF SAMPLE FOR DNE WAVE OR MORE 

WHETHER SAMPLE MEMBER 

YEAR OF MOST RECENT NONRESPONSE 

YEAR OF FIRST NONRESPONSE 

1968 ID OF MOTHER 

PERSON NUMBER OF MOTHER 

YEAR OF MOTHER’S BIRTH 

TOTAL NUMBER OF MOTHER’S CHILDREN 

BIRTH ORDER WITH MOTHER 

V30609 

V30610 

V306 I I 

V30612 

V30613 

V306 14 

V30615 

V306 16 

V30617 

V306 18 

V30619 

V30620 

V3062 1 

V30622 

V30623 

V30624 

V30625 

V30626 

V32001 

V32002 

V32003 

V32004 

V32005 

V32006 

V32007 

V32008 

v32009 

V32010 

V32011 

V32012 

V32013 

V30588 

V30589 

v30590 

v3059 1 

v30592 

v30593 

v30594 

v30595 

V30596 

v30597 

V30598 

v30599 

V30600 

V3060 1 

V30602 

V30603 

V30604 

V30605 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968- 1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

BIRTH WEIGHT 

MOTHER’S MARITAL STATUS AT BIRTH 

1968 ID OF FATHER 

PERSON NUMBER OF FATHER 

YEAR OF FATHER’S BIRTH 

TOTAL NUMBER OF FATHER’S CHILDREN 

BIRTH ORDER WITH FATHER 

WHETHER LIVED WITH FATHER OR MOTHER 

YEAR BIRTH HISTORY COLLECTED 

NUMBER OF OWN CHILDREN 

MONTH OF LAST/ONLY CHILD’S BIRTH 

MONTH OF FIRST/ONLY CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR OF LAST/ONLY CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR OF FIRST/ONLY CHILD’S BIRTH 

MONTH OF NEXT-TO-LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR OF NEXT-TO-LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

MONTH OF THIRD LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR OF THIRD LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

MONTH OF FOURTH LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR DF FOURTH LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

MONTH OF ELDEST CHILD’S BIRTH 

MONTH OF LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR OF ELDEST CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR OF LAST CHILD’S BIRTH 

YEAR MARRIAGE HISTORY COLLECTED 

NUMBER OF MARRIAGES 

MONTH LAST/ONLY MARRIAGE BEGAN 

MONTH FIRST/ONLY MARRIAGE BEGAN 

YEAR LAST/ONLY MARRIAGE BEGAN 

YEAR FIRST/ONLY MARRIAGE BEGAN 

HOW LAST/ONLY MARRIAGE ENDED 

HOW FIRST/ONLY MARRIAGE ENDED 

V32014 

V32015 

V32016 

V32017 

V32018 

v32019 

V32020 

V3202 I 

V32022 

V32023 

V32024 

V32025 

V32026 

V32027 

V32028 

v32029 

V32030 

V3203 1 

V32032 

V32033 

V32034 

V32035 

V32036 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

SAME 

3202 I 

SAME 

V32023 

V32024 

V32027 

V32028 

v32029 

V32030 

V3203 I 

V32032 

V32025 

V32026 

V32033 

V32034 

V32035 

V32036 

V32037 
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CHANGE IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLE NUMBERS BETWEEN 1988 AND 1989 (can’t.) 

1968-1988 1968- 1989 
Individual Individual 

Variable Variable 
Number Number 

MONTH LAST/ONLY MARRIAGE ENDED 

MONTH FIRST/ONLY MARRIAGE ENDED 

YEAR LAST/ONLY MARRIAGE ENDED 

YEAR FIRST/ONLY MARRIAGE ENDED 

MONTH SEPARATED-LAST/ONLY MARRIAGE 

MONTH SEPARATED-FIRST/ONLY MARRIAGE 

YEAR SEPARATED-LAST/ONLY MARRIAGE 

YEAR SEPARATED-FIRST/ONLY MARRIAGE 

MONTH FIRST MARRIAGE BEGAN 

MONTH LAST MARRIAGE BEGAN 

YEAR FIRST MARRIAGE BEGAN 

YEAR LAST MARRIAGE BEGAN 

HOW FIRST MARRIAGE ENDED 

HOW LAST MARRIAGE ENDED 

MONTH FIRST MARRIAGE ENDED 

MONTH LAST MARRIAGE ENDED 

YEAR FIRST MARRIAGE ENDED 

YEAR LAST MARRIAGE ENDED 

MONTH SEPARATED-FIRST MARRIAGE 

MONTH SEPARATED-LAST MARRIAGE 

YEAR SEPARATED-FIRST MARRIAGE 

YEAR SEPARATED-LAST MARRIAGE 

MARITAL STATUS 

YEAR OF FAMILY HISTORY 

BRR STRATUM 

BRR SECU 

PSALMS STRATUM 

PSALMS SECU 

V32037 

V32038 

v32039 

V32040 

V3204 I 

V32042 

V32043 

V32044 

V32045 

V32046 

V32047 

V32048 

V32049 

V32050 

V3205 1 

V32052 

V32053 

V32038 

v32039 

V32040 

V3204 I 

V32042 

V32043 

V32044 

V32045 

V32046 

V32047 

V32048 

v32049 

V31996 

v31997 

V31998 

v31999 

*Sex of individual is now a summary variable and occurs only once on 

each individual’s data record. 





L 
INDIVIDUAL TAPE CODE, 1968-1989 

1968 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1968 weight (V30019) for the percents. 

v3000 1 ‘1968 INTERVIEW NUMBER 68’ TLOC= 31251-31254 

1968 Interview Number (1968 ID Number) 

This variable is the 1968 ID number which, when used in combination with 
Person Number (V30002). provides unique identification for each individual on 
the data tape. Code values in the range 0001-2930 indicate that the 
individual was a member of or moved into a family from the SRC cross-section 
sample in 1968. Those equalling 5001 through 6872 identify individuals who 
were members of or moved into families from the Census sample. 

V30002 ‘PERSON NUMBER 68’ TLOC= 31255-31257 

1968 Person Number 

17,839 97.5 001-019. 

19 0.1 020. 

366 2.3 02 l-026. 

8.585 030- 169. 

11.249 170-226. 

‘8. 227. 

20 228. 

375 400-425. 

Individuals who were living in original sample 
families at the time of the 1968 interview 
.Husband of the 1968 Head who was living in an 
institution at the time of the 1968 interview 
Children or stepchildren of the Head who were under 
25 and who were living in institutions at the time of 
the 1968 interview 
Individuals who were born into the sample since the 
1968 interview and who have at least one sample 
parent; these persons are sample members 
Individuals who moved into the sample for the first 
time after the 1968 interview or who have no sample 
parent; these persons are not sample members 
Husband or Wife who moved out in the year prior to 
the 1968 interview. These individuals are nonsample. 
Husband or Wife who died in the year prior to the 
1968 interview. These individuals are nonsample. 
Nonsample individuals who were 65 years old by 1990. 
These individuals were followed as part of the 1990 
aging supplement. Details are forthcoming with the 
Wave XXIII documentation. 

v30003 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 68’ TLOC= 31258-31259 MD=99 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD IN 1968: 
82. How old are they and how are they related to you? 
B6. Do you have any children under 25 who don’t live here with you? 

4.802 29.9 01. Head 
3.076 21.2 02. Wife/“Wife” 
9,249 44.2 03. Son or daughter 

140 0.6 04. Brother or sister 
119 0.6 05. Father or mother 
486 1.6 06. Grandchild, niece, nephew, other relatives under 18 
301 1.6 07. Other, including in-laws, other adult relatives 

57 0.1 08. Husband or Wife of Head who moved out or died in the year 
prior to the 1968 interview 

09. NA 

20.241 0.1 00. Individual who was born or moved in after the 1968 
interview 

v30004 'AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 68f TLOC= 31260-31261 MD=99 

AGE AT THE TIME OF THE 1968 INTERVIEW: 
B2. How old are they and how are they related to you? 
B8. How old is (he/she)? 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

457 
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01 Newborn up to second birthday 
98 Ninety-eight years old or older 

99. NA 

00. Individual who was born or moved in after the 1968 
interview (V30003=00) 

v30005 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 68’ TLOC= 31262 

1968 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1968 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usual ly. the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married; spouse was not in FU in 1968; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1968 interview 
(V30003=00) 

V30006 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN 68’ TLOC= 31263 MD=9 

WHETHER MOVED INTO THE FU DURING THE YEAR PRECEDING THE 1968 INTERVIEW: 
Bli. Has anyone moved into your household in the last year? 
812. (IF YES) Who moved in? 

567 2.7 1. This individual moved in during the year preceding the 1968 
interview 

9. NA; DK 

37,904 97.3 0. This individual lived in the FU for a year or more 
preceding the 1968 interview; in an institution in 1968 
(V30002=020-026); spouse who died or moved out in the year 
prior to the interview (V30002=227-2.28); was born or moved 
in after the 1968 interview (V30003=00) 

v30007 ‘MONTH MOVED IN 

Month Moved In 

68’ TLOC= 31264-3126s MD=99 

21 0 I 01 
21 0 1 02 
16 0 1 03 
15 0 I 04 
15 0 I 05 
20 0 I 06 
12 0 1 07 
16 0 I 08 
19 0 I 09 
18 0 1 IO 
25 0 I 11 
14 0 I 12 

355 1 7 99 

37,904 97 3 00 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

NA; DK 

Inap. : individual in FU 
1968 interview (V30003=0 
died or moved out in the 
(V30002=227-228); in an 
026); was born or moved 
(V30003=00) 

for a year or more preceding the 
I-09 and V30006=0); spouse who 

year prior to the interview 
institution in 1968 (V30002=020- 
in after the 1968 interview 

V30008 ‘YEAR MOVED IN 68’ TLOC= 31266-31267 MD=99 

Year Moved In 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 68 indicates a move during the year 1968. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual in FU for a year or more preceding the 
1968 interview (V30003=01-09 and V30006=0); spouse who 
died or moved out in the year prior to the interview 
(V30002=227-228); in an institution in 1968 (V30002=020- 
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026); was born or moved in after the 1968 interview 
(V30003=00) 

V30009 ‘IN SCHOOL 68’ TLOC= 31268 MD=9 

WHETHER IN SCHOOL AT THE TIME OF THE 1968 INTERVIEW: 
B3. Is (he/she) in school? 
B9. Is (he/she) in school, working, in the army, or what? 

6,694 32.2 1. Yes (includes college, trade school) 
11.438 67.3 5. No 

97 0.4 9. NA 

20.242 0.1 0. Individual who was born or moved in after the 1968 
interview (V30003=00) 

V30010 ‘YRS SCHL COMPL 

COMPLETED EDUCATION: 

68‘ TLOC- 31269-31270 MD=99 

B4. How many years of school did (he/she) finish? 
B10. (IF NOT IN SCHOOL) How many years of school did (he/she) finish? 

The values for this variable in the range 01 through 16 indicate the grades 
completed: e.g., 08 signifies that the individual completed the eighth grade 
and is no longer in school. A code value of 16 means that the individual 
graduated from college. Head’s and Wife’s education is included here. 

00. Preschool: individual was born or moved in after the 1968 
interview (V30003=00); still in school (V30009=1 or 9) 

99. NA 

V30011 ‘TYPE OF INCOME 68’ TLOC= 31271 MD=9 

TYPE OF INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1967: 
J21. What was that from? 

4.758 28.5 1. Labor income only 
879 5.0 2. Transfer income only 

36 0.3 3. Asset income only 
2,024 14.9 4. Combination of labor, transfer, and/or asset 

88 0.4 9. NA 

30.686 51.0 0. Inap.: no income; individual was born or moved in after the 
1968 interview (V30003=00); under 14 years old in 1968 
(V30004=01-13) 

V30012 ‘MONEY INCOME IND 68’ TLOC= 31272-31275 MD=9999 

TOTAL 1967 MONEY INCOME OF INDIVIDUAL: 
J17. Did (MENTION MEMBER) have any income during 1967? 
J19. How much was that? 
J22. How much was that? 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-9997 represent the actual 
income received by this individual in whole dollars. 1968 Heads’ and Wives’ 
records contain only the labor portions of their incomes; the user should 
take these items from the family portion of the data. Missing data were not 
assigned. 

9998. $9998 or more 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1968 
interview (V30003=00); under 14 years old in 1968 
(V30004=01-13); no income (V30011=0) 

V30013 ‘HOURS WORKED IND 68’ TLOC= 31276-31279 MD=9999 

WORK HOURS IN 1967: 
J23. How many weeks did (he/she) work last year? 
J24. About how many hours a week was that? 
J25. (IF NOT CLEAR) Did (he/she) work more than half time? 
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The values for this variable represent the actual hours worked by this 
individual during 1967. Missing data were not assigned. 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap.: did not work; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1968 interview (V30003=00); under 14 years old 
in 1968 (V30004=01-13) 

v30014 ‘SHARE EXPENSES 68’ TLDC= 31280 MD=9 

J26. Does (he/she1 share in the family expenses, or what? 

627 3.3 1. Yes, unqualified 
88 0.4 3. Yes, qua1 if ied 

562 3.9 5. No 

225 1.1 9. NA 

36,969 91.3 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1968 
interview (V30003=00); under 14 years old in 1968 
(V30004=01-13); no income (V30011=0) 

v30015 ‘LIKELY TO MOVE 68’ TLDC- 31281 MD=9 

J27. Is (he/she) likely to stay here with you or might (he/she) move away 
within the next few years? 

703 4.2 1. Will remain in the FU 
171 1.1 3. Pro-con. depends: will go to college 
204 1.3 5. Wi 11 move away 

43 0.: 7. This code v 

76 0.4 8. DK 
310 1.6 9. NA 

36.964 91.2 0. Inap.: indi 
interview ( 
(v30004=01- 
(v30011=0) 

alue is erroneous 

vidual was born or moved in after the 1968 
v30003=00); under 14 years old in 1968 
13); individual received no income in 1967 

V30016 ‘EXTRA EARNER NR. 68’ TLDC= 31282 

Extra Earner Number: 1968 

Earners other than 1968 Head or Wife were numbered in ascending order by the 
amount of income earned, that is, the other earner with the highest earned 
income was coded one, the other earner with the next highest earned income 
was coded two, etc. 

0. Inap.: no labor income: born or moved in after the 1968 
interview (V30003=00); Head or Wife in 1968 (V30003=01 or 
02) 

v300 17 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 68’ TLDC= 31283-31284 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1968 

384 05. This sample individual, although connected with a response 
family, was in an institution in 1968 (V30002=020-026 and 
v30003>00) 

38 08. This nonsample individual left the FU in the year prior to 
the 1968 wave, including the deceased (V30002=227-228) 

20,242 09. This individual had not moved in or been born by the time 
of the 1968 interview (V30002=030-226). or was erroneously 
not included in the 1968 FU (V3DOO2=001-026 and V30003=00) 

99. NA; DK 

17,807 00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1968 
(V30002=001-019 and V30003200) 

V300 18 ‘WHY NDNRESPONSE 68’ tLOC= 31285-31286 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1968 

192 il. This individual was in the armed forces. 
132 12. This individual was in an educational institution. 

7 13. This individual was in a health care facility. 
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9 
44 

20 

14. This individual was in jail or prison. 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

example , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

41. This spouse died in the year prior to the 1968 interview 
(V30002=228) 

18 

20,242 

17,807 

92. This ex-spouse was not eligible for interviewing at the 
time he/she moved out (V30002=227) 

97. This individual had not been born or moved into the panel 
by 1968 (V30002=030-2261, or were erroneously not included 
in the 1968 FU (V30002=01-026 and V30003=00) 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1968 
(V30002=001-019 and V30003>00) 

v30019 ‘INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 68’ TLOC= 31287-31289 

Weights are based on the family-level weight calculated originally in 1968. 
Each person with an original sample person number (V300021 in the range OOI- 
026 received the family weight for this variable, including those sample 
members who were erroneously not listed in the 1968 FU (V30002=001-026 and 
v30003=001. Refer to the 1968-1972 documentation volume, Vol. I. pp. 9-23 
for detai 1s. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1968 interview 
(V30002=030-2261; nonsample deceased or moved-out spouse 
(V30002=227-228) 

1969 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1969 weight (V30042) for the percents. 

V30020 ‘1969 INTERVIEW NUMBER 69’ TLOC= 31290-31293 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-4460 represent the 1969 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1969. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1969 interview received the 
1969 ID number of the family into which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse for 1969: 
mover-out nonresponse in 1968 (V30002=227-228) 

V3002 1 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 69/ TLOC= 31294-31295 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1969 interview. 

16.496 95.4 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1969 
interview 

366 2.7 51-5s. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1969 
interview 

284 1.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1968 and 1969 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1969. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

67 0.4 81-89. Individuals living in 1968 but who died by the time of 
the 1969 interview 

21,258 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1969 
interview: main family nonresponse for 1969 or mover- 
out nonresponse in 1968 (V30020=0000) 
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V30022 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 69’ TLDC= 31296-31297 

1969 Relationship to Head 

4,463 30.8 01. Head in 1969; 1968 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1969 interview 

2,874 21 .8 02. Wife in 1969: 1968 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1969 interview 

8,672 42.6 03. Son or daughter, including stepchildren and foster 
children 

157 0.6 04. Brother or sister of Head 
128 0.7 05. Father or motner of Head 
498 1.4 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
296 1.3 07. Other relative, including in-laws 

51 0.3 08 Nonrelative 
74 0.5 OS. Husband of Head 

21,258 00. Individual who was born or moved in after the 1969 
Interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00): main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000) 

V30023 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 69’ TLOC= 31298-31299 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1969 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. Ninety-eight years old or more 

99. NA 

00. Individuai who was born or moved in after the 1969 
interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000) 

V30024 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 69’ fLOC= 31300 

1969 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1969 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here; the second. a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married; spouse was not in FU in 1969; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1969 interview 
(V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family nonresponse for 
1969 or mover-out nonresponse, from 1968 (V30020=0000) 

V30025 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 69’ TLOC= 31301 

1969 Moved in/Moved Out Indicator 

I, 128 3.7 

35 0.1 

291 I .6 

I IO 0.7 

67 0.4 
IO 0.0 

36,830 93.4 

I 

2. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

0. 

Moved in or born between 1968 and 1969 interviews; splitoff 
in 1969 
Appeared; did not move in between the 1968 and 1969 
interviews but not included in FU for 1968 (usually a 1968 
listing error) 
Moved out of FU or institution between the 1968 and 1969 
interviews and was not included in a 1969 panel FU 
Moved out of FU and into institution between the 1968 and 
1969 interviews 
Living in 1968 but died by the time of the 1969 interview 
Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1968 interview but 
included in FU for 1968 (usually a listing error) 

Inap. : in main family in both 1968 and 1969: in institution 
in both 1968 and 1969 (V30002=020-026 and V30021=51-59); 
born or moved in after the 1969 interview (V30020>0000 and 
V30021=00); main family nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out 
nonresponse from 1968 (V30020=0000) 
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V30026 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 69’ TLOC= 31302-31303 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

113 0.5 01. January 
69 0.3 02. February 
60 0.2 03. March 
53 0.2 04. April 
52 0.2 05. May 
77 0.3 06. June 
61 0.3 07. July 
79 0.3 08. August 

104 0.5 09. September 
57 0.2 10. October 
71 0.3 11. November 
83 0.4 12. December 

256 0.8 99. NA; DK 

37,336 95.5 00. Inap.: splitoff; born or moved in after the 1969 interview 
(V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family nonresponse for 
1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 (V30020=0000); 
moved from institution to own FU between the 1968 and 1969 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1969 (V30002=020- 
026 and V30021=71-80); in an institution in both 1968 and 
1969 (V30002=020-026 and V30021=51-59); stayed in main 
family (V30021=01-20 and V30025=0) 

V30027 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

69’ TLOC= 31304-31305 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 69 indicates a move during the year 1969. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: born or moved in after the 1969 interview 
(V30020>0000 and V30021=00): main family nonresponse for 
1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 (V30020=0000); 
moved from institution to own FU between the 1968 and 1969’ 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1969 (V30002=020- 
026 and V30021=71-80); in an institution in both 1968 and 
1969 (V30002=020-026 and V30021=51-59): stayed in main 
family (V30021=01-20 and V30025=0); splitoff (V30025=I and 
V30026=00) 

V30028 ‘STOPPED SCHOOL 69’ TLOC= 31306 MD=9 

A6. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1968? 
A7. Who was that? 

170 0.9 I. Yes, stopped going to school 
16,679 96.9 5. No, did not stop 

364 2.2 9. NA 

21,258 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1969 interview 
(V30020>0000 and V30021=00): main family nonresponse for 
1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 (V30020=0000) 

v30029 ‘HRS/WK HOUSEWRK 69’ TLOC= 31307-31308 MD=99 

Gl3. About how much time does (he/she) (do you) spend on this housework in an 
average week-- I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and other work around 
the house? 

Gi4. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
Gl5. Who is that? 
Gl6. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an averaae week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual hours of 
housework done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours or more 

99. NA, DK 
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00. Inap.: none; in an institution in both 1968 and 1969 
(V30021=51-59 and V30025=0); born or moved in after the 
1969 interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000) 

v30030 ‘DISABLED OR RQ CARE 69’ TLOC= 31309 MD=9 

H52a. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
kind of work you can do? 

H52b. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
amount of work you can do? 

H52c. Does your (HEAD’S) health limit the work you can do around the house? 
H55. Is there anyone (else) in this family who is not working or not going 

to school because of poor health? 
H56. Who is that? 
H58. Is there anyone (else) in this family who requires a lot of extra care? 
H59. Who is that? 

1,282 8.5 1. Yes. is disabled 
285 1.6 2. Yes. requires extra care 

15,212 87.1 5. No; in an institution at time of 1969 interview or mover- 
out nonresponse from 1969 (V30021=51-89) 

434 2.8 9. NA 

21,258 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1969 interview 
(V30020>0000 and V30021=00): main family nonresponse for 
1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 (V30020=0000) 

v3003 1 ‘RESPONDENT? 69’ TLDC= 31310 MD=9 

M2. Who was respondent (Relation to Head)? 

4,460 30.9 1. This individual was respondent 
12,677 68.6 5. This individual was not respondent: in an institution in 

1969 (V30021=51-59) 

76 0.5 9. NA; DK 

21 ,258 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1969 interview 
(V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family nonresponse for 
1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 (V30020=0000) 

V30032 ‘TYPE OF INCOME 69’ TLOC= 31311 MD=9 

TYPE OF INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1968: 
HIS. Was that from wages, a pension, a business or what? 
H25. What was that from? 

4.485 29.4 I. Labor income only 
921 5.8 2. Transfer income only 

50 0.5 3. Asset income only 
2.077 17.1 4. Combination of labor, transfe.r, and/or asset 

401 2.5 9. NA 

30,537 44.9 0. Inap. : no income; individual was born or moved in after the 
1969 interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000); in an institution in both 1968 and 1969 
(V30021=51-59 and V30025=0) 

v30033 ‘MONEY INCOME 69’ TLDC= 31312-31316 MD=99999 

TOTAL 1968 MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H16. Did anyone else living here have any income in 1968? 
H18. About how much did that amount to in 1968? 
H24. Did (he/she) have any other income? 
H26. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99997 represent the actual 
total income of this individual in whole dollars. Heads I and Wives’ records 
contain only the labor portions of their incomes; the user should take these 
items from the family portion of the data. Missing data were not assigned. 

99998. $99.998 or more 
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The values for this variable represent the actual hours worked in 1968 by 
this indiv idual. M issing data were not assigned. 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap.: did not work: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1969 interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); 
main family nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out 
nonresponse from 1968 (V30020=0000); in an institution 
in both 1968 and 1969 (V30021=51-59 and V30025=0) 

v30035 J SHARE EXPENSES 69/ TLOC= 31321 MD=9 

H27. Does (he/she) share in the family’s expenses or what? 

674 3.7 1. Yes, unqual if ied 
98 0.6 3. Yes. qualified; a little; less than $10 a week: sometimes 

565 4.6 5. No 

7.865 55.9 9. NA 

29,269 35.2 0. Inap.: Head or Wife in 1969 (V30021=01-20 and V30022=01 or 
02); individual was born or moved in after the 1969 
interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000); in an institution in both 1968 and 1969 
(V30021=51-59 and V30025=0); no income (V30032=0) 

99999. NA 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1969 
interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00): main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000); in an institution in both 1968 and 1969 
(V30021=51-59 and V30025=0); no income (V30032=0) 

v30034 ‘HRS WORKED IN 68 69’ TLOC= 31317-31320 MD=9999 

WORK HOURS IN 1968: 
H21. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H22. About how many hours a week was that? 
H23. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was that more than half time? 

V30036 ‘LIKELY TO MOVE OUT 69/ TLOC= 31322 MD=9 

H28. Is (he/she) likely to move away within the next few years? 

345 2.4 1. Yes, will move 
80 0.5 3. Pro-con, depends 

666 4.4 5. No, will stay 
467 2.9 7. Already moved out (V30025=5-8) 

128 0.8 8. DK 
7.539 53.9 9. NA 

29,246 35.1 0. Inap. : Head or Wife in.1969 (V30021=01-20 and V30022=01 or 
02); individual was born or moved in after the 1969 
interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000); in an institution in both 1968 and 1969 
(V30021=51-59 and V30025=0); no income (V30032=0) 

v30037 ‘MD S/O FAM FORMED 69/ TLOC= 31323-31324 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

11 0.1 01. January 
19 0.1 02. February 
30 0.1 03. March 
17 0.1 04. Apri 1 
17 0.1 05. May 
31 0.2 06. June 
55 0.3 07. July 
44 0.2 08. August 
40 0.1 09. September 
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25 0.1 IO. October 
39 0.2 II. November 
24 0.1 12. December 
22 0.2 98. Moved out of an institution 

95 0.2 99. NA: DK 

38.002 98. I 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1969 
interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000); not a splitoff in 1969 (V3002531 or 
V30025=1 and V30026#00) 

V30038 ‘YR S/O FAM FORMED 69’ TLOC= 31325-31326 MD=99 

Year Splitofi Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 69 indicates a move during the year 1969. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1969 
interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000); not a splitoff in 1969 (V3002521 or 
V30025=1 and V30026+00) 

v30039 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 69’ TLOC= 31327-31330 

1969 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Familv Was Formed 

Actual 1969 ID Numbers (0001-4460) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1969 
splitoff family: children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1969 
interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00); main family 
nonresponse for 1969 or mover-out nonresponse from 1968 
(V30020=0000); not a splitoff in 1969 (V3002521 or 
V30025=1 and V30026200) 

v30040 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 69’ TLDC= 31331-31332 MD=99 

TVpe of Individual Data Record in 1969 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1969 have 1969 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1969. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1968 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1969 
have nonzero data for 1969 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1969 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 be1 ow 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-07 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

1,037 

742 

35 

367 

222 

128 

19.410 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1968. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1968. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1968 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1969. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1969 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1969 interview. 

06. This sample member was 18 years old or older and moved out 
or died between the 1968 and 1969 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1968 and 1969 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1969 interview (V3002O>ODOO and V30021=00) 
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35 

16,495 

IO. This spouse had moved out and not returned or died by the 
time of the 1968 interview (V30002=228 or V30002=227 and 
v30020=00001 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1969 
(V30021=01-20) 

v3004 1 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 991 TLOC= 31333-31334 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1969 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

948 
110 

96 

454 
62 

192 
128 

17 
8 

36 

36 31. 

23 32. 

84 41. 
2 42. 

72 

3 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04. 
05. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility. 
This individual was in jail or prison. 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
examp 1 e , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, became main family 
nonresponse because he/she was institutionalized by 
entering an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is the sample member, became main 
family nonresponse because he/she was institutionalized by 
entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is the sample member, became main 
family nonresponse because he/she was imprisoned. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, became main family 
nonresponse because he/she was institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate through 
disabi 1 ity. 
This individual died between the 1968 and 1969 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1969 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 
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116 92 

93 

19,410 97 

35 98 

This sample individual was not eligible for interviewing 
at the time he/she moved out because he/she was too young 
to be followed. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1969 interview (V30020>0000 and V30021=00) 

This spouse had moved out and not returned or died in the 
=228 or year preceding the 1968 interview (V30002 

V30002=227 and V30020=0000) 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel fam 
(V30021=01-201 

ily in 1969 

144 

16,495 

V30042 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 69' TLOC- 31335-31337 

1969 Individual Weiqht 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1969 
response family. It was recalculated for 1969, taking account of the heavier 
nonresponse losses suffered in that year, including mortality. Sample 
members born into the family in 1969 receive either the average of the Head’s 
and spouse’s weights or. in the event of a single Head, the child receives 
the Head’s weight. Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details on 
the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. - 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1969 interview 
(V30020>0000 and V30021=00); nonsample spouse who moved 
out or died in the year preceding the 1968 interview 
(V30002=228 or V30002=227 and V30020=0000): nonsample 
individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1970 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1970 weight (V30066) for the percents. 

v30043 ‘1970 INTERVIEW NUMBER 70’ TLDC= 31338-31341 

1970 Interview Number (1970 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-4645 represent the 1970 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1970. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1970 interview received the 
1970 ID number of the family into which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1970 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1969 

v30044 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 70) TLOC= 31342-31343 

1970 Sequence Number 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1970 interview. 

16,647 96.2 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1970 
interview 

332 2.4 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1970 
interview 

306 0.9 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1969 and 1970 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1970. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

67 0.5 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1969 but who died by the 
time of the 1970 interview 
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21,119 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1970 
interview: main family nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000) 

v30045 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 70’ TLOC= 31344-31345 

1970 Relationship to Head 

4,649 31.9 01. Head in 1970; 1969 head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1970 interview 

2,949 22.1 02. Wife in 1970; 1969 wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1970 interview 

8,499 42.0 03. Child. stepchi Id 
156 0.6 04. Sib1 ing 
131 0.6 05. Parent 
475 1 1 06. Grandchild, great-grandchild 
335 0.9 07. In-law or other relative 

70 0.3 08. Nonrelative 
88 0.5 09. Husband of Head 

21,119 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000) 

V30046 'AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 70’ TLOC= 31346-31347 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1970 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000) 

v30047 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 70' TLDC= 31348 

1970 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1970 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married: spouse was not in FU in 1970; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse in 1969 (V30043=0000) 

V30048 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 70’ TLOC= 31349 

1970 Moved In/Moved Out indicator 

1,394 5.1 1. Moved in or born between 1969 and 1970 interviews; splitoff 
in 1970 

16 0.0 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1969 and 1970 
interviews, but not included in FU on previous interviews 
(usually a listing error) 

303 0.9 5. Moved out of FU or institution between the 1969 and 1970 
interviews and was not included in a 1970 panel FU 

126 0.8 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1969 
and 1970 interviews 

67 0.5 7. Living in 1969 but died by the time of the 1970 interview 
II 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1969 interview but 

included in FU for 1969 

36,554 92.6 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1969 and 1970; in an 
institution in both 1969 and 1970 (V30021=51-59 and 
V30044=51-59); born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043rOOOO and V30044=00); main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000) 
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V30049 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 70’ TLOC= 31350-31351 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

97 0.4 01. January 
64 0.3 02. February 
84 0.2 03. March 
70 0.3 04. April 
77 0.3 05. May 
93 0.4 06. June 
96 0.2 07. July 

118 0.4 08. August 
99 0.5 09. September 
71 0.3 10. October 
81 0.3 11. November 
57 0.2 12. December 

162 0.6 99. NA; DK 

37,302 95.7 00. Inap.: splitoff; born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000): moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1969 and 1970 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1970 (V30021=51-59 
and V30044=71-80); in an institution in both 1969 and 1970 
(V30044=51-59 and V30048=0): stayed in main family 
(V30044=01-20 and V30048=0) 

V30050 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 70' TLOC= 31352-31353 MD=99 

Year Moved In or Out 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 70 indicates a move during the year 1970. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00): main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000): moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1969 and 1970 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1970 (V30021=57-59 
and V30044=71-80); in an institution in both 1969 and 1970 
(V30044=51-59 and V30048=0); stayed in main family 
(V30044=01-20 and V30048=0): splitoff (V30048=1 and 
V30049=00) 

V30051 ‘STOPPED SCHOOL 70' TLOC= 31354 MD=9 

A6. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1969? 
A7. Who was that? 

220 1.1 1. Yes, stopped going to school 
16,769 97.2 5. No, did not stop; was age 25 or older (V30046=25-98) 

362 1.7 9. NA 

21,120 0.0 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000) 

V30052 ‘GRADE FINISHED 70’ TLOC= 31355-31356 MD=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION IN 1970: 
A8. What is the highest trade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed: e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual has completed 
the eighth grade and was no longer In school. A code value of 16 indicates 
that this individual is at least a college graduate. This variable contains 
zeroes for current Heads and Wives/“Wives” because information about 
completed education was not asked annually for them as it was for other 
family unit members. Comparability is a problem here because not only is the 
Head and Wife/“Wife” information available only in bracketed form but also 
includes codes for receipt of nonacademic training and advanced degrees. 

99. NA 
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00. Inap.: was born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00): main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000): Head 
or Wife in 1970 (V30044=01-20 and V30045=01 or 02); did 
not stop school or individual was age 25 or older 
(V30051=5 or 9) 

V30053 ‘HRS/WK HOUSEWK 70' TLOC= 31357-31359 MD=99 

G15. About how much time does (he/she) (do you) spend on this housework in 
an average week - I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and other work 
around the house? 

G16. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
G17, Who is that? 
G18. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average 

week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours or more 

99. NA, DK 

00. Inap.: none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1970 interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=001; main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(V30043=0000); in an institution at time of 1970 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1970 (V30044=51-89) 

V30054 ‘DISABLED OR RQ CARE 70’ TLOC= 31359 MD=9 

H56a. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
kind of work you can do? 

H56b. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
amount of work you can do? 

H56c. Does your health limit the work you can do around the house? 
H59. Is there anyone (else) in this family who is not working or not going 

to school because of poor health? 
H60. Who is that? 
H62. Is there anyone (else) in this family who requires a lot of extra care? 
H63. Who is that? 

1.351 8.8 1. Yes, is disabled 
315 1.9 2. Yes, requires extra care 

15,112 86.5 5. No: in an institution at time of 1970 interview or mover- 
out nonresponse from 1970 (V30044=51-89) 

573 2.8 9. NA 

21,120 0.0 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(V30043=0000) 

V30055 ‘RESPONDENT? 70’ TLOC= 31360 MD=9 

M2. Who was respondent (relation to Head)? 

4,641 32.1 1. This individual was respondent 
12,685 67.8 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1970 (V30044=51-89) 

25 0.2 9. NA; DK 

21,120 0.0 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family response by 1970 
or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000) 

V30056 ‘TYPE OF INCOME 70' TLOC= 31361 MD=9 

TYPE OF INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1969: 
H23. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H29. What was that from? 

4,804 30.8 1. Labor income only 
827 5.1 2. Transfer income only 
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42 0.4 3. Asset income only 
2,170 17.5 4. Combination of labor, transfer and/or asset 

43 0.2 9. NA 

30,585 46.0 0. Inap.: no income: was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(V30043=0000); in institution in both 1969 and 1970 
(V30044=51-59 and V30048=0) 

V30057 ‘MONEY INCOME 70’ TLOC= 31362-31366 MD=99999 

TOTAL 1969 MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H22. About how much did that amount to in 1969? 
H30. How much was that last year? 

This variable contains only the labor portion of income if the person was 
Head or Wife in 1970. Users should take these items from the family portion 
of the data. Values in the range 00001-99997 represent the actual total 
income of each other individual in whole dollars. Missing data were not 
assigned. 

99998. $99,998 or more 

99999. NA 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(V30043=0000); in an institution in both 1969 and 1970 
(V30044=51-59 and V30048=0); no income (V30056=0) 

V30068 ‘HOURS WORKED 70’ TLOC= 31367-31370 MD=9999 

WORK HOURS IN 1969: 
H25. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H26. About how many hours a week was that? 
H27. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was that more than half time? 

The values for this variable represent the actual hours worked in 1969 by 
this individual. Missing data were not assigned. 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap.: did not work; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1970 interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00): 
main family nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out response by 
1969 (V30043=0000); in institution in both 1969 and 1970 
(V30044=51-59 and V30048=0) 

V30059 ‘SHARE EXPENSES 70' TLOC= 31371 MD=9 

H31. Does (he/she) share in the family’s expenses or what? 

705 3.3 1. Yes, unqualified 
65 0.4 3. Yes, qualified; a little; less than $10 per week; sometimes 

640 4.9 5. No 

7.458 53.3 9. NA 

29,603 38.2 0. Inap.: Head or Wife in 1970 (V30044=01-20 and V30045=01 or 
02); individual was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(V30043=0000); in institution in both 1969 and 1970 
(V30044=51-59 and V30048=0); no income (V30056=0) 

V30060 ‘LIKELY TO MOVE OUT 70’ TLOC= 31372 MD=9 

H32. Is (he/she) likely to move away within the next few years? 

363 2.4 1. Yes, will move 
75 0.5 3. Pro-con, depends 

727 4.5 5. No, will stay 
457 2.3 7. Already moved out (V30048=5-8) 

111 0.5 8. DK 
7,448 53.2 9. NA 
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29,290 36.7 0. Inap.: Head or Wife in 1970 (V30044=01-20 and V30045=01 or 
02): individual was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(v30043=0000); in institution in both 1969 and 1970 
(V30044=51-59 and V30048=0); no income (V30056=0) 

V3006 1 ‘MO S/O FAM FORMED 70’ TLOC= 31373-31374 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Familv Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

47 0. I 01. January 
44 0.1 02. February 
28 0.1 03. March 
38 0.2 04. April 
39 0.2 05. May 
62 0.3 06. June 
39 0.2 07. July 
41 0.3 08. August 
51 0.2 09. September 
42 0.2 10. October 
40 0.2 II. November 
31 0.1 12. December 
73 0.6 98. Moved out of an institution 

138 0.3 99. NA; DK 

37,758 97.1 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(V30043=0000); not a splitoff in 1970 (V30048fl or 
V30048=1 and V30049#00) 

V30062 ‘YR S/D FAM FORMED 70’ TLOC= 31375-31376 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred is coded here. For 
example, a value of 70 indicates a move during the year 1970. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by i969 
(V30043=0000): not a splitoff in 1970 (V3004821 or 
V30048=1 and V30049fOO) 

V30063 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 70’ TLOC= 31377-31380 

1970 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1970 ID Numbers (0001-4645) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1970 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1970 
interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 
(V30043=0000); not a splitoff in 1970 (V3004821 or 
V30048=1 and V30049#00) 

V30064 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 70’ TLOC= 31381-31382 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1970 
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All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1970 have 1970 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1970, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1969 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1970 
have nonzero data for 1970 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1970 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

227 

142 

28 

9 

333 

171 

67 

134 

18,544 

2,169 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1969. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1969. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the j969 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1970. 

04. This sample member nad been in an institution in 3969 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1970. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1970 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1970 interview. 

06. This sample member was 18 years old or older and moved out 
or died between the 1969 and 1970 interviews. 

07 This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1969 and 1970 interviews. 

08 This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1969 and 1970 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in for the 
first time by the time of the 1970 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1969 interview 

16,647 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1970 
(V30044=01-20) 

V30065 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 70’ TLOC= 31383-31384 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1970 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

213 
9 

13 

149 
23 

168 
111 

17 
14 
30 

3 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04 Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
Ii. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some.other type of institution, for 

example, a rel iglous order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample. became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

23. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 

24. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 

29. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
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12 31. 

2 32. 

83 41. 
42. 

8 51. 

65 52. 

5 53. 

59. 

91. 

184 92. 

93. 

16,544 97. 

2,169 98. 

1 99. 

16.647 00. 

entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1969 and 1970 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once: this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1970 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1970 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1970 interview (V30043>0000 and V30044=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1969 (V30020=0000 and V30043=0000 or 
V30020>0000 and V30021=71-89 and V30043=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1970 
(V30044=01-20) 

V30066 ‘INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 70/ TLDC= 31385-31387 

1969 Individual Weight, Updated for 1970 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1970 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1970 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning 
to a panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that 
they had in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I. 
Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1970 interview 
(V30043>0000 and V30044=00); main family nonresponse by 
1970 or mover-out nonresponse by 1969 (V30043=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1971 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1971 weight (V30090) for the percents. 

V30067 ‘1971 INTERVIEW NUMBER 71’ TLDC= 31388-31391 

1971 Interview Number (1971 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-4840 represent the 1971 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1971. 
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Indi 
!971 

V30068 

1971 

viduals moving in or born subsequent to the 1971 interview received the 
ID number of the family into which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1971 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1970 

‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

Sequence Number 

71’ TLOC= 31392-31393 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1971 interview. 

16,930 96.7 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1971 
interview 

322 2.3 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1971 
interview 

270 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1970 and 1971 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1971. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

66 0.5 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1970 but died by the 
time of the 1971 interview 

20,881 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1971 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000) 

V30069 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 71’ TLOC= 31394-3139s 

1971 Relationship to Head 

4,914 33.0 01. Head in 1971: 1970 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1971 interview 

3.036 22.2 02. Wife in 1971; 1970 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1971 interview 

8,424 41.4 03. Chl Id, stepchi Id 
148 0.5 04 Sib1 ing 
121 0.6 05. Parent 
506 I .2 06 Grandchild, great-grandchild 
343 0.7 07. In-law or other relative 

70 0.2 08. Nonrelative 
28 0.2 09. Husband of Head (i.e.. wife was Head of family) 

20,881 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out by 1970 (V30067=0000) nonresponse 

v30070 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 71’ TLOC= 31396-31397 MD=99 

Aae at the Time of the 1971 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00): main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000) 

v3007 1 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 71’ TLDC= 31398 

1971 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1971 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here; the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married; spouse was not in FU in 1971; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
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(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000) 

V30072 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 71’ TLDC= 31399 

1971 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,370 4.5 1. Moved in or born between the 1970 and 1971 interviews: 
splitoff in 1971 

5 0.0 2. Appeared did not move in between the 1970 and 1971 : 
interviews but not included in FU on previous interviews 
(usually a listing error) 

262 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or institution between 1970 and 1971 
interviews and was not included in a 1971 panel FU 

125 0.8 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1970 
and 1971 interviews 

68 0.5 7. Living in 1970 but died by the time of the 1971 interview 
IO 0.0 8. Disappeared: moved out prior to the 1970 interview but 

included in FU for 1970 (usually a listing error) 

36,631 93.6 0. Inap.: in main family both in 1970 and 1971; in an 
institution in both 1970 and 1971 (V30044=51-59 and 
V30068=51-59); born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out by 1970 (V30067=0000) nonresponse 

v30073 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 71’ TLOC= 31400-31401 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

113 0.4 01. January 
60 0.1 02. February 
64 0.2 03. March 
60 0.2 04 Apri 1 

103 0.2 05. May 
108 0.4 06. June 

70 0.2 07. July 
101 0.3 08. August 
137 0.7 09. September 

75 0.2 IO. October 
88 0.3 11. November 
79 0.2 12. December 

132 0.4 99. NA; DK 

37,273 96. 1 00. Inap.: splitoff; born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000); moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1970 and 1971 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1971 (V30044=51-59 
and V30068=71-80); in an institution in both 1970 and 1971 
(V30068=51-59 and V30072=0); did not move in or out 
(V30068=01-20 and V30072=0) 

v30074 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 71’ TLOC= 31402-31403 MO=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example , a value of 71 indicates a move during the year 1971. 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000); moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1970 and 1971 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1971 (V30044=51-59 
and V30067=71-80); in an institution in both 1970 and 1971 
(V30068=51-59 and V30072=0); stayed in main family 
(V30068=01-20 and V30072=0); splitoff (V30072=1 and 
v30073=00) 

v30075 ‘STOPPED SCHOOL 71’ TLOC= 31404 MD=9 

A6. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1970? 
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A7. Who was that? 

179 1.0 1. Yes, stopped going to school 
17.119 97.6 5. No, did not stop; was age 25 or older (V30069=25-98) 

292 1.4 9. NA; OK 

20.881 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000) 

V30076 ‘GRADE FINISHED 71’ TLDC= 31405-31406 MD=99 

CDMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1971: 
A8. What is the hiqhest grade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. Comparability is a problem 
here because not only is the Head and Wife/“Wife” information available only 
in bracketed form but also includes codes for receipt of nonacademic 
training and advanced degrees. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000); Head 
or Wife in 1971 (V30068=01-20 and V30069=01 or 02); did 
not stop school or individual was age 25 or older 
(V30075=5 or 9) 

v30077 ‘HRS/WK HSWK 71’ TLOC= 31407-31408 MD=99 

G20. About how much time (does he/she) (do you) spend on this housework in 
an average week -- 1 mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and other work 
around the house? 

G21. Does anyone else here in the househcld help with the housework? 
G22. Who is that? 
G23. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in the average 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours or more 

99. NA, DK 

00. Inap.: none; was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000); in an 
institution at time of 1971 interview or mover-out 
nonresponse from 1971 (V30068=51-89) 

V30078 ‘DISABLED OR REQ CR 71’ TLOC- 31409 MD=9 

H56a. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
kind of work you can do? 

H56b. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
amount of work you can do? 

H56c. Does your health limit the work you can do around the house? 
H59. Is there anyone (else) in this family who is not working or not going 

to school because of poor health? 
H60. Who is that? 
H62. Is there anyone (else) in this family who requires a lot of extra care? 
H63. Who is that? 

1.513 9.9 I. Yes, is disabled 
309 1.9 2. Yes, requires extra care 

15,176 85.4 5. No; in an institution at time of 1971 interview or mover- 
out nonresponse from 1971 (V30068=51-89) 

593 2.9 9. NA 
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20,880 0. Inap.: was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000) 

v30079 ‘RESPONDENT? 71’ TLOC= 31410 MD=9 

M2. Who was respondent (relation to Head)? 

4,839 32.9 I. This individual was respondent 
12.749 67.1 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1971 (V30068=51-89) 

2 0.0 9. NA; DK 

20,881 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000) 

V30080 ‘TYPE OF INCOME 71’ TLOC= 31411 MD=9 

TYPE OF INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1970: 
H23. Was that from waqes, a pension, a business, or what? 

4,594 
880 

46 
2,412 

285 

8 

30,246 

28.3 1. Labor income only 
5.0 2. Transfer income on1 y 
0.4 3. Asset income only 

18.6 4. Combination including labor income 
2.8 5. Combination excluding labor income 

0.0 9. NA 

44.8 0. Inap.: no income; individual was born or moved in after the 
1971 interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067=0000); in an institution in both 1970 and 1971 
(V30068=51-59 and V30072=0) 

V3008 1 ‘MONEY INCOME 71’ TLOC= 31412-31416 MD=99999 

TOTAL 1970 MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H22. About how much did that amount to in 1970? 
H30. How much was that last year? 

This variable contains only the labor portion of income if the individual was 
Head or Wife in 1971. Users should take these items from the family portion 
of the data. Values in the range 00001-99997 represent the actual total 
income of each other individual in whole dollars. Missing data were not 
assigned. 

99998. $99,998 or more 

99999. NA 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1971 
interview (V30067~000 and V30068=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067=0000); in an institution in both 1970 and 1971 
(V30068=51-59 and V30072=0); no income (V30080=0) 

V30082 ‘HOURS WORKED 71’ TLDC= 31417-31420 MD=9999 

WORK HOURS IN 1970: 
H25. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H26. About how many hours a week was that? 
H27. (IF DON‘T KNOW) Was that more than half time? 

The values for this variable represent the actual hours worked in 1970 by 
this individual. Missing data were not assigned. 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1971 
interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067=0000); in an institution in both 1970 and 1971 
(V30068=51-59 and V30072=0): did not work (V30080=0, 2, 
3 or 5) 
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V30083 ‘SHARE EXPENSES 71’ TLDC= 31421 MD=9 

H31. Does (he/she) share in the family’s expenses or what? 

665 2.9 I. Yes, unqualified 
109 0.7 3. Yes, qualified (a little; less than $10 per week; 

sometimes) 
658 5.0 5. No 

8,036 55.9 9. NA 

29.003 35.5 0. Inap.: Head or Wife in 1971 (V30068=01-20 and V30069=01 or 
02); individual was born or moved in after the 1971 
interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067’0000); in an institution in both 1970 and 1971 
(V30068=51-59 and V30072=0): no income (V30080=0) 

V30084 ‘LIKELY TO MOVE OUT 71’ TLDC= 31422 MD=9 

H32. 

357 
102 
707 
167 

116 
8,020 

29,002 

Is (he/she) 

2.3 I. 
0.7 3. 
4.2 5. 
1.0 7. 

0.5 8. 
55.9 9. 

35.5 0. 

likely to move away within the next few Vears? 

Yes, will move 
Pro-con, depends 
No, will stay 
Already moved out (V30072=5-8) 

DK 
NA 

Inap. : Head or Wife in 1971 (V30068=01-20 and V30069=01 or 
02); individual was born or moved in after the 1971 
interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067=0000); in an institution in both 1970 and 1971 
(V30068=51-59 and V30072=0): no income (V30080=0) 

V30085 ‘MD S/D FAM FORMED 71’ TLDC= 31423-31424 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

34 0.2 01. January 
30 0.1 02. February 
29 0.1 03. March 
18 0.1 04. April 
29 0.1 05. May 
61 0.2 06. June 
52 0.2 07. July 
58 0.2 08. August 
43 0.1 09. September 
37 0.2 10. October 
34 0. I 11. November 
35 0.1 12. December 
51 0.4 98. Moved out of an institution 

119 0.3 99. NA; DK 

37.841 97.6 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1971 
interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067=0000); not a splitoff in 1971 (V30072#1 or 
V30072=1 and V30073200) 

V30086 ‘YR S/D FAN FORMED 71’ TLDC= 31425-31426 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 71 indicates a move during the year 1971. Refer to 
Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 
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00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1971 
interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067=0000); not a splitoff in 1971 (V30072#1 or 
V30072=1 and V30073200) 

V30087 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 71’ TLOC= 31427-31430 

1971 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Familv Was Formed 

Actual 1971 ID Numbers (0001-4840) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1971 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1971 
interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 
(V30067=0000); not a splitoff in 1971 (V3007221 or 
V30072=1 and V30073#00) 

V30088 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 71/ TLOC= 31431-31432 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1971 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1971 have 1971 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1971. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1970 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1971 
have nonzero data for 1971 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1971 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only: codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

149 

97 

21 

7 

322 

117 

51 

170 

17,699 

2.908 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1970. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1970. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1970 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1971. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1970 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1971. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1971 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1971 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1970 and 1971 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1970 and 1971 interviews. 

08 This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1970 and 1971 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1971 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1970 interview. 

16,930 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1971 
(V30068=01-20). 

V30089 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 71’ TLOC= 31433-31434 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1971 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

162 
5 

71 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04. Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
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13 05. 
137 11. 
117 12. 

12 13. 
20 14. 
39 19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

15 

3 

104 41. 
6 42. 

51. 

14 52. 

53. 

31. 

32. 

59. 

91. 

205 92. 

1 93. 

17,699 97. 

2.908 98. 

2 99. 

16.930 00. 

FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
Tnis individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1970 and 1971 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1971 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1971 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU: this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1971 interview (V30067>0000 and V30068=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1970 (V30043=0000 and V30067=0000 or 
V30043~0000 and V30044=71-89 and V30066=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1971 
(V30068=01-20). 

v30090 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 71' TLOC= 31435-31437 

1969 Individual Weight, Updated for 1971 
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This variable is not-zero only for sample members associated with a 1971 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1971 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I, Part 5 of 
this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. - 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1971 interview 
(V30067>0000 and V30068=00); main family nonresponse by 
1971 or mover-out nonresponse by 1970 (V30067=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1972 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1972 weight (V30116) for the percents. 

v3009 1 ‘1972 INTERVIEW NUMBER 72’ TLDC= 31438-31441 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5060 represent the 1972 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1972. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1972 interview received the 
1972 ID number of the family into which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1972 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1971 

v30092 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 72’ TLDC= 31442-31443 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1972 interview. 

17.335 96.5 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1972 
interview 

293 2.0 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1972 
interview 

323 0.8 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1971 and 1972 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1972. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

101 0.8 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1971 but who died by the 
time of the 1972 interview 

20,419 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1972 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000) 

v30093 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 72’ TLDC= 31444-31445 

1972 Relationship to Head 

5,149 33.7 01. Head in 1972; 1971 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1972 interview 

3.185 22.3 02. Wife in 1972; 1971 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1972 interview 

8,434 40.9 03. Chi Id. stepchi Id 
151 0.5 04. Sib1 ing 
123 0.5 05. Parent 
552 I .2 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
348 0.6 07. Other relative; includes in-laws 

86 0.2 08. Nonrelative 
24 0.2 09. Husband of Head (i.e., wife was Head of the family) 

20.419 00. Indivldual was born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000) 
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v30094 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 72’ TLDC= 31446-31447 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1972 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA 

00. Individual was born or moved in af 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by I 

v30095 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 72’ TLOC= 31448 

ter the 1972 interview 
fam ily nonresponse by 
971 (v30091=0000) 

1972 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1972 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 1 here. 

0. Inap. : not married; spouse was not in FU in 1972; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out by 1971 (V30091=0000) nonresponse 

V30096 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 72’ TLDC= 31449 

1972 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

I, 525 4.7 I. Moved in or born between the 1971 and 1972 interviews: 
splitoff in 1972 

10 0.0 2. Appeared : did not move between the 1971 and 1972 
interviews, but not included .in FU on previous interviews 

312 0.7 5. Moved out of FU or institution between 1971 and 1972 
interviews and was not included in a 1972 panel FU 

114 0.6 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1971 
and 1972 interviews 

101 0.8 7. Living in 1971 but died by the time of the 1972 interview 
6 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1971 interview, but 

included in FU for 1971 (usually a listing error) 

36.403 93.1 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1971 and 1972; in an 
institution in both 1971 and 1972 (V30068=51-59 and 
V30092=51-59); born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000) 

v30097 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 72’ TLDC= 31450-31451 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

131 0.4 01. January 
89 0.3 02. February 
91 0.2 03. March 
73 0.3 04. April 

104 0.4 05. May 
122 
112 

86 
134 

85 
134 

86 

121 

37.103 

0.3 06. June 
0.4 07. July 
0.3 08. August 
0.6 09. September 
0.3 IO. October 
0.4 II. November 
0.3 12. December 

0.3 99. NA; DK 

95.7 00. Inap.: splitoff; born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000); moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1971 and 1972 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1972 (V30068=51-59 
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and V30092=71-80); in an institution in both 1971 and 1972 
(V30092=51-59 and V30096=0): stayed in main family 
(V30092=01-20 and V30096=0) 

V30098 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 72’ TLDC= 31452-31453 MD=99 

Year Moved In or Out 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 72 indicates a move during the year 1972. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00): main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000); moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1971 and 1972 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1972 (V30068=51-59 
and V30092=71-80); in an institution in both 1971 and 1972 
(V30092=51-59 and V30096=0): stayed in main family 
(V30092=01-20 and V30096=0); splitoff (V30095=1 and 
v30097=00) 

v30099 ‘STOPPED SCHOOL 72’ TLOC= 3 1454 MD=9 

A6. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1971? 

221 1.1 1. Yes, stopped going to school 
17.518 97.6 5. No, did not stop; was age 25 or older (V30094=25-98): Head 

or Wife in 1972 (V30092=01-20 and V30093=01 or 02) 

311 1.3 9. NA; DK 

20.421 0.0 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00): main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000) 

v30100 ‘GRADE FINISHED 72‘ TLOC= 31455-31456 MD=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1972: 
A8. What was the highest grade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. This variable contains 
zeroes for current Heads and Wives/“Wives” because information about 
completed education was not asked annually for them as it was for other 
family unit members. Comparability is a problem here because not only is 
the Head and Wife/“Wife” information available only in bracketed form but 
also includes codes for receipt of nonacademic training and advanced 
degrees. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(V30091=0000); Head or Wife in 1972 (V30092=01-20 and 
V30093=01 or 02); did not stop school or individual was 
age 25 or older (V30099=5 or 9) 

v30101 ‘WHO DID WORK? 72’ TLDC= 31457 MD=9 

c20. Who in the family did this work? (Additions and repairs) 

2,569 18.8 1. Yes, this person did some of the work 
15,345 80.5 5. NO. this person did not do any of the work; in an 

institution in 1971 and 1972 (V30092=51-59 and V30096=0) 

140 0.7 9. NA; DK 

20,417 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091z0000 and V30092=00); main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000) 

V30102 ‘HRS/WK HSWRK 72) TLDC= 31458-31459 MD=99 
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G26. About how much time (does he/she) (do you) spend on this housework in 
an average week -- 1 mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and other work 
around the house? 

G28. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
G29. Who is that? 
G30. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average 

week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA, DK 

00. Inap. : none: main family nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1972 interview (V30091~0000 and 
v30092=00); in an institution at time of 1972 interview or 
mover-out nonresponse from 1972 (V30092=51-89) 

v30103 ‘DISABLED OR REQ CR 72’ TLDC= 31460 MD=9 

H59. Do you (HEAD) have a physical or nervous condition that limits the type 
of work, or the amount of work you can do? 

H63. Is there anyone (else) in this family who is not working or not going 
to school because of poor health? 

H64. Who is that? 
H66. Is there anyone (else) in this family who requires a lot of extra care? 
H67. Who is that? 

I ,369 8.4 I. Yes, is disabled 
322 1.8 2. Yes, requires extra care 

15,775 87.1 5. No. is neither disabled nor requires extra care; in an 
institution at time of 1972 interview or mover-out 
nonresponse from 1972 (V30092=51-89) 

586 2.6 9. NA: OK 

20.419 0. Inap; individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(v30091=0000) 

v30104 ‘RESPONDENT? 72’ TLDC= 31461 MD=9 

N2. W!io was respondent (relation to Head)? 

5,066 33.5 1. This individual was respondent 
12,978 66.5 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1972 (V30092=51-89) 

8 0.0 9. NA; DK 

20.419 0. Individual was born or moved’in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family nonresponse by 
1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000) 

v30105 ‘TYPE OF INCOME 72’ TLDC= 31462 MD=9 

TYPE OF INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1971: 
H29. Was that from wages, a pension, a business or what? 
H35. What was that from? 

4,990 28.9 1. Labor income only 
1,026 5.7 2. Transfer income only 

61 0.6 3. Asset income only 
2,534 19.3 4. Combination including labor 

291 2.8 5. Combination excluding labor income 

21 0.1 9. NA: DK 

29,548 42.6 0. Inap.: no income; individual was born or moved in after the 
1972 interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(v30091=0000); in an institution in both 1971 and 1972 
(V30092=51-59 and V30096=0) 
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V30 106 ‘MONEY INCOME 72’ TLDC= 31463-31467 MD=99999 

TOTAL 1971 MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H28. About how much did that amount to in 1971? 
H36. How much was that last year? 

This variable contains only the labor portion of income if the individual was 
Head or Wife in 1972. Users should take these items from the family portion 
of the data. Values in the range 00001-99997 represent the actual total 
income of each other individual in whole dollars. Missing data were not - 
assigned. 

99998. $99,998 or more 

99999. NA 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(V30091=0000); in an institution in both 1971 and 1972 
(V30092=51-59 and V30096=0); no income (V30105=0) 

v30107 ‘HOURS WORKED 72’ TLDC= 31468-31471 MD=9999 

WORK HOURS IN 1971: 
H31. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H32. About how many hours a week was that? 
H33. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was it more than half time? 

The values for this variable represent the actual hours worked in 1971 by 
this individual. Missing data were not assigned. - 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(V30091=0000); in an institution in both 1971 and 1972 
(V30092=51-59 and V30096=0); did not work (V30105=0. 2. 
3 or 5) 

V30108 ‘SHARE EXPENSES? 72’ TLDC= 31472 MD-B 

H37. Does (he/she) share in the family’s expenses or what? 

769 3.4 1. Yes, unqualified 
127 0.7 3. Yes, qualified (a little, less than $10 a week, sometimes) 
847 6.1 5. No 

8,410 56.2 9. NA 

28.318 33.6 0. Inap.: Head or Wife in 1972 (V30092=01-20 and V30093=01 or 
02); individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(v30091=0000); in an institution in both 1971 and 1972 
(V30092=51-59 and V30096=0); no income (V30105=0) 

v30109 ‘LIKELY TO MOVE OUT 72’ TLDC= 31473 MD=9 

H38. 

482 
105 
860 
201 

126 
8,380 

28,317 

Is (he/she) 

3.0 I. 
0.7 3. 
5.0 5. 
1.1 7. 

0.5 8. 
56.1 9. 

33.5 0. 

likely to move away within the next few vears? 

Yes, will move 
Pro-con, depends 
No, will stay 
Already moved out (V30095=5-8) 

DK 
NA 

Inap. : Head or Wife in 1972 (V30092=01-20 and V30093=01 or 
02); individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(V30091=0000): in an institution in both 1971 and 1972 
(V30092=51-59 and V30096=0); no income (V30105=0) 

v30110 ‘COMPLETED EDUCATION 72’ TLDC= 31474-31476 MD=99 
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Completed Education 

This variable contains the years of education as of 1972 for each individual 
including the 1972 Head and Wife. The information was asked in 1972 for 
Wives, but Heads’ information was asked only when the Head most recently 
became a new Head. Recency of Heads’ data can be ascertained by searching 
backward through the series variables for whether the family has a new Head 
(1972 V2971. 1971 V2165. 1970 V1461. and 1969 V791). Education was asked of 
all Heads in 1968. The values for this variable (01-24) represent the actual 
grade of school completed; e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual 
completed the eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of i6 
indicates that this individual is a college graduate. 

98. Still in school 

99. NA 

00. No education: individual was born or moved in after the 
1972 interview (V30091>0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
!v30091=0000) 

v30111 ‘MD S/D FAM FORMED 72’ TLDC= 31476-31477 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

62 0.2 01. January 
39 0. I 02. February 
41 0.1 03. March 
40 0.2 04 Apri 1 
33 0. I 05. May 
57 0.2 06. June 
54 0.2 07. July 
50 0.2 08. August 
38 0.2 09. September 
32 0.2 10. October 
45 0.1 Il. November 
40 0.1 12. December 
60 0.4 98. Moved out of an institution 

95 0.2 99. NA; DK 

37,785 97.5 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091>0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(V30091=0000); not a splitoff in 1972 (V3009621 or 
V30096=1 and V30097ZOO) 

V30112 ‘YR S/D FAM FORMED 72’ TLOC= 31478-31479 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit * 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 72 indicates a move during the year 1972. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091~0000 and V30092=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(V30091=0000); not a splitoff in 1972 (V30096fl or 
V30096=1 and V30097200) 

v30113 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/D 72’ TLDC= 31480-31483 

1972 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1972 ID Numbers (0001-5060) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 
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9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1972 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1972 
interview (V30091>0000 and V30092=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 
(V30091=0000); not a splitoff in 1972 (V3009621 or 
V30096=1 and V30097fOO) 

v30114 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 72’ TLOC= 31484-31485 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1972 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1972 have 1972 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1972. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1971 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1972 
have nonzero data for 1972 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1972 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

136 

85 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1971. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 

32 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1971. 

03. This nonsamole individual had been in the 1971 FU, and 

I 04. 

293 05. 

149 06. 

82 07. 

194 08. 

16.699 09. 

3,465 10. 

this FU became nonresponse in 1972. 
This sample member had been in an institution in 1971 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1972. 
This sample member, although connected with a 1972 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1972 interview. 

99. 

17.335 00. 

This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1971 and 1972 interviews. 
This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1971 and 1972 interviews. 
This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1971 and 1972 interviews. 
This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1972 interview. 
This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1971 interview. 

NA; DK 

Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1972 
(V30092=01-20). 

v30115 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 72’ TLOC= 31486-31487 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1972 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

100 
35 
14 

01. 
02. 
03. 

97 04. 
8 05. 

107 Il. 
123 12. 

17 13. 
21 14. 
32 19. 

21. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
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128 41. 
2 42. 

21 

3 

255 92. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31. 

32. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

93. 

16,699 97. 

3,465 98. 

99. 

17.335 00. 

This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1971 and 1972 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been foilowed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the dupiicate. 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1972 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1972 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1972 interview (V30091>0000 and V30092=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1971 (V30067=COOO and V30091=0000 or 
V30067>0000 and V30068=71-89 and V30091=0000) 

NA; OK 

Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1972 
(v30092=01-20) 

V30116 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 72' TLDC= 31488-31490 

1969 Individual Weiqht, Updated for 1972 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1972 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1972 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single head. 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I. Part 5 of 
this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1972 interview 
(V30091>0000 and V30092=00); main family nonresponse by 
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1972 or mover-out nonresponse by 1971 (V30091=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1973 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1973 weight (V30137) for the percents. 

v30117 ‘1973 INTERVIEW NUMBER 73’ TLDC= 31491-31494 

1973 Interview Number (1973 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5285 represent the 1973 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1973. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1973 interview received the 
1973 IO number of the family into which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1973 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1972 

V30118 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1973 Sequence Number 

73’ TLOC= 31495-31496 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1973 interview. 

17.470 97.0 01-20. Individuals in FU at the time of the 1973 interview 
307 1.9 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1973 

interview 
373 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 

institutions between the 1972 and 1973 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1973. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

86 0.6 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1972 but who died by the 
time of the 1973 interview 

20,235 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1973 
interview: main family nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000) 

v30119 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 73’ TLOC= 31497-31488 

1973 Relationship to Head 

5,365 34.7 01 Head in 1973: 1972 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1973 interv iew 

3.313 22.6 02 Wife in 1973; 1972 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1973 interv iew 

8,346 40.1 03 Son or daughter; includes s tepchildren or adopted children 
167 0.4 04 Brother or sister of Head 
I IO 0.4 05 Father or mother of Head 
509 1.0 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
321 0.5 07. Other relative; includes in-laws 

86 0.2 08. Nonrelative 
19 0. I 09. Husband of Head (i.e., wife was Head of FU) 

20,235 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117~0000 and V30118=00); main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000) 

V30120 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 73’ TLDC= 31499-31500 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1973 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117X-O00 and V30118=00); main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000) 
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V30121 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 73' TLOC= 31501 

1973 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1973 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here: the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually. the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married: spouse was not in FU in 1973; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117~0000 and V30118=00); main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000) 

V30122 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 73’ TLOC= 31502 

1973 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1.445 4.4 1. Moved in or born between the 1972 and 1973 interviews; 
splitoff in 1973 

22 0.0 2. Appeared ; did not move between the 1972 and 1973 
interviews, but not included in FU in 1972 (i.e., listing 
mistake) 

355 0.4 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1972 
and 1973 interviews and was not included in a 1973 panel FU 

114 0.6 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1972 
and 1973 interviews 

88 0.6 7. Living in 1972 but died by the time of the 1973 interview 
22 0.0 8. Disappeared: moved out prior to the 1972 interview, but 

included in FU for 1972 (usually a listing error) 

36,425 93.9 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1972 and 1973; in an 
institution in both 1972 and 1973 (V30092=51-59 and 
V30118=51-59); born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117~0000 and V30118=00): main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000) 

V30123 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 73’ TLOC= 31503-31504 MO=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

119 0.4 01. January 
so 0.3 02. February 
so 0.2 03. March 
85 0.2 04. April 
69 0.2 05. May 
95 0.2 06. June 
99 0.2 07. July 

105 0.3 08. August 
128 0.5 09. September 

79 0.3 IO. October 
100 0.3 11. November 

74 0.2 12. December 

149 0.2 99. NA; DK 

37,189 96.6 00. Inap. : spl itoff; born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117>0000 and V30118=00); main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000); moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1972 and 1973 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1973 (V30092=51-59 
and V30118=71-80); in an institution in both 1972 and 1973 
(V30118=51-59 and V30122=0); stayed in main family 
(V30118=01-20 and V30122=0) 

V30124 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

73' TLOC= 31505-31506 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
exampl e, a value of 73 indicates a move during the year i973. This variable 
contains zeroes for current Heads and Wives/“Wives” because information about 
completed education was not asked annually for them as it was for other 
family unit members. Comparability is a problem here because not only is the 
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Head and Wife/“Wife” information available only in bracketed form but also 
includes codes for receipt of nonacademic training and advanced degrees. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117~0000 and V30118=00); main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000); moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1972 and 1973 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1973 (V30092=51-59 
and V30118=71-80); in an institution in both 1972 and 1973 
(V30118=51-59 and V30122=0): stayed in main family 
(V30118=01-20 and V30122=0): splitoff (V30122=1 and 
V30123=00) 

V30125 ‘STOPPED SCHOOL 73’ TLOC= 31507 MD=9 

A2. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1972 or 1973? 
A3. Who was that? 

282 1.3 1. Yes, this person under 25 stopped going to school 

17,906 98.4 5. No. did not stop; age 25 or over (V30120=25-98); Head or 
Wife in 1973 (V30118=01-20 and V30119=01 or 02) 

47 0.2 9. NA: DK 

20,236 0.0 0. individual was born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117~0000 and V30118=00): main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000) 

V30126 ‘GRADE FINISHED 73’ TLDC= 31508-31509 MD=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1973: 
A4. What was the highest grade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. 

99. NA. DK 

00. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000); Head or Wife in 1973 
(V30118=01-20 and V30119=01 or 02); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1973 interview (V30117>0000 and 
V30118=00); did not stop school or individual was age 25 
or older (V30125=5 or 9‘) 

V30127 ‘HR/WK HOUSEWORK 73’ TLDC= 31510-31511 MD=99 

G23 

G25 
G26 
G27 

About how much time (does he/she) (do you) spend on this housework in 
an average week -- I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and other work 
around the house? 
Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
Who is that? 
About how much time does (he/she) swend on housework in an average 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1973 interview (V30117~0000 and V30118=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(V30117=0000); in an institution at time of 1973 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1973 (V30118=51-89) 

V30128 ‘RESPONDENT? 731 TLDC= 31512 MD=9 

Ll. Who was respondent (relation to head)? 

5,267 34.8 1. This individual was respondent 
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12,933 65.0 5. This individual was not respondent; includes - 
institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1973 (V30118=51-89) 

37 0.2 9. NA; DK 

20,234 0.0 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1973 
interview (V30117>0000 and V30118=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(v30117’0000) 

V30129 ‘TYPE OF INCOME 73’ TLDC= 31513 MD=9 

TYPE OF INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1972: 
H24. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H30. What was that from? 

5,340 30.3 1. Labor income only 
1.131 6.1 2. Transfer income only 

42 0.4 3. Asset income only 
2,286 17.5 4. Combination including labor income 

264 2.7 5. Combination excluding labor income 

5 0.0 9. NA, DK 

29.403 43.1 0. Inap.: no income; individual was born or moved in after the 
1973 interview (V30117>0000 and V30118=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(v30117=0000~: in an institution in both 1972 and 1973 
(V30118=51-59 and V30122=0) 

v30130 ‘MONEY INCOME 73’ TLOC= 31514-31518 MD=89999 

TOTAL 1972 MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H23. About how much did that amount to in 1972? 
H3i. How much was that last year? 

This variable contains only the labor portion of income if the individual was 
Head or Wife in 1973. Users should take these items from the family portion 
of the data. Values in the range 00001-99997 represent the actual total 
income of each other individual in whole dollars. Missing data were not - 
assigned. 

99998. $99,998 or more 

99999. NA 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1973 
interview (V30117~0000 and V30118=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(v30117=0000); in an institution in both 1972 and 1973 
(V30118=51-59 and V30122=0); no income (V30129=0) 

v30131 ‘HOURS WORKED 73’ TLDC= 31519-31522 MD=9998 

WORK HOURS IN 1972: 
H26. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H27. About how many hours a week was that? 
H28. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was it more than half time? 

The values for this variable represent the actual hours worked in 1972 by 
this individual. Missing data were not assigned. 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1973 
interview (V30117~0000 and V30118=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(V30117=0000): in an institution in both 1972 and 1973 
(V30118=51-59 and V30122=0): did not work (V30129=0, 2. 
3 or 5) 

V30132 ‘MD S/D FAM FORMED 73’ TLOC= 31523-31524 MD=99 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 
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67 0.2 01 
62 0.2 02 
64 0.1 03 
26 0.1 04 
33 0.1 05 
59 0.2 06 
58 0.2 07 
61 0.2 08 
65 0.3 09 
48 0.1 IO 
31 0.1 Ii 
34 0.1 12 
44 0.3 98 

92 0.2 99 

37,727 97.4 00 

January 
February 
March 
Apri 1 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Moved out of an institution 

NA; OK 

Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1973 
interview (V30117>0000 and V30118=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(V30117=0000); not a splitoff in 1973 (V30122#1 or 
V30122=1 and V30123200) 

v30133 ‘YR S/D FAM FORMED 73' TLDC= 31525-31526 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 73 indicates a move during the year 1973. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1973 
interview (V30117~0000 and V30118=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(V30117=0000); not a splitoff in 1973 (V30122#1 or 
V30122=1 and V30123+00) 

v30134 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/D 73’ TLDC= 31527-31530 

1973 IO Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Familv Was Formed 

Actual 1973 ID Numbers (0001-5285) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1973 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1973 
interview (V30117>0000 and V30118=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 
(V30117=0000); not a splitoff in 1973 (V30122#1 or 
V30122=1 and V30123#00) 

v30135 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 73’ TLDC= 31531-31532 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1973 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1973 have 1973 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1973. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1972 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1973 
have nonzero data for 1973 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1973 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

177 

1 IO 

44 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1972. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1972. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1972 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1973. 
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7 

307 

126 06 

74 07 

259 08 

15,806 09 

4.091 10 

17,470 

172 
2 

139 

116 
118 

20 
22 
40 

13 

3 

113 
8 

04 

05 

99 

00 

This sample member had been in an institution in 1972 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1973. 
This sample member, although connected with a 1973 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1973 interview. 
This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1972 and 1973 interviews. 
This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1972 and 1973 interviews. 
This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1972 and 1973 interviews. 
This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1973 interview. 
This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1972 interview. 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1973 
(V30118=01-20). 

V30136 ‘WHY NONRESPDNSE 73’ TLDC= 31533-31534 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1973 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04. Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
il. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

examp 1 e , a rel iglous order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

23. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 

24. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 

29. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

31. This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 

32. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 

41. This individual died between the 1972 and 1973 interviews. 
42. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 

became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 

51. This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
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16 

17 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

301 92. 

I 93. 

15.806 97. 

4,091 98. 

99. 

17,470 00. 

This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1973 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1973 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1973 interview (V30117~0000 and V30118=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1972 (V30091=0000 and V30117=0000 or 
V30091>0000 and V30092=71-89 and V30117=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1973 
(V30118=01-20) 

v30137 ‘INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 73’ TLOC= 31535-31537 

1969 Individual Weioht, Updated for 1973 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1973 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1973 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section 1. Part 5 of 
this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. - 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1973 interview 
(V30117~0000 and V30118=00); main family nonresponse by 
1973 or mover-out nonresponse by 1972 (V30117=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228. 400-425) 

1974 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1974 weight (V30159) fpr the percents. 

V30138 ‘1974 INTERVIEW NUMBER 74’ TLOC= 31538-31541 

1974 Interview Number (1974 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5517 represent the 1974 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1974. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1974 interview received the 
1974 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1974 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1973 

v30139 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1974 Sequence Number 

741 TLOC= 31542-31543 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1974 interview. 

17,682 97.0 01-20. Individuals in FU at the time of 1974 interview 
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307 1 .s 51-5s 

330 0.5 71-80 

Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1974 
interview 
Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1973 and 1974 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1974. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

76 0.6 81-89 Individuals who were living in 1973 but who died by the 
time of the 1974 interview 

20,076 00 Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1974 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000) 

v30140 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 74’ TLDC= 31544-31545 

1974 Relationship to Head 

5,604 35.6 01. Head in 1974; 1973 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1974 interview 

3.404 22.5 02. Wife in 1974; 1973 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1974 interview 

8,238 39.0 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
children 

159 0.6 04. Brother or sister of Head 
101 0.5 05. Father or mother of Head 
502 0.9 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
266 0.5 07. Other relative; includes in-laws 

95 0.2 08. Nonrelative 
26 0.1 09. Husband of Head (i.e., wife was Head of FU) 

20.076 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000) 

v30141 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 74’ TLDC= 31546-31547 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1974 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA: DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00): main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000) 

V30142 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 74' TLOC= 31548 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1974 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here; the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married; spouse was not in FU in 1974; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000) 

v30143 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 74’ TLOC= 31549 

1974 Moved in/Moved Out Indicator 

1,399 4.4 I. Moved in or born between the 1973 and 1974 interviews; 
splitoff in 1974 

34 0.0 2. Appeared; did not move in between 1973 and 1974 interviews, 
but not included in FU in 1973 (i.e.. listing error) 

317 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between 1973 and 
1974 interviews and was not included in a 1974 panel FU 

107 0.6 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1973 
and i974 interviews 
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74 0.5 7. Living in 1973 but died by the time of the 1974 interview 
12 0.0 8. Disappeared: moved out prior to the 1973 interview, but 

included in FU for 1973 (usually a listing error) 

36,528 93.9 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1973 and 1974: in an 
institution in both 1973 and 1974 (V30118=51-59 and 
V30139=51-59); born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000) 

v30144 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 74’ TLOC= 31550-31551 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

102 0.3 01. January 
83 0.2 02. February 
80 0.2 03. March 
58 0.1 04. April 
65 0.2 05. May 

122 0.3 06. June 
88 0.2 07. July 

112 0.3 08. August 
140 0.6 09. September 

89 0.2 10. October 
86 0.2 II. November 
87 0.2 12. December 

109 0.3 99. NA; DK 

37,250 96.7 00. Inap. : splitoff; born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000); moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1973 and 1974 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1974 (V30118=51-59 
and V30139=71-80); in an institution in both 1973 and 1974 
(V30139=51-59 and V3014350); stayed in main family 
(V30139=01-20 and V30143=0) 

v30145 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

74’ TLOC= 31552-31553 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 74 indicates a move during the year 1974. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000): moved 
from institution to own FU between the 1973 and 1974 
interviews and was not interviewed for 1974 (V30118=51-59 
and V30139=71-80); in an institution jn both 1973 and 1974 
(V30139=51-59 and V30143=0); stayed in main family 
(V30139=01-20 and V30143=0); splitoff (V30143=1 and 
v30144=00) 

V30146 ‘STOP SCHOOL? 741 TLOC= 31654 MD=9 

A2. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1973 or 1974? 
A3. Who was that? 

271 1.2 I. Yes, this person under 25 stopped going to school 
18.080 98.5 5. No, did not stop; Head or Wife in 1974 (V30139=01-20 and 

V30140=01 or 02); age 25 or older (V30141=25-98) 

44 0.2 9. NA; DK 

20,076 0.0 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000) 

v30147 ‘HIGHEST GRADE 74‘ TLOC- 31555-31556 MD=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1974: 
A4. What was the hiahest grade (he/she) finished? 
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The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. This variable contains 
zeroes for current Heads and Wives/“Wives” because information about 
completed education was not asked annually for them as it was for other 
family unit members. Comparability is a problem here because not only is 
the Head and Wife/“Wife” information available only in bracketed form but 
also includes codes for receipt of nonacademic training and advanced 
degrees. 

99. NA, DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000); Head or Wife in 1974 (V30139=01-20 and 
V30140=01 or 02); did not stop school or individual was 
age 25 or older (V30146=5 or 91 

V30148 ‘HRS/WK HOUSEWORK 74’ TLOC= 31557-31558 MD=99 

G36. About how much time (does he/she) (do you) spend on this housework in 
an average week -- 1 mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and other work 
around the house? 

G38. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
G39. Who is that? 
G40. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average 

week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

96. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : none: individual was born or moved in after the 
1974 interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000); in an institution at time of 1974 interview 
or moved out or died between the 1973 and 1974 interviews 
(V30139=51-89) 

v30149 ‘RESPONDENT? 74’ TLOC= 31559 MD=9 

Ll. Who was respondent (relation to head)? 

5,501 36.1 I. This individual was respondent 
12,884 63.9 5. This individual was not respondent: includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1974 (V30139=51-89) 

15 0.1 9. NA, DK 

20,071 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000) 

v30150 ‘TYPE OF INCOME 74’ TLOC= 31560 MD=9 

TYPE OF INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1973: 
H24. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H30. What was that from? 

5,534 30.9 I. Labor income only 
1,104 6.0 2. Transfer income only 

44 0.4 3. Asset income only 
2,511 18.7 4. Combination including labor income 

295 2.9 5. Combination excluding labor income 

2 0.0 9. NA, DK 

28,981 41.1 0. Inap. : no income: individual was born or moved in after the 
1974 interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
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(V30138=0000); in an institution in both 1973 and 1974 
(V30139=51-59 and V30143=0) 

v30151 ‘WTR WELFARE INCOME 74’ TLOC= 31561 MD=9 

WHETHER ANY WELFARE INCDME RECEIVED DURING 1973: 
H24. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H30. What was that from? 

69 0.2 1. All welfare income 
10 0.1 3. Some welfare income 

1,891 10.5 5. No welfare income 

8.831 57.4 9. NA; DK 

27,670 31.9 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000): in an institution in both 1973 and 1974 
(V30139=51-59 and V30143=0); no income (V30150=0) 

V30152 ‘TOTAL MONEY INCOME 74’ TLDC= 31562-31566 MD=99999 

TDTAL 1973 MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H23. About how much did that amount to in 1973? 
H31. How much was that last year? 

This variable contains only the labor portion of income if the individual was 
Head or Wife in 1974. Users should take these items from the family portion 
of the data. Values in the range 00001-99997 represent the actual income of 
each other individual in whole dollars. Missing data were not assigned. - 

99998. $99,998 or more 

99999. NA 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by, 1973 
(V30138=0000); in an institution in both 1973 and 1974 
(V30139=51-59 and V30143=0); no income (V30150=0) 

v30153 ‘TOT ANN HRS 741 TLDC= 31567-31570 MD=9999 

WORK HOURS IN 1973: 
H26. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H27. About how many hours a week was that? 
H28. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was it more than half time? 

The values for this variable represent the actual hours worked in 1973 by 
this individual. Missing data were not assigned. 

9999. NA 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000); in an institution in both 1973 and 1974 
(V30139=51-59 and V30143=0); did not work (V30150=0. 2. 
3 or 5); all welfare income (V30151=1) 

v30154 ‘MD S/O FAM FORMED 74’ TLOC= 31571-31572 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section 
generation. 

I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 

32 0.1 01 January 
28 0.1 02 February 
52 0.2 03 March 
25 0.1 04 April 
33 0.1 05 May 

110 0.4 06 June 
37 0.2 07 July 
61 0.2 08 August 
50 0.2 09 September 
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44 0 
28 0 
60 0 
54 0 

95 0 

37,762 97 

2 10. October 
1 II. November 
2 12. December 
5 98. Moved out of an institution 

3 99. NA; DK 

2 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000); not a splitoff in 1974 (V3014321 or 
V30143=1 and V30144fOO) 

V30165 ‘YR S/O FAM FORMED 74’ TLOC= 31673-31574 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 74 indicates a move during the year 1974. Refer to 
Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000); not a splitoff in 1974 (V30143fl or 
V30143=1 and V30144#00) 

V30156 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/D 74’ TLDC= 31575-31578 

1974 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1974 ID Numbers (0001-5517) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1974 
splitoff family: children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1974 
interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 
(V30138=0000); not a splitoff in 1974 (V3014321 or 
V30143=1 and V30144fOO) 

v30157 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 74’ TLOC= 31579-31580 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1974 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1974 have 1974 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1974, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1973 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1974 
have nonzero data for 1974 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1974 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

188 

90 

38 

7 

307 

118 

67 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1973. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1973. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1973 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1974. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1973 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1974. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1974 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1974 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1973 and 1974 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1973 and 1974 interviews. 
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221 

14,919 

4,834 

17,682 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1973 and 1974 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1974 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1973 interview. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1974 
(v30139=01-20). 

V30158 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 74) TLOC= 31581-31582 MO=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1974 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

157 

6 

142 

110 
129 

17 
23 
32 

12 

102 41. 
9 42. 

23 

9 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04. 
05. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31 

32. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, fOP 

examp 1 e , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above: for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1973 and 1974 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 

office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1974 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 

nonresponse is NA. 
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264 92. Individual moved out of the 1974 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

93. The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

14.919 97. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1974 interview (V30138>0000 and V30139=00) 

4,834 98. This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1973 (V30117=0000 and V30138=0000 or 
V30117~0000 and V30118=71-89 and V30138=0000) 

17,682 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1974 
(v30139=01-201 

v30159 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 74’ TLOC= 31583-31585 

1974 Individual Weight 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1974 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1974 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1969 but present by 1973 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1969 and moved back into the panel in 1973, the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I. Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. - 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1974 interview 
(V30138>0000 and V30139=00): main family nonresponse by 
1974 or mover-out nonresponse by 1973 (V30138=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-4251 

1975 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions are 
calculated for all cases using the 

1975 weight (V30187) for the percents. 

V3OlBO ‘1975 INTERVIEW NUMBER 75’ TLOC= 31586-3158s 

1975 Interview Number (1975 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5725 represent the 1975 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1975. 
individuals moving in or born subsequent to the’ 1975 interview received the 
1975 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1975 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1974 

V3OlBl ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 75’ TLDC= 31590-31591 

1975 Sequence Number 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1975 interview. 

17,873 97. I 01-20. Individuals in FU at the time of the 1975 interview 
301 1 .8 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1975 

interview 
370 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 

institutions between the 1974 and 1975 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1975. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

81 0.6 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1974 but who died by the 
time of the 1975 interview 
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19,846 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1975 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000) 

V30162 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 75’ TLDC= 31592-31593 

1975 Relationship to Head 

5,822 36.5 01. Head in 1975; 1974 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1975 interview 

3,480 22.3 02. Wife in 1975: 1974 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1975 interview 

8,197 38.5 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
children 

127 0.5 04 Brother or sister of Head 
93 0.5 05. Father or mother of Head 

509 0.9 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
268 0.5 07. Dther relative; includes in-laws 
104 0.2 08. Nonrelative 

25 0.2 09. Husband of Head (i.e.. wife was Head of FU) 

19,846 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1975 interview 
(V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family nonresponse by 
1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000) 

V30163 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 75’ TLDC= 31594-31595 MD=99 

Aae at the Time of the 1975 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1975 interview 
(V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family nonresponse by 
1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000) 

V30164 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 75’ TLDC= 3 1596 

1975 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1975 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here; the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usual ly, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married; spouse was not in FU in 1975; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1975 interview 
(V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family nonresponse by 
1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000) 

V30165 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 75’ TLDC= 31597 

1975 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,422 4.4 I. Moved in or born between the 1974 and 1975 interviews; 
splitoff in 1975 

36 0.1 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1974 and 1975 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1974 (i.e., listing 
error) 

350 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1974 
and 1975 interviews and was not included in a 1975 panel FU 

89 0.5 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1974 
and 1975 interviews 

78 0.5 7. Living in 1974 but died by the time of the 1975 interview 
25 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1974 interview, but 

included in FU for 1974 (usually a listing error) 

36,471 94.0 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1974 and 1975; in an 
institution in both 1974 and 1975 (V30139=51-59 and 
V30161=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1975 interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
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nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000) 

V30166 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 75’ TLDC= 31598-31599 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

133 0.3 01. January 
75 0.3 02. February 
92 0.3 03. March 
74 0.2 04 Apri 1 
86 0.2 05. May 

109 0.3 06 June 
106 0.3 07 July 
115 0.3 08. August 
120 0.4 09 September 

90 0.2 IO. October 
86 0.2 11. November 
96 0.2 12. December 

132 0.3 99. NA; DK 

37,157 96.6 00. Inap.: splitoff; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1974 and 1975 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1975 (V30139=51-59 and V30161=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1974 and 1975 (V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1975 interview (V30160>0000 
and V30161=00): main family nonresponse by 1975 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000); stayed in main 
family (V30161=01-20 and V30165=0) 

V30167 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

75’ TLDC= 31600-31601 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
exampl e, a value of 75 indicates a move during the year 1975. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: moved from institution to own FU between the 1974 
and 1975 interviews and was not interviewed for 1975 
(V30139=51-59 and V30161=71-80); in an institution in both 
1974 and 1975 (V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); individual was 
born or moved in after the 1975 interview (V30160>0000 and 
V30161=00): main family nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000); stayed in main family 
(V30161=01-20 and V30165=0); splitoff (V30165=1 and 
V30166=00) 

V30168 ‘STOPPED SCHOOL? 75’ TLOC= 31602 MD=9 

A2. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1974 or 1975? 
A3. Who was that? 

236 1.2 I. Yes, this person under 25 stopped going to school 
18.360 98.7 5. No, did not stop; Head or Wife in 1975 (V30161=01-20 and 

V30162=01 or 02); age 25 or older (V30163=25-98) 

29 0.0 9. NA; DK 

19,846 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1975 interview 
(V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family nonresponse by 
1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000) 

V30169 ‘HIGHEST GRAD FINISHEO 75’ TLOC= 31603-31604 MO=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1975: 
A4. What was the hiahest orade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no 1 onger in school A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. See V30181 for completed 
education of Heads and Wives/“Wives”, as well as other family unit members. 

99. NA; DK 
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00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1975 interview (V30160>0000 and 
V30161=00); Head or Wife in 1975 (V30161=01-20 and 
V30162=01 or 02); did not stop school or not a person 
under 25 (V30168=5 or 9) 

v30170 ‘RESPONDENT? 75’ TLDC= 31605 MD=9 

Nl. Who was respondent (relation to head)? 

5,707 37.0 I. This individual was respondent 
12,901 63.0 5. This individual was not respondent: includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1975 (V30161=51-89) 

17 0.0 9. NA: DK 

19,846 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1975 
interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(v30160=0000j 

v30171 ‘LABOR/ASSET TYPE INC 75l TLOC= 31606 

TYPE DF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1974: 
H30. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H38. What was that from? 

6,706 36.1 I. Labor income only 
396 4.0 2. Asset income only 

1,504 13.2 3. Both labor and asset income 

29,865 46.7 0. Inap.: no taxable income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1975 interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0) 

V30172 ‘TRANSFER TYPE INC 75’ TLOC= 31607 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1974: 
H30. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H38. What was that from? 

290 0.7 I. ADC. AFDC only 
145 0.4 2. Dther welfare only 
757 5.9 3. Social Security only 
196 1.4 4. Other retirement pay, pensions, annuities only 
396 2.4 5. Unemployment , workmen’s compensation only 
1 IO 0.7 6. Al imony, child support only 
167 1.0 7. Help from relatives only 
104 0.4 8. Supplemental Security Income only 

1,083 7.1 9. Any combination; other, 

35,223 80.0 0. Inap. : no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1975 interview (V30160>0000 and V30161=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0) 

v30173 ‘TAXABLE INCOME 751 TLDC= 31608-31612 

TOTAL 1974 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H29. About how much did that amount to in 1974? 
H39. How much was that last vear? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxable income received in whole dollars. Beginning with this wave of 
data co1 lection, all missing data were assigned. For Heads or Wives, the 
values here are labor income of each plus one-half of their combined asset 
i ncome 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1975 
interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
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nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); no taxable income 
(V30171=0) 

v30174 ‘ACC TAXABLE Y 75’ TLOC= 31613 

Accuracy of 1974 Taxable Income for This Individual 

145 0.9 I. Minor assignment 
237 1.0 2. Major assignment 

38,089 98.1 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1975 interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); no taxable income (V30171=0) 

v30175 ‘TRANSFER INCOME 75’ TLOC= 31614-31618 

TDTAL 1974 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H29. About how much did that amount to in 1974? 
H39. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. Beginning with this wave of 
data collection, all missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1975 
interview (V30160>0000 and V30161=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); no transfer income 
(V30172=0) 

V30176 ‘ACC TRANSFER Y 75’ TLOC= 31619 

Accuracy of 1974 Transfer Income for This Individual 

92 0.5 I. Minor assignment 
52 0.2 2. Major assignment 

38,327 99.3 0. Inap. : no assignment ; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1975 interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); no transfer income (V30172=0) 

v30177 ‘HRS WORKED IN 74 75’ TLOC= 31620-31623 

WORK HOURS IN 1974: 
H32. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H33. About how many hours a week was that? 
H34. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was it more than half time? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1974. 
Beginning with this wave of data collection, all missing data were assigned. 
For a few Heads, this field is filled with 9999. Users should substitute 
V3823 in those cases. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1975 
interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); did not work (V30171=0 or 
2) 

V30178 ‘ACC HRS WORKED IN 74 75) TLOC= 31624 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1974 

422 2.5 1. Minor assignment 
215 0.8 2. Major assignment 

2,250 13.8 9. Accuracy code not correctly calculated 
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35,584 82.9 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1975 interview (V30160>0000 and V30161=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); did not work (V30171=0 or 2) 

v30179 ‘HRS UNEMP IN 74 75’ TLOC= 31625-31628 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1974: 
H35. Did (he/she) miss any work in 1974 because of unemployment or a strike? 
H36. How much work did (he/she) miss? 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 indicate the actual weeks 
unemployed or on strike in 1974 multiplied by 40 to produce annual hours. 
All missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: was not unemployed or on strike; individual was 
born or moved in after the 1975 interview (V30160~0000 
and V30161=00); main family nonresponse by 1975 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000); in an 
institution in both 1974 and 1975 (V30161=51-59 and 
V30165=0) 

V30180 ‘ACC HRS UNEMPLOYED 75’ TLOC= 34629 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Unemployment Hours in 1974 

15 0.1 I. Minor assignment 
14 0.0 2. Major assignment 

2,250 13.8 9. Accuracy code not correctly calculated 

36,192 86.1 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1975 interview ~V30160>0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000): in an institution in both 1974 and 1975 
(V30161=51-59 and V30165=0); was not unemployed or on 
strike (V30179=0000) 

V30181 ‘COMPLETED EDUCATION 75’ TLDC= 31630-31631 . MD=99 

Education Completed by 1975 

The values for this variable represent final educational levels attained by 
each individual who stopped going to school as indicated in Section A of all 
interviews through the 1975 wave, as well as those of the 1975 Head (1975 
V4093) and Wife/“Wife” (1975 V4102). A code value of 08 here indicates that 
the individual completed the eighth grade and was no longer attending school. 
A value of 16 indicates that the individual is at least a college graduate. 
Thirty-four Heads, 31 Wives/“Wives”, and 171 other family unit members have 
values of 51, 55 or 59 for this variable. As of this writing, we are 
ignorant of what meanings should be ascribed to these codes. 

96. Twenty-four years old’or younger in 1975 and in school 
from 1968 through 1975 

97. Less than 12 years of age in 1975 and either not in the 
family or preschool age in 1968 and has never stopped 
schoo 1 

98 

99 

00 

Age is at least 12 but no more than 24 and neither in 
school nor preschool age in 1968 and hasever stopped 
school 

Attended school in 1968 and turned 25 between 1969 and - 
1975 and had not stopped school by 25; mover-in who was 25 
or older in 1975; age in 1975 was NA; other NA 

No education: individual was born or moved in after the 
1975 interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000) 

V30182 ‘MO S/D FAM FORMED 751 TLOC= 31632-31633 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 
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Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

40 0.2 01. January 
37 0.1 02. February 
32 0.1 03. March 
32 0. I 04 Apri 1 
54 0.1 05. May 
52 0.1 06. June 
65 0.3 07. July 
57 0.2 08 August 
32 0.2 09. September 
34 0.1 10. October 
39 0. I 11. November 
61 0.2 12. December 
35 0.2 98. Moved out of an institution 

95 0. I 99. NA; DK 

37.806 97.5 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1975 
interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000): not a splitoff in 1975 (V30165fl or 
V30165=1 and V30166fOO) 

V30183 ‘YR S/D FAM FORMED 75’ TLOC= 31634-31635 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 75 indicates a move during the year 1975. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1975 
interview (V30160>0000 and V30161=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); not a splitoff in 1975 (V30165il or 
V30165=1 and V30166fOO) 

V30184 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 75’ TLOC= 31636-31639 

1975 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1975 ID Numbers (0001-5725) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1975 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1975 
interview (V30160>0000 and V30161=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 
(V30160=0000); not a splitoff in 1975 (V30165fl or 
V30165=1 and V30166200) 

V30185 ‘TYPE OF IND RECDRO 75’ TLOC= 31640-31641 MD-99 

Tvpe of Individual Data Record in 1975 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1975 have 1975 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1975, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1974 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1975 
have nonzero data for 1975 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1975 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

162 01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1974. 
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106 

55 

4 

302 

125 06. 

57 07. 

267 08. 

14,014 09. 

5,506 10. 

17,873 

02. 

03. 

04. 

05. 

99. 

00. 

This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1974. 
This nonsample individual had been in the 1974 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1975. 
This sample member had been in an institution in 1974 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1975. 
This sample member, although connected with a 1975 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1975 interview. 
This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1974 and 1975 interviews. 
This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1974 and 1975 interviews. 
This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1974 and 1975 interviews. 
This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1975 interview. 
This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1974 interview, 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1975 
(V30161=01-20). 

V30186 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 75’ TLOC= 31642-31643 MD=99 

171 

120 
I 

115 
127 

17 
i9 
35 

2 

5 

2 

112 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04 Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
il. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

23. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 

24. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 

29. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above: for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

31. This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 

32. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 

41. This individual died between the 1974 and 1975 interviews. 
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298 92. 

2 93. 

14.014 97. 

5,506 98. 

99. 

17,873 00. 

17 42. 

4 51. 

20 52. 

IO 53. 

I 59. 

91. 

This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
off ice error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1975 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse 1s NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1975 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1975 interview (V30160~0000 and V30161=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1974 (V30138=0000 and V30160=0000 or 
V30138>0000 and V30139=71-89 and V30160=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1975 
(V30161=01-20) 

V30187 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 75’ TLOC= 31644-31646 

IS74 Individual Weight, Updated for 1975 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1975 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1975 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I. Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. - 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1975 interview 
(V30160~0000 and V30161=00); main family nonresponse by 
1975 or mover-out nonresponse by 1974 (V30160=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1976 INDIVIOUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1976 weight (V30216) for the percents. 

V30188 ‘1976 INTERVIEW NUMBER 76’ TLDC= 31647-31650 

1976 Interview Number (1976 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-5862 represent the 1976 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1976. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1976 interview received the 
1976 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1976 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1975 

V30189 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1976 Sequence Number 

76’ TLDC= 31651-31652 
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This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1976 interview. 

18,016 97.1 01-20. Individuals in FU at the time of the 1976 interview 
291 1.9 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1976 

interview 
387 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 

institutions between the 1975 and 1976 interviews but 
were not included in another responding FU for 1976. 
All such individuals were nonresponse. 

74 0.5 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1975 but who died by the 
time of the 1976 interview 

19,703 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1976 
interview: main family nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000) 

v30190 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 76’ TLOC= 31653-31654 

1976 Relationship to Head 

5,969 37.2 01. Head in 1976; 1975 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1976 interview 

3.571 22.3 02. Wife in 1976; 1975 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1976 interview 

8,154 38.0 03. Son or daughter: includes stepchildren and adopted 
chi 1 dren 

124 0.5 04. Brother or sister of Head 
86 0.4 05. Father or mother of Head 

499 0.9 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
245 0.4 07. Other relative; includes in-laws 

96 0.1 08. Nonrelative 
24 0.2 09. Husband of Head (i.e.. wife was Head of FU) 

19,703 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1976 interview 
(V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family nonresponse by 
1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000) 

v30191 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 76’ TLOC= 31655-31656 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1976 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1976 interview 
(V30188>0000 and V30189=00): main family nonresponse by 
1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000) 

V3OlB2 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 76' TLOC= 31657 

1976 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1976 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married; spouse was not in FU in 1976; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1976 interview 
(V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family nonresponse by 
1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000) 

v30193 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 76’ TLOC= 3 1658 

1976 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

I.438 4.2 1. Moved in or born between the 1975 and 1976 interviews; 
splitoff in 1976 

48 0.1 2. Appeared : did not move in between the 1975 and 1976 
interviews, 
error) 

but not included in FU for 1975 (i.e., listing 
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364 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or institution between the 1975 and 1976 
interviews and was not included in a 1976 panel FU 

99 0.7 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1975 
and 1976 interviews 

74 0.5 7. Living in 1975 but died by the time of the 1976 interview 
24 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1975 interview, but 

included in FU for 1975 (usually a listing error) 

36,424 94.0 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1975 and 1976; in an 
institution in both 1975 and 1976 (V30161=51-59 and 
V30189=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1976 interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000) 

v30194 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 76’ TLOC= 31659-31660 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

139 0.3 01. January 
1 IO 0.2 02. February 

80 0.2 03. March 
115 0.2 04. Apri 1 
102 0.3 05. May 
123 0.3 06. June 
110 0.3 07. July 
100 0.3 08. August 
130 0.6 09. September 
123 0.4 IO. October 

65 0.2 II. November 
86 0.2 12. December 

125 0.2 99. NA: DK 

37,063 96.2 00. Inap.: splitoff; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1975 and 1976 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1976 (V30161=51-59 and V30189=71-80): in an institution in 
both 1975 and 1976 (V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 
and V30189=00); main family nonresponse by 1976 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000); stayed in main 
family (V30189=01-20 and V30193=0) 

v30195 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

76’ TLQC= 31661-31662 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 76 indicates a move during the year 1976. 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap.: moved from an institution to own FU between the 
1975 and 1976 interviews and was not interviewed for 1976 
(V30161=51-59 and V30189=71-80): main family nonresponse 
by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000); 
individual was born or moved in after the 1976 interview 
(V30188>0000 and V30189=00): stayed in main family 
(V30189=01-20 and V30193=0); in an institution in both 
1975 and 1976 (V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); splitoff 
(V30193=1 and V30194=00) 

V30196 ‘STOP SCHOOL? 76/ TLOC= 31663 MD=9 

A2. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1975 or 1976? 
A3. Who was that? 

266 1.4 1. Yes, this person under 25 stopped going to school 
18.407 98.3 5. No, did not stop: Head or Wife in 1976 (V30189=01-20 and 

V30190=01 or 02); was age 25 or older (V30191=25-98) 

95 0.3 9. NA; DK 

19,703 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1976 interview 
(V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family nonresponse by 
1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000) 
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v30197 ‘HIGHEST GRADE FINISH 76' TLOC= 31664-31665 MD=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1976: 
A4. What was the hiqhest qrade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. This variable contains 
values for 1976 Heads (from 1976 V4684) and Wives/“Wives” (from 1976 V4695 
or 1976 V4755), although information about completed education is not asked 
annually for them as it is for other family unit members. Recency of Heads’ 
data (i.e.. whether questions were asked in 1975 or 1976) can be 
ascertained by the value of the variable for whether the family has a new 
Head (1976 V4658). Education information was obtained for all Heads in 
1975. Education information was obtained for all Wives/“Wives” in 1975 and 
was collected again in 1976 (V4755) if the Wives’/“Wives’” questionnaire was 
asked. If the Wives’/“Wives” questionnaire was not administered, then 
V4695 was used for Wife’s/“Wife’s” education and its recency is indicated 
by 1976 V4694. Values of 17 from 1976 V4684, V4895 or V4755 were recoded to 
16 here to ensure comparability of Heads and Wives/“Wives” with other family 
unit members. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and 
V30189=00): did not stop school or other individual was 
age 25 or older (V30189#01-20, V30190201 or 02 and 
V30196=5 or 9) 

V30198 ‘HRS HOUSEWORK/WK 76’ TLOC= 31666-31667 MD=99 

G7. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on this housework in an average 
week -- I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around 
the house? 

01. About how much time do you spend on housework in an average week--I mean 
time sent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house? -- Wives’ Questionnaire 

G9. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
GIO. Who is that? 
Gil. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an averaqe week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. Ninety-eight hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : none; main family nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and 
V30189=00); in an institution at time of 1976 interview or 
mover-out nonresponse from 1976 (V30189=51-89) 

v30199 ‘EXTRA CARE? 76’ TLOC= 31668 MD=9 

H49. Do you (HEAD) have a physical or nervous condition that limits the type 
of work or the amount of work you can do? 

A25. Do you have a physical or nervous condition that limits the type of 
work, or the amount of work you can do? -- Wives’ Questionnaire 

H51. Is there anyone (else) in this family who requires a lot of extra care 
because of (his/her) condition? 

1,819 11.3 I. This person requires extra care or is disabled 
16,077 85.2 5. This person does not require extra care or is not disabled 

120 0.5 9. NA; DK 

20.455 2.9 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); in an institution at time of 1976 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1976 (V30189=51-89) 
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V30200 ‘RESPONDENT? 76’ TLOC= 31669 MD=9 

Ml. Who was respondent (relation to Head)? 

5,839 37.0 1. This individual was respondent 
12,923 63.0 5. This individual was not respondent; includes - 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1976 (V30189=51-89) 

6 0.0 9. NA; DK 

19.703 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000) 

V3020 1 ‘TAXABLE Y SOURCE 76l TLOC= 31670 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1975: 
H29. Was that from wages, a pension, a business. or what? 
H37. What was that from? 

6,825 36.1 1. Labor income only 
379 3.9 2. Asset income only 

1,556 13.9 3. Both labor and asset income 

29,711 46.1 0. Inap. : no taxable income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000): in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0) 

V30202 ‘TOTAL TAXABLE Y 76’ TLOC= 31671-31675 

TOTAL 1975 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H28. About how much did that amount to in 1975? 
H38. How much was that last vear? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); no taxable income 
(V30201=0) 

V30203 ‘ACC TAXABLE Y 76l TLOC= 31676 

Accuracy of 1975 Taxable Income for This Individual 

207 1.0 1. Minor assignment 
348 1.5 2. Major assignment 

37,916 97.5 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000): in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); no taxable income (V30201=0) 

V30204 ‘HRS WRKED LAST YR 76’ TLOC= 31677-31680 

WORK HOURS IN 1975: 
H31. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H32. About how many hours a week was that? 
H33. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was it more than half time? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1975. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
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(V30188=0000); in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); did not work (V30201=0 or 
2) 

V30205 ‘ACC IND’S WRK HRS 76’ TLOC= 31681 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1975 

441 2.5 I. Minor assignment 
366 1.9 2. Major assignment 

37,664 95.7 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000): in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); did not work (V30201=0 or 2) 

V30206 ‘HRS UNEMP LAST YR 76’ TLOC- 31682-31685 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1975: 
H34. Did (he/she) miss any work in 1975 because of unemployment or a strike? 
H35. How much work did (he/she) miss? 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 indicate the actual weeks 
unemployed or on strike in 1975 multiplied by 40 to produce annual hours. 
All missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: was not unemployed or on strike: individual was 
born or moved in after the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 
and V30189=00); main family nonresponse by 1976 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000): in an 
institution in both 1975 and 1976 (V30189=51-59 and 
V30193=0) 

V30207 ‘ACC IND’S UNEMP HRS 76’ TLOC= 31686 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Unemployment Hours in 1975 

7 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
31 0.1 2. Major assignment 

36 0.2 9. Accuracy code not correctly calculated 

38,397 99.6 0. Inap.: no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); was not unemployed or on 
strike (V30206=0000) 

V30208 ‘TRANSFER Y SOURCE 76’ TLOC= 31687 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1975: 
H29. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H37. What was that from? 

263 0.6 1. AOC , AFDC only 
126 0.2 2. Other welfare only 
756 5.7 3. Social Security only 
200 1.4 4. Other retirement pay, pensions, annuities only 
534 3.0 5. Unemployment, workmen’s compensation only 
I IO 0.8 6. Al imony, child support only 
159 1.0 7. Help from relatives only 

92 0.4 8. Supplemental Security Income only 
1,206 7.8 9. Any combination; other 

35,025 78.9 0. Inap.: no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0) 

v30209 ‘TOTAL TRANSFER Y 76’ TLOC= 31688-31692 

TOTAL 1975 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL 
H28. About how much did that amount to in 1975? 
H38. How much was that last year? 
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The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

V302 

38 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0): no transfer income 
(V30208=0) 

10 ‘ACC TRANSFER Y 76’ TLOC= 31693 

Accuracy of 1975 Transfer Income for This Individual 

64 0.3 1. Minor assignment 
100 0.4 2. Major assignment 

307 99.3 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1976 interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000) ; in an institution in both 1975 and 1976 
(V30189=51-59 and V30193=0); no transfer income (V30208=0) 

V302 11 ‘MO S/O FAM FORMED 76’ TLOC= 31694-31695 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

51 0.2 01. January 
42 0.2 02. February 
34 0.1 03. March 
46 0.1 04. April 
43 0.2 05. May 
73 0.3 06. June 
24 0.1 07. July 
40 0.2 08. August 
39 0.2 09. September 
41 0.1 IO. October 
37 0.1 il. November 
23 0.1 12. December 
46 0.3 98. Moved out of an institution 

86 0.2 99. NA; OK 

37,846 97.8 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); not a splitoff in 1976 (V30193fl or 
V30193=1 and V30194200) 

V30212 ‘YR S/O FAM FORMED 76’ TLOC= 31696-31697 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 76 indicates a move during the year 1976. Refer to 
Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); not a splitoff in 1976 (V30193+1 or 
V30193=1 and V30194#00) 

V30213 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 76’ TLOC= 31698-31701 

1976 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 
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Actual 1976 ID Numbers (0001-5862) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1976 
spl itoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1976 
interview (V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 
(V30188=0000); not a splitoff in 1976 (V30193fl or 
V30193=1 and V30194200) 

V302 14 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 76’ TLOC= 31702-31703 MD=99 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1976 have 1976 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1976, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1975 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1976 
have nonzero data for 1976 just as response individuals do: however, the 
movers-out have 1976 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

245 

125 

51 

6 

291 

122 

71 

268 

t3.066 

6.210 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1975. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1975. 

03 . This nonsample individual had been in the 1975 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1976. 

04 This sample member had been in an institution in 1975 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1976. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1976 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1976 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1975 and 1976 interviews. 

07 This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1975 and 1976 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1975 and 1976 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1976 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1975 interview. 

18.016 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1976 
(V30189=01-20). 

V30215 ‘WHY NONRESPDNSE 76’ TLDC= 31704-31706 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membershio in 1976 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

235 
5 
2 

153 

107 
130 

11 
21 
28 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04. Lost: unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for tnterviewer contact. 
II. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was In an educational Institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
tnstitution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
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19 

8 

101 41. 
7 42. 

19 

6 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31. 

32. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

318 92. 

4 93. 

13,066 97. 

6,210 98. 

99. 

18,016 00. 

main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalizea by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above: for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife. whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1975 and 1976 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1976 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1976 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1976 interview (V3OlS8>0000 and V30189=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1975 (V30160=0000 and V30188=0000 or 
V30160~0000 and V30161=71-89 and V30188=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1976 
(V30189=01-20) 

V30216 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 76f TLOC= 31706-31708 

1974 Individual Weight, Updated for 1976 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1976 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1976 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I, Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 
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00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1976 interview 
(V30188>0000 and V30189=00); main family nonresponse by 
1976 or mover-out nonresponse by 1975 (V30188=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1977 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1977 weight (V30245) for the percents. 

V302 17 ‘1977 INTERVIEW NUMBER 77’ TLDC= 31709-31712 

1977 Interview Number (1977 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6007 represent the 1977 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1977. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1977 interview received the 
1977 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1977 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1976 

V302 18 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 77’ TLDC= 31713-31714 

1977 Sequence Number 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1977 interview. 

18,215 97.0 01-20. Individuals in FU at the time of the 1977 interview 
309 2.0 51-5s. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1977 

interview 
409 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 

institutions between the 1976 and 1977 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1977. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

67 0.4 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1976 but who died by the 
time of the 1977 interview 

19.471 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1977 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000) 

V30219 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 77’ TLOC= 31715-31716 

1977 Relationship to Head 

6.104 37.9 01. Head in 1977; 1976 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1977 interview 

3,606 22.4 02. Wife in 1977; 1976 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1977 interview 

8.140 37.5 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
chi 1 dren 

109 0.4 04. Brother or sister of Head 
85 0.4 05. Father or mother of Head 

514 0.8 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
240 0.4 07. Other relative; includes in-laws 
187 0.2 08. Nonrelative 

15 0.1 09. Husband of Head (i.e., wife was Head of FU) 

19.471 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1977 interview 
(V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family nonresponse by 
1977 or mover-out by 1976 (V30217=0000) nonresponse 

V30220 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 77’ TLOC= 31717-31718 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1977 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA 
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00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1977 interview 
(V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family nonresponse by 
1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000) 

V3022 1 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 77’ TLDC= 31719 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1977 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married; spouse was not in FU in 1977; 
individual was born or moved in after the 1977 interview 
(V30217>0000 and V30218=00): main family nonresponse by 
1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000) 

V30222 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 77’ TLDC= 31720 

1977 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1.441 4.0 1. Moved in or born between the 1976 and 1977 interviews; 
splitoff in 1977 

75 0.0 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1976 and 1977 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1976 (i.e., listing 
error) 

371 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1976 
and 1977 interviews and was not included in a 1977 panel FU 

107 0.7 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1976 
and 1977 interviews 

67 0.4 7. Living in 1976 but died by the time of the 1977 interview 
42 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1976 interview, but 

included in FU for 1976 (usually a listing error) 

36,368 94.3 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1976 and 1977; in an 
institution in both 1976 and 1977 (V30189=51-59 and 
V30218=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000) 

V30223 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 77’ TLDC= 31721-31722 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

126 0.3 01. January 
114 0.2 02. February 
121 0.2 03. March 
130 0.3 04. April 

99 0.2 05. May 
112 0.2 06. June 
109 0.2 07. July 

98 0.3 08. August 
150 0.6 OS. September 

90 0.3 IO. October 
111 0.3 II. November 
102 0.2 12. December 

139 0.2 99. NA; DK 

36.970 96.4 00. Inap. : splitoff; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1976 and 1977 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1977 (V30189=51-59 and V30218=71-80): in an institution in 
both 1976 and 1977 (V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 
and V30218=00); main family nonresponse by 1977 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000); stayed in main 
family (V30218=01-20 and V30222=0) 

V30224 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 771 TLDC= 31723-31724 MD=99 
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The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 77 indicates a move during the year 1977. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: moved from institution to own FU between the 1976 
and 1977 interviews and was not interviewed for 1977 
(V30189=51-59 and V30218=71-80); in an institution in both 
1976 and 1977 (V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); individual was 
born or moved in after the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 and 
V30218=00); main family nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000); stayed in main family 
(V30218=01-20 and V30222=0); splitoff (V30222=1 and 
V30223=00) 

V30225 ‘STOP SCHOOL? 77‘ TLDC= 31725 MD=9 

A2. Did any of the children stop going to school in 1976 or 1977? 
A3. Who was that? 

307 1.4 1. Yes, this person under 25 stopped going to school 
18,645 98.4 5. No, did not stop: Head or Wife in 1977 (V30218=01-20 and 

V30219=01 or 02); was age 25 or older (V30220=25-98) 

48 0.1 9. NA; DK 

19,471 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1977 interview 
(V302i7>0000 and V30218=00); main family nonresponse by 
1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000) 

V30226 ‘HIGHEST GRADE FINISH 77’ TLDC= 31726-31727 MD=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1977: 
A4. What was the hiqhest qrade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g.. a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. This variable contains 
values for 1977 Heads (from 1977 V5608) and Wives/“Wives” (from 1977 V5567). 
although information about completed education is not asked annually for 
them as it is for other family unit members. Recency of Heads’ data can be 
ascertained by searching backward through the series of variables for 
whether the family has a new Head (1977 V5578 and 1976 V4658). Education 
information was obtained for all Heads in 1975. Recency of Wives’/“Wives’” 
data can be ascertained by searching backward through the series of 
variables for whether the family has a new Wife/“Wife” (1977 V5566 and 1976 
V4694) . Education information was obtained for all Wives/“Wives” in 1975 
and was collected again in 1976 (V4755) if the Wives’/“Wives’” questionnaire 
was asked. Values of 17 from 1977 V5567 or V5608 were recoded to 16 here to 
ensure comparability of Heads and Wives/“Wives” with other family unit 
members. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); did not stop school or other individual was 
age 25 or older (V30218#01-20, V30219#01 or 20 and 
V30225=5 or 9) 

V30227 ‘HRS HOUSEWDRKNK 771 TLOC= 31728-31729 MD=99 

G32. About how much time does your (wife/friend) spend on this housework in 
an average week -- I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other 
work around the house? 

G33. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average 
week? (I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work 
around the house?) 

G35. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
G36. Who is that? 
G37. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average 

week? 
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The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(‘.‘30217=0000); in an institution at time of 1977 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1977 (V30218=51-89) 

V30228 ‘NEEDS EXTRA CARE? 77’ TLDC= 31730 MD=9 

H53. 00 you have any physical or nervous condition that limits the type of 
work or the amount of work you can do? 

H56. Is there anyone (else) in this family who requires a lot of extra care 
because of (his/her) condition? 

H57. Who is that? 

1,737 10.3 1. This person requires extra care or is disabled 
16,393 86.4 5. This person does not require extra care or is not disabled 

89 0.4 9. NC; DK 

20.252 3.0 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000): in an institution at time of 1977 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1977 (V30218=51-89) 

V30229 ‘RESPONDENT? 77’ TLDC= 31731 MD=9 

Ll. Who was respondent (relation to Head)? 

5,988 38.3 I This individual was respondent 
13,002 61.6 5. This individual was not respondent; includes - 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1977 (V30218=51-89) 

IO 0.1 9. NA; DK 

19.471 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000) 

V30230 ‘TAXABLE Y SOURCE 77’ TLOC= 31732 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1976: 
H29. Was that from wages, a pension, a business or what? 
H37. What was that from? 

6,946 37.1 I. Labor income only 
420 4.3 2. Asset income only 

1,608 14.1 3. Both labor and asset income 

29.497 44.4 0. Inap.: no taxable income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0) 

V30231 ‘TOTAL TAXABLE Y 777’ TLDC= 31733-31737 

TOTAL 1976 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H28. About how much did that amount to in 1976? 
H38. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
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nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); no taxable income 
(V30230=0) 

V30232 ‘ACC TAXABLE Y 771 TLDC= 31738 

Accuracy of 1976 Taxable Income for This Individual 

130 0.7 I. Minor assignment 
274 1.3 2. Major assignment 

38,067 98.0 0. Inap.: no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); no taxable income (V30230=0) 

V30233 ‘HRS WORKED LAST YR 77’ TLOC= 31739-31742 

WORK HOURS IN 1976: 
H31. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H32. About how many hours a week was that? 
H33. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was it more than half time? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1976. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); did not work (V30230=0 or 
2) 

V30234 ‘ACC WORK HRS 77’ TLDC= 31743 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1976 

386 2.2 1. Minor assignment 
258 1.5 2. Major assignment 

37.827 96.2 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); did not work (V30230=0 or 2) 

V30235 ‘HRS UNEMP LAST YR 77’ TLDC= 31744-31747 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1976: 
H34. Did (he/she) miss any work in 1976 because of unemployment or a strike? 
H35. How much work did (he/she) miss? 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 indicate the actual weeks 
unemployed or on strike in 1976 multiplied by 40 to produce annual hours. 
All missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: was not unemployed or on strike: individual was 
born or moved in after the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 
and V30218=00); main family nonresponse by 1977 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000); in an 
institution in both 1976 and 1977 (V30218=51-59 and 
V30222=0) 

V30236 ‘ACC UNEMP HRS 77’ TLDC= 31748 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Unemployment Hours in 1976 

12 0.0 I. Minor assignment 
15 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38,444 99.9 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
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(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); was not unemployed or on 
strike (V30235=0000) 

V30237 ‘TRANSFER Y SOURCE 77’ TLOC= 31749-31750 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1976: 
H29. Was that from wages, a pension, a business or what? 
H37. What was that from? 

287 0.7 01. ADC, AFDC only 
121 0.3 02. Other welfare only 
825 6.1 03. Social Security only 
214 1 .6 04. Other retirement pay, pensions, annuities only 
523 3.0 05. Unemployment only 

81 0.5 06 Workmen’s compensation only 
124 0.8 07. Child support only 
174 0.9 08 Help from relatives only 
114 0.4 09. Supplemental Security Income only 
184 0.9 10. Other transfers only 

1,002 6.6 15. Any combination 

34,822 78.2 00. Inap.: no transfer income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00): main 
family nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1976 (V30217=0000): in an institution in both 1976 and 
1977 (V30218=5i-59 and V30222=0) 

V30238 ‘TOTAL TRANSFER Y 77’ TLOC= 31751-31755 

TOTAL 1976 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H28. About how much did that amount to in 1976? 
H38. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

99999. $99.999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000): in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); no transfer income 
(V30237=00) 

V30239 ‘ACC TRANSFER Y 771 TLDC= 31756 

Accuracy of 1976 Transfer Income for This Individual 

68 0.4 I. Minor assignment 
79 0.2 2. Major assignment 

38,324 99.4 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1977 interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); in an institution in both 1976 and 1977 
(V30218=51-59 and V30222=0); no transfer income (V30237=00) 

V30240 ‘MD S/D FAM FORMED 77’ TLDC= 31757-31758 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section 
generation. 

I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 

61 0.2 01 January 
37 0.1 02 February 
26 0.1 03 March 
38 0.1 04 April 
42 0.2 05 May 
55 0.2 06 June 
26 0.1 07 July 
36 0.2 08 August 
31 0.2 09 September 
36 0.1 10 October 
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45 0.2 1:. November 
31 0.1 12. December 
41 0.3 98. Moved out of an institution 

92 0.1 99. NA; DK 

37,874 97.9 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000); not a splitoff in 1977 (V3022221 or 
V30222=1 and V30223+00) 

V3024 1 ‘YR S/D FAM FORMED 77’ TLOC= 31759-31760 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 77 indicates a move during the year 1977. Refer to 
Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=0000): not a splitoff in 1977 (V30222+1 or 
V30222=1 and V30223fOO) 

V30242 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 77’ TLDC= 31761-31764 

1977 IO Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1977 ID Numbers (0001-60071 were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1977 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Snap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1977 
interview (V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 
(V30217=00001; not a splitoff in 1977 (V3022221 or 
V30222=1 and V30223fOO) 

V30243 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 77’ TLDC= 31765-31766 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1977 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1977 have 1977 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1977, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1976 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1977 
have nonzero data for 1977 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1977 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

201 

108 

65 

9 

310 

109 

85 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1976. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1976. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1976 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1977. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1976 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1977. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1977 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1977 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1976 and 1977 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1976 and 1977 interviews. 
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279 

12,049 

7.039 

18.217 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1976 and 1977 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1977 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1976 interview. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1977 
(V30218=01-20). 

V30244 ‘WHY NDNRESPDNSE 77’ TLDC= 31767-31768 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1977 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

208 
20 
18 

93 

112 
145 

13 
18 
26 

11 

103 41. 
16 42. 

4 51. 

24 52. 

8 53. 

2 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04. 
05. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31. 

32. 

59. 

91. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent: some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost: unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife. 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above:,for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1976 and 1977 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1977 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 
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339 92. 

2 93. 

12,049 97. 

7,039 98. 

I 99. 

18,217 00. 

Individual moved out of the 1977 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1977 interview (V30218>0000 and V30219=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1976 (V30188=0000 and V30217=0000 or 
V30188>0000 and V30189=71-89 and V30217=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1977 
(V30218=01-20) 

V30245 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 77’ TLDC= 31769-31771 

1974 Individual Weight, Updated for 1977 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1977 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1977 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I. Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1977 interview 
(V30217>0000 and V30218=00); main family nonresponse by 
1977 or mover-out nonresponse by 1976 (V30217=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1978 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1978 weight (V30282) for the percents. 

V30246 ‘1978 INTERVIEW NUMBER 78’ TLOC= 31772-31775 

1978 Interview Number (1978 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6154 represent the 1978 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1978. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1978 interview received the 
1978 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000 I This individual was main family nonresponse by 1978 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1977 

V30247 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 78’ TLDC= 31776-31777 

1978 Sequence Number 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1978 interview. 

18,403 97.2 01-20. Individuals in FU at the time of the 1978 interview 
320 2. I 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1978 

interview 
370 0.4 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 

institutions between the 1977 and 1978 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1978. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

47 0.3 81-89. Individuals who were living in i977 but who died by the 
time of the 1978 interview 

19,33? 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1978 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1977 (V30246=0000) 
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V30248 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 78’ TLOC= 31778-31779 

1978 Relationship to Head 

6,229 38.2 01. Head in 1978; 1977 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1978 interview 

3,689 22.6 02. Wife in 1978; 1977 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1978 interview 

8,069 37.2 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
children 

113 0.4 04. Brother or sister of Head 
85 0.3 05. Father or mother of Head 

497 0.8 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
255 0.3 07. Other relative: includes in-laws 
186 0.2 08. Nonrelative 

17 0.1 09. Husband of Head (i.e., wife was Head of FU) 

19,331 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1978 interview 
(V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family nonresponse by 
1978 or mover-out by 1977 (V30246=0000) nonresponse 

V30249 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 78‘ TLOC= 31780-31781 MD=99 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1978 interview 
(V30246>0000 and V30247=001; main family nonresponse by 
1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 (V30246=00001 

V30250 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 78' TLOC= 31782 

1978 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1978 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here: the second. a 
value of 2. etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married; spouse was not in FU at the time of the 
1978 interview; individual was born or moved in after the 
1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000) 

V3025 1 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 78’ TLDC= 31783 

1978 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,425 4.1 I. Moved in or born between the 1977 and 1978 interviews; 
splitoff in 1978 

7 0.0 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1977 and 1978 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1977 (i.e., listing 
error) 

341 0.3 5. Moved out of FU or institution between the 1977 and 1978 
interviews and was not included in a 1978 panel FU 

107 0.7 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1977 
and 1978 interviews 

47 0.3 7. Living in 1977 but died by the time of the 1978 interview 
31 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1977 interview, but 

included in FU for 1977 (usually a listing error) 

36,513 94.5 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1977 and 1978; in an 
institution in both 1977 and 1978 (V30218=51-59 and 
v30247=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000) 
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V30252 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 78’ TLDC= 31784-31785 MD-99 

Month Moved In or Out 

116 0.3 01. January 
86 0.2 02. February 
79 0.1 03. March 
85 0.1 04. Apri 1 

101 0.3 05. May 
123 0.3 06. June 
119 0.2 07. July 
132 0.4 08. August 
145 0.6 09. September 
115 0.2 IO. October 

91 0.1 II. November 
111 0.3 12. December 

66 0.2 99. NA; DK 

37.102 96.7 00. Inap. : spl i toff ; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1977 and 1978 interviews and was not interviewed for 

1978 (V30218=51-59 and V30247=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1977 and 1978 (V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 
and V30247=00) : main family nonresponse by 1978 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1977 (V30246=0000): stayed in main 
family (V30247=01-29 and V30251=0) 

V30253 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 78’ TLOC= 31786-31787 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 78 indicates a move during the year 1978. 

99. NA; DK 

00 . Inap.: moved from institution to own FU between the 1977 
and 1978 interviews and was not interviewed for 1978 
(V30218=51-59 and V30247=71-80); in an institution in both 
1977 and 1978 (V30247=51-59 and V30251=0): individual was 
born or moved in after the 1978 interview (V30246~0000 and 
V30247=00); main family nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1977 (V30246=0000); stayed in main family 
(V30247=01-29 and V30251=0); splitoff (V30251=1 and 
V30252=00) 

V30254 ‘STOP SCHOOL? 78’ TLOC= 31788 MD=9 

82. Did anyone in this household stop going to school in 1977 or 1978? 
A3. Who was that? 

308 1.4 1. Yes, this person under 25 stopped going to school 
18,781 98.5 5. No, did not stop: Head or Wife in 1978 (V30247=01-20 and 

V30248=01 or 02): was age 25 or older (V30249=25-98) 

55 0.1 9. NA; DK 

19,327 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247.00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30247=00) 

V30255 ‘HIGHEST GRADE FINISH 78’ TLOC= 31789-31790 MD=99 

COMPLETED EDUCATION FOR 1978: 
A4. What was the highest orade (he/she) finished? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade and was no longer in school. A code value of 16 indicates that 
this individual is at least a college graduate. This variable contains 
values for 1978 Heads (from 1978 V6157) and Wives/“Wives” (from 1978 V6116). 
although information about completed education is not asked annually for them 
as it is for other family unit members. Recency of Heads’ data can be 
ascertained by searching backward through the series of variables for whether 
the family has a new Head (1978 V6127, 1977 V5578. and 1976 V4658). 
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Education information was obtained for all Heads in 1975. Recency of Wives’/ 
“Wives’” data can be ascertained by searching backward through the series of 
variables for whether the family has a new Wife/“Wife” (1978 V6115, 1977 
V5566, and 1976 V46941. Education information was obtained for all Wives/ 
“Wives” in 1975 and was collected again in 1976 (V4755) if the Wives’/ 
“Wives”’ questionnaire was asked. Values of 17 from 1978 V6i57 or V6166 were 
recoded to 16 here to ensure comparability of Heads and Wives/“Wives” with 
other family unit members. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); did not stoo school or other individual was 
age 25 or older (V30247fO 1 
V30254=5 or 9) 

:20, V30248201 or 02 and 

V30256 ‘HRS HOUSEWORK/WK 78’ TLOC= 31791 

G39. About how much time does your (wife/fr 
average week -- I mean time spent cook i 
work around the house? 

31792 MD=99 

end) spend on housework in an 
w. cleaning, and doing other 

G40. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average 
week? (I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work 
around the house?) 

G42. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
G43. Who is that? 
G44. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in the average 

week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 

housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by i977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89) 

V30257 ‘LOOKING FOR WORK? 78’ TLOC= 31793 MD=9 

F22. Are you thinking of getting (a/another) job in the future? 
H53. Is anyone in the family looking for work? 
H54. Who is that? 

970 3.6 1. Yes, this individual was looking for work: Head is included 
here if unemployed at Dl or if retired, permanently 
disabled, housewife, student, or other at Dl and answered 
“Yes” to F22 

18,142 96.3 5. No, this individual was not looking for work; Head is 
included here if employed at D1 or retired, permanently 
disabled, housewife, student, or other at Di and answered 
“No” to F22; institutionalized or mover-out nonresponse 
from 1978 (V30247=51-89) 

32 0.1 9. NA; DK 

19,327 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000) 

V30258 ‘LOOKING LAST 4 WKS? 78’ TLOC= 31794 MD=9 

E4/F26. Have you been doing anything in the last four weeks to find a job? 
H55. Has (he/she) been doing anything in the last four weeks to find a 

lob? 

709 2.5 I. Yes 
245 1.0 5. No 

IO 0.0 9. NA; DK 
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37,507 96.5 0. Individual was born or moved in after the 1978 interview 
(V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family nonresponse by 
1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 (V30246=0000) in an 
institution at time of 1978 interview or mover-out 
nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89); not looking for work 
or Head who was employed at Di or who answered “No” to F22 
(V30257=5) 

v30259 ‘WHETHER HEALTH LIMIT 78’ TLOC= 31795 MO=9 

H65. Do you (HEAD) have any physical or nervous condition that limits the 
type of work or the amount of work you can do? 

H73. Is there anyone (else) 18 or older in this family who has any physical 
or nervous condition that limits the type of work or the amount of work 
they can do? 

H74. Who is that? 
H82. Is there anyone under 18 in this family who has any physical or nervous 

condition that limits their activity or schooling? 
H83. Who is that? 

1.971 11.6 I. This person has a physical or nervous condition 
16,331 85.2 5. This person does not have a physical or nervous condition 

121 0.5 9. NA; DK 

20,048 2.8 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89) 

V30260 ‘HOW MUCH LIMIT? 78’ TLOC= 31796 MO=9 

H66. 
H75. 
H84. 

1,038 
449 
452 

39 

36.493 

Does it limit your work a lot, somewhat, or just a little? 
Does it limit their work a lot, somewhat, or just a little? 
Does it limit their work a lot, somewhat, or just a little? 

6.0 1. A lot 
2.8 3. Somewhat 
2.5 5. Just a little 

0.2 9. NA; DK 

88.4 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89); no 
physical or nervous condition (V30259=5 or 9) 

V3026 1 ‘# YEARS WITH CONOITN 78’ TLOC= 31797-31798 MO=99 

H67. How long have you had this condition? 
H75a. How long has (he/she) had this condition? 
H84a. How lot-q has (he/she) had this condition? 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual number 
of years the individual has had the physical or nervous condition. 

01. One year or less 
98. Ninety-eight years or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89); no 
physical or nervous condition (V30259=5 or 9) 

V30262 ‘CONOITN BETTER OR 78’ TLOC= 31799 MD-9 

H68. Do you expect it to get better, worse, or stay about the same? 
H76. Do you expect it to get better, worse, or stay about the same? 
H85. Do YOU expect it to pet better, worse, or stav about the same? 

445 2.2 I. Better 
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1,051 6.5 3. Same 
412 2.6 5. Worse 

69 0.4 9. NA; OK 

36,494 88.4 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89): no 
physical or nervous condition (V30259=5 or 9) 

V30263 ‘NEED EXTRA CARE? 78’ TLOC= 31800 MD=9 

H69. Do you require a lot of extra care by someone? 
H77. Does that person require a lot of extra care by someone? 
H86. Does that person require a lot of extra care by someone? 

357 1.9 1. Yes 
1,603 9.5 5. No 

13 0.: 9. NA 

36,498 88.5 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000) ; in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-891; no 
physical or nervous condition (V30259=5 or 9) 

V30264 ‘MEAN EXTRA COSTS? 78) TLOC= 31801 MD=9 

H70. Does that mean extra costs for the family? 
H79. Does that mean extra costs for the family? 
H87. Does that mean extra costs for the family? 

197 1.1 1. Yes 
i56 0.8 5. No 

9 0.0 9. NA; OK 

38,109 98.0 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89); no 
physical or nervous condition (V30259=5 or 9); does not 
require a lot of extra care (V30263=5 or 9) 

V30265 ‘ARE COSTS SMALL OR 78’ TLOC= 31802 MD=9 

H71. Are those costs small, moderate, or quite large? 
H79. Are those costs small, moderate, or quite large? 
H88. Are those costs small, moderate, or quite larae? 

33 0.2 1. Small 
76 0.4 3. Moderate 
84 0.5 5. Large 

12 0.1 9. NA; DK 

38,266 98.9 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution at time of 1978 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1978 (V30247=51-89); no 
physical or nervous condition (V30259=5 or 9); does not 
require a lot of extra care (V30263=5 or 9); no extra costs 
for the family (V30264=5 or 9) 

V30266 ‘RESPONDENT? 78’ TLOC= 31803 MD=9 

Ll. Who was respondent (relation to Head)? 

6,126 38.8 1. This individual was respondent 
13,008 61.2 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1978 (V30247=51-89) 
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IO 0.0 9. NA; DK 

19,327 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000) 

V30267 ‘TYPE TAXABLE INCOM 78’ TLOC= 31804 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1977: 
H36. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H44. What was that from? 

7,200 36.9 1. Labor income on1 y 
416 4.4 2. Asset income only 

1,708 14.9 3. Both labor and asset income 

29,147 43.7 0. Inap.: no taxable income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000) ; in an institution in both i977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0) 

V30268 ‘TOTAL TAXABLE INCOM 78’ TLOC= 31805-31809 

TOTAL 1977 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H35. About how much did that amount to in 1977? 
H45. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); no taxable income 
(V30267=0) 

V30269 ‘ACC TOT TAXBL INC 78’ TLOC= 31810 

Accuracy of 1977 Taxable Income for This Individual 

90 0.6 I. Minor assignment 
353 1.3 2. Major assignment 

38,028 98.1 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); no taxable income (V30267=0) 

V30270 ‘HOURS WORKED IN 77 78’ TLOC= 31811-31814 

WORK HOURS IN 1977: 
H38. Can you tell me about how many weeks (he/she) worked? 
H39. About how many hours a week was that? 
H40. (IF DON’T KNOW) Was it more than half time? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1977. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); did not work (V30267=0 or 
2) 

V3027 1 ‘ACC TOT HRS WRKD 77 78’ TLOC= 31815 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1977 
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282 1.6 1. Minor assignment 
400 2.1 2. Major assignment 

37,789 96.3 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by i977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); did not work (V30267=0 or 2) 

V30272 ‘TOT HRS UNEMPLYO 77 78’ TLOC= 31816-31819 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1977: 
H41. Did (he/she) miss any work in 1977 because of unemployment or a strike? 
H42. How much work did (he/she? miss? 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 indicate the actual weeks 
unemployed or on strike in 1977 multiplied by 40 to produce annual hours. 
All missing data were assigned. 

0000. inap.: was not unemployed or on strike; individual was 
born or moved in after the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 
and V30247=00); main family nonresponse by 1978 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1977 (V30246=0000): in an 
institution in both 1977 and 1978 (V30247=51-59 and 
V30251=0) 

V30273 ‘ACC TOT HRS UNEMP 77 78’ TLOC= 31820 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Unemplovment Hours in i977 

13 0.1 1. Minor assignment 
17 0.0 2. Major assignment 

38,441 99.9 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); was not unemployed or on 
strike (V30272=0000) 

V30274 ‘TYPE TRANSFR INCOM 78’ TLOC= 31821-31822 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1977: 
H36. Was that from wages, a pension, a business, or what? 
H44 What was that from? 

261 0.7 01. ADC , AFDC only 
126 0.4 02. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) only 
122 0.3 03. Other welfare only 
835 6.3 04. Social Security only 
197 1.4 05. Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
419 2.4 06. Unemployment compensation only 
105 0.6 07 Workmen’s compensation only 
140 0.9 08. Child support only 
162 0.9 09. Help from relatives only 
232 1.2 10. Other transfers only 

1,044 7.0 15. More than one of the above; any combination 

34,828 77.8 00. Inap.: no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00): main 
family nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1977 (V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 
1978 (V30247=51-59 and V30251=0) 

V30275 ‘TOTAL TRANSFR INCOM 78’ TLOC= 31823-31827 

TOTAL 1977 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
H35. About how much did that amount to in 1977? 
H45. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

99999 * $99,999 or more 
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00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246~0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); no transfer income 
(V30274=00) 

V30276 ‘ACC TOT TRANF INCOME 78’ TLOC= 31828 

Accuracy of 1977 Transfer Income for This Individual 

63 0.4 1. Minor assignment 
54 0.2 2. Major assignment 

38,354 99.4 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); in an institution in both 1977 and 1978 
(V30247=51-59 and V30251=0); no transfer income (V30274=00) 

V30277 ‘MO S/O FAM FORMED 78’ TLOC= 31829-31830 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

31 
32 
42 
33 

42 
53 
45 
62 
37 
21 
27 
42 
41 

73 

37,890 

0.2 01. January 
0. I 02. February 
0.2 03. March 
0.1 04 April 
0.1 05. May 
0.2 06. June 
0.2 07 July 
0.3 08. August 
0. I 09. September 
0. I IO. October 
0.1 Il. November 
0.1 12. December 
0.3 98. Moved out of an institution 

0.1 99. NA; DK 

97.9 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after 
interview (V30246~0000 and V30247=00); main f 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse 
(V30246=0000): not a splitoff in 1978 (V30251 
V30251=1 and V30252#00) 

V30278 ‘YR S/O FAM FORMED 78‘ TLOC= 31831-31832 MO=99 

the 1978 
amily 
by 1977 
+I or 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 78 indicates a move during the year 1978. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); not a splitoff in 1978 (V30251#1 or 
V30251=1 and V30252#00) 

v30279 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 78’ TLOC= 31833-31836 

1978 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1978 ID Numbers (0001-6154) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
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others who appeared for the first time in the 1978 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1978 
interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 
(V30246=0000); not a splitoff in 1978 (V30251fl or 
V30251=1 and V30252100) 

V30280 ‘TYPE OF IN0 RECORD 78’ TLOC= 31837-31838 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1978 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1978 have 1978 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1978, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1977 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1978 
have nonzero data for 1978 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1978 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

191 

97 

59 

6 

320 

72 

62 

287 

11.175 

7,799 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1977. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1977. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1977 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1978. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1977 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1978. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1978 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1978 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1977 and 1978 interviews. 

07 This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1977 and 1978 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1977 and i978 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1978 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1977 interview. 

18.403 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1978 
(V30247=01-20). 

V3028 1 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 78’ TLOC= 31839-31840 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1978 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

188 
10 

7 

ii6 

I IO 
153 

21 
16 
30 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04. Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
11. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

examp 1 e , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 



15 31. 

3 32. 

75 41. 
2 42. 

51. 

8 52. 

1 53. 

2 59. 

91. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

335 92. 

93. 

11.175 97. 

7,799 98. 

I 99. 

18,403 00. 
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whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above: for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1977 and 1978 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1978 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1978 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1978 interview (V30246>0000 and V30247=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1977 (V30217=0000 and V30246=0000 or 
V30217>0000 and V30218=71-89 and V30246=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1978 
(V30247=01-20) 

V30282 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 78' TLOCs 31841-31843 

i974 Individual Weight, Updated for 1978 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1978 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1978 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I, Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

DSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1978 interview 
(V30246>0000 and V30247=OD); main family nonresponse by 
1978 or mover-out nonresponse by 1977 (V30246=0000); 
nonsample individual (V3ODO2=170-228, 400-425) 
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1979 INOIVIOUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1979 weight (V30312) for the percents. 

V30283 ‘1979 INTERVIEW NUMBER 79’ TLOC= 31844-31847 

1979 Interview Number (1979 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6373 represent the 1979 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1979. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1979 interview received the 
1979 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1979 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1978 

V30284 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1979 Sequence Number 

79’ TLOC= 31848-31849 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1979 interview. 

18.597 97.0 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1979 
interview 

317 2.0 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1979 
interview 

466 0.6 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1978 and 1979 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1979. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

63 0.4 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1978 but who died by the 
time of the 1978 interview 

19.028 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1979 
interview: main family nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1978 (V30283=0000) 

V30285 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 79’ TLOC= 31850-31851 

1979 Relationship to Head 

6.455 38.7 01. Head in 1979; 1978 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1979 interview 

3,821 22.7 02. Wife in 1979; 1978 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1979 interview 

8,042 36.7 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
chi 1 dren 

97 0.4 04. Brother or sister of Head 
77 0.3 05. Father or mother of Head 

480 0.7 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
265 0.3 07. Other relative, includes in’laws 
190 0.2 08. Nonrelative 

16 0.1 09. Husband of Head (i.e., wife was Head of FU) 

19,028 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1979 interview 
(V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family nonresponse by 
1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 (V30283=0000) 

V30286 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 79’ TLOC= 31852-31853 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1979 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; OK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1979 interview 
(V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family nonresponse by 
1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 (V30283=0000) 
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V30287 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 79’ TLDC= 31854 

1979 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1979 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usually. the first married pair consists of Head and \Jife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married: spouse was not in FU at the time of the 
1979 interview; individual was born or moved in after the 
1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000) 

V30288 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 79’ TLDC= 31855 

1979 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,559 4.4 1. Moved in or born between the 1978 and 1979 interviews; 
splitoff in 1979 

69 0.1 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1978 and 1979 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1978 (i.e., listing 
error) 

429 0.6 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1978 
and 1979 interviews and was not included in a 1979 panel FU 

108 0.6 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1978 
and 1979 interviews 

63 0.4 7. Living in 1978 but died by the time of the 1979 interview 
42 0.1 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1978 interview, but 

included in FU for 1978 (usually a listing error) 

36,201 93.9 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1978 and 1979; in an 
institution in both 1978 and 1979 (V30247=51-59 and 
V30284=51-591; individual was born or moved in after the 
1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000) 

V30289 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 79’ TLOC= 31856-31857 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

135 0.3 01. January 
96 0.3 02. February 

116 0.3 03. March 
127 0.2 04. April 
107 0.3 05. May 
119 0.3 06. June 
120 0.3 07. July 
132 0.3 08. August 
170 0.7 09. September 
112 0.3 10. October 
122 0.3 11. November 

96 0.2 12. December 

91 0.2 99. NA: DK 

36,928 96.3 00. Inap.: splitoff; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1977 and 1978 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1979 (V30247=51-59 and V30284=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1977 and 1978 (V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1978 interview (V30283>0000 
and V30284=00); main family nonresponse by 1978 or mover- 
out nonresponse by i977 (V30283=0000); stayed in main 
family (V30284=01-20 and V30288=0) 

V30290 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 79’ TLOC= 31858-31859 MD=99 

Year Moved In or Out 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 79 indicates a move in the year 1979. 

99. NA; DK 
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00. Inap.: splitoff: moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1977 and 1978 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1979 (V30247=51-59 and V30284=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1977 and 1978 (V30284=51-59 ana V30288=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1978 interview (V30283>0000 
and V30284=00); main family nonresponse by 1978 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1977 (V30283=0000): stayed in main 
family (V30284=01-20 and V30288=0); splitoff (V30288=1 and 
V30289=00) 

V3029 1 ‘HRS HSWRK 79’ TLOC= 31860-31861 MD=99 

J5 

J6 

J8 
J9 

JIO 

About how much time does your (wife/friend) spend on housework in an 
average week -- 1 mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other 
work around the house? 
About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average 
week? (I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work 
around the house?) 
Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
Who is that? 
About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average 
week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution at time of 1979 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1979 (V30284=51-89) 

V30292 ‘RESPONDENT? 79’ TLDC= 31862 MD=9 

Nl. Who was respondent (relation to head)? 

6.331 
13,044 

68 

19.028 

V30293 

Cl. 

F2. 

K36. 

39.7 1. This individual was respondent 
60.1 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1979 (V30284=51-89) 

0.2 9. NA; DK 

0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000) 

‘EMPL STATUS 79’ TLDC= 31863 

We would like to know about what you do--are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, a student, (a housewife), or what? 
We would like to know about what your (wife/friend) does--is she working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, a housewife, or what? 

We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, lookinq for work, retired, a student, keepinq house, or what? 

7,500 42.4 1. Working now 
149 0.8 2. Only temporarily laid off 
648 2.1 3. Looking for work, unemployed 
899 7.4 4. Retired 
459 2.1 5. Permanently disabled 

2,019 12.2 6. Housewife: keep i house ng 
I, 284 5.3 7. Student 

169 0.7 8. Other; mover-out nonresponse from 1979 only if deceased; 
NA, DK 

25,344 27.0 0. Inap.: in institution in both 1978 and 1979 (V30284=51-59 
and V30288=0); individual was born or moved in after the 
1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); not a person age 16 or older (V30286=01-15) 
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V30294 ‘K4 STUDENT? 79’ TLOC= 31864 MD=9 

K47. During 1978 was (he/she) enrolled in school as a full-time or part-time 
student? 

1,552 7.0 1. Full-time student 
164 0.6 3. Part-time student 

I, 198 4.0 5. Not enrolled in school 

34 0.1 9. NA; DK 

35,523 88.3 0. Inap.: in institution in both 1978 and 1979 (V30284=51-59 
and V30288=0); individual was born or moved in after the 
1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000): Head or Wife in 1979 (V30284=01-20 and 
V30285=01 or 02); not a person age 16 or older (V30286=01- 
15) 

V30295 ‘K48 # WKS IN SCHOOL 79’ TLOC= 31865-31866 MD=99 

K48. How many weeks did (he/she) attend school in 1978? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-52 represent the actual number 
of weeks this individual was reported to have spent attending school during 
1978. 

98. Don’t know 
99. NA 

00. Inap.: in institution in both 1978 and 1979 (V30284=51-59 
and V30288=0); individual was born or moved in after the 
1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000): Head or Wife in 1979 (V30284=01-20 and 
V30285=01 or 02); not a person age 16 or older (V30286=01- 
15); not enrolled in school during 1978 (V30294=5 or 9) 

V30296 ‘K49 EDUCATION 79’ TLOC= 31867-31868 MD=99 

K49. What is the highest grade or year of school (he/she) has completed? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1979 interview. A code value of 16 
indicates that this individual is at least a college graduate. This 
variable contains values for 1979 Heads (from 1979 V6754) and Wives/“Wives” 
(from 1979 V6713). although information about completed education is not 
asked annually for them as it is for other family unit members. Recency of 
Heads I data can be ascertained by searching backward through the series of 
variables for whether the family has a new Head (1979 V6724, 1978 V6127, 
1977 V5578, and 1976 V4658). Education information was obtained for all 
Heads in 1975. Recency of Wives’/“Wives’” data can be ascertained by 
searching backward through the series Of variables for whether the family 
has a new Wife/‘Wife” (1979 V6712, 1978 V6115. 1977 V5566, and 1976 V4694). 
Education information was obtained for all Wives/“Wives” in 1975 and was 
collected again in 1976 (V4755) if the Wives’/“Wives’” questionnaire was 
asked. Values of 17 from 1979 V6713 or V6754 were recoded to 16 here to 
ensure comparability of Heads and Wives/“Wives” with other family unit 
members. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30286=01-15) 

V30297 ‘TYPE TAXABLE INCOME 79’ TLOC= 31869 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1978: 
K37. During 1978 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
K43. What was that from? 
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7.471 36.7 1. Labor income only 
472 5.0 2. Asset income only 

2,071 16.6 3. Both labor and asset income 

28,457 41.8 0. Inap.: no taxable income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=001; main 
family nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0) 

V30298 ‘TOT TAXABLE INCOME 79’ TLOC= 31870-31874 

TOTAL 1978 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K41. About how much money did (he/she) earn from work last year? 
K44, How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing da?a were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); no taxable income 
(V30297=0) 

V30299 ‘ACC TOT TXBL INC 79’ TLOC= 318?5 

Accuracy of 1978 Taxable Income for This Individual 

99 0.6 I. Minor assignment 
554 2.1 2. Major assignment 

37,818 97.3 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); no taxable income (V30297=0) 

v30300 ‘TOT HRS WRKD 78 79’ TLDC= 31876-31879 

WORK HOURS IN 1978: 
K38. About how many weeks did (he/she) work last year? 
K39. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1978. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born’or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0): did not work (V30297=0 or 
2) 

v3030 1 ‘ACC TOT HRS WRKD 79/ TLOC= 31880 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1978 

392 1.9 1. Minor assignment 
478 3.0 2. Major assignment 

37.601 95.1 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); did not work (V30297=0 or 2) 

V30302 ‘TOT HRS UNEMP 78 79’ TLOC= 31881-31884 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1978: 
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K45. During 1978 was there any time when (he/she) was laid off or looking 
for work and could not find a job? 

K46. About how many weeks was that? 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 indicate the actual weeks 
unemployed or on strike in 1978 multiplied by 40 to produce annual hours. 
All missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : was not looking for work; individual was born Or 
moved in after the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and 
V30284=00); main family nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1978 (V30283=0000); in an institution in 
both 1978 and 1979 (V30284=51-59 and V30288=0) 

v30303 ‘ACC TOT HRS UNEMP 79’ TLOC= 31885 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Unemployment Hours in 1978 

39 0.1 I. Minor assignment 
45 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38.387 99.8 0. Inap.: no assignment; individilal was born or moved in after 
the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); was not looking for work 
(V30302=0000) 

v30304 ‘TYPE TRANSFER INC 79’ TLOC= 31886-31887 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1978: 
K42. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K43. What was that from? 

258 0.7 01. AOC, AFOC only 
126 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) only 
146 0.4 03. Other welfare only 
867 6.6 04. Social Security only 
221 1.5 05. Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
375 2.1 06. Unemployment compensation only 

98 0.6 07. Workmen’s compensation only 
148 0.8 08. Child support only 
206 1.1 09. Help from relatives only 
263 1.3 10. Other transfers only 

1.071 7.1 15. More than one of the above; any combination 

34,692 77.2 00. Inap.: no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00): main 
family nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1978 (V30283=0000): in an institution in both 1978 and 
1979 (V30284=51-59 and V30288=0) 

v30305 ‘TOT TRANSFER INC 79’. TLOC= 31888-31892 

TOTAL 1978 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K42. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K43. What was that from? 
K44. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); no transfer income 
(v30304=00) 

V30306 ‘ACC TOT TRANS INC 791 TLOC= 31893 

Accuracy of 1978 Transfer Income for This Individual 

51 0.4 1. Minor assignment 
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102 0.4 2. Major assignment 

38.310 99.2 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000): in an institution in both 1978 and 1979 
(V30284=51-59 and V30288=0); no transfer income (V30304=00) 

v30307 ‘MO S/O FAM FORMED 79’ TLOC= 31894-31895 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section 
generation. 

37 0.1 01 
32 0.1 02 
55 0.3 03 
46 0.1 04 
43 0.1 05 
58 0.1 06 
52 0.2 07 
52 0.1 08 
55 0.1 09 
47 0.1 IO 
46 0.2 Ii 
41 0.1 12 
50 0.3 98 

100 0.2 99 

37.757 97.7 00 

I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 

January 
February 
March 
Apri 1 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Moved out of an institution 

NA; DK 

Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); not a splitoff in 1979 (V3028821 or 
V30288=1 and V30289?00) 

V30308 ‘YR S/O FAM FORMED 79’ TLOC= 31896-31997 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
exampl e. a value of 79 indicates a move during the year 1979. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); not a splitoff in 1979 (V3028821 or 
V30288=1 and V30289fOO) 

v30309 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 79’ TLOC= 31898-31901 

1979 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1979 ID Numbers (0001-6373) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1979 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1979 
interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 
(V30283=0000); not a splitoff in 1979 (V30288fl or 
V30288=1 and V30289#00) 

v30310 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 79’ TLOC= 31902-31903 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1979 
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All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1979 have 1979 IO 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1979, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1978 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1979 
have nonzero data for 1979 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1979 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only: codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover- out nonresponse. 

200 01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1978. 

109 02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1978. 

84 03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1978 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1979. 

5 04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1978 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1979. 

316 05. This sample member, although connected with a 1979 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1979 interview. 

109 06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1978 and 1979 interviews. 

98 07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1978 and 1979 interviews. 

323 08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1978 and 1979 interviews. 

IO, 128 09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1979 interview. 

8,502 10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1978 interview. 

18,597 

99. NA: OK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1979 
(V30284=01-20). 

v303 11 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 79’ TLOC= 31904-31906 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1979 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

242 
7 
6 

128 

Ill 
153 

10 
16 
27 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent: some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04. Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
Ii. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

23. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 

24. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 

29. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
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18 31. 

6 32. 

91 41. 
12 42. 

51. 

8 52. 

53. 

IO 59. 

91. 

399 92. 

93. 

IO. 128 97. 

8,502 98. 

99. 

18,597 00. 

entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1978 and 1979 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly inzluded in two or more 
response families at once: this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1979 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Indiviciual moved out of the 1979 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsampl e or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1979 interview (V30283>0000 and V30284=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1978 (V30246=0000 and V30283=0000 or 
V30246>0000 and V30247=71-89 and V30283=0000) 

NA: OK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1979 
(V30284=01-20) 

V30312 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 79' TLOC= 31906-31908 

1979 Individual Weight 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1979 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1979 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1974 but present by 1978 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1974 and moved back into the panel in 1978. the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I, Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the i977 interview 
(V30283>0000 and V30284=00); main family nonresponse by 
1979 or mover-out nonresponse by 1978 (V30283=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1980 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1980 weight (V30342) for the percents. 

v303 13 ‘1980 INTERVIEW NUMBER 80’ TLOC= 31909-31912 

1980 Interview Number (1980 IO Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6533 represent the 1980 IO 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1980. 
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Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1980 interview received the 
1980 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1980 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1979 

v30314 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 80’ TLOC= 31913-31914 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1980 interview. 

18,920 97.1 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1980 
interview 

305 1.9 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1980 
interview 

453 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1979 and i980 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1980. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

69 0.4 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1979 but who died by the 
time of the 1980 interview 

18.724 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1980 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1979 (V30313=0000) 

v30315 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 80’ TLOC= 31915-31916 

1980 Relationship to Head 

6,642 39.3 01. Head in 1980; 1979 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1980 interview 

3,915 22.8 02. Wife in 1980; 1979 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1980 interview 

8,012 36.1 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
children 

120 0.4 04 Brother or sister of Head 
83 0.3 05. Mother or father of Head 

491 0.7 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
270 0.2 07. Other relative: includes in-laws 
200 0.2 08. Nonrelative 

14 0.1 09. Husband of Head (i.e., wife was Head of FU) 

18.724 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1980 interview 
(V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family nonresponse by 
1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 (V30313=0000) 

V30316 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 80' TLOC= 31917-31918 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1980 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1980 interview 
(V30313>0000 and V30314=00): main family nonresponse by 
1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 (V30313=0000) 

v30317 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 80' TLOC= 31919 

1980 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1980 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married: spouse was not in FU at the time of the 
1980 interview; individual was born or moved in after the 
1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
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nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000) 

V30318 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 80’ TLOC= 31920 

1980 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,659 4.7 

92 0.0 

436 0.5 

103 0.7 

69 0.4 
17 0.0 

36.095 93.6 

1 Moved in or born between the 1979 and 1980 interviews; 
splitoff in 1980 

2. Appeared ; did not move in between the 1979 and 1980 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1979 (i.e., listing 
error) 

5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1979 
and 1980 interviews and was not included in a 1980 panel 
FU. 

6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1979 
and 1980 interviews 

7. Living in 1979 but died by the time of the 1980 interview 
8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1979 interview, but 

included in FU for 1979 (usually a listing error) 

0. Inap. : in main family in both 1979 and 1980; in an 
institution in both 1979 and 1980 (V30284=51-59 and 
V30314=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000! 

v30319 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 80’ TLOC= 31921-31922 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

150 
126 
122 
122 
127 
130 
125 
140 
184 
103 
151 
140 

81 

36,770 

0.3 01. January 
0.2 02. February 
0.3 03. March 
0.2 04. Apri 1 
0.3 05. May 
0.3 06. June 
0.3 07. July 
0.3 08 August 
0.7 09. September 
0.2 10. October 
0.3 II. November 
0.2 12. December 

0.1 99. NA: DK 

96. I 00. Inap.: splitoff; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1979 and 1980 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1980 (V30284=51-59 and V30314=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1979 and 1980 (V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 
and V30314=00): main family nonresponse by 1980 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1979 (V30313=0000); stayed in main 
family (V30314=01-20 and V30318=0) 

V30320 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 80’ TLOC= 31923-31924 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 80 indicates a move during the year 1980. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : splitoff: moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1979 and 1980 interviews and was not interviewed for 

1980 (V30284=51-59 and V30314=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1979 and 1980 (V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); individual 
was born or moved in after the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 
and V30314=00); main family nonresponse by 1980 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1979 (V30313=0000); stayed in main 
family (V30314=01-20 and V30318=0); splitoff (V30318=1 and 
v30319=00) 

V3032 1 ‘HR/WEEK HOUSEWORK 80’ TLOC- 31925-31926 MD=99 
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J5. About how much time does your (wife/friend) spend on housework in an 
average week -- 1 mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other 
work around the house? 

J6. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average week? 
(I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house? ) 

J8. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
JS Who is that? 
JIO. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in the average 

week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000); in an institution at time of 1980 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1980 (V30314=51-89) 

V30322 ‘RESPONDENT? 801 TLOC= 31927 MD=9 

Nl. Who was respondent (relation to Head)? 

6.499 40.5 I. This individual was respondent 
13,228 59.4 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized in=iduals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1980 (V30314=51-89) 

20 0.1 9. NA: DK 

18,724 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000) 

V30323 11980 EMPL STATUS 80’ TLDC= 31928 MD=9 

Cl. We would like to know about what you do --are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, a student, (a housewife), or what? 

F2. We would like to know about what your (wife/friend) does--is she working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, a housewife, or what? 

K39. We would like to know what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working now, 
lookino for work, retired, a student, keeping house, or what? 

7,722 43.1 I. Working now 
206 1.0 2. Only temporarily laid off 
707 2.4 3. Looking for work. unemployed 
929 7.6 4. Retired 
488 2.2 5. Permanently disabled 

2,043 11.9 6. Housewife: keeping house 
I, 146 5.0 7. Student 

45 0.1 8. Other 

58 0.0 9. NA; DK 

25,127 26.6 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1980 only if 
deceased (V30314=81-89); in an institutlon in both 1979 and 
1980 (V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30316=01-15) 

V30324 ‘IND A STUDENT? 80’ TLOC= 31929 MD=9 

K50. During 1979 was (he/she) enrolled in school as a full-time or part-time 
student? 

1,455 6.8 I. Full-time student 
182 0.5 3. Part-time student 

1.301 4.3 5. Not enrolled in school 

33 0.0 9. NA: DK 
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35.500 88.3 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out ncnresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000); Head or Wife in 1980 (V30314=01-20 and 
V30315=01 or 02); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30316=01-15) 

V30325 ‘WEEKS IN SCHOOL(K51)? 80’ TLOC= 31930-31931 MD=99 

K51. How many weeks did (he/she) attend school in 1979? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-52 represent the actual number 
of weeks this individual was reported to have spent attending school during 
1979. 

98. Don’t know 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000): Head or Wife in 1980 (V30314=01-20 and 
V30315=01 or 02); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30316=01-15): not enrolled in school during 1979 
(V30324=5 or 9) 

V30326 ‘EDUCATION ATTAINED 80’ TLOC= 31932-31933 MD=99 

K52. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g.. a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1980 interview. A code value of 16 
indicates that this individual is at least a college graduate. This 
variable contains values for 1980 Heads (from 1980 V7387) and Wives/“Wives” 
(from 1980 V7346), although information about completed education is not 
asked annually for them as it is for other family unit members. Recency of 
Heads ’ data can be ascertained by searching backward through the series of 
variables for whether the family has a new Head (1980 V7357, 1979 V6724, 
1978 V6127. 1977 V5578, and 1976 V4658). Education information was obtained 
for all Heads in 1975. Recency of Wives’/“Wives”’ data can be ascertained 
by searching backward through the series of variables for whether the family 
has a new Wife/“Wife” (1980 V7345, 1979 V6712, 1978 V6115, 1977 V5566. and 
1976 V4694). Education information was obtained for all Wives/“Wives” in 
1975 and was collected again in 1976 (V4755) if the Wives’/“Wives’” 
questionnaire was asked. Values of 17 from 1980 V7346 or V7387 were recoded 
to 16 here to ensure comparability of Heads and Wives/“Wives” with other 
family unit members. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=5i-59 and V30318=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30316=01-15) 

V30327 ‘TYPE TAXABLE Y 1979 80’ TLOC- 31934 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1979: 
K40. During 1979 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
K46. What was that from? 

7,728 37.1 I. Labor income on1 y 
482 5.0 2. Asset income only 

2,139 17.2 3. Both labor and asset income 

28,122 40.8 0. Inap. : no taxable income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314500); main 
family nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
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(V30313=0000): in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0) 

v30328 11979 TOT TAXABLE Y 80’ TLDC= 31935-31939 

TOTAL 1979 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K42. About how much money did (he/she) earn from work last year? 
K47. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000): in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0): no taxable income 
(V30327=0) 

v30329 ‘ACC TOT TAXABLE Y 79 801 TLOC= 31940 

Accuracy of 1979 Taxable Income f@r This Individual 

III 0.6 1. Minor assignment 
623 2.2 2. Major assignment 

37,737 97.2 0. Inap.: no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0): no taxable income (V30327=0) 

v30330 ‘HOURS WORKED IN 1979 80’ TLOC= 31941-31944 

WORK HOURS IN 1979: 
K43. About how many weeks did (he/she) work last year? 
K44. During the weeks that (he/she) worked about how many hours did (he/she) 

usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1979. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313%OD0 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0): did not work (V30327=0 or 
2) 

v3033 1 ‘ACC HOURS WORKED 1979 801 TLOC= 31945 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1979 

493 2.5 I. Minor assignment 
353 1.6 2. Major assignment 

37,625 95.9 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); did not work (V30327=0 or 2) 

V30332 ‘HOURS UNEMP IN 1979 80’ TLOC= 31946-31949 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1979: 
K48. During 1979 was there any time when (he/she) was laid off or looking 

for work and could not find a job? 
K49. About how many weeks was that? 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 indicate the actual weeks 
unemployed or on strike in 1979 multiplied by 40 to produce annual hours. 
All missing data were assigned. 
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0000. Inap.: was not looking for work; individual was born or 
moved in after the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and 
V30314=00); main family nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1979 (V30313=0000); in an institution in 
both 1979 and 1980 (V30314=51-59 and V30318=0) 

V30333 ‘ACC HOURS UNEMP 1979 aO/ TLOC= 31950 

Accuracv of This Individual’s Unemployment Hours in 1979 

60 0.2 I. Minor assignment 
55 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38,356 99.7 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=00001: in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); was not looking for work 
(V30332=0000) 

v30334 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 79 80’ TLOC= 31951-31952 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1979: 
K45. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K46. What was that from? 

250 0.8 01. AOC, AFDC only 
126 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) only 
139 0.3 03. Other welfare only 
865 6.4 04. Social Security only 
229 1.5 05. Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
463 2.6 06. Unemployment compensation only 

96 0.5 07. Workmen’s compensation only 
150 1.0 08. Child support only 
211 1.2 09. Help from relatives only 
261 1.5 10. Other transfers only 

1,140 7.5 15. More than one of the above; any combination 

34.541 76.3 00. Inap. : no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1979 (V30313=0000); in an institution in both 1979 and 
1980 (V30314=51-59 and V30318=0) 

v30335 ‘TOTAL TRANSFER Y 79 80) TLOC= 31953-31957 

TOTAL 1979 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K45. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K46. What was that from? 
K47. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

99999. $99.999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=0); no transfer income 
(V30334=00) 

V30336 ‘ACC TRANSFER Y 79 80’ TLOC= 31958 

Accuracv of 1979 Transfer Income for This Individual 

83 0.5 1. Minor assignment 
95 0.4 2. Major assignment 

38,293 99.2 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(v30313=0000); in an institution in both 1979 and 1980 
(V30314=51-59 and V30318=00); no transfer income 
(V30334=00) 
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v30337 ‘MO S/O FAM FORMED 801 TLOC= 31959-31960 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section 
generation. 

54 0.1 01 
42 0.1 02 
25 0.1 03 
34 0.1 04 
53 0.2 05 
71 0.2 06 
36 0.2 07 
58 0.2 08 
39 0.2 09 
53 0.1 10 
41 0.2 ii 
26 0.1 12 
48 0.3 98 

87 0.2 99 

37,804 97.6 00 

I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 

January 
February 
March 
Apt-11 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Moved out of an institution 

NA; DK 

Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by i979 
(V30313=0000); not a splitoff in 1980 (V30318fl or 
V30318=1 and V30319200) 

V30338 ‘YR S/D FAM FORMED 80' TLOC= 31961-31962 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 80 indicates a move during the year 1980. Refer to 
Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA ye?r 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview !V30313>0000 and V30314=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000): not a splitoff in 1980 (V30318#1 or 
V30318=1 and V30319200) 

v30339 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 80’ TLDC= 31963-31966 

1980 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1980 ID Numbers (0001-6533) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1980 
splitoff family: children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1980 
interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 
(V30313=0000): not a splitoff in 1980 (V3031821 or 
V30318=1 and V30319200) 

v30340 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 80’ TLDC= 31967-31968 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1980 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1980 have 1980 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1980, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1979 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1980 
have nonzero data for 1980 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1980 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 
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219 01. 

119 02. 

80 03. 

6 04. 

305 05. 

108 06. 

85 07. 

329 08. 

8,973 09. 

9,327 IO. 

18,920 

99. 

00. 

This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1979. 
This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1979. 
This nonsample individual had been in the 1979 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1980. 
This sample member had been in an institution in 1979 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1980. 
This sample member, although connected with a 1980 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1980 interview. 
This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1979 and 1980 interviews. 
This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1979 and 1980 interviews. 
This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1979 and 1980 interviews. 
This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1980 interview. 
This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1979 interview. 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1980 
(V30314=01-20). 

v3034 1 ‘WHY NONRESPDNSE 80’ TLOC= 31969-31970 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1980 

168 
15 
32 

147 

105 
150 

27 
12 
25 

3 

3 

16 

2 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. . 
04. Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
II. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

examp 1 e , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whlchever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

23. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 

24. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 

29. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

31. This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 

32. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
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105 
15 

18 

2 

395 

8,973 

9,327 

11 

18,920 

41 
42 

This individual died between the 1979 and 1980 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 

51 This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 

52 This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 

53 This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 

59 Other office error 

91 This sample individual moved out of the 1980 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

92 Individual moved out of the 1980 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

93 The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU: this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

97 This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1980 interview (V30313>0000 and V30314=00) 

98 This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1979 (V30283=0000 and V30313=0000 or 
V30283>0000 and V30284=71-89 and V30313=0000) 

99 NA; DK 

00 Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1980 
(V30314=01-20) 

V30342 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 80' TLOC= 31971-31973 

1979 Individual Weiqht, Updated for 1980 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1980 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1980 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I, Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1980 interview 
(V30313>0000 and V30314=00): main family nonresponse by 
1980 or mover-out nonresponse by 1979 (V30313=0000); 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1981 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1981 weight (V30372) for the percents. 

v30343 '1981 INTERVIEW NUMBER ai' TLOC= 31974-31977 

1981 Interview Number (1981 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6620 represent the 1981 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1981. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1981 interview received the 
1981 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1981 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1980 

v30344 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER ai' TLDC= 31978-31979 
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1981 Sequence Number 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1981 interview. 

18,948 97. I 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1981 
interview 

340 2. I 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1981 
interview 

463 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1980 and 1981 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1981. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

44 0.3 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1980 but who died by the 
time of the 1981 interview 

18.676 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1981 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1981 or splitoff 
nonresponse by 1980 (V30343=0000) 

v30345 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD al’ TLOC= 31980-31981 

1981 Relationship to Head 

6,732 39.9 01. Head in 1981; 1980 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1981 interview 

3,896 22.5 02. Wife in 1981; 1980 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1981 interview 

7,975 35.8 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
chi 1 dren 

127 0.4 04. Brother or sister of Head 
95 0.3 05. Father or mother of Head 

502 0.7 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
267 0.2 07. Other relative; includes in-laws 
183 0.1 08. Nonrelative 

18 0. I 09. Husband of Head (i.e.. Wife was Head of FUl 

18.676 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1981 interview 
(V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family nonresponse by 
1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 (V30343=0000) 

V30346 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL al) TLDC= 31982-31983 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1981 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved In after the 1981 interview 
(V30343>0000 and V30344=00): main family nonresponse by 
1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 (V30343=00003 

v30347 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR al’ TLOC= 31904 

1981 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1981 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair withln a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here: the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married; spouse was not in FU at the time of the 
1981 interview: individual was born or moved in after the 
1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000) 

v30348 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT al’ TLOC= 31985 

1981 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 
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I, 357 3.8 

83 0.1 

I. 

2. 

434 0.4 5. 

123 0.8 6. 

44 0.3 7. 

33 0.1 8. 

Moved in or born between the 1980 and 1981 interviews; 
splitoff in 1981 
Appeared : did not move in between the 1980 and 1981 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1980 (i.e., listing 
error) 
Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1980 
and 1981 interviews and was not included in a 1981 panel FU 
Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1980 
and 1981 interviews 
Living in 1980 but died by the time of the 1981 interview 

Disappeared: moved out prior to the 1980 interview, but 
included in FU for 1980 (usually a listing error) 

36,397 94.6 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1980 and 1981; in an 
institution in both 1980 and 1981 (V30314=51-59 and 
v30344=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000) 

v30349 ‘MDNTH MOVED IN/OUT ai’ not- 31986-31987 MD=99 

124 0.3 
119 0.3 
104 0.2 

70 0.2 
99 0.2 

150 0.4 
137 0.3 
145 0.4 
173 0.6 
102 0.2 
126 0.3 
122 0.3 

87 0.1 

36,904 96.3 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04 
05. 
06. 
07 . 
08. 
09. 
10. 
ii. 
12. 

99. 

00. 

January 
February 
March 
Apri 1 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

NA; DK 

Inap.: splitoff; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1980 and 1981 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1981 (V30314=51-59 and V30344=71-80): individual was born 
or moved in after the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and 
V30344=00); main family nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1980 (V30343=0000); in an institution in 
both 1980 and 1981 (V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); stayed in 
main family (V30344=01-20 and V30348=0) 

v30350 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

811 not= 31988-31989 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 81 indicates a move during the year 1981. 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : moved from institution to own FU between the 1980 
and 1981 interviews and was not interviewed for 1981 
(V30314=51-59 and V30344=71-80); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and 
V30344=00); main family nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1980 (V30343=0000); in an instltution in 
both 1980 and 1981 (V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); stayed in 
main family (V30344=01-20 and V30348=0); splitoff 
(V30348=1 and V30349=00) 

v3035 1 ‘HR/WEEK ON HDUSEWRK ai’ TLDC= 31990-31991 MD=99 

J5. About how much time does your (wife/friend) spend on housework in an 
average week -- I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other 
work around the house? 

J6. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average week? 
(I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house? ) 
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J8. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
J9. Who is that? 
JIO. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an averaqe week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none: individual was born or moved in after the 
1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(V30343=0000); in an institution at time of 1981 interview 
or mover-out nonresponse from 1981 (V30344=51-89) 

V30352 ‘RESPONDENT? 81’ TLOC= 31992 MD=9 

M41. Who was vour Respondent? Indicate relationship to Head 

6,589 41.5 1. This individual was respondent 
13,189 58.5 5. This individual was not respondent; includes - 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1981 (V30344=51-89) 

17 0.1 9. NA; DK 

18,676 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000) 

v30353 ‘EMPLOYMENT STAT 81’ TLDC= 31993 MD=9 

Cl. We would like to know about what you do--are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, a student, (a housewife), or what? 

F2. We would like to know what your (wife/friend) does--is she working now. 
looking for work, retired, a student, a housewife, or what? 

K33. We would like to know what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working now, 
lookina for work, retired, a student, keeping house, or what? 

7,587 42.6 1. Working now 
176 0.7 2. Only temporarily laid off 
837 2.6 3. Looking for work, unemployed 
985 8.1 4. Retired 
487 2.1 5. Permanently disabled 

2.054 11.9 6. Housew i f e ; keeping house 
1,213 5.6 7. Student 

34 0.1 8. Other 

61 0.1 9. NA; DK 

25,037 26.3 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(V30343=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1981 only if 
deceased (V30344=81-89); in an institution in both 1980 and 
1981 (V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30346=01-15) 

v30354 ‘WHETHER STUDENT 81’ TLOC’ 31994 MD=9 

K44. During 1980 was (he/she) enrolled in school as a full-time or part-time 

1,407 6.6 I. Full-time student 
A74 0.7 3. Part-time student 

1,426 4.6 5. Not enrolled in school 

36 0.0 9. NA; OK 

35,428 88.1 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); Head or Wife in 1981 
(V30344=01-20 and V30345=01 or 02); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30346=01-15) 
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v30355 ‘# WEEKS IN SCHOOL 81’ TLOC= 31995-31996 MD=99 

The values for this variable in the range 01-52 represent the actual number 
of weeks this individual was reported to have spent attending school during 
1980. 

98. Don’t know 
99. NA 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(V30343=0000); Head or Wife in 1981 (V30344=01-20 and 
V30345=01 or 02); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30346=01-15); not enrolled in school during 1980 
(V30354=5 or 9) 

V30356 ‘COMPLETED EDUC 81’ TLOC= 31997-31998 MD=99 

K46. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1981 interview. A code value of 16 
indicates that this individual is at least a college graduate. This 
variable contains values for 1981 Heads (from 1981 V8039) and Wives/“Wives” 
(from 1981 V7998), although information about completed education is not 
asked annually for them as it is for other family unit members. Recency of 
Heads ’ data can be ascertained by searching backward through the series of 
variables for whether the family has a new Head (1981 V8009. 1980 V7357, 
1979 V6724, 1978 V6127, 1977 V5578, and 1976 V4658). Education information 
was obtained for all Heads in 1975. Recency of Wives’/“Wives’” data can be 
ascertained by searching backward through the series of variables for 
whether the family has a new Wife/“Wife” (1981 V7997. 1980 V7345, 1979 
V6712. 1978 V6ll5. 1977 V5566, and 1976 V4694). Education information was 
obtained for al 1 Wives/“Wives” in 1975 and was collected again in 1976 
(V4755) if the Wives’/“Wives’” questionnaire was asked. Values of 17 from 
1981 V7998 or V8039 were recoded to 16 here to ensure comparability of Heads 
and Wives/“Wives” with other family unit members. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(V30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30346=01-15) 

v30357 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 1980 81’ TLOC= 31999 

TYPE DF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1980: 
K34. During 1980 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
K40. What was that from? 

7,718 37.1 I. Labor income only 
496 5.1 2. Asset income only 

2.139 17.0 3. Both labor and asset income 

28.118 40.8 0. Inap. : no taxable income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0) 

V30358 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME 80 81 I TLOC= 32000-32004 

TOTAL 1980 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K36. About how much did (he/she) earn from work last year? 
K41. How much was that last year? 
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The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxabie income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

9999s. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); no taxable income 
(V30357=0) 

v30359 ‘ACC TOT TXBL Y 80 81’ TLDC= 32005 

Accuracy of 1980 Taxable Income for This Individual 

132 0.7 1. Minor assignment 
650 2.0 2. Major assignment 

I, 149 7.6 9. Accuracy code not correctly calculated 

36,540 89.6 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); no taxable income (V30357=0) 

V30360 ‘ANN WORK HRS 80 81’ TLDC= 32006-32009 

WORK HOURS IN 1980: 
K37. About how many weeks did (he/she) work last year? 
K38. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1980. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000): in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); did not work (V30357=0 or 
2) 

V3036 1 ‘ACCANNWRKHRS80 81’ TLOC= 32010 

Accuracv of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1980 

521 2.4 I. Minor assignment 
387 1.8 2. Major assignment 

37,563 95.8 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); did not work (V30357=0 or 2) 

V30362 ‘ANN UNEMP HRS 80 81’ TLOC= 32011-32014 

ANNUAL HOURS OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1980: 
K42. During 1980 was there any time when (he/she) was laid off or looking 

for work and could not find a job? 
K43. About how many weeks was that7 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-2080 indicate the actual weeks 
unemployed or on strike in 1980 multiplied by 40 to produce annual hours. 
All missing data were asslgned. 

0000. Inap. : was not looking for work; individual was born or 
moved in after the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and 
V30344=00); main family nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1980 (V30343=0000): in an institution in 
both 1980 and 1981 (V30344=51-59 and V30348=0) 

V30363 ‘ACCANNUNEMPHR80 81’ TLOC= 32015 
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Accuracy of This Individual’s Unemployment Hours in 1980 

35 0.1 I. Minor assignment 
53 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38,383 99.8 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(V30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); was not looking for work 
(V30362=0000) 

V30364 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 80 81’ TLOC= 32016-32017 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1980: 
K39. Did (he/she) have any other income last year? 
K40. What was that from? 

278 0.8 01. ADC, AFOC only 
132 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) only 
154 0.4 03. Other welfare only 
904 6.6 04. Social Security only 
230 1.6 05. Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
561 3.1 06. Unemployment compensation only 

97 0.5 07. Workmen’s compensation only 
146 1.0 08. Child support only 
272 1.5 09. Help from relatives only 
294 1.4 IO. Other transfers only 

1,180 7.7 15. More than one of the above: any combination 

34,223 74.9 00. Inap.: no transfer income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1980 (V30343=0000); in an institution in both 1980 and 
1981 (V30344=51-59 and V30348=0) 

V30365 ‘TOT TRANSFER Y 80 81’ TLOC= 32018-32022 

TOTAL 1980 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K39. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K40. What was that from? 
K41. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000): in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); no transfer income 
(V30364=00) 

V30366 ‘ACC TOT TRNSFR Y 80 81’ TLOC= 32023 

Accuracy of 1980 Transfer Income for This Individual 

72 0.3 I. Minor assignment 
116 0.5 2. Major assignment 

38,283 99.2 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000): in an institution in both 1980 and 1981 
(V30344=51-59 and V30348=0); no transfer income (V30364=00) 

V30367 ‘MONTH S/O FAN FORMED 81’ TLOC= 32024-32025 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

54 0.2 01. January 
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29 0. I 
24 0. I 
14 0.1 
31 0. I 
61 0.2 
17 0.0 
51 0.2 
33 0.1 
30 0. I 
34 0.1 
44 0.1 
37 0.3 

38 0.0 

37,974 98,3 

02. 
03 
04 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
OS. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
98. 

99. 

00. 

February 
March 
Apri 1 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Moved out of an institution 

NA; DK 

Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(v30343=0000) ; not a splitoff in 1981 (V30348fl or 
V30348=1 and V30349200) 

V30368 ‘YEAR S/O FAM FORMED 81’ TLOC= 32026-32027 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 81 indicates a move during the year 1981. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(V30343=0000); not a splitoff in 1981 (V3034821 or 
V30348=1 and V30349200) 

V30369 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/D 81’ TLOC= 32028-32031 

1981 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1981 ID Numbers (0001-6620) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads. Wives, or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1981 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1981 
interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 
(V30343=0000): not a splitoff in 1981 (V30348fl or 
V30348=1 and V30349#00) 

v30370 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 81’ TLOC= 32032-32033 MD=99 

Tvpe of Individual Data Record in 1981 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1981 have 1981 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1981. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1980 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1981 
have nonzero data for 1981 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1981 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

213 

113 

121 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1980. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1980. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1980 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1981. 
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4 

340 

76 06 

68 07. 

363 08. 

8,045 OS. 

10,180 IO. 

18,948 

04. 

05. 

99. 

00. 

This sample member had been in an institution in 1980 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1981. 
This sample member, although connected with a 1981 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1981 interview. 
This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1980 and 1981 interviews. 
This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1980 and 1981 interviews. 
This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1980 and 1981 interviews. 
This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1981 interview. 
This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1980 interview. 

NA: DK 

Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1981 
(V30344=01-20). 

v3037 1 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 81’ TLDC= 32034-32035 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1981 

Indivi 
(under 

228 

A 

147 
2 

i 14 
158 

19 
27 
25 

14 

6 

89 
29 

duals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
I 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04. Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
II. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

23. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 

24. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 

29. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

31. This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 

32. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 

41. This individual died between the 1980 and 1981 interviews. 
42. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 

became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 

51. This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsamole: office error. 
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4 52. 

53. 

8 59. 

91. 

419 92. 

93. 

8.045 97. 

10,180 98. 

2 99. 

18,948 00. 

This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1981 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1981 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU: this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1981 interview (V30343>0000 and V30344=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1980 (V30313=0000 and V30343=0000 or 
V30313>0000 and V30314=71-89 and V30343=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1981 
(V30344=01-20) 

V30372 ‘INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 81’ TLOC= 32036-32038 

1979 Individual Weight, Updated for 1981 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1981 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1981 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I. Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1981 interview 
(V30343>0000 and V30344=00): main family nonresponse by 
1981 or mover-out nonresponse by 1980 (V30343=0000): 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1982 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1982 weight (V30398) for the percents. 

v30373 ‘1982 INTERVIEW NUMBER 82’ TLOC= 32039-32042 

1982 Interview Number (1982 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6742 represent the 1982 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1982. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1982 interview received the 
1982 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1982 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1981 

v30374 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1982 Sequence Number 

82’ TLOC= 32043-32044 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1982 interview. 

19.172 96.9 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1982 
interview 
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328 2.1 51-5s. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1982 
interview 

538 0.6 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1981 and 1982 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1982. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

74 0.4 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1981 but died by the 
time of the 1982 interview 

18,359 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1982 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1981 (V30373=0000) 

v30375 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 82’ TLOC= 32045-32046 

1982 Relationship to Head 

6.874 40.5 01. Head in 1982: 1981 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1982 interview 

3,926 22.3 02. Wife in 1982; 1981 Wife who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1982 interview 

8,034 35.3 03. Son or daughter; includes stepchildren and adopted 
children 

134 0.4 04. Brother or sister of Head 
106 0.3 05. Father or mother of Head 
520 0.7 06. Grandchild or great-grandchild 
261 0.3 07. Other relative: includes in-laws 
238 0.1 08. Nonrelative 

19 0.1 09. Husband of Head (i.e.. wife was Head of FU) 

18,359 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1982 interview 
(V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family nonresponse by 
1982 or mover-out by 1981 (V30373=0000) nonresponse 

V30376 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 82’ TLOC= 32047-32048 MD=99 

Aoe at the Time of the 1982 Interview 

02-97 represent the actual age The values for this variable in the range 
the individual in years 

01. Newborn up to second bi 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or 

Of 

rthday 

moved in after the I 982 interv iew 
(V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family nonresponse by 
1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 (V30373=0000) 

v30377 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 82’ TLOC= 32049 

1982 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1982 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here; the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usual ly, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married; spouse was not in FU at the time of the 
1982 interview; individual was born or moved in after the 
1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(v30373=0000) 

V30378 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 82’ TLOC= 32050 

1982 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,407 4.0 I. Moved in or born between the 1981 and 1982 interviews; 
splitoff in 1982 

95 0.0 2. Appeared ; did not move in between the 1981 and 1982 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1981 (i.e.. listing 
error) 

497 0.6 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1981 
and 1982 interviews and was not included in a 1982 panel FU 
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79 0.6 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1981 
and 1982 interviews 

74 0.4 7. Living in 1981 but died by the time of the 1982 interview 
43 0.1 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1981 interview, but 

included in FU for 1981 (usually a listing error) 

36,276 94.4 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1981 and 1982; in an 
institution in both 1981 and 1982 (V30344=51-59 and 
v30374=51-59): individual was born or moved in after the 
1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000) 

v30379 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 82’ TLOC= 32051-32052 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

131 0.3 01 January 
108 0.2 02. February 
158 0.4 03. March 
154 0.3 04. Apri 1 
135 0.3 05. May 
134 0.3 06. June 

97 0.3 07. July 
157 0.4 08. August 
159 0.6 09. September 
131 0.2 10. October 
107 0.2 II. November 
129 0.3 12. December 

85 0.1 99. NA: DK 

36,786 96.3 00. Inap.: splitoff; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1981 and 1982 interviews and was not interviewed for 

1982 (V30344=51-59 and V30374=71-80): individual was born 
or moved in after the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and 
V30374=00); main family nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1981 (V30373=0000); in an institution in 
both 1981 and 1982 (V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); stayed in 
main family (V30374=01-20 and V30378=0) 

V30380 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

82’ TLOC= 32053-32054 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 82 indicates a move during the year 1982. 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : moved from institution to own FU between the 1981 
and 1982 interviews and was not interviewed for 1982 
(V30344=51-59 and V30374=71-80); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and 
V30374=00); main family nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1981 (V30373=0000); in an institution in 
both 1981 and 1982 (V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); stayed in 
main family (V30374=01-20 and V30378=0); splitoff 
(V30378=1 and V30379=00) 

V3038 1 ‘RESPONDENT? 82’ TLOC= 32055 MD=9 

TNI. Who was vour Respondent? Indicate relationship to Head: 

6,716 42.4 I. This individual was respondent 
13.370 57.5 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized Individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1982 (V30374=51-89) 

26 0.1 9. NA; DK 

18,359 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(v30373=0000) 

V30382 ‘EMPLOYMENT STATUS 82’ TLOC= 32056 MD=9 
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Cl. We would like to know about what you do-- are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, a student, (a housewife), or what? 

F2. We would like to know about what your (wife/friend) does--is she working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, a housewife, or what? 

K37. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, keepino house, or what? 

7,495 41.5 1. Working now 
217 I.1 2. Only temporarily laid off 

1,040 3.6 3. Looking for work, unemployed 
950 7.5 4. Retired 
495 2.2 5. Permanently disabled 

2.063 11.8 6. Housewife; keep i ng house 
1.303 6.0 7. Student 

23 0.1 8. Other 

57 0.1 9. NA; DK 

24,828 26.0 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000): mover-out nonresponse for 1982 only if 
deceased (V30374=81-89); in an institution in both 1981 and 
1982 (V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30376=01-15) 

V30383 ‘WHETHER STUDENT 82’ TLDC= 32057 MD=9 

K46. During 1981 was (he/she) enrolled in school as a full-time or part-time 
student? 

1,404 6.6 1. Full-time student 
171 0.6 3. Part-time student 

1,496 4.6 5. Not enrolled in school 

54 0.2 9. NA; DK 

35.346 88.1 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000): Head or Wife in 1982 (V30374=01-20 and 
V30375=01 or 02); in an institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0): not a person age 16 or older 
(V30376=01-15) 

V30384 ‘COMPLETED EDUCATION 82’ TLDC= 32058-32059 MD=99 

K47. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 
completed? 

The values for this variable (01-16) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g.. a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1982 interview. A code value of 16 
indicates that this individual is at least a college graduate. This 
variable contains values for 1982 Heads (from 1982 V8663) and Wives/“Wives” 
(from 1982 V8622). although information about completed education is not 
asked annually for them as it is for other family unit members. Recency of 
Heads ’ data can be ascertained by searching backward through the series of 
variables for whether the family has a new Head (1982 V8633, 1981 V8009. 
1980 V7357. 1979 V6724. 1978 V6127, 1977 V5578. and 1976 V4658). Education 
information was obtained for all Heads in 1975. Recency of Wives’/“Wives’” 
data can be ascertained by searching backward through the series of 
variables for whether the family has a new Wife/“Wife” (1982 V8621, 1981 
v7997, 1980 V7345, 1979 V6712, 1978 V6115. 1977 V5566. and 1976 V4694). 
Education information was obtained for all Wives/“Wives” in 1975 and was 
collected again in 1976 (V4755) if the Wives’/“Wives’” questionnaire was 
asked. Values of 17 from 1982 V8622 or V8663 were recoded to 16 here to 
ensure comparability of Heads and Wives/“Wives” with other family unit 
members. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(v30373=0000); in an institution in both 1981 and 1982 
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(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30376=01-15) 

V30385 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 81 82) TLDC= 32060 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1981: 
K38. During 1981 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
K44. What was that from? 

7,663 36.8 I. Labor income 
601 6.0 2. Asset income 

2,156 17.1 3. Both labor and asset income 

28,051 40.1 0. Inap.: no taxable income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000); in institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0) 

V30386 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME 81 82’ TLOC= 32061-32065 

TOTAL 1981 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K40. About how much money did (he/she) earn from work last year? 
K45. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000); in institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); no taxable income 
(V30385=0) 

V30387 ‘ACC TOT TXBL Y 81 82’ TLDC= 32066 

Accuracy Of 1981 Taxable Income for This Individual 

114 0.7 I. Minor assignment 
621 2.1 2. Major assignment 

1,142 7.5 9. Accuracy code not correctly calculated 

36,594 89.7 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000): in an institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); no taxable income (V30385=0) 

V30388 ‘ANN WORK HRS 81 82/ TLDC= 32067-32070 

WORK HOURS IN 1981: 
K41. About how many weeks did (he/she) work last year? 
K42. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1981. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(v30373=0000); in an institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0): did not work (V30385=0 or 
2) 

V30389 ‘ACC ANN WRK HRS 81 82’ TLOC= 32071 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1981 

448 2.1 I. Minor assignment 
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362 1.7 2. Major assignment 

37,661 96.2 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(v30373=0000); in an institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); did not work (V30385=0 or 2) 

v30390 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 81 82’ TLDC= 32072-32073 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1981: 
K43. Did (he/she) have any other income last year? 
K44. What was that from? 

281 0.8 01. ADC, AFDC only 
139 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income, SSI only 
152 0.4 03. Other Welfare only 
958 6.8 04. Social Security only 
241 1.5 05. Other retirement pensions, pay, or annuities only 
602 3.1 06. Unemployment compensation only 

81 0.5 07. Workmen’s Compensation only 
156 1.1 08. Child support only 
285 1.6 09. Help from relatives only 
253 1.3 10. Other transfers only 

1 0.0 11. This code value is erroneous 
I, 207 8. I 15. More than one of the above; any combination 

34,115 74.3 00. Inap. : no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1981 (V30373=0000); in an institution in both 1981 and 
1982 (V30374=51-59 and V30378=0) 

v3039 1 ‘TOT TRANSFER Y 81 82’ TLOC= 32074-32078 

TOTAL 1981 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K43. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K44. What was that from? 
K45. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000): in an institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); no transfer income 
(v30390=00) 

V30392 ‘ACC TOT TRNSFR Y 81 82’ TLDC= 32079 

Accuracv of 1981 Transfer Income for This Individual 

96 0.5 I. Minor assignment 
103 0.3 2. Major assignment 

38,272 99.2 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(v30373=0000); in an institution in both 1981 and 1982 
(V30374=51-59 and V30378=0); no transfer income (V30390=00) 

v30393 ‘MONTH S/O FAM FORMED 82’ TLDC= 32080-32081 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

37 0.1 01. January 
38 0.1 02. February 
34 0.1 03. March 
33 0.1 04. April 
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29 0 2 05 
42 0 2 06 
26 0 1 07 
40 0 2 08 
35 0 2 09 
40 0 I IO 
38 0 2 11 
31 0 I 12 
39 0 3 98 

37 0 0 99 

37.972 98 I 00 

May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
Dctober 
November 
December 
Moved out of an institution 

NA; DK 

Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000): not a splitoff in 1982 (V30378fl or 
V30378=1 and V30379200) 

v30394 ‘YEAR S/D FAM FORMED 82’ TLDC= 32082-32083 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred is coded here. For 
example, a value of 82 indicates a move during the year 1982. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(V30373=0000); not a splitoff in 1982 (V30378?1 or 
V30378=1 and V30379fOO) 

v30395 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 82’ TLDC= 32084-32087 

1982 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1982 ID Numbers (0001-6742) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1982 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1982 
interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 
(v30373=0000); not a splitoff in 1982 (V30378Pl or 
V30378=1 and V30379100) 

V30396 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 82’ TLOC= 32088-32089 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1982 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1982 have 1982 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1982. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1981 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1982 
have not-zero data for 1982 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1982 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

i56 

57 

56 

2 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1981. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1981. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1981 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1982. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1981 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1982. 
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328 

100 

114 

398 

7,033 

11.055 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1982 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1982 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1981 and 1982 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1981 and 1982 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1981 and 1982 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1982 interview. 

IO. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1981 interview. 

19,172 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1982 
(V30374=01-20). 

v30397 ‘WHY NDNRESPDNSE 82’ TLOC= 32090-32091 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1982 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

174 

3 

58 

118 
154 

15 
18 
27 

3 

14 

2 

31. 

32. 

113 41. 
16 42. 

9 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04. 
05. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

51. 

52. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost: unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
examp 1 e , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above: for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1981 and 1982 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
off ice error. 
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2 

485 

7.033 

Ii.055 

19.172 

53 

59 

91 

92 Individual moved out of the 1982 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

93 The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

97 This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1982 interview (V30373>0000 and V30374=00) 

98 This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1981 (V30343=0000 and V30373=0000 or 
V30333>0000 and V30344=71-89 and V30373=0000) 

99 NA; DK 

00 Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1982 
(V30374=01-20) 

This individual was mistakenly included in two or 
response families at once; this record is the dupl 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1982 main 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason f 
nonresponse is NA. 

more 
icate. 

family 
or 

V30398 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 82’ TLDC= 32092-32094 

1979 Individual Weiqht, Updated for 1982 

This variable is not-zero only for sample members associated with a 1982 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1982 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I, Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1982 interview 
(V30373>0000 and V30374=00): main family nonresponse by 
1982 or mover-out nonresponse by 1981 (V30373=0000): 
nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1983 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1983 weight (V30428) for the percents. 

v30399 ‘1983 INTERVIEW NUMBER 83’ TLOC= 32095-32098 

1983 Interview Number (1983 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6852 represent the 1983 IO 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1983. 
Individuals moving in or born subsequent to the 1983 interview received the 
1983 ID number of the family to which they moved. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1983 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1982 

v30400 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1983 Sequence Number 

83’ TLOC= 32099-32100 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1983 interview. 

19.424 97. I 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1983 
interview 

325 2. I 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1983 
interview 
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511 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions between the 1982 and 1983 interviews but 
who were not included in another responding FU for 
1983. All such individuals were nonresponse. 

67 0.3 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1982 but died by the 
time of the 1983 interview 

18.144 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1983 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1982 (V30399=0000) 

v30401 'RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 83' TLOC= 32101-32102 

1983 Relationship to Head 

Note that these relationships are those to the 1982 Head for any individual 
whose 1983 sequence number (V30400) is greater than 50. that is, has moved 
out of the FU. Thus, for example, if the 1982 Head is no longer present at 
the time of the 1983 interview, his or her relationship to Head is coded 10; 
the new 1983 Head also is coded 10. Therefore, to select current Heads, the 
user must select those coded IO in this variable whose sequence numbers 

40.7 IO. 

3,829 22.2 20. 

185 0.4 22. 

7,270 32.8 30. 

660 33. 

101 35. 

30 37. 

14 

133 

38. 

40. 

53 47. 

I 48. 

100 

53 

50. 

57. 

I 

1.9 

0. I 

0.0 

0.0 

0.4 

0. I 

0.3 

0. I 

0.7 

0.0 

0.0 

58. 

472 60. 

19 

17 

3 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

Head in 1983: 1982 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1983 interview 

Legal wife in 1983: 1982 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1983 interview 

“Wife”--female cohabitor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more or who was present in the 1982 family, since 
consecutive izerviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart; 1982 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1983 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchi 1 dren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not children of Head) 

Son or daughter of “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whose mother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law of Head; i.e., brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only leaal 
wife’s (code 20) grandchildren; those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only legal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren; those of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 201 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 
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75 

19 

14 

2 

13 

4 

32 

163 

21 

II 

I 

5 

46 

18.144 

0. I 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.1 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

83. 

88. 

so. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

00. 

Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 

Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 
child‘s parent is coded 88) 

First-year cohabitor of Head 

Legal husband of Head 

Other relative of Head 

Other relative of legal wife (code 20) 

Other relative of cohabitor (the cohabitor’s code=22 or 
88) 

Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU. etc.) 

Individual was born or moved in after the 1983 interview 
(V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family nonresponse by 
1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 (V30399=0000) 

V30402 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 83’ TLOC= 32103-32104 MD=99 

Aoe at the Time of the 1983 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age 
reported of the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. See 
V30425 for an age variable that is generated from birth date information. 
Consistency of V30402 with V30403-V30404 was not forced unless it was clear 
that the interviewer made an error in recording the individual’s age or birth 
date. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 old or more years 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1983 interview 
(V30399>0000 and V30400=00): main family nonresponse by 
1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 (V30399=0000) 

v30403 ‘MONTH IND BORN 83’ TLOC= 32105-32106 MD=99 

Month of Birth 

1,765 
1,540 
1,687 
I ,500 
1,601 
1,596 
1,677 
1.791 
1.796 
1.696 
1,669 
I .644 

365 

18,144 

8.5 01. January 
7.4 02. February 
8.3 03. March 
7.5 04. April 
8.4 05. May 
8.2 06. June 
8.2 07. July 
9.1 08. August 
9. I 09. September 
8.3 10. October 
B.3 Il. November 
7.8 12. December 

0.9 99. NA: DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1983 interview 
(V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family nonresponse by 
1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 (V30399=0000) 

v30404 ‘YEAR IND BORN 83’ TLOC= 32107-32110 MD=9999 

Year of Birth 

The actual year of birth is coded here. 

9999. NA; DK 
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0000. Individual was born or moved in after the 1983 interview 
(V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family nonresponse by 
1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 (V30399=0000) 

v30405 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 83’ TLOC= 32111 

1983 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1983 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the Second. a 
value of 2, etc. Usually. the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married or cohabiting; spouse was not in FU at 
the time of the 1983 interview; individual was born or 
moved in after the 1983 interview (V30399>0000 and 
V30400=00); main family nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1982 (V30399=0000) 

V30406 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 83’ TLOC= 32112 

1983 Moved In/Moved Dut Indicator 

1,544 4.3 1. Moved in or born between the 1982 and 1983 interviews: 
spl itoff in 1983 

95 0.0 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1982 and 1983 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1982 (i.e.. listing 
error) 

496 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1982 
and 1983 interviews and was not included in a 1983 panel FU 

103 0.6 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1982 
and 1983 interviews 

67 0.3 7. Living in 1982 but died by the time of the 1983 interview 
22 0.1 8. Disappeared: moved out prior to the 1982 interview, but 

included in FU for 1982 (usually a listing error) 

36,144 94.2 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1982 and 1983; in an 
institution in both 1982 and 1983 (V30374=51-59 and 
V30400=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(v30399=0000) 

v30407 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 83’ TLOC= 32113-32114 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

134 0.3 01. January 
109 0.2 02. February 

99 0.2 03. March 
131 0.2 04. April 
158 0.4 05. May 
163 0.4 06. June 
136 0.3 07. July 
162 0.4 08. August 
193 0.7 09. September 
134 0.3 10. October 
152 0.3 II. November 
146 0.3 12. December 

78 0.1 99. NA; DK 

36,676 96.1 00. Inap. : spl itoff: individual was born or moved in after the 
1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1982 and 1983 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1983 (V30374=51-59 and V30400=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1982 and 1983 (V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); stayed in 
main family (V30400=01-20 and V30406=0) 

v30400 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

83/ TLOC= 32115-32116 MD=99 
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The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 83 indicates a move during the year 1983. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1982 and 1983 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1983 (V30374=51-59 and V30400=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1982 and 1983 (V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); stayed in 
main family (V30400=01-20 and V30406=0): splitoff 
(V30406=i and V30407=00) 

v30409 ‘WEEKLY HOUSEWORK 83’ TLDC= 32117-32118 MD=99 

J5. About how much time does your (wife/friend) spend on housework in an 
average week -- I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other 
work around the house? 

J6. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on hOuSeWOrK in an average week? 
(I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house? ) 

J8. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
J9. Who is that? 
JIO. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average 

week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NC; OK 

00. Inap.: none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
( V30399=0000) ; in an institution or mover-out nonresponse 
for 1983 (V30400=51-89) 

v30410 ‘RESPONDENT? 83/ TLOC= 32119 MD=9 

TNI. Who was your Respondent? Indicate relationship to Head: 

6,829 42.9 1. This individual was respondent 
13.477 56.9 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1983 (V30400=51-89) 

21 0.1 9. NA; OK 

18,144 0. This individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(v30399=0000) 

v304 11 ‘EMPLOYMENT STATUS 83’ TLOC= 32120 

Cl. We would like to know about what you do --are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, a student, (a housewife), or what? 

F2. We would like to know about what your (wife/friend) does--is she working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, a housewife, or what? 

K37. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now. lookina for work, retired, a student, keepinq house, or what? 

7,613 42.0 I. Working now 
181 0.9 2. Only temporarily laid off 

1,173 3.9 3. Looking for work, unemployed 
1,043 8.3 4. Retired 

416 1.7 5. Permanently disabled 
2.116 12.0 6. Housewife; keep i ng house 
I, 164 5.2 7. Student 

51 0.2 8. Other 

101 0.2 9. NA: OK 
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24,613 25.7 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1983 only if 
deceased (V30400=81-89); in an institution in both 1982 and 
1983 (V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30402=01-15) 

V30412 ‘WHETHER STUDENT 83’ TLOC= 32121 MD=9 

K46. During 1982 was (he/she) enrolled in school as a full-time or part-time 

1,353 6.2 Full-time student 
181 0.7 A: Part-time student 

1,546 4.6 5. Not enrolled in school 

56 0.2 9. NA; DK 

35,335 88.4 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); Head or Wife in 1983 (V30400=01-20 and 
V30401=10. 20 or 22); in an institution in both 1982 and 
1983 (V30400=51-59 and V30406=0): not a person age 16 or 
older (V30402=01-15) 

v30413 ‘COMPLETED EDUCATION 83’ TLOC= 32122-32123 MD=99 

K47. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 

The values for this variable (01-17) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g.. a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1983 interview. A code value of 17 
indicates that this individual has completed at least some postgraduate 
work. This variable contains values for 1983 Heads (from 1983 V9349) and 
Wives/“Wives” (from 1983 V9308). although information about completed 
education is not asked annually for them as it is for other family unit 
members. See family-level V9422 and V9423 for recency of Heads’ and Wives’/ 
“Wives’” data respectively. 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399sOOOO and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(v30399=0000): in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30402=01-15) 

v30414 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 82 83’ TLOC= 32124 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1982: 
K38. During 1982 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
K44. What was that from? 

7.531 35.8 1. Labor income 
706 7.0 2. Asset income 

2,294 17.9 3. Both labor and asset income 

27,940 39.4 0. Inap. : no taxable income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(v30399=0000); in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0) 

v30415 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME 82 83’ TLOC= 32125-32130 

TOTAL 1982 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K40. About how much money did (he/she) earn from work last year? 
K45. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 indicate the amount 
of total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
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assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0003 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=00001; in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); no taxable income 
(V30414=0) 

V304 16 ‘ACC TOT TXBL Y 82 83’ TLOC= 32131 

Accuracv of 1982 Taxable Income for This Individual 

194 0.9 I. Minor assignment 
630 2.4 2. Major assignment 

I, 132 7.5 9. Accuracy code not correctly calculated 

36.515 89.2 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(v30399=0000); in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); no taxable income (V30414=0) 

v304 17 ‘ANN WORK HRS 82 83’ TLOC= 32132-32135 

WORK HOURS IN 1982: 
K41. About how many weeks did (he/she) work last year? 
K42. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1982. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(v30399=0000): in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0): did not work (V30414=0 or 
2) 

V30418 ‘ACC ANN WRK HRS 82 83’ TLOC= 32136 

Accuracv of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1982 

497 2.3 1. Minor assignment 
319 1.5 2. Major assignment 

37 655 96.1 0. Inap.: no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); did not work (V30414=0 or 2) 

v304 19 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 82 83/ TLOC= 32137-32138 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1982: 
K43. Did (he/she) have any other income last year? 
K44. What was that from? 

273 0.8 01. ADC, AFOC only 
135 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income, SSI only 
172 0.4 03. Other Welfare only 
969 7.0 04. Social Security only 
243 1.6 05. Other retirement pensions, pay. or annuities only 
758 3.9 06. Unemployment compensation only 

74 0.4 07. Workmen’s Compensation only 
156 0.9 08. Child only support 
285 1.3 09. Help from relatives only 
267 1.4 10. Other transfers only 

1,265 8.3 15. More than one of the combination above: any 

33,874 73.6 00. Inap. : no transfer income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 
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1982 (V30399=0000); in an institution in both 1982 and 
1983 (V30400=51-59 and V30406=0) 

V30420 ‘TOT TRANSFER Y 82 83’ TLOC= 32139-32143 

TOTAL 1982 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K43. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K44. What was that from? 
K45. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
total transfer income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V3039920000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); no transfer income 
(v30419=00) 

V3042 1 ’ ACC TOT TRNSFR Y 82 83’ TLOC= 32144 

Accuracy of 1982 Transfer Income for This Individual 

85 0.4 1. Minor assignment 
139 0.5 2. Major assignment 

38,247 99.i 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30400=51-59 and V30406=0); no transfer income (V30419=00) 

V30422 ‘MONTH S/O FAM FORMED 83’ TLOC= 32145-32146 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

24 0.1 01. January 
23 0. I 02. February 
37 0. I 03. March 
47 0.2 04. April 
52 0.2 05. May 
60 0.2 06. June 
38 0.1 07. July 
26 0.t 08. August 
28 0.1 09. September 
48 0.2 10. October 
25 0.1 II. November 
25 0.1 12. December 
46 0.3 98. Moved out of an institution 

49 0.0 99. NA; OK 

37,943 98.1 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); not a splitoff in 1983 (V30406#1 or 
V30406=1 and V30407fOO) 

V30423 ‘YEAR S/O FAM FORMED 83/ TLOC= 32147-32148 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 83 Indicates a move during the year 1983. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 
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00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=001; main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000): not a splitoff in 1983 (V30406fl or 
V30406=1 and V30407200) 

V30424 'MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 83’ TLOC= 32149-32152 

1983 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Familv Was Formed 

Actual 1983 ID Numbers (0001-6852) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1983 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); not a splitoff in 1983 (V30406#1 or 
V30406=1 and V30407#00) 

V30425 ‘AGE FROM BIRTH DATE 83’ TLOC= 32153-32154 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1983 Interview as Generated from Birth Date 

The values for this variable in the range 0 2-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. This variable is 
generated from the reported month and year of birth (V30403-V30404) and the 
date of interview (V8958) using the following assumptions: if the month of 
birth is NA (V30403=99). July is assumed: if the date of interview is NA 
(V8958=9999). assume July and that July birthdays did not yet take place; if 
the day of the interview is less than the fifteenth day of the month, assume 
that birthdays in the same month did not yet take place. Consistency with 
V30402, reported age, has not been forced. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK (V30404=9999) 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(v30399=0000) 

V30426 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 83’ TLOC= 32155-32156 MD=99 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1983 have 1983 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1983, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1982 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1983 
have nonzero data for 1983 just as response individuals do: however, the 
movers-out have 1983 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

198 

97 

62 

8 

325 

96 

76 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1982. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been In the FU in 1982. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1982 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1983. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1982 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1983. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1983 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1983 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1982 and 1983 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1982 and 1983 interviews. 
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406 

5,973 

11,806 

19,424 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1982 and 1983 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1983 interview. 

IO. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1982 interview. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1983 
(V30400=01-20). 

V30427 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 83’ TLOC= 32157-32158 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1983 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

247 
8 

13 

58 

112 
151 

18 
21 
28 

2 

11 

103 41. 
20 42. 

12 

I 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04 . 
05. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31. 

32. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
examp 1 e , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1982 and 1983 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the Interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1983 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 
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462 92 

93 

5,973 97 

11.806 98 

99 

19.424 00 

Individual moved out of the 1983 main family and was no? 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1983 interview (V30399>0000 and V30400=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1982 (V30373=0000 and V30399=0000 or 
V30373>0000 and V30374=71-89 and V30399=0000) 

NA: DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1983 
(V30400=01-201 

V30428 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 83’ TLOC= 32159-32161 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1983 panel 
family. Sample members born into the family in 1983 receive either the 
average of the Head’s and spouse‘s weights or, in the event of a single Head, 
the child receives the Head’s weight. Those sample members returning to a 
panel family after becoming nonresponse receive the same weight that they had 
in the last year that they had nonzero data. Refer to Section I, Part 5 for 
details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. - 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1983 
interview (V30399>0000 and V304GO=OO): main family 
nonresponse by 1983 or mover-out nonresponse by 1982 
(V30399=0000); nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400- 
425) 

1984 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1984 weight (V30462) for the percents. 

v30429 ‘1984 INTERVIEW NUMBER 84’ TLOC= 32162-32165 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-6918 represent the 1984 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1984. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1984 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1983 

v30430 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 84’ TLOC= 32166-32167 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1984 interview. 

19,510 97. I 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1984 
interview 

321 2.2 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1984 
interview 

502 0.4 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions and established their own households 
between the 1983 and 1984 interviews 

60 0.4 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1983 but died by the 
time of the 1984 interview 

18,078 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1984 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1983 (V30429=0000) 
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v3043 1 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 84’ TLOC= 32168-32169 

1984 Relationship to Head 

Note that these relationships are those to the 1983 Head for any individual 
whose 1984 sequence number (V30430) is greater than 50, that is, has moved 
out of the FU. Thus, for example, if the 1983 Head is no longer present at 
the time of the 1984 interview, his or her relationship to Head is coded IO; 
the new 1984 Head also is coded IO. Therefore, to select current Heads, the 
user must select those coded 10 in this variable whose sequence numbers 
(V30430)=01 

7,041 40.4 IO. 

3,844 21.8 20. 

205 0.5 22. 

7,259 33.3 30. 

654 2.0 33. 

113 0.1 35. 

34 0.0 37. 

14 0.0 38. 

125 0.4 40. 

46 0. I 47. 

2 0.0 48. 

93 

49 

0.2 

0.1 

50. 

57. 

4 58. 

475 0.8 60. 

i6 

24 

3 

64 

17 

17 

2 

16 

6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

Head in 1984; 1983 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1984 interview 

Legal wife in 1984; 1983 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1984 interview 

“Wife”--female cohabitor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more or who was present in the 1983 family, since 
consecutive izerviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart: 1983 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1984 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchildren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not children of Head) 

Son or daughter of “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whose mother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law of Head; i.e.. brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only leqal 
wife’s (code 20) grandchildren; those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only leqal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren; those of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 20) 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 
Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 
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43 83. Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 

18 

11 

2 

4 

0.1 90. Legal husband of Head 

95. Other relative of Head 

96. Other relative of legal 

97. Other relative of cohab 
88) 

wife (code 20) 

itor (the cohab 

148 

child’s parent is coded 88) 

88. First-year cohabitor of Head 

itor’s code=22 or 

44 0.1 98. Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU. etc.) 

18.078 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1984 interview 
(V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family nonresponse by 
1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 (V30429=0000) 

V30432 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 84’ TLOC= 32170-32171 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1984 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age 
reported of the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. See 
V30459 for an age variable that is generated from birth date information. 
Consistency of V30432 with V30433-V30434 was not forced unless it was clear 
that the interviewer made an error in recording the individual’s age or birth 
date. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA: DK 

00. Individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30436=0000) 

v30433 ‘MONTH IND BORN 84’ TLOC= 32172-32173 MD=99 

Month of 9irth 

I ,8i8 
1.566 
1.712 
1,521 
1,625 
1,605 
I.696 
1,796 
1,812 
1,731 
1,680 
1,684 

147 

18.078 

8.5 01. January 
7.6 02. February 
8.4 03. March 
7.5 04. April 
8.4 05. May 
8.3 06. June 
8.3 07. July 
9.0 08. August 
9.2 09. September 
8.5 10. October 
8.2 Il. November 
7.8 12. December 

0.3 99. NA: DK 

00. Individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000) 

v30434 ‘YEAR IND BORN 84’ TLOC= 32174-32177 MD=9999 

Year of Birth 

The actual year of birth is coded here. 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Individual who was born or moved in after the i984 
interview (V30429>OODO and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000) 

v30435 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 84’ TLOC= 32178 
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1984 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1984 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
” W i f e ‘1 or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married or cohabiting; spouse was not in FU at 
the time of the 1984 interview; individual who was born or 
moved in after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and 
v30430=00): main family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1983 (V30429=0000) 

V30436 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 84’ TLOC= 32179 

1984 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,451 4.1 1. Moved in or born between the 1983 and 1984 interviews: 
splitoff in 1984 

93 0.1 2. Appeared : did not move in between the 1983 and 1984 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1983 (i.e., listing 
error ) 

485 0.4 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1983 
and 1984 interviews and was not included in a 1984 panel FU 

81 0.6 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1983 
and 1984 interviews 

60 0.4 7. Living in 1983 but died by the time of the 1984 interview 
23 0.1 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1983 interview, but 

included in FU for 1983 (usually a listing error) 

36,278 94.4 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1983 and 1984: in an 
institution in both 1983 and 1984 (V30400=51-59 and 
v30430=51-59): individual who was born or moved in after 
the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000) 

v30437 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 84’ TLOC= 32180-32181 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

143 0.3 
108 0.2 
147 0.4 
130 0.3 
155 0.3 
128 0.3 
131 0.2 
140 0.3 
170 0.7 
138 0.3 
127 0.2 

89 0.2 

61 0.1 

36,804 96.3 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
IO. 
Ii. 
12. 

99. 

00. 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

NA; OK 

Inap. : spl itoff: individual who was born or moved in after 
the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1983 (V30429=0000); moved from institution to own FU 
between the 1983 and 1984 interviews and was not 
interviewed for 1984 (V30400=51-59 and V30430=71-80); in 
an institution in both 1983 and 1984 (V30430=51-59 and 
V30436=0): stayed in main family (V30430=01-20 and 
V30436=0) 

V30438 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

84’ TLOC= 32182-32183 MD=99 

The last two dlgits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 84 indicates a move during the year 1984. 

99. NA; DK 
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00. Inap.: individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1983 and 1984 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1984 (V30400=51-59 and V30430=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1983 and 1984 (V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); stayed in 
main family (V30430=01-20 and V30436=0); splitoff 
(V30436=1 and V30437=00) 

if30439 ‘WEEKLY HOUSEWORK 84’ TLOC= 32184-32185 MD=99 

J2. About how much time does your (wife/friend) spend on housework in an 
average week -- I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other 
work around the house? 

J3. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average week? 
(I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house? 1 

J5. Does anyone else here in the household help with the housework? 
J6. Who is that? 
J7. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: none: individual who was born or moved in after the 
1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); in an institution or mover-out nonresponse 
for 1984 (V30430=51-89) 

v30440 ‘RESPONDENT? 84’ TLOC= 32186 MD=9 

TNI. Who was vour Respondent? Indicate relationship to Head: 

6.890 42.9 1. This individual was respondent 
13.460 56.7 5. This individual was not respondent; includes 

institutionalized individuals and mover-out nonresponse 
from 1984 (V30430=51-89) 

41 0.3 9. NA; DK 

18,080 0.0 0. Individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000) 

v3044 1 ‘EMPLOYMENT STAT 84’ TLOC= 32187 MD=9 

Cl. We would like to know about what you do --are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, keeping house. a student, or what? 

F2. We would like to know about what your (wife/friend) does--is she working 
now, looking for work, retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

K69. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, keeping house, or what? 

7,977 43.1 I. Work i ng now 
124 0.6 2. Only temporarily laid off 
924 3.0 3. Looking for work, unemployed 

1,057 8.2 4. Retired 
463 1.9 5. Permanently disabled 

2.053 Ii.1 6. Housewife; keeping house 
1,114 5.4 7. Student 

72 0.3 8. Other 

76 0.i 9. NA: DK 

24.611 26.4 0. Inap. : individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1984 only if 
deceased (V30430=81-89); in an institution in both 1983 and 
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1984 (V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30432=01-15) 

V30442 ‘WHETHER STUDENT 84’ TLOC= 32188 MD=9 

K80. During 1983 was (he/she) enrolled in school as a full-time or part-time 

1.273 6.3 I. Full-time student 
153 0.5 3. Part-time student 

1,535 4.7 5. Not enrolled in school 

60 0.1 9. NA; DK 

35,450 88.4 0. Inap. : individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); Head or Wife in 1984 (V30430=01-20 and 
V30431=10, 20 or 22); in an institution in both 1983 and 
1984 (V30430=51-59 and V30436=0): not a person age 16 or 
older (V30432=01-15) 

v30443 ‘COMPLETED EDUC 84’ TLOC= 32189-32190 MD=99 

K81. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 
completed? 

The values for this variable (01-17) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1984 interview. A code value of 17 
indicates that this individual has completed at least some postgraduate 
work. This variable contains values for 1984 Heads (from 1984 VlO996) and 
Wives/“Wives” (from 1984 VlO955). although information about completed 
education is not asked annually for them as it is for other family unit 
members. See family-level Vi1068 and V11069 for recency of Heads’ and 
Wives’/“Wives’” data respectively. 

00. Inap.: individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30432=01-15) 

v30444 ‘TYPE TXEL INCOME 841 TLOC= 32191 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1983: 
K70. During 1983 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
K77. What was that from? 

7,438 34.8 I. Labor income 
733 6.9 2. Asset income 

2,424 18.3 3. Both labor and asset income 

27,876 40.0 0. Inap. : no taxable income: individual who was born or moved 
in after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); 
main family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1983 (v30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0) 

v30445 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME 841 TLDC- 32192-32197 

TOTAL 1983 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K40. About how much money did (he/she) earn from work last year? 
K45. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 indicate the amount 
of total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. Inap. : individual who was born or moved in after the 
1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 
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1983 (V30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 
1984 (V30429=51-59 and V30436=0); no taxable income 
(V30444=0) 

V30446 ’ ACC TOT TXEL Y 84’ TLOC= 32198 

Accuracy of 1983 Taxable Income for This Individual 

233 1.0 1. Minor assignment 
637 2.7 2. Major assignment 

37,601 96.3 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual who was born or moved in 
after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00): main 
family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); no taxable income (V30444=0) 

v30447 ‘ANN WORK HRS 84’ TLOC= 32199-32202 

WORK HOURS IN 1983: 
K73. About how many weeks did (he/she) work on that job last year? 
K74. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1983. All 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap.: individual who was born or moved in after the 
1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); did not work (V30444=0 or 
2) 

V30448 ’ ACC ANN WRK HRS 84’ TLOC= 32203 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1983 

360 1.7 1. Minor assignment 
250 1.2 2. Major assignment 

37.861 97.1 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual who was born or moved in 
after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00): main 
family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000): in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); did not work (V30444=0 or 2) 

v30449 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 84’ TLOC= 32204-32205 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1983: 
K76. Did (he/she) have any other income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last vear? 
K77. What was that from? 

299 0.9 01. ADC, AFDC only 
129 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income, SSI only 
163 0.4 03. Other Welfare only 

1,005 7.0 04. Social Security only 
94 0.5 05. Veterans pension 

149 1.0 06. Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
631 3.2 07. Unemployment compensation only 

78 0.3 08. Workmen’s Compensation only 
204 1.3 09. Child support only 
306 1.5 10. Help from relatives only 
352 1.9 11. Other transfers only 

1,256 8.1 15. More than one of the above; any combination 

33.805 73.4 00. Inap. : no transfer income: individual who was born or 
moved in after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and 
V30430=00); main family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1983 (V30429=0000); in an institution in 
both 1983 and 1984 (V30430=51-59 and V30436=0) 

v30450 ‘F33 TYPE SOC SEC RCD 84’ TLOC= 32206 MD=9 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED DURING 1983: 
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K29. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 
in 1983 from Social Security? 

K31. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 

297 1.5 1. Disability 
1,064 8.8 2. Retirement 

302 2.0 3. Survivor’s benefits 
17 0.1 4. Any combination of the above 

37 0.3 7. Other 

66 0.3 9. NA; DK 

36,688 87.2 0. Inap.: no Social Security income: individual who was born 
or moved in after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and 
V30430=00); main family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1983 (V30429=0000): in an institution in 
both 1983 and 1984 (V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); no 
transfers (V30449=00) 

v3045 1 ‘F34 AMT SOC SEC RCD 84’ TLOC= 32207-32211 

TOTAL SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1983 BY THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K29. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1983 from Social Security? 
K31. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 
K32. How much was it? 

99999. $99.999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual who was born or moved in after the 
1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0): no transfers (V30449=00); 
no Social Security (V30450=0) 

V30452 IF34 ACC SOC SEC AMT 84’ TLOC= 32212 

Accuracy of 1983 Social Security Income for This Individual 

44 0.3 I. Minor assignment 
60 0.3 2. Major assignment 

38,367 99.4 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual who was born or moved in 
after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0); no transfers (V30449=00); no 
Social Security (V30450=0) 

v30453 ‘TOT TRANSFER EXC SS 84’ TLOC= 32213-32217 

OTHER is83 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL (EXCLUDING SOCIAL 
SECURITY): 
K76. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
K77. What was that from? 
K78. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
transfer income received excluding Social Security received in whole dollars. 
All missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual who was born or moved In after the 
1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); in an institution in both 1993 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436.0); no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30449=00 or 04) 

v30454 ‘ACC TOT TRANSFER Y 84’ TLOC= 322 18 

Accuracy of 1983 Other Transfer Income for This Individual 

60 0.4 I. Minor assignment 
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125 0.4 2. Major assignment 

38,286 99.3 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual who was born or moved in 
after the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); in an institution in both 1983 and 1984 
(V30430=51-59 and V33436=0): no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30449=00 or 04) 

v30455 ‘SUM SS+TRANSFER Y 84’ TLOC= 32219-32223 

TOTAL 1983 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
K43. Did (he/she) have any (other) income last year? 
K44. What was that from? 
K45. How much was that last vear? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the total 
amount of transfer income received in whole dollars. This amount was 
calculated by summing V30451 and V30453. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: individual who was born or moved in after the 
1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000); in an institution in both 1982 and 1983 
(V30430=51-59 and V30436=0): no transfer income 
(V30449=00) 

V304SS ‘MONTH S/O FAM FORMED 84’ TLOC- 32224-32225 MO=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Familv Unit 

Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

27 0.1 01. January 
38 0.1 02. February 
35 0.2 03. March 
25 0.1 04. April 
42 0.2 05. May 
57 0.2 06. June 
21 0.1 07. July 
46 0.1 08. August 
45 0.2 09. September 
27 0.1 IO. October 
33 0.1 ii. November 
24 0.1 12. December 
37 0.2 98. Moved out of an institution 

60 0.1 99. NA; DK 

37,954 98.2 00. Inap. : individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000); not a splitoff in 1994 (V30436Pi or 
V30436=I and V30437200) 

v30457 ‘YEAR s/o FAM FORMEO a4/ TLOC= 32226-32227 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 84 indicates a move during the year 1994. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual who was born or moved in after the 1994 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000): not a splitoff in 1984 (V30436fl or 
V30436=1 and V30437200) 

V30458 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 84’ TLOC= 32228-32231 
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1984 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Familv Was Formed 

Actual 1984 ID Numbers (0001-6918) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1984 
splitoff family: children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual who was born or moved in after the 
1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000): not a splitoff in 1984 (V30436#1 or 
V30436=1 and V30437200) 

v30459 ‘AGE FROM BIRTH DATE 84’ TLDC= 32232-32233 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1984 Interview as Generated from Birth Date 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. This variable is 
generated from the reported month and year of birth (V30433-V30434) and the 
date of interview (V10416) using the following assumptions: if the month of 
birth is NA (V30433=99), July is assumed: if the date of interview is NA 
(V10416=9999), assume July for birth month and that July birthdays did not 
yet take place; if the day of the interview is less than the fifteenth day of 
the month, assume that birthdays in the same month did not yet take place. 
Consistency with V30432, reported age, has not been forced. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK (V30434=9999) 

00. Inap. : individual who was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(v30429=0000) 

V30460 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 84/ TLOC= 32234-32235 MD=99 

Tvpe of Individual Data Record in 1984 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1984 have 1984 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1984, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1983 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1984 
have nonzero data for 1984 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1984 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

250 

ii3 

86 

II 

321 

68 

a7 

407 

4.976 

12,642 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1983. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1983. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1983 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1984. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1983 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1984. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1984 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1984 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1983 and 1984 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1983 and 1984 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1983 and 1984 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1984 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1983 interview. 

99. NA; DK 
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19.510 00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1984 
(V30430=01-20). 

V3046 1 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 84‘ TLOC= 32236-32237 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1984 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

289 
6 

55 

54 

96 
169 

12 
18 
26 

10 

4 

ii0 41. 
14 42. 

3 

476 92. 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04 
05. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31. 

32. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

93. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became instituti*onalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above: for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1983 and 1984 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, althcugh followed for interview, ‘was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1984 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1964 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 
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4,976 

12.642 

97. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1984 interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00) 

98. This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1983 (V30399=0000 and V30429=0000 or 
V30399~0000 and V30400=71-89 and V30429=0000) 

19,510 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1984 
(V30430=01-20) 

V30462 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 84’ TLDC= 32238-32240 

1984 Individual Weight 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1984 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1984 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1979 but present by 1983 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1979 and moved back into the panel in 1983. the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I. Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. - 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1984 
interview (V30429>0000 and V30430=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1984 or mover-out nonresponse by 1983 
(V30429=0000): nonsample individual (V30002=170-228, 400- 
425) 

1985 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1985 weight (V30497) for the percents. 

V30463 ‘1985 INTERVIEW NUMBER 85’ TLOC= 32241-32244 

1985 Interview Number (1985 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-703 2 represent the 1985 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1985. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1985 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1984 

V30464 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 85’ TLOC= 32245-32246 

1985 Sequence Number 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1985 interview. 

19,717 97. I 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1985 
interview 

281 2.0 51-5s. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1985 
interview 

612 0.6 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions and established their own households 
between the 1984 and 1985 interviews 

70 0.3 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1984 but died by the 
time of the 1985 interview 

17,791 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1985 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1984 (V30463=0000) 

V30465 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 85’ TLDC= 32247-32248 

1985 Relationship to Head 

Note that these relationships are those to the 1984 Head for any Individual 
whose 1985 sequence number (V30464) is greater than 50. that is, has moved 
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out of the FU. Thus, for example, if the 1984 Head is no longer present at 
the time of the 1985 interview, his or her relationship to Head is coded IO; 
the new 1985 Head also is coded IO. Therefore, to select current Heads, the 
user must select those coded 10 in this variable whose seauence numbers 
(V30464)=01. 

7.156 40.7 IO. 

3,914 21.8 20. 

184 0.5 22. 

7,296 32.7 30. 

642 2.0 33. 

103 0.2 35. 

43 0.0 37. 

16 0.0 38. 

136 0.5 40. 

34 0. I 47. 

1 48. 

99 

50 

0.2 

0.0 

50. 

57. 

4 58. 

463 0.8 60. 

20 65. 

24 66. 

3 67. 

68. 

69. 

89 

17 

19 

3 

23 

6 

56 

178 

20 

17 

0.0 

0.0 

0. I 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0. I 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

83. 

88. 

90. 

95. 

Head in 1985; 1984 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1985 interview 

Legal wife in 1985: 1984 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1985 interview 

“Wife”--female cohabitor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more or who was present in the 1984 family, since 
consecutive interviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart; 1984 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1985 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchi 1 dren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not children of Head) 

Son or daughter of “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whose mother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law of Head; i.e., brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only legal 
wife’s (code 20) grandchildren; those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only legal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren; those of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 20) 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 
Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 

Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 
child’s parent is coded 88) 

First-year cohabitor of Head 

Legal husband of Head 

Other relative of Head 
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I 96. Other relative of legal wife (code 20) 

6 97. Other relative of cohabitor (the cohabitor’s code=22 or 
88) 

57 0.1 98. Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU, etc.) 

17.791 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1985 interview 
(V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family nonresponse by 
1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 (V30463=0000) 

V30466 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 85’ TLOC= 32249-32250 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1985 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age 
reported of the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. See 
V30494 for an age variable that is generated from birth date information. 
Consistency of V30466 with V30467-V30468 was not forced unless it was clear 
that the interviewer made an error in recording the individual’s age or birth 
date. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1985 interview 
(V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family nonresponse by 
1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 (V30463=0000) 

V30467 ‘MONTH IND BORN 

Month of Birth 

85’ TLOC= 32251-32252 MO=99 

1,815 8.5 01. January: “winter” 
1,551 7.4 02. February 
1,723 8.3 03. March 
1,575 7.7 04. April; “spring” 
1,658 8.4 05. May 
1,632 8.3 06. June 
I, 760 8.4 07. July: “summer ‘1 
I, 792 8.9 08. August 
1,848 9.1 09. September 
t.766 8.5 10. October; “fall ’ ; “autumn” 
I, 722 8.3 11. November 
1,705 7.8 12. December 

133 0.3 99. NA; DK 

17.791 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1985 interview 
(V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family nonresponse by 
1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 (V30463=0000) 

V30468 ‘YEAR IND BORN 85’ TLOC= 32253-32256 MD=9999 

Year of Birth 

The actual year of birth is coded here. 

9999. NA: DK 

0000. Individual was born or moved in after the 1985 interview 
(V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family nonresponse by 
1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 (V30463=0000) 

V30469 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 85' TLOC= 32257 

1985 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1985 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here: the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usual ly. the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married or cohabiting; spouse was not in FU at 
the time of the 1985 interview: individual was born or 
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moved in after the 1985 interview (V30463>0000 and 
V30464=00); main family nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1984 (V30463=0000) 

v30470 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 85’ TLOC- 32258 

1985 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,707 4.6 I. Moved in or born between the 1984 and 1985 interviews; 
splitoff in 1985 

133 0.1 2. Appeared : did not move in between the 1984 and 1985 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1984 (i.e., listing 
error) 

562 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1984 
and 1985 interviews and was not included in a 1985 panel FU 

73 0.5 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1984 
and 1985 interviews 

70 0.3 7. Living in 1984 but died by the time of the 1985 interview 
56 0.2 8. Disappeared: moved out prior to the 1984 interview, but 

included in FU for 1984 (usually a listing error) 

35,870 93.8 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1984 and 1985: in an 
institution in both 1984 and 1985 (V30430=51-59 and 
V30464=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000) 

v3047 1 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 85’ TLOC= 32259-32260 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

144 0.3 01. January: “winter” 
127 0.3 02. February 
137 0.2 03. March 
177 0.4 04. April: ‘I spr i ng” 
191 0.4 05. May 
181 0.3 06. June 
151 0.2 07. July; “summer ‘1 
160 0.5 08. August 
145 0.4 09. September 
127 0.2 10. October; “fal 1 ” ; “autumn” 
147 0.3 Il. November 
151 0.4 12. December 

82 0. I 99. NA; DK 

36,551 96.0 00. Inap. : spl itoff: individual was born or moved in after the 
1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1984 and 1985 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1985 [V30430=51-59 and V30464=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1984 and 1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); stayed in 
main family (V30464=01-20 and V30470=0) 

V30472 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 

Year Moved In or Out 

85’ TLOC= 32261-32262 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 85 indicates a move during the year 1985. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1984 and 1985 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1985 (V30430=51-59 and V30464=71-80): in an institution in 
both 1984 and 1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); stayed in 
main family (V30464=01-20 and V30470=0); splitoff 
(V30470=1 and V30471=00) 

v30473 ‘WEEKLY HOUSEWORK 85’ TLOC= 32263-32264 MD=99 
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HI. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average week? 
I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house? 

H3. Does anyone else there in your household (besides your wife/friend) help 
with the housework? 

H4 . Who is that? 
H5. About how much time does (he/she) spend on housework in an average week? 
PI. About how much time do you (WIFE/O’WIFE”) spend on housework in an 

average week? I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000): in an institution or mover-out nonresponse 
for 1985 (V30464=51-89) 

v30474 ‘EMPLOYMENT STAT 85’ TLOC= 32265 MD=9 

Bl. We would like to know about what you do --are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

F75. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, keeping house, or what? 

Jlf. We would like to know about what you do --are you (WIFE/O’WIFE”) working 
now, lookino for work, retired, keeping house. a student, or what? 

8,277 
169 
917 

1,158 
424 

1,845 
949 

80 

119 

24,533 

43.5 
0.8 
3.1 
8.9 
2.0 
9.9 
4.8 
0.2 

Working now 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Only temporarily laid off 
Looking for work, unemployed 
Retired 
Permanently disabled 
Housewife; keep i ng house 
Student 
Other 

0.3 9. 

26.4 0. 

NA; DK 

Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1985 only if 
deceased (V30464=81-89); in an institution in both 1984 and 
1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30466=01-15) 

v30475 ‘FB8 MO LAST IN SCH 85’ TLOC= 32266-32267 MD=99 

F88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-MONTH 

30 0. I 01. January; “winter” 
16 0.1 02. February 
29 0.1 03. March 

280 1.5 04. April: “spr i ng ” 
522 2.5 05. May 
557 2.1 06. June 

9 0.0 07. July; a summer n 
22 0.1 08. August 
17 0.1 09. September 
10 0.0 IO. October: “f al 1 I’ ; “autumn” 

9 0.0 Il. November 
39 0.2 12. Oecember 

478 0.9 98. DK 

901 3.i 99. NA 

35,552 89.1 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1985 only if 
deceased (V30464=81-89); in an institution in both 1984 
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and 1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); not a person age 16 
or older (V30466=01-15) 

V30476 ‘F88 YR LAST IN SCH 85’ TLOC= 32268-32269 MO=99 

The last two digits of the year this individual last attended school are 
coded here. For example, a value of 85 indicates the year 1985. 

97. Before 1901 
98. DK 

99. NA 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1985 only if 
deceased (V30464=81-89); in an institution in both 1984 
and 1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); not a person age 16 
or older (V30466=01-15) 

v30477 ‘WHETHER STUDENT 85’ TLOC= 32270 MO=9 

F89. Was (he/she) enrolled as a full-time or part-time student? 

1,138 5.6 1. Full-time student 
128 0.4 3. Part-time student 

5. Not enrolled in school 

28 0.1 9. NA; DK 

37,177 93.9 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000): Head or Wife in 1985 (V30464=01-20 and 
V30465=10, 20 or 22); in an institution in both 1984 and 
1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30470=0): not a person age 16 or 
older (V30466=01-15); last attended school before 1984 
(V30476=01-83, 97 or 99) 

V30478 ‘COMPLETED EDUCATION 85’ TiOC= 32271-32272 MD=99 

F90. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 
completed? 

The values for this variable (01-17) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1985 interview. A code value of 17 
indicates that this individual has completed at least some postgraduate 
work. This variable contains values for 1985 Heads and Wives/“Wives” from 
1985 family-level data. For 1985 Heads, these were computed as follows: if 
VI1959 is greater than zero. then completed education equals 12 plus the 
value for Vll959. For the remaining cases, a value of 1 at VII945 was 
converted to a value of 12. Otherwise, completed education equals VI1948 
plus v11953. Education was asked for all Heads in 1985. Wives/“Wives were 
treated similarly: if V12314 is greater than zero, then completed education 
equals 12 plus the value for V12314. For the remaining cases, a value of I 
at VI2300 was converted to a value of 12. Otherwise, completed educat 1 on 
equals VI2303 plus Vl2308. Education was asked for all Wives/“Wives” in 
1985. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30466=01-15) 

v30479 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 85) TLOC= 32273 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1984: 
F76. During 1984 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
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F84. What was that from? 

7,711 36.1 I. Labor income 
724 6.9 2. Asset income 

2,494 18.3 3. Both labor and asset income 

27,542 38.7 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); no taxable income; 
main family nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1984 (V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0) 

V30480 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME 85’ TLOC= 32274-32279 

TOTAL 1984 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
F78. About how much money did (he/she) earn from that job last year? 
F85. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 indicate the amount 
of total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor income of each plus 
one-half of their combined asset income. 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); no taxable income 
(V30479=0) 

V3048 1 ‘ACC TOT TXBL INCOME 85’ TLOC= 32280 

Accuracy of 1984 Taxable Income for This Individual 

115 0.4 I. Minor assignment 
585 2.0 2. Major assignment 

37,771 97.6 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
, the 1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 

nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); no taxable income (V30479=0) 

V30482 ‘ANN WORK HRS 85’ TLOC= 32281-32284 

WORK HOURS IN 1984: 
F79. About how many weeks did (he/she) work on that job last year? 
F81. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1984. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); did not work (V30479=0 or 
2) 

V30483 ‘ACC ANN WRK HRS 85’ TLOC= 32285 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1984 

391 1.9 i. Minor assignment 
213 0.7 2. Major assignment 

37,867 97.4 0. Inap.: no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); did not work (V30479=0 or 2) 

V30484 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 85’ TLOC= 32286-32287 
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TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1984: 
F83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
F84. What was that from? 

304 0.8 
118 0.4 
174 0.4 

1,060 7.4 
126 0.6 
158 1.1 
498 2.4 
105 0.5 
214 I .3 
261 I .2 
265 I .3 

1,185 7.6 

34,003 75.0 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
IO. 
Ii. 
15. 

00. 

ADC. AFDC only 
Supplemental Security Income. SSI only 
Other Welfare only 
Social Security only 
Veterans pension 
Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
Unemployment compensation only 
Workmen’s Compensation only 
Child support only 
Help from relatives only 
Other transfers only 
More than one of the above; any combination 

Inap.: no transfer income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1984 (V30463=0000): in an institution in both 1984 and 
1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30480=0) 

V30485 ‘K31 TYPE SOC SEC UC0 85’ TLOC= 32288 MO=9 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED DURING 1984: 
F31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1984 from Social Security? 
F33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 

281 1.4 1. Disability 
1,090 8.9 2. Retirement 

329 2.0 3. Survivor’s benefits 
19 0.1 4. Any combination of the above 

23 0.2 7. Other 

71 0.4 9. NA; DK 

36,658 87.0 0. Inap. : no Social Security income; individual was born or 
moved in after the 1985 interview (V30463~0000 and 
V30464=00); main family nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1984 (V30463=0000): in an institution in 
both 1984 and 1985 (V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); no 
transfers (V30484=00) 

V30486 ‘K33 AM1 SOC SEC UC0 85/ TLOC= 32289-32293 

TOTAL SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1984 BY THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
F31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1984 from Social Security? 
F33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 
F34. How much was it? 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0): no transfers (V30484=00); 
no Social Security (V30485=0) 

V30487 ‘K33 KC SOC SEC AUT 85) TLOC= 32294 

Accuracy of 1984 Social Security Income for This Individual 

30 0.2 I. Minor assignment 
61 0.3 2. Major assignment 

38,380 99.5 0. Inap. : no assignment; Individual was born or moved in after 
the 1985 intervlew (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); In an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); no transfers (V30484.00); no 
Social Security (V30485.0) 
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V30488 ‘TOT TRANSFR EXC SS 85’ TLOC= 32296-32299 

OTHER 1984 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL (EXCLUDING SOCIAL 
SECURITY): 
F83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
F84. What was that from? 
F85. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
transfer income received excluding Social Security received in whole dollars. 
All missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0): no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30484=00 or 04) 

V30489 ‘ACC TOT TRNSFR EXC SS 85’ TLOC= 32300 

Accuracy of 1984 Other Transfer Income for This Individual 

21 0.1 I. Minor assignment 
53 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38,397 99.8 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0); no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30484=00 or 04) 

v30490 ‘TOTAL TRNSFR INCOME 85’ TLOC= 32301-32305 

TOTAL 1984 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the total 
amount of transfer income received in whole dollars. This amount was 
calculated by summing V30486 and V30488. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); in an institution in both 1984 and 1985 
(V30464=51-59 and V30470=0): no transfer income 
(V30484=00) 

v3049 1 ‘MONTH S/O FAM FORMED 85’ TLOC= 32306-52307 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

39 0.1 01. January; “winter” 
43 0.1 02. February 
56 0.2 03. March 
39 0.1 04. April; “spring” 
56 0.2 05. May 
52 0.2 06. June 
75 0.2 07. July; “summer ‘0 
46 0.2 08. August 
28 0.1 09. September 
53 0.1 10. October; “fal 1 I’; “autumn” 
36 0.1 11. November 
33 0.1 12. December 
46 0.3 98. Moved out of an institution 

73 0.1 99. NA; DK 
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37.796 97.8 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=CO); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000): not a splitoff in 1985 (V30470#1 or 
V30470=1 and V30471200) 

V30492 ‘YEAR S/D FAM FORMED 85’ TLDC= 32308-3230s MD=99 

‘fear Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 85 indicates a move during the year 1985. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); not a splitoff in 1985 (V3047021 or 
V30470=1 and V3047lfOO) 

v30493 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 85’ TLOC= 32310-32313 

1985 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Familv Was Formed 

Actual 1985 ID Numbers (0001-7032) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1985 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); not a splitoff in 1985 (V30470#1 or 
V30470=1 and V30471#00) 

v30494 ‘AGE FROM BIRTH DATE 85’ TLOC= 32314-32315 MD=99 

Aoe at the Time of the 1985 Interview as Generated from Birth Date 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. This variable is 
generated from the reported month and year of birth (V30467-V30468) and the 
date of interview (VIIGOO) using the following assumptions: if the month of 
birth is NA (V30467=99), July is assumed; if the date of interview is NA 
(V11600=9999). assume July and that July birthdays did not yet take place; if 
the day of the interview is less than the fifteenth day of the month, assume 
that birthdays in the same month did not yet take place. Consistency with 
V30466, reported age, has not been forced. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK (V30476=9999) 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000) 

v30495 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 85’ TLOC= 32316-32317 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1985 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1985 have 1985 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1985. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1984 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1985 
have nonzero data for 1985 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1985 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
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apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

265 

86 

112 

5 

281 

88 

129 

464 

3.810 

13,514 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1984. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1984. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1984 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1985. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1984 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1985. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1985 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1985 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1984 and 1985 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1984 and 1985 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1984 and 1985 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1985 interview. 

IO. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1984 interview. 

19.717 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1985 
(V30464=01-20). 

V30496 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 85’ TLOC= 32318-32319 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1985 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

304 

14 

94 

97 
137 

19 
25 

7 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04. 
05. 
11. 
12. 
i3. 
14. 
19. 

Ref usa? by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost: unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution. for 
example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

14 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31. 

This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above: for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
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6 32. 

120 41. 
20 42. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

570 92. 

93. 

3,810 97. 

13,514 98. 

59. 

91. 

99. 

19.717 00. 

This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1984 and 1985 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
off ice error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1985 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1985 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU: this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1985 interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1984 (V30429=0000 and V30463=0000 or 
V30429>0000 and V30430=71-89 and V30463=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1985 
(V30464=01-20) 

v30497 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 86’ TLDC= 32320-32322 

1984 Weight, Updated for 1985 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1985 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1985 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1979 but present by 1984 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1979 and moved back into the panel in 1984. the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I, Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1985 
interview (V30463>0000 and V30464=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1985 or mover-out nonresponse by 1984 
(V30463=0000); individual was not a sample member 
(V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

1986 INDIVIDUAL VARIA6LES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1986 weight (V30534) for the percents. 

V30498 '1986 INTERVIEW NUMBER 86’ TLOC= 32323-32326 

1986 Interview Number (1986 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-7018 represent the 1986 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1986. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1986 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
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v30499 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1986 Sequence Number 

86’ TLOC= 32327-32328 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1986 interview. 

19,552 97.1 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1986 
interview 

298 2.1 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1986 
interview 

524 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions and established their own households 
between the IS85 and 1986 interviews 

63 0.3 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1985 but died by the 
time of the 1986 interview 

18,034 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1986 
interview; main family nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000) 

v30500 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 86’ TLOC= 32329-32330 

1986 Relationship to Head 

Note that these relationships are those to the 1985 Head for any individual 
whose 1986 sequence number (V30499) is greater than 50. that is, has moved 
out of the FU. Thus, for example, if the 1985 Head is no longer present at 
the time of the 1986 interview, his or her relationship to Head is coded 10; 
the new 1986 Head also is coded 10. Therefore, to select current Heads, the 
user must select those coded IO in this variable whose seauence numbers 
(V30499)=01. 

7,128 

3,876 

204 

41.1 IO. 

22.0 20. 

0.6 22. 

7.143 32.4 30. 

621 1.9 33. 

105 0.2 35. 

39 

14 

124 

0.0 37. 

0.0 38. 

0.4 40. 

29 

5 

91 

55 

4 

454 

0. I 47. 

0.0 48. 

0.2 50. 

0.0 57. 

58. 

0.9 60. 

Head in 1986: 1985 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1986 interview 

Legal wife in 1986; 1985 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1986 interview 

“Wife”--female cohabitor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more x who was present in the 1985 family, since 
consecutive interviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart: 1985 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1986 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchildren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not children of Head) 

Son or daughter of “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whose mother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law of Head; i.e.. brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only legal 
wife’s (code 20) grandchildren; those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 
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20 

25 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0. I 

0. I 

65. 

66. 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only leoal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren; those of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

4 67. 

68. 

69. 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 20) 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 

102 

20 

19 

2 

27 

4 

42 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

83. 

Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

188 

15 

18 

88. 

90. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 

Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 
child’s parent is coded 88) 

First-year cohabitor of Head 

Legal husband of Head 

Other relative of Head 

2 

Other relative of legal wife (code 20) 

Other relative of cohabitor (the cohabitor’s code=22 or 
SSj 

57 98. 

18.034 00. 

Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU. etc.) 

Individual was born or moved in after the 1986 interview 
(V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family nonresponse by 
1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000) 

v3050 1 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 86’ TLOC= 32331-32332 MD=99 

Aoe at the Time of the 1986 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age 
reported of the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. See 
V30531 for an age variable that is generated from birth date information. 
Consistency of V30501 with V30502-V30503 was not forced unless it was clear 
that the interviewer made an error in recording the individual’s age or birth 
date. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 old or more years 

99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1986 interview 
(V30498~0000 and V30499=00); main family nonresponse by 
1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000) 

V30502 ‘MONTH IND BORN 86’ TLOC= 32333-32334 MD=99 

Month of Birth 

1.800 8.7 01. January; “winter” 
1,555 7.5 02. February 
1,691 8.2 03. March 
1.550 7.6 04. April: “spr i ng m 
1.621 8.4 05. May 
1,590 6.2 06. June 
1,718 8.4 07. July: “summer” 
1.761 8.8 08. August 
1.807 9.1 09. September 
1,767 8.4 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I : “autumn” 
1,722 8.4 Ii. November 
1,701 7.8 12. December 
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154 0.4 99. NA; DK 

18,034 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1986 interview 
(V30498~0000 and V30499=00); main family nonresponse by 
1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000) 

v30503 ‘YEAR IND BORN 86’ TLOC= 32335-32338 MD=9999 

Year of Birth 

The actual year of birth is coded here. 

9999. NA: DK 

0000. Individual was born or moved in after the 1986 interview 
(V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family nonresponse by 
1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000) 

v30504 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 86’ TLDC= 32339 

1986 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1986 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here; the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usually. the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married or cohabiting: spouse was not in FU at 
the time of the 1986 interview: individual was born or 
moved in after the 1986 interview (V30498~0000 and 
V30499=00); main family nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000) 

v30505 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 86’ TLDC= 32340 

1986 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1 .369 3.8 I. Moved in or born between the 1985 and 1986 interviews; 
splitoff in 1986 

60 0.1 2. Appeared : did not move in between the 1985 and 1986 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1985 (i.e.. listing 
error) 

497 0.5 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1985 
and 1986 interviews and was not included in a 1986 panel FU 

87 0.7 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1985 
and 1986 interviews 

63 0.3 7. Living in 1985 but died by the time of the 1986 interview 
31 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1985 interview, but 

included in FU for 1985 (usually a listing error) 

36,364 94.6 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1985 and 1986: in an 
institution in both 1985 and 1986 (V30464=51-59 and 
v30499=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
1986 interview (V30498~0000 and V30499=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000) 

V30506 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 86’ TLDC= 32341-32342 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

149 0.3 01. January; “winter” 
106 0.2 02. February 

88 0.2 03. March 
67 0.1 04. April: “spr i ng” 

116 0.3 05. May 
154 0.3 06. June 
117 0.3 07. July; “summer ‘0 
163 0.4 08. August 
175 0.7 09. September 
152 0.2 10. October; “fal 1 I’; “autumn” 
135 0.2 11. November 
129 0.3 12. December 

71 0. I 99. NA; DK 
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36,849 96.5 00. inap. : splitoff; individual was born or moved in after the 
1986 interview (V30498~0000 and V30499=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1985 and 1986 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1986 (V30464=51-59 and V30499=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1985 and 1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); stayed in 
main family (V30499=01-20 and V30505=0) 

v30507 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 86’ TLOC= 32343-32344 MD=99 

Year Moved In or Out 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
exampl e, a value of 86 indicates a move during the year 1986. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498~0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=00001; moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1985 and 1986 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1986 (V30464=51-59 and V30499=71-80); in an institution in 
both 1985 and 1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0): stayed in 
main family (V30499=01-20 and V30505=0); splitoff 
(V30505=1 and V30506=00) 

V30508 ‘WEEKLY HOUSEWORK 86’ TLOC= 32345-32346 MD=99 

Fl. About how much time does your (wife/“WIFE”l spend on housework in an 
average week? I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work 
around the house. 

F2. About how much time do you (HEAD) spend on housework in an average week? 
(I mean time spent cooking, cleaning, and doing other work around the 
house. ) 

F5. Does anyone else there in your household help with the housework? 
F6. Who is that? 
F7. About how much time does (he/she1 spend on housework in an averaoe week? 

The values for this variable in the range 01-97 represent the actual 
housework hours done per week by this individual. 

98. 98 hours per week or more 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : none; individual was born or moved in after the 
1986 interview (V30498~0000 and V30499=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution or mover-out nonresponse 
for 1986 (V30499=51-891 

v30509 ‘EMPLOYMENT STAT 86’ TLOC= 32347 

Bl. We would like to know about what you do --are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

Oib. We would like to know about what your (wife/“WIFE”) does--is she working 
now, looking for work, retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

G75. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, looking for work, retired, a student, keepino house, or what? 

8,271 44.3 I. Working now 
189 1.0 2. Only temporarily laid off 
878 3.1 3. Looking for work, unemployed 

1.129 8.8 4. Retired 
429 1.8 5. Permanently disabled 

1,846 10.1 6. Housewife: keeping house 
1,021 5.2 7. Student 

68 0.3 8. Other 

61 0.1 9. NA; OK 

24,579 25.5 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498~0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1986 only if 
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deceased (V30499=81-89); in an institution in both 1985 and 
1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); 
older (V30501=01-15) 

not a person age i6 or 

v30510 ‘688 MO LAST IN SCH 86’ TLOC= 32348-32349 MD=99 

G88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-MONTH 

26 0.1 01. January: “winter” 
12 0.1 02. February 

310 1.9 03. March 
374 I .7 04. April; “spring” 
303 1.4 05. May 
367 1.6 06. June 

9 0.0 07. July; “summer” 
12 0.0 08. August 
18 0.1 09. September 
ii 0.0 IO. October: “fal 1 “; “autumn” 
15 0.1 Ii. November 
34 0.1 12. December 

341 0.8 98. DK 

1,068 3.4 99. NA 

35.571 88.7 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000): mover-out nonresponse for 1986 only if 
deceased (V30499=81-89); in an institution in both 1985 
and 1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); not a person age 16 
or older (V30501=01-15) 

v305 11 ‘688 YR LAST IN SCH 86’ Ti.DC= 32350-32351 MD=99 

G88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-YEAR 

The last two digits of the year this individual last attended school are 
coded here. For example, a value of 86 indicates the year 1986. 

97. Before 1901 
98. DK 

99. NA 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000): mover-out nonresponse for 1986 only if 
deceased (V30499=81-89); in an institution in both 1985 
and 1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); not a person age 16 
or older (V30501=01-15) 

v305 12 ‘WHETHER STUDENT 86/ TLDC= 32352 MD=9 

G89. Was (he/she) enrolled as a full-time or part-time student7 

I, 186 6.0 I. Full-time student 
133 0.5 3. Part-time student 

5. Not enrolled in school 

29 0.1 9. NA; DK 

37.123 93.4 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); Head or Wife in 1986 (V30499=01-20 and 
V30500=10, 20 or 22); in an institution In both 1985 and 
1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30501=01-15); last attended school before 1985 
(V30511=01-84. 97 or 99) 

v305 13 ‘COMPLETED EDUCATION 86’ TLDC= 32353-32364 MD=99 

G90. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 
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The values for this variable (01-17) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1986 interview. A code value of 17 
indicates that this individual has completed at least some postgraduate 
work. This variable contains values for 1986 Heads and Wives/“Wives” from 
1986 family-level data, although information about completed education is 
not asked annually for them as it is for other family unit members. For 
1986 Heads, these were computed as follows: if VI3582 is greater than zero, 
then completed education equals 12 plus the value for V13582. For the 
remaining cases, a value of 1 at VI3568 was converted to a value of 12. 
Otherwise, completed education equals VI3571 plus V13576. For the recency 
of the data. see family-level V13668. Wives/“Wives were treated similarly: 
if VI3512 is greater than zero, then completed education equals 12 plus the 
value for V13512. For the remaining cases. a value of I at Vi3503 was 
converted to a value of 12. Otherwise, completed education equals VI3505 
plus Vl3508. For the recency of the data, see family-level V13669. 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30501=01-15) 

v30514 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 86’ TLOC= 32355 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1985: 
G76. During 1985 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
G84. What was that from? 

7,661 36.5 1. Labor income 
771 7.2 2. Asset income 

2.521 18.6 3. Both labor and asset income 

27.518 37.7 0. Inap.: no taxable income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0) 

v305 15 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME 86’ TLOC= 32356-32361 

TOTAL 1985 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
G78. About how much money did (he/she) earn from that job last year? 
G85. How much was that last vear? 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 indicate the amount 
of total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor and assets of each; 
these components were coded separately beginning in 1986. 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no taxable income 
(V30514=0) 

V30516 ‘ACC TOT TXBL INCOME 86’ TLOC= 32362 

Accuracy of 1985 Taxable Income for This Individual 

63 0.3 1. Minor assignment 
645 2.5 2. Major ass i gnment 

37,763 97.2 0. Inap. : no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(v30498=0000): in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no taxable income (V30514=0) 

86’ TLOC= 32363-32366 v305 17 ‘ANN WORK HRS 
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WORK HOURS IN 1985: 
G79. About how many weeks did (he/she) work on that job last year? 
G81. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1985. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); did not work (V30514=0 or 
2) 

V30518 ‘ACC ANN WRK HRS 86’ TLOC= 32367 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1985 

276 1.3 1. Minor assignment 
217 0.9 2. Major assignment 

37,978 97.9 0. Inap.: no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000): in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); did not work (V30514=0 or 2) 

v30519 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 86/ TLOC= 32368-32369 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1985: 
G83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last m? 
G84. What was that from? 

261 0.7 01. ADC , AFDC only 
139 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income, SSI only 
124 0.3 03. Other Welfare only 

1,077 7.5 04. Social Security only 
105 0.5 05. Veterans pension 
158 1.3 06. Other retirement pay,. pensions, or annuities only 
448 2.3 07. Unemployment compensation only 
122 0.6 08. Workmen’s Compensation only 
236 1.4 09. Child support only 
233 1.3 10. Help from relatives only 
305 1.7 II. Other transfers only 

1) 197 7.9 15. More than one of the above; any combination 

34,066 74.1 00. Inap. : no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1985 (V30498=0000): in an institution in both 1985 and 
1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0) 

V30520 ‘631 TYPE SOC SEC RCD 86’ TLDC= 32370 

TYPE OF SDCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED DURING 1985: 
G31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1985 from Social Security? 
G33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 

287 1.4 1. Disability 
I, 101 9.1 2. Ret i rement 

379 2.3 3. Survivor’s benefits 
15 0.1 4. Any combination of the above 

22 0.1 7. Other 

47 0.2 9. NA: DK 

36,620 86.8 0. Inap. : no Social Security income; individual was born or 
moved in after the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and 
v30499=00); main family nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000); in an institution in 
both 1985 and 1986 (V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no 
transfers (V30519=00) 
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V3052 1 ‘634 AMT SDC SEC RCD 86’ TLOC= 32371-32375 

TOTAL SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1985 BY THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
G31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1985 from Social Security? 
G33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 
G34. How much was it? 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=001; main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000): in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no transfers (V30519=00); 
no Social Security (V30520=0) 

V30522 ‘634 ACC SOC SEC AMT 86’ TLOC= 32376 

Accuracy of 1985 Social Security Income for This Individual 

49 0.3 I. Minor assignment 
62 0.3 2. Major assignment 

38.360 99.4 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no transfers (V30519=00); no 
Social Security (V30520=0) 

V30523 ‘TOT TRANSFR EXC SS 86’ TLOC= 32377-32381 

OTHER 1985 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL (EXCLUDING SOCIAL 
SECURITY 1: 
G83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
G84. What was that from? 
G85. How much was that last year? 

. 
The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
transfer income received excluding Social Security received in whole dollars. 
All missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30519=00 or 04) 

V30524 ‘ACC TOT TRNSFR EXC SS 86’ TLOC= 32382 

Accuracy of 1985 Other Transfer Income for This Individual 

12 0.0 I. Minor assignment 
46 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38,413 99.9 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(v30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30519=00 or 04) 

V30525 ‘TOTAL TRNSFR INCOME 86' TLOC= 32383-32387 

TOTAL 1985 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the total 
amount of transfer income received in whole dollars. This amount was 
calculated by summing V30521 and V30523. 

99999. $99,999 or more 
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00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by i986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution in both 1985 and 1986 
(V30499=51-59 and V30505=0); no transfer income 
(v30519=00) 

V30526 ‘H32/35 WTR MEDICAID 86’ TLDC= 32388 MD=9 

H32. Do you have (Medicaid/ Medi-Cal/ Medical Assistance/ Welfare/Medical 
Services)? [DO NOT INCLUDE MEDICARE] 

H34. What about the other family members living there--do any of them have 
(Medicaid/ Medi-Cal/ Medical Assistance/ Welfare/ Medical Services)? 
[IF NECESSARY: Is that some or all of the other family members?] 

H35. Who is covered? 

2,137 7.1 I. Yes, is covered 
17,336 89.7 5. No, is not covered 

79 0.3 9. NA: DK 

18.919 2.9 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000): in an institution or mover-out nonresponse 
in 1986 (V30499=51-89) 

V30527 ‘Hl/37/69 HLTH STATUS 86’ TLOC= 32389 MD=9 

HI. Now I have a few questions about your health, including any serious 
limitations you might have. would you (HEAD) say your health in general 
is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 

H37. Now I have a few questions about your (wlfe’s/“WIFE’s”) health. Would 
you say her health in general is excellent, very good, good, fair, or 
poor? 

H69e. Would you say (INDIVIDUAL’S) health in general is excellent, very good. 
qood, fair, or poor? 

6,434 32.0 I. Excel ient 
5,668 29.3 2. Very good 
4,835 22.7 3. Good 
1.816 9.3 4. Fair 

690 3.5 5. Poor 

II 0.0 8. Don’t know 
98 0.2 9. NA 

18.919 2.9 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); in an institution or mover-out nonresponse 
in 1986 (V30499=51-89) 

V30528 ‘MONTH S/D FAM FORMED 86’ TLOC= 32390-32391 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

31 0.2 01. January; “winter” 
34 0.2 02. February 
22 0.1 03. March 
29 0.1 04. April; “spring” 
27 0.1 05. May 
46 0.1 06. June 
33 0.1 07. July; ‘1 summer ‘1 
44 0.2 08. August 
40 0.2 09. September 
29 0.1 10. October; “f al 1 ‘I ; “autumn” 
27 0.1 il. November 
27 0.1 12. December 
31 0.2 98. Moved out of an institution 

58 0.1 99. NA: DK 
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37.993 98.2 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000); not a splitoff in 1986 (V30505fl or 
V30505=1 and V30506ZOO) 

v30529 ‘YEAR S/D FAM FORMED 86’ TLOC= 32392-32393 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example , a value of 86 indicates a move during the year 1986. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000): not a splitoff in 1986 (V30505fl or 
V30505=1 and V30506200) 

v30530 'MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 86’ TLDC= 32394-32397 

1986 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1986 IO Numbers (0001-7018) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1986 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by i985 
(V30498=0000); not a splitoff in 1986 (V30505fl or 
V30505=1 and V30506ZOO) 

v3053 1 ‘AGE FROM BIRTH DATE 86’ TLOC= 32398-32399 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1986 Interview as Generated from Birth Date 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. This variable is 
generated from the reported month and year of birth (V30502-V30503) and the 
date of interview (V13008) using the following assumptions: if the month of 
birth is NA (V30502=99). July is assumed; if the date of interview is NA 
(V13008=9999). assume July and that July birthdays did not yet take place: if 
the day of the interview is less than the fifteenth day of the month, assume 
that birthdays in the same month did not yet take place. Consistency with 
v30501, reported age, has not been forced. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK (V30503=9999) 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1986 
interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 
(V30498=0000) 

V30532 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 86’ TLOC= 32400-32401 MD=99 

TVpe of Individual Data Record in 1986 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1986 have 1986 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1986. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1985 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1986 
have nonzero data for 1986 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1986 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
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apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

309 

134 

137 

8 

298 

71 

103 

413 

2,888 

14,558 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1985. 

02. This sample member was less than 19 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1985. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1985 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1986. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1985 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1986. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1986 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1986 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1985 and 1986 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1985 and 1986 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1985 and 1986 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1986 interview. 

IO. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1985 interview, 

19,552 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1986 
(V30499=01-20). 

v30533 ‘WHY NDNRESPONSE 86’ TLOC= 32402-32403 MD=99 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

328 
7 

79 

96 

106 
149 

20 
21 

7 

24 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04 . Lost: unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
11. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

example , a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here. also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main fam>ly nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 

22. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 

23. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 

24. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 

29. This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever Is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

31. This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
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59. 

91. 

492 92. 

93. 

2,888 97. 

14,558 98. 

99. 

19,552 00. 

4 32. 

107 41. 
27 42. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
t-lead or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1985 and 1986 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview. was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1986 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1966 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1986 interview (V30498>0000 and V30499=00) 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1985 (V30463=0000 and V30498=0000 or 
V30463>0000 and V30464=71-89 and V30498=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1986 
(v30499=01-20) 

v30534 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 86’ TLOC= 32404-32406 

1984 Weight, Updated for 1986 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1986 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1986 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1979 but present by 1984 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1979 and moved back into the panel in 1984, the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I. Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1986 interview 
(V30498>0000 and V30499=00); main family nonresponse by 
1986 or mover-out nonresponse by 1985 (V30498=0000); 
individual was not a sample member (V30002=170-228, 400- 
425) 

1987 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1987 weight (V30569) for the percents. 

v30535 ‘1987 INTERVIEW NUMBER 87’ TLOC= 32407-32410 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-7061 represent the 1987 IO 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1987. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1987 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
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V30536 ‘SEQiJENCE NUMBER 

1987 Sequence Number 

87’ TLOC= 32411-32412 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1987 interview. 

19.578 97. I 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1987 
interview 

274 1.9 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1987 
interview 

566 0.6 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions and established their own households 
between the t986 and 1987 interviews 

69 0.4 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1986 but died by the 
time of the 1987 interview 

17.984 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1987 
interview: main family nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000) 

v30537 ‘RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 87’ TLOC= 32413-32414 

1987 Relationship to Head 

Note that these relationships are those to the 1986 Head for any individual 
whose 1987 sequence number (V30536) is greater than 50. that is. has moved 
out of the FU. Thus, for example, if the 1986 Head is no longer present at 
the time of the 1987 interview, his or her relationship to Head is coded 10; 
the new 1987 Head also is coded 10. Therefore, to select current Heads, the 
user must select those coded IO in this variable whose sequence numbers 
(V305361=01. 

7,178 

3,897 

41.5 10. 

22.0 20. 

217 0.6 22. 

7.125 32.0 30. 

647 2.0 33. 

115 0.2 35. 

31 0.0 37. 

19 

117 

34 

0.0 38. 

0.4 40. 

0.1 47. 

4 0.0 48. 

90 0.1 50. 

52 0.0 57. 

4 

433 

58. 

0.8 60. 

Head in 1987: 1986 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1987 interview 

Legal wife in 1987; 1986 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1987 interview 

“Wife’‘--female cohabi’tor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more z who was present in the 1986 family, since 
consecutive interviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart; 1986 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1987 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchildren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not children of Head) 

Son or daughter of “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whose mother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law of Head; i.e., brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother Of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (Includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only leqal 
wife’s (code 20) grandchildren; those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 
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17 65. 

19 66. 

3 67. 

68. 

69. 

93 

17 

II 

2 

23 

2 

54 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

83. 

197 

15 

17 

I 

88. 

90. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

53 98. 

17,984 00. 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only legal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren; those of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 20) 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 
Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 

Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 
child’s parent is coded 88) 

First-year cohabitor of Head 

Legal husband of Head 

Other relative of Head 

Other relative of legal wife (code 20) 

Other relative of cohabitor (the cohabitor’s code=22 or 
88) 

Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU. etc.) 

Individual was born or moved in after the 1987 interview 
(V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family nonresponse by 
1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000) 

V30538 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 87’ TLOC= 32415-32416 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1987 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age 
reported of the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. See 
V30566 for an age variable that is generated from birth date information. 
Consistency of V30538 with V30539-V30540 was not forced unless it was clear 
that the interviewer made an error in recording the individual’s age or birth 
date. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA: DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1987 interview 
(V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family nonresponse by 
1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000) 

V30539 ‘MONTH IND BORN 87’ TLOC= 32417-32418 MD=99 

Month of Birth 

1,804 8.8 01. January; “winter” 
1,555 7.3 02. February 
1,691 8.2 03. March 
I.571 7.5 04. April; u spr i ng 1’ 
i ,614 8.1 05. May 
1.606 8.4 06. June 
1,719 8.5 07. July; )I summer N 
1.764 8.7 08. August 
I.798 9.1 09. September 
1.766 8.5 IO. October; “fal 1 ’ ; “autumn” 
1.686 8.1 11. November 
1.700 7.9 12. December 
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213 

17.984 

0.8 99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1987 interview 
(V30535>0000 and V30536=00): main family nonresponse by 
1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000) 

v30540 ‘YEAR IND BORN 

Year of Birth 

97t TLOC= 32419-32422 MD=9999 

The actual year of birth is coded here. 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Individual was born or moved in after the 1987 interview 
(V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family nonresponse by 
1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000) 

v3054 1 ‘MARR PAIRS INDICATOR 87’ TLOC= 32423 

1987 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1987 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of I here: the second, a 
value of 2, etc. Usual ly. the first married pair con,sists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap.: not married or cohabiting: spouse was not in FU at 
the time of the 1987 interview; individual was born or 
moved in after the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and 
V30536=00); main family nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000) 

V30542 ‘WHETHER MOVED IN/OUT 87’ TLOC= 32424 

1987 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1.526 4.3 I. Moved in or born between the 1986 and 1987 interviews: 
splitoff in 1987 

63 0.1 2. Appeared ; did not move in between the 1986 and 1987 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1986 (i.e., listing 
error) 

532 0.6 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1986 
and 1987 interviews and was not included in a 1987 panel FU 

75 0.5 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1986 
and 1987 interviews 

69 0.4 7. Living in 1986 but died by the time of the 1987 interview 
40 0.1 8. Disappeared: moved out prior to the 1986 interview, but 

included in FU for 1986 (usually a listing error) 

36,166 94.0 0. Inap.: in main family in both 1986 and 1987; in an 
institution in both 1986 and 1987 (V30499=51-59 and 
V30536=51-59): individual was born or moved in after the 
1987 Interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000) 

v30543 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 87’ TLOC= 32425-32426 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

147 0.4 01. January; “winter” 
114 0.2 02. February 
137 0.3 03. March 
143 0.3 04. April: “spring” 
156 0.5 05. May 
187 0.5 06. June 
119 0.3 07. July; “summer fl 
163 0.4 08. August 
158 0.4 09. September 
141 0.4 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
102 0.2 Il. November 
128 0.3 12. December 

75 0.1 99. NA; DK 
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36,701 95.9 00. Inap. : spl itoff; individual was born or moved in after the 
1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1986 and 1987 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1987 (V30499=51-59 and V30536=71-80): in an institution in 
both 1986 and 1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); stayed in 
main family (V30536=01-20 and V30542=0) 

v30544 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 87’ TLOC= 32427-32428 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 87 indicates a move during the year 1987. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); moved from institution to own FU between 
the 1986 and 1987 interviews and was not interviewed for 
1987 (V30499=51-59 and V30536=71-80): in an institution in 
both 1986 and 1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); stayed in 
main family (V30536=01-20 and V30542=0); splitoff 
(V30542=1 and V30543=00) 

v30545 ‘EMPLOYMENT STAT 87’ TLOC= 32429 

51. We would like to know about what you do --are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

Dlb. We would like to know about what your (wife/“WIFE”) does--is she working 
now, looking for work, retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

G75. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, lookinq for work, retired, a student, keepinq house, or what? 

8,452 45.1 I. Working now 
143 0.8 2. Only temporarily laid off 
797 2.5 3. Looking for work, unemployed 

1,195 9.3 4. Retired 
426 1.7 5. Permanently disabled 

1,730 9.9 6. Housewife; keeping house 
,999 5.0 7. Student 

56 0.2 8. Other 

88 0.1 9. NA; DK 

24,585 25.5 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1987 only if 
deceased (V30536=81-89); in an institution in both 1986 and 
1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0): not a person age 16 or 
older (V30538=01-15) 

V30546 ‘688 MO LAST IN SCH 87’ TLOC= 32430-32431 MD=99 

G88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-MONTH 

23 0.1 01. January; “winter” 
12 0.1 02. February 

269 1.6 03. March 
382 2.0 04. April; “spring” 
379 1.6 05. May 
424 1.8 06. June 

12 0.0 07. July; “summer” 
4 0.0 08. August 

18 0.1 09. September 
11 0.0 10. October; “fall ’ ; “autumn” 
IO 0.1 II. November 
34 0.1 12. December 

394 0.8 98. DK 

883 3.0 99. NA 
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35,626 88.6 00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1987 only if 
deceased (V30536=81-89); in an institution in both 1986 
and 1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); not a person age 16 
or older (V30538=01-15) 

v30547 ‘688 YR LAST IN SCH 87’ TLOC= 32432-32433 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year this individual last attended school are 
coded here. For example, a value of 87 indicates the year 1987. 

97. Before 1901 
98. DK 

99. NA 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); mover-out nonresponse for 1987 only if 
deceased (V30536=81-89); in an institution in both 1986 
and 1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); not a person age 16 
or older (V30538=01-15) 

V30548 ‘WHETHER STUDENT 87’ TLOC= 32434 MD-9 

G89. Was (he/she) enrolled as a full-time or part-time student? 

I ) 175 6.0 I. Full-time student 
119 0.4 3. Part-time student 

5. Not enrol led in school 

31 0.2 9. NA: DK 

37.146 93.4 0. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000): Head or Wife in 1987 (V30536=01-20 and 
V30537=10. 20 or 22): in an institution in both 1986 and 
1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30538=01-15); last attended school before 1986 
(V30547=01-85. 97 or 99) 

v30549 ‘COMPLETED EDUCATION 87’ TLOC= 32435-32436 MD=99 

G90. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 

The values for this variable (01-17) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g.. a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1987 interview. A code value of 17 
indicates that this individual has completed at least some postgraduate 
work. This variable contains values for 1987 Heads and Wives/“Wives” from 
1987 family-level data, although information about completed education is 
not asked annually for them as it is for other famlly unit members. For 
1987 Heads, these were computed as follows: if VI4629 is greater than zero. 
then completed education equals 12 plus the value for V14629. For the 
remaining cases, a value of I at VI4615 was converted to a value of 12. 
Otherwise, completed education equals VI4618 plus V14623. For the recency 
of the data, see family-level Vl4715. Wives/“Wives were treated similarly: 
if VI4559 is greater than zero. then completed education equals 12 plus the 
value for V14559. For the remaining cases, a value of I at VI4550 was 
converted to a value of 12. Otherwise, completed education equals V14552 
plus v14555. For the recency of the data, see family-level Vl4716. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30538=01-15) 
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v30550 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 87‘ TLOC= 32437 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1986: 
G76. During 1986 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
684. What was that from? 

7.707 35.8 I. Labor income 
763 7.2 2. Asset income 

2.508 18.7 3. Both labor and asset income 

27,493 38.2 0. Inap.: no taxable income: individual was born or moved in 
after the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00): main 
family nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0) 

v3055 1 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME 87’ TLOC= 32438-32443 

TOTAL 1986 TAXAGLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
G78. About how much money did (he/she) earn from that job last year? 
G85. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 indicate the amount 
of total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor and assets of each: 
these components were coded separately beginning with the 1986 wave. 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542.0); no taxable income 
(V30550=0) 

V30552 ‘ACC TOT TXBL INCOME 87’ TLOC= 32444 

Accuracv of 1986 Taxable Income for This Individual 

96 0.4 1. Minor assignment 
593 2.3 2. Major assignment 

37,782 97.3 0. Inap.: no assignment: individual was born or moved in after 
the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); no taxable income (V30550=0) 

v30553 ‘ANN WORK HRS 87’ TLOC= 32445-32448 

WORK HOURS IN 1986: 
G79. About how many weeks did (he/she) work on that job last year? 
G81. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1986. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); did not work (V30550=0 or 
2) 

v30554 ’ ACC ANN WRK HRS 87’ TLOC= 32449 

Accuracy of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1986 

206 0.9 I. Minor assignment 
173 0.6 2. Major assignment 

38.092 98.5 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
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(v30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0): did not work (V30550=0 or 2) 

v30555 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y 87’ TLOC= 32450-32451 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1986: 
G83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income. such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
G84. What was that from? 

258 0 7 01. 
148 0 5 02. 
141 0 3 03. 

1,071 7 6 04. 
99 0 5 05. 

190 I 4 06. 
422 2 2 07. 
139 0 7 08. 
271 1 5 09. 
192 I 1 IO. 
168 I 0 Il. 

1,114 7 6 15. 

34.258 74 9 00. 

V30556 ‘633 TYPE SOC SEC RCD 87’ TLOC= 32452 

ADC, AFDC only 
Supplemental Security Income, SSI only 
Other Welfare only 
Social Security only 
Veterans pension 
Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
Unemployment compensation only 
Worker’s Compensation only 
Child support only 
Help from relatives only 
Other transfers only 
More than one of the above; any combination 

Inap.: no transfer income; individual was born or moved in 
after the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main 
family nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 
1986 (V30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 
1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0) 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED DURING 1986: 
G31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1986 from Social Security? 
G33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 

267 1.3 I. Disability 
I, 148 9.8 2. Retirement 

351 2.2 3. Survivor’s benefits 
31 0.1 4. Any combination of the above 

6 0.0 7. Other 

46 0.2 9. NA; OK 

36,622 86.4 0. Inap.: no Social Security income: individual was born or 
moved in after the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and 
V30536=00); main family nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000): in an institution in 
both 1986 and 1987 (V30536=51-59 and V30542=0): no 
transfers (V30555=00) 

v30557 ‘634 AMT SOC SEC RCD 87’ TLOC= 32453-32457 

TOTAL SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1986 BY THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
G31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1986 from Social Security? 
G33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); no transfers (V30555=00); 
no Social Security (V30556=0) 

V30558 ‘634 ACC SQC SEC AbIT 87’ TLOC= 32458 

Accuracy of 1986 Social Security Income for This Individual 

41 0.3 I. Minor assignment 
44 0.2 2. Major assignment 

38,386 99.5 0. Inap. : no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
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nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000): in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); no transfers (V30555=00); no 
Social Security (V30556=0) 

v30559 ‘TOT TRANSFR EXC SS 87’ TLOC= 32459-32463 

OTHER 1986 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL (EXCLUDING SOCIAL 
SECURITY): 
G83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest. gifts, or anything else, last year? 
G84. What was that from? 
G85. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
transfer income received excluding Social Security received in whole dollars. 
All missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000): in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); no Transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30555=00 or 04) 

V30660 ‘ACC TOT TRNSFR EXC SS 87’ TLOC= 32464 

Accuracy of 1986 Other Transfer Income for This Individual 

7 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
41 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38,423 99.9 0. Inap.: no assignment; individual was born or moved in after 
the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000): in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30555=00 or 04) 

V3066 1 ‘TOTAL TRNSFR INCOME 87/ TLOC= 32465-32469 

TOTAL 1986 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the total 
amount of transfer income received in whole dollars. This amount was 
calculated by summing V30557 and V30559. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); in an institution in both 1986 and 1987 
(V30536=51-59 and V30542=0); no transfer income 
(V30555=00) 

V30562 ‘Hll HD MED COVERAGE? 87’ TLOC= 32470 MD=9 

H8. Do you have (Medicaid/ Medi-Cal/ Medical Assistance/ Welfare/Medical 
Services)? [DO NOT INCLUDE MEDICARE] 

HIO. What about the other family members living there--do any of them have 
(Medicaid/ Medi-Cal/ Medical Assistance/ Welfare/ Medical Services)? 
[IF NECESSARY: Is that some or all of the other family members?] 

Hll. Who is covered? 

2.138 6.5 1. Yes, is covered 
17.332 90.2 5. No, is not covered 

108 0.3 9. NA: OK 

18.893 2.9 0. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536.00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000); in an institution or mover-out nonresponse 
in 1987 (V30536=51-89) 
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V30563 ‘MONTH S/O FAM FORMED 87/ TLOC= 32471-32472 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

Refer to Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

55 0.2 01. January; “winter” 
32 0.1 02. February 
28 0.1 03. March 
34 0.1 04. April; “spring” 
44 0.2 05. May 
21 0.1 06. June 
37 0.1 07. July: “summer 1’ 
24 0.1 08. August 
42 0. I 09. September 
32 0.1 10. October; “fall ” ; “autumn” 
26 0.1 11. November 
29 0.1 12. December 
44 0.4 98. Moved out of an institution 

77 0.1 99. NA; OK 

37,946 98.2 00. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); not a splitoff in 1987 (V30542fl or 
V30542=1 and V30543200). 

V30564 ‘YEAR S/O FAM FORMED 87’ TLOC= 32473-32474 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 87 indicates a move during the year 1987. Refer to 
Section I, Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA *year 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
intervisw (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); not a splitoff in 1987 (V30542fl or 
V30542=1 and V30543fOO) 

V30565 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 87’ TLOC= 32475-32478 

1987 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Familv Was Formed 

Actual 1987 ID Numbers (0001-7061) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1987 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
Interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(V30535=0000); not a splitoff in 1987 (V3054221 or 
V30542=1 and V30543fOO) 

V30566 ‘AGE FROM BIRTH DATE 87’ TLOC= 32479-32480 MD=99 

Age at the Time of the 1987 Interview as Generated from Birth Date 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. This variable is 
generated from the reported month and year of birth (V30539-V30540) and the 
date of interview (Vi4111) using the following assumptions: if the month of 
birth is NA (V30539=99), July is assumed; if the date of interview is NA 
(V14111=9999). assume July and that July birthdays did not yet take place; if 
the day of the interview is less than the fifteenth day of the month, assume 
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that birthdays in the same month did not yet take place. Consistency with 
V30538, reported age, has not been forced. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA: DK (V30540=9999) 

00. Inap.: individual was born or moved in after the 1987 
interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00); main family 
nonresponse by 1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 
(v30535=0000) 

V30567 ‘TYPE OF IN0 RECORD 87’ TLOC= 32481-32482 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in 1987 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1987 have 1987 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1987. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1986 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1987 
have nonzero data for 1987 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1987 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

255 

127 

123 

6 

274 

98 

114 

423 

1.892 

15,581 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1986. 

02 . This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1986. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1986 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1987. 

04 . This sample member had been in an institution in 1986 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1987. 

05 . This sample member, although connected with a 1987 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1987 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1986 and 1987 interviews. 

07 . This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1986 and 1987 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1986 and 1987 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1987 interview. 

IO. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1986 interview. 

19,578 

99. NA; OK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1987 
(V30536=01-20). 

V30568 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 87’ TLDC= 32483-32484 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1987 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

269 
I 

45 

147 

102 
129 

16 
25 

4 

01. Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
02. No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
03. Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 

appropriate respondent. 
04. Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
05. FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
II. This individual was in the armed forces. 
12. This individual was in an educational institution. 
13. This individual was in a health care facility 
14. This Individual was in jail or prison 
19. This individual was in some other type of institution, for 

example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 

21. This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 



19 31. 

8 32. 

117 41. 
17 42. 

51. 

6 52. 

53. 

514 92. 

93. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

59. 

91. 

1,892 97. 

15.581 98. 

99. 

19.578 00. 
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This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1986 and 1987 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once; this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1987 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1987 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1987 interview (V30535>0000 and V30536=00). 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1986 (V30498=0000 and V30535=0000 or 
V30498>0000 and V30499=71-89 and V30535=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1987 
(V30536=01-20) 

V30569 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 87’ TLOC= 32485-32487 

1984 Weiqht, Updated for 1987 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1987 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1987 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1979 but present by 1984 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1979 and moved back into the panel in 1984, the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I. Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 
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00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1987 interview 
(V30535>0000 and V30536=00): main family nonresponse by 
1987 or mover-out nonresponse by 1986 (V30535=0000); 
individual was not a sample member (V30002=170-228, 400- 
425) 

1988 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1988 weight (V30605) for the percents. 

v30570 ‘1988 INTERVIEW NUMBER ’ TLDC= 32488-32491 

1988 Interview Number (1988 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-7114 represent the 1988 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1988. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1988 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1987 

v3057 1 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1988 Sequence Number 

88’ TLDC= 32492-32493 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1988 interview. 

19,616 97.3 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1988 
interview 

252 1.7 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1988 
interview 

567 0.6 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions and established their own households 
between the 1987 and 1988 interviews 

71 0.4 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1987 but died by the 
time of the 1988 interview 

17,965 00. Individuals who were born or moved in after the 1988 
interview: main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000) 

V30572 ‘RELATION TO HEAD 88’ TLDC= 32494-32495 

1988 Relationship to Head 

Note that these relationships are those to the 1987 Head for any individual 
whose 1988 sequence number (V30571) is greater than 50, that is, has moved 
out of the FU. Thus, for example, if the 1987 Head is no longer present at 
the time of the 1988 interview, his or her relationship to Head is coded 10; 
the new 1988 Head also is coded 10. Therefore, to select current Heads, the 
user must select those coded IO in this variable whose sequence numbers 
(V30571)=01. 

7,243 42.0 

3,888 21.8 

250 0.7 

7.049 31.5 

639 I .9 

146 0.3 

IO. 

20. 

22. 

30. 

33. 

35. 

Head in 1988; 1987 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1988 interview 

Legal wife in 1988; 1987 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1988 interview 

“Wife’--female cohabitor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more or who was present in the 1987 family, since 
consecutive interviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart; 1987 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1988 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchi 1 dren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not children of Head) 

Son or daughter of - “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whose mother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 



23 0.0 37. 

21 0.0 38. 

132 0.4 40. 

33 0. I 47. 

6 0.0 48. 

99 

53 

0.2 

0.0 

50. 

57. 

4 58. 

431 0.8 60. 

14 65. 

16 66. 

6 67. 

68. 

69. 

76 

18 

16 

3 

24 

2 

52 

70. 

7:. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

83. 

178 

II 

14 

4 

88. 

90. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

55 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 98. 

17.965 00. 
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Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law of Head; i.e., brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only legal 
wife’s (code 20) grandchildren: those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only leaal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren: those of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 20) 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 
Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 

Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 
child’s parent is coded 88) 

First-year cohabitor of Head 

Legal husband of Head 

Other relative of Head 

Other relative of legal wife (code 20) 

Other relative of cohabitor (the cohabitor’s code=22 or 
88) 

Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU. etc.) 

Individual was born or moved in after the 1988 interview 
(V30570>0000 and V30571=00): main family nonresponse by 
1988 or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000) 

v30573 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 88’ TLDC= 32496-32497 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1988 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age 
reported of the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. See 
V30602 for an age variable that is generated from birth date information. 
Consistency of V30573 with V30574-V30575 was not forced unless it was clear 
that the interviewer made an error in recording the individual’s age or birth 
date. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 
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99. NA; DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1988 interview 
(V30570>0000 and V30571=00): main family nonresponse by 
1988 or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000) 

v30574 ‘MONTH INDIVIDUAL BORN 88’ TLOC= 32498-32499 MD=99 

Month of Birth 

1,809 8.7 01. January ; “winter I’ 
1.558 7.4 02. February 
1.661 8.2 03. March 
1,581 7.7 04 April; “spring” 
1,642 8.1 05. May 
1,608 8.4 06. June 
1,760 8.5 07. July; “summer ‘1 
1.764 8.9 08. August 
I, 779 9.0 09. September 
1,779 8.5 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
1,669 8.1 11. November 
1,681 7.9 12. December 

215 0.8 99. NA; DK 

17.965 00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1988 interview 
(V30570>0000 and V30571=00); main family nonresponse by 
1988 or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000) 

v30575 ‘YEAR INDIVIDUAL BORN 88’ TLDC= 32500-32503 MD=9999 

Year of Birth 

The actual year of birth is coded here. 

9999. NA: DK 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1988 interview 
(V30570>0000 and V30571=00); main family nonresponse by 
1988 or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000) 

V30576 ‘MARITAL INDICATOR-IND 88’ TLOC= 32504 

1988 Married Pairs Indicator 

This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1988 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here; the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usually. the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
‘1 W i f e ‘I or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married or cohabiting; spouse was not in FU at 
the time of the 1988 interview: individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
V30571=00): main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000) 

v30577 ‘MOVED IN/OUT 88’ TLOC= 32505 

1988 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,455 4.3 I. Moved in or born between the 1987 and 1988 interviews; 
splitoff in 1988 

82 0.1 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1987 and 1988 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1987 (i.e., listing 
error) 

543 0.6 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1987 
and 1988 interviews and was not included in a 1988 panel FU 

62 0.4 6. Moved out of FU and into an institution between the 1987 
and 1988 interviews 

71 0.4 7. Living in 1987 but died by the time of the 1988 interview 
28 0.0 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1987 interview, but 

included in FU for 1987 (usually a listing error) 

36,230 94.3 0. Inap. : in main family In both 1987 and 1988; in an 
institution in both 1987 and 1988 (V30536=51-59 and 
v30571=51-59); individual was born or moved in after the 
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1988 interview (V30570>0000 and V30571=00): main family 
nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 
(v30570=0000) 

V30578 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 88’ TLOC= 32506-32507 MD=99 

Month Moved In or Out 

153 0.3 01. January; “winter” 
118 0.3 02. February 
118 0.2 03. March 
142 0.3 04. April: “spr i ng 1’ 
146 0.3 05. May 
186 0.4 06. June 
142 0.3 07 July; “summer ‘1 
132 0.3 08. August 
126 0.4 OS. September 
123 0.3 10. October: “fal 1 I’; “autumn” 
129 0.2 II. November 
148 0.3 12. December 

69 0. I 99. NA; DK 

36.739 96.3 00. Inap.: splitoff: main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000): individual was born 
or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30591=00); moved from institution to own FU between the 
1987 and 1988 interviews and was not interviewed for 1988 
(V30536=51-59 and V30571=71-80): in an institution in both 
1987 and 1988 (V3@571=51-59 and V30577=0); stayed in main 
family (V30571=01-20 and V30577=0) 

v30579 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 88’ TLOC= 32508-32509 MD=99 

Year Moved In or Out 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred. are coded here. For 
example, a value of 88 indicates a move during the year 1988. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000): individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
V30571=00); moved from institution to own FU between the 
1987 and 1988 interviews and was not interviewed for 1988 
(V30536=51-59 and V30571=71-80): in an institution in both 
1987 and 1988 (V30571=51-59 and V30577=0): stayed in main 
family (V30571=01-20 and V30577=0); splitoff (V30577=1 and 
V30578=00) 

V30580 ‘EMPLOYMENT STAT-IND 88’ TLOC= 32510 

Bl. We would like to know about what you do--are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work, retired, keeping house. a student, or what? 

Dia. We would like to know about what your (wife/“WIFE”) does--is she working 
now, looking for work. retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

G75. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, lookino for work, retired, a student, keeping house, or what? 

8,627 46.1 1. Working now 
136 0.7 2. Only temporarily laid off 
731 2.5 3. Looking for work, unemployed 

I, 166 9.1 4. Retired 
434 1.7 5. Permanently disabled 

1.730 9.7 6. Housewife; keeping house 
933 4.6 7. Student 

60 0.2 8. Other 

119 0.2 9. NA; DK 

24,535 25.2 0. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V3057O=OOOOj; individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30591=00); mover-out nonresponse for 1988 only if deceased 
(V30571=81-89j: in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
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(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(V30573=01-15) 

V3058 1 ‘688 MD LAST IN SCH-IND88’ TLDC= 32511-32512 MD=99 

G88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-MONTH 

21 0.1 01. January ; “winter” 
16 0. I 02. February 

107 0.5 03. March 
397 2.0 04. April; “spring” 
448 2.2 05. May 
464 I .8 06. June 

7 0.0 07. July; “summer ‘0 
13 0.0 08. August 

7 0.0 09. September 
15 0.1 IO. October; “f al 1 ” : “autumn” 
17 0.1 II. November 
37 0.2 12. December 

428 1 . 1 98. DK 

828 2.9 99. NA 

35,666 88.9 00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V3057020000 and 
V30571=00); mover-out nonresponse for 1988 only if 
deceased (V30571=81-89): in an institution in both 1987 
and 1988 (V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); not a person age 16 
or older (V30573=01-15) 

V30582 ‘688 YR LAST IN SCH-IND88’ TLOC= 32513-32514 MD=99 

G88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-YEAR 

The last two digits of the year this individual last attended school are 
coded here. For example, a value of 88 indicates the year 1988. 

97. Before 1901 
98. DK 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00); mover-out nonresponse for 1988 only if 
deceased (V30571=81-89); in an institution in both 1987 
and 1988 (V30571=51-59 and V30577=0): not a person age 16 
or older (V30573=01-15) 

V30583 ‘WHETHER STUDENT-IND 88’ TLDC= 32515 MD=9 

G89. Was (he/she) enrolled as a full-time or part-time student? 

1,141 5.8 I. Full-time student 
131 0.5 3. Part-time student 

5. Not enrolled in school 

44 0.2 9. NA; DK 

37,155 93.5 0. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00); Head or Wife in 1988 (V30571=01-20 and 
V30572=10, 20 or 22); in an institution in both 1987 and 
1988 (V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); not a person age 16 or 
older (V30573=01-15): 1 ast attended school before 1987 
(V30582=01-86. 97 or 99) 

V30584 ‘COMPLETED EDUC-IND 88 ’ TLOC= 32516-32517 MD=99 

GSO. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 
completed? 

The values for this variable (01-17) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
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eighth grade by the time of the 1988 interview. A code value of 17 
indicates that this individual has completed at least some postgraduate 
work. This variable contains values for 1988 Heads and Wives/“Wives” from 
family-level data, although information about completed education is not 
asked annually for them as it is for other family unit members. For 1988 
Heads, these were computed as follows: if VI6103 is greater than zero. then 
completed education equals 12 plus the value for V16103. For the remaining 
cases, a value of 1 at VI6089 was converted to a value of 12. Otherwise. 
completed education equals VI6092 plus Vl6097. For the recency of the data, 
see family-level Vi6190. Wives/“Wives were treated similarly: if Vi6033 is 
greater than zero, then completed education equals 12 plus the value for 
Vl6033. For the remaining cases, a value of I at VI6024 was converted to a 
value of 12. Otherwise, completed education equals VI6026 plus V16029. For 
the recency of the data, see family-level V16191. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000): individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00): in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); not a person age 16 or older 
(v30573=01-15) 

V30585 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 88’ TLOC= 32518 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1987: 
G76. During 1987 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
G84. What was that from? 

7,687 36.2 1. Labor income 
776 7.3 2. Asset income 

2.619 19.1 3. Both labor and asset income 

27,389 37.4 0. Inap. : no taxable income; main family nonresponse by 1988 
or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000): individual 
was born or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 
and V30571=00): in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0) 

V30586 'TOT TXBL INCOME-IND 88' TLOC= 32519-32524 

TOTAL 1987 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
G78. About how much money did (he/she) earn from that job last year? 
G85. How much was that last vear? 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 indicate the amount 
of total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor and assets of each; 
these components were coded separately beginning with the 1987 wave. 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born 
or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00); in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0): no taxable income 
(V30585=0) 

V30587 ‘ACC TOT TXBL Y-IND 88' TLOC= 32525 

Accuracy of 1987 Taxable Income for This Individual 

48 0.2 I. Minor assignment 
624 2.5 2. Major assignment 

37,799 97.3 0. Inap.: no assignment; main family nonresponse by 1988 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was 
born or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
V30571=00): in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); no taxable income (V30585.0) 

V30588 ‘ANN WORK HRS-IND 88’ TLOC= 32526-32529 

WORK HOURS IN 1987: 
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G79. About how many weeks did (he/she) work on that job last year? 
G81. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, about how many hours did (he/ 

she) usually work per week? 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1987. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000): individual was born 
or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00): in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); did not work (V30585=0 or 
2) 

V30589 ‘ACC ANN WRK HRS-IND 88’ TLOC= 32530 

Accuracv of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1987 

224 1.1 I. Minor assignment 
156 0.5 2. Major assignment 

38,091 98.4 0. Inap. : no assignment: main family nonresponse by 1988 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was 
born or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00); in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); did not work (V30585=0 or 2) 

v30590 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y-IND 88’ TLDC= 32531-32532 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DLJRING 1987: 
G83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
G84. What was that from? 

250 0.7 01. ADC. AFDC only 
148 0.5 02. Supplemental Security Income, SSI only 
117 0.2 03. Other Welfare only 

1,094 7.6 04. Social Security only 
107 0.5 05. Veterans pension 
209 I .7 06. Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
354 1.7 07. Unemployment compensation only 
130 0.6 08. Worker’s Compensation only 
234 1.4 09. Child support only 
216 1.3 10. Help from relatives only 
301 1.4 11. Other transfers only 

I, 176 8.j 15. More than one of the above; any combination 

34.135 74.2 00. Inap.: no transfer income; main family nonresponse by 1988 
or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000): individual 
was born or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 
and V30571=00): in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0) 

v3059 1 ‘631 TYPE SOC SEC RCD 88’ TLOC= 32533 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED DURING 1987: 
G31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1987 from Social Security? 
G33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 

281 1.3 1. Disability 
1,144 9.5 2. Retirement 

350 2.3 3. Survivor’s benefits: dependent of deceased recipient 
33 0.2 4. Any combination of codes l-3 and 5-7 
19 0.1 5. Dependent of disabled recipient 
22 0.2 6. Dependent of retired recipient 

4 0.0 7. Other 

2 0.0 8. DK 
42 0.2 9. NA 

36,574 86.3 0. Inap. : no Social Security income; main family nonresponse 
by 1988 or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); 
individual was born or moved in after the 1988 interview 
(V30570~0000 and V30571=00); in an institution In both 1987 
and 1988 (V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); no transfers 
(v30590=00) 
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V30592 ‘634 AMT SOC SEC RCD 88’ TLDC= 32534-32538 

TOTAL SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1987 BY THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
631. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1987 from Social Security? 
633. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 
G34. How much was it? 

99999. $99.999 or more 

00000. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born 
or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
V30571=00); in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); no transfers (V30590=00); 
no Social Security (V30591=0) 

v30593 ‘634 ACC SOC SEC AMT 88’ TLOC= 32539 

Accuracy Of 1987 Social Security Income for This Individual 

28 0.2 I. Minor assignment 
45 0.3 2. Major assignment 

38,398 99.5 0. Inap.: no assignment: main family nonresponse by 1988 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was 
born or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
V30571=00); in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); no transfers (V30590=00); no 
Social Security (V30591=0) 

V30594 ‘TOT TRNSFR EXC SS-IND 88’ TLOC= 32540-32544 

OTHER 1987 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL (EXCLUDING SOCIAL 
SECURITY): 
683. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
G84. What was that from? 
G85. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
transfer income received excluding Social Security received in whole dollars. 
All missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born 
or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571.00): in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30590=00 or 04) 

v30595 ‘ACC TOP TRNSFR Y-IND 88’ TLOC= 32545 

Accuracv Of 1987 Other Transfer Income for This Individual 

13 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
25 0.0 2. Major assignment 

38,433 99.9 0. Inap. : no assignment; main family nonresponse by 1988 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was 
born or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00); in an institution in both 1987 and 1988 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0); no transfer income or only 
Social Security income (V30590=00 or 04) 

V30596 ‘TOTAL TRNSFR Y-IND 88’ TLOC- 32546-32550 

TOTAL 1987 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the total 
amount of transfer income received in whole dollars. This amount was 
calculated by summing V30592 and V30594. 

99999. $99,999 or more 
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OQOOO Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born 
or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00): in an institution in both 1987 and 1968 
(V30571=51-59 and V30577=0): no transfer income 
(V30590=00) 

v30597 ‘H5 OFUM MED COVERAGE? 88’ TLOC= 32551 MD=9 

H5. Is anyone in your family living there covered by (Medicaid/ Medi- 
Cal/ Medical Assistance/ Welfare/Medical Services)? [DO NOT INCLUDE 
MEDICARE] 

H6. Who is covered? [LIST ALL FAMILY MEMBERS COVERED] 

1,817 5.6 I. Yes, is covered 
17,775 91.6 5. No, is not covered 

22 0.1 9. NA; DK 

18,857 2.7 0. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
V30571=00); in an institution or mover-out nonresponse in 
1988 (V30571=51-89) 

V30598 ‘Hi3 OFUM HEALTH GOOD 88’ TLOC= 32552 MD=9 

H13. Now about the rest of your family living there--are any of them not in 
oood health? 

267 0.9 I. Yes. is not in good health 
7.910 31.5 5. No, is in good health 

276 0.9 9. NA; OK 

30,018 66.7 0. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000): individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00): in an institution or mover-out nonresponse in 
1988 (V30571=51-89) 

v30599 ‘MONTH S/D FAM FORMED 88’ TLOC’ 32553-32554 MD=99 

Month Splitoff Moved Out of Main Familv Unit 

Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

26 0.1 
28 0.1 
32 0.1 
36 0.1 
43 0.1 
48 0.2 
23 0.1 
43 0.1 
30 0.1 
41 0.2 
28 0.1 
32 0. I 
37 0.3 

54 0.2 

37.970 98.0 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
98. 

99. 

00. 

January; “winter” 
February 
March 
April; “spring” 
May 
June 
July: “summer ‘1 
August 
September 
October: “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
November 
December 
Moved out of an institution 

NA; DK 

Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
V30571=00); not a splitoff in 1988 (V30577fl or V30577=1 
and V30578fOO) 

V30600 ‘YEAR S/O FAM FORMED 88’ TLOC= 32555-32556 MD=99 

Year Splitoff Moved Out of Main Family Unit 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 88 indicates a move during the year 1988. Refer to 
Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 
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98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00); not a splitoff in 1988 (V3057711 or V30577=1 
and V30578#00) 

V3060 1 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR S/O 88’ TLOC= 32557-32560 

1988 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Family Was Formed 

Actual 1988 ID Numbers (0001-7114) were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution, e.g., nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1988 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born 
or moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00); not a splitoff in 1988 (V30577fl or V30577=1 
and V30578200) 

V30602 ‘AGE FROM BIRTH DATE 88’ TLOC= 32561-32562 MD=99 

Aqe at the Time of the 1988 Interview as Generated from Birth Date 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual In years on his or her most recent birthday. This variable is 
generated from the reported month and year of birth (V30574-V305751 and the 
date of interview (VI51271 using the following assumptions: if the month of 
birth is NA (V30574=99). July is assumed; if the date of interview is NA 
(Vl5127=9999). assume July and that July birthdays did not yet take place; if 
the day of the interview is less than the fifteenth day of the month, assume 
that birthdays in the same month did not yet take place. Consistency with 
v30573, reported age, has not been forced. 

01 Newborn up to second birthday 
98 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK (V30575=9999) 

00. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1988 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); individual was born or 
moved in after the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and 
v30571=00) 

V30603 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 88’ TLOC= 32563-32564 MD=99 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1988 have 1988 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1988, but have nonzero data 
values for their 1987 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1988 
have nonzero data for 1988 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1988 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

227 01 

113 02 

96 03 

3 04 

252 05 

This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1987. 
This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1987. 
This nonsample individual had been in the 1987 FU, and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1988. 
This sample member had been in an institution in 1987 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1988. 
This sample member, although connected with a 1988 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1988 interview. 
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89 

102 

447 

943 

16,584 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1987 and 1988 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1987 and 1988 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1987 and 1988 interviews. 

09. This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1988 interview. 

10. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1987 interview. 

19.615 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1988 
(V30571=01-20). 

V30604 ‘WHY NONRESPONSE 88’ TLOC- 32565-32566 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1988 

Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

236 
5 

34 

91 

87 
117 

18 
29 
II 

14 

12 

3j. 

32. 

117 41. 
26 42. 

4 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04 
05. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
example, a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife. 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1987 and 1988 Interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for intervjew, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once: this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
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527 

943 

16,584 

19,615 

59 

91 

Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1988 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

92 Individual moved out of the 1988 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

93 The Head or Wife of this FU, whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

97 This individual had not been born or moved in by the time 
of the 1988 interview (V30570>0000 and V30571=00). 

98 This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1987 (V30535=0000 and V30570=0000 or 
V30535>0000 and V30536=71-89 and V30570=0000) 

99 NA; DK 

00 Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1988 
(V30571=01-20) 

V30605 'INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 88’ TLOC= 32567-32569 

1984 Weiqht, Updated for 1988 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1988 
response family. Sample members born into the family in 1988 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1979 but present by 1984 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1979 and moved back into the panel in 1984, the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I. Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Individual was born or moved in after the 1988 interview 
(V30570>0000 and V30571=00): main family nonresponse by 
1988 or mover-out nonresponse by 1987 (V30570=0000); 
individual was not a sample member (V30002=170-228, 400- 
425) 

1989 INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES: Distributions 
are calculated for all cases using the 
1989 weight (V30641) for the percents. 

V30606 ‘1989 INTERVIEW NUMBER ’ TLOC= 32570-32573 

1989 Interview Number (1989 ID Number) 

The values for this variable in the range 0001-7114 represent the 1989 ID 
number of the interview in which this individual was included in 1989. 

0000. This individual was main family nonresponse by 1989 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1988 

v3CBo7 ‘SEQUENCE NUMBER 

1989 Sequence Number 

89’ TLOC= 32574-32575 

This sequence number variable provides a means of identifying an individual’s 
status with regard to the FU at the time of the 1989 interview. 

19,599 97.3 01-20. Individuals in the family at the time of the 1989 
interview 

262 I .9 51-59. Individuals in institutions at the time of the 1989 
interview 

519 0.5 71-80. Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions and established their own households 
between the 1988 and 1989 interviews 
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70 0.3 81-89. Individuals who were living in 1988 but died by the 
time of the 1989 interview 

18.021 00. Main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000) 

V30608 ‘RELATION TO HEAD 89’ TLOC= 32576-32577 

1989 Relationship to Head 

Note that these relationships are those to the 1988 Head for any individual 
whose 1989 sequence number (V30607) is greater than 50. that is, has moved 
out of the FU. Thus, for example, if the 1988 Head is no longer present at 
the time of the 1989 interview. his or her relationship to Head is coded 10; 
the new 1989 Head also is coded 10. Therefore, to select current Heads, the 
user must select those coded 10 in this variable whose sequence numbers 
(V30607)=01. 

7.226 42.2 10. 

3,894 21 .6 20. 

256 0.8 22. 

6,965 30. 

650 33. 

158 35. 

30 37. 

20 

119 

38. 

40. 

37 47. 

5 48. 

94 

54 

50. 

57. 

4 58. 

445 60. 

23 65. 

16 66. 

5 

31.3 

I .9 

0.3 

0.0 

0.0 

0.4 

0. I 

0.0 

0.2 

0.0 

0.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.1 

0.0 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70 

16 

21 

70. 

71. 

72. 

Head in 1989: 1988 Head who was mover-out nonresponse by 
the time of the 1989 interview 

Legal wife in 1989: 1988 wife who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1989 interview 

“Wife”--female cohabitor who has lived with Head for a 
year or more or who was present in the 1988 family, since 
consecutive interviews may be taken less or more than 
twelve months apart; 1988 “wife” who was mover-out 
nonresponse by the time of the 1989 interview 

Son or daughter of Head (includes adopted children but not 
stepchi 1 dren) 

Stepson or stepdaughter of Head (children of legal wife 
(code 20) who are not children of Head) 

Son or daughter of “wife” but not Head (includes only 
those children whose mother’s relationship to Head is 22 
but who are not Head’s children) 

Son-in-law or daughter-in-law of Head (includes 
stepchildren-in-law) 

Foster son or foster daughter, not legally adopted 

Brother or sister of Head (includes step and half sisters 
and brothers) 

Brother-in-law or sister-in-law of Head; i.e., brother or 
sister of legal wife. 

Brother or sister of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Father or mother of Head (includes stepparents) 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law of Head (includes parents 
of legal wives (code 20) only) 

Father or mother of Head’s cohabitor (the cohabitor’s 
code=22 or 88) 

Grandson or granddaughter of Head (includes only legal 
wife’s (code 20) grandchildren; those of a cohabitor are 
coded 97) 

Great-grandson or great-granddaughter of Head (includes 
only leaal wife’s (code 20) great-grandchildren: those Of 
a cohabitor are coded 97) 

Grandfather or grandmother of Head (includes 
stepgrandparents) 

Grandfather or grandmother of legal wife (code 20) 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of Head 

Greatgrandfather or greatgrandmother of legal wife (code 
20) 

Nephew or niece of Head 

Nephew or niece of legal wife (code 20) 

Uncle or Aunt of Head 
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3 73 

19 74 

2 75 

54 83 

177 88 

ii 0.0 90 

18 0.0 95 

I 96 

7 97 

50 0.0 98. 

18,021 00. 

Uncle or Aunt of legal wife (code 20) 

Cousin of Head 

Cousin of legal wife (code 20) 

Children of first-year cohabitor but not of Head (this 
child‘s parent is coded 88) 

First-year cohabitor of Head 

Legal husband of Head 

Other relative of Head 

Other relative of legal wife (code 20) 

Other relative of cohabitor (the cohabitor’s code=22 or 
88) 

Other nonrelatives (includes homosexual friends, friends 
of children of the FU, etc.) 

Main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out nonresponse 
by 1988 (V30606=0000) 

V30609 ‘AGE OF INDIVIDUAL 89’ TLOC= 32578-32579 MD=B9 

Aoe at the Time of the 1989 Interview 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age 
reported of the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. See 
V30638 for an age variable that is generated from birth date information. 
Consistency of V30609 with V30610-V30611 was not forced unless it was clear 
that the interviewer made an error in recording the individual’s age or birth 
date. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA: DK 

00. Main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out nonresponse 
by 1988 (V30606=0000) 

V30610 ‘MONTH INDIVIDUAL BORN 89’ TLOC= 32580-3258 1 MD=99 

Month of Birth 

I, 788 8.4 01. January: “winter” 
1,538 7.4 02. February 
1,655 8.3 03. March 
1,570 7.7 04. April; “spring” 
1,614 8.2 05. May 
1,624 8.5 06. June 
1,740 8.4 07. July; “summer” 
1,775 8 
I, 782 9 
I, 782 8 
1,685 8 
1.696 7 

201 0 

18,021 

8 08 August 
0 09 September 
5 10 October; 
2 ii November 
9 12 December 

6 99. NA; DK 

00. Main famil 
by 1988 (V 

fall”: “autumn” 

y nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out nonresponse 
30606=0000) 

V306 11 ‘YEAR INDIVIDUAL BORN 89’ TLOC= 32582-32585 MD=9999 

Year of Birth 

The actual year of birth is coded here. 

9999. NA; DK 

0000. Main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out nonresponse 
by 1988 (V30606=0000) 

V306 12 ‘MARITAL INDICATOR-IND 89’ TLOC= 32586 

1989 Married Pairs Indicator 
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This variable links pairs of individuals who were married or permanently 
cohabiting at the time of the 1989 interview. The spouses in the first such 
pair within a family unit each receive a code value of 1 here: the second, a 
value of 2. etc. Usually, the first married pair consists of Head and Wife/ 
“Wife” or Head and Husband of Head. 

0. Inap. : not married or cohabiting; spouse was not in FU at 
the time of the 1989 interview: main family nonresponse by 
1989 or mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000) 

V306 13 ‘MOVED IN/OUT 89’ TLOC= 32587 

1989 Moved In/Moved Out Indicator 

1,347 3.7 1. Moved in or born between the 1988 and 1989 interviews; 
splitoff in 1989 

84 0.0 2. Appeared; did not move in between the 1988 and 1989 
interviews, but not included in FU for 1988 (i.e.. listing 
error) 

495 0.4 5. Moved out of FU or out of an institution between the 1988 
and 1989 interviews and was not included in a 1989 panel FU 

75 0.5 6. Moved out of EU and into an institution between the 1988 
and 1989 interviews 

70 0.3 7. Living in 1988 but died by the time of the 1989 interview 
33 0.1 8. Disappeared; moved out prior to the 1988 interview, but 

included in FU for 1988 (usually a listing error) 

36,367 94.8 0. Inap. : in main family in both 1988 and 1989: in an 

V306 1 4 ‘MONTH MOVED IN/OUT 89’ TLOC= 32588-32589 MD=99 

181 
131 

94 
151 
141 
138 
115 
131 
164 
140 
125 
120 

0.4 01. January ; “winter” 
0.3 02. February 
0.2 03. March 
0.3 04. April; “spring” 
0.3 05. May 

56 

36.784 

0.3 06. June 
0.2 07. July; “summer ‘1 
0.3 08. August 
0.6 09. September 
0.3 10. October; “fal 1 ” ; “autumn” 
0.2 II. November 
0.2 12. December 

0.2 99. NA; DK 

96.4 00. Inap. : splitoff: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover- 
out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): moved from 
institution to own FU between the 1988 and 1989 interviews 
and was not interviewed for 1989 (V30571=51-59 and 
V30607=71-80); in an institution in both 1988 and 1989 
(V30607=51-59 and V30613.0); stayed in main family 
(V30607=01-20 and V30613=0) 

V306 15 ‘YEAR MOVED IN/OUT 89’ TLOC= 32590-32591 MD=99 

institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30571=51-59 and 
V30607=51-59); main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000) 

Month Moved In or Out 

Year Moved In or Out 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 89 indicates a move during the year 1989. 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); moved from institution 
to own FU between the 1988 and 1989 interviews and was not 
interviewed for 1989 (V30571=51-59 and V30607=71-80); in 
an institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0); stayed in main family (V30607=01-20 and 
V30613=0); splitoff (V30613=1 and V30614=00) 

V3061B ‘EMPLOYMENT STAT-IND 89’ TLOC= 32592 
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Bl We would like to know about what you do--are you (HEAD) working now, 
looking for work. retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

Dia. We would like to know about what your (wife/“WIFE”) does--is she working 
now, looking for work. retired, keeping house, a student, or what? 

G75. We would like to know about what (INDIVIDUAL) does--is (he/she) working 
now, lookinq for work, retired, a student, keeping house, or what? 

8.657 46.2 1. Working now 
150 0.8 2. Only temporarily laid off 
680 2.5 3. Looking for work, unemployed 

1.335 10.7 4. Retired 
406 1.7 5. Permanently disabled 

1,556 8.3 6. Housewife; keeping house 
935 4.3 7. Student 

87 0.3 8. Other 

81 0.1 9. NA; OK 

24,584 25.1 0. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): mover-out nonresponse 
for 1989 only if deceased (V30607=81-89); in an institution 
in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0): not a 
person age 16 or older (V30609=01-15) 

V306 17 ‘688 MO LAST IN SCH-IND89’ TLDC= 32593-32594 MD=99 

G88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-MONTH 

28 0.1 01. January; “winter” 
19 0.1 02. February 

135 0.6 03. March 
403 1 .8 04. April: u spr i ng” 
470 2.2 05. May 
425 2.0 06. June 

6 0.0 07. July; “summer ” 
14 0.0 08. August 
17 0.1 09. September 
13 0.1 10. October: “fal 1 ‘I: “autumn” 
13 0.0 11. November 
33 0.1 12. December 

425 0.9 98. DK 

762 2.9 99. NA 

35,708 89.1 00. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): mover-out nonresponse 
for 1989 only if deceased (V30607=81-89); in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0); not a person age 16 or older (V30609=01-15) 

V306 18 ‘688 YR LAST IN SCH-IND89’ TLOC= 32595-32596 MD=99 

G88. When did (he/she) last attend school?-YEAR 

The last two digits of the year this individual last attended school are 
coded here. For example, a value of 89 indicates the year 1989. 

97. Before 1901 
98. DK 

99. NA 

00. Inap. : main family by 1989 or mover-out nonresponse 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): mover-out nonresponse 
for 1989 only if deceased (V30607=81-89); in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0); not a person age 16 or older (V30609=01-15) 

v3D619 ‘WHETHER STUDENT-IND 89’ TLOC= 32597 MD=9 

G89. Was (he/she) enrolled as a full-time or part-time student? 

I, 122 5.6 I. Full-time student 
134 0.6 3. Part-time student 

5. Not enrol led in school 

27 0.1 9. NA; DK 
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37,188 93.8 0. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); Head or Wife in 1989 
(V30607=01-20 and V30608=10. 20 or 22); in an institution 
in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0); not a 
person age 16 or older (V30609=01-15): last attended school 
before 1988 (V30618=01-86, 97 or 99) 

V30620 ‘COMPLETED EDUC-IND 89’ TLDC= 32598-32699 MD=99 

G90. What is the highest grade or year of school that (he/she) has 
completed? 

The values for this variable (01-17) represent the actual grade of school 
completed, e.g., a value of 08 indicates that this individual completed the 
eighth grade by the time of the 1989 interview. A code value of 17 
indicates that this individual has completed at least some postgraduate 
work. This variable contains values for 1989 Heads and Wives/“Wives” from 
1989 family-level data, although information about completed education is 
not asked annually for them as it is for other family unit members. For 
1989 Heads, these were computed as follows: if Vi7500 is greater than zero, 
then completed education equals 12 plus the value for V17500. For the 
remaining cases, a value of 1 at VI7486 was converted to a value of 12. 
Otherwise, completed education equals VI7489 plus V17494. For the recency 
cf the data. see family-level V17568. Wives/“Wives were treated similarly. 
using family-level variables. For 1989. see V17421-V17430. If VI7430 is 
greater than zero, then completed education equals 12 plus the value for 
v17430. For the remaining cases, a value of 1 at VI7421 was converted to a 
value of 12. Otherwise. completed education equals V17423 plus V17426. For 
the recency of the data, see family-level V17569. 

99. NA: DK 

00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): in an institution in 
both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0): not a 
person age 16 or older (V30609=01-15) 

V3062 1 ‘TYPE TXBL INCOME 89’ TLDC= 32600 

TYPE OF TAXABLE INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1988: 
G76. During 1988 did (he/she) have a full-time or part-time job (not 

counting work around the house)? 
G84. What was that from? 

7,743 36.4 1. Labor income 
813 7.5 2. Asset income 

2,676 19.0 3. Both labor and asset income 

27,239 37.0 0. Inap.: no taxable income; main family nonresponse by 1989 
or mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0) 

V30622 ‘TOT TXBL INCOME-IND 89’ TLOC= 32601-32606 

TOTAL 1988 TAXABLE MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
G78. About how much money did (he/she) earn from that job last year? 
G85. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 000001-999998 indicate the amount 
of total taxable income received in whole dollars. All missing data were 
assigned. For Heads or Wives, the values here are labor and assets of each; 
these components were coded separately beginning with the 1988 wave. 

999999. $999,999 or more 

000000. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an institution 
in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0); no 
taxable income (V30621=0) 

V30623 ‘ACC TOT TXBL Y-IND 89’ TLOC= 32607 

Accuracy of 1988 Taxable Income for This Individual 

55 0.3 1. Minor assignment 
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638 2.8 2. Major assignment 

37,778 96.9 0. Inap. : no assignment: main family nonresponse by 1989 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000!; in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0): no taxable income (V30621=0) 

V30624 ‘ANN WORK HRS-IND 89’ TLOC= 32608-32611 

WDRK HOURS IN 1988: 
G79. About how many weeks did (he/she) work on that job last year? 
G81. During the weeks that (he/she) worked, 

she) usually work per week? 
about how many hours did (he/ 

The values for this variable indicate the actual hours worked in 1988. Al 1 
missing data were assigned. 

0000. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an institution in 
both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0): did not 
work (V30621=0 or 2) 

V33625 ‘ACC ANN WRK HRS-IND 89’ TLOC= 32612 

38 

Accuracy Of This Individual’s Work Hours in 1988 

240 1.3 I. Minor assignment 
194 0.7 2. Major assignment 

037 98.0 0. Inap. : no assignment; main family nonresponse by 1989 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0); did not work (V30621=0 or 2) 

V30626 ‘TYPE TRANSFER Y-IND 89’ TLOC= 32613-32614 

TYPE OF TRANSFER INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1988: 
G83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, 
G84. 

or anything else, last year? 
What was that from? 

221 0.7 01. 
157 0.6 02. 
101 0.3 03. 

1,084 7.6 04 
93 0.5 05. 

222 I .5 06. 
325 I .6 07. 
125 0.5 08. 
258 1.5 09. 
231 1.3 10. 
263 1.4 II. 

1,204 8.5 15. 

34.187 74.2 00. 

ADC, AFDC only 
Supplemental Security Income, SSI only 
Other Welfare only 
Social Security only 
Veterans pension 
Other retirement pay, pensions, or annuities only 
Unemployment compensation only 
Worker’s Compensation only 
Child support only 
Help from relatives only 
Other transfers only 
More than one of the above: any combination 

Inap.: no transfer income: main family nonresponse by 1989 
or mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0) 

V30627 ‘631 TYPE SDC SEC RCD 89’ TLOC= 32615 

TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY RECEIVED DURING 1988: 
G31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1988 from Social Security? 
G33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 

255 1.1 I. Disability 
I, 169 9.9 2. Retirement 

340 2.3 3. Survivor’s benefits; dependent of deceased recipient 
53 0.3 4. Any combination of codes l-3 and 5-7 
22 0.1 5. Dependent of disabled recipient 
33 0.3 6. Dependent of retired recipient 

2 0.0 7. Other 

6 0.0 8. DK 
17 0.1 9. NA 
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36,574 86.0 0. Inap.: no Social Security income: main family nonresponse 
by 1989 or mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): in 
an institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0); no transfers (V30626=00) 

V30628 ‘634 AMT SOC SEC RCD 89’ TLDC= 32616-32620 

TOTAL SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME RECEIVED DURING 1988 BY THIS INDIVIDUAL: 
G31. Did you (HEAD) (or anyone else in the family there) receive any income 

in 1988 from Social Security? 
G33. Was that disability, retirement, survivor’s benefits, or what? 
G34. How much was it? 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): in an institution in 
both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0); no 
transfers (V30626=00); no Social Security (V30627=0) 

V30629 ‘G34 ACC SOC SEC AMT 89’ TLOC= 32621 

Accuracy of 1988 Social Security Income for This Individual 

39 0.2 1. Minor assignment 
49 0.2 2. Major assignment 

38,383 99.6 0. Inap.: no assignment; main family nonresponse by 1989 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0); no transfers (V30626=00): no Social Security 
(V30627=0) 

V30630 ‘TOT TRNSFR EXC SS-IND 89’ TLDC= 32622-32626 

OTHER 1988 TRANSFER MONEY INCDME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL (EXCLUDING SOCIAL 
SECURITY): 
G83. Did (he/she) have any (other) income, such as pensions, welfare, 

interest, gifts, or anything else, last year? 
G84. What was that from? 
G85. How much was that last year? 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the amount of 
transfer income received excluding Social Security received in whole dollars. 
All missing data were assigned. 

99999. $99,999 or more 

00000. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an institution in 
both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0); no 
transfer income or only Social Security income 
(V30626=00 or 04) 

V3063 1 ‘ACC TOT TRNSFR Y-IND 89’ TLOC= 32627 

Accuracy of 1988 Other Transfer Income for This Individual 

9 0.0 1. Minor assignment 
36 0.1 2. Major assignment 

38,426 99.9 0. Inap.: no assignment; main family nonresponse by 1989 or 
mover-out nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an 
institution in both 1988 and 1989 (V30607=51-59 and 
V30613=0); no transfer income or only Social Security 
income (V30626=00 or 04) 

V30632 ‘TOTAL TRNSFR Y-IND 89’ TLOC= 32628-32632 

TOTAL 1988 TRANSFER MONEY INCOME OF THIS INDIVIDUAL 

The values for this variable in the range 00001-99998 indicate the total 
amount of transfer income received In whole dollars. This amount was 
calculated by summing V30628 and V30630. 

99999. $99,999 or more 
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00000. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an institution in 
both 1988 and 198S (V30607=51-59 and V30613=0); no 
transfer income (V30626=00) 

V30633 ‘H5 OFUM MED COVERAGE? 89’ TLDC= 32633 MD=9 

H5. Is anyone in your family living there covered by (Medicaid/ Medi- 
Cal/ Medical Assistance/ Welfare/Medical Services)? [DO NOT INCLUDE 
MEDICARE] 

H6. Who is covered? [LIST ALL FAMILY MEMBERS COVERED] 

1.837 6.2 1. Yes, is covered 
17,734 90.9 5. No, is not covered 

28 0.2 9. NA; DK 

18,872 2.7 0. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); in an institution or 
mover-out nonresponse in 1989 (V30607=51-89) 

V30634 ‘~13 OFUM HEALTH GOOD 89’ TLOC= 32634 MD=9 

H13. Now about the rest of your family living there--are any of them,no? in 
good health? 

306 1.1 1. Yes, is not in good health 
7,948 31.5 5. No, is in good health 

171 0.4 9. NA; DK 

30,046 66.9 0. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000): in an institution or 
mover-out nonresponse in 1989 (V30607=51-89) 

V30635 ‘MONTH S/D FAM FORMED 891 TLOC= 32635-32636 MD=99 

Refer to Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s 
generation. 

34 0. I 01. 
28 0.1 02. 

9 0.1 03. 
40 0.1 04. 
16 0.1 05. 
32 0.2 06. 
41 0.1 07. 
29 0.1 08. 
25 0.2 09. 
11 0.0 10. 
23 0. I ii. 
22 0.1 12. 
34 0.2 98. 

January; “winter ” 
February 
March 
April: “spring” 
May 
June 
July; “summer 1’ 
August 
September 
October; “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
November 
December 
Moved out of an institution 

62 0.1 99. NA: DK 

38,065 98.4 00. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); not a splitoff in 1989 
(V30613fl or V30613=1 and V30614fOO) 

V30636 ‘YEAR s/o Fm FORMED 89’ TLOC= 32637-32638 MD=99 

The last two digits of the year the move occurred are coded here. For 
example, a value of 88 indicates a move during the year 1989. Refer to 
Section I. Part 5 of this volume for details of this variable’s generation. 

98. Moved out of an institution 

99. NA year 

00. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); not a splitoff in 1989 
(V30613fi or V30613=1 and V30614200) 

V30637 ‘MAIN FAM ID FOR s/o 89’ TLOC= 32639-32642 
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1989 ID Number of the Main Family from which this Individual’s Splitoff 
Fami ly Was Formed 

Actual 1989 ID Numbers (0001-71141 were coded for individuals who moved out 
of main families or institutions to form splitoff families. 

9997. This splitoff individual did not move out of a main 
family or institution. e.g.. nonsample Heads, Wives or 
others who appeared for the first time in the 1989 
splitoff family; children newly born in, etc. 

0000. Inap. : main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000); not a splitoff in 
1989 (V30613fl or V30613=1 and V30614#00) 

V30638 ‘AGE FROM BIRTH DATE 89’ TLOC= 32643-32644 MD=B9 

Aqe at the Time of the 1989 Interview as Generated from Birth Date 

The values for this variable in the range 02-97 represent the actual age of 
the individual in years on his or her most recent birthday. This variable is 
generated from the reported month and year of birth (V30610-V30611) and the 
date of interview (VI51271 using the following assumptions: if the month of 
birth is NA (V30610=99). July is assumed: if the date of interview is NA 
(V15127=9999), assume July and that July birthdays did not yet take place; if 
the day of the interview is less than the fifteenth day of the month, assume 
that birthdays in the same month did not yet take place. Consistency with 
V30609. reported age, has not been forced. 

01. Newborn up to second birthday 
98. 98 years old or more 

99. NA; DK (V30611=9999) 

00. Inap.: main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30606=0000) 

V30639 ‘TYPE OF IND RECORD 89’ TLOC= 32645-32646 MD=99 

Type of Individual Data Record in ;989 

All individuals who became main family nonresponse in 1989 have 1989 ID 
numbers equal to 0000 and zero data values for 1989. but have nonzero data 
values for their 1988 records. Mover-out nonresponse individuals for 1989 
have nonzero data for 1989 just as response individuals do; however, the 
movers-out have 1989 sequence numbers in the range 51-89. Codes 01-04 below 
apply to main family nonresponse individuals only; codes 06-08 are reserved 
for mover-out nonresponse. 

256 

129 

127 

6 

262 

83 

86 

420 

17.503 

01. This sample member was 18 years old or older at the time 
of main family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1988. 

02. This sample member was less than 18 at the time of main 
family nonresponse and had been in the FU in 1988. 

03. This nonsample individual had been in the 1988 FU. and 
this FU became nonresponse in 1989. 

04. This sample member had been in an institution in 1988 but 
his or her main family became nonresponse in 1989. 

05. This sample member, although connected with a 1989 
response family, was in an institution at the time of the 
1989 interview. 

06. This sample individual was 18 years old or older and moved 
out or died between the 1988 and 1989 interviews. 

07. This sample member was less than 18 and moved out or died 
between the 1988 and 1989 interviews. 

08. This nonsample individual moved out or died between the 
1988 and 1989 interviews. 

IO. This individual had become nonresponse by the time of the 
1988 interview. 

I 

19,599 

99. NA; DK 

00. Inap.: this individual was in a panel family in 1989 
(V30607=01-20). 

V30640 ‘WHY NDNRESPONSE 89’ TLOC= 32647-32648 MD=99 

Reason for NonFU Membership in 1989 
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Individuals ineligible for the interview consist of those who were too young 
(under 18 years old) or who are not sample members. 

335 
7 

29 

99 04 . 
5 05. 

80 Il. 
129 12. 

24 13. 
25 14. 

5 19. 

14 

4 

112 41. 
25 42. 

475 

17.503 

19,599 

01. 
02. 
03. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

29. 

31. 

32. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

59. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

98. 

99. 

00. 

Refusal by all eligible/available FU members. 
No-one at home for contact during the interviewing period. 
Respondent absent; some FU member contacted, but not the 
appropriate respondent. 
Lost; unable to locate any member of the FU at all. 
FU is located too far away for interviewer contact. 
This individual was in the armed forces. 
This individual was in an educational institution. 
This individual was in a health care facility 
This individual was in jail or prison 
This individual was in some other type of institution, for 
exampl e, a rel igious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or the Wife, whichever is the sample member, became 
main family nonresponse because he/she was 
institutionalized by joining the armed forces. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by entering 
an educational institution. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
by entering a health care facility. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is the sample member, became institutionalized 
through imprisonment. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, became institutionalized by some 
means other than the above; for example, he/she may have 
entered a religious order. Cases in which the type of 
institution is unknown are included here, also. 
This individual was unable to cooperate through 
disability. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and the 
Head or Wife, whichever is sample, was unable to cooperate 
through disability. 
This individual died between the 1988 and 1989 interviews. 
This individual was not eligible for the interview and 
became main family nonresponse because the Head or Wife, 
whichever is sample, died. 
This individual, although followed for interview, was 
discovered to be nonsample: office error. 
This individual should have been followed but was not: 
office error. 
This individual was mistakenly included in two or more 
response families at once: this record is the duplicate, 
or erroneous, one. 
Other office error 

This sample individual moved out of the 1988 main family 
and was eligible for interviewing but the reason for 
nonresponse is NA. 

Individual moved out of the 1989 main family and was not 
eligible for interviewing because he/she was either 
nonsample or too young. 

The Head or Wife of this FU. whichever is sample, united 
with another FU; this individual was not eligible for the 
interview and therefore became nonresponse. 

This individual became main family or mover-out 
nonresponse by 1988 (V30570=0000 and V30606=0000 or 
V30570>0000 and V30571=71-89 and V30606=0000) 

NA; DK 

Inap. : this individual was in a panel family in 1989 
(V30607=01-201 
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V3064 1 ‘INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT 89’ TLDC= 32649-32651 

This variable is nonzero only for sample members associated with a 1989 
response f ami ly . Sample members born into the family in 1989 receive either 
the average of the Head’s and spouse’s weights or, in the event of a single 
Head, the child receives the Head’s weight. For those sample members either 
not yet part of the family in 1979 but present by 1984 or who were main 
family nonresponse in 1979 and moved back into the panel in 1984, the most 
recent weight is brought forward to these tape locations. Refer to Section 
I. Part 5 of this volume for details on the weights themselves. 

OSIRIS USERS: Note that this variable is defined in the dictionary as having 
one decimal place. 

00. Main family nonresponse by 1989 or mover-out nonresponse 
by 1988 (V30606=0000); individual was not a sample member 
(V30002=170-228, 400-425) 

V31996 ‘BRR STRATUM I TLOC- 32652-32653 

This variable was constructed to allow users to calculate proper standard 
errors for regression coefficients. Splitoffs receive the stratum values 
assigned to the families in which they were residing in 1968. See Section I, 
Part 5 of the 1983 (wave XVI) documentation for a more detailed discussion. 
This variable is available only at the individual level for 1989. 

v31997 ‘BRR SECU I TLOC= 32654 

This variable identifies paired clusters necessary for computing sampling 
errors of regression coefficients by the method of Balanced Half-sample 
Replications. This variable should be used in conjunction with V31996 and is 
available only at the individual level for 1989. 

V31998 ‘PSALMS STRATUM I TLOC= 32655-32656 

This variable is provided to identify strata necessary in computing proper 
variances of means and totals using such algorithms as PSALMS in OSIRIS.IV, 
SESUDAAN in SAS. or CLUSTERS in the World Fertility Surveys. Codes 01-53 
identify strata for the self-representing portion of the sample, while code 
54 identifies cases from all nonself-representing areas. This variable 
should be used In conjunction with V31999. See Section I. Part 5 of the 1983 
(wave XVI) documentation for a more detailed explanation. This variable is 
available only at the individual level for 1989. 

v31999 ‘PSALMS SECU I TLOC= 32657-32659 

This variable identifies clusters necessary for computing sampling errors for 
means and totals. For the self-representing portion of the sample (V31998=1- 
53). V31999 identifies matched pairs of clusters for using in a paired 
difference model. For the nonself-representing portion (V31998=54). V31999 
identifies to which of 115 clusters the case belongs. These 115 clusters are 
arranged in order of similarity in such a manner as to allow the application 
of a “successive difference” model in estimating variances of means and 
totals. This variable should be used in conjunction with V31998. This 
variable is available only at the individual level for 1989. 

V32000 ‘SEX OF INDIVIDUAL I TLDC= 32660 
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19,013 I. Male 
19,456 2. Female 

2 9. NA 

V3200 1 ‘WTR ALWAYS IN RESP FU ’ TLOC= 32661 

Whether Individual Has Alwavs Been Present in a Respondinq Panel Family 

This variable is generated by selecting individuals whose sequence numbers 
for every year have been in the range 01-20 from 1969 through the present, 
whose person numbers are in the range 001-019, and whose relationships to 
Head in 1968 are in the range 01-09. 

7,181 0. Always present in an FU 

31,290 1 . Not always present in an FU 

V32002 ‘WTR EVER IN INSTITUTION ’ TLOC= 32662 

Whether Individual Was Ever Institutionalized While Connected to a Responding 
Family 

This variable is generated by selecting individuals whose sequence numbers 
have been in the range 51-59 in any year from 1969 through the present or 
whose person numbers are in the range 020-026 (thus indicating 
institutionalization in 1968.) If such individuals had income during the 
portion of the year preceding their move out, this part-year income is 
included in the family-level data of the family from whence they departed. 
In years following their move, no income questions were asked until they 
rejoined the family or split off. 

2,381 1 . This individual has been in an institution while connected 
to a responding family for at least one year during the 
study. 

36,090 0. Al 1 others 

V32003 ‘WTR BORN IN/MOVED IN ’ TLOC= 32663 

Whether Individual Was Born or Moved into the Panel Subsequent to the 1968 
Wave 

This variable is generated by selecting only those individuals whose person 
numbers are in the range 030-226, indicating birth or move in, or whose 1968 
data values contain only zeroes beCauSe, although in the familyin 1968, they 
were inadvertently omitted from the family listing in 1968. Such individuals 
were assigned original sample person numbers (001-019). These individuals 
may have moved into the panel at any time subsequent to 1968. 

20,209 1 . This individual was born or moved into a panel family after 
1968 and therefore has zero data for 1968; subsequent 
years’ data may also contain zeroes. 

32 2. This individual was missed in error in 1968, although an 
original sample member; 1968 and possibly subsequent data 
contain zeroes. 

18,230 0. In 1968. this individual was present, institutionalized, or 
a spouse who had moved out or died; the data for 1968 are 
nonzero. 

V32004 ‘WTR MOVED OUT/DIED I TLOC= 32664 

Whether Individual Died or Moved Out of a Responding Panel Family or 
Institution 

This variable is generated by selecting any individuals whose sequence 
numbers have ever been in the range 71-89 from 1969 through the present, or 
those spouses who moved out or died in the year prior to the 1968 interview, 
i .e., whose person numbers equal 227 or 228. If such individuals had income 
during the portion of the year preceding their move out, this part-year 
income is included in the family-level data of the family from whence they 
departed. 

8,453 1. This individual has moved out of a responding main family 
or out of an institution and was not included in another 
responding family in that year. 
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1,474 2. This individual has died while connected with a responding 
main family. 

28,544 0. This individual has never moved out or died 

V32005 ‘WTR OUT FOR 1 YR+ I TLOC= 32665 

Whether Individual Has Stayed Out of the Panel for a Year or More 

This variable is generated by selecting individuals with any year’s ID number 
equalling zero from 1969 through the present. Main family nonresponse for 
the current year are included here, as well as nonresponse from other years. 
Mover-out nonresponse, however, must have moved out and stayed out for at 
least one wave or died in a previous year in order to have any zero data at 
al 1 on the tape. 

18,581 1 . This individual has died or moved out and the absence has 
been for a year or more, or this individual was main family 
nonresponse. 

19,890 0. This individual, although he/she may have moved out, was 
not absent for a year or more. In the case of deceased 
individuals, they can only have died between the current 
and the previous waves of data collection in order to have 
this code value for this variable. The term “nonresponse” 
here includes those individuals who have moved to 
institutions, are not followed for interview, but who are 
tracked until the time when they set up their own 
households. 

V32006 ‘WHETHER SAMPLE I TLOC= 32666 

Whether Individual Is Sample 

This variable is simply a bracketing of person number. 

26.81 I 1 This individual is original or born-in sample (V30002=001- 
026. 030-169) 

11,669 0. This individual is nonsample or elderly sample (V30002=170- 
228. 400-425) 

V32007 ‘YEAR OF MOST RECENT NR ’ TLOC= 32667-32668 

Most Recent Year of Nonresponse, Includinq Institutionalized Individuals 

The last two digits of the most recent year of nonresponse are coded here. 
For example, a value of 86 indicates that nonresponse occurred most recently 
for the 1986 wave. All individuals who are currently nonresponse have code 
values of 86 here. Individuals who became nonresponse in 1972. for example, 
but returned to a responding FU in, say, 1980 have values of 80 for this 
variable and values of 72 for V32008. The term “nonresponse” here includes 
those individuals who have moved to institutions, are not followed for 
interview, but who are tracked until the time when they set up their own 
households. 

38 68. Was nonresponse most recently in 1968 
89 69. Was nonresponse most recently in i969 
80 70. Was nonresponse most recently in 1970 
84 71. Was nonresponse most recently in 1971 
52 72. Was nonresponse most recently in 1972 
74 73. Was nonresponse most recently in 1973 
47 74. Was nonresponse most recently in 1974 
74 75. Was nonresponse most recently in 1975 
59 76. Was nonresponse most recently in 1976 
72 77. Was nonresponse most recently in 1977 
81 78. Was nonresponse most recently in 1978 
91 79. Was nonresponse most recently in 1979 
88 80. Was nonresponse most recently in 1980 
89 81. Was nonresponse most recently in 1981 

123 82. Was nonresponse most recently in 1982 
99 83. Was nonresponse most recently In 4983 

136 84. Was nonresponse most recently in 1984 
100 85. Was nonresponse most recently in 1985 
158 86. Was nonresponse most recently in 1986 
183 87. Was nonresponse most recently in 1987 
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218 88. Was nonresponse most recent 1 y in 1988 
18,872 89. Was nonresponse most recently in 1969 

17.564 00. Was never nonresponse 

V32008 ‘YEAR OF FIRST NR , TLOC= 32669-32670 

First Year of Nonresponse, Includinq Institutionalized Individuals 

The last two digits of the first year of nonresponse are coded here. For 
examp 1 e , a value of 72 indicates that nonresponse first occurred for the i972 
wave. In the case of main family nonresponse, this wave’s data contain 
zeroes. For mover-out nonresponse, this wave’s data contain some 
information, including part-year income data. The next year’s data contain 
zeroes unless, of course, the individual returned to a responding FL’ in that 
year or remained in an institution. If the individual has become nonresponse 
only once, then the code value here equals that for the previous variable 
(V32007). The term “nonresponse” here includes those individuals who have 
moved to institutions, are not followed for interview, but who are tracked 
until the time when they set up their own households. 

423 68. Was first nonresponse in 1968 
2.219 69. Was first nonresponse in 1969 

865 70. Was first nonresponse in 1970 
702 71. Was first nonresponse in 1971 
743 72. Was first nonresponse in 1972 
843 73. Was first nonresponse in 1973 
775 74. Was first nonresponse in 1974 
795 75. Was first nonresponse in 1975 
911 76. Was first nonresponse in 1976 
873 77. Was first nonresponse in 1977 
819 78. Was first nonresponse in 1978 
939 79. Was first nonresponse in 1979 
952 80. Was first nonresponse in 1980 
972 81. Was first nonresponse in 1981 
866 82. Was first nonresponse in 1982 
934 83. Was first nonresponse in 1983 
985 84. Was first nonresponse in 1984 

1,099 85. Was first nonresponse in 1985 
1,116 86. Was first nonresponse in 1986 
1,065 87. Was first nonresponse in 1987 

981 88. Was first nonresponse in 1988 
1,030 89. Was first nonresponse in 1989 

17.564 00. Was never nonresponse 
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98. NA; DK 

99. No information was gathered in 1983-1984 or 1985-1989 
about identity of mother (V32009=0000 or V32010=999); 
values for V32009-V32010 obtained only from 1983 and 1984 
coding (V32009=>0 and V32011=0000) 

J V32013 ‘BIRTH ORDER WITH MOTHER ’ TLOC= 32694-32695 MD=98 

Birth Order Rankinq of Individual with Mother 

This variable was generated from birthdate information collected in 1985-1989 
as part of the mother’s birth history data. If no birthdates contained 
missing data, then each child was rank ordered from the earliest to the most 
recent date. If one or more birthdates contain missing data, then missing 
data are assigned to this variable for this individual. See the note 
immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about 
whom birth history information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

01-25. All births to this individual’s mother are mentioned, 
and none of the birthdates contain missing data. Twins 
or other multiple births were randomly assigned 
consecutive codes. 

98. NA birth order 

99. No information was gathered 1983-1984 or 1985-1989 
about identity of mother (V32009=0000 or V32010=999); 
values for V32009-V32010 obtained only from 1983 and 
1984 coding (V32009=>0 and V32011=0000) 

J V32014 ‘BIRTH WEIGHT OF INDIVIDL’ TLDC= 32686-32688 MD=998 

Birth Weiqht of This Individual at Birth-TOTAL OUNCES 

The values for this variable in the range 032-320 indicate the birth weight 
in ounces as collected in the 1985-1989 birth histories of this individual’s 
mother or father. The questions for 1985 asked only whether the birth weight 
was under 5 l/2 pounds, but those from 1986 on asked the actual birth weight. 
See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of 
people about whom birth history information was gathered and handling of 
multiple reports. 

991. Actual weight unknown, but less than 5 l/2 pounds (88 
ounces) 

995. Actual weight unknown, but 5 l/2 pounds (88 ounces) or 
more 

998. DK; NA 

999. No information was gathered about the identity of either 
parent (V32009=0000 and V32016=0000); values for V32009- 
V32010 obtained only from 1983 and 1984 coding of mother 
and no information was gathered in 1985-1989 about 
identity of father (V32009=>0 and V32011=0000 and 
V32016=0000) 

J V32015 ‘MAR STAT OF MOM AT BIRTH’ TLDC= 32689 MD=8 

Marital Status of Mother at Time of Individual’s Birth 

This variable contains the missing data value 9 for all individuals because 
actual values were not constructed in time to appear in the 1989 version of 
the data. Actual values will, however, be available on the 1985-1989 
Childbirth and Adoption file, and identifiers are provided to allow merging 
of data from that file with data on the 1968-1989 main PSID file. The 
variable will be created from marriage and birth history information 
pertaining to this individual’s mother and collected during waves 1985-1989. 
It will be constructed by comparing the mother’s marriage history dates with 
this individual’s birth date as reported in the mother’s birth history. See 
the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of 
people about whom marriage and birth history information was gathered and 
handling of multiple reports. 

I. Married 
2. Never married 
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3 Widowed 
4 Divorced, annul merit 
5 Separated 
7 Other 

8 NA; DK 

38.471 9 

J V32016 ‘1968 ID OF FATHER I TLDC= 32690-32693 

Data not available for 1968-1989 cross-year file 

The actual 1968 ID Number (the family-level identifier which, when combined 
with person number, uniquely identifies an individual) of the individual’s 
natural father is coded. These data were taken from the father’s 
retrospective birth history information gathered in 1985-1989; father 
identifiers were not coded in 1983 and 1984 as they were for mothers. See 
the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of 
people about whom birth history information was gathered. 

0000. No information was gathered in 1985-1989 about identity 
of father 

/ 
V32017 ‘PERSON # OF FATHER ’ TLOC= 32694-32696 

Person Number of Individual’s Father 

See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types Of 

people about whom birth history information was gathered. 

6,812 

13 

277 

11 

2,683 

10 

25 

001-019. Father was living in an original sample family at the 
time of the 1968 interview 

020. Father was husband of the 1968 Head who was living in 
an institution at the time of the 1968 interview 

021-026. Father was a son or stepson of the 1968 Head, under 
25 and living in an institution at the time of the 
i968 interview 

030-169. Father was born into the sample since the 1968 
interview and had at least one sample parent: such 
persons areample members 

170-226. Father moved into the sample for the first time after 
the 1968 interview or had no sample parent: such 
persons are not sample members 

227. Father was Head who moved out in the year prior to 
the 1968 interview. These individuals are nonsample. 

228. Father was Head who died in the year prior to the 
1968 interview. These individuals are nonsample. 

400-425. Individuals who were formerly nonsample but were 65 
by 1990. These individuals were followed as part of 
the 1990 aging supplement. Details are forthcoming 
with the Wave XXIII documentation. 

28,640 000. Inap.: no information was gathered in 1985-1989 about 
identity of father (V32016=0000) 

J 
V32018 ‘YEAR FATHER BORN I TLOC= 32697-32700 MD=9998 

The values for this variable in the range 1885-1977 indicate the year the 
father was born, as reported in the 1985-1989 data collection effort, when 
this individual was mentioned as a child in the father’s birth history. See 
the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of 
people about whom birth history information was gathered and handling of 
mu1 t iple reports. 

9998. NA; DK year father was born 

9999. No information was gathered in 1985-1989 about identity 
of father (V32016=0000) 

J 
v32019 ‘TOTAL # KIDS OF FATHER ’ TLOC= 32701-32702 MD=99 
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The values for this variable in the range 01-25 indicate the total number of 
children. including this individual, reported as born to the individual’s 
father. The value variable is up-to-date as of either the 1985, 1986. 1987, 
1988. or 1989 wave, whichever of these contains the most recently collected 
birth history information for the father. No further birth history 
information is collected for the father if he is head and his legal wife, 
present in the FU, ages past age 44, if he is an other FU member who ages 
past age 44. or if he becomes nonresponse. Since births to the father could 
subsequently occur, this variable may not reflect the total number of 
children ever born to him. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a 
description of the types of people about whom birth history information was 
gathered. 

98. NA; DK 

99. No information was gathered in 1985-1989 about identity of 
father (V32016=0000) 

/ V32020 ‘BIRTH ORDER WITH FATHER ’ TLOC= 32703-32704 MD=98 

This variable was generated from birthdate information collected in 1985--1989 
as part of the father‘s birth history data. If no birthdates contained 
missing data, then each child was rank ordered from the earliest to the most 
recent date. If one or more birthdates contain missing data, then missing 
data are assigned to this variable for this individual. See the note 
immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about 
whom birth history information was gathered and handling of muitiple reports. 

01-25. All children are mentioned, and there are no missing 
data in any of their birthdates. Twins or other 
multiple births were randomly assigned consecutive 
codes. 

98. NA birth order 

99. No information was gathered in 1985-1989 about identity 
of father (V32016=0000) 

t/ V3202 1 ‘HOW CURRENT BIRTH INFO ’ TLOC= 32706-32706 

Most Recent Wave in Which Individual’s Birth History Data Were Updated 

This variable indicates the recency of the birth history information in 
V32022-V32032. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description 
of the types of people about whom birth history information was gathered. 

4,092 85. Birth history is current as of 1985 
805 86. Birth history is current as of 1986 
802 87. Birth history is current as of 1987 
920 88. Birth history is current as of 1988 

11,315 89. Birth history is current as of 1989 

20,537 99. No birth history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 

/ V32022 ‘# BIRTHS OF THIS IND ’ TLOC= 32707-32708 MD=98 

The values for this variable in the range 00-25 indicate the total number of 
children born to this individual as of the wave indicated in V32021. See the 
note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people 
about whom birth history information was gathered. 

00. None 

98. NA: DK 

99. No birth history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32021=99) 
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NOTE : Data for up to five children are included in the following series of 
variables (V32023-V32032). If this individual has had more than five children, 
the data contain information for the four youngest and the eldest. If birtn 
order could not be assigned, then the variables below contain missing data 
values. Complete information about all births reported in birth histories 
collected from 1985 through 1989 will be available on the 1985-1989 Childbirth 
and Adoption History File. 

r/ 
V32023 ‘MONTH lST/ONLY KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32709-32710 MD=98 

Month of Birth--FIRST/ONLY CHILD 

This variable indicates the birth month reported for this individual’s first 
or only child. The data are current as of the wave indicated in V32021. The 
child’s birth year is given in V32024. See the note immediately preceding 
V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom birth history 
information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

860 01. January; “winter” 
800 02. February 
814 03. March 
830 04 April; “spring” 
817 05. May 
844 06. June 
886 07 July; “summer 1’ 
929 08 August 
935 09. September 
929 10. October; “f al 1 ” ; “autumn” 
825 11. November 
912 12. December 

239 98. NA; OK month but birth year is known 

27.851 99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates: no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=99); no children or missing or incomplete 
data on total number of children (V32022=00 or 98) 

l/ 
V32024 ‘YEAR lST/ONLY KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32711-32712 MD=98 

Year of Birth--FIRST/ONLY CHILD 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the birth year reported for this individual’s first or only child. The 
data are current as of the wave indicated in V32021. The child’s birth month 
is given in V32023. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a 
description of the types of people about whom birth history information was 
gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children‘s birth dates; no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (‘.‘32021=99); no children or missing or incomplete 
data on total number of children (V32022=00 or 98) 

r/ V32026 ‘MONTH LAST KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32713-32714 MD=98 

Month of Birth--YOUNGEST DF TWO OR MORE CHILDREN 

This variable indicates the birth month reported for this individual’s 
youngest child of two or more children. The data are current as of the wave 
indicated in V32021. The child’s birth year is given in V32026. See the 
note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people 
about whom birth history information was gathered and handling of multiple 
reports. 

723 01. January ; “winter” 
550 02. February 
634 03. March 
609 04. April; “spr i ng” 
619 05. May 
635 06. June 
694 07 July; “summer” 
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687 
675 
674 
647 
621 

130 

30,573 

08 August 
09. September 
10. October; “fal 1 I’; “autumn” 
II. November 
12. December 

98. NA; DK month but birth year is known 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates; no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=99); less than two children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-01 
or 98) 

J V32026 ‘YEAR LAST KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32715-32716 MD=98 

Year of Birth--YOUNGEST OF TWO OR MORE CHILDREN 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the birth year reported for this individual’s youngest child of two or 
more chi 1 dren. The data are current as of the wave indicated in V32021. The 
child’s birth month is given in V32025. See the note immediately preceding 
V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom birth history 
information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates: no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=99): less than two children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-01 
or 98) 

J V32027 ‘MONTH LAST-l KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32717-32718 MD=98 

Month of Birth--SECOND YOUNGEST OF THREE OR MORE CHILDREN 

This variable indicates the birth month reported for this individual’s second 
youngest child of three or more children. The data are current as of the 
wave indicated in V32021. The child’s birth year is given in V32028. See 
the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of 
people about whom birth history information was gathered and handling of 
multiple reports. 

385 
309 
396 
296 
345 
371 
364 
386 
358 
337 
382 
335 

99 

34,108 

01. January: “winter” 
02. February 
03. March 
04 . April: “spring” 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July: “summer” 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October: “fal 1 I’; “autumn” 
II. November 
12. December 

98. NA; DK month but birth year is known 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates: no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=99); less than three children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-02 
or 98) 

J V32028 ‘YEAR LAST-l KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32719-32720 MD=98 

Year of Birth--SECOND YOUNGEST OF THREE OR MORE CHILDREN 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the birth year reported for this individual’s second youngest child of 
three or more children. The data are current as of the wave indicated in 
V3202 I . The child’s birth month is given in V32027. See the note 
immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about 
whom birth history information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates; no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
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1989 (V32021=99); less than three children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-02 
or 981 

v32029 ‘MONTH LAST-2 KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32721-32722 MD=98 

Month of Birth--THIRD YOUNGEST OF FOUR OR MORE CHILDREN 

This variable indicates the birth month reported for this individual’s third 
youngest child of four or more children. The data are current as of the wave 
indicated in V32021. The child’s birth year is given in V32030. See the 
note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people 
about whom birth history information was gathered and handling of multiple 
reports. 

172 01 
171 02 
167 03 
169 04 
170 05 
194 06 
205 07 
192 08 
189 09 
194 IO 
183 II 
204 12 

87 98 

36,174 99 

January: “winter” 
February 
March 
April; “spring” 
May 
June 
July: “summer” 
August 
September 
October; “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
November 
December 

NA: DK month but birth year is known 

Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates; no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=991; less than four children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-03 
or 981 

V32030 ‘YEAR LAST-2 KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32723-32724 MD=98 

Year of Birth--THIRD YOUNGEST OF FOUR OR MORE CHILDREN 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the birth year reported for this individual‘s third youngest child of four 
or more children. The data are current as of the wave indicated in V32021. 
The child’s birth month is given in V32029. See the note immediately 
preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom birth 
history information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates; no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=99); less than four children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-03 
or 98) 

V3203 1 ‘MONTH LAST-3 KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32725-32726 MD=98 

Month of Birth-- FOURTH YOUNGEST OF FIVE OR MORE CHILDREN 

This variable indicates the birth month reported for this individual’s fourth 
youngest child of five or more children. The data are current as of the wave 
indicated in V32021. The child’s birth year is given in V32032. See the 
note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people 
about whom birth history information was gathered and handling of multiple 
reports. 

96 01. January; “winter” 
83 02. February 
93 03. March 
65 04. April; “spring” 

105 05. May 
94 06. June 

103 07. July; “summer” 
133 08. August 

98 09. September 
72 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
97 II. November 
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101 

62 

37.269 

12. December 

98. NA; DK month but birth year is known 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates; no 
birth history was collected for this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=99): less than five children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-04 
or 98) 

J V32032 ‘YEAR LAST-3 KID BORN ’ TLOC= 32727-32728 MD=98 

Year of Birth--FOURTH YOUNGEST OF FIVE OR MORE CHILDREN 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 indicate the last two digits 
of the birth year reported for this individual’s fourth youngest child of 
five or more children. The data are current as of the wave indicated in 
V3202 1. The child’s birth month is given in V32031. See the note 
immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about 
whom birth history information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

99. Missing or incomplete data on children’s birth dates; no 
birth history was collected fcr this individual in 1985- 
1989 (V32021=99): less than five children or missing or 
incomplete data on total number of children (V32022=00-04 
or 98) 

V32033 ‘HOW CURRENT MAR INFO ’ TLOC= 32729-32730 

Most Recent Wave in Which Individual’s Marriage History Data Were Updated 

This variable indicates the recency of the marital histories in V32034- 
v32049. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the 
types of people about whom marital history information was gathered. 

9,852 85. Marriage history is current as of 1985 
926 86. Marriage history is current as of 1986 
932 87. Marriage history is current as of 1987 
964 88. Marriage history is current as of 1988 

5,258 89. Marriage history is current as of 1989 

20.539 99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985- 1989 

V32034 ‘# MARRIAGES OF THIS IND ’ TLOC= 32731-32732 MD=98 

Number of Marriages of this Individual 

The values for this variable in the range 00-10 indicate the total number of 
marriages reported for this individual as of the wave indicated in V32033. 
See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of 
people about whom birth history information was gathered. 

00. None 

98. NA; OK 

99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99) 

u V32035 ‘MONTH FIRST/ONLY MAR BEG’ TLOC= 32733-32734 MD=98 

Month First or Only Marriage Beoan 

This variable indicates the beginning month reported for this individual’s 
first or only marriage. The beginning year is given in V32036. The data are 
current as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately 
preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom marriage 
history information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

646 01. January ; “winter” 
633 02. February 
691 03. March 
751 04. April; “spring” 
889 05. May 

1,464 06. June 
971 07. July; “summer ‘1 
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1, 163 
975 
808 
831 
922 

922 

26.805 

08 . August 
09. September 
10. October; “f al 1 ‘I ; “autumn” 
II. November 
12. December 

98. NA; DK 

99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); never married (V32034=00); number 
of marriages not ascertained (V32034=98) and no first 
marriage identified in 1985-1989 

J V32036 ‘YEAR FIRST/ONLY MAR BEG ’ TLOC= 32736-32736 MD=98 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year that this individual’s first or only marriage began. The 
beginning month is given in V32035. The data are current for this individual 
as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately preceding 
V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom marriage history 
information was gathered. 

98. NA; DK 

99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); never married (V32034=00); number 
of marriages not ascertained (V32034=98) and no first 
marriage identified in 1985-1989 

J V32037 ‘STATUS OF FIRST/ONLY MAR’ TLOC= 32737 MD=8 

This variable indicates the status of this individual’s first or Only 

marriage as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately 
preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom marital 
history information was gathered. 

7,101 1 . First or only marriage still intact 
967 3. First or only marriage ended in widowhood 

3,242 4. First or only marriage ended in divorce or annulment 
335 5. Separated during first or only marriage 

2 7. Other 

19 8. NA; DK 

26,805 9. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); never married (V32034=00); number of 
marriages not ascertained (V32034=98) and no first marriage 
identified in 1985-1989 

/ 
v32038 ‘MONTH FIRST/ONLY MAR END’ TLOC= 32738-32739 MD=98 

Month First or Only Marriaae Ended 

If this individual’s first or only marriage ended, this variable indicates 
the ending month. The ending year is given in V32039. The data are current 
as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately preceding 
V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom marriage history 
information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

274 01. January; “winter” 
237 02. February 
265 03. March 
275 04. April; “spring” 
230 05. May 
292 06. June 
264 07. July; “summer” 
276 08. August 
257 09. September 
254 10. October; “fal 1 ‘I ; “autumn” 
229 Il. November 
237 12. December 
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1.121 98. NA or DK date; status of first/only marriage is don’t know 
or not ascertained (V32037=8) 

34.260 99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=93); no divorce, annulment or widowhood 
event was reported for the first/only marriage; never 
married (V32034=00); number of marriages not ascertained 
(V32034=98) and no first marriage identified in 1985-1989 

J v32039 ‘YEAR FIRST/ONLY MAR END I TLOC= 32740-32741 MD=98 

If this individual’s first or only marriage ended, the values for this 
variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits of the ending year. 
The ending month is given in V32038. The data are current as of the wave 
indicated in V32033. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a 
description of the types of people about whom marital history information was 
gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

98. NA or OK date; status of first/only marriage is don’t knOW 

or not ascertained (V32037=8) 

99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); no divorce, annulment or widowhood 
event was reported for the first/only marriage: never 
married (V32034=00); number of marriages not ascertained 
(V32034=98) and no first marriage identified in 1985-1989 

J V32040 ‘MONTH FIRST/ONLY MAR SEP’ TLOC= 32742-32743 MD=98 

If this individual became separated during his or her first or only marriage, 
this variable indicates the month he or she stopped living with the spouse. 
The year is given in V32041. The data are current as of the wave indicated 
in V32033. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of 
tne types of people about whom marriage history information was gathered and 
handling of multiple reports. Data about temporary separations during a 
marriage were not reported for retrospective histories, but could have been 
collected in the yearly updating of marriage events if the individual was 
separated at the time of interviewing. 

246 
193 
191 
229 
202 
267 
232 
182 
218 
182 
169 
204 

1,271 

01. January; “winter” 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April; “spr i ng” 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July; “summer ‘1 
08. August 
09. September 
IO. October; “fal 1 I’; “autumn” 
Il. November 
12. December 

98. NA or OK date; status of first/only marriage is don’t know 
or not ascertained (V32037=8) 

34,685 99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99): no separation event was reported 
for the first/only marriage; never married (V32034=00); 
number of marriages not ascertained (V32034=98) and no 
first marriage identified in 1985-1989 

J V3204 1 ‘YEAR FIRST/ONLY MAR SEP ’ TLOC= 32744-32746 MD=98 

If this individual became separated during his or her first or only marriage, 
the values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year he or she stopped living with the spouse. The month is given in 
V32040. The data are current for this individual as of the wave indicated in 
V32033. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the 
types of people about whom marriage history information was gathered and 
handling of multiple reports. Data about temporary separations during a 
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marriage were not reported for retrospective histories, but could have been 
collected in the yearly updating of marriage events if the individual was 
separated at the time of interviewing. 

98. NA or OK date; status of first/only marriage is don’t know 
or not ascertained (V32037=8) 

99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); no separation event was reported 
for the first/only marriage; never married (V32034=00); 
number of marriages not ascertained (V32034=98) and no 

/ 
first marriage identified in 1985-1989 

V32042 ‘MONTH LAST MAR BEG ’ TLDC= 32746-32747 MD=98 

Month Most Recent Marriaae Beoan 

This variable indicates the beginning month reported for this individual‘s 
most recent of two or more marriages. The beginning year is given in V32043. 
The data are current as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note 
immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about 
whom marriage history information was gathered and handling of multiple 
reports. 

153 01. January; “winter” 
157 02. February 
181 03. March 
176 04 April; “spring” 
213 05. May 
248 06. June 
220 07. July; “summer ‘1 
218 08. August 
209 09. September 
233 10. October: “fal 1 ‘I: “autumn” 
225 11. November 
233 12. December 

141 98. NA; OK 

35,864 99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99): never married or married only once 
(V32034=00-01); number of marriages not ascertained 
(V32034=98) and no last marriage identified in 1985-1989 

c/ V32043 ‘YEAR LAST MAR BEG I TLDC= 32748-32749 MD=98 

Year Most Recent Marriage Began 

The values for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits 
of the year that this individual’s most recent of two or more marriages 
began. The beginning month is given in V32042. The data are current for 
this individual as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately 
preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom marriage 
history information was gathered. 

98. NA; OK 

99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); never married or married only once 
(V32034=00-01): number of marriages not ascertained 
(V32034=98) and no last marriage identified in 1985-1989 

J V32044 ‘STATUS OF LAST MAR I TLOC= 32750 MD=8 

Status of Most Recent Marriage 

This variable indicates the status of this individual’s most recent of two or 
more marriages as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately 
preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about whom marital 
history information was gathered. 

2.058 
186 
288 

75 

I. Most recent of two or more marriages still intact 
3. Most recent of two or more marriages ended in widowhood 
4. Most recent of two or more marriages ended in divorce or 

annulment 
5. Separated during most recent of two or more marriages 
7. Other 
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8. NA; DK 

35,864 9. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99): never married or married only once 
(V32034=00-01); number of marriages not ascertainea 
(V32034=98) and no last marriage identified in 1985-1989 

J V32045 ‘MONTH LAST MAR END ’ TLOC= 32751-32752 MD=98 

Month Most Recent Marriaqe Ended 

If this individual’s most recent of two or more marriages ended, this 
variable indicates the ending month. The ending year is given in V32046. 
The data are current as of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note 
immediately preceding V32009 for a description of the types of people about 
whom marriage history information was gathered and handling of multiple 
reports. 

28 
29 
31 
40 
32 
38 
35 
19 
27 
22 
25 
41 

109 

01. January; “winter” 
02. February 
03. March 
04 April; “spring” 
05. May 
06 June 
07. July; “summer 1’ 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October: “fal 1 ‘I; “autumn” 
il. November 
12. December 

98. NA or OK date; status of most recent of two or more 
marriages is don’t know or not ascertained (V32044=8) 

37,995 99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); no divorce, annuiment or widowhood 
event was reported for the most recent of two or more 
marriages: never married or married only once (V32034=00- 
01) ; number of marriages not ascertained (V32034=98) and 
no last marriage identified in 1985-1989 

x/ V32046 ‘YEAR LAST MAR END I TLOC= 32753-32754 MD=98 

Year Most Recent Marriage Ended 

If this individual’s most recent of two or more marriages ended, the values 
for this variable in the range 01-89 represent the last two digits of the 
ending year. The ending month is given in V32045. The data are current as 
of the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately preceding V32009 
for a description of the types of people about whom marital history 
information was gathered and handling of multiple reports. 

98. NA or OK date: status of most recent of two or more 
marriages is don’t know or not ascertained (V32044=8) 

J 

99. No marriage history was collected for this individual in 
1985-1989 (V32033=99); no divorce, annulment or widowhood 
event was reported for the most recent of two or more 
marriages; never married or married only once (V32034=00- 
01); number of marriages not ascertained (V32034=98) and 
no last marriage identified in 1985-1989 

V32047 ‘MONTH LAST MAR SEP ’ TLOC- 32755-32756 MD=98 

Month Became Separated Ourina Most Recent Marriage 

If this individual became separated during his or her most recent of two or 
more marriages, this variable indicates the month he or she stopped living 
with the spouse. The year is given in V32048. The data are current as of 
the wave indicated in V32033. See the note immediately preceding V32009 for 
a description of the types of people about whom marriage history information 
was gathered and handling of multiple reports. Data about temporary 
separations during a marriage were not reported for retrospective histories, 
but could have been collected in the yearly updating of marriage events if 
the individual was separated at the time of interviewing. 
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